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I. The Utility of Desiccants in Electrostatic

Measurements.

By V. H. Jackson, M.A., and A. T. Mukerjee, M.A

Preliminary tests on the relative efficiency of Calcium
chloride and strong Sulphuric acid in protecting from the
influence of moisture in the surrounding, air the insulators

used ill physical apparatus for accurate Electrostatic measure-
ments were described in a paper published by us in 1914. 1

These tests were however open to the objection that the
sealing of the case within which the insulators of the electro-

meter and other apparatus used for the measurements were
enclosed was not hermetical. In the following series the mea-
surements have been made with an improved form of appara-
tus,2 in which the Dolezalek electrometer and the insulators

were enclosed in a case from which the moist external air is

absolutely excluded, so that the comparisons between the

various desiccants used were carried out under strictly uni-

form conditions. As before, we consider that the maximum
rate of leak which is permissible with a satisfactory degree
of insulation of the quadrants is 0*01 volt per minute, when
the quadrants are initially charged to about one volt.

I. Calcium Chloride.

A solid and easily procurable desiccant being desirable,

Calcium chloride was again the first substance examined but,

in confirmation of the earlier results, proved quite unsatisfac-

1 Journal and Proceedings A.S.B., Vol. X, 1914, pages 227-240.

* This Journal Vol. XVI, page 15.



2 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. [N.S., XVI,

tory. The Calcium chloride, obtained from Merck in granular
form was spread on three dishes and introduced quickly in the
case which was then sealed up. It will be noticed (Diagram I
and Table I. Column III) that the rate of leak on the aver-
age was more than double the maximum value. After about
140 hours, on opening the case, it was found that the Calcium
chloride had hardly changed in appearance, though on keep-
ing it exposed to the moist air it changed rapidly and ab-
sorbed a large amount of moisture. That this substance is

inefficient as a de&iccant for electrostatic work has already
been noticed in Glazebrook's Report l of 1891 on the Muirhead
standard air-condenser (capacity about 0*02 M.F.) as the
following passage will show:

—

fc 'The amount of leakage was
very different .... and depended on the dryness of the air
and ebonite pillars. Thus on March 11, when strong acid had
been enclosed for some time, the leak per minute amounted
to -1 percent, of the whole charge. The sulphuric acid was

Diagram I.

Calcium chloride (12.11.14—18.11,14)

03

30 60
Time in hours

90 120 150

removed during the Easter vacation and replaced by Calcium
chloride, and after this the leak rose to about 1 per cent, per
minute or ten times its former value. With the Calcium
chloride inside the leak was never reduced to -8 per cent per
minute." r

It seems worthwhile to draw special attention to the
unsatisfactory behaviour of Calcium chloride, as this sub-
stance still seems to be occasionally employed under the im-
pression that it improves electrical insulation.»

II. Metallic Sodlom.
Metallic sodium is extensively used as a desiccant in

I
|*-A\

RePort8 on Electrical standards, page 376.
instance
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electrostatic work, especially in Germany, as for instance by
Gerdien. 1 Ebert,2 Hochheim,8 Elster and Geitel* Daunderer. 6

and it is the only means provided for drying the air in the

most modern quartz fibre electrometers such as the Wulf 6

and the Lutz 7 patterns, as well as in the insulators, specially

designed for high insulation, such as those of Gockel 8 and
others. !S we have not been able to trace anv
published measurement which justifies the supposed efficiency

of sodium as a desiccant for accurate electrostatic work ; and
our own observations, which have been carefully verified in

several ways, lead us to the unexpected conclusion thit for

this purpose metallic sodium is either ineffective or even worse

than useless.

In our preliminary measurements we used this substance

Diagram II.

Top—Sodium bits (17.10.14—29.10.14).

Bottom—Effect of glass stirrer, details in Table II
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o
>
a

60 120

Time in hours
160 244) 300

cut in small pieces and spread on several dishes, which were
' '

It was natural-introduced quickly into the electrometer case.

ly impossible to

of the surface

prevent a certain amount
before the case was sealed.

of deterioration

In these tests.

the leak never fell below 0015 volt per minute, and usually

varied between two and three times the maximum permissible

value. Diagram II and Table I, Column IV, giving the values

obtained, show that even after 300 hours no improvement was

produced. On the first occasion when this surprising result

i
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6

6

7

Phys. Zeit. Vol. 5,

9 »

>
>»

99

99

1904, page 295.

XI
,
page 392.

X, page 51.

VIII, page 275.

VIII, page 282.

VIII, page 246 and
IX, page 100.

VI , page 328.

Vol. X, page 251
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was noticed it was thought that the insulation of the quad-
rants had been temporarily spoilt by a spider thread or some
other conducting fibre. To test this point the case was
opened, and without disturbing any fittings the sodium driers
were replaced by strong sulphuric acid. This immediately
reduced the leak to the usual very low and constant value
obtainable with sulphuric acid, as shown on the last portion
of Diagram II (top curve).

Hardly any improvement even for the first few hours was
obtained by using freshly drawn sodium wire. The sodium
press was brought very near the electrometer case, and fairly
long lengths of wire 05 mm. in diameter were quickly drawn
into dry beakers, which were then immediately introduced

DlAGBAM III.

Top—Sodium wire (18.11.14
Bottom—Quicklime.

23.11.14)

20 4,0

Time in hours
60 80 100

into the case and sealed up. This operation was done so
quickly that the brightness of the surface was scarcely af-
fected. The results are shown in Diagram III, and Table I,column V from which it may be seen that the leak never fell
as low as the standard maximum value.

The cause of this anomalous behaviour of metallic sodium
is still obscure. It may be pointed out, however, that the
action of sodium on the amount of moisture present in the

pwi6
wwi,

treate
?.

mUSt be acc™P™ied by chemical
change. Whether sodium is slightly radio-active or not. acertain amount of increased ionisation may result from the
171 OCGSSaprocess

III. Phosphorus Pentoxide.

Phosphorus Pentoxide is so rapidly affected by any mois-ture present in the air that it has probablv not occurreTtoany physicist to use it in order to improve electrostatic insula-
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tion. We have found no record of its use for the purpose, but
as our arrangement admits of hermetical sealing we desired
to test its efficiency on the limited volume of moist air thus
concerned. In the preliminary measurements the substance

Diagram IV.

Top—Phosphorus Pentoxide on dishes (23.11.14—2.12.14)
Bottom—Strong Sulphuric acid, the best desiccant.

40 80
Time in hours

200

was, as with sodium, spread out on several dishes and quickly
introduced into the case. Diagram IV and Table I, Column
VI, show that the leak of the quadrants, which was initially a
little below the permissible value, began steadily increasing on

Diagram V.

Effect of repeated doses of Phosphorus Pentoxide (3 doses)

(17.11.15—25.11.15).

40 80

Time in hours
120 160 200

sealing up the case, and reached double the maximum value in

20 hours. No improvement was noticed even after 200 hours,

as the leak remained between twice and three times the stan-

dard permissible value. It might naturally be thought that
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the value of this powerfully hygroscopic substance as a desic-
cant was destroyed during the time taken in spreading it on the
dishes and introducing it inside the case. To avoid this dbjec-
tion, and also to test the effect of repeated doses of the desic-
cant, the following arrangement was made :—A piece of steel
tubing of about half an inch bore was pressed down into the
large bottle containing anhydrous phosphorus pentoxide and
then quickly introduced into the electrometer case through the
opening on its top. By means of a steel rod the phosphorus
pentoxide was pushed out of the tube into a wide dish suppor-
ted in the interior of the case which was then immediately and
hermetically sealed by replacing the cover in the groove round
the opening. In this way the substance hardly came into
contact with the external air at all. This method gave results

Diagram VI.

Effect of introducing fresh charge of Phosphorus Pentoxide (A) or of
stirring the mass already inside (B). (6.12.15—23.12.15).
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>
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ce-oi

80 160
Time in hours

a40 320 400

of considerable interest, which are shown in Diagram V and
Column VII of Table I. Immediately after its introduction a
certain amount of desiccation was manifest, as the leak fell
slightly below half the maximum permissible value. It then
however, immediately commenced to increase, and before
becoming after 50 hours approximately constant, reached over
double the standard value. A second charge of the desiccant
?™ f Z1?08

*
,

exactly similar effects
>
which were again

reproduced by a third charge. The results of a further trial

fhln™ t

Dfgr
f
m
YL .

They show that ^e effect of stirring

fresh
1^ y f

T2dy
.

mtroduced ® the case, so as to exposefresh surfaces to the air, resembled that of adding fresh charges

end o7?n?,
riI

{
r<?Tn8 the leak

-
0n °Pening *he ca<* ^ theend of the last set of measurements it was observer! tW tw*
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was only a slight change on the surface of the phosphorus
pentoxide.

It seems clear that moisture could not have been the
cause of the increase of leak which was invariably observed.
As in the case of metallic sodium, any drying action due to
this substance is accompanied by chemical change, which may
similarly be accompanied by increased ionisation. It is also

possible that the abnormal increase of leak in this case is due
to the presence of yellow phosphorus in the sample of phospho-
rus pentoxide which was used. The chemical action of mois-
ture on yellow phosphorus was found by Schenck l to produce
an increase of ionisation.

IV. Quicklime.

Solid desiccants are obvious) v so much more convenient
for use with many electrostatic instruments than strong sul-

phuric acid that it was considered worthwhile to investigate

the matter further. Professors Caldwell of Patna College and
Bellars of Rangoon College have suggested to us that other

solid desiccants with which there are less chances of complica-

tions due to chemical action might be more suitable for our

purpose. One of these is Quicklime, and we have examined
the action of a sample of this substance kindly prepared for

us at temperature about 600° C by Professor Bellars. The
general conclusion is that though quicklime does not resemble

metallic sodium and phosphorus pentoxide in producing an

abnormal increase of leak after a short time, the improvement
in insulation caused by it is only temporary. This is probably

due to the great difficulty in keeping this substance absolutely

anhydrous, but it also appears as if its efficiency as a drying

agent is entirely confined to the surface layer, which is rapidly

affected by any moisture present. Diagram III shows that

when the quicklime was first introduced into the case it

brought down the leak to 00025 volt per minute, but the

effect did not last long, and after 30 hours reached the value

0-006, which is the usual leak during the dry season when desic-

cants are not used. A larger amount of the substance tested

subsequently did not bring down the leak at all, although the

tin containing the quicklime was after opening again sealed

by paraffin and kept in a sulphuric acid desiccator.

Further tests on this substance, freshly prepared, and on

others such as anhydrous Copper sulphate and sodium ethox-

ide carried out during the dampest season of the year would

be interesting, but it seems likely that the surface layers of

all of them will prove to deteriorate so rapidly on exposure

that for all ordinary purposes they cannot compete with strong

sulphuric acid.

i Science Abstracts, Vol. XVIII, 1915, No. 1581.
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V. Sulphuric Acid.

Sulphuric acid of density about its maximum, 1*840, cor-

responding to 90% of pure' H
2
S04 prepared by boiling with

the usual precautions, is the only desiccant which we have
found suitable for use with sensitive quadrant electrometers
and similar instruments, and even with this substance the best
results can only be obtained when, as in our arrangements, the
insulators which are to be kept dry by it are enclosed in a
hermetically sealed case. As soon as we had succeeded in

making the sealing of the older type of case used by us
hermetical, we introduced or removed the sulphuric acid
without opening the case itself. To do this, we employed a
glass siphon passing through a sealed opening in the bottom
of the case and dipping into the beaker. By means of a two-
way tap outside, the acid could be introduced under pressure
or siphoned off. The acid contained in the beaker could be
stirred by means of an open spiral, of glass tubing, which
could be either lowered entirely underneath the surface of the
acid, or pulled completely out of it, by a thread working
air-tight through a U tube filled with mercury and oil and
sealed into the case. As noticed with all the solid desiccants
which have been examined, the action of the surface layer of
this substance is weakened by the absorption of moisture, and
in order to obtain the full improvement possible it is necessary
to renew the surface by stirring the acid. By this means the
period of useful action of the sulphuric acid in a sealed case
can be prolonged almost indefinitely.

A curious and unexpected effect which was invariably
noticed, however, was that if the glass stirrer was left hanging
in the air after being pulled out of the acid the leak of the
electrometer immediately began to increase, reaching values
about fifty to seventy per cent, in excess of the normal value.
The original low value (about 0004, as the acid used was only
of 90 per cent, strength) was immediately restored by stirring
again and leaving the stirrer entirely underneath the surface
of the acid. The cause of this behaviour is obscure. It is

probably due to adsorption of water on the glass, the acid
dropping off the stirrer being more concentrated than the
original. Diagram II and Table II show clearly this effect in
a long set of measurements which was performed in order to
confirm the conclusions arrived at in previous work. The first
part, up to 60 hours, shows the normal leak with the glass
stirrer completely immersed in the acid ; the stirrer was then
pulled out and left partly exposed, and the leak began to
increase. Stirring brought this down to the usual value.
Again after 110 hours, the stirrer was left exposed for a long
period to see the maximum increase of leak possible. The
leak increased to double the usual value and then began vary-
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ing between the limits 0*010 and 0-015 volt per minute.

Finally, after 220 hours, the acid was again stirred and the

stirrer left underneath the surface. The leak of the quadrants

regained the usual value and remained as satisfactory as

before.

Though these arrangements for introducing the acid

without opening the case, and for stirring the acid, worked

quite satisfactorily, they are too complicated for ordinary use.

By means of the simple arrangement described in detail in a

previous paper, 1 the acid can be so easily drawn off and

replaced by a fresh quantity that it is unnecessary to provide

any special arrangements for stirring it.

The superiority of sulphuric acid, when properly used,

over other desiccants for accurate electrostatic work is clearly

established by measurements made with either arrangement.

Using acid of strength 95%, the leak, as shown in Table I,

Column II and in Diagram IV, can be reduced below one-fifth

of the standard maximum permissible value, and can be kept

practically constant for more than a week, without stirring or

renewing the acid.

l Improvements in measurements in Quadrant Electrometers, part

II, 1920.



TABLE I

1

No. of
hours
Dndfr
test.

4

8

12

24

36

48

II III

S t rong 1 1 SO+

95%

II'OOI I

o •< "m ) i r>

0015

0020

0-0015

-00 1

5

60 0-0015

100 00016

150

200

Calcium Ohio
ride.

0017

0016

0015

0-014

0-022

0018

IV

Sodium in

small pieces.

018

0-022

0-024

0-025

0-028

0-024

026 • 0-025

025 030

0022 0-021

0-026 0-024

026

V

Sodium wire.

012

0*013

0014

0-O15

0-024

0-019

0022

0-025

0-029

VI

(in dishes)

0*010

0012

0015

0023

0*022

0-023

0-024

0-029

0-020

0-019

VII

P2O5 in doses.

A
First

dose.

0-022

003

0-005

0-006

0-016

0-019

0-023

0-023

B
Second
dose.

0023

0-004

0-004

0-004

0013

0-013

0-020

0-021

VIII

Quicklime

0040

0*0035

.0-0050

0-0055

0-0047

O

a
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1
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TABLE II.

Showing the abnormal effect observed on leaving the glass stirrer

exposed to the air.

No. of hours under
test.

Circumstances
Leak m Volts

per minute.

12

24

36

60

70

100

110

125

150

170

195

200

220

222

224

Stirrer fully immersed in acid

1 9

9 I

9t

Stirrer left partly out

>

Stirred and stirrer left in

Stirrer in

11

Stirrer left out

9 1

- 9

9 9

19

91

99

Stirred and stirrer left in

9 1

11

0*0042

0044

0-0048

0-0040

0-0050

-0084

0-0 )50

0055

00051

0*0090

0010

0014

0013

0-011

0-014

0-0061

00060

0-0046





2. Improvements in Measurements with Quadrant
Electrometers.

Part II, Simplified arrangements for accurate and
continuous work.

By V. H. Jackson, M.A., and A. T. Mukerjee, M.A.

In a previous paper I we discussed the difficulties connec-

ted with the use of sensitive quadrant electrometers in India,

and described arrangements which we had found adequate at

Patna to give quite satisfactory results during the dampest
weather. The principles underlying these improvements
were

(1) The elimination of all unessential insulators. By
attaching a special key direct to the amber insula-

tors of one pair of quadrants we reduced the

number of insulators required for all the ordinary

operations in electrometer work to two. namely, (a)

the insulation of these quadrants ; and (b) the in-

sulation of the wire connecting the electrometer to

any apparatus outside.

(2) Protection from the effects of moisture and electro-

static disturbances in the atmosphere. We enclosed

the electrometer and attached key in an outer

earth-connected metal case, and operated the key

connections from the outside, the air inside the

case being kept dry by strong sulphuric acid.

In the actual arrangements then in use, the electrometer

was enclosed in a square zinc case fitted on a wooden frame-

work. The connections with the mercury cups of the key

were made in the usual manner, by letting down cylindrical

pieces of brass with amalgamated points by means of silk loops

attached to cotton threads passing through small holes in the

case. Drying was effected by soldering up one side of the

case after the strong sulphuric acid was introduced, but com-
munication with the outside air was still possible through the

four small holes for the threads. These arrangements were

evidently open to considerable improvement. The operation

of soldering alone took several minutes, during which the acid

necessarily deteriorated. As the sealing wTas not hermetical.

moisture gradually entered the $ase owing to diffusion or tem-

perature differences. For these reasons, as we pointed out,

I Journal and Proceedings, A.S.B., Vol. X, No. 6, 1914, pages 227-240.
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the effect of the sulphuric acid could only be relied on to keep
the leak in wet weather below the standard value for some-
thing like 200 to 300 hours. It was also found that the effect

of the moisture absorbed bv the wooden framework of the case

could not be neglected. With proper hermetical sealing and
better arrangements for introducing drying materials into the
case, it was thought possible that better results could be ob-
tained by substituting for strong sulphuric acid other desic-

cants such as Phosphorus Pentoxide or metallic sodium.
All these problems have since been investigated. A square

brass case, free from wood, was constructed, and after much
difficulty rendered absolutely air-tight by soldering all edges
and stopping the minute leaks with coatings of Canada Balsam
in ether. The threads operating the key were led in through
small U tubes containing mercury, the communication being
rendered perfectly air-tight by the addition of oil. Since the
oil increased friction when cotton threads were used, these
were replaced by human hair, as experiment showed that this
was the material which worked most smoothly. The sulphuric
acid was introduced or removed by a double siphon without
disturbing the sealing of the case. To eliminate all possibility
of the entry of moist air by leakage a slight additional pres-
sure was maintained inside the case. Drying agents other
than sulphuric acid were introduced from the top of the case,
which could be immediately re-sealed by iron covers dipping
in grooves containing mercury and oil. During these investi-
gations several interesting results were obtained, both as
regards the superiority of sulphuric acid over other desiccants,
and the best method of using sulphuric acid as a desiccant.
Most of these were described at the third session of the Indian
Science Congress at Lucknow, but have not hitherto been
published.

As a result of the experience obtained during these investi-
gations, the whole apparatus has now been re-designed and
simplified. Several Dolezalek electrometers fitted with the
improved arrangements, including one for continuous self-
recording registration of the Earth-air current, have been in
constant use in our laboratory for nearly three years, and no
further difficulties have been met with. Discussions with
other workers in physical laboratories in India have convinced
us that a detailed description of the final arrangements now
adopted would be useful. These are as follows :

No alterations have been made as regards the connections
operated by means of the key, but the modifications in th_
methods of working and general arrangements, as shown in the
diagram, require explanation.

The outer case is now made cylindrical instead of square,
thus avoiding many difficulties in construction, especially by
reducing the number of joints, all of which are possible sources
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of leakage of moist air. The upper part (^4) is made of light

brass, about 5 mm. thick, 22 cms. in diameter, and 40 cms.
high. This is removable, and fits into a groove 1 cm. wide by 2
cms. deep turned on the rim of a heavy cast-iron or brass base

(C). Iron is on the whole preferable, as brass even when
protected by paint is liable sooner or later to be attacked by
the mercury. The groove is partly filled with mercury and
oil, so that hermetical sealing is at once obtained with this

G

n g piml

E

arrangement when the cover is placed in position. The
fittings on the removable case are

:

(D) A microscope slide sealed with Canada Balsam into a

metal frame soldered to the case. These slides when of good

quality are plane enough to give a sharp image when light

passing through them is reflected from the mirror of the electro-

meter, as in the ordinary lamp and scale arrangement.

(E) A lantern-slide or a piece of ordinary window glass

about 8 cms. square, similarly sealed into the case, which serves
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to watch the level of the sulphuric acid contained in the funnel

(H) inside.

(F) is an iron ring, soldered on the case with its centre
immediately over the funnel. Through this opening, which is

ordinarily kept closed and air-tight by an iron cover (G) dip-

ping in a mercury and oil groove, fresh sulphuric acid can be
introduced into the funnel whenever necessary.

The lower portion (0) of the outer case carries the
following fittings :

—

(H) A glass funnel, provided with a tap underneath the
base. This funnel passes through a hole (J) and is sealed air-

tight with pitch composition
In order to make room for the acid funnel, the electro-

meter is not placed symmetrically inside the outer case. Its

levelling screws rest on brass brackets (K) 120° apart, each of

which is screwed on the inner side of the base (C). One of the
brackets is 12 cm. and the others 5 cm. in length. When the
electrometer h placed in position on these brackets a gap of

about 10 cm. is left beneath it and the base and it is possible

to get at the key and other fittings underneath the electro-

meter without disturbing its adjustment.
(M) is a sulphur or amber insulator carrying the wire

which connects any apparatus outside the case to the mercury
cup (N), and (P) is another mercury cup connected directly to
the case, which is of course kept earthed.

{Q) is a brass plate about 8 cms. square, soldered over an
opening cut in the base. Four soft iron rods 8 mm. in diameter
and 18 cms. long (two of which are shown in the diagram) pass
through circular holes in the brass plate, each of which is 3
cms. from the intersections of the diagonals of a square. The
level of their ends is adjusted until each attracts the corres-
ponding armature over it sufficiently strongly, and then they
are fixed by solder on the brass plate. On the portion of each
rod which projects outside the base is wound a high resistance
magnetizing coil about 7 cms. long, consisting of 7 layers of
No. 36 double silk covered copper wire. The resistance of
these coils is made high, about 50 ohms, in order to reduce the
current necessary for continuous working to about 0'2 ampere.
Unless the heating effect is made as small as possible con-
vexion currents may be set up inside the electrometer case,
which cause a drift of the zero of the needle in one or other
direction. Owing to the frequent interruptions of the current
in the electromagnets, the insulation is severely tested, espe-
cially in damp weather and it is essential that each layer
should be protected by tissue paper soaked in a solution of
celluloid in amylacetate.

The key (J?), which is the only additional fitting to the
electrometer itself, has been considerably simplified and im-
proved. It consists of a vertical wire screwed directly to one
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of the quadrants through its amber support, carrying four
hinged soft iron armatures about 35 cms. long by 0*5 cms.
wide. Each armature has a well-amalgamated copper point
rivetted at its end which makes connexion when necessary with
the corresponding mercury cup placed underneath it. The
armatures are suspended by short brass spirals from four hori-

zontal wires attached to the central vertical wire, and as these
spirals are soldered at both ends they also serve to establish

good electrical connexions between the amalgamated points-

and the central wire. To prevent the armatures from being
pulled too far down and thus touch the cores of the electro-

magnets suitable stops are carried from the end of the vertical

wire. When necessary, one electrometer together with its key
can be lifted from the brackets and replaced by another,

without any further adjustments.

One of the two mercury cups not shown in the diagram is

connected to a cylindrical air-condenser, with amber insulation,

supported vertically inside the case, the outer cylinder being
earthed. This air-condenser is used for determining the capa-
city of the electrometer at any time. The fourth cup is

supported by a wire through a sulphur or amber plug on the

side of the lower part of the case (O) and is used to charge the

quadrants to the potential of one or more cadmium cells placed

outside the case.

It is necessary to have one more sulphur or amber plug

passing through the side of the base (C) in order to lead in the

potential for charging the electrometer needle to a suitable

voltage. The wire passing through this plug is connected
either to the binding screw (S) when a conducting suspension

is employed, or to the binding screw (T) on the charging

arrangement supplied by the makers for use with quartz fibre.

In the latter case the additional arrangement for charging the

needle from outside the hermetically sealed case, mentioned in

our previous paper, is used. Alignment marks are put on both

portions of the outer case, so that the upper cover can be
lifted up to examine the internal fittings and replaced in a

few seconds with hermetical sealing as before.

In order that the arrangements described may work satis-

factorily a few important points require attention.

(1) Should the material of the electrometer needle be
slightly magnetic, the comparatively strong magnetic fields

set up when one or other of the electromagnets is excited

would alter the zero. We have found, however, that when
a needle of aluminium foil is used, even with a quartz fibre

and a fair degree of sensitiveness (about 300 mm. at one
metre for one volt on the quadrants) there is no appreciable

disturbance of zero due to this cause.

(2) Another possible source of zero shift is the vibration

which takes place in this arrangement when contact between
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the point and its mercury cup is broken. If the amalgamation

of the point is not satisfactory, or the mercury surface not

clean, a slight coherer effect is noticeable at the contact, and

the zero of the electrometer is liable to small shifts even when

the point is pulled slowly out of the mercury as in the origi-

nal arrangement. These effects are made all the more pro-

bable by any vibrations which occur, but with clean mercury

and properly amalgamated points no trouble of this kind is

experienced.

(3) The acid used should be boiled with a small quantity

of ammonium sulphate, as recommended for Kelvin electro-

meters. Its specific gravity is thus usually about 1*840

indicating a proportion of about 95% of pure sulphuric acid.

(4) By means of a standardised sliding condenser attached

to (M) the external connection, the capacities of each part of

the instrument may be determined with very considerable

accuracy by a method similar to that of Gerdien, 1 which has

been worked out independently by Mr. K. N. Bannerjee, M.Sc,

Senior Lecturer in this laboratory. As an example of the

magnitudes which may be expected, we give the values for one

of the electrometers now in use in our laboratory. The capa-

city of the quadrants with the key, using a 6/x quartz fibre

giving sensitiveness 250 mm. per volt when the needle is charged

to 14 volts, is 28*5 E.S.U. ; that of the external connector M
with its mercury cup is 7-6 E.S.U. The capacity of the

cylindrical air-condenser as calculated from its dimensions,

and neglecting end-corrections, was 80*3
; but when determined

by this method its true value, including its connection to the

mercury cup, is obtained and is 838 + 5 E.S.U.

(5) All the insulators which remain inside the case, and are

therefore protected from moisture, retain a very high and
almost constant degree of insulation ; but the problem of

maintaining a sufficiently low or sufficiently constant value of

the leak on the portion of the insulator (M ) outside the case

which cannot be completely shielded from ordinary moist air

lias proved to be a very difficult one, especially during very
damp weather. The arrangement used by Gockel * or Scherring,8

consisting of a corrugated ebonite insulator with external metal
protection and sodium drying, was designed specially for use as

an external insulator under such conditions, but it is quite use-

less for electrometer measurements of any considerable degree
of accuracy, except in very dry weather when simple insulators

work at least equally satisfactorily. Ebonite is so sensitive to

moisture that its use in connection with electrostatic measure-
ments when exposed to ordinary air should be avoided, when-

1 Phys. Zeit., Vol. 5, 1904, pages 294-296.
2 m frt , 6, 1905, page 328.
8 „ „ „ 5, 1904, „ 452.
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ever possible, and as shown in another paper, 1 sodium used as a
drying agent tends to increase rather than diminish the natural
leak of the insulator which it is intended to protect. After
trying numerous modifications of this type of insulator, using
amber, sulphur or paraffin for the insulating material, with
elaborate protection of the insulator from any currents of

moist air, and with either strong sulphuric acid as a drying
agent or with slight heating of the surface of the insulator,

{

7
3

none of these have proved satisfactory in practice for work of

the highest degree of accuracy, either as regards the degree of

insulation secured or the constancy of the leak. This may be

seen from the following measurements, typical of a large

number of similar observations on the behaviour of insulators

protected as shown in Fig. 2. These insulators were of exactly

the same size except that the surface of the paraffin was not

grooved.

i Utility of desiccants in electrostatic work,
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Protected insulator. No desiccant used.

^ - — - ' «'—" - -

Time after ex-
Ebonite. Amber. Paraffin.posure to air.

•0067 •21 •0075

15 hours •014 •008

18 • • • • •009

20 • • 013 •017

35 •0090 •015 • •

60 • • •014 • •

65 • • •023 • *

Same insulators. Sulphuric acid drying.

Initial

Immediately after.

2 hours
4
10

15

0*0090 0013 0017
0-0038 0-0097 • •

• • • • 0087
0-0064 0-0079 m m

0-015 • 020
* * 0-0097 • •

The arrangement for these purposes which we have found
most satisfactory up to the present is a much more simple one.
Concentric with the connecting wire which passes through the
sulphur plug(#), Fig. 3, along its axis, a brass cylinder Q is also
imbedded in the sulphur, thus serving as a guard ring. By
means of a connection soldered to a small projection P on the
outer rim of the guard cylinder this can be charged to any po-
tential either positive or negative. The diameter of the sul-

phur plug is reduced to about 12 mm., that of the cylinder
being 8 mm. The external and internal surfaces of the
sulphur plug, as well as the ends of the brass cylinder, are
made flush with the corresponding surfaces of the case itself.

The object of this is partly to reduce surface creep of electrifica-
tion over the insulator, and partly to prevent dust from collect-

By applying tomg
the guard cylinder a potential exactly equal to that of the wire
passing through the sulphur plug, the effect of any leakage
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due to moisture on the surface of the latter as well as conduc-
tion would be entirely eliminated. By reversing the potential

of the guard cylinder this leakage effect should be doubled,
thus giving an estimate of its amount. In practice, the guard
ring is kept at the potential of the cadmium cell used to charge
the quadrants, and since the potential of the wire passing

through the sulphur plug is never higher than this and is

usually lower, the leakage due to moisture and conduction is

employed to reduce the leak of the whole system consisting of

the quadrants connected to the wire.

The following table, showing result of observations taken

with the guard-ring, indicates the very great improvement
effected in the insulation of the sulphur plug even during the

monsoon. Of the observations taken on the 21st of August,

1919, Column D shows the rates of leakage of the quadrants

alone. Column C shows that the rates of leakage of the

quadrants with the sulphur plug having its guard-ring properly

charged are almost equal to those of the quadrants alone.

Columns A and B show the increase in the leak by earthing the

guard -ring or by putting the opposite potential on it. Similar

results were obtained on the next day with a positive charge

on the quadrants, and the agreement between the Columns
D and B is as satisfactory as before.



Date

21-8-1!)

22-8-19.

No. of observa
tiona.

Mean

Mean

Charge on
Q or Q + Plug

1 volt

*9

+ 1 volt

>

»

TABLE.

Leakage Through Q + Plug with Guard
Ring.

Earthed.
A.

0-0046

0058
0-0060
0-0068

0-0057

0-0046

0-0051

0-0056

00057

0-0052

+ 1 Volt.
B.

0-0079
0-007

1

0-0081

0-0079

0-0078

0-0029
0-0029
0-0030

0036

0-0031

1 Volt
C.

0-0032
0-0038

0*0037

0048

0-0039

0054
0057

0-0067
0-0009

0-0062

Leakage through Q alone.

D.

0032
0039

0-0038

0-0044

0038

0020
0-0027
0-0034

0040

0-0030
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[i used by the Gaodar (Herdsmen)

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B.

(With Plates I—JI.)

The loom here described was seen in use in a Gaodar

encampment on the shores of the Hamun-i-Helmand by Mr.

S. W, Kemp and myself in December, 1918. The figure is

reproduced from a drawing ba«ed on photographs taken for

the purpose by Mr. Kemp. I have to thank Mr. II. G. Graves

for much assistance in drawing up the description; the techni-

cal terms in which are those employed by Ling Roth, Joum.

Anthrop. Inst., XLVI. p. 284, fig. 1 (1916).

The loom is of the horizontal type but is fitted with a

vertical apparatus for the suspension of a shed-stick and

heddle-rod. The threads of the warp are stretched on the

ground between two sticks of tree-tamarisk. The stick (a) at

the end at which weaving commences (the cloth-beam) is se-

cured in position bv being placed behind two pegs driven into

the ground, while the other stick or warp beam {b) is fastened

by a loop of rope at either end to two other pegs. The warp

can be drawn taught by tightening these ropes. A vertical

tripod consisting of three sticks (c, c, c) six feet or more in

length is used to "suspend the shed-stick and heddle-rod. These

sticks are tied together above ; two of the legs are inserted into

the ground one on each side of the warp near its middle and

the other near the warp-beam in front but also at one side.

As the weaving proceeds the position of the tripod must be

altered. From its apex a stick about two and a half feet long

is suspended across and a considerable distance above the

warp. It is also lashed to the two hinder legs of the tripod in

such a wav as to be practically immovable. A shorter stick (e)

rests on the upper suspender at right angles and supports the

shed-stick (/) and heddle-rod (g), to which it is fastened atone

end to each, by ropes about three feet long. It is freely mov-

able backwards and forwards, and when the end near the

cloth-beam is pulled down the shed-stick is raised and the

odd and even threads separated ; when it is pushed up the

heddle-rod pulls the odd threads (i) up between the even

threads of the warp (h). Both the shed -stick and the heddle-

rod are roughlv-shaped tamarisk twigs between two and a halt

and three feet long, each a little longer than the width of the

warp. The odd threads are fastened to the heddle-rod

between the even threads by separate loops of wool, one tor

each thread, and the loops are fixed to a transverse thread
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which runs along the front of the heddle-rod and is there

firmly tied in position.

As a rule two women work together at this kind of loom,
both squatting on the web (k) and one inserting the thread of

the woof, which she holds roughly bundled together without a
shuttle, by hand, while the other wields the beater-in and
manipulates the heddle-rod and shed-stick. A single woman
can, however, work alone.

The beater-in (fig. 2, pi. II) resembles the specimen, pro-

bably from Persia, figured by Ling Roth in Journ. Anthrop.
Inst., XLVIII, p. 130, fig. 195A, except that the handle and
body are in a straight line. They are carved out of a single

piece of wood and on the back of the body there is a metal
shield, sometimes of brass, sometimes of iron and often partly
of one metal and partlv of the other. It is fixed on bv nails.

The other surface is not protected but is often ornamented
by crude carving (see figure). The metal shield not only
strengthens the implement but also helps to keep in posi-

tion the raw hide by means of which the teeth of the comb
are fixed to the body. These teeth are abruptly curved copper
blades, seven in number. Their bases are inserted into the
wood and covered by a piece of raw hide in which slits are
cut for the protrusion of the teeth. This has evidently been
applied wet and allowed to dry in position before the metal
shield has been fastened on. The straightness of the beater-
in is probably correlated with the fact that the weaver sits on
the web and strikes downwards with it. Compare the figure
of a Lycian weaver working at an upright loom with a curved
or bent beater-in reproduced by Ling Roth in the paper cited
above {Journ. Anthrop. Inst., XLVIII, p. 123, fig. 12).

The whole apparatus is probably degenerate rather than
primitive, its peculiarities depending on the difficulty experi-
enced by the Gaodar in obtaining timber. A minimum of wood
is used in its construction and the crooked branches of the tree-
tamarisk are utilized perforce. Even these have to be brought
from Miankangi, a remote district situated between the main
effluents of the Helmand. The tripods and suspenders are
thus valued possessions and may always be seen when not in
use leaning against the walls of the reed huts of the Gaodar
(plate I).

The woollen cloth made with this loom is a coarse blanket-
like material, as a rule black with white or grey transverse
stripes but without other pattern. It is produced in long
strips not more than two and a half feet wide. A similar
type of loom is used by Baluchi women in Seistan for weaving
carpets. See Tate's Seistan, part IV, plate opposite page
323. This plate is, however, not quite clear as to details and
I did not see the carpet-loom mvself.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

' Plate I.

Gaodar encampment at the edge of the Hamun-i-Hel-
mand, showing loom -frames resting against the huts of reed-

matting.

Plate II.

Fig. 1.—Gaodar loom, Seistan.

a = cloth-beam ; b — warp-beam ; c = stick support-

ing suspensorium ; d- transverse rod of suspen-

sorium ; e = rod supporting shed-stick (/) andheddle-

rod (g) ; ft = even threads of warp ; i = odd threads of

warp ; fc = web of cloth.

Fig. 2.—Beater-in or weaver's comb; much reduced.

Fig. 3.—Two Gaodar women weaving at the loom.
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4. Further Notes on the Genus Camptoceras

(Mollusca Pulmonata),

Bv N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B., and Baini Prashad,

D Sc. (Zoological Survey of India).

Since we submitted to this Society last year our notes on

the genus Camptoceras, Benson, two events have occurred that

cast further light on its taxonomic position. These are the

publication by Walker (a few days earlier than our paper) of a

description of the Japanese species and the discovery by one

of us of specimens of a new species from Kashmir, closely allied

to C. lineatum, in the collection of St. Xavier's College, Bombay.

We are thus placed in a better position to estimate the exact

status and relationships of the genus. Before discussing these

points we will give a few notes on the two species 0. hirasei,

Walker, and C. subspinosum, sp. nov.

Camptoceras hirasei, Walker.

1919. Camptoceras hirasei, Walker, Occ. Papers Mus.

Zool. Univ. Michigan, No. 64, pp. 1-6, pi. i

(March 17 th).

1919. Camptoceras sp , Annandale & Prashad, Journ. As.

Soc. Bengal {n.s.) XIV, p. 458, pi. xii, fig. 2.

Walker discusses not only the shell of his new species but

also the external anatomy, the radula and certain of the

internal organs. His material was, however, defective, and he

was unable to give any account of the genitalia. His figures

of the shell and radula do not altogether conform with our

own
as accurate. , , ,.

So far as the shell is concerned we believe that the dis-

crepancies are probablv due to the fact that his specimens

were not so mature as ours. It is true that they were slight-

ly larger than those we examined, but considerable varia-

tion in size must always be expected in aquatic pulmonates

and the mouth and adjacent parts of the shell he figured

were, to judge from his plate, less perfectly developed than

those of the specimen figured by us. In our specimen there

was a vertical ridge or varix on the outer aspect of the body-

whorl that seemed to indicate that the animal had under-

gone at least one period of arretted growth. No such ridge is

shown in Mr. Walker's figures. Our specimen was killed in
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October and possibly the difference is due to the two series

having been collected at different seasons.

In the dried material we examined we were unable to find

any trace of the horny jaw, but Mr. Clapp's description of it is

confirmed by an examination of the same region in our new
species. The jaw is evidently very like that of Planorbis, con-
sisting of a slender transverse centre-piece and two still more
slender lateral pieces.

As to the radula, Mr. Walker states that the central tooth
is bicuspid and that the bases of all the teeth are quadrate.
In our preparation of two radulse of the Japanese species we
find some difference in respect of the central tooth. In one it

is tricuspid, in the other quadricuspid, the two middle cusps
being much the longest. In this tooth, therefore, it is possible
that the apparent discrepancies between the two descriptions
are due merely to individual variation. This is not so, how-
ever, with the form of the base of the laterals and marginals.
A re-examination of our preparations and a comparison with
others of the radula of C. subspinosum convince us that we
were right in figuring these teeth as produced and bluntly
pointed at the base. Radular teeth so minute as those of the
aquatic pulmonates are always difficult to examine in detail,
and Mr. Walker's figures can only be described as somewhat
crude .

We do not think that there can be any doubt that the
American malacologist and we ourselves were dealing with the
same species. To prevent any misconception as to the ap-
pearance of rivalry due to the practically simultaneous publi-
cation of our papers on the subject, we wish to state that we
had invited Mr Walker to publish his description first and that
he had agreed to do so in a most courteous manner.

Camptoceras subspinosum sp. nov.

This species (fig. 1) is, as we have said, closely allied
to C. hneatum, Blanford, 1 but differs in the following charac-
ters :

—

(1) The shell is considerably larger and more elongate
and has 4 instead of 2\ whorls.

(2) Its whorls are more convex and less oblique and the
suture is less well defined, not so deep and broader.

(3) The mouth of the shell is longer in proportion to its
breadth and narrower above.

(4) The sculpture consists of spiral lines of minute sub-

See Blanford, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal XL, p. 40, pi. ii, fig. 3 (1871).
1 he description is reprinted in Gude's volume on the Molluscs (II) in the
Faun. Brit. Ind., p. 464, fig. 144 (1914).
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spinose tubercles l with very fine longitudinal and
transverse striae between them.

So far as shell-characters are concerned this species pro-

vides a link not only between G. lineatum and 0. hirasei but

also between the genus as a whole and the Malayan and
Australian species of Bullinus.

Fig. 1.—Type specimen of Camptoceras subspinosum, sp. nov.

The radula (fig. 2) is very similar to that of G. hirasei, but

the teeth are distinctly longer and the central differs in having

larger cusps. In one radula the cusps of this tooth are dis-

tinct, two in number, while in another they are fused together

ir as. 6 o.

Fig. 2.—Radular teeth of Camptoceras subspinosum sp. nov

a=central ; b, 6= laterals ; c=marginals.

so that the tooth is really unicuspid. In our preparations of

this species it is clear that the extremity of the cusps of all

the teeth is produced into a sharp spine-like process as in

Planorbis and allied genera, but this process is extremely

1 This character is better seen in specimens in spirit than in dry-

shells and may not be differential.
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minute and delicate. The approximate dental formula is

7. 11. 1. 11. 7, the laterals being more numerous than in C.

hirasei.

The jaw closely resembles that of C. hirasei as figured by
Clapp in Walker's paper.

Our specimens are preserved in spirit but appear to have
been completely desiccated at some period. It is impossible

to make out much of their anatomy, but we have succeeded

in extracting the penis-sheath, which is elongate as in Planorbis

and its allies. The tissues are badly preserved and it is impos-

sible to see details of the structure, but there is certainly no
penial stylet.

The external anatomy is evidently closely similar to that

of C. terebra and C. hirasei.

Measurements of Shells (in millimetres).

I II III

Length .. .. 53 52 55
Diameter • • 2-5 2-5 26
Length of Mouth .

.

. . 3*4 36 3*6

Diameter of Mouth .

.

1*7 1*7 19

Type-specimen. No. M !

] ;p- in the collection of the Zoo-

logical Survey of India (Indian Museum).
Habitat. The series we have examined was collected by

Prof, F. Hallberg of St. Xavier's College, Bombay, on the road

between Khanabal and Islamabad in Kashmir (alt. between
4,000 and 5,000 ft.) on April 15th, 1916. A young specimen
was also found by the same collector in the Chenar Bagh at Sri-

nagar (alt. 5,250 ft.) on March 23rd of the same year.

The adults were found in a small, very shallow pool, ap-

parently recently dug, without vegetation and with an area of

only about 12 square yards. They were attached to the lower
surface of small submerged stones. The young individual was
on the under surface of a dead plane-leaf in a small canal.

Taxonomic position of the genus Camptoceras.

We are now in a better position to estimate the taxono-
mic status of Camptoceras correctly than we were when writing
our former note. We accept Walker's view that the genus
belongs to the Planorbidae, not to the Ancylidae as we for-

merly thought. The structure of the jaw and of the form of

the penial sheath affords strong evidence in favour of this

view, as does also the minute structure of the radular teeth.

The shell-form of our new species, moreover, is less different

from that of Bullinus, Adanson, than that of any species of

Camptoceras previously described. As we have already pointed
out, this species closely resembles C. lineatum. In describing
the latter the late Dr. Blanford expressed a doubt as to its
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being congeneric with C. terebra and C. austeni. Here again,

however, C. subspinosurn is an annectant form, the more
elongate shape of its shell and less contiguous whorls bringing

it distinctly nearer to the extreme species of the genus than is

C. lineatum.

Considering the four species of Camptoceras now known
together, the propriety of separating them from the genus

Bullinus may possibly be doubted. The shells of such species

as B. aliciae (Sowerby) and B. acutispira (Tryon) are not very

different from those of C. subspinosurn in general structure and

the radulae of the two genera have a somewhat similar facies.

In no species of Bullinus, however, are the whorls so oblique

or so angulate, or the suture so broad and canal -like as in

Camptoceras. The radular teeth, 1 moreover, are much fewer

in each transverse row in Camptoceras and have the sharp

point of the cusps much less well developed and the gill is not

lobose. We are of the opinion, therefore, that Camptoceras

should be placed provisionally in the subfamily Bullininae but

not in the genus Bullinus.

We give here, to facilitate recognition of the subfamily,

genera and species, a brief synopsis.

Subfamilv Bulltnjnae.

Planorbidae in which the shells are ovoid or elongate and

acuminate, never disc-shaped.

Key to the genera of Bullininae.

1. Shell with the whorls more or less swollen,

the suture linear or almost so . . . . Bullinus.

2. Shell with the whorls angular or subangular

and extremely oblique, the suture very

broad and deep .

.

•

.

• • Camptoceras.

Genus Camptoceras, Benson.

1843. Benson, Calcutta Journ. Nat. Hist. III. p. 465.

1855. id.
;
Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2) XV, p. 10.

1871. Blanford, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal XL, p. 40.

1914. Gude, Faun. Brit Ind. Moll. II, p. 460.

1919. Walker, Occ. Papers Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan,

No. 64, p. 1.

1919. Annandale and Prashad, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal

(n.s.) XIV, p. 458.

Key to the species of Camptoceras.

1. Shell extremely elongate, at least 3 times as high as

broad, without strong spiral sculpture.

I See Cook, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1899, pp. 136-143.
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A. Shell less than 4 mm. long, with 2

whorls; its mouth with narrow
attenuated peristome, regularly

oval or ovate, at least If times

as high as broad .

.

. . C. austeni.

B. Shell at least 6 mm. long, with 3J
whorls ; its mouth with a broad
attenuated peristome, narrowly-

ovate, a little more than twice

as high as broad .

.

. . C. hirasei.

C. Shell at least 8 mm. long, with 4

whorls ; its mouth with an in-

complete, narrow attenuated per-

istome, irregularly ovate, more
elongate than in the other species G. terebra.

II. Shell irregularly ovate, less than 3 times as high as

broad, sculptured with strong, sometimes subspi-

nose spiral lines.

A. Shell, not more than 45 mm. long,

with 2 1 whorls; the suture well-

defined and angulate at its mar-
gins; the mouth irregularly oval C. lineatum.

B Shell over 5 mm. long, with 4
whorls; the suture much less

well defined and not so angular
at the margins ; the mouth ovoid,

narrowed above .

.

. . C. subspinosum.

Addendum.

Since this paper was written I have found Camptoceras
lineatum living on the lower side of grass-stems in a small

muddy channel of sluggish water running into the north end
of the Loktak Lake in Manipur, Assam.

The spiral lines on the shell are subspinose, but not so

distinctly so as in C. subspinosum.
The animal resembles that of Gyraulus except in possessing

a curious epipodial siphon on the left side instead of a simple
V-shaped process. The foot is narrowly tongue-shaped, blunt-

ly pointed behind and not extending much beyond the apex
of the mouth of the shell when fully expanded. The snout is

broad and blunt. The tentacles are long, filiform and slight-

ly clavate ; externally they are somewhat expanded at the
base, while internally they bear the small, black, sessile eyes
in the same position. The mantle does not extend over the
shell and has simple margins. On the left side the epipodial
lobe arises posteriorly as a short, simple expanded ridge and
then grows out into a relatively long, broad, leaf-like process,

which can be folded spirally on itself in such a way as to form
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a stout conical siphon about as long as the tentacles when fully-

expanded. A large oval, downwardly directed aperture re-

mains open at the extremity, and the faecal pellets are emitted
through this. The branchial cavity is ample and patent when
the animal is expanded.

Manipur, 20-11-20. N. Annandale.





5. The Tigari—a primitive type of boat used in

Eastern Bengal.

By B. Prashad, D.Sc., Offg. Director of Fisheries,

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.

The principle of the adaptation of very simple structures

to very complex purposes, is, I believe, very well brought out

\

Fiy.l

Fig . 1 Of.

in the case of the peculiar type of boat of Eastern Bengal,

known as the tigari or gamla.

This peculiar structure is made of baked clay and is a

circular tub-shaped structure (fig. 1) measuring two feet and
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a half in transverse diameter in a typical specimen. The bot-
tom is not flat, but owing to the sides curving down regularly,
it has almost the form of a hemisphere : the height, or rather
the depth, of a tigari is fifteen inches.

Tigaries are prepared on the ordinary turning-wheels of
potters in the usual way and, after drying, are baked like
ordinary pottery. The colour of a tigari from Dacca is black-

I

Fig. 2.

red
other parts. This difference of colour is due to the composi-
tion of the clay. A tigari is ordinarily sold for about a rupee.

As shown in fig. 2, which is the reproduction of a photo-
graph of a tigari in use in the river Padma near Tarpassa in
Eastern Bengal, the structure is not used as a float in the
inverted position, like pitchers and earthenware chaties used
in practically all parts of India. It is, on the other hand,
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used as a true boat, in the upright position with the con-
cavity upwards A little more than six inches of the upper
margin remains above the surface of the water when the tigari
is in use. The conical lower portion serves as a keel, displacing
a large quantity of water and thus helping in making it a much
more steady structure than the flat-bottomed coracle. For
the seat a small wooden plank is mostly placed a little above
the bottom ; in some cases, however, quantities of grass and
other cattle-fodder fill up the concavity of the vessel and serve
as a fairly comfortable seat Only a single paddle, of the type
(fig. 1, a) ordinarily used by boatmen in Bengal, is used both for
paddling and as a rudder. The course of movement is altered
b}7 the use of the paddle on alternate sides, and for progression
the paddle is used in the ordinary way. When paddling is

carried on, the tigari travels in a fairly straight course, but
when allowed to drift with the current it turns round and
round in a whirligig fashion. The rate of movement is quite
fast, and in many cases fairly long distances are covered in
these frail structures.

At the present day, the tigari is in use in various parts of
Eastern Bengal, particularly in the districts of Dacca and Raj-
shahi. It is used by men, women and even children for cross-
ing streams and for going from place to place. In the various
districts of Eastern Bengal, where the lands are for a large
part of the year covered over with water, and where movement
from place to place, and even from one house to another, is

impossible except by the use of some type of boat, nothing
less costly and more useful as a handy type of craft could have
been devised. Originally the tigari was nothing more than
the basin for feeding the cattle, a purpose for which it is used
even to-day. Probably by chance it was found that it could be
used as a boat also, and was thereupon adopted by all classes,

and particularly the poorer people who can barely afford

the luxury of a boat or even a dugout. It is of interest to

mention in this connection that practically all the inhabitants

of Eastern Bengal are good swimmers, and all they require is

some sort of a craft for fording streams and moving from place

to place.

The words tigari and gamla are both very significant.

Tigari is derived from tigar, which is the name of a somewhat
oval structure made of dry earth for the purpose of making
clay-mortar by mixing water and earth. The word tigari,

therefore, signifies something made of clay and is really a very
general term. The term gamla means a flower-pot or the

basin used in feeding cattle. Both these names are rather

inappropriate, except in so far as one is descriptive of the

material of which the structure i> made, and the other throws

some light on the original nature of the tigari or gamla.
' This peculiar type of boat has the same circular form as a
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coracle, but differs, as has been mentioned already, in having a
conical instead of a flat bottom. The two structures seem to

have been evolved quite independently of one another, and
it is impossible to find any near relationship between them.
Just as the coracle is very suitable for rapidly running
mountain streams, so the tigari is well adapted for rivers and
bhils in the plains. Here owing to the clay-like nature of the
soil and the absence of stones and boulders on the banks, the
chances of a tigari breaking to pieces are very few. The only
danger is the upsetting of the whole craft, if it is not properly
managed ; but people using these tigaries are very clever in

managing them. It may be mentioned in this connection that
a " tigari race " nowadays forms an interesting event in

various athletic tournaments in Eastern Bengal. The skill

required in managing the craft is undoubtedly very great, even
the least excitement or the smallest mistake is quite enough to

overturn it, still the usefulness of these structures for the
poorer classes cannot be ignored.

•

.



6. The word "Taghar" explained.

By Maulavi 'Abdtt'l Wall

In the March Monthly General Meeting of the Society
Dr. B Prashadread a paper entitled, « The Tigari—a primitive
JP

j °l
°at USed in Eastern Bengal." He tried to explain the

word, but apparently without success. I have since discussed
the subject with various persons, and consulted a large
number of lexicons. 1 The following is the result of my in-
quiry:

—

J

The correct word as written and pronounced is Taghar
0**»)

;
it is also written as Taghara (i;

U3). The illiterate
Indians often drop the aspirate and pronounce it as Tagar.
The form Tigari, so far as I understand, is never used, even in
Eastern Bengal. Philologically the word is Turki, 'used in-
differently in Persian and Hindustani. The root meaning of
Taghar is an earthen dish or bowl (tasht-i-gilin), tub, bucket,
pail, platter. The secondary meaning of the word is any-
thing put into it for eating, drinking and for other purposes

:

hence it means also any certain allowance of provisions or
stipends on which a person depends; also a measure for
barley, wheat, etc., a wash-tub ; a provision bag hung by a
person at each side of his horse.

The word is commonly used in India, especially in Bengal
by masons as mud or lime pit. Taghar bujliana is to make
mud or lime cement. The form taghari (<jr;U3) (vulg. tagari)
has the meaning of a kneeding-trou
(dSnga or dongi) . The taghari or eart
ing a rivulet or channel is not exclusively used in Eastern
Bengal, but also in Northern Bengal.

The word taghar is extensively used in Turki and Persian
literature. In the Zafarnama of gharfuddln 'Ali of Yazd, the
word is frequently used in the sense of allowance of provisions
and stipends. Mulla Sa'ld Haravl says

For his kitchen of bounty the Saturn from heaven
at the height of Virgo sends taghar (provisions).

In the dialect of the Turks of Mughulistan, taghar

1 Burhan-i-Qati', Bahar-i-'Ajam, Ghiyas, Farhang-i-Anandraj , Francis
Johnson, Forbes, Fallon, etc., etc.
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dadan—to give taghar, is to give a sumptuous feast, or to

provide with ash or dry bread. 1

I The following is the Persian text from Persian lexicons mentioned
in note 1 in previous page :

—



Proceedings of the Annual Meeting, 1920.

FEBRUARY, 1920.

The Annual Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was
on Wednesday, the 4th February, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A., C.I.E.,
F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wall. Dr. N. Annai S
w

Hon. Mr. J. C. Cumming, Mr. C Ganguli, Pandit Amulya
Charan Ghosh, Vidyabhusana, Rev. Sramana Wan Hui, Babu
Satya Charan Law, Mr. Johan van Manen, Maulvi Mohammad
Yusuf Hashrni, Dr. H. W. B. Moreno, Dr. Baini Prashad,
Major R. B. Seymour Sewell, Aga Mahammad Kazim Shirazi,
Mr. E. Vredenburg, Mr. H. Walker.

Visitors:—Mr. R. A. Burns, Mr. Madhabdas Chakravarty,
Mr. C. Cleghorn, Miss D. Cleghorn, Mr. B. M. Cooper, Mr. N.
Dutt, Mr. Sudhansu Bhusan Datta, Mr. Baroda Charan
Gupta, Mr. Jyotish Chandra Gupta, Maulvi Mohammad
Abdul Mohyi, Mr. Monindra Mohan Ray, Mrs. Sewell, Mr. K. F.
Watkinson, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Wentworth Shields. Mr. S.Taj
Mohammad, and others.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting papers
for the election of Officers and Members of Council for 1920
and appointed Sir Charles Kesteven and Mr. Amulya Charan
Ghosh, Vidyabhusana, to be scrutineers.

The President announced that the Trustees of the Elliott

Prize for Scientific Research had awarded the Prize for the

year 1919 to Dr. Jnandra Chandra Ghosh for his four essays

entitled : (1) The Abnormality of Strong Electrolytes, Part I.

Electrical Conductivity of Aqueous Salt Solutions
; (2) The

Abnormality of Strong Electrolytes, Part II. The Electrical

Conductivity of Non-aqueous Solutions
; (3) The Abnormality of

Strong Electrolytes, Part III. The Osmotic Pressure of Salt

Solutions and Equilibrium between Electrolytes
; (4) The

Electrical Conductivity of Acids and Bases in Aqueous Solu-

tions.

The Annual Report was then presented.
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Annual Report for 1919

The Council of the Asiatic Society has the honour to

submit the following report on the state of Society's affairs

during the year ending 31st December, 1919.

Member List.

The number of Ordinary Members at the close of 1919
was 371. The number of Ordinary Members elected during
1919 was 39. Out of these thirteen have not yet paid their

entrance fees. The number of Ordinary Members added,
therefore, is 26. One member whose name had been removed
from the Member List as a defaulter under Rule 38, has paid
his arrear subscriptions, and was reinstated under Rule 39 as a
member of the Society, making a total of 27 Ordinary Members
added to the last list. On the other hand, 16 have withdrawn,
7 died, 5 were struck off under Rule 38, and 10 were struck off

under Rule 40.

The number of Ordinary Members in the past six years is

as follows :

Year.

Paying.

1914

1015 • •

lOlfi

1917

• •

1918

1919

Non-Paying.

a
©
m

<

50

40

60

cS

O
H

H
O
H

«

76

45

43

50

65

473

85

69

67

75

445

407

378

3S2

371

The following members died during the course of the

ra
J

: ™ ai Bahadur Monmohan Chakravarti, Mr. James Craw-

tu i IF?
H<^" Mr

' W - A - IronsWe, Nawab Haji Mahomed
lshak Khan^ Dr. Amrita Lall Sircar, Mr. V. Subramania Iver,
and Dr. L. P. Tessitori.

One member, Dr. J. L. Simonsen, has compounded for his
subscriptions during this year.
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The number of Special Honorary Centenary Members
remains unchanged at 2.

There were four deaths among the Honorary Fellows :

M. Jean Gaston Darboux, Professor John Wesley Judd,
Dr. A. F. R. Hoernle, and Lord Raleigh. The number of
Honorary Fellows is now 18.

The name of Mr. H. Bruce Hannah has been added to
the list of Associate Members. The number now stands at 11.

Fellows of the Society.

At the Annual Meeting held on the 5th February
;
1919,

J. Coggin Brown, Esq., O.B.E., M.I.M.E., F.G.S. ; W. A. K.
Christie, Esq., B.Sc, Ph.D. ; D. R. Bhandarkar, Esq., M.A.

;

and Major R. B. Seymour Sewell, I.M.S., were elected Fellows
of the Society.

There was one death among the Fellows, viz. Rai Bahadur
Monmohan Chakravarti. Two Ordinary Members, viz. Lieut.

-

Col. Sir S. G. Burrard, K.C.S J., and Lieut. -Col. J. Stephenson.
I.M.S., resigned their membership of the Society and they
ceased to be Fellows under Rule 2A.

There were 36 Fellows on the list at the end of 1919.

Office-bearers.
i

In June Mr. S. W. Kemp resigned his post as Biological
Secretary of the Society and Dr. F. H. Gravely was appointed
in his place. Dr. W. A. K. Christie took charge of the current
duties of Treasurer in the absence of Mr. R. D. Mehta for two
weeks in December, when Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar was appointed
Treasurer during Mr. Mehta's absence.

There have been no other changes among the Officers of

the Society since the last annual election.

Office.

Mr. J. H. Elliott continued as Assistant Secretary during

the year.

Babu Sures Chandra Banerji, Pandit of the Society,

resigned his post, and Babu Sasadhur Banerji was appointed in

his place from the 27th May, 1919.

Society's Premises and Property.

The Council revived the question of a new building for the

Society and appointed a Building Sub-Committee consisting of

Mr. S. W. Kemp, Dr. H. H. Hayden and Dr. W. A. K. Christie.

The Sub-Committee having submitted a preliminary report the

Council appointed a Building Committee consisting of Dr.

H. H. Hayden, The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,

Mr. H. A. Crouch, Mr. W. W
#
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The Society has received from the Land Acquisition Col-
lector a notice asking it to submit a claim in connection with
the acquirement of a portion of the Society's land under the
Land Acquisition Act, and the Council appointed Messrs. Pugh
& Co., solicitors, to conduct the proceedings. Messrs. Pugh
& Co. have put in a claim for compensation of Rs. 1,84,500.

Indian Museum.
No presentations were made to the Indian Museum.
The Director of the Zoological Survey of India was granted

permission to destroy worthless specimens belonging to the
Society which, by reason of their bad condition, had ceased to
possess any scientific value.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.,
C.S.I., D Sc, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., was re-appointed by the
Council to represent the Society on the Board of Trustees
under the Indian Museum Act X of 1910.

Indian Science Congress.
The Sixth Indian Science Congress was held in Bombay on

January 13th, 14th, 15th. 16th, 17th and 18th, 1919, under the
presidency of Lieut Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt. C I E M D
B.Sc, F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S. The meet-
ings were attended by over 400 members, the scientific papers
communicated totalling 118. Abstracts of these have been
published in our Proceedings, Vol. XV, 1919, pages Ixxvii
et seq.

It was arranged that the Seventh Indian Science Congress
should be held at Nagpur on January 12th, 13th. 14th, 15th,

In Q*?dJ 7^V i
92(X His Honour Sir Be*jamin Robertson,

K.C S.I. K.C.M.G., C.I.E., LL.D., I.C.S., Chief Commissioner,

vrT n tV°^nces '
consented to be Patron, and Sir P. C. Rav,

t'i r. t t
'
Ph 'D" F ASB

>
was appointed President,

with Dr. J L. Simonsen as Honorary Secretary, and Mr.M Uwen of the College of Science, Nagpur, and Mr. V. Bose of
Wagpur as Local Secretaries. Prof. P. S. MacMahon returned to
India at the end of the year and took over from Dr. Simonsen
the secretarial work in connection with the Congress

The Government of India has issued orders that selected
officers who. can be spared, may be permitted to attend on
•

iW i oo
e
i T™ingS °f the Indian Science Congress to be held

in 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923 and 1924, respectively

Meetings.
There were no General Meetings of the Society during the

months of January and August 1919, owing to a quorum not be-
ing Present There was no meeting in the recess month of
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Deputation.

On an invitation from the First Oriental Congress, Poona,
held on the 5th, 6th and 7th November, 1919, the Council

appointed the following members to represent the Society

:

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A.,
F.A.S.B. ; Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidvabhusana,
M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B. ; The Hon Mr. A. Al-ma'munSuhrawardy,
Iftikharul Milled, M.A., PhD., F.A.S.B., Bar. -at-Law ; and
Rakhal Das Banerji, Esq., M.A.

London Agency.

Q
in Europe.

Twenty-two boxes containing the Society's serial publica-

tions and Bibliotheca Indica for sale and distribution to various

societies, etc. on the exchange list have been sent during the

year.

Barclay Memorial Medal.

On the recommendation of the Barclay Memorial Medal

Special Committee, the Council awarded the medal for 1919 to

N. Annandale, Esq., "D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B., Director

of the Zoological Survey of India.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

The subject selected for the Elliott Prize for Scientific

Research for the year 1919 was Chemistry and the notification

appeared in the Calcutta Gazette dated 22nd and 29th January,

and 5th February, 1919.

The Trustees decided to award the Prize to Dr. Jnandra

Chandra Ghosh for the following papers : (1) The Abnormality

of strong Electrolytes, Part I. Electrical Conductivity of

Aqueous Salt Solutions; (2) The Abnormality of Strong Elec-

trolytes. Part II. The Electrical Conductivity of Xon-aqueous

Solutions
; (3) The Abnormality of Strong Electrolytes, Part

III. The Osmotic Pressure of Salt Solutions and Equilibrium

between Electrolytes
; (4) The Electrical Conductivity of Acids

and Bases in Aqueous Solutions. In terms of the notification,

the award of Rs. 210 will be made to him at the Annual

Meeting of the Society on Wednesday, 4th February, 1920.

Finance.

The accounts of the Society for the year ending 31st

December. 1919, are shown in the Appendix under the usual

heads. Statement No. 21 contains the Balance Sheet of the

Society and of the various funds administered by it.
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The financial position of the Society shows an improve-
ment, and the credit balance at the close of the year amounts
to Rs. 2.00,319-11-9, which is nearly Rupees three thousand
five hundred more than that of last year. Out of the credit
balance Rs. 1,69,400 belongs to the Permanent Reserve Fund,
the working balance—exclusive of funds administered for
Government—Rs. 30,919 as against Rs. 28,333 at the end of
1918.

The Society has received the usual grants from the Gov-
ernments of Bengal and India, including the Arabic and
Persian MSS. Fund, which has been renewed for a further
period of 5 years from April. 1919. The amounts received
were as follows :

—

From Government of Bengal— Rs. Vide Statement
Government Allowance—for pub-

lication of papers in Journal .

.

2,000 No. 1
Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1 9,000

'

S
Do. No. 2 3^000 ,',' 9

Bureau of Information .. 1200 11
Sanskrit MSS. Fund .

.

5,600
"

13

Total . . 20,800

From Government of India— Rs . Vide Statement
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund . . 5,000 No. 14

Government
Promissory Notes, held in deposit by the Bank of Bengal of the
face value of Rs. 2,84,300. These comprise Rs. 2,74 200 3*%
and Rs. 10,100 4% G.P. Notes. They cost Rs. 2,7 3,206-3 -10°
the average purchase price being Rs. 96-1-6. The market
price however at the time of writing this report is nominally

to- i ; ,
ave also in the custody of the Alliance Bank

of Simla Ltd 3|% G.P. Notes of the face value of Rs. 500
belonging to the Barclay Memorial Fund.

Statements Nos. 16, 17 and 19 show how the amounts are
temporarily invested out of the current Bank balance.

Matement No. 18 gives an account of the money due to,and due by, the Society from Members, etc.
The Budget for 1919 was estimated at the following

figures ^Receipts Rs. 23,953 ; Expenditure Rs. 19,762. The ac-
tual Receipts and Expenditure for the year 1919 have been :-
Receipts Rs. 25,088-8-6

; Expenditure Rs. 23,406-10-3. This

?n» Tn ^ aPP^en\excess of income over expenditure amount-

Zi VT '•
;
b
,

Ut a Sum of Rs
- 3 >

931 is squired to meet
expenditure incurred on account of publications issued during
the year Other papers accepted in 1919 for future publication
* ill involve a further sum of Rs. 3,575, but this will not become

ft
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payable till 1920. Against this balance there have been two-

extraordinary items of expenditure amounting to Rs. 107-11-4.

(Grain Allowance, Rs. 64-15-6, and Winter clothing,

Rs. 42-11-10). Rupees 900 have been added to the Permanent
Reserve Fund from the entrance fees received during the year

which now stands at Rs 1,69,400.

The Budget Estimate of Receipts and Expenditure for

1920 has been framed as follows :

Receipts .

.

Expenditure

Rs.

24,260

23,272

BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1920.

Beceipts.

1919. 1919. 1920.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Members' Subscriptions

Subscriptions for the So-

ciety's Journal and Pro-

ceedings and Memoirs
Sale of Publications

Interest on Investment
Eent of Room.

.

Miscellaneous .

.

Government Allowance—for

publication of papers in

Journal

Total

Rs.

9,000

1,920

1,100

9,233

600
100

2.000

Rs.

8,560

1,872

1,538

9,971

600
547

2,000

Rs.

9,000

1,920

1,200

9,440
600
100

2,000

23,953 25,088 24,260

Expenditure.

* •Salaries

Commission
Stationery

Pension
Light and Fans
Taxes
Postage
Freight
Contingencies

Books
Binding

• •

5,955

600
100

228
200

1,500

500
500
500
500
500

6,470

631

122
224
187

1,495

550
237
351

710
596

6,842

600
100
228
200

1,500
500
300
400
600
600

Carried over 11,083 11,573 11,870
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1919. 1919. 1920.
Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rs. Rs. Rs.
Brought forward .. 11,083 11,573 11,870

Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs .. .. 6.650 9,137 9,000

Indexes .. _. 400 179 200
300 537 600
150 150 150
200 134 100
344 344 344

64 264
135 643 154

42 90

Printing (Circulars, etc.)

Auditor's fee .

.

Petty Repairs .

.

Insurance
Grain Allowance
War Bonus
Winter clothing

To Personal Account (Writ
ten -off and Miscellaneous) 500 603 500

1 ^— _^__^

.

Total .. 19,762 23,406 23,272

The Council records its grateful thanks to Mr. R. D. Mehta
for his untiring zeal as Treasurer during the last five vears. He
reorganized the whole system of the Society's accounts and
introduced a scheme of monthly balance sheets whereby the
financial position of the Society's affairs was continuously
ascertainable.

Library.

a a a f Z
number of volumes and parts of magazines

added to the Library during the year was 1924, of which 159
were purchased and 1765 were either presented or received in
exchange.

The Government of India presented to the Societv a roto-
graph copy of a Sanskrit manuscript of the " Charaka Samhita."

In accordance with the desire of the late Dr. A F. R.
iioernle, an Honorary Fellow of the Society, Mrs. HoernleWarded a copy of the '< Pharmacographia Indica " by

librar
m * Volumes

'
as a Presentation to the Society's

Publications.

iA,o
Ei

f-
ht n"mbers of the Journal and Proceedings (Vol. XIV,

liS A A
"' 8^ 9

'

and VoL XV
"
1919

>
Nos

- »~6) were pub'
lished during the year, containing 758 pages and 10 plates.

p9J;
vo 7Jb

,

ers
rT
°
T
f *he -W«no»r« were published,—Vol. VI,

fnd 4 plates
' °' *' COntaininS a^ of 116 pages

*w.J?

r

i

!
matic

,

S"pPlement No -
XXX" was published in the

feociety .s Journal and Proceedings, Vol. XIV, 1918, No. 9, under
the editorship of Lieut. -Col. H. Nevill.
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The last index published to the Journal and Proceedings
was for Vol. X, 1914 , and although arrangements had been made
for the preparation of the indices for Vols. XI-X1I1, 1915-17,
nothing was received from the compiler. The work of indexing
the scientific portions of the Journal and Proceedings, Vols.
XI-XIII, and the Memoirs, Vols. 3 and 5, has now been
entrusted to Mr. C. O. Bateman and the MS Index is ready
for press. Arrangements have now been made to index the
philological portions of these Vols, of the Journal and Proceed-

Memoirs

Exchange of Publications.

During the year the Council accepted three applications
for exchange of publications, viz :— (1) From the Calcutta
Mathematical Society—the Society's Journal and Proceedings
and Memoirs for their Bulletin, (2) from K. Universitets
Biblioteket i Lund—the Society's Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs for the Arsskrift, (3) from the Forest Pathologist in

charge of the United States Department of Agriculture,

Bureau of Plant Industry, Spokane, Washington—the Society's

Journal and Proceedings and the scientific papers published in

the Memoirs in exchange for the publications of their labora-

tory.

The Council also sanctioned an exchange of publications

with the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, from
the commencement of the issue of their Journal.

Philology, etc.

11 Influence of the five heretical teachers on Jai»ism and
Buddhism " is the title of a paper by Babu Bimala Charan Law
in which he indicates the nature of the influence of the five

heretical teachers, the elder contemporaries of Buddha on the

development of the systems of Hindu Philosophy—Jainism

and Buddhism in particular.

The same writer in another paper entitled " A note on

Buddha-Ghosa's Commentaries" gives an account of Budha
Ghosa, a Brahmin of Gaya, who visited Ceylon early in the 5th

Century A.D. and wrote commentaries on most of the eaiioni-

•cal Pali works which throw considerable light on the life of

their author.

Babu Brindabon Chandra Bhattacharyya contributed a

paper on the identification of the Asoka pillar, the Jagat

Sinha Stupa and the main shrine found at Sarnath in the

light of the Mahipal inscription discovered at Sarnath and the

account of the place left by Huien-Tsang.

Mahammad Abdul Aziz contributed a paper which, based

on certain facts gleaned from the works of Ptolemy and Arzian,

identifies the ancient town of Tagara with modern Nagram,
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a village on the Godaveri in the Sironcha Tahsil of the Chanda
District in C.P.

" Ancient Hindu Astronomy " is the title of paper in
which an attempt has been made by Mr. G. R. Kaye to
express in modern mathematical language fundamental prin-
ciples that were utilised by the old Indian Astronomers. They
show the remarkable intellectual standard that was achieved
in India over a thousand years ago.

" The Outlines of mediaeval Chattisgarh " is the name of
a paper in which Mr. C. W. Wills traces the history of Chattis-
garh and gives many interesting particular* thereof which had .

been gathered by him during his official career as a Settlement
Officer.

Lt.-Col. T. W. Haig has contributed a paper which
contains an account of the life of the poet Azari, who was
born at Isfarayin in Persia in A.H. 784 = A.D. 1382. The
writer's main sources of information are Daulat Shah's
Tazkiratu'sh-Shu'ara and Firishta's History of India. The
poet was first patronised by Shah Rukh Sultan, Taimur's third
son, who reigned in Khurasan, but later on, he came to India,

_ _lah Wall, the ninth King of
the BahmanI dynasty, and commenced to compose the epic
known as Bahman Nama. He left India in A.H. 836 = A.D.
1432 before it was finished, but continued it till his death at
Isfarayin in A.H. 866 - A.D. 1461.

Mr. Beveridge has contributed a paper in which the
sources of the Akbar Nama are enumerated. He suggests
that they should be edited and re-translated, and every
endeavour should be made to find out those which have dis-
appeared.

Maulavl Abdul Wall has contributed a paper in which he
attempts to prove by citing authorities that the name of the
first Emperor of the Mughal dynasty can be spelt and pro-
nounced either as Babar or Babur and not as Babur only as
adopted by Mrs. Beveridge in her translation of the Emperor's
•' Turkish Mpmniro " r

Anthropology.

No anthropological papers have been published in 1919.

Biology.

The following is a list of the papers published :

Zoology.

(1) A description of three species of Echiuroids found in
brackish waters on the coasts of the Bay of Bengal and the
CfUlf of Siam, by B. Prashad.

*u »
(
„
2)

,

0r*hoPfcera at present known from lime-stone caves in
the Malay Peninsula and Burma, by L. Chopard.
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(3) Note on the vitality and longevity of silkworm moths
during the cold and rainy seasons in "Bengal, by Maude L.

Cleghorn.

(4) Observations on the intra-uterine embryos of elasmo-
branchs, by T\ Southwell and B. Prashad.

(5) (a) The occurrence of Gyprcea nivosa Broderip in the
Mergui Archipelago. (6) Two Albino varieties of Gyprcea erosa

Linnceus. (c) The occurrence of Cyprcea piripormis Gray in

the Mergui Archipelago, (d) The occurrence of Dolium varie-

gatum Lamarck at Maskat. By E. Vredenburg.

(6) Note on the taxonomic position of the genus Campto-
ceras and Lithotis japonica by N. Annandale and B. Prashad.

Botany.

(1) Notes on the vegetation of Seistan by N. Annandale
and H. G. Carter.

(2) Species of parasitic fungi belonging to the genus

Nocardia by Capt. Froilano de Mello and Dr. J. F. St. Antonio

Fernandes.

Geology.

Suggestions concerning the History of the Drainage of

Northern India, arising out of a Study of the Siwalik Boulder

Conglomerate, by Guy E. Pilgrim, D.Sc, F.G S.

The possibility of relationship between the Charnockites

and the Dharwars, two different metamorphic facies of a single

formation, by E. Vredenburg.

Physical Science.

One physical paper was published during the year,

Radiation Pressure : the fallacy in Larmor's Method of Proof,

by Elder Barter.

There was one paper on Chemistry,—Interaction of Phos-

phorus halides and Arsenic and Arsenious Compounds by

Nogendra Nath Sen.
Medical Section.

No meetings of this section have been held.

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

During the year no volumes of the International Cata-

logue were received but information regarding the detention of

several parcels of books owing to the war and the want of

transport space, and a promise of an early despatch, was received

from the Central Bureau.

Subscriptions covering the value of all copies of the Cata-

logue received up to date were collected and despatched to the

Central Bureau in London.
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Index slips amounting to 255 were despatched during the
year; about 150 have still to be received back after examina-
tion, and will be despatched in the course of a month or so.

Bureau of Information

A few questions were answered.

O
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A., CLE.

F.A.S.B., delivered an address to the Society.

Annual Address, 1919.

Ladies and Gentlemen,7

It is now my turn to read my address. The Annual
Addresses of the Society may be divided into four distinct classes,
namely :

—

(1) A glorified paraphrase of the Annual Report in which
the work of the Society is magnified, to fill 18 or 20 sheets
of foolscap.

(2) The Report of the progress in Science and Litera-
ture all over the world within the year under review. The
Secretaries keep watch from the beginning of the year over
new publications, new theories, new discoveries and new
methods of investigation. They write notes and the Presi-
dent edits them with his own notes, remarks, amplifications
and modifications. Such addresses were begun by Raja
Rajendra Lai Mitra in 1885 and improved upon and perfected
by Sir Charles Elliot and Sir Alfred Croft.

(3) The third class of addresses deals with a point in
which the President is a specialist and in which the general
public is anxious to get information. Sir Leonard Rogers'
" Kala Ajar" and Dr. Hayden's " Age of Man " are the best
specimens of this class of address.

(4) The fourth class gives the history of the progress of
Oriental Studies during the President's period of literary
activity in India. To this class belongs the late lamented Dr.
Rudolf Hoernle's address in 1898. A similar review was given
for the first century of the Asiatic Societv's existence in 1884.
Dr. Hoernle in 1898 simply carried the history forward for
fourteen years more. I wish to follow in his footsteps and
continue the work begun by him from 1898 to 1919

But before I commence my address it is rav duty to
acknowled
Secretary, to whose untiring activity and sound' judgment is
due the smooth working of the Society for the year.

The greatest event of the period under *
review is the
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reorganization of the Archaeological Department of the Gov-
ernment of India. In the year 1898, the Department was. to

say the least of it, in a moribund condition. Successive heart-

less Finance Ministers applied their shears on this—what they

considered—a useless Department, and brought it to the verge

of abolition. Lord Curzon came in 1899 and he took an early

opportunity to deliver an address in this very historic hall

reviewing the attitude of the various Governors-General

towrards the ancient monuments of India. It was a compre-

hensive and masterly review. He dwelt on the various acts

of Government of India from the earliest days to his time,

some to encourage and some to discourage vandalism, which,

however, was never put down. One Governor-General, for

instance, wanted to sell the marbles of Taj Mahal to replenish

the exhausted treasury of the East India Company. Lord

Curzon announced his intention to reorganize the Department

in such a way that no future administration would be able to

interfere with its steady progress. He considered the Depart-

ment to be most useful as revealing to the present generation

the achievements of the past. He also announced his intention

not only to put down vandalism with a strong hand but to

repair, rebuild and conserve such of the monuments as were

considered masterpieces. In the course of a few months, he

got the Act for the Preservation of Ancient Monuments passed

and reorganised the Department with ample funds at its dis-

posal. But the most important thing that he did was the placing

of the Department in the hands of a young gentleman trained

in the school of Hellenic Archaeology. The appointment

evoked hostile criticism both from the Press and the Public as

the gentleman, Mr. J. Marshall (now Sir John Marshall), did

not know Indian conditions and Indian languages. But the

events have justified Lord Curzon's choice. Sir John Marshall

really wields a magic wand, by a single touch of which shapeless

mounds overgrown with grass and thistle, ruins overgrown

with jungles, disclosed palaces, temples, monasteries, nay, whole

towns and cities from under the earth. He has the rare gift

of imparting the magic power to his disciples and he, by his

own activities and those of his disciples, has brought the re-

mains of many old cities, consigned to oblivion for scores of

centuries, to light. The excavations undertaken by his Depart-

rna

Charsada, Besnagar, Mandor, Brahmanabad, Pataliputra, Raj-

gir, Bhlta, Besarah Kasia, Madh (near Mathura), Nalanda and

many other places have met with extraordinary success. At

Sarnath, he discovered the place where Buddha preached his

first sermon ; at Peshawar, the casket which contained Buddha

relic and Kaniska's statue ; at Taxila, an Aramaic inscription,

proving the occupation of the place in the 6th century B.C.

bv the Persians ; at Saheth Maheth, a primitive relic-casket
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of Pre-Maurya days; at Madh near Mathura, the statues of
Kaniska, Mataksama (a Kusana prince), Tiastenes and others

;

at Parkham, near the same place, the statue of Ajatasatru,
the fourth king of the Saisunaga dynasty ; at Pataliputra, the
ash-funnels which remind us of the hundred-pillared pavilion
of the Maurya court ; at Besnagar, the dedicatory inscription
by a Greek ambassador, of a Garuda Pillar to the temple of
Vasudeva j at Nalanda, the old Baiaditya monastery presided
over by Sllabhadra, where Hiuen-Tsang received his final
education

.

I saw Nalanda in 1908. It was a shapeless ruin, three
stories high, with a footpath running along its base, and a few
gigantic figures of Buddha at one end which each passer-by
stoned for acquiring magical power. But in 1918, the same
footpath was broadened into a broad street lined on one side
by a succession of big monasteries and on the other side by a
long succession of stupas surmounted by statues of Bodhi-
sattvas and Tantrik deities of exquisite beauty and wonderful
workmanship. The four-storied monastery, in which Hiuen-
Tsang received his education, is still standing, two stories high
in places, approached by a broad staircase from the street to
the first floor.

These excavations have roused intense interest in the art
and architecture of ancient India. But these are not the only
work of the Department. It is conserving all monuments of
importance wherever found. At Khajuraho, in the very depth
of the jungles of Bundelkhund, 85 miles awav from the nearest
Railway Station, the temples of the Cbandella rulers of the
tenth century have felt the beneficial influence of the conserva-
tion work of this Department. Wherever there have been ex-
tensive excavations, Museums have been erected in which the
minor antiquities obtained at the site have been properly
arranged for a careful and artistic study. The Museums are
a very noble work of this Department.

There are Museums at Peshawar, Lahore, Taxila Delhi
Mathura, Ajmere, Sarnath, Sahet Mahet, Lucknow, Patna'
Nalanda, Bombay, Madras, Calcutta. The success of the
Archaeological Survey of India has induced the Ruling Chiefs
to open such Departments in their States. The most notable
among these is the Archaeological Department at Mysore
under the charge of Mr. Narasimchariar, a deep-read scholar
and a first-rate connoisseur of art. His Progress Reports were
always a delightful reading. He has now begun to issue
bulletins of particular places of antiquarian interest in the
same way as the guide books of Sanchi and Taxila The
Nizam's Dominions have recently opened an Archaeological
Department, the first publication of which set the long-stand-
ing controversy about the identity of the Asoka of the
Buddhist scriptures and the Piyadasi of the inscriptions at
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rest, and another publication raised a very interesting and
important issue, viz. the origin of Indian alphabets, by bring-

ing to light a new alphabet in the Prehistoric Cairns, which
is neither Brahmi nor Phoenician. Kashmir and Gwalior have

also opened Archaeological Departments of their own and are

likely to achieve brilliant success in the near future. Kashmir
has already done much to explore the ruins in the beautiful

valley itself and also in the absolutely unfrequented valley of

Ladakh. Mayurbhanj opened a Department and published

one volume under their Honorary Officer, Rai Nagendra Nath
Vasu Saheb. But the lamented death of the late Maharaja

put a stop to all activities of the State in that direction.

The success of the Archaeological Museums under the

Government have induced other States, Societies and even

individuals to have Museums of their own. Jodhpur has a

Museum, Jaipur has a Museum, Baroda has a Museum, Kash-

mir has a Museum, Chhatrapur has a Museum, the Banglya

Sahitya Parisat has a Museum, Varendra Research Society has

a Museum, Dacca has a Museum, and Babu Puran Chand Nahar

has a Museum. Each Museum has its peculiar feature.

Every one of them is rich in local antiquities, and where the

place" is old, the antiquities in the Museum have a widespread

interest.

Another work in which this Department takes interest, is

the preparation of lists of places of antiquarian interest within

its jurisdiction. These lists have not yet been much availed

of by the people. But when they will begin to excavate ruins

themselves, the lists would be of great value to them.

The Department has been successful in creating an interest

anp.iant India all over the world. It has awakened self-ui
Western

have learnt to respect the civilization of India. All these

results are due to the heads of this Department and their

number can be counted on the fingers,—they are Sir John

Marshall himself, Dr. Spooner, and Rai Bahadur Daya Ram
Sahin. The Department have enlisted enthusiasm in Arehae-

ology wherever found. It has encouraged Rai Bahadur

Gourl Sankar Ojha and Rai Bahadur Radha Krsna of Mathura.

Both are doing a good deal to help the cause of explaining

ancient India to modern people.

But the work of the Department has, behind it, the deep

erudition, extensive versatility, excellent taste and sharp

penetration of two great Frenchmen, namely, Prof. Sylvan

Levi and Prof. Dr. Foucher. It is their ideas—especially of

the latter—that the Department is in a manner diffusing. For

years and years he has been roaming in Buddhist countries

and ancient Buddhist sites, studying the illustrations in Bud-

dhist manuscripts, looking into and criticising excavations, and

directing men who have a taste for these things. The works of
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these two Frenchmen have now become classic and, though
scholars may not agree with them in all points, they cannot
help admiring their patience and their marshalling of facts,
widely diffused in space and time. Intimately connected with
the Archaeological Department, has grown up within these twenty
years, activity in Central Asian explorations. The discovery
of Bower manuscripts by Lieutenant Bower and their decipher-
ment by our late lamented friend Dr. Hoernle, the recovery of
Weber manuscripts, Godfrey manuscripts, Macartney's manu-
scripts by Afghan treasure-seekers, half of which went to St.
Petersburg and the other half to Calcutta, the widespread rumour
that there are cities buried in the sands of the deserts of Tak-
lamakan and Gobi which are being exploited by the Afghan
treasure-seekers, directed the attention of the scholars of Europe
towards Central Asia as a likely field from which much of the
ancient history of the East may be derived. Expedition after
expedition came from Germany, Russia and France to explore
these new fields and, to crown them all, Sir Aurel Stein led two
expeditions to Khotan. The description of his journey and
exploits reads like a romance. But his greatest achievement
is the exploration of the caves of the Thousand Buddhas.
Centuries before this, when Turkish rule in Central Asia made
it impossible for Buddhist monks to keep possession of these
caves, they stored all their sacred things, manuscripts, seals,
flags, banners, icons, utensils for worship, for burning incense,
etc. into a large cave and walled it up. When the caves came
again in the possession of the Chinese, a monk used to come
from Pekin and lord it over the desolate caves. Sir Aurel
made friends with this monk and learnt from him the secret of
the walled-up caves. Both the Chinese monk and Sir Aurel
were great admirers of Yuan-Chwang, and this fact enabled Sir
Aurel easily to ingratiate himself into the favour of this old
monk. He gradually succeeded in inducing him to break down
the wall, examine the contents of the cave and, last of all, to
part with the hoarded treasure of centuries for a few thousands
of the horse-shoe money. They were more than sixty mule-
loads. Their despatch to Europe, their distribution to differ-
ent countries and their study and decipherment engaged the
attention of a number of scholars. In a short time they
discovered translations of Sanskrit Buddhist works in Khotan -

ese, old Chinese and Toknari written on daphne papers,
some of which are more than 1,800 years old. They treated
of all subjects—religious, philosophical, medical, astrological
and meromantic. Only a very small portion had been deci-
phered, when the devastating war came in and put a stop to
all activities in this direction in Germany and Russia. Pro-
fessor Sylvan Levi is still pursuing his not-very-smooth course
of studies, and the publication of the results of his labour is
eagerly awaited by scholars all over the world.
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These twenty years are remarkable for the number of Orien-
tal works published. The four vedas with their commentaries
were published before this time, some of the Brahmanas were
also published. Scholars were satisfied Jf thej' could get or
publish one Brahmana of one Veda. Sakhas of the_Vedas
were very little understood and it is the work of these Sakhas
which came in for their share of attention during the years
under review. The Kausltaki Brahmana has been published

—

a work belonging to the Kausltaki or Sankhayana Sakha.
Works of Maittrayanlya Sakha, both Samhita and Brahmana,
have been published. The Brahmana of the Talavakara
Sakha has been published. The word Talavakara was (twenty
years before) a mystery to Orientalists. But it now appears
from an inscription published in the Progress Report of the year
before last that Talavakara and Kauthumi were the two main
Sakhas of Sama Veda, in the same way as the White and the
Black were the two main Sakhas of the Yajur Veda. The
Talavakara Upanisad is well known, and it is also well known
that it belongs to the Sama Veda. Samkaracaryya in his

preface to the Bhasya of the Upanisad says that it is the eighth
chapter of the Brahmana, but nobody knew which Brahmana
was referred to. It now appears that it was the Talavakara
Brahmana that was meant. Part of the Kathaka Samhita and
Kathaka Brahmana have also been published from manuscripts
obtained in Kashmir where the Katha Sakha still prevails.

The Harvard Series have done an immense service to the
republic of letters by publishing a number of books of the

highest importance to scholars with notes and the history of

its study from ancient times to modern days. Bloomfield's

Concordance is very helpful to Vedic students.

The Bibliotheca Buddhica Series brought out a large number
of very important but not well-known works of Sanskrit Bud-
dhist literature. Professor Bendall's Siksa Samuccava, Professor

Speyer's Avadana-Sataka, Professor Poussain's Madhyamaka
Vritti, Messrs. Kern and Nanjio's Saddharma-Pundarlka are

beautiful examples of perfection of the editor's art. Saddharma-
Pundarlka from the 5th century downwards appears in San-
skrit prose with Gathas in mixed Sanskrit. But before that

even the prose was written in mixed Sanskrit. This exhi-

bits the hold which the mixed Sanskrit bad on the Buddhist
mind in centuries preceding and succeeding the Christian Era.

Professor Sylvan Levi's Mahayana Sutralamkara is the only
work on the Yogacara system of Buddhist Philosoph}?' that

has appeared in print. It defends Mahayana against Hina-
yana, but condemns Sunyavada as unsatisfactory. Professor

Macodonell and Keith's Vedic Index ranks foremost amongst
the auxiliaries of Vedic study, and the Professor's Vedic Gram-
mar is a unique work in so far as as he has done it without

Panini's Vaidika Prakriya. He has evolved the Grammar
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from the language itself and is as scientific as his great prede-

cessor, Panini.

The Oriental Translation Fund Series under the manage-
ment of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland

is keeping up its old and established reputation. During the

years under review, the Series has published several translations

of importance of which the most notable is that by Mr. Ui, a

young Japanese scholar, who has translated from Chinese a

system of Vaisesika Sutras with ten categories instead of six as

in Kanada's Sutras. The original in Sanskrit is lost and it is

only known in Chinese translation. The Vaisesika Sutra with
ten categories shows that there were other Sutras too on the
subject, before it assumed the stereotyped form with six cate-

gories. Mr. Ui has appended a history of the Nyaya and
Vaisesika sutras to his translation and he has shown that,

• 7

contrary to the received opinions among the Brahmanas, the
Vaisesika Sutras preceded the Nyaya Sutras, The materials
which he has used for his preface belong to the period of great
upheaval of Indian mind in the 6th and 7th centuries before
Christ, which upheaval produced the great systems of Buddhist
and Jaina religions and what are called the Six Heretical
Schools. Much of these early speculations are embodied in the
Angas of the Jainas and the early works of the Buddhists.

Coming to India, we find all over the country series of

publications issued, some with commercial objects, others for
the publication of rare works that will not sell, some with
State-aid and some with the aid of wealthy individuals and
families. So there are many series. But out of these, two
stand prominent—the Mysore Series and the Trivendrum
Series. Within these twenty years Mysore Series have published
60 volumes and Trivendrum about the same number of vol-
umes. The most notable works published by the Mysore
Series is the Arthasastra of Kautilya or Canakya, the Prime
Minister of Candra Gupta. Hitherto the curiosity to know
ancient India used to be satisfied with scraps of quotations
given in works of the 1st and 2nd centuries A.D. from the
works of Alexander's contemporaries. But here, now we have
got a work complete in 6,000 slokas, i.e. in a handy volume of
600 pages, written indeed by a contemporary of Alexander, but
a few decades before his invasion ; for the author, Canakva, at
the time of Alexander's invasion was Prime Minister of a^great
empire, and so scarcely could find leisure for writing such a
laborious work. Politics is generally a very late development
in a country's literature, and Canakya's Arthasastra is a work
on Politics or Rajavidya and Canakya is not the first writer.
He criticises the opinions of nine or ten of his predecessors—not
individuals, but schools. The earliest of these schools thinks
that politics simply consists of coercion onlv. The Asuras
belonged to this school of thought and the work is attributed
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to their Guru, Usanas. Then arose a second school which
added the encouragement of commerce and industry to coercion.

The devas belonged to this school of thought and their work
is attributed to Vrhaspati, their Guru. The third school which
added a fair knowledge of logic and philosophy to Rajavidya
were the followers of Manu. Later on, a knowledge of three

Vedas was also included in the category of kingly education.

Canakya, after recounting all these systems and their differ-

ences, declares himself to be in favour of the last school. Thi
shows that politics as a science was developing in India many
centuries before Alexander. Pandit Syama Sastri deserves the

thanks of all concerned for discovering^ editing and translating

the work into English.

The Mysore Series has published works even older than
this. But one historically most important is a collection of

works on the Gotras and Pravaras, i.e. the genealogy of the

Brahmanas. It includes works on genealogy by Asvalayana,

Apastamba, Baudhayanaand Katyayana—all of whom belonged

to the later Vedic period. It has traced the growth of the

Brahmana community from the seven or eight Rsis of the Rg.

Veda to a period when the Gotras rose to the number 4,500.

The work has been instrumental in solving the many riddles in

the history of India, one of them being the origin of the Sun-

gas. They were Brahmanas professing the Sama Veda.

The Trivandrum Series is published under the able editor-

ship of Pandita Ganapati Sastri, on whom the title of Mahama-
hopadhyaya has been conferred by an appreciative and benign

Government, and who is considered as the best person to

adorn this time-honoured title. The works published in this

Series are very well selected. The editions are executed with

very great care, with short and pregnant prefaces which leave out

nothing worth knowing. In this Series appeared a short

synopsis of all the schools of thought in India written by an

ancient writer, whose name however is unknown. It is dis-

tinguished from other works of the same nature by its lucid

and impartial summary of the four systems of Buddhist philo-

sophy. It has published a commentary of the Amara Kosa
written by a Banerji of Bengal in 1159.

The crowning success of this Series consists in the publica-

tion of thirteen very ancient dramas some of which, the editor

thinks, belong to the Pre-Mauryan period of Indian history, and

he finds quotations from them even in Kautilya's Arthasastra.

The dramas are important not only as ancient pieces of compo-

sition, but also as works of art, and as works of imagination.

The value of these publications cannot be overrated.

After this comes the Gaekwad Series which has already

published many works throwing an immense light on the

mediaeval period of Indian literature. Its importance consists

not in what it has done, but what it promises to do. It pro-
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mises to publish a number of Buddhist philosophical works, the

Sanskrit originals of which were up to this time considered as

lost but which the editors of this Series have unearthed from

the ancient Jaina Bhandaras (or libraries) which are so numer -

ous in the Gaekwad's State and its neighbourhood.

The Kashmjr Series has already published numerous works

of the Kashmir Saiva Schools, and is likely to achieve brilliant

success under the young and enthusiastic scholar, Pandit Madhu
Sudan Kaul Sastri, M.A.,M.O.L., who received his initiation in

Calcutta.

The Varendra Research Society's Series have already pub-
lished some excellent works on Grammar of the Paninian School

by Buddhist authors and it holds out very great promise.

The Kumbakonam Series, a commercial enterprise, have
already published the southern recensions of Ramayana and
Mahabharata and numerous works of the Madhva or Vedantic
Vaisnavism.

The Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series under the distinguished

guidance of the veteran Pandita Vindyesvarl Prasad Dube is

publishing a large number of rare Sanskrit works in which
Benares may be considered as the richest of mines.

Twenty years before this it was hard to get a Jaina work
even on loan. But a change has come over the spirit of Jaina
scholarship, and the Jaina Pandits are coming forward with
series of their own publications.

The old Bombay Sanskrit Series is pursuing its useful

career with vigour and enthusiasm, and is keeping up the reputa-
tion created by eminent editors like Sir R. G. Bhandarkar,
Kielhorn, Peterson and others. Its notes are always useful to

professors and students of colleges and schools, and its prefaces
display the deep and wide scholarship of their editors. Great
care is taken in finding out the real reading and making the
editions free from mistakes.

I should be wanting in loyalty to my own Society, if I did
not speak of the publications in the Bibliotheca Indica. The
series is not only keeping up its old reputation but showing
signs of renewed vigour. As a Bengal Society it has now
diverted its attention more to publication of Bengal Sanskrit
works. It has commenced to publish all the sub-commentaries
of the great Nyaya work, Tattva-Cintamani. The sub-com-
mentaries belong mostly to the 16th and 17th centuries of the
Christian Era. It is also publishing Uriya and Maithil Smrti
works of the same period. It has done much in the way of pub-
lishing original Buddhist works in Sanskrit. It has published,
for instance, Saundarananda, a twin -sister of Buddha Carita of
Asvaghosa. It has published the Chatuhsatika by Aryadeva
with its commentary by Candra Klrtti, the text belonging to
the 2nd and the commentary to the 5th century A.D. The
six Nyaya Tracts published in the series all belong from 8th
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to the 11th century A.D., and are the precursors of the Bengal
and Maithil Schools of Navya Nyaya.

A movement for the conservation of Sanskrit manuscripts
was inaugurated by the Government of Lord Lawrence in 1868
and the fund sanctioned by the Government of India was
provincialised in 1892. Bengal has collected more than 11,000
manuscripts, published 20 volumes of notices of manuscripts

;

but the Asiatic Society of Bengal, in whose hands the work is

entrusted, stopped all further purchases and further publica-
tion of notices of manuscripts in private libraries, until a com-
plete Descriptive Catalogue of their own manuscripts was
published. The catalogue has been completed. One small
volume of Buddhist manuscripts has been published and
the volume on the Vedas is in the Press. Several other
volumes are in the course of preparation. In Madras, they have
completed their Descriptive Catalogue and are now proceeding

with fresh acquisitions and fresh publications. In Bombay,
only one volume of the Descriptive Catalogue has been pub-
lished. But they are going on with acquisitions. Benares issues

every year a list, more or less descriptive, of their new acquisi-

tions. But no attempt has yet been made to compile a Des-

criptive Catalogue of the whole collection. There is some
activity in the C.P. But it is neither systematic nor continuous.

It is the desire of all concerned that all collections of manu-
scripts either in private or in public hands should have a Des-

criptive Catalogue. In Europe, many well-known collections

have got their catalogues. But. although the large collection

presented by Sir Chandra Shamsher Jung Bahadur Rana to

the Bodlein Library, Oxford, has been counted and classified,

no descriptive catalogue has yet been published. The small

but important collection at the Max Muller memorial has not

got yet a catalogue raisonnc.

The large collection of wonderful manuscripts of all ages

in the Durbar Library, Nepal, has been partially described in

two volumes of my catalogue of Palm-leaf and selected Paper

manuscripts in that Library. Bikaner has a collection of 6,000

manuscripts. But the collection is poorly represented in Raja

Rajendra Lai's volume on that Library. The Alwar collection

has a catalogue. But it requires improvement. The Jodhpur

collection has about 3,000. It has only a nominal manuscript

list. Bundi with about 1,500 MSS. is similarly situated like

Jodhpur. The most interesting of Indian collection of manu-
scripts is at Jaysalmir, where the Guzerat Jaina monks fled

with their manuscripts when their country was conquered by

Alauddin's general about 1300 A.D. Buhler saw something of

this collection in 1878. But since then it has neither been ex-

amined nor catalogued. The Kashmir collection has a cata-

logue made by Sir Aurel Stein. But I have reason to think

that a search in the private libraries in Kashmir is likely to

yief d important results.
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When I am on the subject of catalogues, I think the ser-

vices of two eminent scholars should be prominently mentioned
;

one is Dr. Beckh of Berlin and the other is P. Cordiere of the

Medical Service in France. The former has given us a cata-

logue of the Kangyur collection of the Tibetan translation of

Sanskrit works said to have directly emanated from Buddha
himself. The second has given us a catalogue of the Tangyur,

i.e. the non-canonical works, in Tibetan translation from
Sanskrit, from Bundle 79 to the end, nay even more, it includes

the new addition made to the Tangyur since the collection

was completed in the 13th century. Seventy-eight bundles of

these translations remain yet to be catalogued. The Tangyur
collection, especially the Tantric Section of it, is of immense use

to those who are engaged in the study of the history of Eastern

India in all its bearings. From these catalogues we come to

know how active the people of Bengal and Behar were, for four

centuries before the Muhammadan conquest, in propagating

Buddhist religion in Trans-Himalayan regions ; and how they
learnt Tibetan and not only helped Tibetan scholars but also

themselves translated many Sanskrit and Bengali works into

Tibetan. The chief centre of activity of the Tibetans was a
great Vihara in Bengal, named Jagaddala Vihara. But unfortu-

nately the place has not yet been identified. Scholars hold

widely different views with regard to its identification. The
chief Bengali scholars whose names are prominent in the

matter of translation are Vibhuticandra and Danaslla, both
belonging to the same Mahavihara. Vibhuticandra was not
only a translator in Tibetan but a Sanskrit writer of great

repute. A manuscript written for him is now deposited in the
Cambridge Collection. Professor Bendall attributes it to the

14th century. He did not know who Bibhuticandra was and
he could not read the word Jagaddala properly. He read it as

Jagandal, and in his time Jagaddala as a Mahavihara and as a
centre of Tibetan activity was unknown.

Dr. Hoernle in his memorable address of 1898 characterised
the discovery of living Buddhism in the shape of Dharma worship
in the Burdwan Division as a caricature of Buddhism. It was
indeed a caricature, but still it was Buddhism. That discovery
opened a wide vista for further researches and during the last

twenty years it has been followed up by a number of scholars,
with the result that entire sects, now passing for Hindus, have
been proved to be Buddhists. Many castes still retain ancient
Buddhist customs and worship. In fact, Buddhism is still

influencing Bengali society in a manner that cannot be ignored.
During these twenty years I went to Nepal thrice and spent

four months of my time there. Professor Sylvan Levi spent
there a month and Professor Bendall a month. The result of
these explorations is embodied in the two volumes of my Nepal
catalogue, in the first of which is appended a history of Nepal
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and the surrounding countries from the pen of Professor Bendall

.

These expeditions have enabled Professoor Sylvan Levi to

publish the Mahayana Sutralamkara with a French translation,

Professor Bendall to publish the Subhasita-Samgraha and me
to publish the Ramacarita, the only historical work relating to

Eastern India yet known. The PaisacI original of the Vrhat-

Katha is an anxious object of search by every enthusiastic

scholar. The search has not succeeded. But I found 4,000

verses of an ancient Sanskrit version and Professor Levi found

another 4.000 of the same version. He entrusted both these

sections to one of his pupils to edit, and the edition has been

published.

The late Rai Bahadur Sarat Candra Das's Tibetan-English

Dictionary has been published. But its Sanskrit, Tibetan and

English appendix has not yet been published. For some time

it was entrusted to Professor Poussain. But for want of time

he had to make it over to a Swiss scholar, and there is no in-

formation what progress it has made.
Sir George Grierson wrote to the Government of Lord

Curzon in 1905 for the collection and preservation of the manu-

scripts of Bardic works in Rajputana. Rajputana has several

Bardic castes whose sole occupation is to praise different sec-

tions of the community in verse and thereby make their living.

A great part of these verses lives in oral tradition and a very

small part of it is ever committed to writing. Lord Curzon

entrusted the work of giving a Preliminary Report as to how the

search should be conducted to the Asiatic Society of Bengal

;

and the Society, after negotiating with several scholars in

Calcutta and in Rajputana, at last entrusted it to me on my re-

tirement from Government Service in 1909 ; and I made several

trips to Rajputana and submitted a Preliminary Report. The

Report was heartily approved by Sir George Grierson. In it,

I proposed that Bardic scholars should be made to edit these

works either from manuscripts or from the mouth of their

compatriots. At this time Dr. Grierson sent a young Italian

gentleman to learn this business in India and he induced the

Government of India to make a grant, himself undertaking to

do all Bardic work in Rajputana with such pecuniary assistance

as the States could give. He published one Bardic work and a

few annual reports ; but his career was cut short by death.

Sir G. Grierson had a very good opinion of his linguistic at-

tainments, and the passing away of a young man of so much

promise is a matter of profound regret. It isito be hoped that

the Government of India will continue the good work in which

Sir G. Grierson and the Government of Lord Curzon took so much

interest and for which both Mr. Tessitory and myself worked

for many years, and in which the whole of Rajputana is so

keenly concerned. In the meantime several scholars in Raj-

putana have published or are about to publish Bardic works
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of great importance, and Rai Bahadur Gaurl Sankar Ojha has
done a glorious service to the princes and people of Rajputana
by publishing a history of the Sirohis and Solankis, utilizing

the Bardic sources and checking them with more reliable sources
like inscriptions, coins, etc. He has proposed to write a his-

tory of the Rahtores too. Mr. Har Bilas Sarda has written two
works on two of the most famous Ranas of Chitore, viz. Kumbha
and Sanga, following faithfully in the footsteps of his illus-

trious townsman, the Ojha. He writes in English, the Ojha in

Hindi.

One of the greatest literary achievements of this period
is the Linguistic Survey of India. Dr. Grierson took an in-

terest in Indian dialects the moment he set foot on India as a
young civilian in the early eighties. He began with Behar
dialects seven in number and then with the Maithil language and
its literature. He not only works himself, but makes others
work with him, for him and against him. The Linguistic Sur-
vey is his own idea and an appreciative Government gave him
every facility to pursue the bent of his own mind. His great
discovery was a double migration of Aryans in India, one of
which rolled from the Indus to the Bay of Bengal and the other
from the western vicinity of Lahore to the Province of Oudh.
He found greater affinity between the dialects of Bengal and
the Western Punjab than between Bengal and Agra. His
Linguistic Survey is a masterly work in which he has made
translations of the same parable into different district, sub-
divisional and even tribal and clan languages. He has made
wonderful discoveries of small migrations from foreign lands
and even from Province to Province. One instance will suffice.
He has found a Guzerat dialect prevailing among certain tribes
in the district of Midnapore, and he has given the historv of
the migration.

The Asiatic Society of Bengal Mas founded in 1784 by Sir
William Jones with the motto " that its scope is intended to
include all that is created in nature and done bv man within
the geographical limits of Asia." It was the parent of all
Societies for Oriental Study in the world. The Bom bay Societ v
was m a manner its branch. The Madras Society also was in
the same category. But in the year 1828 when the retired
members of the Asiatic Society of Bengal founded the Roval
Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, the other societies
affiliated themselves to that society as its branches. Since
then all new Societies have affiliated themselves to that Societv
and the parent Society leads a vigorous but solitary existence.
Withm the last twenty years societies for Oriental Research have
sprung up almost in every province and in every important city,
some with wide and some with local aims. But the parent
society blesses them all and is always willing and able to ex-
tend a helping hand to them. The Historical Societies of the
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Punjab and ILP. and the Research Society of Bihar and Orissa

are among the new accessions of strength to the cause of Orien-

tal studies. The Punjab Society holding its sittings in Simla

where they get eminent men like Sir John Marshall to read

papers in it, have an advantage over them all. But the Bihar

and Orissa Research Society under the Presidentship of Sir

Edward Gait has within the last five or six years done an im-

mense amount of original work outside official circles. Sir

Edward seeks independent research not dominated either by
officialism or partizanship, and some of the Society's contribu-

tions have attracted the attention of the whole body of ori-

ental scholars. The journals are appearing punctually to time,

first under the editorship of Babu Sarat Chandra Roy and then

under that of the distinguished scholar, Mr. K. P. Jayaswal,

M.A. (Oxon), Barrister-at-Law. Mr. Jayaswal is himself an

enthusiastic contributor, and has devoted himself to the eluci-

dation of the history of the Mauryan and Sisunaga periods.

His paper on the Saisuaga Statues in the Calcutta Museum
contains much that is bold and original, and it has taken all

Indologists by surprise.

Of the local associations, the first to be named is the Ban-

giya Sahitya Parisad, which was established in the Bengali year

1300 and under its enthusiastic Secretary, the late lamented

Babu Ramendra Sundar Trivedl, has made wonderful progress

and established its branches almost in every district town of

Bengal and beyond it—at Patna, Benares, Delhi, Meerut and

other places. Some do not want to be branches, such as, the

Dacca Sahitya Parisad and the Varendra Research Society,

which are however doing excellent work in their own way—the

latter with a wider aim not confined to Bengali literature.

Other provinces have imitated Bengal and have established

Sahitya Parisads. There are the Hindi Sahitya Parisad, Guz-

rati Sahitya* Parisad, Marhatti Sahitya Parisad, and so on.

The Nagarl PracarinI Sabha of Benares is an older society

and it is doing good work too.

I need not detain you, gentlemen, with a description of

the widelv well-known journals of the Royal Asiatic Society

of Great Britain and Ireland and its branches, the Epigraphia

Indica, the Indian Antiquary, the Journal of the American

Oriental Society, the Journal Asiatique of France, and so

on.

The net result of this all-pervading, immense, intense and

enthusiastic activity is the elucidation of Indian history and

along with it the history of the East. Sixty years ago th<

regular history of India beyond the Mahomedan conquest

was shrouded in darkness. Gradually bright patches of

real history of former centuries began to attract the attention

of scholars and the patches gradually increased and multi-

plied by the study of coins, inscriptions and such historical
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works as were available. Putting together these pieces of

information, people began to write articles in the Journals of

learned Societies, throwing light on particular dynasties or
particular places at particular times. Such articles again
increased and multiplied till in 1895, when I ventured to give,

for the first time, a connected history of the Hindu Period in

one of my educational publications. My efforts were greatly
improved upon by Dr. Hoernle in his Presidential Address of

1898. In a few years came out Vincent Smith's classical

work on the ancient history of India. He is keeping a strict

watch over the doings of all Oriental Societies and in every
edition he gives fuller and fuller information. Some people
thought that in his third edition issued in 1915 the last word
on Indian history has been said. But thanks to Mr. Pargiter,
he has pushed that history back by 1,050 years, and is now
diving into the Vedas to bring out dj'nasties even more ancient
than those of the Kaliyuga.

Forty years ago people thought that India was never
united under one ruler. But the Asoka inscriptions, found
all over India, prove that their position was not tenable.
Even then people Avould not go beyond Asoka. But Mr.
Jayaswal's Nandivardhana about 200 years before was sup-
posed to have been a universal ruler of Northern India, having
sent away the Persians from the Punjab. Before him Udayana
aimed at universal monarchy in India. But if we go deep' into
the Vedic Brahmanas, we find that even old Vedic Aryans
aimed at universal monarchy. In those days they had no geo-
graphy, they had no maps. They had to express the extent of
their territory in their own peculiar language—by the number
of Asvamedhas, which a king performed. They let loose a horse
for a year and the territory over which it roamed unresisted
was subject to the owner of the horse. One horse sacrifice
meant a certain amount of territory. Old Bharata, son of
Dusyanta and Sakuntala, who has given his name to the whole
country, south of the Himalayas, and whose name is the proud
heritage of all Indians, performed 18:} such horse sacrifices,
seventy-eight to the west of Jumna and fifty-five to the east
of the Ganges; we can well see why his name is associated
with the continent of India. You may call it over-running
and not conquest but the aim is universal and irresistible
dominion. The exact extent of this over-running cannot now
be estimated, and the period of over-running cannot now be
determined But one thing is certain, it extended from the
Indus to Bhagalpur, for in the list of the performance of horse
sacrifices, Anga is the easternmost country.

If this intense enthusiasm continues, orientalists will be
undoubtedly able in the near future to construct not onlv a
synthetical history of India with its varied races, creeds,
civilization and culture, but also to give a connected history
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of every branch of Sanskrit literature, every item of Hindu

culture, and every variety of Indian Arts and Sciences. There

is no reason why the enthusiasm should abate. Oriental

study is one of the great platforms in which east and west meet

with mutual admiration and mutual sympathy. The east is

proud of the results of the oriental studies, because they belong

to the east ; the west is proud because they have given a new

significance to these studies, and their results. The west is

grateful to the east for revealing a great civilization that has

passed away and in which they find so much to study and to

reflect, and the east is grateful that they have got a new light

from their old things. I wish this enthusiasm to last long and

bring about the desired end.

The President announced the election of Officers and Mem-

bers of Council for the year 1920 to be as follows

:

President.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A.
:

F.A.S.B.

Vice-Presidents.

The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., C.S.I.

,

D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S., F.A.S.B.

The Hon. Mr. F. J. Monahan, I.C.S.

Lieut. -Col. W. D. Sutherland, C.LE.,M.D. 5
F.A.S.B., I.M.S.

G C. Simpson, Esq., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.A.S.B.

Secretaries and Treasurer

:

General Secretary :-W. A. K. Christie, Esq., B.Sc, Ph.D.,

n a q "D

Treasurer :—D. R. Bhandarkar, Esq M.A., E A S.B.

Philological Secretary :-The Hon. Dr. A. Suhrawardy,

Iftikharul Millat, M.A., F.A.S.B (Bar.-at-Law).

Joint Philological Secretary :-Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., PhD.,* .A.b.ii.

r Biology :—Major R. B. Seymour Sewell,

Natural History I
F.A.S.B., I.M.S.

Secretaries:-! Physical Science :-S. K. Banerji, Esq.,

Anthropological Secretary :-N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc,

C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B.
t MT1 MfP

Medical Secretary :-Lieut.-Col. D. McCay, M.D., F.R.C.i .,

F.A.S.B., I.M.S. .
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Honorary Librarian:—The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh
Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., C.S.I., D.L., D.Sc., F.R.S.E.,
F.R.A.S., F.A.S.B.

Other Members of the Council.

M
Briihl

The Hon. Mr. J. G. Cumming, C.8.I., C.I.E., I.C.S.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., B.L., B.Sc, A.R.S.M., A.R.C.S.,
F.G.S., F.A.S.B,

Aga Muhammad Kazim Shirazi.

Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Esq., M.A., M.D.

The President announced that the Council resolved on 17th
December, 1919, that no election of Fellows would take place
during 1919.

The meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General
Meeting.
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LIST OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL

FOR THE YEAR 1919.

President.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E., M.A., F.A.S.B.

Vice-Presidents.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., C.S.I.

,

D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.A.S.B.
The Hon'ble Mr. F. J. Monahan, I.C.S.

Lieut.-Col. W. D. Sutherland. M.D., F.A.S.B., I.M.S.
G. C. Simpson, Esq., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.A.S.B.

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary :—W. A. K. Christie, Esq., B.Sc, Ph.D.,
F.A.S.B.

Treasurer :—R. D. Mehta, Esq., CLE.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary :—The Hon. Dr. Abdulla Al-Ma'mun
Suhrawardy, Iftikharul Millat, M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

Biology :—S. W. Kemp, Esq., B.A., F.A.S.B.,

Natural History \
*uc

A
ce
Q
eded b~v F' H - ^avely, Esq., D.Sc,

Secretaries. J™* • ;„. «•Physical Science :—Sir P. C. Ray, Kt., CLE.,
v D.Sc, Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

Anthropological Secretary :—N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc,
C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B.

4

Joint Philological Secretary :—Mahamahopadhyaya Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

Medical Secretary :—Lieut.-Col. D. McCav, M.D., F.A.S.B.,
I.M.S.

Honorary Librarian :—The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukho-
padhyaya, Kt., C.S.I., D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.,
F.A.S.B.

Other Members of Council.

A. H. Harley, Esq., M.A.
H. G. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.
G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S., F.A.S.B.
P. J. Briihl, Esq., I.S.O., D.Sc, F.C.S., F.G.S., F.A.S.B
D. R. Bhandarkar, Esq., M.A., F.A.S.B.
The Hon. Mr. J. G. Cumming, C.S.I., CLE., I.C.S.
Major C L. Peart, CLE.



LIST OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

R.=Resident. N.R. Non-Resident. A.=Absent. L.M.= Life Member
F.M. =Foreign Member.

An Asterisk is prefixed to the names of the Fellows of the Society.

N.B.—Members who have changed their residence since the list was
drawn up are requested to give intimation of such a change to the Honor-
ary General Secretary, in order that the necessary alteration may be
made in the subsequent edition. Errors or omissions in the following

list should also be communicated to the Honorary General Secretary.

Members who are about to leave India and do not intend to return

are particularly requested to notify to the Honorary General Secretary

whether it is their desire to continue Members of the Society ; otherwise,

in accordance with Rule 40 of the rules, their names will be removed
from the list at the expiration of three years from the time of their leav*

ing India.

Date of Election.

1919Feb. 5

1909 Mar. 3.

N.R.

R.

1894 Sept. 27.1 L.M.

1915 Feb. 3. N.R.

1903 Oct. 28

1919 July 2.

A.

R.

1893 Aug. 31 A.

1912 July 3. N.R.

1916 Feb. 2.

1904 Sept. 28

A.

R.

Abdul Kader Surfraz. Elphinstone Col-

lege, Bombay.
Abdul Latif , Khan Bahadur, Syed, Under-

Secretary, Government of Bengal,

3, Alimuddin
Revenue Dept. Calcutta.

Abdul Wall, Kha
Street, Calcutta.

Ahmad Ali Khan, Hafiz, Superintendent.

Rampur State Library. Rampur.
Allan, Alexander Smith, m.b. Europe.

(c/o Messrs. Smith Stanistreet & Co.)

Amin-ul -Islam, Khan Bahadur, The Hon.
Nawabzada, b.l.. Inspector General of

Registration, Bengal.

Anderson. Lieut. -Col. Adam Rivers Steele,

b.a.. m.b., d.p.h., c.m.z.s., I.M.S. Europe.

Andrew
om

Arthur, b.a. Tooklai

Experimental Station, Cinnenara P.O.,

Jorhat, Assam.
Will Edgar, b.a. (Oxon).

Europe, (c o La Martiniere.)

*Annanclale, Nelson, d.Sc., c.m.z.s., f.l.s.,

f.a.s.b., Director, Zoological Survey of

India. Calcutta.
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bate of Election.

1911 May 3.

1904 July 6.

1917 April 4.

R. Atkinson, Albert Charles. L
11, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

Martiniere

N.R. Aulad Hasan, Khan Bahadur, Sayid,-

1914 Mar. 4.

1870 Feb. 2.

1919 April 2.

1918 April 3

1920 Mar. 3.

N.R.
Dacca.

Medical

L.M.
L.M.

Central Research Institute. Kasauli.

Bacot, I. 31, Quai d'Orsay, Paris.

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, m.a., c.i.e.

R.

N.R,

R.

1905 Mar. 1. R.

England.
Oxford

1918 Feb. 6.

1919 Julv 2.

N.R.

1907 Jan. 2.

R.

1918 Dec. 4.

N.R.

R.

1885 Nov. 4.

1898 Mar. 2

R.

1916 Sept. 27

1909 July 7.

1895 July 3.

N.R,

A.

1907 Feb. 6.

N.R.

L.M.

1915 April 7.

N.R.

N.R.

1909 April 7.

Bal, Surendra Nath. Calcutta University,
Calcutta.

Ballabhdas, Dewan Bahadur, Banker
and Zeminder. Jubbulpur.

Ballardie, J. H. de Caynoth. 1/1 Van-
sittart Row, Calcutta.

Banerji, Muralidhar. Sanskrit College,
Calcutta.

Banerji, Narendra Nath, Supdt. of
Telegraphs. Nagpur.

Banerji, Pramathanath, m.a., d.Sc. Cal-
cutta University, Calcutta.

Banerji, Rakhal Das, m.a., Supdt., Ar-
chaeological Survey, Western Circle.
Poona.

Banerji, Sudhangsu Kumar, Ghose Prof,
of Applied Mathematics, Calcutta
University. Calcutta.

Barman, Damodar Das. 55, Clive Street,

Calcutta.

Barnes, Herbert Charles, m.a., i.c.s.,

Deputy Commissioner, Naga Hills.
Kohima, Assam.

Basdekas, Rev. Hilarion. Europe, (cjo
Curate of the Greek Church, Calcutta.)

Bazuz, Rangnath Khunraj. Girgaon,
Bombay.

Beatson-Bell, The Hon. Sir Nicholas
Dodd, b.a., c.i.e., i.c.s., Chief Com-
missioner of Assam. Shillong.

Bell, Charles Alfred, c.m.g., i.c.s. The
Elms, Darjeeling.

Belvalkar, Sripad Krishna, m.a., Ph.D.,

R.

Prof, of Sanskrit
Poona.
•ntley, Charles
Building, Calc

Deccan College.

> d.p.h. Writers
9
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Date of Election.

1876 Nov. 15.

1917 Aug. 1.

190S Nov. 4.

1909 July 7.

, 1893 Feb. 1.

1912 July 3.

1898 Feb. 2.

1918 July 3

1895 Mar. 6.

1917 Oct. 3.

1910 Julv 6.
%f

1911 Xov. 1.

1908 Jan. 1.

1906 July 4.

1907 July 3.

1909 Oct. 6.

1909 Oct. 6.

1901 June 5.

1896 Jan. 8.

1900 May 2.

F.M

R

R

*Beveridge, Henry, f.a.s.b., i.c.s. (re-

tired) tfold

R.

L.M

N.R

R

R

A

R.

Surrey, England.
*Bhandarkar. Devadatta Ramkrishna, m.a.

16
;
Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.

Bhattacharji, Bisvesvar. 22, Vidyasagar
Street, Calcutta.

Bhattacharji, Shib Nath, M.B. 80, Sham-
bazar Street, Calcutta.

Bodding, Revd P.O. Dumka, Sonthal
Parganas

.

Boniford. Capt. Trevor Lawrence, i.m.s.,

M.B., B.S., M.R.C.S., L.B.C.P. c/o Rev.
T. Boniford, C.M.S. House, Peshawar.

Bose, Amrita Lai, Dramatist. 9-2, Ram
Chandra Maitra's Lane, Calcutta.

Bose, Charu Chandra, Asst. Surgeon,
Medical College.

Calcutta.

Mirzapur St.,

*Bose. Sir Jagadis Chandra, Kt., c.s.i., m.a.,

d.Sc, c.i.e., f.a.s.b. Europe. {c<o Pre-
sidency College, Calcutta.)

Bose, Satyendra Nath, m.sc University

N.R
A.

R

R

Botham
'/

William Shillong

N.R

A.

R.

F.M.

Boyle, Lieut. Cecil Alexander, 11th King
Edward's Lancers. Europe, (do India

Office.)

Bralimachari, Upendra Nath, M.A., Ph.D. r

m.d. 82/3, CornwalJis Street, Calcutta.

Brown, Lieut. -Col. Edwin Harold, m.d.,

(retired). 4, Harrington Street
y

I.M.S.

Calcutta.

*Brown, John Coggin. f.g.s., m.sc,f.c.s.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological

Survey of India, (c/o Geological Survey

(c/o

N.R.

F.M.

of India, Calcutta.)

Brown. Percy, a.r.c.a. Europe.

Government School of Art, Calcutta.)

*Bruhl, Paul Johannes, i.s.o., D.Sc., F.C.S.,

f.g.s. , f.a.s.b. 35, Ballygunge Circular

Road, Calcutta,)

*Burkill, Isaac Henry, m.a., f.a.s.b. Bo-

tanical Gardens, Singapur.

*Burn. The Hon. Mr. Richard, c.i.e..

i.c.s., f.a.s b., Commissioner. Benares.

Butcher, Flora, m.d. Overseas Club,

General Buildings, Aldwych, London.
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Date ot Election.

1913 Apl. 2 R,

1901 Mar. 6. N.R

Calder, Charles Cumming. Royal Botanic

Gardens, Sibpur, Howrah.
Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke,

i.c.s. Aligarh.

1918 June 5. |N.R. Campbell, Major W. L, i.a., Political

Officer in Sikkim. The Residency,

1918 July 3.

1912 Mar. 6.

1915 Jany. 6.

1909 Mar. 3.

1905 July 5.

1906 Jan. 3.

1915 Oct. 27.

R.

A.

Gangtok, Sikkim.

Campos. Joachim Joseph, m.b. 16/2, Royd
Street. Calcutta.

Carmichael, The Right Hon'ble Thomas
David, Baron of Skirling, g.c.i.e.,

R.

R.

N.R
A.

k.c.m.g. Europe. Offi

Carter, Humphry G., m.b., ch.B. Economic
Botanist to the Botanical Survey. Indian
Museum. 27, Chowringhee Road, Cal-

cutta.

Chakravarti, Nilmani, m.a. Presidency
College, Calcutta.

Chakravarti, Vanamali. Cotton College,

Gauhati.

1908 Feb. 5

1911 June 7.

1916 Jan. 5.

N.R

R.

R.

John Europe, (cjo

Imperial Library , Calcutta.)

Chatterjee, The Hon. Mr. Atul Chandra,

1/5,

R.

1907 Sept. 25

1893 Sept 28

R.

1914 April 1

1907 July 3

R.

1909 Nov. 3

1906 Nov. 7.

1915 Sep. 1.

i.c.s. Lucknow.
Chatterjee, Gopal Chandra, m.b.

Premchand Bural Street, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Karuna Kumar, f.r.c.s. 74,

Dharamtola Street, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Khagendra Nath, b.a., b.l.,

Attorney-at-Law. 12, Madan Mohan
Chatterjee Lane, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Promode Prakas. 8, Dixon
Lane, Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, B. L., b.a., d.sc. (Edin.),

f.r.s.e.. f.l.s. (Lond.). 120, Lower
Circular Road. Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, Gopal Das. 32, Beadon Row,
Calcutta.

^Christie, William Alexander Kynoeh, b.Sc,

Ph.D., f.a.s.b. Europe, (c/o Messrs. Cox
& Co., Charing Cross, London.)

*Christophers, Major Samuel Richmond
m.b., f.a.s.b., i.ms. Research Labora-
tory, Kasauli.

N.R. Clarke
;
Geoffrey Roth, i.c.s., Director -

R.

A.

N.R

R.
General, Posts and Telegraphs. Simla.
"eghorn, Maude Lina West
12, Alipur Road, Calcutta.
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Date of Eloution.

190S~Nov. 4.

1907 July 3.

1887 Aug. 25.

1895 July 3.

A.

A.

R.

F.M

1873 Dec. 3. F.M.

1915 Sep. 1. R,

1896 Mar. 4. L.M.

1912 April 3. NR.

1917 April 4. R.

1910 Jan. 5. R.

1895 Sept. 19. NR

1917 June 6. R.

1904 Sept. 28. N.R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1916 Dec. 6.

N.R
R.

1910 May 4.

1907 Oct. 30.

L.M

1898 Jan. 5.

N.R

R.

Cook, Capt. Lewis, i.m.s. Europe (cio

India Office.)

Cotter, Gerald de Purcell, b.a., f.g.s.

Europe (c o Geological Survey of India.)
Criper, William Risdon, f.c.s., f.i.c.,

a.r.s.m. Konnagar, E.I.R.
Cumming, Sir John Ghest, k.c.i.e.. c.s.i.,

c.i.e., i.c.s. (retired). E.I. United,

Service Club, 16, St. James Square, Lon-
don.

Dames, Mansel Longworth. t.c.s. (retired).

Ventnor, Wodeland Road, Guildford,

Surrey, England.
Das, Jagannath, Ratnakar, b.a.. Private

Seey. to Srimati Maharani of Ajodhya.
The Rajsadan, Ajodhya.

Das-Gupta , Hem Chandra, m.a.
;

f.g.s.,

Prof., Presidency College. Calcutta.

Das-Gupta, Jogendra Nath. b.a. (Oxon),
Barrister-at-Law. 38/2, Lower Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Das, Kasi Nath, Prof., Ravenshawe Col-

lege. Cuttack.

Datta, Rasik Lai, d.sc, Asst. Professor,

Calcutta University. 78, Manicktola
St., Calcutta.

David, David A. 55, Free School St.,

Calcutta.

De, Kiran Chandra, b.a., i.c.s., Commis-
sioner. Chittagong.

Deb, Kumar Harit Krishna, m.a.. Zemin-
dar, Sobhabazar Rajbati. Raja Xava-
krishna St., Calcutta.

De Courcv, William Blennerhasset. Led-

dlesdale Estate, Naduwatum P.O.. Nil-

giris.

Dentith, Arthur William, i.c.s. Shillong.

Dharmapala, Anagarika, Secretary, Moha-
bodhi Society. 46, Baniapooker Lane.

Calcutta.

Dhavle, The Hon. Mr. Sankara Balaji. i.c.s.

Ranchi.

Dixit. Sri Ram, b.a., Dewan of Ban vara,

Rajputana.

Dods, William Kane, Agent. Hongkong
and Shanghai Banking Corporation.

Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1909 N^v. 3 A.

1902 July 2

1909 Aug. 4

1917 June 6

A.

N.R.

A,

1914 Sept. 2

1920 April 7

. 1910 April 6

1910 April 6
1911 Nov. 1

1904 Aug. 3

1916 June 7
1906 Oct, 31

R.

Livingstone

R.

A.

A.

R.

*Donovan, Lieut-Col. Charles, m.d., i.m.s.,

f.a.s.b. Europe, (c/o Medical College,

Madras .

)

Doxey, Frederick. Europe, (c/o Messrs.
Barlow & Co., Calcutta.)

Drake-Brockman, Digby
i.c.s. Saharanpur, U.P.

Dunn, T. 0. D. Europe, (c/o Education
Dept., Bengal.)

Dutt, B. C. 172, Manicktola Street, Cal-
cutta.

Butt, Kumar Krishna. 10, Hastings
Street, Calcutta.

A.

Ebden, Capt. F. T. P., 73rd Carnatic In-
fantry. Europe, (c/o India Office.)

Elmes, Dr. Cecil H. Europe.
Esch, V. J.. Architect. Victoria Memo-

rial Building, Cathedral Avenue, Maidan,
Calcutta.

1907 Mar. 6

A.

N.R

R.

1910 Sept. 7

1913 Nov. 5

A.

R.

1910 April 6

1919 April 2

1903 Mar. 4.

A.

*Fermor, Lewis Leigh, a.r.s.m., d.sc, f.g.s.,

f.a.s.b. Europe, (c/o Geological Sur-
vey of India.)

Ferrer. Joseph Orlando. Europe.
Finlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the

Govt, of Assam. Dacca.
Firminger, The Ven'ble Walter Kelly, m.a.,

b.d., f.e.g.s., Archdeacon of Calcutta.
St. John's House, Council House Street,

Calcutta.

Fortescue, Capt. Archer Irvine, r.a.m.c.
Europe (c/o Army Dept., Simla.)

Fox, Cyril S., B.Sc., M i.m.m., f.g.s. Geo-
logical Survey of India, Calcutta. .

N.R.

Francis, Lieut. Reginald Frankland,

1893 Jan. 11

A.

N.R

1919 Feb. 5

Indian Army. Europe (c/o India Office.)

Friel, R., i.c.s. Jorhat, Assam.

Gage, Lieut.-Col. Andrew Thomas, m.a.,
m.b., B.Sc, f.l.s.

;
f.a.s.b. T.M.s. Eu-

rope, (c/o Royal Bot .Gardens, Howrah.)
*Gait, His Honour Sir Edward Albert,

A.

K.C.S.I., C.S.I., C.T.E

Lieutenant-Governor
Orissa. Ranchi.

F.A.S.B.

of Bihar &nd

Galoostian, V. M. Europe. (Sanger Cali-
fornia)
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Date of Election.

1912 Mar. 6.

1909 Oct. 7.

1920 Mar. 3.

1916 May 3.

1905 Julv 5.

1912 Aug. /

1918 Feb. 6

1918 July 3

1907 Mar. 6

1869 Feb. 3

1920 May 5.

1912 Sept. 4.

1919 Feb. 5.

1907 Mar. 6.

1909 Jan. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

1905 May 3.

1919 Nov. 5. N.R

R.

R.

N.R
A.

R.

R.

R.

R.

R.

N.R

R.

R.

N.R

1910 Mar. 2.

R.

R.

N.R

Gambhir, J. S. Shamaldas College, Bhav-
nagar, Kathimvar.

Ganguli, Manmohan, b.e., District En-
gineer. Mirzapur Street, Calcutta.

Ganguli, Ordhendhu Kumar. 12. Can-
gull's Lane, Calcutta.

Ganguli, Oapt. P., i.m.8. Rawalpindi.
Geuns, M. van. Europe.

Ghosh, Amulva Charan, Vidyabhusana.

82, Manicktolla Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Atal Behari, H a., b.l. 59, Sukea
Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Ekendra Nath, m.d., m.sc. Prof.

of Biology. Medical College. Calcutta.

Ghosh, Jnanenclra Mohan. Bar.-at-Law.

1, Harington Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh. Prafulla Chundra, m.a. Presi-

dency College. Calcutta.

Ghosh, Pratapa Chandra, b.a. Vindya-

117

*

A.

N.R.

1900 Dec. 5.

1917 June 6.

1919 Mar. 5.

L.M.

N.R.

chal.
*

Ghosh, Sukhendro Nath, b.a.. b.Sc.

Dharamtollah Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Tarapada. 14, Paddapuker Street,

Kidderpur, Calcutta.

Ghulam Mohiud-din Sufi. Normal School.

Amraoti.

Goenka, Roormall. 57, Burtolla Street

Calcutta,

Gourlay, William Robert, c.i.e., i.c.s.

Govt. House, Calcutta.

Graveh', Frederic Henry, d.Sc, f.a.s.b.

Govt Central Museum, Madras.

Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m. Europe.

(c/o India Office.)

Greig, Major Edward David Wilson,

M.B., F.A.S.B , I. M.S.

Kasauli.

Institute

N.R

1915 Aug. 4.

1901 Mar. 6.

R.

Grieve, James Wyndham Alleyne. Deputy

Conservator of Forests. Jalpaiguri.

Gupta, Kisorimohan, M.A.. Prof, of His-

tory, M.C. College. Sylhet, Assam.

Gupta, Siva Prasad. Satyaupavana,

Benares City.

Gurner, C. W., .1.0.8. 12. Store Road,

Balhmanae. Calcutta.

X.R. Habibur Rahman Khan, Raees. Bhikan-

i
pur, District Aligarh
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Date of Election.

1892 Jan. 6.

1907 Aug. 7.

1908 June 3.

1916 Jan. 5.

1913 Mav 7.

1885 Feb. 4.

1920 May 5.

1912 Mav 1.

1902 Dec. 3.

1908 April 1

1897 Feb. 3.

1911 June 7.

1919 Nov. 5
1908 June 3.

F.M

A.

R.

Haig, Lieut.-Col. T. Wolseley, c.m.g.,

Indian Army. H. B. M.'s Legation.
Tehran. Persia.

*Haines, Henry Haselfoot, f.c.h., f.l.s.,

N.R
N.R

L.M

R.

R.

N.R

R.

A.

1920 Feb. 4.

1911 April 5.

1891 July 1.

A.

N.R
R.

N.R,
N.R.

N.R.

F.A.S.B.

England.
Wimborne

Hallowes, Kenneth Alexander Knight,
b.a., a.r.s.m., f.g.s., Assistant Superin-
tendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Hamilton, C. J. Patna University, Patna.
Hankin, E. H., m.a., d.Sc. Chemical Ex-

aminer, Agra.

*Haraprasad Shastri, Mahamahopadhyaya,
c.i.e., m.a., f.a.s.b. 26, Pataldanga
Street, Calcutta.

Harcourt, Major E. S. United Service

Club, Calcutta.

Harley, A. H., m.a. The Madrasah, Cal-
ctttta.

Harnarain Goswami, Shastri. Hindu Col-
lege, Delhi.

Harrison, Edward Philip, Ph.D., f.r.s.e

The Observatory , Alipur, Calcutta.

Hayden, Sir Henry Herbert, Kt., C.I.E.,

D.Sc.,B.A.
5

B.E., B.A.T., F.G.S., F.A.S.B.,

Europe,
dia).

i

1908 July 1.

1910 Jan. 5.

A.

A

Hedavat Husain, Shams-ul-Ulama Muham-
mad. 7-1, Ramsanker Roy's Lane, Cal-
cutta.

Hemraj, Rai Guru. Dhokatol, Nepal.
Heron, Alexander Macmillan, d.sc, f.g.s..

m. inst. mm. Geological Survey of
India, Calcutta.

Hill, H. B. C. P.O. Chabna.
HiralaL Rai Bahadur, b.a., m.r.a.s,
Damoh, C.P.

*Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, K.c.s.r.

K.C.I.E., D.Sc. A.RC.S., F.R.S., F.G.S.

,

f.a.s.b., President, Indian Munitions
Board. Simla.

Holmwood, Herbert, res. {retired.) Eu-
rope

1914 Feb. 4. R

Offi

Hope, Geoffrey D., b.Sc, Ph.D. Europe.

7

W., Director.
Public Instruction, Bengal. Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1873 Jan. 2

1918 Feb. 6.

1911 Feb. 1.

L.M.

R.

Houstoun, George L., f.g.s. Johnstone
Castle, Renfrewshire, Scotland.

Hui, Rev. Sramana Wan. 4, Tiretta Bazar
Street, Calcutta.

R.

1901 Jan. 6.

1916 Jan. 5.

1907 Dec. 4

A.

N.R

A.

1907 Sept. 25. N.R.
1908 June 3 R.

1911 Sept. 1. N.R,

Insch. Jas. 101. Clive Street, Calcutta.

Jackson. Victor Herbert, m.a. Europe,

(c o Patna College, Bankipur).

Jain. Kumar Devendra Prasad, Secy. All-

India Jain Association. Arrah.

James. Henry Rosher, m.a., Europe,

(c o India Office.)

Jenkins. Owen Francis, i.c.s. Badaun.

Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.r.s.m., a.b.c.s. ,

f.g.s. Assistant Superintendent, Geologi-

cal Survey of India, Calcutta.

Juggarao, Sree Raja Ankitam Venkata.

Zemindar of Shermahamadpuram , Daba-

gardens, Vizagapatam.

1911 Nov. 1. N.R. Kamaluddin Ahmed, Shams-ul-Ulama.

189 1 Feb. 4.

1911 Jan 1.

1918 July
• ^

N.R.
A.

1920 Feb. 4.

F.M.

R.

Madrasah Hill. Chittag.ong.

Kapur, Raja Ban Behari, c.s.i. Burdwan.

Kaye George Rusby. f.r.a.s. Europe,

(c o Bureau of Education, Simla.)

Kazunobu. Kanokoge, Prof, of Philoso-

phy, The Keio University. Europe,

(c/o Japanese Consulate, 7, Loudon St.,

1910 Mav 4. A.

Calcutta.)

gir. W. I.

Bengal.

Hoivrah.

^ibpur Engineering College,

1882 Mar. 1.

1906 Au 1.

A.

R.

*Kemp. Dr. Stanley W., b.a., f.a.s.b.

Europe, (c o Zoological Survey of India,

Calcutta).

Kennedy
;
Pringle, m.a., b.l. Europe.

Kennedy, William Willoughby, m.a., M.D.,

9, Middleton

1906 Sept. 19. R

D.P.H., M.R.S.C., L.R.C.P.

Street. Calcutta.

Dalhous

1918 April 3. N.R.

1920 Mar. 3.

1909 April 7.

R.
R.

Kesteven The Hon. Sir Charles Henry, Kt.,

Solicitor to Government.

Square, Calcutta.

Khanna. Ram Nath, c/o Mr. B. Dhani

Ram. Gurgaon. [Road, Calcutta.

Khuda Bakhsh, S., Bar.-at-Law. 5, Elliott

Kilner, John Newport, m.b., l.r.c.s.,

l.r.c.p. 14. Garden Reach, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1910^Iar. 2. R.

1920 Mar. 3 R.

1918 Feb. 6 N.R.

1887 May 4

1919 Nov. 5.

1889 Mar. 6.

1914 Aug. 5.

1911 Feb. 1.

L.M.

Kirkpatrick, W. Chartered Bank Build-
ings, Calcutta.

Lahiri, Jagadindranath. 91. Upper Cir-

cular Road, Calcutta.

Laiq Ahmad Ansari, Shaikh, Historical

Research Office. Bhopal.
Lanman, Charles Rockwell. 9, Farrar

R.

L.M.

Mas U.S.
America.

*

R.

1914 July 1.

1902 July 2.

R.

R.

96,

N.R.

1918 June 5. N.R.
1911 Mav 3. A.

1906 Oct. 31. N.R,

1870 April 7. L.M.

1893 Jan. 11. i L.M.

1905 Aug. 2.

1913 Mar. 5.

1912 May 1.

1893 Jan. 11.

A.

N.R.

R.

L .M

.

1916 June 7.

1920 Mar. 3.

N.R.
R.

Larmour. F. A. 60, Bentinck Street, Cal-

cutta.

La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, b.a.,

f.g.s., f.a.s.b. Alfriston Hills Road,
Cambridge, England.

Law, Bimala Charan, b.a. 24. Sukea St.,

Calcutta.

Law, Narendra Nath, m.a.. b.l.

Amherst St., Calcutta.

Law, Satya Charan, m.a., b.l. 24, Sukea
St.. Calcutta.

Leake, Henry Martin, m.a., f.l.s. Nawab-
gunj, Cawnpore.

Lees, Donald Hector, i.c.s., Jalpaiguri.
Lomax. C. E., m.a. Europe, {cjo La

Martiniere, Calcutta.)

Luard, Lieut. -Col. Charles Eckford. m.a.

(Oxon), Indian Army. Sehore, C.P.
Lyman, B. Smith. 708. Locust Street,

Philadelphia, U.S. America.

Maclagan, The Hon. Sir Edward Douglas,
m.a., k.c i.e., c.s.i., i.c.s. . Lieutenant-
Governor of the Punjab. Lahore.

*McCav, Lieut, -Col. David, m.d., i.M.S.

Europe. (c o Medical College, Cal-
cutta.)

MacMahon, P. S., m.Sc, b.Sc. Canning
College, Lucknow.

McLean, David. Chowringhee Mansions,
Calcutta.

Madho Rao Scindia, His Highness Maha-
rajah Colonel Sir, Alijah Bahadur,
G.O.8.I., g.c.v.o., a.d.c, ll.d., Maha-
rajah of Gwalior. Jai Bilas, Gwalior.

Mahajan, Surya Prasad. Murarpur. Gaya.
Mahalanobis, Prof. P. C. 210, Cornwallis

Street, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1906 Dec. 5. R,

1911 Mar. 1

1918 Aug. 7

1918 Feb. 6

R.

R,

N.R

1920 June 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

R.

R.

1912 Jan. 10. N.R.

1913 June 4. R.

1918 Feb. 6. R.

1901 June 5. N.R.

1899 Aug. 30. N.R.

1919 Oct. 10. N.R.

1905 Dec. 6.

1919 Oct. 29.

F.M.

N.R.

1919 June 4. N.R.
1917 May 2.

1886 Mar. 3.

1884 Nov. 5.

A.

L.M.

1884 Sept. 3.

1912 June 5.

1911 July 5.

N.R.

A.

1916 Nov. 1.

1919 June 4.

N.R.
N.R.

R

R,

Mahalanobis, Subodh Chandra, b.sc,

210, Cormvallis Street.F.R.S.E., F.R.M.S.

Calcutta

.

Mahatap, The Hon. Sir Bijoy Chand,
k.c.s.i., Maharajadhiraj of Burdwan.
6, Alipur Lane, Calcutta.

Maitra, Jatindra Xath. Phvsician and
Surgeon. 68 a, Beadon St., Calcutta.

Maitra, Sisir Kumar. Principal. Indian

Institute of Philosophy. Amahier, Bom-
bay Presidency.

Majumdar, N. G. 70, Russa Road Sorth,

Calcutta.

Majumdar, Narendra Kumar, m.a.. Asst

Prof. Calcutta University. Calcutta.

Majumdar, Rai Jadunath. Bahadur,

Government Pleader. Jessore.

Majumdar, Ramesh Chandra, m.a., Ph.D.

16, Chandranath Chatterji Street. Bho-

wanipur, Calcutta.

Manen, Johan van, Librarian, Imperial

Library. Calcutta.

Mann, Harold Hart, D.Sc, m.sc ., f.l.s.,

Principal, Agricultural College. Poona.

Mannu Lai, Rai Bahadur, Retired Civil

Surgeon. Rai Bareli.

Manry, Rev. J. C Buying Christian

College, Allahabad.

Marsden, Edmund, b.a.. f.r.g.s. 12. Eler-

dale Road, Hampstead, London.

Marten, The Hon. Mr. John Thomas.

Hotel Cecil, Simla.

Matthai George. Govt. College, Lahore.

Meerwarth, Dr. A. M. Europe.

Mehta, Roostumjee Dhunjibhoy, c.i.e.

9, Rainey Park, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Middlemiss, Chark- Stewart. b.a.,f.g.&,

f.a.s.b. Kashmir, Srinagar.

Miles, William Harry. Europe.

Messrs. J. Mackillican & Co.)

Misra. Champaram. Partabgarh. Oudh

Misra^ Rai Bahadur Pandit Shyam Behari,

Deputy Collector. Unao.

(clo

B .A .
, I .C . o .

,

Oudh.
Mitra, Adar Chandra . b.l. 164, Bow Street.

Calcutta

.

Mitra, Dr. Amulya Chandra, Medical

Practitioner. Burdwan.
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Date of Election.

1906 June 6.

1919 April 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

R.

R

1909 May 5.

1895 July 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

1919 Feb. 5.

1908 Dec. 2.

1912 Jan. 10.

R

N.R

R.

N.R

R.

A

R

1909 Mar. 3.

1899 Sept. 29.

1916 Mar. 1.

1898 May 4.

1894 Aug. 30.

1919 Feb. 5.

R.

R.

R.

R,

R.

1886 May 5.

N.R

L.M

1908 Feb. 5.

1892 Dec. 7.

1910 Nov. 2.

Mitra, Kumar Manmatha Nath. 34,
Shampukur Street, Calcutta.

Mitra. Panchanan. Bangabasi College,

Calcutta

.

Mohammad Yusuf. Hashimi. m.a. The
Madrasa, Calcutta

Mohyuddin Ahmad, Abul-Kalam, Azad.
Ranchi.

Monahan, The Hon. Mr. Francis John
i.c.s. Harrington Mansions, Calcutta.

More. Major James Carmichael.
Sikhs. Kuwait, Persian Gulf.

Moreno, H. W. B., b.a., Ph.D. 12, Wellesley
Street, Calcutta.

Moses, Capt. Owen St. John, m.d.. p.r.c.s.,

51st

I.M.S. Offi

23,

R

R

A

1906 Mar. 7. R.

1920 Feb. 4.

1918 Sept. 25.

N.R.
N.R

Muhammad Kazim Shirazi, Aga.
Lower Chitpur Road, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Brajalal, m.a., Solicitor. 12,
Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee. Jotindra Nath, b.a., Solicitor.

3, Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.
Mukerjee, Prabhat Kumar, Bar.-at-Law.
14a, Ramtanoo Bose Lane, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Sir Rajendra Nath, k.c.i.e.

7, Harrington Street, Calcutta.
Mukerjee, The Hon. Mr. Sibnarayan.

Uttarpara. Bally.

Mukerjee, Taraknath. Falka Colliery,
Nirshachate P O.. Manbhum.

Mukhopadhyaya, The Hon. Justice Sir

Asutosh, Kt., C.S.I., M.A., D.L.. D.SC,
F.R.S.E.. f.r.a.s., f.a.s.b., Chief Justice
of Bengal. 77, Russa Road, Bhowani-
pur, Cahntfa.

Mukhopadhyaya, Girindra Natb . b.a., m.d.
156, Haris Mukerjee Road, Bhowanipur,
Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya. Panchanan. 46, Bechoo
Chatferji's Street, Calcutta.

Murray, William Alfred, b.a. (Cantab),
m.b. Europe (c'o Asmm-Bengal Rail-
way, Chittagong).

Nahar, Puran Chand, Solicitor. 48, Indian
Mirror Street, Calcutta.

Narayan, Brij. Rose Cottage. Simla.
Narayan, Prince Victor N. Cooch Bihar.



xliii

Date of Election.

1916 July 5.

1914 Feb. 4.

R

1901 Mar. 6.

1917 Mar. 7.

1889 Aug. 29.

R

N.R

A.

L.M

1913 July. 2

1910 Feb. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

1915 April 7.

1907 July 3

1920 Jan. 7

1904 Aug. 3.

1919 Not. 5

19 1 April 6

1906 Dec. 5

1888 June 6.

1877 Aug. 1.

1915 May 5.

1889 Nov. 6.

1914 Nov. 4

1 904 June 1

1910 Aug. 3

N.R

A

R

R

R.

N.R
N.R

Naseer Hosein Khankhayab, Syed. 78,

Prinsep St., Calcutta.

Nawab Ali Chaudhury, The Hon. Nawab
Syed. 27, Weston Street, Calcutta.

Nevill, Lieut.-Col. Henry Rivers, i.cs.

Cranagk, Simla.

Newton. Rev. R. P., m.a. Europe.
Nimmo, John Duncan, do Messrs. Wal-

ter Duncan db Co., 137, West George

Street, (Glasgow.

Norton, E. L., i.cs., District Magistrate.
' Orient Club Building. Chowpatti, Bombay.

Oka, Rev. R. Europe, (cjo Bangae & Co.

Calcutta.)

O'Kinealy, Lieut.-Col. Frederick, m.r.c.s.,

(Eng.), l.r.c.p. (Lond.). i.m.s. Presi-

dency General Hospital, Calcutta.

Otani, Count Kozui. (cjo Consulate-Gen-

eral of Japan, Calcutta.)

Page, Will Walter K., Solicitor.

R.

A.

Messrs. Pugli & Co., Calcutta.

Paraineshara Aiyar, S. Travancore.

Parasnis, Rao Bahadur Dattalraya Bal-

want. Satara.

Pascoe, E. H.. m.a., d.Sc, f.g.s. Geolo-

gical Survey of India, Calcutta.

A Patuok, Pestonji Sorabji, i.cs. Europe.

(cjo India Office.)

Peart. Major Charles Lube, c.i.e., 106th

Hazara Pioneers. Europe, (c o Board

of Examiners.)

Pennell., Aubray Percival, b.a., Bar.-at-

Law. Rangoon.

Peters. Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, m.b.,

i.m.s. (retired). Dinajpur.

Philby. H. St. J. B., i.o.s. Europe (c/o

Alliance Bank, Calcutta).

*Phillott, Lieut. -Colonel Douglas Craven,

Indian Army (retired).

L.M

N.R

A.

L.M

R.

Ph.D.. F.A.S.B.

R.

R.

The Bury, Felsted, Essex, England.

Pickford. The Hon. Mr. Alfred Donald.

2, Hare Street, Calcutta.

Pilgrim. Guy E., d.Sc., f.g.s. Geological

Survey of India, Calcutta.

Podamraj Jain, Raniwalla. 9, Joggomo-

han Mullick's Lane, Calcutta.



xliv

Date of Election.

1 920 April 7

.

1918 April 3.

1914 Mar. 4.

1880 April 7

.

1 895 Aug. 29

1920 Mar. 3

1908 Feb. 5.

N.R

R,

Pradhan, Hariprasad. Pradhan Cottage,

Darjeeling. [Calcutta.

1917 June 6.

1905 Jan. 4.

1890 Mar. 5.

1917 May 2.

1920 Mar. 3.

1905 May 3.

1918 April 3.

1913 Sept. 3.

1920 Mar. 3.

1901 Dec. 4.

1918 Julv 3.

1903 July 1.

1915 Oct. 27.

A.

N.R.
N.R.

Prashad, Baini, d.Sc. Indian Museum

Raffin, Alain. Europe. [pur.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R.

N.R

R.

Rai, Bepin Chandra. Giridih, Chota Nag-
Rai Chaudhuri, Jatindranath m.a., b.l.,

*

Zemindar. Taki, Jessore.

Raj, B. Sundara. Madras.
Handle, Herbert Neil, b.a. Queen's Col-

lege, Benares.

Rangaswami Aiyangar, K. V., Rao Baha-
dur. Prof, of History and Economics,
H.H. The Maharaja's College. Trivan-
drum.

Rankin, James Thomas, i.c.s., Commis-
sioner. Dacca.

*Ray, Sir Prafulla Chandra. Kt., D.Sc-,

R.

N.R.
A.

F.A.S.B.

Calcutta .

1

F.M.

Ray, Kumud Sankar, M.A., b.Sc, m.b.,

ch.B (Edin.). 44, European Asylum
Lane, Calcutta.

Raye, Narendra Nath. Bhagalpur.
Richardson, The Hon. Mr. Justice Thomas

Willia Europe.

A.

1900 April 4. A.

R.

F.M

R

L.M

R.

(c/o Imperial

*

Robinson, Herbert C, Director of Mu-
seums and Fisheries, Federated Malay
States. Kuala Lumpur.

Rogalsky, P. A. Europe.
Russian Consulate General, Calcutta.)

Rogers, Lt.-Col. Sir Leonard. Kt., c.t.e.,

M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P.. F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B.,

f.r.s., i. M.S. Europe,
lege. Calcutta.)

Med

Ronaldshay, The Right Hon. the Earl of,

Governor of Bengal. Calcutta.
*Ross, Sir Edward Denison, Kt., c.i.e.,

Director, School ofPh.D., F.A.S.B.,

Oriental Studies. London.
Roy, Dr. Bidhan Chandra, M.D., f.r.c.s..

(Lond.), Lecturer, Campbellm.r.c.p,,

Medical
Calcutta

.

School. 36, Wellingt St.,

,
Maharaja
Lansdowne

Roy, Kaviraj Jamini Bhusan, m.a., m.b.
46, Beadon St., Calcutta.



xlv

Date of Election.

1910 Sept. 7. N.R

1919 Feb. 5.

1917 Oct. 3.

1916 April 5.

1911 Nov. 1.

1919 Sept. 3.

1916 July 5.

1898 Mar. 2.

1909 Mar. 3.

1911 Jan. 4.

1917 Dec. 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

191.5 Feb. 3.

1919 April 2.

1902 May 7.

R

R.

N.R

1913 Apl. 2. N.R

N.R

N.R

R.

N.R

R.

R

R

A

A.

R

R.

1914 April 1.

1897 Dec. 1.

N.R
R,

1911 July 5.

1909 Jan. 6.

1913 Dec. 3.

R.

A.

R

1908 Mar. 4. R

Roy, Kumar Sarat Kumar. Dayarampur

,

Rajshahi.

Roy, Srijut Sasadhar. 31, Haris 31uker-

jee Street, Bhowanipore, Calcutta.

Saha, Meghnad, M.Sc. University College

of Science, Calcutta.

Saha, Radha Nath. 16, Lachmikundu,
Benares City.

Sahay. Rai Sahib Bhagvati, m.a., b.l.,

Offg. Inspector of Schools. Bhagalpur.

Sahni, Rai Bahadur Dayaram, m.a., Supdt.

of Archaeology. Jammu, Kashmir.
Saksena, Debi Prasad, Sub-Dy. Inspector

of Schools. Farrukhabad.
Sarkar, Ganpati. 69. Baliaghata Main
Road, Calcutta.

Sarkar, Jadunath. Ravenshaw College,

Cuttack.

SarvadhikarL Sir Deva Prasad, Kt., O.I.B.,

MA., B.L.

cutta

.

om

Sarvadhikari, Dr. Suresh Prasad. 79-1,

Amherst St., Calcutta.

Sastri, Ananta Krishna, Pandit. 56 la,

Sri Gopal Mallick Lane, Calcutta.

Schwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indian

Art. Europe.

Segard, Dr. C. P. Europe.

Sen, A. C. 80, Lower Circular Road.

Calcutta

Sen, Jogendra Nath. Vidyaratna, m.a. 31

,

Prasanna Kumar Tagore's Street, Cal-

cutta.

Sen-Gupta. Dr. Nares Chandra. Dacca.

Seth. Mesrovb J. 19, Lindsay Street, Cal-

.cutta.

*Sewell, Major Robert Beresford Seymour,
Muse

Calcutta.

Shirreff, Alexander Grierson, b.a., i.c.s.

Europe. om
Shorten, Capt. James Alfred, b.a., m.b.,

B.ch., i.m.s. Medical College, Calcutta.

Shujaat Ali, Nasirul Mamalik Mirza,

Khan Bahadur, Acting Consul-General

for Persia.

cutta.

ford



xlvi

Date of Election.

1916 Aug. 2 N.R.

1902 Feb. 5

1899 May 3

1913 Mar. 5

N.R.

N.R.

1909 April 7

1918 Feb. 6.

1894 Julv 4.

1912 Mav 1.

L.M.

A.

N.R.

1893 Mar. 1.

1899 Aug. 29

N.R
R.

Shukla, Pandit Ashwani Kumar, b.a.,

ll.b., Revenue Officer, Mewar State.

Udaipur.

Shyam La], Lala, m.a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector. Naimadri, Agra.
Silberrad, Charles Arthur, b.a., b.Sc, t.c.s.,

Gorakhpur, U.P.
:::Simonsen, J. L., d.sc. Forest Research

Institute and College, Dehra Dun.
*Simpson, George Clarke, d.sc, f.a.s.b.

Europe

.

Simla.)
(do Meteorological Dept.,

N.R.

N.R.

1909 April 7.

1899 Nov. 6.

N.R

L.M.

1913 July 2.

1894 Feb. 7.

N.R.

1918 Feb. 6.

N.R,

R.

1918 April 3.

1912 Sept. 5.

1898 Aug. 3.

1913 July 2.

N.R.

1920 June 2.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

R.

1920 Mar. 3. N.R.
1901 Dec. 4. I N.R.

Singh. Badakaji Marichiman. 38, Khicha-
pokhari, Katmandu, Nepal.

Singh, Raja Kushal Pal, m.a. Narki
Singh Roy. Rai Lalit Mohan, Bahadur.

15, Lansdoivne Road, Calcutta.

Singh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar Bharat,
i.c.s. (retired). Shankergar, Allahabad.

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Sir Prabhu
Narain. Bahadur, g.c.i.e., Maharaja of

Benares. Ramnagar Fort, Benares.
Singh, Raja Prithwipal, Talukdar of Su-

rajpur. District Barabanki, Oudh.
Singh, H.H. The Hon. Maharaja Sir

Rameshwara, Bhahadur, k.c.i.e. Dur-
bhanga.

Singh, Rudradat, m.a., ll.b.. Vakil. Luck
now.

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Vishwa Nath,
Bahadur. Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund.

Singha . Kumar Arun Chandra , m .a . 1 20 3

.

Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Sinha, Raja Bahadur Bhupendra Xarayan,
b.a. Nasipur Rajbati, Nasipur P.O.

Singhi, Bahadur Singh. Azimgunj, Mur-
shidabad.

Sita Ram, Lala, b.a., Depy. Magistrate.
Allahabad.

Sivaprasad, b.a v Offg. Junior Secretary
to the Board of Revenue, U.P. Allaha-
bad.

Skinner, S, A., Engineer and Director,
Messrs. Jessop & Co., Ltd. 93. Clive

Street, Calcutta.

Smith, P. Bosworth. Oorgaum P.O.
Spooner, David Brainard, B.A.

r
ph.D .

f.a.s.b. Simla.

i



xlvii

Date of Election.

1908 Dec. 2.

1906 Dec. 5

1916 July 5.

1907 June 5.

R.

1904 Sept. 28. N.R. Stapleton, Henry Ern< t, b.a., b.Sc.

Banna, Dacca.

Steen, Major Hugh Barkley, m.b., i.m.s.

1 , Upper Wood Street, Calcutta.

Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield. EuropeA

1920 Jan. 7.

1916 Sept, 27

R.
R.

R.

Off [Calcutta.

N.R.

1907 June 5.

1919 June 4

A.

A.

1909 Jan. 6 R.

1914 April 1

1 898 April 6

R.

R.

1904 Julv 6 F.M.

1910 Aug. 3. N.R.

1893 Aug. 31

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R.

1 878 June 5

1911 Mar. 1

1 909 Aug. 4

1904 June 1

N.R.

F.M.

F.M.

A.

A.

Street, W. S. Messrs. Shaw Wallace <c- Co..

*Suhrawardy, The Hon. Dr. Abdullah Al-

Ma'mun, 'iftikharul Millit. m.v., D.Litt.,

ll.d., Bar.-at-La\\. 56. Mirzapur Street.

Calcutta.

Suhrawardy, Hassan, M.D., f.r.c.S.i., l.m.

(Rotunda) f.m.s., London . r.c.u., District

Medical Officer. Lillooah, E.I.B.

Sutherland, Rev. W. S., p.d.. Scottish

Universities Mission. Kalimpong., Dar-

jeeling Dist.

Swinhoe, Rodway Charles John. Europe.

(c o High Court, Bangoon.)

Tacchella, C. F. H. Europe, (c o Indian

Institute of Science, Bangalore.)

Tagore, Kshitindranath. b.a. 6/L Dwar-

kanath Tagore Lane, Calcutta.

Tagore, Prafulla Nath. 1, Darpanarain

Tagore Street, Calcutta.

Tagore, The Hon. Maharaja Sir Prodyat

Coomar, Bahadur, Kt. Pathuriaghatta,

Calcutta.

Talbot, Walter Stanley, i.c.s. C Messrs-

H. S. King & Co. 9. Pall Mall. London

S.W.
Tancock. Major Alexander Charles. 31s*

Punjabis, Nowshera, N.W.F.P.
Tate, George Pa w a. 56, Cantonment.

Ban illy, U.P.

Tek Chand, Dewan, b.a., m.r.a.s.. i.c.s..

Deputy Commissioner. Gujranwala,

Punjab

.

Temnle. Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bart..

OJ.B., Indian Army. 9, Pall Mall, Lond.

Thomas, F. W., m.a., Ph.D., Librarian.

India Office. London.

Thompson, The Hon. Mr. John Perronet.

m.a., i.c.s. Europe. Off

Tipper, George Howlett, m.a.. f.g.s..

f,a.s.b. Europe. (c/o Geological >nn y

of India, Calcutta.)
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Date of Election.

1907 Feb. 6.

1861 June 5.

A.

L.M

1917 Dec. 5.

1894 Sep. 27.

1900 Aug. 29.

N.R

R

*Travers, Morris William, d.Sc, f.r.s.,

f.a.s.b. 43, Warwick Gardens. Lon-
don, W.

Tremlett , James Dyer, if.a., 1.0.8. (retired).

Dedham, Essex, England.
Tripathi. Ramprasad, Reader in Modern

Indian History. The University, Allaha-

bad.

A

1901 Mar. 6. F.M

1894 Sept. 27.

1902 Oct, 29.

LM

R,

1907 Julv 3. R,

1018 April 3. N.R

1911 Feb. 1. N.R

1909 Dec. 1.

1913 April 2.

N.R
R.

1915 Janv. 6. N.R, Whitehou
Madras

1906 Sept. 19. N.R. White hen.

Vasu, Nagendra Nath. 20, Visvakosh

Lane, Bagbazaar, Calcutta.

Vaughan, Lieut, -Col. Joseph Charles

Stoelke, i.m.s. Europe (cjo India

Office.)

*Vogel, Jean Philippe, Litt.D., f.a.s.b. The
University, Leiden, Holland.

Vost, Lieut. -Col. William, i.m.s., 26, Crystal

Palace Rack Road, Sydenham, London, S.E .

*Vredenburg, Ernest, B.L., b.Sc, a.r.s.m.,

a.r.c.s., f.g.s., f.a.s.b., Superintendent,
Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Walker, Harold, a.r.c.s., f.g.s., a.m. inst.M.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological
Survey of India. Calcutta.

Wall, Lt.-Col. F., c.m.g., i.m.s. U.S. Club,

Bangalore.

Waters, Dr. Harry George, f.r.i.p.h.,

Chief Medical Officer, E.I.R, Allahabad.
Webster. J. E., i.c.s. Sylhet, Assam.
White, Bernard Alfred. Chartered Bank

Buildings, Calcutta.

Richard H. Tuticorin,

1915 May 5.

1919 May 7.

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 April 1.

Richard Bertram, i.c.s.

A.

N.R
N.R

A.

1894 Aug. 30. N.R

1911 Aug. 2. A.

Rupar, Umbala, Punjab.
Williams, L. F. Rushbrook, B.A., B.Utt.

Europe, {cjo Allahabad University.)

Wills, Cecil Upton, b.a., i.c.s. Nagpur.
Wooiner, Alfred Cooper, m.a. Europe.

{cjo Punjab University, Lahore)
Wordsworth, William Christopher. Europe.

{c o Educational Dept., Bengal.)

Wright, Henry Nelson, b.a.. i.c.s. Dist.

Judge, Bareilly.

Young. Gerald Mackworth, b.a., i.c.s.

Europe. Offi
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Date of Election.

1906 June 6. F.M.

1910 April 6.
j

N.R

1919 Feb. 5. N.R.

1919 July 2. N.R.

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier. Khagaul
P.O. Dinapore, E.I.R.

Young. Capt. Thomas Charles McCombie,
m.b., i. m.s. Shillong, Assam.

Yazdani, G. Hyderabad, Deccan.

Zafar Hasan, Archaeological Survey of

India, Delhi.

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.

Date of Election.

1884 Jan. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

Revd. Professor A. H. Sayce, Professor of

Assyriology, Queen's College. Oxford, Eng-

land.

Monsieur fimile Senart. 18, Rue Francois ler.

Paris. France.

Date of Election.

1879 June 4.

1895 June 5.

1896 Feb. 5.

1899 Dec. 6

1 899 Dec . 6

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1006 Mar. 7.

HONORARY FELLOWS.

Dr. Jules Janssen. Observataire d'Astronomie

Physique de Paris, France.

Charles H. Tawney, Esq., m.a., c.i.e. cjo India

Offi
Lanman. 9, Farrar

Street , Cambridge , Massachusetts

,

America.

U.S.

Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, m.a., ll.d..

f.r.s. British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cram-

well Road, London. S.W.

Professor Edward Burnett Tyior, d.c.l., ll.d..

f.r.s. ,
Keeper, University Museum. Oxford,

England.
Professor Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar.

k.c.i.e. Poona.

Sir Charles Lyall, m.a., k.c.s.i., c.i.e., ll.d. I >.

Cornwall Gardens, London, S.W.

Sir George Abraham Grierson, k c.i.e., Ph.D..

D.iitt.,°c.T.E. :
i.c.s. (retired). Rothfamhan*

Camberley, Surrey. England.

The Right Hon'ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston,

m.a., d.c l., f.r.s. 1, Carlton House Terraa

London, SAY

.



1

Date of Election.

1911 Sept. 6

1911 Sept. 6.

1908 July 1. Lieut.-Col. Henry Haversham Godwin-Austen,
f.r.s., f.z.s., F.B.G.S., Nora Godalming,

Surrey, England.

Lieut.-Col. Alfred William Alcock, c.i.e., m.b.,

ll.b.
;

c.m.z.s., f.r.s.
;

i.m.s. (retd.). Heath-

lands , Erith Road, Belvedere, Kent, England.

Prof. Edward George Browne, m.a., m.b.,

m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.. m.r.a.s. Pembroke College,

Cambridge.
Mahamahopadhyaya Ka makhyanath Tarka-

vagisa. 111-4, Shambazar Street, Calcutta.

Prof. Sir Paul VinogradoflE. f.b.a.. d.c.l.

19, Linton Road, Oxford, England.

Sir Patrick Manson, g.c.m.g., m.d., ll.d.. f.r.c.p.

21, Queen Anne Street. Cavendish Square,

London, W.
Sir Joseph John Thomson, Kt., o.m., m.a., sc.d.,

d.sc.. ll.d., Ph.D. Trinity College. Cambridge,

1911 Sept. 6.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

1916 Dec. 6.

1917 May 2.

England. '

Dr. G. A. Boulenger.

Museum (Nat. Hist.).

F.R.S , LL.D.,

Cromwell
British

Road,
London, S.W.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb, 4.

1920. Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4

1920 Feb. 4

1920 Feb 4

Herbert A. Giles, Esq., ll.d., University of

Cambridge . Cambridge.
Sir Charles Eliot, k.c.m.g., c.b., m.a.. ll.d.,

d.c.l. H.M. Ambassador at Tokyo.
Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids, ll.d., Ph.D., d.sc.

University College, London.
Prof. Sylvain Levi, Prof., College of France.

Paris.

Sir Aurel Stein, k.c.i.e., Ph.D., D.Litt., d.sc.

Srinagar, Kashmir.
Prof. A. Foucher, D.Litt., Prof. University of

Paris.

Arthur Keith. Esq., m.d., f.r.c.s,. ll.d., f.r.s.,

Royal College of Surgeons of England. Lin-
coln's Inn Fields, London, W.C. 2.

R. D. Oldham, Esq., f.r.s.. f.g.s., f.r.g.s.

1, Broomfield Road, Kew, Surrey, England.
Sir David Prain, Kt., c.m.g., c.i.e., m.a., m.b.,

LL.D.. F.R S.E., F.L.S., F.R.S,, F.Z.S., M.R.I.A.,

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Surrey, England.
Sir Joseph Larmor, Kt., m.p.. m.a., d.sc. , ll.d ,

D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

Sir James Frazer,

Cambridge.
Kt., D.C.L. LL.D.,

1, Brick Court, Temple, London, E.C. 4.

Prof. J. Takakusu.

Litt.D.

Tokyo. Japan.
Imperial University of



li

FELLOWS.

Date of Election.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1911 Feb. 1.

1911 Feb. 1.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

N. Annandale, Esq., d.sc, c.m.z.s., f.l.s.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopa-
dhyaya, Kt., O.S.I., m.a , D.L., d.sc, f.r.a.S.,

F.R.S.E.

I. H. Burkill, Esq., m a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E.,

M.A.

Sir Thomas Holland, k.o.s.i.. k. c.i.e., d.sc.

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., F.R.S.

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq.. b.a., f.g.s.

Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Ph.D., Indian,
Army (retired).

Sir Prafulla Chandra Ray. Kt.. d.sc
Lieut. -Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., c.i.e., m.d.,

B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.S. , I.M.S.

Sir E. D. Ross, Kt., c.i.e.. Ph.D.

M. W. Travers, Esq., d.sc, f.r.s.

The Hon. Sir E. A. Gait
5
k.c.s.i., O.S.I., c.i.e.,

i.c.s.

Sir H. H. Hayden, Kt., c.s.i., c.i.e., d.sc, b.a.,

B.E., B.A. 1., F.G.S. , F.R.S.

H. Beveridge, Esq., i.c.s. (retired).

Sir J. C. Bose, Kt.. c.s.i., c.i.e., m.a., d.sc.

P. J. Briihl, Esq., Ph.D., f.c.s.

Capt. S. R. Christophers, i.m.s.

Charles Stewart Middlemiss, Esq., b.a., f.g.s.

Lieut. -Col. A. T. Gage, i.m.s.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., b.i., b.Sc, a.r.s.m., a.r.c.s.,

f.g.s.

J. Ph. Vogel, Esq., Ph.D., Litt.D.

Dr. S. W. Kemp,, b.a.

Major E. D. W. Greig, c.i.e., m.b., i.m.s.

G. H. Tipper, Esq., m.a., f.g.s.

D. B. Spooner, Esq., Ph.D.

H. H. Haines, Esq., f.c.h., f.l.s.

Lieut.- Col. C. Donovan, m.d., i.m.s.

The Hon. Mr. R. Burn, c.i.e.
;
i.c.s.

L. L. Fermor, Esq., a.r.s.m., d.sc, f.g.s.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

1917 Feb. 7. G. C. Simpson, Esq., d.sc, f.r.s.

1917 Feb. 7.

1918 Feb. 6.

1918 Feb. 6.

1918 Feb. 6.

1919 Feb. 5.

1919 Feb. 5

F. H. Gravely. Esq., d.sc
J. L Simonsen, Esq., Ph.D.

Lieut.-Col. D. McCay, m.d., i.m.s.

The Hon Mr. Abullah Al-Mamun Suhrawardy,
M.A., Ph.D.

J. Coggin Brown, Esq., o.b.e., m.i.m.e., f.g.s.

W. A. K. Christie, Esq., b.sc, Ph.D.
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Date of Election.

1919 Feb. 5. D. R. Bhandarkar, Fsq., m.a.

1919 Feb. 5. Major R. B. Seymour Sewell, t.m.s

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

ate of Election.

1875 Dec. 1.

1885 Dec. 2.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

1908 July 1.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Dec. 7.

1915 Mar. 3.

Revel. J. D. Bate. 15, St. John's Church Road,
Folkestone, Kent, Enaland.

Dr. A. Fuhrer, Prof, of Sanskrit, 5, Dorenbach
strasse Bininngen, Basel, Switzerland.

Revd. E. Francotte, s.j. 30, Park Street, Cal-

cutta.

Revd. A. H. Francke. Europe.
Rai Sahib Dinesh Chandra Sen, b.a. 19,

Visvakos Lane, Calcutta.

Shamsul Ulama Maulavi Ahmad Abdul Aziz.

Azeez Bag, City-Hyderabad, Deccan.
L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Esq, Trichur.

Rev. H. Hosten, s.j. 30. Park Street, Calcutta.

E. Rrunetti, Esq. 27, Chowringhee Road, Cal-

cutta.

1915 Dec. 1. Pandit Jainacharya Vijayadharma Surisvaraji,

Yasovijaya Granthamal Office, Benares City.

1919 Sept 3. Hannah, H. Bruce. Bengal Club, Calcutta.

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO BEEN ABSENT
FROM INDIA THREE YEARS AND

UPWARDS.*
* Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of

a member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in
the interval have been received by the Society, his name shall

be removed from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next
Member List of the Societv under the operation of the above
Rule :—

Rev. Hilarion Basdekas.
Lieut. Cecil Alexandar Boyle, 11th King Edward's

Lancers.

The Right Hon'ble Thomas David Carmichael, Baron
of Skirling, k.c.i.e., k.c.m.Cx.

Capt. Lewis Cock, t.m.s.

Capt. Archer Irvine Fortescue, r.a.m.c.
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Lieut. Reginald Frankland Francis, i.a. %

M. van Genus, Esq.

Herbert Holmwood, Esq., i.c.s. {retired).

Henry Rosher James, Esq., m.a.

William Alfred Murray, Esq. b.a., m.b.

H. St. J. B. Philby, Esq., i.c.s.

P. A. Rogalsky, Esq.

Imre George Schwaiger, Esq.

Capt. Claude Bayfield Stokes.

Roadway Charles John Swinhoe, Esq.

Lieut. -Col. James Charles Stoelke Vaughan, i.m.s

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1919

By Retirement.

Ordinary Members.

Charu Deb Banerji, Esq., m.a., ll.b

Col. Sir. S G. Burrard, k.c.s.i.

Dwarkanath Chakravarti Esq., m.a.. b.l.

Keclar Nath Dutt. Esq.

Miss Regina Guha, b.a., b.l.

Prakash Chandra Mitra, Esq.

Edmund Alexander Molony. Esq., i.c.s.

Col. H. T. Pease, c.i.e

E. J. Rapson, Esq.

A. de Bois Shrosbree, Esq.

Lieut.-Col. John Stephenson, i.m.s.

C. A. Storey, Esq.

H. G. Tomkins, Esq., c.i.e.

Ernest Herbert Cooper Walsh, Esq., i.c.s.

Edwin Roy Watson, Esq., m.a.

Sir John George Woodroffe, Kt.

By Death.

Ordinary Members.

Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur.

James Crawfurd, Esq.

The Hon. Sir W. A. Ironside.

Nawab Haji Mahomed Ishak Khan.

Dr. Amrita Lai Sircar.

Valavanur Subramania Iyer, Esq.

William

Dr. L. P Tessitori.
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Rule 38.

Thakur Birendranath Bose.

Capt. Sir George Duff-Sutherland-Dunbar. Bart. 19th
Punjabis.

H. D. Graves-Law. Es<{.
?
i.c.s.

Ram Sawrupa Kaushala, Esq.
Babu Mritunjov Rovchaudhurv.

Rule 40.

Capt. Robert Markhara Carter, i.m.s.

Stephen Demetriadi, Esq.
Capt. Charles Aubery Godson. r.M.S.

Capt. Frederick Christian Hirst. Indian Arm}
Lieut. -Col. Arthur Holbrook Nott. i.m.8.

Major 0. A. Smith, Indian Army.
Capt. Francis Hugh Stewart, i.m.8.

Major Michael Harris Thornely, I.M.8.

Capt. Edward Owen Thurston. I.M.8.

Lieut. G. Harris. Indian Army.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL AND CASH

Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.
1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri, M.A.

1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti. m.a. •

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar. m.a.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1904 I
Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

( Surendra Xath Maitra, w v.

1907 Akshoyak umar Mazumder.

jqjj ( Jitendra Xath Rakshit.
I Jatindra Mohan Datta.
C Rasik Lai Datta.

iQi o ) Saradakanta Ganguly.
J Nagendra Chandra Na .

vNilratan Dhar.
1918 Bibhutibhushan Datta, m.sc.

1919 Dr. Jnanendra Chandra Ghosh.
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BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green, Esq.

1903 Major Ronald Ross, f.r.c.s., c.b., c.i.e., f.r.s.,

i.m.s. (retired).

1905 Lieut. -Colonel D. D. Cunningham, f.r.s., c.i.e.,

i.m.s. (retired).

1907 Lieut . -Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b.,

LL.D., C.I.E. , F.R.S.

1909 Lieut. -Colonel David Prain, m.a., m.b., ll.d.,

f.r.s., i.m.s. (retired).

1911 Dr. Karl Diener.

1913 Major William Glen Liston, m.d., c.i.e., i.m.s.

1915 J. S. Gamble, Esq., c.i.e., m.a., f.r.s.

1917 Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haversham Godwin-

Austen, F.R.S., F.Z.S., F.R.G.S.

1919 N. Annandale, Esq. d.sc, c.m.z.s., f.L.s.,

F.A.S.B.
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1919.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

• • •Salaries

Commission
Pension
Grain Allowance
War Bonus

To Establishment.

• « •

• • •

• m •

« * *

• * *

• •

Rs- As. P. Rs. As. P.

1 • t 6.469 12 6
•• 630 y 9

• • • 224
* *

1
64. 15 6

# • - 643 12 1

8,033 1 10

• • t

Stationery...

Light and Fans
Taxes
Postage
Freight ...

Auditor's fee
Petty Repairs
Insurance
Winter clothing
Miscellaneous

Books
Binding

• • •

To Contingencies.

• •

• • •

• *

• • •

• •

* •

• t

t •

• • .

• • •

• • •

•

* *

•

• •

« •

• •

• •

• t

*

To Library and Collections.

• a •

t • »

• • .

- •

122 3 9
187 1

1 ,495

550 1 9
237 5 4
160
133 12
343 12

42 11 10
350 14

3,612 13 8

ONS.

710 2 6
595 9

1,305 11 6

To Publications.

Journal and Proceedings, and Memoirs
Indexes

• 9 9

• • • • • •

To printing charges of Circulars, etc.

To Personal Account (Written-off)

* • f

* 4 |

Balance

Total Rs.

9,136 11

178 7
536 12

t « •

3

9,861 14
603 5

3

2,00,319 11 9

2,23,726 10
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No. 1.

of Bengal. WW.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • • • • • •

Ks. As. P. Re. As. F.

1,96,888 3 3

By Cash Receipts.

» • »

* • •

• • . • -

Interest on Investments
Rent of Room
Publications sold for cash

Government allowance— for publication of

papers in Journal

Miscellaneous • • -

9,971 1 6

600
117 12

2,000
547 2 9

13.236 3

By Personal Account.

• • • - • -

Members' subscriptions

Compound Subscription

Subscriptions to Journal and Proceedings, and

Memoirs
Admission fees

Sales on credit

Miscellaneous

« « i

• . .

• • •

• • •

• • • • • .

8,958
234

1,872
864

1,501 8
227 14 6

13,657 6 6

Total Rs. • • • 2,23,726 10

B. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,

Calcutta, 3\st December, 1919. Hon, Treasurer
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STATEMENT
1919. Barclay Memorial Fund in Account

From a sum of Es. 500 odd given in 1896 by the Surgeon
conra^ement of Medical

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Cost of Medal
Cost of Cheque Book ...

To Balance
G.P. Notes (face value)
Accumulated interest

ft ft ft

t ft

ft ft t

ft • ft

Rs. As. P.

7

2

6

500
74 2 10

Re. As. I

1* fi

74 2 10

Total Rs. • • 583 8 10

J919.

STATEMENT
Servants' Pension

Founded in 1876 as the Piddington PenBion Fund,

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.
Rs. As. P

Pension
Commission for realizing interest

• • •

- ••

44
4

Balance

Total IN.

• »

Rs. As. P.

44 4

L672 15 10

• • • 1,617 3 H»
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No. 2

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal
General, I. M.S., for the foundation of a medal for the en-

and Biological Science.

1919

Cr
Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report
G.F. Notes (face value)

Accnmulated interest *

500
69 2 4

Rs. As. P.

569 2

By Cash Receipt

Interest • * • • • • • • 14 6 G

Calcutta, '31st December, 1910.

rp
l'OTAL Rs

E. & 0. E.

583 8 10

R. D. Mehta,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 3.

Fun d . 1919.

with Rs. 50<> odd from the Piddinirton Fund

Cr.

By Balance from last Report o»«

Rs. As. P.

1,568 3 10

Bv Cash Receipt

Interest • • • * • • • • • 49

Total Rs. 1,617 3 10

E. k 0. E.

R, D. Mehta,

Calcutta, '31st Decembe>\ 191* Hon. Treasurer
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1919.

STATEMENT
Building

From a sum of Rs. 40,000 given by the Government of

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Engineers fee

Commission for realizing interest

To Balance

—

G. P. Notes (face value)

Accumulated interest

* * 1

. * »

ftp

Total R>

Rs. As. P.

368 12

1 li

R*. As. P.

370

... 40,000 I

... 12,200 8 U

52.200 8

• - 52,670 15 o

STATEMENT
1919* Catalogue ofScientific Serial Publi-

Asiatic Society

Prom a snm of Rs. 2,">00 given by the Trustees of the Indian Museum

Dr.

To Cash Expbnditubi

Printing • • * • • * • «

Rs. As. P.

2,500

Total Rr * * 2,500
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No. 4.

Fund.
India towards the rebuilding of the Society's Rooms

1919

By Balance from last Report
G. P. Notes (face value)
By Cash Receipts

Interest

Cr.

* * i

* t •

Rs. As. P. Rs As. P.

40.000

11,172 10

* • * * * - •

51,172 10

1,398 5

Total Rs. ... 52,570 15

Calcutta, 31st December,1919.

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,

Hon. Treasurer.

No.

cations, Calcutta, in Acct. with the

of Bengal.
through the Government of India for the publication of catalogue.

1919.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report ... • • • • • •

Rs. As. P.

2.500

Total Rs. • •• 2,500 (

l

Calcutta, 31st December, 1919.

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,

Hon. Treasurer.
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WW.
STATEMENT

Indian Science Congress in Account
From I subscriptions oi

Dr.

••

1 Cash Exprnthtcrf

Contingencies
stationer v ...

•J

Postage
Printing

Advertisement
LigW
Advances
Blocks
^nbsrription refnnde

t • •

«•*

• •

• • *

• •»

• -

• • •

Itiilanc

Rs. As Y Rs. As. P.

• • 190 12 •A

• t 112 12

• »• 179 10 9
1,820 12 8

» 847 4

1 • 381 13 (»

• - 1 »7 7

59 8

5
4 694 '•» 1

2,7- 1 7 4

Total Rs. 7,1 5

STATEMENT
i ,9 / 0. Internatiou al Cata Iogu e of ' Si \ien t /

-

.Isiafic Society

Prom the anbecriptions of subsf-riliei and from ?i smn I R** 1,000 giveu 1

• •Salaries

Contingencies

Postage
War Bonus
lubscriptions

Printing

< train Allowance

Dr.
To Cash Kxifm.iti.rk

• -

- •

- «

• *

• -

* • •

. • .

Halance

Rs As. P Rs P

• •« 168 11 6

- • 9 10

4 J 1

• 1 f 11 8

• 1 ftts :>

6 2

• 1 6 n

8,019 1" 11

* • » | * . 1,367 9 7

Total Rs. 3,377 1
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No. 6.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal
members of the Congress and by the Donations.

1919.

Cr
Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P.

2,190 14 5

By Cash Receipt.

Subscriptions, etc.

Bombay Government Donation
Sir Dorab Tata's Donation
Miscellaneous

• • •

• •

• • -

3,626

1,400

150
33

15

3
5,210 2

Calcutta. Slst December, 1919.

Total Rs.

E. & O. E

• • 7,401 5

R. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer

No. 7.

fie Literature in Account with the 1919

of Bengal.
m

the Government of Bengal for expenses incurred in connection of the Bureau.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report * • * • •

By Cash Receipt.

Subscription . •

• » •

. •

Rs. As. P.

697 8 6

2,679 12

•

dlciitta, 31sf December, 1919

Total Rs.

B. A O. E.

. * • 3,377 4 6

R. D. Mehta, How. Treasurer.
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STATEMENT
WW. Oriental Publication bund, Mo. 2, in

From a monthly grant made by the Government of Bengal for the publica-

( Ks. 500), and for the publication of Sanskrit

Salaries

War Bonus
Freight
Contingencies
Books
Postage
Editing fee

Printing charges
Light and Pans
Stationery ..

( Commission
drain Allowance
Winter clothing

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

-

» • »

* t •

•

t t « * i

I
» -

t m •

• i

* « •

* •
I

m m •

t »

* # i

• • -

V t »

• • V

• • »

Personal Account (Written-off)

Balance

Total Rs.

• • •

# •

» »

• • #

• t

• * •

4 •

• ••

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

1,869 13

187 12 8

474 10 8

89 15 6
19 2

337 4 9
384

4,808 9

24
6 8

120 2 9

15 11 3

3 14 2
8 34 1 7 9

* • .
51 7 6

• 36,185 9 3

• • » 44,578 8 «

STATEMENT
1919. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 2, in

From a monthly grant sanctioned up to March 11)22, by the Government of

Historical Interest

Dr.

Printing charges

TO Cash Expenditure

• •

Balance

Rs. As P.

1.372 5

16,786 14 o

Total Rs 17,109 3
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No. 8.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1919
tion of Oriental Works and Works on Instruction in Eastern Langusi^rcs

Works hitherto unpublished (Rs. 250 j.

Cr.
Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report • * >

Rs. As. P.

25,890 11 9

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance
Sale of Publications ...

Advances recovered
• «

9,000
1,418 12 9

194 14 3

By Personal Account.

Sales on credit ... ... ... 5,697 14 9

Donation from Kashmir Durbar for printing

Kashmiri Dictionary ... ... 2,000

Miscellaneous ... ... ... 376 3
• • •

10,618 11

8,074 1 9

Calcutta, 31st December, 1919.

Total Rs. « i •

E. & O. E.

44,578 8 6

R. D. Mrhta, Hon. Treasurer.

No. 9.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1919.

Bengal of Rs. 250 for the publication of Arabic and Persian Works of

(without remuneration).

Cr.

By Balance from last Report « 9 * •

Rs. As. P.

14,109 3 I

'

To Cash Receipt.

Government Allowance

Total Rf

%fiO0 o

17,109 3

Calcutta. 31s/ December, 1919

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mrhta, Hon . Treasurer
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STATEMENT
1919. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 3, in

From special non-recurring grants made by the Government of Bengal
English translation of the Akbar-

Dr.

To Balance • * ? • •• • •

•

Rs. As. P.

397 9 6

Salary

Books

Total Rs. ... 397 9 6

STATEMENT
1919. Bureau of Information in Account

From an annual grant of Rs. 1,200, made by the Govern-

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure

• • •

Rs. As. P.

100
Balance ... 2,100

Total Rs ... 2.200

STATEMENT
1919. Anthropological Fund in Account

% . . • - -

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.
Rs. As. P.

78 10 9
Balance ... ... 973 9 3

• •

Total Rs ... 1,052 4
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\

No. 10.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal.
in 1908 of Rs. 3,000 and in 1914 of Rs. 2,000, for tho publication of ;m
nam a (without remuneration).^

WW

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • • • • t • • .

Rs. As. P.

397 9 I i

Total Rs.

E. & 0. E.

• • 397 9 6

R. D Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.Calcutta, Slst December, 1919.

No. 11.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
ment of Bengal for the salary of the Oflker-in-Charge.

WW

Cr.

By Balance from last Report t . * •

Rs. As. P.

1 ,000

By Cash Receipt.

Government Allowance

Total Rs. • »

•

1,200

2,200

Coir tiff a, Mst December, 1919.

No. 12

E. & O. E.

R. 1). Mehta,
Hon. Treasurer.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. WW

Cr.

By Balance from last Report * • • •

Rs. As. P.

1,052 4

Total Rs. • • 1,052 4

Calcutta, 31st December, 1919.

E. & O. E.

R D. Mkhta,
Hon. Treasurer
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STATEMENT
1919. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in Acct.

From an annual grant of Rs. 3,200, made by the Government of Bengal
krit Manuscripts acquired by the Society for Government ; and Rs. 2,400

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P
alaries • #> # • • • • •• 1,995 11

Contingencies • • • • • • • 11 12 3
Salary of Officer-in -Charge • • • 200
Yearly Bonus • # * • • • ... 420
War Bonus • • * • • • 198 1 9
Light and Fans i ft • * • • • » -> 24
Postage • • • • • • • • 8 6
Insurance ... * # % - •

.

125 I

Stationery... » • • * • • • • . 6 8
•

Grain Allowance • • • • •• t «

•

12

3,001 7 o
Balance

Total Rs.

* ft |

• * ft

10,640 6

13,641 13

STATEMENT
1919. Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Salaries

Contingencies
Travelling Allowance
War Bonus
Books •

.

Purchase of MSS
Stationery

Insurance
Postage
Grain Allowance

• • •

• * *

• *

m m t

* « t

• ••

• * *

* *

- t *

• « *

• • *

• •

• • *

3.547

52
432

5
65
3

31

3

As
7

15

12

8

4
7

Balance

P

6

3

6

IIh. Ah. P.

• ft ft
» - 1 • ft

4,161 1 <>

9.066 12 7

Total Rs.
* • 13,227 14 4
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No. 13.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1919.
and at present sanctioned to Mar. 31, 1923, for the cataloguing of Sans-
t'rom the same Government for the salary of tne Officer-in-Charge.

By Balance from last Report

Government

Sale of Publications

By Personal Account.

Sale on credit

Cr.
Rs. As. P. Es As. P.

port ... 7,918 13

By Cash Rbcbipts.

for Sans. MS. Pre-

servation

,, Cataloguing
• • * • •

3,200

2,400

6

5,606

• • t • • » • • * • • • 117

Total Rs. 13,641 13

Calcutta, %\st December, 1919.

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,
Hon. Treasurer.

No. 14.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. ofBengal 1919

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • > • • t v •

Rs. As. P.

8,227 14 4

By Cash Rkckipt

Government Allowance • • • • • • • 5,(100 o

Total R>
K. & O. E.

Calcutta, 31st December, 1019

13,227 14 4

R.. D. Mkhta, Hon. Treasurer.
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1919.

STATEMENT
Invest-

or.

To Balance from last Report * i - • • •

Face Value.
Rs. As. P.

2,84,300

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

2,73,206 3 10

Total Rs. ... 2,84,300 2,73,206 3 10

Funds.

Permanent Reserve.

Asiatic Society
Building Fund
Servants' Pension Fund

Total Rs.

Face Value. Cost

Temporary Reserve.

Face Value.

*

Cost.

Total.

Rs
73,500
10,000

1,13,600

p.

01

o

Rs.

5,696

A.

4
p.

2

• * •

38,025

* »

1,03,721 4

•

2 2,73,200 3 10

1919.

STATEMENT
Treasury

Dr.

To Balance from last report :

—

Bills for 6 months from 3rd October l'UH
Rs. 5,000 ... ...

' ' .'

Bills for 6 months from 2nd December 1918
Rs. 15,000 ...

' ' '

Bills for 12 months from 17th December 1918
Rs. 5,000

( - *

* *

To Purchase \
—

Bills for 6 months from 1st Mav 191Q
Rs. 10,000 ...

J> '

Bills for 6 months from 2nd Jnne 191

Q

Rs. 15,000 ...

l iy
'

Bills for 6 months from I lth December IqTq
Rs. 10,000 ...

' '

Bills for 6 months from 17th December, 1919
Rs. 5,000 ' ' '

Rs. As. P.

4,887 8

14,634 6

1,750

9,800

11.700

9,750

4,875

Total Rs.

as. As. p.

24,271 14

39,125 <>

• • 88,396 14
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No. 1

merit. 1019.

By Balance

Cr.

• • •

Total Rs.

• • •

Face Value.

Rs. As P.

2,84,300

Cost.

Kb. As. P
2,73,206 3 10

... 2,84,800 2,73,236 8 10

Calcutta, Slst December, 1919.

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.

No. 16.

Bills.

By Bunk of Bengal
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

• •

By Balance

I •

Cr.

» * «

1919.

ft

Rs. A P.

4,887 8
14,634 6

... .9,800

... 14,700

4,750

Rs. As. P.

48,771 14

14,625•

• • • » •

Total Ks. # * 68,896 14

Calcutta, 31s* December, 1919

B. & O. I.

R. D. Mkhta, Hon. Treasurer
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1019.

STATEMENT
Fixed

Dr.

To deposit for 6 months from 15th July, 1919, @ 3i°l per
annum • • * • • • * I

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

10,000

10,000

1919

STATEMENT
Personal

Dr
To Balance from last Report
Advances for postage, etc.

Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund, No.
Sanskrit Manuscript Fund

• * .

f •

1

* 9 «

Rs. As. P.

660
13,657

8 074
117

14

6
1

9

6
9

Rs. As. P.

3,861 8 3

22,509 7 O

Total Rs. 26,370 15 3
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No. 17.

Deposit. 1919

By Balance 9 *

Cr
Rs. As. P.

10,000

Total Rs. -

Calcutta, 31s/ December, 1919.

E. & 0. E.

10,000

R. D. Mkhta,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 18.

Account. 1919

By Cash Receipts
Asiatic Society . .

Oriental Publication

Cr

*
* •

Fund, No. 1

Kg. A. P.

* • *

603 5

51 7 6

Rs As. P.

21,776 9

654 12 6

By Balance.

• • »

t « <

Members
Subscribers
Narsing Ohaube

(Bill Collector) ...

Miscellaneous

Due to tbe Due by the

Society •

P.

Society.

Rs. AS.; Its. 1 A 8. P.

3,811 15 6 Ill 14 6

• • • * • • * 48

• * » * t « • 100

1 ,887

5,049

9

9

9

8

849 8 9

j
1,109|T\*

Total Rs

t •

B. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,

3,940 2 « \

26.370 15 3

Calcutta. ZUt December, 1910.
Hon. Treasurer.
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1919.

STATEMENT
War

To Balance from last Report

Dr.

• t •

Total Rs

Rs. As. P.

5,000

• 5,000

1919.

STATEMENT
Cash

Dr.

To Balance from last Report
,, Asiatic Society

,, Barclay Memorial Fund
Servants' Pension Fnnd

*»

• • •

• • •

. •

• •

• a »

* •

• • •

9$

i » t

• • •

Building Fund
., Indian Science Congress
r, International Catalogue of Scientific Liter*

ture ...

„ Oriental Publication Fund, No 1

Do Do
Bureau of Information
Sanskrit MSS. Fund

„ Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
„ Treasury Bills

.. Personal Account

No. 2

• •
• * t

• •

• .

. • •

• • *

• •

»

- - .

• • -

Rs. As. P.

13,236

14

49
1,398

5,210

2.679

10,613

3,0d0

1,200

5,606

5,000
48,771

21,776

• * .

6

5

2

12

11

14

3

6

o

9

Rs. As. P.

7,788 7 10

1,18,555 3 6

Total Rs.
• • 1,26,343 11 4
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No. 19.

Bond.
i

1919.

Cr.

By Balance
* *

Total Rs. * *

Rb. As. P.

5,000

5,000

Calcutta, 31*f December, 1919.

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,
Hon Treasurer.

No.20
Account 1919

Cr.

By Asiatic Society
Barclay Memorial Fnnd
Servants' Pension Fund•

»

'7

5)

>>

M

>>

5)

- * •

• • •

• * •

Building Fnnd
Catalogue of Scientific Pnblieations

Indian Science Congress
International Catalogue of Scientific Litera-

ture ... t • -

* • •

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. Do No. 2

Bureau of Information
Anthropological Fund
Sanskrit MSS. Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
Treasury Bills

Fixed Deposit
Personal Account

• • •

• • •

• •

• • •

* • -

• • -

- • .

• • »

* • •

• • t

Balance • •

Total Rs.

Rs. As. F

22,803 9 3

9 6 u

44 4
370 7

2,500

4,694 9 1

2,019 10 11

8,341 7 9
1,372 5

100

78 10 9

:^.001 7

4,161 1 9

39,125
10,000

660 14 9

Rs. Ab. P.

4 «

E. & O. E.

99,282 13 3

27,060 14 1

1.26,343 11 4

\l D. Mfhta

Calcutta, 9Ui December, 1919. Hon, Treasurer,
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19 19.

STATEMENT
Balance

LIABILITIES.
Hs. As. P. Rs. As. P

Asiatic Society « * * 2,00,319 11 9
Barclay Memorial Fnnd 1 » ft mm 574 2 10
Servants' Pension Fund > • * m m 1,572 15 10
Building Fund « t • m m m 52,200 8
Indian Science Congress . ft • 2,706 7 4
International Catalogue of Scientific Literature 1 ,357 9 7
Oriental Publication Fnnd . No. 1 - 36,185 9 3

Do. do. No. 2 • • • 15,736 14
Do. do. No. 3 • * * 397 9 6

Bnreau of Information • * •• 2,100
Anthropological Fond • • • • * • 973 9 3
Sanskrit MSS. Fund ... • •• • • t 10,640 6
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund ... • m 9.066 12 7

Total Rs. »«•

— 3,33,832

3,33,832

3 U

3 11

We have examined the above Balance Sheet ami the appended detailed
Accounts with the Books and Vouchers presented to us and certify that it
is m aer-,r, aiK-e therewith correctly setting forth the position of the nVtv
aB at 31st December 1919. J

Calcutta^

llth May t920

MEUGENS, PEAT & Co.,

Chartered Accountants.
Auditors.
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No. 21.

Sheet, 1919.

Investment
Treasnry Bills

Fixed Deposit
Personal Account
War Bond
Cash Accounr

* r

ASSETS.

* * •

• • ft

* » •

i *

m *

* t

i m i

9 » *

Rs. As P.

2.73,206 3 10

14,625

10.000

3,940 2

6,000
27.060 14 1

Rs. As. P.

- 3,33,832 3 11

Total Ks. 3.83,832 3 11

Calcutta. %Ut December, 1919.

R. D. Mkhta,

Hon. Treasure
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Liabilities up to 31st December, 1919

FUNDS.

Es. As. P.

Aaiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. Do. No. 2

• •• • •

• • • • *

• • 1 •

... 7,506

... 14,957

... 1,575

1

O

CO

o

Total Rs. ... 24,038 I 3

Copy of Certified Statement of Securities in Custody of the Bank: of

Bengal on account of Asiatic Society of Bengal. December 31, 1919 :

H per cent, , Loan of 1842-43 .

3i „ »> n M 1854-55 .

8* „ »> 5' PI
1865

3* „ ,

.

11 PI 1879
3* ,. M »? M 1900-1 ,

3* h J» »> >l
1900-1

•3 „ *1 »> pi 1896-97 .

4 ., It
Terminable Loan o

* • • # *

• • •

. -

of 1915-16

• •

• • •

• • .

[* Cashier's security deposit.

—

Ed.~\

» • g • • • 16,700
. a * • • • 1,53,700

* • • • * - 44,300

t • • • • • 8,000

» • * • ft 26,000
* * 25,000

• • 500
• # < ••a

• f •

10,100

Total Rs. 2,84,300

Copy of Certified Statement
Bank of Simla, Ltd., on account
1919

of

of

Securities in Custody of the Alliance
Barclay Memorial Fund, January 18,

3J per cent

3*
3*

Loan of

5» J)

*1

1854-55
1854-55
1900-01

-

• »

• > •

• • t • »

• • -

* *

• • •

• - .

Total Rs.
t <

300
100

100

500



7- Opening Address in a Discussion on the Value of
Bodily Measurements in Distinguishing Human Races

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B., Zoological Survey
of India.

(With Plates III—VI).

[Indian Science Congress, Nagpur, Jan. 1020.]

In opening a scientific discussion it is important that there
should be no doubt about the meaning of the terms we employ.
What do we mean by a human race ? The term " race " has in
biology a meaning well understood, but difficult to express in
words. A race may perhaps be defined as a body of indivi-
duals originally occupying a definite geographical area, and
distinguished by constant but relatively unimportant physical
characters from other individuals of

%

the same species. All
living mankind is now placed by most anthropologists in one
species, but it is still possible to regard some of the more distinct
racial types as having once been specifically distinct. Be this
as it may, race is a purely morphological concept and has no
reference to language, religion or culture. The English-speak-
ing children of Syrians naturalized in the United States of
America do not belong to the Anglo-Saxon race, if such a race
can be said to exist ; a Bengali who dressed himself in a kilt

would not become a Highlander, any more than a Scotchman
who adopted the Hindu religion would become a Brahmin.
Philology, archaeology, the study of material culture, religion
and folklore may all cast powerful sidelights on racial origins,

but they cannot be made a solid foundation for any such
study.

Further, granted that race is primarily and essentially a
physical thing, the term is used by anthropologists in two
different senses, one general the other particular. We talk of
the three great races of mankind, the Ethiopian, the Mongo-
lian and the Caucasian or Indo-European ; but we also talk

of the Munda race, or the Bengali race, or the Tai, or even the
Siamese race. In either case a race is something different from
and more comprehensive than a tribe, but it is always possible
that a single tribe may be the only survivors of a race. In
tli is discussion I propose to confine my remarks chiefly to
races in a more limited sense. The differences between the pri-

mary divisions of mankind, which are certainly much greater
than those on which Cl species" are often founded by students
of the mammals, are frequently obscured by intermixture oi
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blood, but otherwise can usually be recognized without precise

diagnosis. No one could confuse a Chinaman with a Negro, or

either with a European or with any of the higher races of

Peninsular India. The fact that a Burman might appear to

belong either to the Mongolian or to the Indo-European stock

need not concern us at present, any more than the other fact

that the whole of mankind is not comprised in the three main
groups thereof, even if we allow for possible admixture.

Accepting, then, the definition of race that I have already

given and further interpreting the phrase i£ relatively unimpor^
tant physical characters " in a restricted sense, we reach the

gist of our discussion : Can human races be distinguished by
measuring individuals belonging to them ?

"

Let us define a little further. What do we mean bv mea-
surements ? I would here again adopt a restricted meaning
and imply by measurements actual mensuration with callipers,

a goniometer, a tape or other instruments of the kind. Physio-
logical tests and the observation of what are sometimes called

descriptive characters I do not regard as measurements.
Our enquiry, therefore, narrows itself still further. Can

we distinguish between human races by the aid of instruments
of this kind ? My own answer to the question would be that
we can not, but that measurements may be profitably em-
ployed as a check on other observations, provided that they
are taken with sufficient accuracy and on a sufficiently large
number of individuals, and that we realize what we are measur-
ing. Let us first see what these reservations imply.

In measuring living persons we are attempting to measure
what we cannot see, to measure bones through an opaque cover-
ing of muscle, skin and adipose tissue. We have to find the
points from which we measure mainly by the sense of touch. In
a few measurements, such as those of the length and breadth of
the head, there is no difficulty in attaining substantial accuracy,
for the opaque covering of the bones is very thin and but
slightly compressible. Even in such measurements we may.
however, find considerable differences in the same individual
at comparatively short intervals of time. For example, I have
found by experiment that a week 5

s growth of hair in a man
may effect the breadth of his head as measured in the ordinary
way by at least 2 millimetres, and in dimensions so small a.-

those of the human head 2 millimetres may make a difference
in the indices calculated. The difficulty in attaining accuracy
is greatly increased in measuring the nose, for here the points
(especially in many primitive races) are much more difficult to
find, the tissues are more compressible and yield to an almost
imperceptible pressure of the instrument, and the dimension-
measured are still smaller. A difference of I millimetre in mea •

uring the height of a nose brings about a quite considerable
difference in the nasal index. Thus if we measure the height
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•as 50 mm. and the breadth as 40 mm. we get an index of 80,
but if we measure the height as 51 mm. the result is 78*43

.

Slighter differences in the nasal index than this have been
regarded as of racial significance, and to measure the nose of a
living man accurately within a millimetre especially if its

bridge is ill-defined, is not easy. Similarly (except that the
measurements are greater and a small error relatively less im-
portant) with measurements of other parts of the body, and es-

pecially in measuring the length of the limbs, in which the points

are particularly difficult to find. A practised anthropologist,

aided by experience and by a knowledge of human or com-
parative anatomy, may overcome some of these difficulties.

But it is often implied, if not stated, that anthropometry is a

method of research in which any intelligent person can indulge

after, or even without, the most elementary training. On the

cover of the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of

Great Britain and Ireland the following advertisement ap-

pears :

—

u Invaluable to Medical Officers, Teachers, etc.

REPORT

of the

ANTHROPOMETRIC COMMITTEE

of the

BRITISH ASSOCIATION,

Being the Final Report on Anthropometric Method.

Contains Full Instructions for Taking Measurements.

With 33 Illustrations.

PRICE ONE SHILLING NET."

In my own experience, which has been considerable both \i\

India, 1 and in other countries, this advertisement is almost as

optimistic as those from which persons afflicted by incurablt

diseases gain the hope of a miraculous cure. Of all the biologi-

cal investigations I have myself undertaken 1 have found no

technique more difficult than that of measuring living persons.

This may perhaps be due in some measure to lack of manual

skill on my part, for the feats of anthropometry performed, and

the speed with which they have been performed, by other an-

thropologists, and especially by the Japanese,2
fill me with

1 The anthropometrical measurements taken recently in the labora-

tory of the Zoological Survey in the Indian Museum are now being

analysed mathematically by Mr. P. C. Mahalanobis in the Presidency Col-

lege, Calcutta.
* See, for example, Kubo, T., Beitrage zur physischen Anthropologic

der Koreaner. Published by the Imperial University of Tokyo, 1913.
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astonishment, and despair. But there is another point usually
ignored, namely that the accuracy of anthropometry depends
not only on the experimenter but also on the subject of his ex-

periment. People, especially those belonging to primitive
races, are often nervous when being measured. They do not
know what it is all about ; they begin to fear some magic in

it, or they are ashamed of exposing their bodies. Apart from
the fact that nervousness is infectious, it is difficult to measure
a person who can't keep still.

Further, as it has been accepted by anthropologists that
all measurements of the trunk and limbs must be taken with

Fig. 1.

the subject in (: the erect attitude, " we must r< member that the
erect attitude does not mean the same thing in all individuals,
and that if we calculate the proportionate length of a man's
leg by the height of the highest point of the ball-head of the
thigh-bone above the ground as he stands upright, and that of
the top of his head as he stands in the same position, we da
not get the same proportion in all individuals. Anatomically
considered, the stature of a round-shouldered man is not the
same as that of a man who has been regularly drilled and
holds himself with square shoulders ( cf. figs. 1 and 2. pi. III).
Some of the figures published in Professor Rudolph 'Martin' &
great text-book of physical anthropology, 1 the most compre-

1 Lehrbuchder Anthropologic Jena, 1914.
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hensive work of the kind in existence, suggest to me that the

subject of his illustrations of anthropometric methods main

i

i

%

!
m^HHHOTH^^M

^^^^^^^^^H

Fig. 2.
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tamed an attitude that could hardly have been maintained

except by a man who had at one time undergone a military

training. I may be wrong in this, but I would ask you to ob-

serve the angle made by the axis of the man '& thighs with that

of the upright scale-rod in the figure here reproduced in out-

line on a reduced scale (fig. 1).

These difficulties are all inherent in the measurement of

living persons. They can be to a considerable extent elimin-

ated in dealing with the prepared skeleton. Even here, however,
a difficulty, perhaps of greater fundamental importance, per-

sists. I mean the fact that in most of our measurements we
are attempting to estimate a curve, often complex, by measur-
ing a straight line or an angle. Straight lines and true angles
are not to be found in the human body, but these are what our
measurements from point to point provide for us. You know
the Urdu proverb, :i Camel, Oh Camel, is there anything straight

in your anatomy ? " I can think of no animal, human or other-
wise, to which this is not applicable in a literal sense. Were our
measurements sufficiently numerous they would form a pos-
sible basis for reconstructing curved outlines, but it would be
impossible to select sufficiently numerous definite points at
which to take them on any limb or other part of the body.
Our system may. indeed, be compared to that of the Cubists in
art. It is for this reason that the recent work of Berry and
Robertson in Australia. 1 and particularly their tracings of
crania

and Tasmanian races than all the measurements of living per-
sons or of skulls and skeletons hitherto published. Tracings
show contours in a way no measurement can do : the indices
derived from measurements are merely a concise and conveni-
ent method of expressing certain proportions of a much simplei
kind.

If this be true of crania, it is still more true of the living
body, in which, as we all know if we think the matter out
racial peculiarities are not exclusively skeletal.

Take this photograph (fig. 2) of
*
the head and bust of a

Lnya fisherman from the north-east of the Ganjam district, a
man probably near the aboriginal racial type of Peninsular
India. Note the low receding forehead, the prominent bonv
eyebrows, the coarse outlines of the nose, the patent nostrils,
which project outwards almost as much as downwards, the
feebly developed chin, the fine wavy hair, the square shoulders
and chest. How many of these characters could vou express
accurately by means of measurements ?

If we examine the body as a whole we realize still more

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXXI (1910).ndTramacHons of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. V ( 1 909), and Vol. VI
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clearly the impossibility of expressing in a metrical fashion

what we can see. Here is the photograph of the full figure of

a voung Javanese as seen from behind (pi. IV, fig. 1). Note

the smooth rounded contours, the sloping shoulders (in spite

of an erect carriage), the small size of the shoulder-blades and

particularly the apparent breadth of the pelvic region, which

gives the figure an almost feminine appearance. Compare

this with the other figures on the same plate and look at the

next photograph (pi. V, fig. 1), which shows the front of the

same man's trunk. Here you see the real nature of the appa-

rent breadth of the pelvis. The pelvis itself is remarkably high

and narrow, its anterior margins approaching one another at

an acute angle, while the thighs, which are strongly developed,

project with a marked outward flexure. This is a very impor-

tant racial character among the peoples of Indonesia and

represents a marked ethnic element; it is by no means

universal among the Javanese (cf. fig. 2, pi. IV). Could you

express it adequately bv means of measurements ? Compare

the photographs with the next two, which show the same

region in a voung Anglo-Indian (fig. 3, pi. V) and in a young

Javanese of different racial type (fig. 2, pi. V). In the former

the body is almost as slim and the shoulders slope nearly as

much, but vou will see if you will compare the lines of the

neck that the sloping shoulders are due to a sedentary occu-

pation and not to any essential peculiarity of the skeleton,

and vou will also see that the apparent breadth of the pelvis

is absent, although the basin is actually very much broader

and flatter ;
because the lower limbs are less well developed

and h s curved at their upper extremity ' In the othe

Javanese the differences are still greater and the difference m
racial type is equally apparent, though here the two men are

nominally of the same race.
t

, , annnt
Some may think that in insisting on characters that cannot

be measured I am wasting time Even thr most ngic
1

up-

holder of pure anthropometry would hard y venture nowadays

(except in India) to ignore the descrptive characters of hs

subjects. Mv point is that our conception of these characters

should be revised, that they should be given a ™*V™™£
place in our scheme of investigation, and actual measuiements

made subordinate to them. „a:r,„Wh
Supposing that we have evolved an ideal scheme in uhich

anthropometry and what I may perhaps call " anthroposcop>

1 The type of thigh possessed by the first Javanese is 1™}*™' £•
type called "grasshopper thigh" by the Malays. See Skeat s Malay

3/a<7*C
gu£rge8tions for a scheme of the kind are to be found,

.hough noTputTSard as such, in Prof. Keiths paper on two des-

cendants of the • Bounty ' mutineers in Man XVII, No. 88 (1.117).
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are combined in due proportions, why should it be neces-
sary for us to measure and examine large numbers of individu-
als of each race ? Partly in order to eliminate errors, and
particularly because hardly any human race is, or has been for
thousands of years, of unmixed origin. Race is one of the
most persistent things in nature, but it is very exceptional for
any one individual to illustrate in a perfect state the charac-
teristic traits of any one of the strains from which he is de-
rived. He may illustrate some traits of one race and other
traits of another quite clearly, or his physical characters mav
be, as is more often the case, a regular palimpsest in which
document after document has been superimposed in such a
manner that decipherment is rendered difficult, in many indi-
viduals impossible. Occasionally one race predominates in the
features or body of an individual. We have onlv to look at
the portraits of Socrates, of Darwin and of Tolstoi to realize

Fig. 3.

InnJfi
characters of a primitive stock submerged in age-long floods ot alien blood may occasionally come to the surface.
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j'ears, and yet that the artistic type not only existed in classical

times but still, even now, occasionally emerges, is at any rate

suggested by the two photographs I now show you (fig. 3), one
the portrait of a young Greek (taken from von Luschan) of the
Island of Skyros, the other that of the Hermes of Praxiteles,

one of the most famous of the ancient Greek statues. Note
the features they have in common—the curly hair, the high
straight forehead, the straight profile of the nose, almost in a
line with that of the forehead, the narrow vertical nostrils, the
small mouth with its prominent lips, the small but firmly

moulded chin, and particularly the general harmony of the

features, difficult to express precisely in words, and impossible

by measurements, but none the less apparent in a photograph.
A still more remarkable instance of this persistence and

even resurrection of racial characters is that of the modern
Armenians, who, as von Luschan maintains, are the direct

descendants of the ancient Hittites. The Armenian skull

and also the features of the Armenian face are among the

most characteristic of those of any human race. So peculiar

is the skull that a perfectly normal example has actually been
cited as illustrating artificial deformation of the cranium. In

certain villages in Syria in which the ancient blood has ap-

parently remained pure, the people, according to von Luschan.

are " as like one another as eggs "
. . . . a statement so bold that

accuracy seems to be submerged in exaggeration. It is cer-

tainly not true of the Armenians we meet in India, who, with

few exceptions, come from the neighbourhood of Ispahan in

Persia. We know as a matter of history that these people

are the descendants of a body of colonists who were trans-

ported to Persia by Shah Abbas in the 16th century from Julfa,

south of the Caucasus. They have given the name of Julfa to

the suburb of Ispahan which they still regard as their head-

quarters. For generations past the Armenians of the new
Julfa have prided themselves on keeping their blood pure

from admixture, but the early European travellers in Persia

state that the Armenians of Ispahan were given wives by Shah

Abbas. It is not surprising, therefore, to find among the

Armenians of Calcutta two types, one but slightly modified

from that of the ancient Hittites as shown in their own

sculptures, the other a mixed Irano-Armenoid type. The two

types occur together in the same family, and this again is not

surprising, for, as we all know by experience, a child may take

after either of his parents or after a more remote ancestor,

and all the children of a family do not always resemble the

same ancestor

I "The Early Inhabitants of Western Asia" (The Huxley Memo-
rial Lecture for 1911). This view has not been universally accepted, but

as to the antiquity of the Armenoid racial type there can be no doubt.
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The photographs (pi. VI) I now show you are portraits-

of two Armenians from the new Julfa, both skilled mechanics.
The first is that of a man (fig. 1) who may be said to repre-

sent the Armonoid type somewhat refined '

; the second
(fig. 2) represents a man of strongly mixed type. In the
one you will note the disproportionate development of the upper
part of the head, very high sloping forehead and calvaria, the
abrupt posterior termination of the head with the peculiar
dint so characteristically Armenoid, the long somewhat hooked
nose, with its tumid nostrils, the long upper lip, the poorly

-

developed lower jaw. In the other you see traces of the same
type in the high forehead and long nose, but both forehead
and nose have a very different outline and the head is of quite
a different form, showing little trace of the Armenoid type.

You will see from these photographs and from the state

-

Fig. 4.

ments given in the description of plate VI that these two racial
types differ from one another, so far as the head is con-
cerned, to a far greater extent in outline than they do in point
to point measurements. The second man's head is propor-
tionately broader by measurements than the first, but appears
from its outline, and particularly from the convexity of its pos-
terior wall, to be longer. In short the measurements and
indices (see explanation of plate VI) have little relation to
the actual shape of the head. This fact is brought out still
better if we fit the outline of each head over that of a typical
Armenian cranium (copied from von Luschan), reduced in
proportion (fig. 4). In the one man (A) the head fits admirably,
in the other (B) it does not fit at all. Even here we are dealing
merely with outlines in one plane.

I will now show you some photographs illustrating racial

1 Educated Persian Armenians to whom I have shown Luschan
- vSte. er?*

reCOgnize his P°rtraits of Syrian Armenians as resembling
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diversities among peoples usually believed to be of fairly pure

stock. The number of illustrations that I can bring to your

notice in the time at my disposal is of course small, but if any

member of my audience will walk down a street in any Indian

town he will be able, provided he has a quick eye and a know-

ledge of the costumes of the innumerable races and castes of

India, to provide innumerable illustrations for himself.

My photographs are those (a) of Chinese carpenters from

Canton and (6) of Siamese ' criminals and countrymen from

Fig. 5.

the Province of Patani. Those of the Chinese (fig. o) are par-

ticularly interesting One of the men is of a common Mongoloid

type, the other, though no one could doubt he was a China-

man, has certain non-Mongoloid features, particularly his prom-

inent nose and chin.* This case is one in which I do not

wish to be dogmatic, for in it a pathological rather than a

racial explanation might possibly be correct and the atypical

individual mav be so not because of heredity but because of

physiological idiosyncracy.

1 Xot reproduced here.
E

. , . , «^^ f
- _ rt c

2 Cf. Prof. Keith', addre^ to the Anthropological Section of

British Association for 1910, reported in Nature, vol. CIV, No. 2611.

the
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I need say very little about the photographs of the
Siamese, merely pointing out the mixed Mongoloid, Malayan
and Negrito elements to be noted in the features of the men
depicted.

You must not let me give you the impression that I believe
the result of admixture of race is as a general rule to produce
individuals who belong definitely to either or any of the racial

types represented by their ancestors. In the physique of the
majority of people racial types are mingled and obscured and
I think J have been justified in comparing a large proportion
of human individuals to palimpsests. Do not think that I say
that any accurate observer can decipher such documents at
sight. The training of a member of the Criminal Investigation
Department or of a judge on the bench would form an excel-
lent basis for an anthropological training; hut only a basis.
A scientific observer must learn to formulate physical differ-
ences and resemblances precisely as well as to observe them,
and if you claim that anthropology is not a scientific subject
I give up my whole argument. All true biological investiga-
tions are comparative, and for comparative study you must
have data that are not only accurate but strictly compar-
able. In India it has been, and often still is, maintained
that anyone who knows and is in svmpathv with a tribe
can investigate that tribe anthropologically. " without scien-
tific training, without anatomical knowledge', without studv of
the literature of the subject, merely bv following the dictates
ot the British Association's little hand-book. This attitude
seems to me as if we were to claim that a man who had a good
taste in colour should be entitled, with the aid of an elementarv
text-book of technical chemistry, to call himself a dyeing
expert. Why physical anthropology, one of the most difficult
and perhaps the most complex and obscure of all branches of
biology should be regarded as the happy hunting-ground of
tne intelligent amateur, I do not know—unless it be that man-
kind, prone to folly, is most foolish where man himself is most
concerned. Man in his physical structure is not essentiallv
different from other animals

; biological science and emotional
sentiment are incompatible.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

[The figures illustrating this address are selected from a large series of

photographs taken in the zoological laboratory of the Indian Museum,
Calcutta. The negatives are the property of the Zoological Survey

of India, to the Director of which any inquiries about them should

be addressed. They have been selected to illustrate special points

raised in the text, but other points of interest are noted in the fol-

lowing descriptions.

The measurements and indices quoted have been taken in accordance

with the British Association's hand-book, Anthropometrical Investiga-

tions in the British Islands : 1900. The numbers given in reference

to colour are those of the slips of glass in Lo\ obond's pigmentation

meter (see Man, vol. viii, No. 27)].

Plate III.

Fig. 1.—Lateral view of the full figure of a young Anglo-

Indian of upright carriage.

Ancestry. Maternal grandfather English; Maternal

grandmother Burmese ; Paternal grandfather Scotch

;

Paternal grandmother "Anglo-Indian." Age29. Pro-

fession laboratory assistant and clerk, but addicted

to physical exercises. State of health good; weight

109 lb^ Skin yellowish olive (on inner surface of

upper arm 3 red, 2 yellow, 1 blue by anthropological

tintometer). Stature 164 cm. Cephalic index 78*38.

Nasal index 8181. Upper facial index 4446. Pro-

portionate length of lower limb (from head of great tro-

chanter) 52-01. Face remarkably square ; cheek-bones

flat but not coarse. Eyes narrow, with slight trace of

epicanthus. Nose with well-developed bridge; the

lower part triangular as seen from in front, rounded at

the tip and by no means prominent ; nostrils pointing

downwards and slightly forwards, patent. Note the

straight line of the lower limb, trunk, neck and head.

Fig. 2.—Lateral view of the full figure of Chinaman with round

shoulders and bandy legs.

Ancestry. Canton Chinese. Age stated to be 26. State

of health, poor. Colour pale olive yellow (4 red.

3 yellow 1 blue on inner surface of upper arm).

Stature 166 cm. Cephalic index 86-26. Facial index

4416. Nasal index 78-0. Face almost semi-circular,

the lower part being broadly rounded. Cheek-bones

prominent but not very flat. Eyes narrow, oblique,

with a well-developed epicanthus. Nose long, prom-

inent, convex in profile and slightly hooked; the
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nostrils dilated but directed downwards. Upper lip

straight ; lower lip slightly protuberant, Chin small,

slightly retreating, but pointed. Note lack of con-

tinuity in line of head, neck, trunk and limbs.

A profile view of the head of the same man. taken

some months earlier, is reproduced in text-fig. 5.

Plate IV.

jrIG> l. —Dorsal view of the full figure of a young Javanese

of upright carriage and fine (Malayan) type.

Ancestry stated to be pure Javanese. Age 22. Pro-

fession assistant in exhibition, a skilled and athletic

dancer and posturer. State of health fairly good,

abcess on left lower arm; weight 100 lbs. Skin ex-

ceptionally yellow and smooth (on inner surface of

upper arm 4 yellow, 4 red, 2 blue). Stature 160*5 cm.

Cephalic index 90*75; head broadly triangular above.

Nasal index 81*11 . Upper facial index 44*41. Propor-

tionate length of lower limb 53*7. Face narrowly and

regularly oval; cheek-bones prominent but not coarse.

Prognathism well-developed, involving both jaws.

Eyes narrow, with slight trace of epicanthus. Nose

flat, with ill-developed bridge ; the lower part broadly

triangular ; the nostrils greatly expanded and opening

downwards and outwards. Points to be particularly

noted in figure— (I) Slight habit of body, (2) upright

carriage, (3) sloping shoulders, (4) very small shoul-

der-blades, (5) strong development of the pelvic re-

gion, giving the figure an almost feminine appearance.

(6) muscular development of the thighs, (7) slender -

ness of all the bones, (8) smooth, rounded contours of

the body, (9) the concealment of the relative length

of the lower limb.

Feg. 2.—Same view o£ the full figure of a young Javanese of

coarser type.

Ancestry stated to be pure Javanese (Jokojokata).
Age 25. Profession acrobat in circus. State of health

good. Skin yellowish brown (inner surface of upper
arm 5 red, 4 yellow, 1 black). Stature 151*5 cm. Ce-
phalic index 8465. Nasal index 69 09. Upper facial
index 64. Proportionate length of lower limb 5039.
Face broadly oval; cheek-bones prominent but not
very flat. Eyes as in fig. 1. Nose more prominent,
less flat, with a better developed bridge and with les

expanded nostrils than in fig. 1. Prognathism very
slight.

Note the low stature, the square, relatively broad
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trunk, the absence of apparent inflation of the pelvic

region, the short limbs, coarser bones, larger shoulder-

blades and darker colour of the skin.

Fig. 3.—Same view of the full figure of a young Anglo-

Indian.

Ancestry—mixed Indian and European. Age 24. Pro-

fession musician (violincello). State of health good.

Skin olive brown (5 red, 4 yellow. 3 blue on inner sur-

face of upper arm). Stature 169 cm. Cephalic index

82*56. Nasal index 69*23. Upper facial index 57*93.

Proportionate length of lower limb 52' 13. Face square.

Features of same type as man shown in fig. 1, pi. III.

but face not so square. Points to be noted in compa-

rison with fig. 1

—

(1) Figure almost as slight, but waist

less marked and pelvic region apparently not so

broad, (2) shoulder-blades much larger, (3) rounded

shoulders associated with sedentary occupation. (4)

contours of body much less smooth and rounded.

Plate V.

Fig. 1.—Front view of the trunk of the man photographed

in fig. 1, pi. IV.

In this view the slenderness of the trunk is still more

marked and the inflation of the thighs appears so

great that it seems as though the man were standing

with his legs apart, which is not the case. The reason

of this now becomes evident.

Note the very high and narrow pelvic basin and

the acute angle at which its anterior margins approach

one another ; also the peculiar manner in which the

thighs swell out from the pelvis, owing to the curva-

ture of their heads, the angle at which they are set in

the acetabulum and their own muscularity. This

feature has also the result of concealing the acutal

length of the whole limb.

Fig. 2.—Front view of the trunk of the man photographed

in

Note the compact, square form of the trunk, the

absence of swelling in the pelvic region and the com-

paratively flat, broad pelvic basin with the anterior

margins "approaching one another at an obtuse angh

(cf. Annandale. Fascic. Malay., Anthropology IT, p. 109,

1904) in reference to the Malay pelvis, which seem.-

to be highly peculiar and would repay further study.

My remarks in the paper cited are a good instance of
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the fallacy of trusting solely to measurements in
anthropological descriptions)

.

Fig. 3,—Front view of the trunk of the man photographed
in fig. 3, pi, IV.

Note that while the trunk is nearly as slender in pro-
portion as in fig, 1 , the pelvic region is also slender
and yet the pelvic basin is still broader and flatter than
in fig. 2.

Plate VI.

Heads of two young Armenian men from the Ispahan
district, Persia.

Fig. 1.—Head of skilled mechanic aged 24 and in good health.

Stature 164 cm. Length, of head 188 cm. Breadth of
head 148 mm. Height ot head 130 mm. Zygomatic
breadth 143 mm. Upper face lenath 67 mm! Nasal
height 56 mm. Nasal breadth 35 mm. Height of great
trochanter 880 mm. Weight 127 lb. Hair black.

Cephalic index 78-72. Height-length index (head) 67-20.Nasal index 62-5. Upper facial index 4689.
Height -breadth index (head) Proportionate length of lower

87 "56 - limb 51-74.

Fig. 2.—Head of skilled mechanic aged 25 and in good
health.

Stature 169 cm. Length of head 190 mm. Breadth of
head 160 mm. Height of head 137 mm. Zygomatic
breadth 145 mm. Upper face length 76 mm. Nasal
height 60 mm. Nasal breadth 39 mm. Height of great
trochanter 881 mm. Weight 140 lb. Hair black.

Cephalic index 84-22. Height-length index (head) 6914.
^asal index M'OQ. Upper facial index ^.^
Heigjit-breadth index (head) Proportionate length of lower

85 '62 - limb'52U.

i i^J?^. the ™easurements and proportions are not cor-
related with the outlines of the heads.
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8, Hindu Astronomical Deities. 1
.

By G. R. Kaye.

(With Plates VII—XI).

1. The aim of the following note, which is ancillary to a
study of the history of Hindu astronomy, is to exhibit briefly

the main characteristics of the Hindu planetary deities, the
Navagraha, and the cults connected with them. Purely astro-

logical matters have been purposely excluded, for astrology and
planetar}- worship are in India clearly differentiated, and it is

doubtful whether the Hindu worship even connotes a belief in

astrology. On the other hand, astrology perhaps plays a
more important part in Hindu life than does the planetary
cult, for the latter is always subordinate in its relation with
other religious observances. In most works on the religions

of India, indeed, either there is no reference at all to the cult,

or the barest mention of it, and the study of planetary icono-

graphy appears to have been equally neglected.

Vedic Deities.

2. In Vedic times there was a group of gods—Surya,

Savitri, Mitra and the other Adityas—that has, with some
propriety, been called a sun-god group. In the Rig Veda,
however, the only one of these that is definitely astronomical

is Surya, who was more closely related with the physical object

than the others, occasionally, indeed, being the actual object

itself. He was the source of light, the day-measurer, the

dispeller of darkness, etc. ; Savitri, the vivifier, represents a

more abstract notion ; Mitra was, something like the Mithra of

the west, rather vaguely a god of light ; while the other Adityas

were still less definitely astronomical.

Although there is nothing in the Rig Veda that marks
any one of these gods, except Surya, as definitely connected

with an astronomical body or phenomenon, yet they are all

closely related to Surya and even are on some occasions

definitely equated with him (and with each other) by name,

and also, rather indefinitelv, bv attributes and functions. The

1 I am greatly indebted to Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad 6astn,

CLE., President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for advice and help in

the preparation of this paper—particularly in connexion with the history

of the Magas in India. For the photographs which have been utilised

I am indebted to Messrs. Johnston & Hoffman, Calcutta, and to the

Director General of Archaeology.
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main characteristics of the group may be roughly summarised

as follows :

—

Surya, i

Son of Aditi 1

Son of Dyaus 2

Produced by various
gods 3

Husband of Ushas *

= Savitri

Savitri.*

An Aditya 1

= Bhaga 2

= Mitra 3

sb Surya

MlTRA.* Adityas.4

An Aditya 1

Generally coup
led with Varu-
na. 2

Savitri 3

Eye of Mitra and
Varuna &

A bird 8

Chariot with seven
horses 1

Measures days 3

Dispels darkness 9

Golden hands,
etc.*

Chariot with
two horses 5

Mitra
Aryaman
Bhaga
Arh3a
Daksha
Varuna *

Martanda *

Savitri °

Surya *

Indra 5

Drives away sickness

and evil dreams 10

The vivifier 6

Drives away evil

dreams, evil

spirits and sor-

cerers 1

Stirs up men
and brings
them together

As a group gods
of (?) celestial

light 6

3. We have not included in the above group either Pushan
or Vishnu. The former is sometimes said to be a sun-god but
the connexion is extremely loose, although in later times
Pushan is used as a name of the sun. 5 Vishnu in post-Vedic
times became the first of the Adityas and one of the great
gods of the Hindu triad; but in the Rig Veda he holds a
subordinate position. He is there characterised chiefly by
his 'three steps,' which general opinion, without much warrant,

1 (1) RVi,50^
; i, 191 •; viii, 90". (2) x, 37 » (3) ii, 12*; ix,96&;

&c. (4) vn, 75 5 (5) i, 115 1 ; vi, 51
1 ; vii, 631; x, 37 I: &c. (6) v, 45 »

(7) 1,50*; iv, 133; v, 45»; vii, 603; but vii, 63 2 gives only one steed
and in i, 1153, x> 373, &c . the number is indefinite. (8) i, 50^. (9) vii,
63 ;

x, 37 * (10) x, 37 * [AV xiii summarises Surya's characteristics].

»,*«
(1

).
v
*
h

' i83
(
2

)
v

>
821; vii, 33 1,6 (3)v, 81* (4) i f 358-10; vi,

""; vn,38«; vii,45* (5)1,35* (6)iii,62io (7) i, 35 10; v, 82*; vii,

•M*^!*?1 (2) v ' 722
' &c;&c. (3) i,136 3; Hi, 596; v, 72 2; vii,

36 z
; vn, 91 12.

* (1) The first 3ix names are given in ii, 27; see also viii, 18 3;
&c. (2) x 72 3. (3) V ii t 85 4.

(4) A# A Macdonell Vedic Mythol. 44 ;

but see H. Oldenberg Eel. d. Ved. 185.

r\ t>- ^
The d°°r ° f the true is covered ™th a golden disk. Open that,

O Pushan, that we may see the nature of the true. O Pushan, only seer,
Yama Surya, son of Prajapati, spread thy rays and gather them." Isa
Upan. 15-16.
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refers to the course of the sun. In one not very clear passage
(RV i,155 l

) he appears to be connected with the four quarters
of the year, each of which consists of 90 days. In modern
times his purely theistic characteristics hide any possible solar
relationship. 1 He has few physical traits left, practically the
only one being his anthropomorphic three strides.'

4. Other quasi-astronomical deities are the twin Asvins and
Soma. The former have been supposed to be connected with
the morning and evening star, 2, but their connexion with any
astronomical phenomenon is really very vague, although they
are often associated with Surya, the daughter of the sun. 8

Their name implies the possession of horses and they have
other traits which suggest some parallelism with the Greek
Dioskouroi. Asvini is the name of the nakshatra usually
identified with (3 and y Arietis.

wSoma is, in the Rig Veda, hardly connected with the moon
at all * ; but perhaps in the later books, 6 and certainly in the
Atharva Veda,6 Soma is a name of the moon. In later works
the moon as a separate divinity is rarely mentioned and in

modern times shares the subordinate position of the planetary
gods. Considering the importance of the original Soma and
the large part the moon plays in regulating religious practice

in India, it is surprising to find that a moon-god proper has

no place of importance in the Hindu pantheon.
5. There is some diversity of opinion regarding the

relationship of these deities with astronomical bodies. We
have, for example, Oldenberg's suggestion connecting the

Adityas with the planets, 7 and Hillebrandt's theo^ that the

whole Rik is centred round a lunar cult. 8 But these hypo-
theses really relate to the remote origins of the Vedic deities and
have but little direct bearing on the characteristics of these

deities as conceived by the Rishis. From our point of view is

seen the importance of the fact that in the Rig Veda none

1 Oldenberg deems that every trace of solar character is lacking in

Vishnu (Macdonell Ved. Mythol. 39) ; but in the PurSnas at least,

some relationship is indicated, e.g. *' The sun, which is the internal

unchanging light, is supremely a portion of Vishnu; and its supreme
stimulator is the utterance OM." Vishnu Parana ii, 8.

2 A. A Macdonell Ved. Myth. 53. 'Attempts to identify them with
the sun and moon have been made.

3 Nearly all the references to Surya connect her with the Asvins, ftfl

mounting their car, and she appears to be their joint wife. Once she is

connected with Pushan (RV vi, 58*), and (?) once with the moon (x, 85).
4 See, however, the reference to Hillebrandt's view in the next

paragraph. 6 e.g. RV x, 85 2 ~5. 6 vii, 81 3
; xi, 6*.

7 Oldenberg suggests that Mitra, Varuna and the Adityas are the sun.

moon and planets, and that these had been borrowed from the Semites
or Sumerians, or had received their astronomical character from them.
Die Religion des Veda, 185 f. See also O. Schrader in ERE ii, 36.

9 Vedische Mythologie (Band i. Soma und verwandte Gotter). See
also A. A. Macdonell Vedic Mythology, p. 1 13.
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of the gods except Surya shows hardly any astronomical traits :

any astronomical connexion there may have been has become
obscured. Consequently from the Vedic deities of this type

we may not derive the post-Vedic and mediaeval astronomi-

cal gods of India.

6. Of Vedic ritual specially applicable to Surya there i^

no information ; but, as all the gods were worshipped so, no

doubt, was Surya, possibly with appropriate ritual 'Adoration

to Surya ....celebrate the rite 1 enjoined by him and sing

his praise." (RV x, 37 l

.)

Post-Vedic.

7. Between the Vedas and any subsequent body of Indian

literature there is probably a big time-gap. At any rate the

intervening period sufficed to alter considerably the general

conception of the celestial deities. In the Atharva Veda there

are judications of the coming change. In the Brahmanas 2

the Adityas are twelve and represent the twelve months of the

year. Later the whole group became merged into one sun-god.

named indiscriminately Surya, Savitri, Mitra, Aryaman,
Pushan, etc. In the Upanishads the sun is of great impor-
tance.3 In the epics a sort of heliolatry is indicated :* the

Mahabharata gives 108 names of the sun: 6 the Ramayana
devotes a canto to his praise.6 The Jatkas 7 also refer to the
worship of the sun; the Puranas relate solar myths, tell of a

race of solar kings 8 and give in outline the ritual of sun
worship that still obtains. 9

8. Already there are indications of two conceptions of the
solar deity that were, possibly, independent of each other or even
fundamentally antagonistic—the one being purely Hindu and
the other of foreign origin or largely influenced by exotic cults.

In Hinduism the sun M
is blended so inextricably with the

1 The rendering, however, is not certain.
* SB vi, 1,28; xi,6, 33.
3 Satyayajna Paulishi meditates on the sun as * the self ' (Ch. U. ill,

i 1
).

u That golden person who is seen within the sun is the lord of all

the worlds" (Ch. U. 1, 6"). Chapter iii of the same Upanishad is a
meditation upon the rays of the sun, etc. See also the Kaushitaki
Upanishad ii, 7, etc., etc. * vii, 82N>. 6 ffi. 3.

6 vi, 106. Agastya says-—" O mighty Rama, listen to the old mys-
tery by whichthou wilt conquer all thy foes in the battle. Having daily
repeated the Adityahridaya, the holy prayer which destroys all enemie
gives victory, removes all sins, sorrows and distress, increases life, and
which is the blessing of all blessings,—worship the rising sun and the splen-
did sun, who is respected by both gods and demons, who gives light to
all bodies and is the rich lord of all the worlds, etc., etc."

7 See nos. 159, 534, etc. Ed. E. B. Cowell.
8 Compare the official cult of the Sol invictus instituted by Aurelian

(A.D. 270-275) and its connexion with the worship of the Emperors. The
Chiefs of Udaipur, Jodhpur, Jaipur and Sirmur claim to be of the • solar
race.' * VT ii. 11 etc.

•
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conception of Brahma, beginning with the famous Gayatr

stanza, 1 as to justify the statement that there is scarcely any

theosophic hymn which does not more or less distinctly,

primarily or secondarily, have in mind the great heavenly

body." On the other hand a solar cult of a more practical

kind, which found plenty of justification in the Vedas, but

which was probably not altogether indigenous, was in vogue

in northern India for a fairly long period.

Astronomical Myths.

9. Some of the astronomical myths show Vedic origins

but most of them belong in spirit to the epic age and some of

them show no Vedic relationship at all
% The most important

of these myths naturally relate to the sun and moon; but,

judged by the references in popular literature, by far the best

known were those relating to RohinI 3 and Rahu> In very

brief outline the more important myths are as follows :

The Sun (Surya) married Sanjfia, but his light was so

overpowering that she gave him Chhaya (Shadow) as a hand-

maid. Sanjfia retired into a forest and assumed the form of a

mare, but Surya, as a horse, discovered her. Among their

offspring were "the two Asvins. Safijfia's father, in order to

reduce the Sun's power, placed him on a lathe and cut away an

eighth part. From the fragments cut off were produced the

discus of Vishnu
;
the trident of Siva, the lance of Karttikeya,

etc. The sun was also a great scholar : he taught the Vedas

to Yajfiavalkya,6 and to Maya the system of the planets.'

The Moon (Chandra), of doubtful parentage, married tne

27 daughters of Daksha, that is the 27 nakshatras. Ronini

(usually identified with Alddebaran) was the favourite, and

the others in their jealousy appealed to Daksha, who punished

the moon with the disease of consumption, which was alter-

wards mitigated to the extent of making it periodical only

.

hence the waning and waxing. A second lunar myth relates

that the Moon carried off Tara, thereby causing a wide-spread

1 The Gayatri (RV iii, 62'0) is really a Savitri mantra, and it is

doubtful whether it originallv referred to the sun.
f

2 The only Vedic solar myth relates that Indra stole Surya s wheel.

RV
» el* « « For°bie8t with Rama's love is she, As with the Moon's sweet

Rohini." Valmiki's Ramayana ii, 16. „ __ . , ,

*'e.g. "Like the fair moon from Rahu's jaws set free. _
Mricncn-

hakatika iv. See also Jatakas nos. 25, 481, 490, 537; Ramayana ii, 4,

114; iii. 27, 37, 64; iv, 22; vi, 71, etc. ,. , .

5 cf. << Thus the adorable sun, whose self is the Veda, who abide* m
the Veda and whose self is Vedic knowledge, is called the supreme soul.

Mark. Pur. cii, 20. . . ,

« AlbirunI India i, 129. 7 Surya Stddhanta i, 1 1.

8 VP iv, 6, etc.
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quarrel among the gods. Budha (Mercury) was born to Tara
and the Moon ; and from Budha sprang the lunar race.

Mars is said to be the son of Siva, and is sometimes
' 9

equated with Karttike}Ta, who was also the son of Siva.

Karttikeya is the god of war and rides a peacock and carries

a bow and arrows. He was fostered by the Krittikas (? the

Pleiades) and hence his name.

Mercury is Budha ('wise') and the son of the Moon and
Tara : Venus (Sukra, * brilliant ') is the son of Bhrigu ; Jupiter

is Brihaspati or * Lord of prayer'; Saturn (Sani), the son of the

Sun and Chhaya, always has a malignant influence. Of these

four planets no specially significant myths are related.

Rahu, a semi-reptilian monster, stole and drank some of

the amrita of the gods and so became immortal. Vishnu
thereupon struck off his head, but, as he had secured immor-
tality (for his head at least), Rahu was placed in the heavens.
It is said that Bahu's theft of the amrita was discovered by
the Sun and Moon and that in revenge he occasionally swallows
them and thus causes eclipses. The myth is, possibly, partly
exotic. Astronomically Bahu became the moon's ascending
node, and Ketu, a later introduction, the descending node.
There is some confusion in modern texts : Bahu was called

Kabandha, ' headless, ' but the introduction of Ketu as Cauda
Draconis made this nomenclature anomalous.

According to Jacobi. Garuda was a sun-god. 1 Vinata, a
daughter of Daksha, impatiently opened one of her eggs. It

contained a bird (Aruna) whose upper half only was developed.
Aruna became the charioteer of the sun. Vinata 's second
egg produced Garuda. an enormous bird. He became the
servant of the Nagas, who, however, promised to set him free
if he procured for them the amrita. Eventually he vanquished
the guardian gods and procured it, in spite of Indra, whose
thunderbolt (vajra) caused the loss of only one feather. On the
ground strewn with kuha grass Garuda placed the amrita and
invited the snakes to partake of it. While they bathed, Indra,
who had become friendly with Garuda, carried off the amrita.
Garuda was rewarded by Vishnu who chose him as his vahana,
and gave him his standard to rest upon.

There is a quasi-astronomical myth based upon BV i, 7
(and AB iii, 33 5

), which becomes a star picture embracing
Sirius, Orion's Belt and Aldebaran. The Taittirlya Brahmana
gives a star picture of PrajapatL and the Brihat Samhita
(lviii 105) gives a nakshatra purusha? which' is obviously
derived from the kola purusha (' time man')—a human figure

1

1 ERE ii, 804. It is doubtful, but the myth is given because of its
similarity with the Rahu myth.

2 See also the Matsya Purana, ch. liv.
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made up of all the signs of the zodiac—given in the Brihaj -

jataka (i
;
4).

Mediaeval Solar Cults.

10. There is abundant evidence, dating from the early

years of the Christian era, showing the practice in mediaeval •

India of a solar cult, and to a more limited extent of a plane-

tary cult also. Philostratus mentions 1 a temple of the sun

at Taxila ; Yajfiavalkya and Varaha Mihira give details of

ritual; 2 Yuan Chuang refers 8 to the sun temple at Multan

and to the offering of flowers and perfumes to the image of

Surya there, and Albirunl also mentions* the same temple,

of the founding of which there is an account in the Bhavishya

Purana. 6 Ananda Giri, a writer of the ninth century, counted

six formal divisions of sun worshippers, of whom some wor-

shipped the rising, some the setting, and some the noon-day sun,

others all three as tri-murti. 6 The earliest known Indian

inscription referring to this cult is dated A.D. 466, but from

that time onward there is plenty of evidence of this type.

The following are brief quotations from some of the earlier

inscriptions: (a) "May that Sun.... whom Brahmans of en-

lightened minds, according to due rite to be applied to

a lamp for the divine Sun." » (6) " May that Sun protect you

who is worshipped by the host of gods for existence and by

the Siddhas who wish for supernatural powers. .
..who is the

cause of the destruction and the commencement of the universe.

Reverence to that Sun whom the Brahmanical sages. .
.
.tailed

to comprehend, who nourishes the whole of the three world-:

who, when he is risen, is praised by Gandharvas, gods biddnas,

Kinnaras and Naras, and who grants desires to those who

worship " s (c)
" Let it be known to you that this villag<

is given' by us . . to the holy Aditya .... with libations of water,

to be enjoyed as long as the moon, the sun, and the planets

endure
"

"

. m -—-a, nn
11. Evidence of another type occurs in^ ft work on

astronomv. The best known of the mediaeval text-books of

this science in India, the Surya Sidclhanta, gives the following

interesting -account of its own origin :— ^ _
« When but little of the Krita age was left,

«
>
a great Asura

named Maya" became desirous of knowing this mysterious,

l Life of Apollonius of Tyanan,^. Seeparagraph 13.

3 Real vol ii 274-275. * India 1, 116. * Cn. cxxxix.

6 §^ Hopkins Religions of India, 447 For a solar tn-murti image

.ee H. K. Sastri South Indian Images of Gods and 60,idesses &ĝ Hi.

7 Indor inscription of Skandagupta, A.D. 46o-466. Cl».,71.

3 Ma.idasor inscription of Kumars Gupta, A-D 473-474 CI1 m, 87.

» Ragholi plates of Jayavardhana ii (Balaghat) Mix,*/.

10 i.e. some 2,000,000 years B.C.

]' Possibly the Avestan Ahura Mazda is meant.
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supreme, pure and exalted science—the chief Vedanga—in its
entirety : the cause, namely, of the motion of the heavenly
bodies.

<c He performed in propitiation of the Sun very severe
religious austerities. Gratified by these austerities and ren-
dered propitious, the Sun himself delivered unto that Maya
who besought a boon the system of the planets.

" The blessed Sun said :
' Your intent is known to me

and I am gratified by your austerities. I will give you the
science on which time is founded, the grand system of the
planets. No one is able to endure my brilliancy. For com-
munication I have no leisure. 1 This person, who is a part of
me. shall relate to you the whole. Go therefore to the city of
Romaka where you reside. There, undergoing incarnation as
a barbarian, owing to a curse of Brahma, I will impart to vou
this science.'" 2'

Geographical Distribution.

12. The geographical distribution of the temples devoted
to the worship of the sun is noteworthy. Most of those of
which we now have any record were situated in the north-west
of India—from Kathiawad to Taxila ; but there are remains
also in upper Bengal and Orissa. In South India only one, in
Tanjore, is known. Images of Surya are much more numer-
ous but cover much the same ground. Sculptures of the nine
planets are more rare but occur in the same parts of northern
India, and at Kolhapur is a so-called Navagraha temple. The
Saiva temples of South India are said often to contain images
of the planets, but definite records, except for a set at the
temple in Tanjore already mentioned, are lacking. Besides
these monumental remains there are inscriptions which natur-
ally occur in the same localities, the most interesting being at
Gwahor and Bulandshahar. The most notable centres of sun
(and planet) worship appear to have been at Mudhera in Gujarat,
Osia and Sirohl in Rajputana, MultSn in the Punjab and
Konarak m Orissa. The (?) solitary South Indian sun temple
is at Suryanarkovil in Tanjore.

There is also faint evidence of a separate lunar cult in
India. Certain coins of the Kushan rulers of the second
century A.D. bear images of a moon-god. and there is also
the I auranic tradition of a lunar race of kin»s. 8

When

I^uXrSa i,T2I " th&t P0£Bib,e a8 * mU8t W-ally wander T
"

a The chiefs of Karauli and Jaisalmer claim to be of the ' lunar race.'
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Mediaeval Ritual.

13. The Yajnavalkyasmriti, which was possibly composed
in the fourth century of the Christian era, contains directions

for the worship of the planets :

11 Those desirous of prosperity or desirous of peace

should worship the planets. For rain, for long life,

for nourishment act in the same way. The Sun,

Moon. Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rahu
and Ketu should be remembered as planets.

" The planets should be offered copper, crystal, red

sandal, gold, silver, iron, lead and bronze in

order. They should be marked on a board in their

own colours in circles by sandal-wood, or their

several colours should be indicated by pieces of

cloth or flowers. Also perfumes, garlands and

incense of guggulu should be offered, and oblation

should be made with mantras."

Then are indicated the appropriate mantras, which have
a very special interest as obviously they were considered the

most suitable of the Vedic texts for the several planets. The
connexion, except in the cases of the Sun and Moon, and

perhaps Jupiter, is generally merely a matter of some verbal

similarity: for example the Budha (Mercury) mantra begins

with udbudhya, etc., i.e. < Wake up, etc." The following trans-

lations are taken from Griffith's edition of the White Yajur

Veda.

The Sun—" Throughout the dusky firmament advancing,

laying to rest the immortal and the mortal, borne in his

golden chariot he cometh, Savitri, God, beholding

living creatures." (WYV xxxiii, 43 ; RV i, 35*.)

The MOON

—

" Gods quicken me that none may be my rival

for domination, mighty lordship, me son of such a man
and such a woman, of such a tribe. This is your king,

ye tribesmen : Soma is lord and king of us the Brah-

nians." (WYV ix, 40.)

Mars—" Agni is head and height of heaven, the master

of the earth is he. He quickeneth the water's seed."

(WYV iii, 12 ; RV viii, 44 16
.)

Mercury—" Wake up, Agni, thou, and keep him watch-

ful. Wish and fruition meet and be together. In this

and the loftier habitation be seated, All-gods, and the

sacrificer." (WYV xv, 54.)

Jupiter—" Give us, Brihaspati, that wondrous treasure,

that which exceeds 'the merit of the foeman, which

shines among the folk effectual, splendid, that son of

law which is might refulgent : taken upon a base art
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thou. Thee for Brihaspati—This is thy home. Thee
for Brihaspati." (WYV xxvi\ 3 ; from RV ii, 23 15

.)

Venus—" Prajapati by Brahma drank the essence from

the foaming food, the princely power, the pure bright

drinking off of juice. The power of Indra was this sweet

immortal milk." (WYV xix, 75.)

Saturn—" May the celestial waters, our helpers, be sweet

for us to drink, and flow with health and strength for

us." (WYV xxxvi, 12 ; see also RV x, 94
.)

RIhu—"What succour will he bring to us, wonderful,

ever prospering friend ? With what most mighty
company ? " (WYV xxvii, 39 ; RV iv, 31 l

.)

Ketu—u Thou, making light where no light was, and form,

O men, where form was not, wast born together with
the dawns." (WYV xxix, 37 ; RV i, 6s

.)

14. Varaha Mihira (6th cent. A.D.) also gives ' a faint

outline of ritual. His directions are as follows :

—

" The Sun and Mars should be worshipped with red flowers,

sandal paste, the vakula flower, and gifts of copper,

gold and oxen to Brahmans. The Moon should be
worshipped by the gift of a white cow. Venus should
be worshipped with white flowers, and by gifts of silver,

and sweet and nutrititious things. Saturn should be
worshipped by gifts of black substances; Mercury by
the gift of gems, silver and with the tilaka flower.

Jupiter should be worshipped with yellow flowers and
by the gift of yellow substances."

Iconography.

15, Besides the sculptures that have been preserved there

is a certain amount of information relating to planetary imagery
recorded in the Puranas, in the early astrological works, and
in the modern paddhatis or manuals of ritual, and panchangas
or almanacks.

Separate sun images occur and these are not necessarily

connected with the planetary group. These sun images are

often very elaborate and exhibit, besides the sun-god himself,

a number of attendants.

The whole set of the nine planets, the navagraha. is, in

early examples, generally shown in relief on a rectangular
stone slab, which often formed a temple lintel. Except in the
cases of Rahu and Ketu each planet is shown as a human
figure— all of them, including the Moon and Venus, being

l Bj-ihat Samhita civ, 47.
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males. 1 To some extent the several deities are differentiated

by (a) the symbols or weapons held in the hands, (b) the

vahanas or c vehicles/ (c) colours, (d) materials, (e) special

symbols, (/) position, (g) dress, pose, etc.

In the earlier examples the vahanas are seldom, if ever,

shown. Possibly the images were sometimes coloured, but
evidence is generally lacking. 51 The special materials were

probably only employed in actual worship in connexion

with the symbols which represented the planets. The arrange-

ment of the planets in sculpture is generally the week-day order

as shown in the tables below, with the sun on the left 8
; but

in certain ceremonies they (or their symbolic substitutes) are

often arranged in some such circular order as is indicated in

column F of the table below. The early sculptural representa-

tions therefore give us evidence only with reference to the

weapons and symbols in the hands, pose, dress and order.

Modern representations, pictorial principally but occasionally

in brass and stone, show also the different vahanas, etc. The
symbolism becomes more complicated with the advance of

time, and except in the cases of the Sun, Rahu and Ketu is

now much obscured—the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus

and Saturn being in many representations almost characterless

in their similarity.

In the case of the Sun, besides abundant sculptural evi-

dence, we have Varaha Mihira's explicit directions for its ima-

gery.4 " The Sun ought to be made," he says, " with large

nose, forehead, legs, thighs, cheeks and breast. In adorning

the image the method adopted in the northern countries

should be followed. From breast to feet should be covered.

He should hold a lotus in each hand, wear a diadem and a

necklace ; he should be adorned with ear-rings, and a girdle

(avyanga) should be about his waist."

16. Certain details connected with the group of planets

are now given in a summary form.

The hands. The symbols, weapon-, etc. placed in the

1 But see Brihajjataha ii, 6. where the Moon and Venus are, for astro-

logical purposes, considered as female. In India, however these, as

deities, are always male ; although there are cases on record where ^uro-

peans have wrongly described the Hindu Venus as female. Mr. A. Stir-

ling, in 1825 {Asiatic Researches xv, 232) described a Konarak sculpture

of Venus (figure) as that of <a youthful female, with a plump, well

rounded figure *
: and Sir W. W. Hunter (Orissa i. 293) repeats this curious

error. More recently, in Bengal Past and Present (vn, p. 68) is a drawing

(not a photograph) of a navagraha slab that appears to give Venus a

2 The Multan Sun image was, according to Albirfini, covered with

red leather. (India i, 116.) . ^ . r

* In one case at least (Cal. Mm no. 4182) they are m the inverse of

this order.
* Brihat Sarhhita lviii, 47.
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hands of the planetary deities vary considerably in modern

representations. The practice of giving four arms to each deity

is exhibited in none of the early sculptures, but the Matsya

Purana (Ch. XCXIV.) gives four hands to all except the Sun
;

Moon and Ketu.
In most cases the Sun carries a lotus in each hand : in

northern images the lotus is often full-blossomed, 1 while in the

es of Southern India it is said
«

generally to be only half

open. Also the northern images sometimes place the hands

level with the waist, while in the southern figures they are

often raised to the shoulders}

There is little consistency in the cases of the other plan-

ets, but in several early sculptures Rahu is shown with huge

outspread hands (figs. 2, 3, 4). The pitcher and rosary occur

pretty often (figs. 2, 4, 5) : the Konarak and Jagesvar sculp-

tures give these to each planet except the Sun, Rahu and

Ketu. Mercury in some early cases holds an arrow and

has a bow at his side (figs. 2 and 3). and Saturn holds a

staff or standard (figs. 2 and 3). Rahu appears to hold a

vajra in each hand in one case (Konarak) and in another a

vajra is placed beneath him (fig. 3). The numerous weapons
etc., as given in modern pancharigas, appear to have little

traditional warrant.

Manual Symbols.

SUN MOON MARS MERCURY JUPITER VENUS SATURN RAHU KETU

Agni Pu- Sword Rosary, Rosary

,

Bow Rosary, Rosary, Girdle Half- Sword

,

rana (li) Pitcher Spear Pitcher Pitcher of bells moon Torch
Matsya Pu- Lotusj Club Lance Sword, Staff, Staff, Lance

,

Sword

,

Mace
rana (xcxiv) &Club Shield & Rosary Rosary Bow & Shield &

Club & Pit-

cher
& Pit-

cher
Arrow Spear

Sculpture Lotus Rosarv, Rosary

,

Bow, Rosary, Rosary, Rosary,
Cal. Mus. Pitcher Spear Arrow Pitcher Pitcher Stan-
no 4168 dard
(Fig. 2)

1 See figures 1, 2, 4 and 5, which are all northern.
2 T. A. Gopinatha Rao says :

" The South Indian figures of Sury*i
have, as a rule, their hands lifted as high as the shoulders, and are made
to hold lotus flowers which are only half blossomed The northern
images, on the other hand, have generally their hands at the natural
level of the hips or the elbows." Elements of Hindu Iconography, p. 311.
But the Almora sculpture (figure 4) does not altogether support this
statement, and neither does figure 2.
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SUN MOON

Konarak
(Fig. 5)

Modern

Paddhatis &
Panchah-
gas

Lotus

Lotus

Lotus

Rosary,
Pitcher
Lily

MARS MERCURY JUPITER VENUS

Rosary,

SATURN BAHU KETU

Rosary, Rosary, Rosary, Rosary, Vajra Rosary,

Pitcher Pitcher Pitcher Pitcher Pitcher Torch

Staff, Rosary, Rosary, Staff,

Pitcher Pitcher Pitcher Pitcher

Trident Half-
moon

Rosary

,

Sword,
Shield,
Flag

Vahanas—Except in the case of the Sun the vahana ap-

pears to be a matter of fairly modern fashion. The Sun has a

chariot, sometimes with one wheel only, 1 drawn by seven

horses. In one very early case there are, in the Greek fashion,

only four horses 2
; and modern examples often show a single

horse with seven heads. According to the Agni Purana (h)

the Sun may be represented alone on a horse and there are

such examples at Konarak. The Puranas generally give a

chariot with eight or ten horses to each of the other planets,

but the modern practice is to give to each a distinct vahana.

A Lucknow Museum relief (fig. 3) shows beneath the planets

in order—a horse, a bird with an animal's head, a peacock, a

boar (?), a bird with a horse's head, a frog (?), ahorse, a vajra.

Colours. There is fair unanimity regarding the colours

but that of Mercury is somewhat doubtful. In the west also

specific colours were allotted to the several planets.

SUN MOON MARS MERCURY JUPITER

Yellow

VENUS

White

SATURN
!

BAHU KETU

Garuda Pu-
*

rana (xxxix)
White

*

Black

Mat sya Pu-
rana (xcxiv)

Lotus
colour

White Whit,
hair

Yellow Yellow White Green ? Blue Smoky

Varaha Mi-
ll ira*

Red White Very
red

Green Yellow White
or blue

Black j

Paddhatis Red White Red Yellow Yellow White Black Black Smoky

Ptolemy Red Variable White Yellow Black

1 G P xxxix ; AP li ; Cal. Mus. 5927, etc.

2 Arch. Sur. Report, 1908-9, pi. H ; R- *?**$ 5"d(iAo Ga^a PL

8 Brihat Sarhhita civ, 47 ;
Brihajjataka it, 4-5.

1
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Materials.—As in the west the materials allotted depend
principally on their colours, but the Hindus did not confine

the selection to metals altogether.

Special Symbols.—The actual images are sometimes re-

placed by pieces of cloth of the appropriate colour orby pieces
of metal of certain shapes or with certain designs engraved
upon them. These symbolic designs are of interest as they
appear to have some affinity with the western symbols : they
are enumerated in the table below.

Dress, etc.—In some early sculptures, e.g. figs. 2 and 4,

m
the Sun and Mercury are distinguished by special head dresses.
In one case that of Mercury is particularly noteworthy (fig. 2).

In northern images the Sun often wears high boots (figs. 1, 2, li

and 4), a girdle that is supposed to be of Magian origin, and
sometimes a sword at his side.

Posture.—In most of the early sculptures the planets are,
with the exception of Rahu and Ketu, standing ; and in some
of these cases Mercury is particularly differentiated from the
others by standing with legs crossed (figs. 2 and 3). In several
examples Saturn is represented as lame (figs. 2, 3 and ? 4) :

one of his names is Pangu, ' the lame,' which is possibly de-
rived from his apparent slow motion. Rahu and Ketu are
sometimes combined in one figure *

The following table roughly summarises the planetary
attributes

SUN MOON MARS MERCURY JUPITER VENUS SATURN RAHU KETU

Varaha Mi-
hira A

Copper Gems Gold Alloy Silver Pearls Iron

Yaj. Val.

Smriti
Copper Crystal Red san-

dal
Gold Gold Silver Iron Lead Bronze

Paddhatis Copper Crystal Red san-

dal
Gold Gold Silver Iron Lead Bronze

Greek Gold Silver Red iron Tin Yellow
electron

Copper Lead

1 Brihajjataka ii, 12.

2 Lucknow Museum H 100, etc.
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A
The hands.

B

Vahana.

C

Colour. ]

D
Material

E
Symbol.

F
Posi-

tion. 1

G
Special
features.

Scnsr Lotus in each
hand.

Car with seven
horses.

Red .

.

Copper Circle Centre Magian girdle.*

High boots.

&

Sword.6
Coat of mail. 7

Attendants. 8

Moon .

.

Rosary & pit-

cher.

Car with ten
horses (Deer)2

1

White Crystal 'Crescent S.E.

Gems i

Mars Rosary & spear (Ram) 1 Red .

.

Red
sandal

Triangle S.

Mercury Bow & arrow Peacock (Lion^1

with trunk).

Green Gold .

.

Arrow X.E. .

.

Stands with
legs crossed. 9

Special head-
dress. 10

Jupiter Rosary & pit-

cher (Book &
sword). 1

(Elephant or

swan). 1

Yellow Gold .

.

Rect-
angle

Lotus1

N.

Venus .

.

Rosary & Pit-

cher (Money
bag & book)L

(Horse or

frog). 1

White Silver

Pearls

Star
Square 1

E.

Saturn .

.

Rosary & staff (Vulture or

buffalo.)!

Black Iron .

.

Bow
Staff.

W. .. Lame. 11

Rahu .

.

Vajra (Lion)3 Black Lead .

.

• • • • B.W. .

.

Moon symbol. 1

Benrded.
Large canin

teeth.

Naga hood.
Large hands.

Ketu .

.

Sword, torch
(Flag, shield,

spear). 1

(Vulture)^ .

.

Smoky Bronze Flagi N.W... N&ga tail.

1 These are taken from modern paddhatis and panchangas. See

also J. Burgess Indian Antiquary xxxm, 1904, p. 61 ft.

2 Mriganka ' marked with a deer ' is a name of the moon .

3 Matsya Purana ch. xciv.

* BS civ, 47.
& BS civ, 47 and many sculptures.

6 AP li : Cal. Mus. 3928, etc.

I A? "mentions ChhSyS, Kunti, Pingala andJ™*™?*
with

chowries' ; GP hcxiii mentions Danda and Pingala : see plate i etc., etc.

» Cal. Mus. 4617, 4618, etc. ; Luck. Mus. i± »» ;
etc.

10 Cal. Mus. 4617, 4618, etc.

H Luck. Mus. H 99, H 100 ; Cal. Mus. 4182, 418J.
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Present Practice—Sun Worship.

17. The devotions of the pious Hindu are to a consider-

able extent, imbued with a sort of astronomical cult, which in-

cludes. 1

(a) The recitation, on awakening, of some such mantra

as the following :

%

" May Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, the Sun, the Moon,
Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Rahu and Ketu
make the morning auspicious for me. >>

cc

(&) The recitation of the Gayatrl and meditation thereon.

(c) The offering to the Sun of libations of water, accom-

panied by the recitation of the Gayatrl and other mantras,

e.g.

—

c * Salutation to Vivasvat, salutation to the lumin-

ous one possessing the energy of Vishnu. Salu-

tation to the creator of the world, to Savitri, the

awarder of fruitful deeds." 3

Come, Surya, of a thousand rays, the store-

house of all the energy of the world. Hare
mercy on me the sacrifices Accept this offering,

O maker of day."

(d) Worshipping
" The Wonderful host of rays has risen, the eye of

Mitra, Varuna and Agni, Surya, the soul of all

that moves or is immovable, has filled the

heaven, the earth and the air.

" The Sun follows the divine and brilliant Ushas
as a man a woman—at which season pious men
perform ancient (ceremonies), worshipping th«

auspicious for the sake of reward.

The auspicious swift horses of the Sun, well-limb-

ed, road-traversing, who deserve to be pleased

with praise, reverenced by us, have ascended to

the summit of the sky, and quickly move round
earth and heaven.
Such is the divinity, such is the rnaj ty of Sur-

ya, that, when he has set, he has withdrawn

a

..

what spread over the unfinished work. When he
has unyoked his horses from their chariot, then
night veils everything in darkness.

cr ci —
Surya in sight of Mitra and Varuna displays his

form in the middle of the heavens ; and his rays

1 The ritual does not appear to be rigidly fixed but some such prac-
tice is followed by orthodox Brahmans. See S. C. Vidyarnava Daily
Practice of the Hindus. See also R E. Enthoven The Folk-lore of Guja-
rat p. 7 ff.

2 Compare the opening verses of Aryabhata's Oanita, etc.
3 Vishnu Purana iii, 11. Note also that the Sun is present in the

person of a guest.
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a

extend on one hand his brilliant and infinite

power, or, on the other, bring on the blackness

of night.

This day, O gods, while Surya is rising, deliver u>

from grievous sin. May Mitra, Varuna. Aditi.

Ocean, Earth and Heaven grant this (prayer)/'

The following passage from the Vishnu Purana (ii, 8) is a

naive comment on the practice of sun worship :
" The perform-

ance of the Samdhya sacrifice must never, therefore, be delayed
;

for he who neglects it is guilty of the murder of the Sun.

Protected thus by the Brahmans and the Valakhilyas, the sun

^oes on his course to give light to the world."

Present Practice—Planetary Worship.

18. There is a practice of a different type altogether from

that just described. The following details pertain particularly

to the ceremony connected with the investiture of the sacred

thread. On a small vedi about eighteen inches square a lotus

with eight open petals is drawn and each of the petals is

smeared with the appropriate colour of the planet to which it

is assigned. The celebrant places on the lotus figure in the

proper order either images of the planets or pieces of metal, etc.

stamped with the appropiate symbols, pieces of coloured cloth,

and small heaps of ricei mixed with curds But first each

piece of metal is washed with the panch amrita to the accom-

paniment of appropriate mantras. In setting up the planet-

the vydhriti is recited for each and the attendant deities are

addressed and placed on the right and left of each planet,

Meditation on the form and symbolism of each planet follows

and offerings of special food to each are made. 1 The mate-

rials for the sacrifice are then consecrated : special fuel for each

planet having been gathered and prepared the homa is offered

with appropriate mantras. Such is the merest outline 2 of a

very lengthy ritual to which the greater part of a day is devot-

ed. On other occasions (e.g. marriages), a briefer ceremony is

practised. 3

Influences.

19. Certain evidence relating to sun and planet worship

in India has been given in outline. From Vedic times to the

1 For details as to the symbols, colours, positions, etc. see the tables

1

* This brief description is based upon a Kumaon Paddhati. See also

the Matsya Purana Ch. lxxii and lxxiii.

' For references to sun and planet worship among non-Brahman

communities see W. Crooke The Tribes and Castes of the North-Western

Provinces and Oudh i, 109; ii. 185, 421, 460: 111, 112, 132, 247, 311, 3/8,

4:56; iv,88,etc. T. C. Hodson The Naga Tribes of Mam pur. 169, ITO
;
The

Meitheis, p. 103, etc.
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present dav some such worship has obtained, but there have

been considerable changes. It is obvious that two types of

influence have been at work—one pertaining to pure Hindu-

ism, and the other, as pointed out by Sir R. G. Bhandarkar,'

of exotic origin. The modern practice of sun worship by the

devout Brahman may be traced back to Vedic times, and here

the practice is part of the general pantheistic scheme. PJanet
"

arv worship is probablv a foreign importation—possibly of

Magian origin, possibly influenced too by the Mithraic teaching

that developed to such an extent in the west in the early centu-

ries of the Christian era, and possibly also, to some extent

.affected bv Manichaean practices.
. , •

The connexion between Hindu practice and Mithraism 1*

not very marked and probably is evidence only of parallel

development, or it may, possibly, indicate some intercommuni-

cation. Invoking the sun at dawn, noon and dusk ;
libations

to the planets ; the association of particular colours and

metals with them, etc., occur in both schemes Hindu and

Mithraic art also have similarities and might be with some pro-

fit compared—for example, certain of the attendants of Surya

with the Mithraic Dadophori, the Indian Xavagraha sculptures

on lintels with the Bologna bas-relief, etc.,
2 the Mithraic Kronos

with certain figures at Konarak, the Srisailam relief 8 with cer-

tain Mithraic sculptures,4 etc.

For the connexion with Magianism there is more definite

information." According to Varaha Mihira the (Indian) Ma-

gas were worshippers of the Sun 6
; the Bhavishya Purana

gives their history and refers to a Jarasasta (Zarathustra) as a

son of the Sun. and there is a legend of a son of Krishna being

cured of leprosy by these Magas

;

7 Albiruni says :
* " There are

some Magians up to the present time in India, where they are

called Maga"; an inscription of A.D. 1137 mentions them";

and there are traces of Maga Brahmans in India to-day. In

his Castes and Sects of Bengal 10 Mr. Xagendra Nath Yasu traces

the origin of these Magas and gives some account of their posi-

tion and influence in India. The several legends he relates

1 Foreign elements, etc. Indian Antiquary XL, 1011, 17 et seq.

2 F. Cumont Textes et monuments figures relatifs mix mystires de

Mithra ii, fig. 99.

3 Arch. Report, Southern Circle. 1917-1918. pi. xvib.
* Cumont, Figs. 121, 150, 151, etc.

6 See Sir R. G. Bhandarkar Vaishnavism, Saivism 6a Minor Religiou

Systems.
6 Brihat Samhita LX, 19.

7 Cf. II Kings, 5.

* India I, 21.
8 Epigraphica Indica ii, 330.
lo Vol. ii, part iv. Thi9 is written in Bengali and I am indebted to Mr.

Manmathanath Basu, B.A. , for a translation of the pertinent sections.

See also the Archaeological Survey of Mayurabhanja, vol. i, p. ii. seq.
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overlap to some extent but they are very interesting and are

here summarised

—

(a) When Praiyavrata. king of Sakadvlpa,
desired to erect a temple and place in it a golden image of the
Sun, he brought eight Brahmans, known as Sauryas, from
foreign parts. (6) The king, after erecting a temple and placing

the image of the Sun in it, praj'ed to the god to provide
priests to carry on the worship ; and the god created eight

Brahmans from the eight parts of his body, (c) The Graha
Yamala relates that the eight Munis, Markanda. Mandava,
Garga, Parasara, Bhrigu, Sanatana, Angira and Jahnu belonged

to Sakadvlpa. Their sons, who were planet worshippers, were

by the orders of Sri Krishna brought to Sambapur (Multan) b}

Garuda. The descendants of these Sakadvipl Brahmans and

Vaishya women are Ganakas. (d) Sasarika. king of Gaur, being

ill, sent for certain Maga Brahmans from the banks of the river

Sarju (Ghogra). By propitiating the planets these Magas effect-

eel a cure and they were persuaded to settle in the country,

and the planet worshippers (Graha Vipras) are said to be their

descendants.

The distinction between the Ganakas or astrologers and

the Sakadvipl Brahmans, Graha Vipras or planet worshippers,

that Nagendra Nath Vasu elaborates, is interesting. As he points

out, the astrologer class is treated with some contempt in the

Sastras, and is generally considered as apankteya ; but not so

the Graha Vipras proper. However, although the differentia-

tion is fairly clear, there must have been a considerable amount

of mutual influence at work. In this sketch we have purposel;

excluded the consideration of purely astrological matter-. The

history of astrology in India and its connexion with and influ-

ence on religious and social practice is a subject for further

research.

***r s
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Fi?. 1—Surya (The Sun)
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Sun Moon M a r a Mercury Jupiter Venua Saturn Kiilm Ketu

Fisr. 'J—The Navagraha or Nine Planets, Calcutta Museum No. 4168
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Rahu Ketu

Fig. 5—The Navagraha or Nine Planets Kantirak



9 . NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXXIII.

Note.—The numeration of the articles below is continued

from p. 476 of the u Journal and Proceedings "

for 1918.

200. The Shah-i-Hind Coins.

For now some fifteen years I have had in my possession

eleven insignificant-looking coins, which are yet of interest

because of the puzzling questions which they raise. Where

were they struck, and by whom ?

Seven of the eleven are of a larger denomination, and four

of a smaller. All are round, but of a rough workmanship, and

some have been badly battered. The diameter of the larger

is -65 inch (but in two cases only 6 inch), while that of the

smaller is 5 inch.

One of the larger and one of the smaller are seemingly of

bronze, but all the others are of copper.

The average weight of the larger is 127 grains, and of the

smaller 64 grains.

The dates are as folio ws

:

Large—937 H. (two), 938 (bronze), 939 (two), 940 (two).

Small—934 H. 938, 93S (bronze), 939.

The legend, which is clearly continuous on the obverse

and reverse long defied decipherment for no one specimen con-

tained the whole, so that a part legible on one coin had to be

" pieced " with a part that could be read on another.

Happilv, however, two of the coins showed an arrange-

ment of the lettering different from that on the rest, which

fact naturally helped to reduce the difficulty of deciphering

the legend. I should also mention that the late Mr. *ram]i

Jamaspji Thanawala once possessed a beautiful specimen ot a

type larger than anv of mine-it must, I fancy, have weighed

at least 260 grains-and with its aid the legend ultimately

stood revealed as follows :

a

Harkara rue wa rawaji hast bar safch zamin.

Sikka iqbal Shah-i-Hind darad bar jabln.

The translation of this distich is somewhat doubtful, but

perhaps it admits of being rendered thus :
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Whoever?y nut' v Ksi. \jxx 1/jj.v uv*a.j-*^w v—

Upon his forehead bears the King of India's stamp ot

grace

.

The ordinary arrangement of the lettering is as follows :

Obverse. Reverse.

i.*
>J*

J 1

^))i <SV Irv

C*£*) <k*» j>
J- J.A

-.A » I

l^«* _/
J «sj'

But the variant arrangement (found on 938 small and 939

large, both copper) is

Obverse. Reverse.

5) \JjA J 1*5
'
At-

8

The legend on the obverse seems to have been circum-

scribed by a circle, and that on the reverse to have been

enclosed in a square.
, .,

Mr. M. P. Khareghat, I.CS. (retired), when recently

cataloguing Mr. Thanawala's collection, came across three

specimens of the larger denomination, two of them weighing

132 grains each, and one 122 grains. One of the three clearly

bears the date 935 and the lettering of all is of the normal

arrangement.
Now at what mint were these coins struck ? They do not

themselves record the mint name, unless, indeed, it be regis-

tered in one or more of the reverse margins formed by the

sides of the square and the rim. But in none of the specimens

hitherto obtained are these margins legible. The dates rang-

ing from 934-940 H., correspond to A.D. 1527-1533. Who at

that period could have ventured upon issuing coins bearing the

high-sounding title Shah-i-Hind? Having regard to their

type and make. I am almost certain that these coins are not

of the Gujarat Saltanat. But Babur's regnal years are 932-

937, and his son Humayun's 937-947 and later 962-963 ;
and.

if only for lack of any "better hypothesis we must, I fancy,

assume that it was these two Emperors who caused these coin -

to be struck. The designation Shah-i-Hind would, of course,

apply equalh well to either of the monarchs. My eleven
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specimens were all obtained in Gujarat, so possibly they were

altered at some mint in Mughal territory not far remote from

the borders oi that province.

Mr. Khareghat has ventured to suggest that possibly this

coinage was commenced after Babur had defeated Rana Sanga

(or Sangram Singh I.) of Mewar in 933 H., and when according

to Elphinstone, " Babur spent the next six months in internal

arrangements, and restoring order throughout the provinces

that had been disturbed during the doubtful period of his

contest with Raja Sanga" (' History of India,' II, 110), I should

not mvself be at all surprised should this suggestion prove to
-

be correct.

The vsame friend has brought to my notice the interesting

fact that, if these are indeed coins struck by order of the

Mughal Emperors, thev furnish us the first instance yet known

of the use of verse by the Mughals on their Indian money.

Still it is quite possible that these coins were not issued by

Babur and Humavun from any mint in Western India: and

perhaps some readers of the Numismatic Supplement may be

able to advance a more probable explanation of their origin.

Ahniadabdd, Geo. P. Taylor.

Aug. lMh, 1919.

Our readers will regret that the above is the last contribu-

tion of the Rev. George Pritchard Taylor, M.A., D.D., who

died at Ahmadabad on the 21st February. 1920.

Tbe late Dr. Taylor was an unequalled authority on tne

mints and coins of the Mughal period. Much of the results ot

his erudition and industry is embodied in this Journal, to the

Numismatic Supplements of which he has contributed no ier-

than thirty-eight papers.
Editor.

201. Coins of the Jajapella dynasty.

In July 1915 Mr. W. E. Jardine, I.C.S., C.I.K, Resident

at Gwalior/sent 791 copper coins found in the <;ua,or State

for examination to the Indian Museum. When these com.

were cleaned, thev proved to be the issues of the prince

called by Cunningham -'The Rajputs of Narwar' The

hoard discovered at Gwalior consists entirely of that little

known type of Narwar coinage, very briefly noticed b> Cun-

ningham; a type of which few specimens have since been dis-

covlred and discussed.' These coins bear a representation of

what has been described as the early Chahamana Horseman )

on the obverse and a three-line legend on the reverse contain-

ing the name of the sovereign by whom it was issued and the

ICoina of Mediaeval IndiaTpP- 89-9J. « W* pp. 92-93, pi. X
:
5-10.
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date. The coins of Malayavarmman figured by Cunningham

belong to this variety. In subsequent years the only recorded

discovery of coins of this class is the discovery of 79 coins of

Malayavarmman in the Jhansi District, U.P., in 1908.

The Gwalior find contained 250 coins worthless for numis-

matic purposes. Among the remainder there were 183 speci-

mens of the issue of Chahadadeva, 211 coins of Asalladeva or

Asaladeva. and 147 coins of Gopaladeva. The figure on the

obverse of these coins havs been described by Cunningham as

that of an earlv Chauhan Horseman : but careful comparison

of a number of these coins shows that the design is that of

the head of a horse, caparisoned, with a small fi*h in front.

The whole design is enclosed in a pair of concentric circles, the

space between which is filled with a number of zigzag lines.

The design on the reverse consists of two parallel squares, the

intervening space being occupied by similar zigzag lines. The

inner square contains the three-line legend, consisting of the

name of the sovereign and the date in the Vikrama-era, The

arrangement of the legend on this side is as follows :

1. Srl-mach = Cha.

2. -hada-deva.

3. Sam (PI. XII, 1.)

Cunningham has recorded the discovery of similar coins of

Chahadadeva of the Vikrama years 129 x , 1303, 1305, 1306

and 131 1.
1 The Gwalior find contains coins of this prince

issued in the following years :

—

(1) 1302 m 1245 AD. (PI. XII, 2).

(2) 1303 = 1246 A.D.

(3) 1304 = 1247 A.D. (PI. XII, 3).

(4) 1307 = 1250 A.D. (PI. XII, 4).

(5) 1308 = 1251 A.D. (PI. XII, 5).

(6) 1311 = 1254 A.D. (PI. XII, 6)

(7) 1312 = 1255 A.D. (PI. XII, 7).

(8) 1316 = 1259 A.D. (PI. XII. 8).

The discovery of the fragment of the Rataul grant of the

Mahakumara Chahadadeva rendered possible the a ^ertion

that Chahadadeva of Narwar was a Chahamana and a lineal

descendant of the Chahamanas of Delhi and Ajmer. The por-

tion of the Rataul grant that has been discovered by Rai
Dayaram Sahni Bahadur contains the beginning of the usual

Chahamana genealogy and so it was quite natural to surmise

that Chahadadeva was a lineal descendant of Arnoraja. I

had accepted this explanation and in the report sent to the

Resident at Gwalior had described these coins as those of the

later Chahamanas of Narwar. In August 1917 I visited Sipri

Coins of Medieval India, p. 90
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and Surwaya in the Gwalior State, places which had once been

included in the principality of Narwar, with -Mr. M. B. Garde,

Inspector of Archaeology, Gwalior State, and I had a dis-

cussion with him about the origin of Chahadadeva, Malaya -

varmman, etc. Mr. Garde informed me that his discovery of

several new inscriptions in the Gwalior territory has thrown

much light on the origin of these princes. For example, a

copper-plate inscription of Malayavarmman issued in V.S.

1277 = 1220-21 A.D.. discovered at Kuretha in the Guahor

State, makes it clear that he belonged to the Pratihara clan.

Two stone inscriptions give the desired data about Chahada -

deva. At my request Mr. Garde supplied me with a note on

the origin of 'the Rajput princes of Narwar from which I quote

the following, with his permission :—
" A stone inscription on a Jain temple at Bhimpur about

3 miles from Narwar dated in V.S. 1319. in the reign of Asala-

deva contains the following verses :

Yajvapala iti sarthakanama sambabhuva vasudha-dhava-

vamSah. ..

Sarvatak-kaiita-ktrtli-dukiiM = chhatram = Item = asftjat

bJiuvQ/Tis yah.

Kule kil-asminn = a janistlia vim-chudamauib Sri-Yam

-

madiraiak. . _ . .

Sura-'chchhidam bhartsita-TarakaSrih Skando-pi naskandaii

yena samyam , . .

Tatranaka-yuvati-sUina-sthall-pattra-valli-'ihnna-'iamvara-

Chahadah pratlnarendra-kanana-pJosha-dara-Mkhimurl-

tirudyayau.

The facts of historical importance gleaned from this pas-

sage are that there was a race of kings namedJajvapSla;

that in that race was born Sri YaramfidttSja, and that he ^as

succeeded bv Chahada." .

« In another stone inscription found in the kachen at

Narwar, dated in V.S. 1339 in the reign ot Gopala, occurs the

following text :

—

Gamyo na vidvesi-manorathanaiii

Kathasvadam bhanumato nirumdhan

Vasah satam-asti vibhuti-pattram

ramy-odavo Ratnagirir-gir-lndrah

Tattra saurvamayah kaschin-nirmito maharumdaj a

Jayapalo bhavan-namna vidvisam dur-atikramah

vad-akhvaya prakrta loka-vrmdair-

uchcharyamanah suchir-urjita-snh.

Balavadan-arjita-kamta-klrttir-

vamsah paro-bhuj = Jajapella-samjnah

Tatr-abhavan-nripatir-ugra-tara-pratapah
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Srl-Chahadas-ttribhuvana-prathamana-kirttih
Dordamda-charhdima-bharena purah parebhyo
yen-ahrta Nalagiri-pramukha garisthah

This passage tells us that Chahada of Narwar was born in

a noble family which was called after a legendary hero named
Jayapala : that the current popular form of the family name
was Jajapella ; and that Chahada captured from enemies
Nalapura or Narwar and other big towns."

On combining the information supplied by these two
records we learn that the family name of the kings of Narwar
hitherto known by the rather generic title ' Rajputs of Nar-
war ' was Jajapella. The alternative form ' Yajvapala ' speci-

fied in the Bhimpur inscription appears to be a learned Sans
kcitised version of the popular form Jajapella. We further
learn that Chahada's immediate ancestor was Sri-Yaramadi-raja
( ?Paramadi ) and not Malaya varmma as supposed by Cunningham

.

Yaramadi-raja however does not appear to have ruled over
Narwar for we learn from the Narwar Kacheri inscription that
it was Chahada who conquered Narwar from enemies."

Mr. Garde agrees with the late Major Ravertv in thinking
that Chahada Achari of Ranthambhor was a different personage
from Chahadadeva of Narwar. The basis of his argument is

the origin of the princes of Narwar. According to the inscrip-
tions discovered by Mr. Garde the Narwar Chieftains belonged
to the Jajapella clan and were not Chahamanas by descent.
Had the Jajapellas been a branch of the great Chahamana clan
then the praAasti writers would certainly have mentioned that
fact. On the other hand the fragment of the Rataul grant of
the Mahakumara Chahadadeva begins with the names of the
mcestors of the Chahamanas of Delhi and Ajmer and therefore
it is quite possible that the Chahada-deva of the Rataul grant
belonged to that clan. The legend on the coins of Chahada of
both varieties (the bull and horseman type and the present
variety) are written in characters that agree with the script of
the Rataul grant. 1 Moreover the testimony of the Gwalior
coins combined with that of the Tabaqat-i-Nasirl prove that
there was a prince of that name in the middle of the thirteenth
century A.D. According to the TabaqSt-i-N&sirl , three expedi-
tions were sent against Chahar Deo (sometimes spelt Nahar
Deo) :

—

(1) In the year 631 A.H. (1233 A.D.) Malik Nasrat-ud-din
Ta-yasai was attacked by Chahar Deo Rana of Ajar" in a hillv
country but the Hindus were defeated.1

(2) In the year 646 A.H. (1248 A.D.) Ulugh Khan-i-'Azam
was sent towards Ranthambhor beyond the hillv country of

' Coins of Mediaeval India, p. 90.
* Tab ;lqat-i Yasiri (Bib. Ind.), Raverty's trans., p. 733.
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Mewat to attack the territory of Chahar Deo who is by mistake
called Nahar Deo. In this expedition the kingdom of Chaha-
dadeva was plundered. 1

(3) In the year 649 A.H. (1251 A.D.) Nasir-ud-dln Mahmud,
the youngest son of Altamsh, advanced towards Gwalior,
Chanderi and Narwar. Chahadadeva or Chahardeo is said to

have had 5,000 trained horsemen and two lakhs of footmen.
In spite of this force, his forts constructed in the midst of

defiles and passes were taken and his territories plundered. 2

Now the Chahadadeva of Narwar struck coins from the

V.S. 129x to 1316. Now if we take the vear 129x to be latest

possible one, i.e 1299, then Chahadadeva reigned from 1242

A.D. to 1259 A.D. According to the Tabaqat-i-Nasirl the

Muhammadans waged war against one or more princes of this

name from 1233 to 1251 A.D. So it is quite possible that

Chahadadeva of Narwar is the prince who fought with the forces

of the kSultans of Delhi on three different occasions. Ran-
thambhor is not far from Narwar and it is quite possible that

both places were under one and the same ruler. It is possible

that one of the Jajapellas had married the daughter of a

Chahamana and therefore the Rataul grant begins with a

Chahamana genealogy.

The Gwalior find contains coins struck in V.S. 1316 =
1259 A.D. Therefore it is necessary to consider Cunningham's
date of the death of Chahada and the accession of his successor

Nrivarmman. No coins of Nrivarmman have been discovered

as vet, but the date, Samvat 1316, on the coins of Chahadadeva
proves that Nrivarmman could not have ascended the throne

before 1259 A D. For some unknown reason Sir Alexander

Cunningham assigned a very short reign to Nrivarmman. He
placed the ascension of Nrivarmman and that of his son Asalla-

deva in the same year V.S. 1312 = 1255 A.D. This date is

untenable now, but the evidence of the Gwalior coins tends to

prove that Nrivarmman did not reign at all, because the

reigns of Chahada and his grandson Asalla or Asala overlap.

The Gwalior find contains more than two hundred coins

of Asalladeva, but on these coins the name is spelt \vith a

single /(/. Asaladevea is also known from two stone inscrip-

tions :

(1) The Rai inscription of V.S. 1327 = 1270 A.D.

(2) The Dahi inscription of V.S. 1337 = 1280 A.D.

Cunningham has recorded coins of Asalladeva of the years 1327

and 1330, but the Gwalior find contains coins issued in the

years 1315 (PL XII, 9), 1318 (PL XII, 10), 1319 (PL XII, 11),

1322 (PL XII, 12), 133x (PL XII, 13) and 134x (PL XII, 14).

There are several coins in the find bearing the name of Asalla

1 Tabaqat-i-Xa-iri, p. 818.

a Ibid., p. 691.
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deva which were issued in the 12th century of the Vikrama era.
Unless one is to admit the existence of another Asalladeva who
struck coins of the same type two centuries ago it is difficult
to explain the date on these coins in any other way.

Asalladeva was succeeded by his son Gopaladeva, who is
known from the inscriptions of his son, Ganapati. No coins of
this king has been discovered as yet. Gopaladevas son Gana-
patideva is known from two stone inscriptions :—

(1) The Surwaya inscription on the Vikrama era of the
Vikrama year 1348=1292 A.D. and (2) the Narwar inscriptions
of the Vikrama year 1355 = 1298 A.D. The Gwalior find con-
tains 147 issues of Ganapati-deva, Cunningham has recorded
two dates found on the coins of Ganapati-deva, viz. V.S. 1348
and 1355. but the date of the coin of Ganapati published bv
him is illegible (Pi. XII, 15).

Since the writing of this note Mr. M. B. Garde has published
his note on the Jajapella dynasty in the Indian Antiquary, Vol.XLV II, 1918, pp. 241-244. ^ n '

~'

K. 1). Banerji.

202. PratIhara Gold Coins.
Gold coins of Mahlpala are found all over India and are

usually assigned to the somewhat ethereal Mahlpala of the
Tomara dynasty of Delhi. The coins of the Tomara clvnasty
are usually of billon and of the bull and horseman type. The
coins of Mahlpala minted in gold are, on the other hand, copies
ot the gold coinage of the Cedl king Gangevadeva. It has the
kings name in three lines on the obverse and the seated goddess
ot the Gupta type on the reverse. The form of the Ha shows
that the coins are earlier than the 12th century A.D. It would
be more accurate to assign them to Mahlpala 1 of the Gurijara-
Fratihara dynasty of Mahodaya (PI. XII1, No. 1).

R. D. Banerji.

203. Gold Coin of Udayadeva.

• *Jh
n g.°k

l
£°ins described in the following lines were found

in the Central Provinces. They were described bv the reporter
as coins of Gangeyadeva. But the three-line legends on the
obverse is clearly :

—

&

1. Sri-mad = U-
2 -daya-de-

3. -va. (PI. XIII, No. 2).

VnrJ?
6
T\l ?rinu

6
^f this name who ruled in Central and

^ 1 f

n
,1

ia

n
1

?
e

1

PararnaraChief Udayaditva, who was a

STSS I

1
". ^ ^mg Karnade^a and for whom we have

Lt thl
at
!t

A,D
;

,059 and 108°- ^ is therefore clea.
that the com is the only known issue of the Paramara kings.

H. D. Banerji.
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204. Unrecorded Kings of Abakan.

The following coins, belonging to the Cabinet of Mr. Pra-
fulla Math Tagore of Calcutta, are very important as data for
the reconstruction of the history of the ancient [ndian kings of
Arakan. They prove the existence of four new Indian Kings
of Arakan. There is no doubt about the fact that these silver

coins were issued by the kings of Arakan, as the recumbent
humped bull and the trident-like ornaments are very clear on
the obverse and reverse of these coins (cf. V. A. Smith, Indian
Museum Catalogue, Vol. I, pi. XXXI. 10). The names of these
kings are to be found over the recumbent humped bull on the
obverse. The following names are to be added to the list of

mediaeval kings of Arakan on the basis of these coins :

—

1. Lalitakara (PL XIII, No. 3).

2. Ramyakara (PL XIII, Xo. 4).

3. Pradyumnakara (PL XIII, No. 5).

4. Antakara or Annakara (PL XIII, No. 6).

On pa-Ideographical grounds these coins may be assigned
to the 10th century A.D.

Another coin purchased with this lot is anonymous and
i • • •

bears no inscription. It has a conch shell on the obverse inside

a beaded circle and a symbol on the reverse which resembles
to some extent the symbol on the coins described above (PL XIII,
Xo.7). R. D. Banerji.

205. 'Alamgirnagar, a New Mughal Mint.

This small silver coin belongs to the collection of Mr-
Prafulla Nath Tagore of Calcutta. It was purchased from a
money-changer in Calcutta and has the unique distinction of

being the only issue known of Aurangzeb 'Alamglr from the
mint of 'Alamglrnagar. Nawab Mir Jumla invaded Assam in

1661. On his way he attacked and overran the kingdom of

Koch-Bihar, because Prananaravana the king of that country
had helped Shah Shuja'.

'

" Koch-Bihar was thus annexed. The name of the town
was changed to 'Alamglrnagar. Isfandiyar Beg received from
His Majesty the title of Khan and was to officiate as Faujdar
of the country till the arrival of Askar Khan, who had been
appointed to that office." l

11 Mir Jumla made his way into Koch-Bihar by an obscure
and neglected highway. The advance was very slow, as the
dense bamboo groves had to be cleared to make a way. In
six days the Mughal army reached the capital (19th Decem-
ber) which had been deserted by the Rajah and^his people in

terror. The name of the town was changed to 'Alamglrnagar.

1 Journal of the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, 1S72, pi. 1, p. <»S.
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.

the Muslim call to prayer so long forbidden in the city was
chanted from the lofty roof of the palace, and a mosque built

by demolishing the principal temple.

"

'Alamglrnagar was in occupation of the Mughals from 1661

to February 1663, and therefore the coin must have been
minted in A.H. 1072-73. The legend of the obverse and
reverse is very peculiar. It is the only Mughal coin in which
the legend is written in Bengali characters, although the

language is Persian or rather Arabic. 'Alamglrnagar appears
for the first time as a Mughal Mint, no other issue of this mint
or rather type have yet been brought to light. The coin des-

cribed above resembles in size, weight, arrangement of the

legend and the metal the usual half-rupees issued by the Maha-
rajas of Koch- Bihar from the time of Lakshmlnarayana up to
the present time, and known in the papers of the Hon'ble East
India Company as the Narayani-rupee. It appears that the
Mughal Imperial Officers stationed in Koch-Bihar after its con-
quest by Mir Jumla followed the policy of least resistance by
copying the current coinage of the newly conquered Province,
changing only the language of the legend but not the script.

They thus followed the early Muhammadan conquerors of India
uch as Sultan Mahmud Ghaznl and Sultan Muhammad bin
Sam, who in some cases used Sanskrit legends on their coin-.

Obverse. Reverse.

1 Aora- 1. Jarava
2. -ngajevaja 2. Alamagi-
3. da&aha Ala- 3. -ranagara
4. -magira 4. Sam [vat]

whichja the exact translation of
i: Aurangzeb Badshah Alamgir.

Zarb Alamgirnagar." * In the last line we have the translation
of the word « sank." (PI. XITI, No. 8). R . D . Ban ,. rji

206. Guru-Govinda of Sylhet.

According to tradition Gaur Govimla is the Inst Hindu
king of Sylhet in Eastern Bengal, a province which at the
present time forms a part of Assam. No coin or inscrip-
tion of this prince has been discovered as vet. The date of
this king has been fixed according to the tradition of the
.Muhammadan conquest of Sylhet as recorded in the Suhail-i-

____ T__ *1 - % • , • -m _ /vaman.
Pi

S

.sjiamsu-d-dln in 786 A.H. (1384 A.D.).' But there was no Sultan
Shamsu-d-din in 1384 A.I). Therefore it has been surmised that
Sylhet was conquered during the reign of Sultan Sikandar-bin-
Ihyas who was reigning in 1384 A.D.

1 Prof. J. X. Sarkar's History of Auran.,zib, Vol. Ill, p. 18o.
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In Mr. V. A. Smith's Catalogue of Coins in the Indian
Museum there is a silver coin (pi. XXX) assigned to Visnu-
chittadeva of the Kadamba Dynasty of Goa. 1 In a foot-note Mr.
Smith records that this and another examined by Dr. Hultsch.
but the king's name had not been deciphered fully on either.

Pandit B. B. Bidvabinod, Assistant Curator. Archaeological
Section, first of all noticed the mistake in the catalogue. The
legend on the coin being in ancient Bengali characters. M<
Smith and Hultzsch found it difficult to read. I read it at

first as Gunagovindadeva but Pandit Bidyabinod read it cor-

rectly as Gurugovinda-deva. In Persian character- it would be

written y*& ±ky> jjy*> The second waw of Guru seems to have

been omitted by a scribe, hence the Suhail-i-\ aman has )y£.

okjf* This was transliterated Gaui Govinda.

The coin weighs 37'8 grains and measures *68" in diameter
(PI. XIII, No. 9). The coin of Ramagangamanikva of Tippera
weighs 162*3 grains. This coin may be taken as a quarter-

rupee. It corresponds with the Tippera coinage in many res-

pects, the arrangement of the legend being almost identical.

The rampant lion of Tippera appears on the obverse of, this

coin and below it the date 140 (?) 2, evidently of the Saka
era. Long before the discovery of this date I had assigned

the conquest of Sylhet to the reign of Sultan Shamsu-d-din
Yusuf Shah, son of Sultan Rukn-ud-dln Barbak Shah, in the

second volume of my History of Bengal • The date on the

coin, S. 1402 = 1480 A.D., corresponds with 884-85 A. If., and
the latest epigraphical date for Sultan Shamsu-d-dln Yusuf
Shah is the month of Muharram of the year 885 A.H. 8 So th t

evidently Sylhet was conquered some time after 1480 A.D. -

884-85 A.H. There is a stone inscription of the time of Sham-
su-d-dln Yusuf Shah in the Dargah of Shah Jalal in Sylhet:

but as this record is partly buried in masonry the date has not

been read. Its presence, however, proves that Sylhet was a

province of the kingdom of Bengal at some time during the

reign of that sovereign.* This Yusuf Shah died in 887 A.H.

according to theTarikh-i Ferishta, the Riyaz-us->alatin and the

Tabaqat-i-Akbari. The inference is therefore that Sylhet wa

s

conquered some time between 885-887 A.H. (1480-82 A.D.).

R. D. Baner.ti.

207. NlSARS of Shahjahax.
» *

The nisar of Shahjahan issued from the Akbarnagar mint.

published by Lt.-Colonel Nevill in article No. 198 of Xumis-

1 Catalogue of Coias in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. Vol. I. p. 308.

PI. XXIX, 16. * History of Bengal, Vol. II, p. 210.

s Ravenshaws Gaur, its ruing and inscriptions, p. 55 note.

4 J.A.S.B. O.S., Vol. XLTI, 1873, pt I, p. 277.
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matic Supplement No. XXXII closely resembles one acquired

by the Provincial Museum, Lucknow, in 1917. The latter

dated 1065-29 and prior to the Nadia find was the earliest

known of this mintage.

The coin is figured below. It will be observed that these
nisars are devoid of the symbol *i on the reverse, which for

some reason still unexplained is often found on similar issues

from the mints of Agra, Lahor and Shahjahanabad.

K N. Dikshit.

208. A new7 Jaunpur mohar of Akbar

Metal—M.
Size— 1 00.

Weight— 168 grains.

Date—971 H.
Mint—Jaunpur
Provenance—Lucknow

.

Obverse.

Within incused diamond
•Ju

<*JU
I J/ 1 *J \ J

<x

Margin

rut j,

Reverse.

Within eight-foil.

)

t^i [^ifcUi]

^,J0J| Jli^. «Sw*3B.X)

Margin

1 v
I ^>=* *&*c

The design and execution of this piece are superior in many
respects to those of the usual Jaunpur issues. It is noteworthy
that the coin bears the same style and title of the Badshah
as the later coins of thi> mint, the epithet " Nasiru-d-dunya
\va ud-din" being characteristic. Mr. Whitehead' in his mint
notes (P.M.C. p. Ixvii) says that 'the gold coins of Akbar
[struck at Jaunpur] commence in 972 with broad pieces of
good execution.' This coin, which has latelv been added to
the cabinet of the Provincial Museum, Lucknow, is not onlv
one year earlier but reveals to us a distinct type differing
markedly from the well-known broad pieces of Jaunpur.
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K. N. DlKSHIT.

209. A new Cold Coin of Chandragupta II.

Metal—AT.
Weight— 121 grains.

Provenance—Mirzapur, U.P.

Obv.—King, nimbate, standing left
;
wearing a turban

adorned with some ornament above the forehead, coat and
trousers and the usual jewellery consisting of ear-rings, neck-

lace (?) and armlets. He holds a bow. with the string out-

wards, by the middle, in the left hand and an arrow (?) in the
right. "Chandra" is written vertically to the right outside

the string. The marginal legend beginning from the proper
left reads Deva-Sri-maha and forms part of the complete legend

Deva Sri Maharajadhiraja-Sri-Chandraguptak found usually

on the archer type.

Rev.—Goddess (Lakshmi), nimbate, seated facing on lotus,

holding a fillet in her outstretched right hand and a lotus with
a long stalk in the left. There are traces of a border of dots

and to the righton the top
r
To the left is the monogram

the legend Sri Vikramah.
The obverse corresponds with the specimen in the British

Museum published as Var. y
1

, but the reverse has a lotus in-

stead of a throne seat, and as such presents an interesting new
variety of the archer type formed by the combination of an
obverse and reverse which are known separately. 2

This coin belongs to the Mirzapur find of 1910 and baa not

apparently been noticed.

Prayao Dayal.

1 See Allan, Coins of the Gupta Dynasty, p. 25.
* Do. do.

*

PL VI , 5 and 10.
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officers at this time. Hervy drew £40 per annum. Xedham
£30, Pownsett £20, and Eyre £10.

In 1682 another chief from Hughly visited Dacca. I refer
to Sir William Hedges, whose Jong and interesting diary has
been published, and as his arrival is noted in one of the last

entries in the diary below I need not give details of the visit

:

but I have added a few notes gathered from his diary.

The following extracts from a diary of Sir Streynsham
Master relate to Dacca and are interesting :

—

1. Accompt charges upon De Soito's l business at Dacca,
June 1676.

A perticular accompt of the charges of presenting the
Nabob and divers other officers and great persons to

procure his order to be reversed after it had binn
given twice for the payment of De Soito's demands
and that Samuell Hervv was committed to custod\. -i

till execution thereof.

Broad cloth ordinary presents, vizt.

Yards.
5 To Atcharah (Achraj) King's Munshy.
10 To Bagoandas Mutsudie.
10 To Sybram ditto

5 To Mahmood a Shroof

.

3 Rang Mahall

Mirda (Sergeant in the Hall of Audience).

19\ To Ray Nundeloll's 4 Porters, Chubdars,

etc. for admission at all times to him.

491 Estimated in rupees 3 per yard . . 14S-S.

Yards.
Scarlett presented, vizt.

31 To Meiz Tozuck 5 of the Nabob's Rang
Mahall.

3£ To Sybram, Mutsuddie aforesaid.

6| Estimated in rupees 8 per yard . . 54 -

ine Green presented, vizt.

Yards.
2 To Meiz Tosuck aforesaid.

Estimated 8 rup. .

.

• • ™ "

218-8-0

1 This had nothing to do with Dacca originally.

2 This is interesting as being the first occasion on which an English

officer was imprisoned by the Nawab. Other occasions were in 1689-90

and 1 756. 3 Muhammad Ashraf.
§

* This is Rai Nanda Lai who figures prominently in Hedge s diary,

where he is called "Ye Nabob's Vizier" and "Ye Nabobs Duan :

Master calls him one of the craftiest men in the kingdom.
& This is Mir Tuzuk or Master of Ceremonies. Cf. Hedges :—I was
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Cash, vizt.

Paid into Nabob's Treasury . . . . 2000/-

Batta ' of ditto money and other usuall

charges. 30/-

To Mullick % Cossim . . .

.

500/-

To the Nabob's wife, paid in her Mahall .

.

2000/-

To the eunoch that procured that interest .

.

200/-

To Buzzurgh Omeed Chaan, the Nabob's son 1000/-

To Ditto Duan for access and acceptance .

.

200/ -

To the Cottvvall 3 and Ameen 3 of the Citty .

.

600

To the Nabob's Jassoalls 4
. . .

,

100

To Achrash Munshv. our friend to the Rav 5 300/-

To Hackim Mahmood Hassim 6
.

.

. . 500/-

To Ditto Petesdutt * - 200/-

To Gourdasse, the Nabob's Arz beague 7
.

.

500/-

To Bagoandas Mutsudie . . .

.

50/-

Wine, 2 pottles of canary to M. Cossim .

.

6-8-0

.. to divers Nabob's rayes and Chubdars 20/-

To the Cozzee s and his mushrife 9
.

.

600/-

To Chubdars and Mirdaars l0 of the Durbar 150/-

8911-8-0 9130

2. November 23rd, 1676.

Mr. Hervy representing to the Councell that the Com-
panyes house at Dacca is very streight and not capable to

receive and secure the Honble Companyes goods by reason of

severall thatcht ho veils within and round about the compound
which are verry dangerous in respect of fire which often happens
in Dacca. The Councell did therefore order that brick build-

ings be forrthAvith erected to secure the Companyes goods not

exceeding one thousand rupees for this yeare and that due
account be kept of the Perticulars thereof.

3. December 15th, 1676.
Upon the 12th of this moneth there came a letter from Mr.

Fitch Nedham at Decca dated the 29th November last advising
that there was an order come from the King to the Nabob
requiring to take two per cent custome of the English. The
Councell having with sorrow considered the ill consequence

directed by Ye Emir Tusuck or Master of the Ceremonies to ait over against
Ye Nabob, nearer Ye Canopy than his Duan or any other person.

1 Discount.
* Malik Kassim , Governor of Hughly.
3 The chief police and revenue officers.
* Jasawal = Bodyguard.
& Ray = Ray Nunda Lai.

6 He was Superintendent of Shipbuilding (see below).
7 Arzbegi = officer receiving and reading petitions.
5 Qazi or civil judge.
y Officer or inspector.
10 Mirdha as overseer or sergeant.
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thereof, if the King or Nabob should insist any such demand at

present they could not think of any how to proceed further

than to write to Mr. Hervy who is now upon his way to Dacca

that he use all raeanes to smooth up Ray nund delolh the

Nabob's duan. by acquainting him that the Persian horses are

now upon their waye.
4. Dacca, the 3rd December 1676.

Mr. Strevnsham Master, etca, Honoured Friends,

Yours of the 16th, 17th and 22nd of last moneth have recei-

ved James Price ' hath mett with the Governour of Raja-

maulls* veekeell and threatened him and showed him a OOppy

of an old forwane, 3 who hath now promised to write to his

master about us that we should have no more trouble there.
.

.

.

The Two Phynvannaes whose coppyes 1 sent you in my last

I have with much trouble and bribing of the Nabob's Cullum-

dar* with 150 rupees and Mella Cassimes 5 with 50 rupees

stopped here from this day till seaven daies more before they

shall go hence, which I hope you will like off.

(sd) Fitch Nedham.

5. 6th October 1679.

Mr. Hervy, etca, having advised in a letter from Dacca

of the 27th of"last moneth received yesterday that the Princes 8

duan Hodgee 1 Mahmud is very outrageous towards them

upon accompt of 15000/- Rs. which he demands the present

payment of and a writeing for the prohts thereupon to Persia,

which mony Mr. Vincent was forced to receive and to promise

to send to Persia upon his accompt when he Mas at Dacca t he

last yeare to take out the Princes neshan which was long

retarded on that accompt.

6. 9th October 1679.

This daV James Price the Companyes Vackeele at Dacca

arrived at Hughlv with an aidy* and a Chupdar from Hodgee

Mahmud the Princes duan about the 15000 Rs sent to Persia

for him by Mr. Vincent which by perwanna the duan demanded

present payment of, with the profit, and in ease it was not

presently paid he wrott to the Governour of Hugh. Allee

Nucky, to stop all our business.

7. October 22nd 1679. .

Received a letter from Dacca dated the 13th instant

adviseing that the Prince Sultan Auzam had left the citty on

l See below 2 Rajmahal.

5 Parwanna', but forwane might mean Farman, a decree or order from

the Emperor. , „ ... ^. .

* Clerk, literally, pen carrier. " Malik Kassim.

6 The Viceroy, Prince Muhammad Azam.

7 Haji Muhammad, not to be confused with Haj. Safi Khan, the

Emperor's Diwan.
3 Ahdi ss foot soldier.
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the 6th and the 12th began his journey to Rajamaul, that 'twas

feared there would have been a generall plunder about the

time of the Princes departure but it proved not soe : that Shesta
Ghaun was made Suba or Governour of Bengale, his son
Buzurgh Omeed Ghaun being sent his Offtalle ! or Deputy to

take possession of the government and is on his way making
great speed to Decca, part of the Arrmado* being sent to

Pattana for his reception.

8. October 31st, 1679.

Received a letter 8 from Dacca dated the 23rd October.

9. December 10th, 1679.

There came a Phyrwanna from the King's duan at Dacca
to the Phosdar here to demand present payment of 11565
Rs from the English, viz 7540/- Rs for guns 4 sold by Mr. Blake
about the veare 1664 6 that were not received at Dacca and
4025 - Rs. for money delivered to James Price the Vackeel
in the wars against the Arracannars. 6

Before passing on to other matters I give below a most
interesting account of the method adopted in those days for

obtaining cloth for the factory.
* Accompt of the manner of provideing cloth at Dacca.
1 The most proper season for giveing out moneys for

Cossaes, Mullmulls, etca, made in and about Dacca is the month
of January.

1 Abdali or substitute.
2 This refers to the Nawarra or fleet maintained then and for year

later at Dacca.
3 The following' is an extract from that letter : " Of late the Prince's

name is almost forgotten and noe discourse are so current as those which
magnify Shasteh Caan who will bring hither with him the chiefest officers
of this kingdome, his neare relations, vizt. , Coda bux, Buxie or Master of
the Horse, Mirza Muduffer, Daroga of the Topechanna or Master of
Ordinance, Buzurgh Omeed Caan, Suba of Chatgam etca, and one grand
employment or other for all other his relations. Only Obood Nosser
Chaan his son succeeds him in the Subaship of Agra. Obdull Summutt a
relation and formerly gentleman of his horse being appointed his duan
and Obood Xossr Chaan was soe. That if it should soe happen that this
report be true, as 'here is little doubt, wee have great hopes of better
daies for most of those persons Samuell Hervy is well known to and
favoured by, especially Mirza Coda Bux, and Mirza Mtidduffer, with
whom wee make noe doubt to prevaile for any reasonable matter within
their powers."

As regards the Abdus Samad mentioned herein, he could not have
been the Nawab's Diwan, as that post was held by Rai Nand Lai
although Hedges calls him " Abdell Suma, Ye Nabob's duan " I find him
called Nawab's Buxi in two letters to Sir Joshua Child in 1 687. He was
sent with 2,000 horse against the English at Hughly : this shows that he
was more likely to have been Buxi.

* In an entry of 1609 we find that these guns were sent to Mir Jumla
per William Blake and it was supposed the boxes were tampered with.

b This must be a mistake as Mir Jumla died in 1663.
• The Mugs against whom Shaista Khan sent an expedition.
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2. Delolls or Broakers accustomed with and appointed by

the Government to the business of cloth take four inonethes-

time for its delivery and within six monethes or there-abouts doe

usually bring in the same browne l as it comes from the weavers.

3. The said Broakers having tooke money deliver it to

the Picars who carry it from Towne to Towne and deliver it

to the weavers, so that the only security of the Picars are the

weavers, of the Broakers are the Picars and of the Honble

Companyes money the Broakers.

4. Browne musters'2 pieces are customaryly brought and

their prize agreed on before money delivered though divers

Arabians 3 and Mogulls who trade in Dacca cloth (carrying away

yearly very considerable quantityes of the same overland some

so far as the great Turks dominions) agree at first on noe

certain price but receive their goods at the time limited the

Delolls or merchants of the Towne then valueing them accord-

ing to the markett price.

5. When the Honble Companyes cloth is brought in the

broakers overlooke, sort and prize it, for which they have afore

received of the Picars, by deduction, two rupees on each

hundred rupees at which time the Chiefe etca take good care to

interfere with their judgements, demanding abatements and

m11waves receiving the same (though not according to equal

proportion) for want of breadths and lenghths and goodness

:

but cloth much worse than muster is returned back, provided

the broakers are not thought doubtful.

6. What money is agreed to be paid upon abatements, the

Delolls usually make good in speciae unless cloth according to

muster be procurable.

7. If at anv time it happens that the Delolls seem to be

partiall in overating the goods a merchant of the citty is, by

joynt consent, chosen and desired to determine therein and

doth soe accordingly. .
.

8. It may not unfittingly be inquired mto whether

responsible merchants are not to be found in Dacca who will

contract for the Investment as in Ballasore and Hughly,

thereby the better to secure the same, the broakers being

generally poor and litigious and if the Picars or weavers fade

seldome paye their remaynes, * but never without contest

trouble and charge. . ,

This accompt of the Dacca Investment was given to the

Worshipfull Streynsham Master Eqre Etca Councell according

to order by me Sam. Hervy.
f|

Dated in Cassambazar.October 16th, 16. b.

i Unbleached. 2 Standard samples

3 Until the war began the Basaks of Dacca did a large trade in kasida

cloth to Turkey and Arabia.
+ Balances du*v
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During the expedition into Assam (1662-63) the English

apparently supplied guns to Mir Jumla. We read in Manucci
of the Englishman Thomas Pratt " who had from Mir Jumla
five hundred rupees a month. He was master of the river side

and employed in building boats and making ammunition for

river fighting.

On Mir Jumla's death in 1663-64 ' the great Shaista Khan
was appointed to be Viceroy. His first term of office lasted till

1677. One of his earliest acts was to send his son, Buzurg
Amed Khan, with an army and fleet against the Mugs and the

Portuguese pirates who infested the Bay. The result was the

capture of Chittagong and the settlement of a number of

Portuguese l in the Dacca district, chiefly at Feringhi Bazar.
In 1672 he granted the English an order for freedom of trade
throughout Bengal without the payment of any duty.

Fidai Khan, generally called Azam Khan, succeeded
Shaista Khan but he died ? in Dacca the following year. In his

place the Emperor sent his third son, Prince Muhammad Azam,
-it that time Governor of Patna. Before his arrival in Dacca
the Government was carried on by the Emperor's diwan. Haji
Saphi Khan, who imposed a tariff on English trade. Prince
Azam is the person referred to in the diaries of the period as
" the Prince."

In return foi* Ks 21.000 - he gave the English an order
(or Nishan) for free trade in Bengal. This was evidentlv the
Nishan obtained by Mr. Vincent.

On the Prince leaving Dacca to assist his father in the
wars against the Mahrattas, Shaista Khan was sent again
to Bengal. He returned to Dacca in 1679 with a large train of
relations and others who were appointed to high offices in the
Province. A duty was levied on English trade and Hedges
went to Dacca to personally plead the cause of the Company.
He left believing that he had obtained remission of this as well
of a percentage levied on money coined for the Company. The
diaries below are more concerned with the latter than the
former, but not because it was the most important. In 1682
the Assamese rebelled and ousted the Moguls from Assam.
An expedition sent by Shaista Khan to quell the rebellion
proved unsuccessful. It is interesting to note that he punished
several of his subordinates by depriving them of their mansabs

1 Pending Shaista Khan's arrival, DaudKhan, Governor of Patna,
was sent to take charge at Dacca.

2 Apart from this settlement, the Portuguese were well known
in Dacca. Mir Jumla took a party of them in' his armv on the Assam
expedition (see Manucci) and Shaista Khan sent a companv of 5 or
6 hundred to reinforce his army in Assam, in 1682 (see Hedges' Diarv).

8 During his illness a French doctor was sent from Hu<zhlv to attend
him. He died in May 1678 (see Hughly Diary, Vol. I).
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and he himself was punished by tho Emperor by having to pay

for the whole cost of the administration of that country from

his predecessor's time.

I give below a list
l of the various officers of the Maham-

madan Government at Dacca at this period :

King's Diwan

King's Buxi 2

King's Munshi

Nawab's Diwan or Vazir

Peshdast of ditto

Nawab's Buxi.,• i

i Haji Saphi Khan.
" -

\ Mir Sved Ahmad.
{Rahmatulla.
Khoda Bux Khan.

. . Achraj (?)

Haji Muhammad Hashim
(under Prince Azam).

Ray Xanda Lai (under Sha ista

Khan)

.

Kashi Das.

Mir Abdul!a (under Prince

Azam).
< Khoda Bux Khan (under

i

ShaistaKhan).

Nawab's Nazir or Controller

of the House
Daroga of the Topkhana s

.

Daroga at Alamganj *

Daroga of the Chhapa
Mahal 5

Daroga of the Mint 6

Chief and Kotwal 7

House Diwan
Master of Ceremonies

(Mir Tuzuk)
Sergeant of the Durbar
Munshi
Peshdast and Chief

Mutsuddy
Cullumbardar
Mutsuddv
? Eunoch

I Abdul (ditto.)

j
Azam).

Mobarrak (under Prince

Mirza Muzzaffar.

Mir Moaz.

. . Kaji Khusru.

. . (No name mentioned).

( Aziz Beg.
' *

( Muhammad Hossain.

. . Murlidhar.

Muhammad Reza.

Muhammad Ashraf

.

Parbal Das.

*

• •

Manohar Das.

Khosal Beg.

Shib Ram.
Khajah Ambai

Besides the above several other officials are mentioned

some of whom used occasionally to come to Dacca, viz :

1 Taken from Hedges' diary and the Dacca and Hughly Diaries.

* Buxi was Master of the Horse.

3 Superintendent of Artillery. (Top = cannon).

4 His duties are not mentioned : he may have been a Customs officer.

6 See note under entry of 31st July 1681.

6 ,, , ,, 2nd December 1681.

^ The Chief officer of Police.
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Malik Kassim
Bui Chand l

(Bal Chandra)

Safed Mahmud a (son of

Haji Safi Khan)
Innayatulla

« •

• •

Governor of Hughly.

Chief revenue officer of

Huehli and Murshidabad

• •

• •

Faujdar of Hughly.
Daroga of Hughly.

List 8 of officers under Nawab Shaista Khan at the time of hi&

expedition to Chittagong. 1666 a.d.

Commander-in-chief of the Ex-
pedition * •

• •

Buzurg Umed Khan, his son.

Aqidat Khan, his son.Fauzdar of Dacca
Daroga of the Xawara (fleet). . (i) Mahmud Beg.

(ii) Tbn Hossain, entitled Man-
sur Khan.

Daroga of the Topkhana (Ar-

tillery)

Daroga of Larical 4

Daroga of Dhapa 5

Daroga of Sangramgarh 6

Superintendent of Shipbuild-

ing • •

Mir Murtaza. entitled Mujshid
Khan.

Ziauddiri Yusuf.
Muhammad Beg.

Muhammad Sharif, 1 late Fauj-

dar of Hughly.

Hakim Muhammad Hossain.
Superintendent of Nawara

Parganas s

Commander of 2500
Commander of 1500

Commanders of 100o
• •

Kishor Das.
Ikhtisas Khan.
Raja Subel Singh Sisadia

Sarandaz Khan.
Farhad Khan.9

Qarawal Khan.

1 See note to entry of 4th March 1682.
2 Mentioned by Hedges who saw him several times in Dacca.
:s Compiled from certain translations by Jadu Nath Sarkar [see

J.A.S.B. of June 1906 and June 1907].
* See the Journal- of .Major Rennell (Memoir III (3), A.S.B.). The

place has now disappeared.
& This was a fort at Fatulla on the Buriganga about 7 miles below

Dacca. It is marked on Rennell' 3 map as Daapeka Killa.
6 This was another fort : apparently on the Megna or Brahmaputra.

Shaista Khan built a road from Dhapa to Sangramgarh, This is the old
Daeca-Chittagong trunk road which passes through Fatulla and Hajiganj
and thence reaches the Megna at Baidya Bazar. In 1794 there was a
police thana at Sangramgarh: and in 1798 the forts at Fatulla and
Sangramgarh were both mentioned in a statement submitted by the
Collector to Government.

1 Probably the same who was king's Buxi in 1689.
8 The lands which furnished the revenue for the upkeep of the fleet.
9 Formerly thanadar of Noakhali.
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Officer in charge of the Na-
wab's Retainers

Jamadar of Soldiers

Officer Commanding the Por-

tuguese
Another Commander
Masharif 8 of the Fleet

Shaikh Mobarak. 1

Kaiat Khan.

The Sadar 6

Diwan-i-bavutat or House di-

wan

Capt. Moore.
Manwar Khan. 2

(i) Qazi Samu.
(ii) Muhammad Muqim. 4

Mir Saiyyid Sadiq.

Khwajah Murlidhar. r»

Fragment of a diary from 4th October 1678 to 28th

October 1678 signed by Sa. Hervey and Py.

Nedham, Dacca.

October 5th: we went to Ye Duans at Chand ChaanV
Garden about our Tanksall 8 Phirwana.

IN.B The request was refused as appears in a subsequent

entry.)

1680, Oct. 11th.

October loth.

Dacca Dyary—April 1681.

{Coda Bux Chaan) hearing from his brother,

Mirza Mudduffer, of the sickness of Mr. Hervy

and violent paine which was upon him and

brought with him 9 Physick of his own pre-

paring.

Azziz Beague, ,0 Ohiefe and Cottwall here,

i Possibly the Nawab's Xazir or Controller of the household mentioned

ab
°?A descendant of Isa Khan, the chief of the twelve Bhuiya*. There

is still a Mosque with a bazar attached in Dacca town, called by his name,

lying west of the Xawabpur Road.

* Th
3

e
P
re

Ct

i3

r

'lvatra Muhammad Muqim, a little toJb^east «*Cha»k

Bazar. It was mentioned in a statement subm.tted by the Collector in

1798 : but no building now remains.

6 Headman-but of what department is not clear.

8 The same as mentioned above, but the prefix is peculiar

1 For Chand Khan's garden see also Hedges diary. It lay
_
on the

river side nearly opposite the Lai Bagh Does this entry show that the

Dewan lived there ? There is still a Bridge in the town known as Chand

Kha
3

n
Tht

U
was evidently for orders to have buffi*. «>ined ««e

f
the

Nawab's mint, There was much trouble over tins matter lattr, see

diary below.
« Hervv was a friend of his, see above.

10 In 1684 he went to Hughly. Hedges writes at he endId
:

1683

'The place of Customer (customs officer) as well as Collector of Kings

rent and Government of this place is given to Aziz beig, a person J t speaks

Turkish and showed himself my great friend at Dacca.
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October 19th

October 21st.

October 28th

October 29th

1681. May 8th

May 23rd

was jageered, 1 the king himself having showed
his dislike against him from some particulars

which he tooke notice of in the Wacka 2 sent

hence.

.
Mamood Hos^en (formerly Cottwall here and

afterwards Daroga in Hughly) was appointed
Cottwall in place of Azzes Beague.
Mirza Mudatfar* came to visit Mr. Hervy

bringing with him Mirza Af/iar, nephew* of

Shaista Khan.
Rahmut Alia Chaan, King's Buxi, ordered to

Silhet and Code Bux Chaan appointed Buxi in

his place.

Mirza Muddaffer came and promised Mr.
Hervy some of the cordial the Nabob usually

takes.

[The above is signed by John Pownsett and
Charles Evre. 5

]

Raja Ruddoo Ray {who had been sent for)

presented the Nabob and his 31 ftsudd is with

1,50,000/- and received from the Nawab c
' the

surpaw 6 of an elephant rich Jammo sash and
girdle, from the Duan Hodgee Sophe 7 Chaan a

horse, and with great honour and a powerful

name had his ruxut or leave to return to his

own country 'V
I

Haji Saphi 9 called for James Priced

1 The word ,*f

I

± means "rent free grant" as also "pension."

Jageered would thus mean pensioned and not dismissed.
2 This was the periodical letter sent to the Emperor from the

provinces (see Ain-i-Akbari).
3 Mirza Muzzafar was brother of Khoda Bux Khan and son-in-law

of Buzzurgh Amed Khan.
* Nephew is here used as in the New Testament to mean grandson.

- o
S
iA

liyar is ProbaDlv the same asTaliyar, one of the legatees mentioned
in Shaista Khan's will, who was son of Zaffar Khan oe below).

b Charles Eyre or Eyres. (See Introduction.)

7 Sf
rapa

: P^°Per,y a set of robes, and from that, any present.
7 The King's diwan : the same who acted as Governor on the death

of Azam Khan.
8 This entry is signed by Messrs. Hervev, Pownsett and Eyre

showing that the first named had recovered.
s King's Diwan: Haji Safi Khan was evidently superseded in the

office of King's Diwan for a short time for we read in the Malda Diaries
that in August 1680 he passed by Rajmahal on his way to take up his
former employment as King's Diwan. There is an interesting link con-
necting him with Dacca in an inscription in brick at the house of the
Boses of Malkhanagar, one of whom (Debi Das) was Kanungo of the
Nawara in the time of Haji Safi Khan. The inscription is dated 1089
B.S. or 1681 A.D. ,

y

10 James Price is originally mentioned as a servant of Gabriel
Broughton and as a man well known in Bengal 1658. He was sent
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June 9th.

June 11th

June 13th.

1

James Price acquainted us that the Duan's
Phurwana wd. speedily be perfected upon our
gratifying the Mutsuddies : we thought con-

venient (tho' a greater matter was urged by the

said James Price) to send Rs 15/- to the

Munshy, 1 3 yards of scarlett to the Peshdust
and 4 yards of ordinary cloth to the Cullum-
burdar l * * * * bv name Purbul
Das Munshy, Monwar Das Peshdust, and
Coushal beague Cullumburdar.

Hodje Sophe Chaan. ye King's duan, seeing

our vaqueele this day at ye Nabob's durbar

and signifying to him his desire of such wax
figures etc. we had formerly given the Nabob,
Shaistah Chaan, on notice hereof we concluded

it most necessary (considering how much and
how constantly we were obliged to him) to

present him 2 wax figures together with those

curiosities in the flint ware we reed, lately

from Hughly from the Chiefe etc. * * * *

We thought it convenient to add these parti-

culars following having notice from our Vaqueel

James Price how acceptable they would be to

him, viz. * * *

The chief and second presented above articles

The Duan was -pleased.

to Dacca in 1669 by his chief, Clavell, to look atter John Smith and to

represent the Company at the Nawab's court. Previous to this also he

had been employed on the Company B affairs in Dacca. In their

instructions to John March (April 1669) they ordered him on his arrival

at Dacca to seize James Price ' whom wee have found nef n̂
*??

expensive, if not treacherous, in managing what submitted to his

charge. and send him to us in fetters with secrecy and

expedition/'
Edwardes at Kassimbazar :

» By James; Price

received a letter from you and thank you verry kindly for your ad™*

concerning him. Wee have used him accordingly and never imployed

him in a cowrv worth of service." He left Dacca then but we find him

.poken of in W76 as the Company's recognized legal agent here I„ ,680

he received a srant of Rs. 200/- as a reward for procuring a certain

parwanT He^as at Dacca during the period covered by this diary

and apparently was acting there in 1685. Sir Wilham Hedge, took

a fanc v to him and had him with him for a time
:

he was very

fnd'nant with Mr Pownsett who had several times "declared if I left

Janfes Price behind me he would give him 500 C^-^^^
next day after I was gone out of towne and slipper him.out of doors.

What became of him is not known (see diaries of M™*^*^^'
l It is not clear what the duties of these officers were , bu ithey may

have ranked in the order named, the last named being writer If

however, the Peshdast was the Chief Mutsuddi (see entry of 2nd Dec.)

this supposition would not l>e correct
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June 26th

June 27th

July 8th.

July 11th.

July 18th.

July 25th.

August.

December 2nd

John Pownsett summoned to Hughly.

Nabob sent a present of some mangoes.

Coda Bux Ohaan, the King's Buxi and third

officer in the Kingdom of Bengali, this day
doing us the honour of coming to our ffactory ]

we thought necessary according to all decency

and custome * * * to present him with * * *.

Came Manool Mendez Ffonseca * on a boate

with China dishes from Hughly which being

stopt b}' the officers of the Innaitgunge s (one

Custome House belonging to this citty) we
forth with ordered James Price to get release,

which was done not without promise of gratify-

ing the Daroga, Mier Moaz.
Allome (Alum) was sold.

Vermillion was sold.

Entries show that Mr. Pownsett returned.

In this month also mention is made of Dumry*
as one of the Aurungs. b

We (?) our Vaqueel to get discharged a

parcell of sword blades belonging to M. Clement
de Jardin 6 which Hodgee Coosroo Daroga of the

Munchiarra Mahall 7 (under whose cognizance
arises, etc., salt) had stopped, delaying their

discharge as we supposed in expectation of

a blade or two as usuall : but our Vaqueel
brought us answer that this day he did not

make those sorts of excuses he was used to

J
Hedges writes :

" returned to ye English Factory, which is at least
3 miles distant from this, or Navob's durbar, a most inconvenient
situation for doing the business, being far from ye Courts of Justice,
Custom house and ye water side, for taking up or sending away of goods.

"

The Nawab's durbar may have been held at the Chota Katra or more likelv
at his place by Babu Bazar Ghat : the Court houses were within the Fort
(where the Jail and Lunatic Asylum now stand). The Factory was pro-
bably at Tezgaon, where we know the Company had interests later.

* Evidently a person of some importance, but I have been unable to
find his name elsewhere.

3 There is still a Mahalla in Dacca town of that name to the extreme
west of the town, on the river side. It was a Customs house Chauki in
J 808.

* This is Dhamrai on the Bansai river ahove Sabhar.A kind of subagency under the Factory : there were several in the
Dacca District.

« A well known man of the time (mentioned in Streyansham Master's
diary). Possibly an Englishman as he was originally called Jardin. He
was a private trader.

1 Possibly the m and n of this word have been misplaced by the
writer. If so the word will be namaksar = salt revenue. On the other
hand, it may be meant for Manihari Mahal, which was described in 1790
as a duty "levied from dealers and shop keepers for the privilege of
bringing their articles of trade to the Chowk of this city."
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December 20th

December 31st.

? January 1682.

before but said he would ask Monwardas, x the

duan's chief mutsuddy, and give him answer

ye next day.

Having understood from Mirza Mudderffer

that part of the flintware he lately bought was
for Buzurgh Omeed * Caun. ye Nabob's eldest

son. and being instructed by him also that it

would be convenient for us to give him a visit

with some small Nuzzer or present, as is ye

custome of ye country (noe visit of this nature

being made empty handed) we concluded to see

him this day and present him

A large burning glass.

A pen knife.

A large prospective glass.

A meridian sun diall.

also, it being of late a generall complaint

throughout ye whole city that frequent and

bold robberies were committed, for ye security

of the Hon'ble Company's effects we ordered ye

keeping of more servants and a stricter and

stronger watch in ve night.

The Chief himself (Jf

Diwan (Haji Saphi).

went to the

ifused

parwanna* till the Emperor's orders should

arrive.

This dav came a Saphi 4 to our house who

called himself the Nabob's servant, pretending

a right to our ground by ye deed of James

Hart 6 (the former owner thereof) and brought

with him a paper wrote in Portuguese dated in

1653 and signed by James Hart, which tho' ye

paper appeared to be old and ye writing did

import a gift of said Hart's ground house and

goods, vet we believe was counterfeit. als«>

1 This may or may not be the same man as the Nawalrs Peshdast.

If so a peshdast meant a Head clerk. ^ r>a + n€k

*The conqueror of Chittagong : afterwards Governor of Patna.

Erroneously reported by Manucci to have been killed in the war against

Sivaji: he did not die for several years. In fact he
^
was ^»W"

when Shaista Khan made his will and he is one o the legatees, inher ting

property in Gujerat, and the mausoleum of his brother, Abul Pattah Khan

He Save his name to a parganna in Bakarganj :
there is also a P**™™"

the Hossaini Dalan, in Dacca town, called Bazurg Umed Khan s Garden.

s See entry of June 9th, above.

I If" James* Hart was long enough in Dacca for it to be likely that he

should sell land acquired by him there in 1658 he must have come to

Dacca much earlier and was possibly the first English setter in Dacca. He

was probably working on his own account like Thomas rratt.
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January 30th

February 1st.

910/

accordingly we treated the Saphi, nevertheless

'twas thought convenient to send for ye
Cottwall to us which we did, whom our favour
as we directed him discoursed ye Saphie soe

peremptorily and menacingly that he soon
departed and we gratified the Cottwall with

1| yards of ordinary cloth and his servants

and peons with 2 rupees.

The Dutch ' promising elephants, Arabian
horses, etc., were granted leave to export rice.

Hodgee Suffee Cawn, the king's duan, having
given order to take custome on all gold and
silver brought to ye mint to be coyned, viz.

of Mahometans and 5% of all others,

there is like to fall great trouble on ye
merchants who have and are now coyning, for

the officers by virtue of this order are beginning
with great severity to treat ye concerne
demanding the arrears of some years past and
making stop of their remaines 2 now in the
mint : we are told also that we shall be
brought in for what we have sold as well as

what we have coyned, wherefore 'tis advised
us by all to forbear putting any more silver

into ye mint till this trouble receives determina-
tion and period, for as matters are now we can
not expect our bullion to be coyned . or if

coyned the siccas will not be delivered us but
be detained as are of ye several merchants
above mentioned.
The trouble had its rise from the importunity

of the Dutch who having, as we advised the
Chiefe, etc., of Hughly in our letter of the 9th
October 1681, accepted of a Phirwana for

Rajmaul 3 mint taking 4 Rs 4/2/-% (which we
the day before had refused) and advising their

Director thereof as we are told who was not
content therewith they had orders from him to

endeavour to procure a Mauze 5
(?) Phirwana,

whereupon their Vaqueel was daily urging and

The Dutch had settled in Dacca before Manucci or Tavemier visited
the place. Their factory was situated on the site of the present Mitford
Hospital. When Hedges was in Dacca the Dutch factors there were John
Bonstoe, Alexander Urwin and Jacob Smith.

2 This word is used to mean balance, and is used also elsewhere in
ronnection with the balance in hand in account matters.

3 Rajmahal.
* This must be a mistake for " agreeing to give."
5 I do not understand this.
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January 4th

January 5th

January 20th

March 4th

March 9th.

importuning ye Duan and his mutsuddies, and
having once made this an argument that in
regard nothing was paid in Dacca there was
no reason any thing shcl be paid in Rajmaul
(which ye chiefe here in his address formerly
did on purpose avoid, foreseeing and fearing
the evil that has now succeeded as may appear
by our said letter of 29th October 1681)
hereupon the duan did forthwith make this
irregular conclusion that if custome was taken
in Rajmaul it ought also to be taken here, and
after a while gave orders for the execution
of which the officers are now about

This is at present an unhappy stop of busi-
ness in the mint though where it will end we
can not say. the merchants in case of necessity

being resolved to complain hereof to the Nabob
and that ye duan as appears by severall sunuds
and papers has noe reason or ground for this

demand and exaction.

Sold lead to Roop Naraine. Gave Fazula 2
yards ordinary cloth and Noore Mahmood 1

sword blade.

Coda Bux Chaun the Nabob's son in law
having within 2 or 3 daies sent divers times for

Spanish wine for medicine received 5 quarts.

Mirza Duckin x ye Nabob's son having sent

for ye chiefe he went and it being the first

visit carried with him recording to custome
1 mohur and 5 rupees of which he took 1 rupee

only : gave his servants at departure 5 rupees.

Bool Chund l from Muxoodavad arrived here

bringing with him vast treasures of gold and
ilver. being partly the Emperor's and partly

Shastah Caun's rents, besides an extraordinary

Peshcash to ve later occasioned through com-
plaints of ye whole body of merchants inhabit-

ing in his dominions against ye severity of his

exactions and late cruel usages of them.

Ye Nabob in ye 77th year of his age had
this day a son 8 born, which occasioned a

1 Probably Dakhini, referring to his birth in the Dakhin as one
of Shaiata Khan's sons, was born there. Cf. Mirza Bengali, the name
given to another son, Khoda Band Khan, who was born in Bengal.

2 Bal Chandra, see Hedges' Diary : He was the chief revenue officer of

Hughly and Murshidabad.
3 This is evidently not the same son as Hedges tells us was born in

November of the same year.

Hedges tells us that the Xawab was 82 years old at this time :

probably the diary is more correct.
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March 10th

March 12th

March 21st,

March 22nd

March 27th.

Do.

April 4th

general rejoicing amongst his servants and

favourites, many presents were also made him
and care was taken by Ray l that this unusual

mark of fortune shd. be entered in the

publique Wacka it being very advantageous to

him that the Emperor shd. from hence conclude

that he was still strong, healthy and of ability

for Government.
»/

Enaitoola.

Bool Chand departed Dacca having present-

ed ye Nabob 200,000/- Rs. and received of him
viz. 4 large pearls with 2 rubies for his ears, a

golden standish, 2 a golden hilted sword, and an

elephant besides a Jammo Shash and (?) and

of the Duan a Persian horse.

At night an exceeding terrible storm of

haile 3 fell, some stones being taken up in our

factory weighing 4 pounds : most of ye thatch-

ed cottages of ye city were beaten down,

many men and much cattle were greatly hurt

and our building in divers places defaced and
damaged.
The Dutch presented several Peshcashes

consisting of horses, elephants, Jappan and

Europe rareties, spice etc.

Those to the Nabob and Buzzugh Omeed
Caun his son being late promises for discharge

of their provision etc. and that to the Duan *

was for Sultan Auzum promised when they

received their Nishan 6 of him here in Dacca.

The Dutch received Soorpawas for their

Director and themselves of the Nabob and

Buzzourgh Omeed Caun.
Sold wine glasses to Mirza Mwlduffer.
The last vears excessive floods 6 (when the

waters were here higher than the oldest native

of Bengali had ever seen or heard off) having

1 This is Ray Nanda Lai the Nawab's Diwan or Wazir. Hedges tells

how he was taken to Murshidabad and died there in 1683.
2 A standing dish for pen and ink.
3 Such storms are not uncommon in Dacca. I myself some 15 or 16

years ago saw the Rarana covered with large hail stones the size of cricket

balls: and in 1918 stones of 11 or 12 ounces fell at Joydebpur.
* The King's duan who held the same post in Prince Muhammad

Azam's time.
& See Introduction.
6 Floods have always been common in Dacca; another is mentioned

by Hedges.
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soe sunk and worne ye ground before ye
factory gates that we had great cause to fear

(being told soe also by all that saw it) the

approaching rains would prejudice if not quite

destroy ye building near that place wherefore
for prevention thereof we concluded it most
necessary to fill up ye low worne places with
earth and bind ye same fronting the tank with
brick work that it might continue and be able

to resist ye violence of ye waters in ye rainy

season and ye charges generall keeper, Charles

Eyre, was appointed to goe in hand with and
oversee the same and be as frugall herein

as was possible.

April 8th. A terrible storm of haile fell which defaced

and damaged the building exceedingly.

April 15th. The Daroga of the mint having often sent

his peons to call our vaqueels this day gave us

very great trouble, one Chubdarr after another

coming with great importunity and peremptori -

ness demanding that our vaqueels goe with

them to their master, wherefore we sent them
and he demanded an account of them of all

silver and gold we had sold for 2 years past

but they having caution from us by noe meanes

to utter a word of any such matter though he

should urge it putt him off this time with

delayes and excuses. By this passage it ma}
be perceived there are endeavours used to fix

custome on us not only for what we have

covned but what we have sold alsoe to y<

merchants.

April 20th. Emperor's order received to pay custom* on

ported

April 25th. Daroga of the mini

having procured accounts from the merchants,

some of whom had been pat in confinement.

April 27th. Vakil attended Durbar where some enquiry

was made {the Diwan 1 being absent). The

Nawab asked why cnstomes were demanded,

saying there were 24 mints in the Kingdom

and only in two (Dacca and Rajmahal) were

customs demanded.

April 28th. The Diwan was very angry at this. The

Nawab gave secret instructions to the merchants

to stop busine t and go out of the city sending a

Vakil to ask for the Nawab
9

s dastak.

1 The King's Diwan.
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April 30th. The Diwan's peons came to the Factory about

the Mint custom, but were got rid of by fair

words and grituities.

May 8th. A Phirwana J came from ye King ordering

Buzzugh Omed Caun the Nabob's eldest son

forth with to sett forward for Pattana there to

fight Gunga Ram, or on refusal to leave his

munsub. and that Mirza Docan * another of the

Nabob's sons to proceed Suba of Selhutt.

At the same time came also news that

" Abboo Nassoor 3 Chaun or Zubberdust Caun "

(another of the Nawab's sons)
<c an omra of note

and grandeur had leave from the Emperor
(whom he had attended in his wars with good
success and honour for severall years past) to

take his residence with his father here in Dacca.
May 10th. That the trouble of the mint is yett great.

none being permitted to coyne freely without

interruption as formerly.

May 12th. Zuffer Caun Hhe Nabob's son and Suba of

Chittagong came hither having desired leave to

see his father.

The Emperor on the news of Shausteh Caun's

last sonne ordered by Hossbull Hookum 10,000

Rs. vearlv settlement on him out of his treasury

till a munsub were given him.
May 25th. Mdhmud JReza was the Nawab's Mir Tuzurk

or Master of Cermonies.

May 28th. Buzurgh Omeed Caun made his ( ? Pentawa) h

for Pattana with a very great traine of servants

and followers with an army of 3,000 horse, etc.

May 31st. The accounts show that one Coja Amber 6 was
presented with a sword and a pair of scissors.

June 9th. One Nichola a Paina" was a man of interest

v at the Durbar.

1 Farman or Royal mandate or decree.
2 Dakhin or Dakhini—see above.
3 Abu Nasr Khan, Nawab of Agra. He survived his father and was

one of his legatees, inheriting property in Suba Burhanpur and the
mausoleum of his brother, Aquidat Khan.

« Zafar Khan. He predeceased his father, evidently dying and being
buried in Cashmere, as the following extract from Shaista Khan's will

shows: #l The properties and the endowments in the town in Suba
Kashmir : two gardens, two dwelling: houses, and the Trusteeship of the
mosque and mausoleum of Zafar Khan deceased, I bequeath to Mirza
Taleyar, son of the deceased, my grandson."

6 The word is doubtful, but if it is Pentawa it may be derived from
Panth or Pantha, a way, road or course.

* This must be the man who constructed the mosque well and bridge
north of Dacca town by the railway crossing on the Mymensingh road.

7 I cannot trace him elsewhere.
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18th & 21st June. /

June 26th. Borrowed of Ram Ray Rs. 1,000/ at interest

1 Re. 6 A. per cent monthly * * * * and
paid to Charles Eyre for charges general 1, etc.

Meir Moaz, Daroga of the Alluingunge, 1 and
favourite and relation of Hod ceo Sophee Caun.
the King's Duan, sending for some canary for

medicine, reed, two bottles.

July 5th

July 8th. M
Diwan.

July 15th. M
Chittagong arrived, the Xawab having summoned
him

.

July 24th. News was brought ye Nabob that the ye

Oshamees 8 with a mighty and furious army of

300,000 men had made an incursion into ve

country 4 lately conquered by Sultan Auzum
ye Prince and late Saba of Bengali taking

killing and destroying all before them.
July 26th. The King's duan having a long time troubled

ye merchants for 5 per cent customes for all

gold silver and copper they had corned ye

foregoing year began now to bee more severe

with them, nevertheless ye Ray opposed what

he could assuring ye merchants ye Nabob
would assi-t them and present their complaint

to ye Emperor : this was supposed to be done

not soe much out of care of the merchants

as ye Nabob's hate against ye Duan.

July 29th. The Emperor's Nazvarra or fleet departed

Dacca for the Ossham country.

J uly 31st. The account of particulars given to Durba

officers this month was read and passed, viz :

—

Given Sultan Mahmood. Daroga of the Chaupa 6

1 Alamganj lies by the river on the east of the city. It was a

customs station, just as Inayatganj was the customs station on the

west of the city. In 1808 it was a customs chauki.

* The only other reference I can find to this man is an entry in

Hedges' Diary that in 1684 he was one of those accompanyiug Hedges to

Devil's Reach to meet the new President.

3 Assamese. See Gait's History of Assam for this last war against

the Moghuls.
Gauhati and the neighbourhood. See Stewart.

6 The King's Diwan was independent of the Nawab.
6 Evidently from Chhapa, a seal or stamp. But what the officer m

charge of this department had to do with the passing of boats is not

clear! I find from old papers in the Collectorate that Chappe Jamdanee

was levied from the weavers of Jamdanee (a particular kind of muslin)

a reference is also invited to the Malda Diaries where the word is used

frequently.
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August 7th.

August 8th.

August 22nd.

September 17 th

September 2 1st.

September 22nd.

Mahall and relation to yo King's duan for

his friendly passing our boats with (? out)

delaye 5 yards of scarlet.

To ye King's duan 2 swords and 10

yds English velvett.

To Mier Moaz ' 2 bottles canary.

By reason of ye lawless of Gohattee and ye

Osham country ye Nabob and duan 2 cashiered

of their munsubs divers Munsubdars and other

officers supposed faulty in their respective

charges and management of ye late action

there to ye amount of Rs. 600.000 per annum.
Visited ye duan and procured his order for

Phirwannas to be wrote in ye manner we
desired.

A Vakil of Air Pitt s appeared in Durbar and
promised to pay customs : complications expected.

We had news of Hodgee Sophee Caun ye
King's duan is jageered and Syed Amud Duan
at Pattana is ordered in his place. Ye Nabob
Shahstah Cawn sent to him to (? deliver) up
his accounts to Coda Bux Caun (now Buxi 4 of

the city) who shd. supply the place till the
other did arrive.

Buzz Omeed Caun ye Nabob's eldest son
having divers times sent for 40 or 50 bottles

canary wine and would have paid for ye same,
but we did put it off from time to time telling

him that we had not received any this year he
would not be put off any longer urging his

great necessity for ye same We sent him 10
bottles not thinking it convenient to take
money for so small a quantity.
A Phirmand from ye king to Nabob Shestah

Caun with a sirpaw for Buzorg Omed Caun
also an order for him to repair speedily to

Pattana to be Saba there.
The Nabob and Buzorg Omeed Caun went

out to fetch in the King's Phirmand as usuall
and Sirpaw for the latter.

1 He was Daroga of Alamganj and was related to Haji Saphi Khan.
* The Nawab apparently could not do this alone as it was an

Imperial matter.
8 An interloper, as non-Company traders were then called.
* He wa King's (i.e., Emperor's) Buxi and next in importance to the

King s Diwan. So it was natural that he should take charge, even
although it was to Shaista Khan's advantage, Khoda Bux being his son-
in-law.

* This describes an interesting old custom intended to show publicly
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September 25th

October 10th.

October 15th.

October 25th

November 7th

November 30th
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Charles Cross l arrived f Huglily and

took charge of the warehouse, Charles Eyre

becoming second.

iBuzurg Omeed Caun took his leave

Nabob and went away to Chaun Cauris garden.

A hushbull hookum from Assud Caun Vizier *

to Hodgee Sophee Caun yt he charged 8 ye

expenses of Auzumgurr alias Gohatty from

ye time it was given to ye Prince to ye time of

taking by ve Oshamees to ye account of

Shaustah Caun, the artillery that was lost to

Munsoor Caun's * acct.

The Rt. WorpU the Agent 6 etc Councill

arrived here this morning.

We having an old Turkey horse which hath

been here about 9 years and now past his

labour hath not done any service for 7 or 8

months past not deserving his meat scarce

able to walk, we acquainted ye Rt. WorpjJ

Agent herewith (he being present) who bid

us forthwith put him out of ye stable, another

being of necessity (we having noe palkee) wee

bought one a large bay, young and serviceable,

cost Rs 240 -

Repaid Mr. Hervey for what hee had dis-

bursed to ye Dutch doctor and others who

attended him in his late long fit of sickness,

Rs. 100 -.

t he Nawab's subservience to the Emperor. See the account of the death

of Mukarram Khan (Nawab) in 1022, who was drowned when going out to

™VSSLfnthrCwtSs.'Se™ Hedges' confidential

clerk in Dacca and so was opposed to Pownsett,

* i.e., the Emperor's Wazir at Delhi.

I He^yYa
8

ve be»tt ,»- of thear.iH.ry,M HI rz.M„z»f.„,

as master of ordnance, had a narrow escape,

meant here.



Part IT.

In order to appreciate the second instalment of these
diaries, which deals with the period 1688 to 1691, it is neces-
sary for the reader to understand what was going on in

Bengal for two years before.

It took the English a long time to realise that an order
from the Emperor was no protection to them against the exac-
tions of the Nawab at Dacca, and that the Nawab's order did
not relieve them from the oppression of his subordinates. When
they did, they resolved to resist oppression with force, and so
in 1686 the Court of Directors despatched ships and troops to
Bengal with orders to take and fortify Chittagong and if neces-
sary surprise the Xawab himself at Dacca. Job Charnock 1

was then the Company's representative in Bengal and the forces
sent were placed under his orders. Soon after their arrival at
Hughly a collision took place with the Nawab's troops : out of
this the English emerged at least the moral victors and an
armistice was declared. Shaista Khan, however, who was then
Xawab ordered further reinforcements to Hughlv and would
have imprisoned Mr. Watts, 2 the Chief at Dacca, but for the
intervention of Baramal. 3 On the arrival of these fresh troops
Charnock withdrew to Sutanuti (Calcutta) where he waited
to negotiate. Watts arrived there with Baramal to whom
Charnock formulated his demands. The Xawab appointed
three Commissioners, viz. Baramal, Malik Barkhardar 4 and Mir
Faka 6 to treat for peace and what are known as the Twelve
Articles were drawn up. We read in a letter from Patna (25th
June. 1687): They agreed upon the following articles, but
left them unto the Xavob's approbation, and Agent Charnock
insisted to have them confirmed by the King, vizt., that they
should have a sufficient quantity oi ground to build a Fort
upon, and there to have a mint, that the Xavob should rebuild
Maulda Factory, restore the 45000 Rupees he took about the
Cassambazar trouble and recover all the debts contracted bv

1 There is no space here to give a note on Job Charnock ; besides his
history is so well known that it would be out of place to write anything
about him here.

2 I can not fin(j out any thing about h jm un i ess |le was tne Richard
Watts who with Francis Ellis, Roger Bradvll and others formed the Govern-
ment of Fort St. George in 1699.

8 Called Bohur Mull in the old diaries. He was a mansabdar at the
Nawab's court and as such probably held a high office.

* Called variously Burcoondar, Burcoozdar, and Barcvardar. He wa
Fauzdar of Hughly.

* Called Meer Phancar and also Mier Facca, and described elsewhere
as the Chief Captain of the Nawab's intended army.
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the right worshpll Agent when Chief there ; and that hence-

forward the Government should not determine any controvei

sies between the Natives and the English but that they should

be left at our discretion and that futurely we should be custome

free." ' These Articles were sent to Shaista Khan for con-

firmation but he returned them unsigned, - threatened the

English and issued orders to his subordinates to drive them

out of Bengal. Charnock's reply was to bombard the fort-

at Thana (Garden Reach) seize the island of Hijli and destroy

Balasore Hijli was his headquarters for a long time and one

of the generals fighting against him there was Abdul Saniad of

whom we read in the first instalment of these diaries. The

English having again obtained the moral advantage moved up

to Ullubaria, and in July received a Parwana from Shaista

Khan allowing them to continue their trade at Hughly and

secure themselves at Ullubaria Charnock then decided to

pause and await developments, sending Messers. Eyre 2 and

Braddyll/1 two of his Council, to Dacca to press the English

demands. News of all this reached Engla nd in due course and the

Directors decided on more rigorous measures. They sent out ( apt.

William Heath 3 with more forces to supersede Charnock and gav

him instructions to seize Chittagong, taking all the Company

officers and property to that place. Arriving in Calcutta about

25th September, 1688. he took charge at once and ordered tb

English there to get ready to embark. Before starting he

wrote a letter to the Nawab, which reached Dacca on 2!>th

October. All he says about that letter himself is " I would cer-

tainly depart from Calcutta and carry with me all belonging

to the English nation except within that time (we) should find

better hopes of accommodation from the Nabob to which purpose

according to orders I wrot said Nabob but never received

answer." * But the letter appears to have contained demands

for permission to fortify and also some definite promise, pro-

bably of help against Arrakan. It is to be noted that by thi

time Bahadur Khan 6 had replaced Shaista Khan as Nawab.

The letter annoyed him because of the demand as to a fortifa-

cation 6 and he took the reprisals against Eyre and Braddyll

which are described in the diary following.

On the 8th November Heath left Calcutta for Balasore

which he stormed before leaving. There a letter was received

from the Nawab to the effect " that if we would transport LOW

horse and 2000 foot into Arrackan (then we should have what

we desired in Bengali) and serve him for 12 months gratis, as

1 See Hedges' Diary., Vol. II.

* See notes to diary below. ..

3 He commanded the Defence in which Hedges came to India.

• See Hedges' diary, Vol. IT.

& See below. . . „ ,. . „i„„.
« This was the impression of Eyre and Braddyll, see diary belou
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Mr. Braddyll and Mr. Eyres, the two Ainbassadores, had pro-

mised to assist them in taking Arrackan and that if he ' confirm-

ed the agreement he would send Bohur Mull to treat further with

us. To which Agent Charnock desires to comply withall, al-

though I told him I would not nor could doe it, yet consented

that he might if he pleased answer the letter that we were ready

to doe it but the season of the year passing away we could not

wait there, but would sail towards Chittagong where we should

expect Bohur Mull, and might be a convenient place to transport

the horse and foot immediately to Arrackan. " 2 Another letter

was also received from Messers. Eyre and Braddyll saying that
1 the Nabob would not grant their requests till that the Agent did

confirme what Capt Heath by his letter to the Nabob had pro-

mised." 8 Further a parwannacame from the Nawab which was

sent ashore to the Governor by the hand of Mr. Ravenhill. Heath,

however, without waiting, as Charnock wished, to see the

result of the Parwanna or to enter into any negotiations

precipitately quitted Balasore leaving Mr. Ravenhill behind.

They all set sail for Chittagong whence Heath himself says he

intended sending a message to the King of Arrakan to ask his

co-operation against the Nawab. He actually, however, on
arriving outside Chittagong on 17th January (1688) sent a

message ashore to say they were ready to help the Nawab
against the Arrakanese and had come to receive the 1000

horse and 2000 foot he had promised to transport. He was
told the Nawab's son and possibly Bara-Mal were expected

shortly and was requested to await their arrival : but for some
reason he was not satisfied with his reception and left Chitta-

gong on 29th January sailing for Arrakan. After a short stay

there, during which he treated first with the King and then

with a rebel prince, and again without waiting for negotiations

to proceed he weighed anchor on 17th February and sailed to

Fort St. (leorge. It is interesting to read what Charnock and
his council wrote in the following month: 'We have reason

to believe that the Nabob Bahawder Cawn was reall, notwith-

standing what may be alleged to the contrary and as well

wishers to the Rt Honble Compv's prosperity we cant but be
extream son y that Capt Heath should have thus slighted and
rejected such good opportunities and fair offers* for the

settling of the Rt. Honble Company's affairs in Bengali and
in likelihood confirme and conclude an honble and firme peace
and we should have so obliged the Emperor by the addition of that

1 This means Charnock, to whom the letter was evidently addressed.
2 These are Heath's own words.
3 Heath's letter is not forthcoming and the whole matter is somewhat

confused.
* This refers to the offer of the rebel prince who promised to help the

English with the Nawab, if they would join the latter's forces against the
kincr of Arrakan.
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kingdome ' to his Territories that not only the confirmation

of our Twelve Articles formerly agreed on, the grant of a for-

tifyed place where we might settle our own Government, toge-

ther with a discharge for all pastdamages which theNabob Behau-

dur Cawne promised under his hand and seal, would have been

recorded to posterity* but on the contrary ' tisto be feared that the

Nabob Behauder Cawne will be highly imaged at our perfidious

dealings and will improve the same by sending these Perwannas

with vour letters and replyes thereto to the Emperor which

will confirme all the lies and stories that Shaista Cawne wrote

against us and undoubtedly will extremely incence the Em-

peror against us." 8 Charnock and his party remained at Fort

St. George for more than a year. In the meantime Ibrahim

Khan had become Nawab at Dacca, and he wrote inviting

them to return to Bengal, which they did but not until the

Emperor had issued an order* (2:5rd April 1690) to the Nawab

not to interfere with them and to let them trade freely as

before. Next vear a Hashbul Hukum 6 came from the Emperor

fixing the former Pesh Rash* of Rs. 3000 annually in lieu of

all customes, and this was communicated by the Nawab to all

his subordinates in Bengal.
, .

During the period dealt with in this second instalment ot

the diaries there were two Nawabs at Dacca. The first was

Nawab Khan Jahan Bahadur Zafarjang Kokaltash, general y

called Bahadur Khan, but in the letter of 28th February 1689-

90 below he is called Cawn Jehoan Behauder. He is not

mentioned in the Riaz us Salatin and Stewart dismisses him

with a passing reference. The Maasurul Umaru makes five

words suffice to describe his Viceroyalty in Bengal. The only

identification of him hitherto published I believe. _ is by

Wilson in his « Old Fort William." His name *as Mu Milki

Kassim (the others being titles) and his father s name was Mn

Abul Maali Khwafi. He served the Emperor in many cap-

acities and was Governor of several province.. He «"™
in Bengal in June 1688 and left about June m the folowing

year. He died in 1697 at the age of 84, so that he vas 7o

vears of age when in Dacca, and this agrees with the descrip

tion,
<• that wicked old man." ' The other Nawab waslbtahmi

Khan, son of AH Marian Khan. He was transferred from

1 Arrakan.
* ThS is much the same as Eyre and Braddyll say in the diary.

a See Hedges' Vol. II.

t ThiB'isTefined in Wilson's Glossary «™ '-^^J^
d The initial words and thence the «'tle of a document issued

mand The initial words anu mibu« «"- -•

—

. ,

ffi f

agreeably to Royal authority, by the Vazir or other high offices

Government."
6 Present. , .

7 See letter of 6th August 1689 below
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Patna to Bengal, where he remained till relieved by Prince

Azimushan in 1696 or 1697. He had previously been Gov-

ernor of Kashmir. He died in 1710 at the age of 80.

The local officers mentioned at this period were :—

King's Diwan .

.

. . K ifayat Khan.

King's Buxi .

.

Muhammad Sharif.

Nawab's Diwan . . . . Khwajah Labib and Malik

Hadi.

Amin .

.

. . Muhammad Taqi.

Nazir .

.

An Eunuch (name not

given).

Fauzdar of Jatrapur . . Muhammad Sadaq.



DECCA

.

Dyary commenced August 1690 (and ye Generall Acct

from ye confiscation of this factory by Bahauder Cawn, '

Nabob of Decca, Nov. 1688) to April the 30th 1691.

We had thought after our severe confinement of continu-

ing a diary of an account of all durbar passages etc. relating

to ye Rt. Honble Compy : as usual, but understanding of a

Warr carried on by his Excellency ye Genii &c at Bombay 1

against the MogulL also considering of the King's or Mogull'

order s which arrived here in September 1689, for ye demolishing

the Rt. Honble Compy's factorys and imprisoning all English,*

it was approved no waves safe nor convenient to proceed in

that method for feare of a second confinement and seizure of

our papers, but to continue our correspondence to ye Fort 6

by letters (until the arrival 6 of the Rt. Worshipll Agent and

Oouncill) the which being very considerable and of great

moment it's convenient they be entered here, and the diary

to commence the 13th August as will appear at the end of the

said letters which follow :

—

Dacca, Jully (.»th 168!).

To the Rt. Honble Elihu Yale. Presdt. for affaires of the Ri

Honble English East India Company on the coast of Choroman-

dell, West Coast, etc., and Governour of Fort St. Georg<

&c, Councill,

It having pleased God of his infinite goodness and mercy

1 See Introduction to this Part. Pnmn(. n .,

2 Wilson in h\< Early Annals tells us that;m 1 689 the Company
< commenced a vigorous campaign upon both sides of the Indian penin-

„ a Orders were sent to the Governor of Bombay to withdraw from

Surat and the other parts on the west coast and to d.rect his cruisers to

eize everv Moehulship and vessel that could be met with. In a letter

l^tod lOufo' tober .689
P
from Madras (quoted in Wheeler's Ear >

Records

we find the remark -'but the war st.ll cont,nu!^ **
J**"1^ EmpeTor

this war waged against the Moghul shipping that made the Emperor

Auranpzebe anxious to conciliate the English.
iwfh'o extra-

is This order was probably the consequence of Capt. Heath s extra

ordinarv expedition : but I can find no other reference to it. Nawab

tfihta Khan who wasNmb at Dacca at the time apparently paid no

attention to it.

^irifevident that there were more English residents imprisoned

than Eyre and Braddyll ; but who they were is not clear-probably sub-

^TZtt.Te^ where Charnock spent more than a year at this

tlme
6 i.e., until the return of Job Charnock from Fort St. George.
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to redress us out of our odious and inhuman imprisonment * we
presume it may not be of too much impertinence, now out of

course, if we first give your hour, etc., a particular relation of

the Govt.'s proceedings against us since the departure *of (and

some time before) the Agent 8 and Councill from Bengali in the

conclusion of which what relating to the Rt. Honble Compy's
affaires and that which is of the greatest importance we shall

represent to your honr, &c.

On the arrival of Capt. Wm. Heath's * letter to the Nabob
(which was the 29th 8ber last) 5 wherein the Fortification etc.

was requested, the Nabob the 3rd of 9ber 6 ordered several

gun men to surround our Factory to be spies upon us and to

follow us wherever we went which continued untill the 16th

or 17th Do. notwithstanding all meanes used and severall

presents now and then of sword blades, wax figures etc. to the

Nabob: the 17th at night arrived from Mollick Borovardan 7

the newes of the Agents &c's departure from Calcutta 8 which
so displeased the Nabob that he immediately ordered the Cot-

wall 9 and about 200 gun men to enter our house and to

confine us close to one of our roomes shutting up all the
windowes of every roome in the house, and all the time this

lasted which was till the 22nd of January we were not suffered

to fetch or carry anything to or from our Chambers without 3

or 4 of our guard along with us : Our very cloths which were
carried to ye washers were searched soe that the Nabob's in-

tentions were apparently knowne that if any disturbance
should happen between the English and the Government then
to secure all, which accordingly was put in execution the 20th
January upon the news of the fleet's arrival at Chatgaam 10

1 This refers to what is described below. The English were evidently
imprisoned in Shaista Khan's time also, for we find that Eyre and Braddyll
wrote as follows to Job Charnock : "We are not permitted to lie in our
chambers for fear we should make our escape by undermining, somebody
having told the Nawaub that the English that were imprisoned in th
time of Shaista Khan escaped in that way/' (The reference has been
mislaid, but I am almost certain I found it in the Hughly Diary).

2 Job Charnock twice left the Hughly. The occasion referred to is

he second departure with Capt. Heath. (See Introduction to this Part.)
3 Job Charnock.
* See Introduction to this Part.
6 October.
6 November.
1 Barkhwardar: the final n in the text must be a mistake for r.

and the second o probably meant for a c, making the word Borcvaidar
8 On 8th November 1688.
8 Chief Officer of Police.

10 The fleet arrived outside Chittagong on 17th January. It is not
clear why this should have caused the Nawab to treat the English more
harshly, for nothing but Heath's arrival at Chittagong could by this time

u i^*
11 10 the Nawab

- Xt maY be that a false report came to the effect
that the English were bombarding Chittagong (see note below).
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the Nabob sending his Ameen 1
, Mamood Tuckey, to our house

who acquainted us that the Nabob had impoured* him to seize

our house, in order hereunto he clapt most of the Kt. Honble

Compy's concerns in one roome not sparing our apparell and

opening all the rest had a whole view of what we had in th<

house when immediately he caused all ye roomes to be sealed

and left us : about 10 of the clock at night returning againe hi

signified to us ' twas the Nabob's pleasure he should fetch awa\

the broad cloth and silver and whatever was of value (and that

in the morning the King's officers s would come and take an

account of the rest) which he accordingly did by oxen and

dooleys, having taken away most part of ye broad cloth, the

whole quantity of silver,* which were 7 ingotts, the plat'

* * * and a great part of (?) men's

goods, which work he finished about 3 of the clock in ye

morning.
A few days after the King's officers came and took an

account of what the Nabob had left which with particular

men's goods amounted to, according to estimation, neare

Rs. 2000. They likewise seized all our papers notwithstand-

ing our earnest request to them to remit them to us : Mahmoocl

Tuckey told us that our fleete at Chatgaam had discharged

severa'll canon 6 but would not tell what mischief proceeded

thereon, and that therefore the house and goods were ordered

to be seized and that the Nabob intended to send us to Lai

Baugh« prison (ordering us our wearing apparell, kitchen uten-

sills, palkees and rups 200 7 for expenses) which in a few days

after was accordingly performed, where we remained as in our

ffactory untill the 11th of March when our troubles began to

grow greater and greater upon us, for at the same time arrived

Mr. Henry Hanley 3 and Mr. James Ravenhill 9 with 14 persons

I The Amin is mentioned along with the Kotwal in the first instal-

ment of the diary. He may have been the Collector of Revenue.

3 Those undet' the Diwan, who were independent of the Nawab.

* Silver kept for being coined. * See Introduction to tins Part.

None of the authorities mention the fact of any guns being fired in

Chitfagong: Even Heath himself writes « the re£»n why -^
not assault the place is given under our hands m another paper .ne

statement may have been false and made to justify *he* wtion or more

probably such a rumour actually reached Dacca and the Nawab believed

ifc
'

6 Lai Bagh was built in 1678 by Prince Mahd. Azam
,
but never

actuaHy finislfed. It was intended for a Palace but never used as such.

1 Later we find that it was 187-.
Hflnrv <a fnn .

8 Evidently a copyist's error for Stanley. We find a Mr. Henr> htan-
evidently a copyis

arrived there and also at a
ley was chief at Balasore botn wnen neam *

'

. K„r„„ xj~„th hnm-
later period. He was evidently not taken on board

I

before Heath
,

bom

barded Balasore. The mention of his name before K^' 1" *^8 .*°

show that he was senior to Revenhill and strengthens the identification

With
«

S
HTwL a Company's factor who accompanied Heath and Char-
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more (whose names we shall hereafter mention) in company, all

in a most miserable and tattered condition, laden with fetters of

about S fts. who were carried before the Nabob the 20th of March

and committed to the charge of one of his Eunochs with orders

we suppose how to manage us as appeared afterwards, for till

that time we were free from bonds and used with much civil-

ity; but no sooner were they committed but we were ordered

to participate of their affliction and were carried to the same

prison ! and laden not only with fetters of the same weight but

chained every night, us two together, (taking turne for bearing

the locke) 2 and Mr. Hanley, Mr Ravenhill the rest were

exempted as being poore seamen 3 and not wherewithall to

purchase their liberty, for this severity was only to screw what
more money they could out of us : but being sensible of what
dangerous consequence the consenting to the Nabob's avaritious

humour would prove to us we did with a great deal of patience

lay aside all thoughts tending that way.
About the middle of April there was a strong report in ye

cittv (tho' the Nabob endeavoured to hush it up by imprison-

ing those who were caught in declaring it) that the King had
sent for him, he being in trouble with his sons, and that Ebra-

liim Cawn, Nabob of Patna, was to succeed him in the Suba-
ship of Dhacca, who the 23rd April or thereabouts sent for

Mr. King in Patna to him and asked him the reason of ye
English leaving the country, who gave him so good an account

as he was able and referred him to us upon his arrivall here.

Coppyes of Mr. King's letter we have thought convenient to

-end herewith. He gave him a great deal of encouragement*
(for all this while there was noe attempt made upon his person) 5

nock. At Balasore he was sent ashore with a letter to the Governor and
was left behind. This accounts for his having been captured with Stanley.

He was dismissed afterwards and went to Madras. Later he became a

member of the United Council and in this lived to be one of the oldest of

the Company's servants. He died on 21st January 1717 after 35 years
residence in India.

1 Thi- is the common aol referred to later. We may assume that
lie Lai Ragh was a kind of State prison.

2 Perhaps meant for looke=look out or watch.
3 It does not appear that the Nawab ever discovered that they were

not poor seamen. From this letter we may assume that they were not
arrested in Balasore, otherwise their identity would have been disclosed :

they must have escaped and joined a party of sailors elsewhere.
* Nawab Ibrahim Khan throughout the diary gets credit of recall-

ing the English but the Emperor Aurungzeb himself was probably respon-
sible to a great extent.

5 He was imprisoned by the Nawab at Patna before October 1690,
for in that month he wrote to Job Charnock saying " If I have not the
money to give the Cutwall and the Keepers of the Prison and the Guards
that Guard me they abuse rnee most grossly * * * * For
the Lord Jesu3 Christ's sake let me not perish in this hellish prison.

, '

In October 1693 Sir John Goldsborough wrote: "The Nabob of Pattana
still holds Charles King in prison and insists upon 1500 rups. for his
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and his perwanna immediately thereupon, bidding him send it

away to us to forward to yr. honr. &c and also bid him write

to us to bear all with patience, that upon his arrival he would
assist us what lay in his power, whom we have since found as

good as his word, and much beyond what we could expect, for

before he arrived ye citty he ordered his Duan ' (who is not

inferiour to himselfe for a just upright man) to send for us all

to his house and cutt off our irons which immediately was done

the 29th June past and provision sent us from his owne table

promising us that when the Nabob came to the citty (which

was the prox July) he would present us before him and dismiss

us.

The 2nd currtt. Mr. Hanley, Mr. Ravenhill and ourselves

(as for the rest of the company they were permitted to goe to

the factory ye next day after their irons were cutt) were sen!

for to the Nabob Ebrahim Cawn, who with a great deale of

affection and a smiling countenance expressed himself in these

words: that he was given to understand that the English

under the late Subaes' Government had received very consider-

able losses by the interruption of trade occasioned through

their avaritious humours, besides the many abuses and affronts

;

I would have you therefore write to them to acquaint them of

my arrival here and that my desire and intention is to see them
well settled and their trade with the Kings' country flourish as

formerly, the incomes of which having been much diminished

by the ill management of the aforesaid Subaes and your loss

of trade together ; that my chief end herein is out of a pure

respect to the King's country and yourselves and not any thin

of self interest whatsoever, and for your better encouragement

I will give my perwannas and seerepawes ;
and ordered one of

his servants to goe along with us to his writer and sett while

the perwanna was ready. In the evening we were sent for to

him againe where we received each of us a shall 9 and the per-

wanna 3 ready sealed and a second encouragement only thus

much different from what was said in the morning, that he

would have us by all meanes write for our people and that if

1 hev would come downe and make ktiowne their grievance he
I

rr
^

freedom. This King was a Sergeant run from his colors in the wars here,

and went to Pat tana where the Nabob held Mr. Braddyl. Upon King's

being there, Braddyl got him to personate Chief in his roome to the

Nabob and soe gott away himselfe. Upon this the Nabob imprisoned

King." Our diary shows that King was in Patna in a position of some

responsibility before that time. He was released in 1691 on a subscrip-

tion amounting to 800 - being raised and paid to theDiwanof Patna. In

1704 we tind him keeping a public house in Calcutta.

J I think the king's diwan is meant. Later on. it is stated they were

made over to the M King's Duan."
* Shawl. , , .

3 This is not the document reproduced by Stewart ;
it was probably

nly a preliminary permission to return to Bengal.
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would redress them and give them all imaginable satisfaction

that can be expected or that they should require, and that if

we desired a dustuck l to goe ourselves we might have it and

so dismisst us to our Ffactory.

We question not but long ere this Yr. honr. &c have had

advice of the pacquett of letters you sent to the Agent and

Councill in 8ber 9 last being interrupted at Balasore and sent to

the late Nabob, the contents of which he soon understood by

meanes of the Xtian 8 inhabitants here and was not a little dis-

pleased and incensed against us thereupon and ordered an

extraordinary force away to Chatgaum* supposing that the

ffleete were designed thither which in a few days after accord-

ingly arrived from whence they sent away letters 5 both to the

Nabob and us advising of their arrivall and of their readiness

to assist him against the Arrakanners according to contract but

because they were not entertained with that freedom as they

expected they weighed anchor within 6 or 7 dayes after their

arrivall and before the Nabob's answer could arrive which

otherwayes if they had stayed but 3 or 4 dayes longer Boramull b

would have arrived with orders to treat with them and in all

probability would have concluded the business soe that they

might have returned to Calcutta againe ; 'tis most certain*'

if they had stayed for an answer our ffactory here had not been

seized.

Sirs, if it may not be presumption in us to offer oui

opinions, we conceive this to be the only time for settling the

Rt. Honble Compys affaires, having the opportunity now of

making use of a just and honest Suba and 'tis the opinion of

many persons that the King hath ordered 1 him to inquire into

the truth of the English business and to inform himselfe where

the wrong lies and to give them encouragement, soe that if we

lett slip this opportunity when we have soe good a Suba and

one that hath promised to grant you whatever you desire, tifi

to be feared we shall never meete with the like againe, and if

Yr. Honr. &c shall think it convenient to call us away or

continue us here upon the arrival of this, please to intimate

l Pass, permit or license. 2 October. $ Christian.
+ Stewart does not mention this.

6 Job Charnoek and Council wrote 4< And on the 21st (i.e. of Januan
1689) Capt. Heath called a consultation whereat it was debated whether
it would be convenient to take Chittagong, and all things considered it

was concluded in the negative : after which it was urged that it was for

divers reasons highly requisite to write to the Nabob and advise him ot

our arrivall there with our fleet, purely to serve him, and speedily t<

desire his finall answer thereabout. (Heath objected but) "however
consented that a letter might be wrote to give notice of our arrivall which
was accordingly done " (Hedges' Diary. Vol. II).

See Introduction to this Part.
7 There is no other record of this though it is probably correct.
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your pleasure herein and we shall accordingly proceed in the
governing of ourselves.

We had secured neare rups 4000 of ye Rt. Honble Compy's
estate some time before our troubles came upon us and if our
Vacqueel Gungaram 1 had not been a treacherous fellow and
discovered our house* to the Government we might have se-

cured most of the Rt. Honble Compy's estate, the safety of

our persons lying at that time at the pleasure of his tongue :

he hath all along brought us into greate inconveniences and
hath become the sole instrument of all our affliction and mis-

ery : the last disgrace we suffered through his meanes was the

carrying of us to the common Jaile 8 amongst theeves and

murderers, wherein he might have avoided it is plaine for the

spending of rups 100 which we were forced to give after one

whole night & day's lodging ohere : to have dismissed him the

service we wefe afraide while we were in ye tyrannicall Suba's

hands, but we were no sooner delivered over to ye Kings'

duan and sensible of our release but we dismisst him and

sent for our former Vacqueel Lolmund who readily accep-

ted of our service at the former wages, rups 52 per mo. soe

that our expenses with frugal management after the seerpaw

and redemption fees* are satisfied will by computation amount

to rups 200 or 250 per month, for we have stinted ourselves to

a very small retinue and all other charges proportionable in-

tending to live as privat as possible until Yr. honr's etc
?

s

further orders : within a few days we shall endeavour to get

out a dustick or pass from the Nabob for Mr. Henry Hanley's

and Company's voyage to Balasore, 6 we thought it convenient

( ? not) to be overhasty therein fearing that the Nabob might

take it ill that after soe much favour showne us we should be

in such greate haste to be gone.

We very earnestly often urged the King's duan 6 to give his

letter of invitation and encouragement to your honr. etc but

he still replied that it signified little and was of noe value,

that the Suba's writing was sufficient, but that upon your ar-

rival in the Bay he would give you what perwannas you

should desire and bid us write to yr. honr &c to rest assured

of his favour.

1 Ganga Ram is a common name ; but it is not impossible that this

man gave his name to Gangaram Bazar in Dacca town.
'2 This would seem to mean that they had secretly moved from the

factory to some other building in view of expected trouble.

3 This was, I believe, to the east of the Fort, which stood where

the Jail and the Lunatic Asylum now are.

* A present was evidently expected on release, as well as some sort

of foes,
& This helps to identify Hanley with Stanley.

n

6 He may have been afraid of mixing himself up m this matter. It i

not clear if Kifayat Khan was King's Diwan so early as this : he probably

was.
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We
and their translates copies of which we keep by us chauped l by

the Cozze* of this citty which is the needfull at present, crave

leave to subscribe,

Honble Sirs, Your very humble and Obdt servants

Charles Eyre s

Roger Braddyll 8

To the same
Dacca 6th August 1689*******

Sirs, Our greatest happinessee (for which we have rendered

God our most humble and hearty thanks) was ye removal of

that wicked old man* whose continuance with his severity

towards us, until the arrival of his hour's arrasdast 5 would

have layne most of our compy in ye grave, he was a person of

so covetous a humour and of such base principles that we have

reason to feareif the Arruzdast 6 had reached his hands in his

prosperity 6 ' twould but the more have strengthened his greedy

apetite as being made sensible thereby of your tender care

and affection for us and consequently would have caused him
to have inflicted greater punishment upon us.

*,' *p *P 5|* *I*

The Nabob's duan, Coja Labeeb, 7 who commended us that

we kindly objected against him and bid us pitch upon the

person that we were willing to have in the Government of

Hugly which we did accordingly and named to him Meir Ally

Eckbar, the former Fouzdar, as being a person all along ap-

proved by the Agent and Councill for his moderate and mild

Government.
* * * * * *

1 Sealed or stamped. ( f. Chaupa Mahal in the first instalment of

these diaries.
2 Qazi, who at that time exercised judicial functions.
3 Eyre and Braddyll were sent to Dacca on a special mission by Char-

nock (see Introduction to this Part). Mr. Watts, the permanent Agent at

Dacca, had left and was probably taken to Chittagong and Madras by
Heath : for this reason there is no mention of any one but Eyre and Brad-
dyll. For Braddyll see note under Charles King above. He afterwards
went to Madras and became a Member of Council there. Cf. note 2 on
the first page of the Introduction to this instalment.

* See Introduction to this Part.
6 Petition or memorial.
* It probably means that by this time the Nawab Bahadur Khan

had received his orders to leave Dacca.
T I can not trace him.
9 Ali Akbar. He was appointed Governor of Hughly (see Stewart).

We also find him described under the name of ** Mahmoud Eckbar, offi-

cer of the said Port" (Hughly) in the Hasbul hukum of 10th Fbey. 1691

addressed to the King's Diwan at Dacca (see Stewart).
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Rumours were spread of Shasteh Cawn's returning after

the raines but since contradicted and that he is ordered Suba
of Multan and Ebrahim Cawn confirmed by a letter from the
King in ye Government here and that which is the greatest

confirmation is the King's granting him Jaggeers and revenues
here in Bengal. God grant he may continue for the sake of

the Rt. Honble Compy whose trade under his Government
may be extremely augmented : we call not else to mind save to

subscribe (etc.)

Charles Evre.

Roger Braddyll.

(Dated ?
l

)

# * # * =i* *

Sirs. Since vou have not thought it convenient to send

down shipping and that fortune has frowned upon us in that

we have not reed, an answer from your honrs. etc. to our se-

veralls sent you, our security which depended much thereon

hath now obliged us to provide for our departure hence, ye

which we have followed closely for neare a month by endea-

vouring to procure the Nabob's leave and dustick. without

which we run a greater risk by going than staying, for if we
should faile in our attempt and be taken we doe as good a-

acknowledge ourselves criminalls and consequently shall suffer

severely, wherefore in 3 or 4 dayes if a dustick is not

procurable 'tis approved and agreed off by us all
2 as most

save 3 and credible to leave the ffactory divide and leave 4 obs-

curely in the citty or places adjacent 5 till an opportunity

offers for our departure, our Vacqueel still flatters us with the

probability of procuring a dustick but ye times are dangerous

and will not admit of any longer delay, we must each of u^

shift for ourselves.

To Elihu Yale etc etc.

Dhacca 28/// Feby : 1689-00.

Sirs,

The 20th past month by French conveighance we reed,

your honrs &c letter of the 17th 9ber 8 with duplicate of the

1 This letter was written after a rumour reached Dacca that the

King's order had come to expel the English and destroy their factories

confirmed by a letter from Mr. King at Patna who had just been put m
prison and beaten. ,, i«_jjji

2 There were evidently more persons than Eyre and Braddyll
:
per-

haps Stanley and Ravenhiil were still there.

6 Safe. * Live. 6 Evidently they had friends.

6 November.
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former annexed and his honr's letter for the Nabob which we
should have delivered according to your method prescribed

upon its arrival had not His Excellency been employed in the
pleasures of hawking and hunting in the which he takes greate
delight and is so often addicted to.

It any complaint had been made, the force of his former
order given him in Cawn Jehoan Behauder's l time wd. have
bore him out, it probably not being repeated by our new Suba
here, he not expecting any shipping wd. arrive, in that port
(Balasore) so suddenly.

{The letter goes on to say that in an interview with Chas.
Eyre the Nawab was very courteous but refused to allow trade
(as the king had forbidden it) until the King's order should come,
which he said'1 he had asked for.)

We presume a person of those good qualities which he ifl

endued with cannot incur the King's displeasure so as to haz-
ard the loss of his employment (whereas his predecessors took
all ye methods tending thereto) but on the contrary he hath
the commendations of all people for a person just and moderate
in his government and concerns himself not in the least in ye
Kings business 8 any further than his employment obliges him
to, but what belongs to the Duan, the King's chiefe minister
under him.* is solely left to his management which hath
endeered him wholy to the Nabob's will and pleasure, whereas,
his predecessors were of a more proud and insolent spiritt and
dwa a opposing him in the King's business to the greate pre-
judice of his revenues, 6 the which with manv other outrages
committed by them gave him just occasion to informe against
them to the King which occasioned his just displeasure asainst
t hem.

* *

We have been truly informed that, upon the arrival of ve
King s late order * for the persecution of the English, Mr. Wm
Davenant ? one of the late imprisoned gentlemen, and some
others exhibited a petition to the Dutch Directore for protec-

1 See Introduction to this instalment of the diaries.

3 Th ™nf^ \°u
6^e that he did a11 he co»ld for the English.

iuri^srscajLis^. raeddle with things that were under *•

the Nawab although it m^often S.'^^SJS "

I S°S^^!^^' the coLetion of the „
ras under him.

revenue.

7 \ It?; ?'
SePtembt'r 1(*9 referred to above,

that he isTe^h
6
?

eIsewhere
:
He ™ay have been a Seaman, except

DavenanJ J n r
M

,

0n
(
9
,f

the gentlemen. There was a Nicholas

rektiv* * °
COUnCl1 at ^ lurshidabad in 1683, who may have been a
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tion from the violence of the Moores which it seemes was

accepted off after some debate, but presume not out of any respect

to their persons nor ye protestant religion (which we suppose

they will pretend and devour a world of paper and ink about)

but because they know they should run the hazzard of no

inconvenience thereby and that the Nabob was generously

inclined to dispense l With the order otherwise they would not

have been so liberall of their charity for 'tis apparent since

the commencing of our late differences with the Moores they

have not been backward in using all methods % tending to the

rum and destruction of the Rt. Honble Compy's interest, credit

and reputation in these parts.

Dhacco. lOthJuly 1690.

* *****
It seems the Nabob formerly to corroborate his addresses

to the King on behalf of the Rt. Honble Com]), that they might

not be fruitless in acquiring the King's favour and good opinion

sent up the writing s we gave to Behauder Cawn (by order ot

the Agent and Gouncill) to assist them with our shipping

against Arrackan. provided our demand as to a fortiffication etc.

and the 12 articles* might be complied with as your honrs &c

may perceave by the Hoosbool Hookum some mention made

thereof ; but that's no rule we are obliged to walk by now. the

case being quite different and that agreement voyde, it not

being put in execution neither do we believe ' twill ever De

required of us.

* * * *

Diary.

h)th August 1690. Visited Mamood Sheriff, 5 the King's

UX
240 Si pt. Being seveiall times put in mind within this

month by Mell. Haddee, 6 Nabob's duan, to write to UieJCT.

Worshpli: Agent etc to know what shipping they would spare

the King in the expedition against Arrackan and no«Jate£

receiving orders from the Agency hereabouts I answered,h m

accordingly; that when we contracted with Behauder Cawn we

l Ibrahim Khan probablyTisobeyed the order as we do not read of

another seizure following it. „Hvantaee of the dis-
8 See Stewart ' ' The Dutch and French took ad\ antage

pute particularly the former." „
t , re{erred to (see

» This is evidently the promise which Capt. J»»™
Introduction) as having been given by Eyre and Braddyli.

+ S?e Introduction. , < lovernor or Faui-
* lie may be the Mir Muhammad Sharif who wa, Governor o

dar of Hu-hly in 1663.
6 Malik lladi.
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had a sufficient number of ships but now we had not any
notwithstanding we were always willing to serve the King and
ye Nabob on all occasions when in a capacity to do it.

It was most certainly a great omission in Capt Heath in

not prosecuting the design of Arrackan agreed on in Behauder
Cawn's time, in all probability 'twould have been a meanes to

have settled the Rt. Honble Compy's affaires without any
further trouble.

Oct. 1st. A rumour was spread in the Citty of Shasteh

Cawn's returning hither Suba of this place and that he had
preferred the King 3 crores of rupees, which is upwards of 3

millions of pounds sterling, to effect it.

Oct. 6th. (Mons. Gregory ivas the French Chief ! at Dacca

Kefait Gaum (Kifayat Khan) 1 the King* Diwan had
his mansab increased from 900 to 1000).

Considering the great want of repaire this factory hath
been in for these five yeares past, which three dayes since had
like to have been wholly >w allowed up with a violent storm and
raine which earned away whole trees by ye rootes and blew
down several houses in the Citty as well brick as thatch with
ye loss of a great number of boates, 18 yeares time not being

able to call to mind ye like, and that the delawne, 8 the chiefest

room in the house, was ready to fall, several of the timbers
being started and broke, in soe much that living therein or

doeing any business is very dangerous, I thought fit to give

notice hereof to the Rt. Worshpll Agent and Council that a

speedy remedy might be applied as well for that as the security
of the whole mansion and because the charge will very much
exceede that of the usual reparation, I doe not think fit t<

procede herein till I know their pleasure.
Oct. 20th. Understanding that Aga Hossain* was ordered

Governor of Ballasore and had taken his leave of the Citty and
gone as far as Putterguttah 6 I immediately gott a swifte boate
ready to visit him. when I arrived some small time before his

departure, desiring after a few complements that he would
please to favour and assist our people in their busine which
he promised he would.

1 It is not known when the French came to Dacca. It must have
been between 1666 and 1690. Their factory was on the site now occupied
by the Ahsanmanzil.

2 This man was Mir Ahmad, son of Mir Baghdadi, and his title was
Kifayat Khan. He was removed from Bengal in 1697-98 and soon after
became Diwan of the Khalisa. He died in 1698-99, when about to start
for Dacca again on being appointed Naib Nazim by Prince Azirnushan.
See Wilson's Old Fort William, Vol. I, p. 50. Azimushan apparently did
not reside in Dacca till 1702.

3 Dalan m Hall. * I can not trac,3 him.
I Pattarghatta, on the Ichamati river, which was the high road to

Hughly and Calcutta.
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3rd Novr. Perusing said account and finding it not to

amount to J of ye value the Nabobs at their first coming used

to be presented with and considering the many favours and

kindnesses this present Nabob Ebrahim Caun hath lately con-

ferred on the Rt. Honble Corny, by inviting the Agency downe

from the Fort and officiating as their vacqeel to tin King by

his often applications on which a Husbool llookum 1 was

granted for their free trade forgiving past injuries, also what

favours may be expected from him in ye future I thought it

very convenient . considering the present must be forborne

untill the arrivall of the horse, to write away to ye Agency

immediatelv, humbly desiring they will please to consider of a

present a little more suitably being informed by the Mutsud-

dies this now ordered will not at all be acceptable nor pleasing

he being made sensible of what we formerly used to give, and

the Dutch 1 present,being large is too fresh in his memory to

think of am thing less from us.
,

18th Novr. The French have lately complained to the

Nabob how the Rt VVorshpfll Agent &c had wounded seve-

ral] of their men and forced a couple into their servis not with

standing the French Director's making demand of them, at

which newes the Nabob was very much displeased and said

notwithstanding so much kindness shown ye English in invit-

ing of them down to Bengali and writing up to ye king in their

favour they were now commencing a new quarrel! and ordered

Mullick Hadee to write to the Fouzdai * to enquire into the

25th Novr. Received a Uenerall 6 from the Agency in-

timating that thev were sensible of the Nabob s kindness and

wished thev had more suitable things to present him hut tha

the Rt Honble Compv in their advices had blamed them for

the abominable large pishcashes at Dhaoca and tee great ex-

pense vearlv made at that Durbar and have ordered that ti -

gality be used for ye future, being resolved riot torflowa

formerly, but that I might add to ye broad cloth ordered^K
pieces more (which makes with ye former parce 1 10 piece*(

pieces of fine per * * tuanoes" two pieces ot course 'and

TThe Hasbulhukum given by Stewart *^^JS*j2EX
after the above was written. There may have been another of earUer

date
* For other Dutch presents see the tort^tog* «*££*£'

The Dutch evidently tried all a.ong to outbid the English in th,s respect.

8 Refers evidently to an occurrence in Hughly

.

+ The local Fauzdar of Hughly. nmnat >ri t. • -necial
b A general letter, i e. an official letter. General as oppose d f ,pec.ai

The word is derived fromor private.
6 iTnd this should read < Perpetuannoes.' Thew jto «

Italian or Spanish " Perpetuo" (Latin Perpetuus) So ca^ fr°m u^as

ing qualities It was of wool or cotton and wool. (See Murray s dict.onarv ).

7 Coarse.
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two pieces of cloth rashes 1 {some china and fruit were added

later).

4th Deer. * * * * which were carryed ac-

cordingly along with the rest of the things to ye Nabob's and
presented to him, who was extraordry. well pleased with the

brass guns and desired a couple more, but for images he is a

great enemy to and ordered his Nazar
'2 or Chief Eunoch to break

them in pieces, which Mallick Had dee endeavoured to prevent

by desiring the Nabob to return them, but he replyed God does

not approve of Images to be kept in a house and that he had
done him good servis in breaking of them, and returned the

screenes and the pictures with glasses before them, with the

afftoa 8 and Chillumchee 4 (it being coloured glass) Glass hand-
led knives, with most of the China ware, notwithstanding Mul-
lick Haddee and the Vacqeel desired he would return none,

that we did not bring them for that end : but he said what he

had returned he had no occasion for and that what he had ac-

cepted was for the sake of the English and out of ye respect he
had for them : thus having concluded the Nabob marched to-

wards the guims which he had planted by the river side of his

garden. 5 where he sate in his chaire, as I'm informed, till 'twas
dark looking upon them and spoake to Mall. Haddee, his duan,
that we write to his Worship etc. for 2 more with their car-

riages which will be very acceptable if procurable in lieu of the
screenes &c.

Deer. 8th. French complaint found false.
6

April 1691. Orders were received from the King that the

English should pay the " arcustomary piscash of Rs. 3000
yea rhj

.

1

Mahmud Sadak % was Fauzdar of Jattrapur?

1 Connected with Italian Rases silk, satin or fine serge. A smooth
textile fabric made of silk (silk rash) or worsted (cloth rash). (See Mur-
ray s dictionary).

2 Although the chief Eunuch wasXazir the latter word is not equival-
ent to chief Eunuch: it means Inspector or Supervisor. Prince Mahd-
\zarn s Nazir was also an eunuch (See first Instalment.)

Aftaba, i.e. a water jug or ewer.
- Basin or bowl. Cf. letter from Hugh I v to Balasore in 1878 : " I re-

quest you to get made for me a handsome middle sized Attaw and Chil-
lumchee of Tetanague well set out with brass about the edges " (Bowrey,

av, -\
Th£ Wa

f
evidently on the river side anrl was most likely at Navvab

Snaista Khan s place by Babu Bazar Ghat : the place was formerly
known as Katra Pakartali. It was certainly not the Lai Bagh.

6 See entry of 18th Novr. above
7 This was the amount levied by Mir Jumla and Shaista Khan.

Stewart writes that Mir Jumla " insisted upon their continuing to pav the
peishkush or annual offering of 3000 rupees, which had been established by
the fauzdar of Hughly during the late civil war."

x I can not trace him elsewhere.
y Jattrapur was a thana and is still known locally as Thana Jatrapur.

Jt is mentioned both by Hedges and Tavernier as being on the route to
uacca. It lies on the river Ichamutti in the Harirampur Police Station.



Part III.

The interval between the second and third instalment of

these diaries, viz. from 1691 to 1736, is considerable, and the

gap must be filled from other sources.

In 1696 Prince Azimushan, son of Bahadur Shah, suc-

ceeded Ibrahim Khan as Viceroy, but he did not make Dacca

his Headquarters till 1702 '. In the meantime the work in

Dacca was carried on by a Deputy. In a note to the second

instalment I have stated that I found in theTi|»pera Collectorate

evidence that in 1698 one Rahmat Khan was Nawab of Dacca

that is. lie was Prince Azimushan's Deputy, in 1701 the

Emperor appointed Kar Talab Khan * to the post of Diwan of

Bengal with the title of Murshid Kuli Khan. The latter s suc-

cessful administration of the revenues made Azimushan jeal-

ous, and he endeavoured to procure his assassination m th«

street- of Dacca. 3 This led to Murshid Kuli quitting Dacca (in

1703) and setting up the Diwani offices in Mukhsusabad which

he renamed Murshidabad, after himself. On hearing of this the

Emperor directed Azimushshan to leave Dacca and live in

Behar, which he accordinglv did, leaving his son Farukhsiyar

as his Deputy, with Sar Baland Khan* to assist him boon

afterwards, in 1706. Farukh Siyar himself left Dacca forKaj-

mahal . going afterv ards to Murshidabad : and thence forth Dacca

ceased to be the headquarters of the Bengal Government,

only a Xaib Xazim remaining in charge, and sometimes at a latei

stage only the Deputv of a Nail) Xazim.
.

On the accession of Bahadur Shah to the throne oi Delhi

his son Azimushan continued to be Xazim of Bengal, but

Murshid Kuli Khan was appointed Deputy or Naib \azim,

while still holding the office of Diwan. and when Azimushan was

killed in 1712 he became Xazim or Viceroy, thus uniting the

offices of Nazim and Diwan in violation of the Moghul consti-

tution. He was confirmed in these offices and given the title ot

Jafir Khan bv Farukhsiyar when he became Emperor, and ap-

pointed Mirza Lutfullah. to whom he gave the title ol Murshid

1 See Wilson's OKI Fort William.* See Wilson s O d Fort wuiiam.
. ^ „ , , . f . „

* There used to be a mosque and Fish Bazar m?«5£^^e

name of Kartalab Khan. It was aft-rwards m possession of Ladh Begun ,

daughter of Sarfaraz Khan. The mosque xs still known by his name but

is more often called the Begum Bazar Mosque.

8 See Stewart and Riazus Sulatin. Murshed
* This man acted as Deputy Nawab ot Bengal o^e uhen

^
ur
.^

Kuli Khan and Farukh Siyar went to the Emperor s court ™l™ 7ll
a present from the English in return for a parwana for free trade. (See

Wilson Early Annals, Vol. I.)
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Kuli Khan, and who had married his grand daughter, to be
Naib Nizam of Dacca.

The Nawab Nazim Murshid Kuli Khan died in 1726 and was
succeeded by his son-in-law Shujauddin, who confirmed Murshid
Kuli, his own son-in-law, as Naib Nazim of Dacca. Murshid
Kuli employed as his assistant ] at Dacca one Mir Habib, who
conquered Tippera md afterwards became notorious for desert-
ing to the Maharattas. One Aga Sadaq whose help had been in-

valuable in the conquest of Tippera was made Faujdar of that
territory.*

In 1734 Murshid Kuli Khan was transferred to Orissa. and
_

Sarfaraz Khan, son of the Nawab Nazim Shujauddin was ap-
pointed Naib Nazim of Dacca : but he, preferring to remain in

Murshedabad, appointed one GhalibaliKhan to administer Dacca
for him with Jaswant Rai 8 as hi* Piwan. The latter was
a most capable officer and the revenues of Dacca flourished
under his charge. Not only that, but the author of the Riaz-
us-Salatu says :

" Putting forth laudable efforts to keep down
the selling rates of food grains, and effecting cheapness in their
prices, he threw open the western gate of the fort of .Jahangir
nagar which Nawab Amirul Umara Shaista Khan had closed,
inscribing on it a prohibition to the effect that no one should
open it until he had succeeded in reducing the price of good
gram to one seer of the bazar weight per Dirham ae wi <ur-
rent in the Nawab's time."

The successor of Ghalib Ali Khan took over charge in 1737.
He had been daroga of the Nawara (Superintendent of the Fleet)
at Dacca, He married a daughter of Sarafaraz Khan. He was
an oppressive ruler. In his time Jeswant Rai resigned the
LAwanship.* So far the diary below agrees with the historians
or the period. But the former calls him Sved Reza Khan,
whereas the latter say he was Murad AliKhan, son of Sved Rez;
rvtian by Nefisa Begnm , sister of Sarafa ra z Khan . This discn -

pancy is apparently irreconcilable, especially as the historians
tell us that Syed Reza Khan died sou,- ten years before. It is ex -

tremely unlikely that the English on the spot would make a mis-
raKe in the name, and the only explanation would seem to be
that Murad Ah came to be known by his father's name The
case is not without parallel as we saw above that Nawab Mur-
^nid KuJi Khan s grandson was called Murshid Kuli Khan.

m .
" WM at this time that Raja Raj Ballabh came into pro

mmence. He belonged to a family that had settled in Bikram-

i Stewart calls him Diwan.

Huslin^inVw" ^P^dbv Sirajuddaul* to ass.-inate WaWabuusa.nuddin Khan in Dacca. See Sairul Mutakherin)

The SSS"?*' «
e Riaz—Sa»^« -lis Wm jisunat Rai.

nuired ^ond nl^
heR,a7:TteS: ,iMun«hi Jasunat Rai who had ac-

St beSniZT r-
0ng

?,
the ^°p,e

'
aPP«-ehendinR that his reputationmignt De tarnished, resigned lus office of Diwan "
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pur. He came to the notice of Murad Ali Khan (or Syed Reza
Khan) when the latter was Daroga of the Nawara and he was
accountant (Jama Navis) of that department. On Murad Ali

getting his promotion, Raj Ballabh became Peshkar of the

Nawara. and then apparently succeeded Jaswant Rai as Diwan.
In 1753 he became Deputy Governor or Naib under Nawazish
Muhammad, son-in-law of Ali Verdi Khan, after the assassina-

tion of Husainuddin at the instigation of Sirajuddaullah . He was
an able administrator and at the same time acquired much
wealth and property for himself. The large pargana of Raj-

nagar came into his possession : it was made up of portions of

surrounding parganas which apparently Raj Ballabh succeeded

in transferring to himself. At Rajnagar he had some very fine

buildings which have now unfortunately disappeared into the

river Padma. In 1756 his son Krishna Das fled from Dacca

with his family and a large amount of treasure (presumably his

father's) and took refuge with the English at Calcutta. This

led to the hostilities in Calcutta and the notorious Black Holt

incident.

At the beginning of 1739 we find from the diary that Abdul

Fateh Khan was Nawab (Xaib Suba) in Dacca. A change was

to be expected at that time as Sarafaraz Khan became Nawab
Nazim and so vacated his appointment as Naib Nazim of Dacca

.

Historians, however, do not mention the name of Abdul Fateh

Khan.
When Ali Verdi Khan (Mahabat Janii) became Nawab Nazim

(1739-40) he appointed his son-in law Nawazish Muhammad to

be Naib Nazim of Dacca, and Hossain Kuli Khan was sent to

Dacca as his Deputy. Sirajuddaulah, who was Ali Verdi's

grandson, at the same time became Daroga of the I )acca Nawara

but there is no evidence that he lived in Dacca. Raj Ballabh

must have reverted to his former post at this time for we find

lie Brindaban the Diwan in 1744.

In the Sair-ul-Mutakharin we read that one Gokul Chanel

formerly a servant of Husain Kuli Khan, had been Collector

General (diwan) and Commissary of Dacca: he turned round

>u his old master and got him dismissed through some influenc*

at Murshidabad. Yasin Khan, the Faujdar of Dacca, became

Nawab in his place : but Hossain Kuli Khan went to Mursheda

bad and through the good graces of Ghasiti Begum, wife of

Xawab Nawazish Muhammad, was reinstated. He then pro-

ceeded to ruin Gokul Chand and appointed Raj Ballabh in his

place. Soon after Hossain Kuli Khan left Dacca, appointing

his nephew Husainuddin Khan, to act in his place. Dacca was

thus reduced to the < iovernment of a Xawab's deputy's deputy's

deputy.

The diary below touches upon the anxiety felt at Dacca on

account of the Maharatta invasions. The reason for th.

Waharattas invading Bengal is not clear : but whatever it may
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have been they soon overran the province. Mir Habib with a

body of cavalry arrived at Murshedabad in the beginning of 1742

and plundered the house of the wealthy Jagat Seth, capturing

Murad Ali Khan and Raja Dulabh Ram.' He also took back with

him his own brother, Mir Sharif, who was then living at Murshi-

dabad. The war continued with varying success for some years.

In the cold weather of 1745-46 (1158 A.H.) Mir Habib again

attacked Murshidabad, but he had only time to ravage the

suburbs. Stewart tells us, before the Nawab's army came up and

forced him to retire. After this the Mabarattas left Bengal for a

time, which accounts for the entry in the diary of April 1746

to the effect that there was no longer any fear of them.

It is interesting to note that in 1740 the wives and chil-

dren of Nawab Sarafaraz Khan were sent by Ali Verdi to Dacca,

and a handsome allowance was settled on them. Up to 1820, at

least, his descendants were enjoying that allowance in the shap<

of pensions. One of his daughters was Ladli Begum who in

1777 was in possession of Kartalab Khan's mosque and Bazar.

Her two daughters, Pannah Begum and Haji Begum, received

an additional allowance as compensation for the Bazar being

resumed by Government. One of Sarafaraz Khan's sons—pro-

bably the eldest—was called Nawab Shukurullah Khan, who
had the following children: Ejazzali Khan, Nasruddin Haidar
Khan, Husain Bukhsh Khan, Hadi Ali Khan and Fakhrunnisa
Begum. Of these Nasruddin had a son Mirza Ibrahim Ali Khan :

Husain Bux had two children—Mirza and Tayeba Begum ; whih
Hadi Ali (who married Pannah Begum) had a son, Bahadur Ali

Khan and a daughter Sahib Begum. I am unable to say wh< her
there are any descendants of any of these now alive.

As regards the English in Dacca at this period there is

nothing of importance to record. The amalgamation of the
two Companies into the United East India Company at the
beginning of the eighteenth century left them unaffected. The
diary closes before the exciting events of 1750 took place.
The only matter of interest to the Dacca people was the removal
of the factory from Tezgaon to the town.

Tn the first instalment I said the original factory was pro-
bably at Tezgaon. I ought to have said it was certainly there.
Besides the evidence of Hedges, we have the letter of September
1689, in the second instalment, showing that t he factory was not
m the city. Further, we find from papers in the Collectorate that
there were at Tezgaon several bungalows and a building tailed
" the Factory House at Tezgaon" in the j ear 1775. Thechan ?

to the town was apparently made just before the following
diary begins. In a general letter to the Court, dated 29th
January 1737, we find the entry :

" 100, Refer it to the Coni-

Th
Government for his father's Jagir.
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pany whether the Factory House at Dacca shall be finished

as Mr. Mandeville proposed 28th December : Mr. Cooke has
laid out some money on it." By August 1737 it would appear
that the removal had been completed, for the writer and write-

of the " workmen at Tezgaun" as if it were a place different

from the place where he was writing.

I may note here as an item of interest that the first canton-

ments in Dacca were situated in Mauzah Baigunbari. which
adjoins Tezgaon. The Chandmari (shooting range) is still point-

ed out, but all that remains of it is a large mound, evidently

the old butts, in and near which quantities of lead used to be

found. The remains of an old road with a broken bridge, con-

necting the cantonments direct with the Mymensingh road still

exist. The present Ramna was constructed in 1825 by Mr.

Dawes (the then Magistrate) as an open space between the old

and the new cantonments.

Volume II.

29th November 1736. At a consultation, present Francis

Russell 1 Esq., Supervisor and Chief. Messers John Freame,*

William Price,3 Thomas Feake * and Bernard Bouket. 5

Upon Mr. Russell's arriving yesterday morning as Super-

visor and Chief for the time being with orders from the Hon'ble

Board of Calcutta to inspect into the conduct of Mr. Thomas
Cooke, the occasion of said order being from a complaint trans-

mitted to the Govt, and Council by Messers Freame, Feake and

Bouket setting forth that the said Mr. Cooke-6 had, they believed

embezzled the Honble Company's cash as well as done man;

other unwarrantable things. Mr. Russell now called us together

to enquire into these matters and told us that he was affraid our

suspicions in relation to the cash would prove true, for that he

had yesterday morning, at the same time that he took charge

I He succeeded to a Baronetcy later. He was great grandson of Oliver

Cromwell. He became chief of Co imbazar and died in Calcutta on 26th

Febv. 1743. (See Wilson's Old Fort William.)

* He became Chief in September 1738 and died m Dacca m Septem-

ber 1740.
, t

. . .

3 He was no longer in Dacca in November 1738, but whether he left

or died is not known. I can not trace him elsewhere.

+ He was a son of Samuel Feake who was Governor till 1723 (see

Wilson's Early Annals, Vol. Ill ). He became chief of Jugdea (in Xoakhah)

in February 1742 and replaced Moore as Chief of Dacca in April 1745. He
died and was buried in Dacca on 7th October 1750 at the age of 32.

& I find several persons of the name of Boukett mentioned but not

ono called Bernard. .

« He married Avarinha Child (on 1st Septr. 1716) who died mCalcutt

in April 1728, but I cannot find out anything more about him. H
cannot be the same Thomas Cooke mentioned by Wilson m his 01

Fort William between 1755 and 1758.
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of the Factory, demanded of Mr. Cooke the cash account
with the balance thereof, but Mr. Cooke entreated he would wait-

till this evening which Mr. Russell did agree to having first

ordered Ensign Xairne to change the guard and centinels at each
<^ate out of the party he brought with him and that nothing
pass out of the Factory without his leave. * * *

* * * * * * *

Mr. Cooke being then ill of the gout and confined to his

chamber by it sent his assistant, Mr. Medly, with the cash
account and the keys of the cash chest and Mr. Price was
ordered to see the cash weighed of agreeable to the ballance,
Duss Messa ' Rs 88276 : but when said chest came to be opened
in the presence of Mr. Price, Mr. Medley, Mr. Cookes banian
and many others, there Mas but 13,000/-Rs Medrass to make
•^ood this large Ballance, which occasioned a deficiency of cash
Duss Messa Rupees 75276. * * * * Mr. Russell
went himself and acquainted him he was dismissed from anv
further service in the Company's affairs here.

12M December. Mr. Russell having been greatly impor-
tuned to visit the Nabob * in so much that the Duan, Justmont-
ray, s declared to the Vacqueel that if this piece of respect was
not showed him he should look on himself as slighted and that
we must not expect his helping hand to the currency of our
business

:
but as Mr. Russell tells us he should desire leave to

return to his station in Calcutta as soon as what relates superv.
hip is ended and the Factory affairs put in a proper 'wav
so he thought it for the Honble Company's interest to evade
this visit since the same would be required of the next Chief
which would occasion a double expense and each visit if not verv
prudently managed Mould cost about three thousand rupees/

n, £8re?Vhat Mr
- Russell decline if possible the visiting

the Nabob for the foregoing reasons and that he direct the
V acqueel to give such answers to this affair as may put a stop to
their troubling us any more on this account and to prevent their
being displeased with our refusal it may not be amiss to
present the Duan writh a looking glass on some proper occa-

jjjjjf^ Lis* of military stores belonging to the

measu^auivS^fnf^
°T^ mashes

-
A masha wa* a ™gh* ™ ***

SemaXTt* £V Y ??**&* t0
'
5
* §rains -

There wer« general!v

-of
6

ig^Z^tZfiZS?** »P~— on,y ten mashe^
2 He was OhnliKoi; iru . .. • .

. ''

* ge
n
w
?
8 Ghahbali Khan at this time.j f, n , ***** <** "ua time.

was Nawao jIffir

W
KhlnVS **

?
towart »»<• Jesunat Rai in the Biaz. He

be KS NaSm ofSaccaTEt^ T"£ r ° f Serfaraz Khan wh° ™S

the revenues.
h S t,me

-
He was Pu * h» entire charge of
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3 Brass Swivel guns. 2 Iron canon.
2 Mortars. 10 spare bayonet pieces.

3 long swivel guns. 4 carboins.

4 large brass swivel bhunder- 5 Pistols.

busses. 5 swords etc.. etc.

10 small, 3 of which are iron.

16th January 1737. Oassenaut ' the Godown Banian was
on account of an old dispute carried this morning from his house
and put into close confinement at the Duan's and as we are

informed chiefly at the instigation of our head Ruffagur*
Mahmud Jean's brother : we sent for said Ruffagur to repri-

mand him for suffering any of his family to appear at the

Durbar against the Factory servants, but to our great surprise

he was gone and had taken sanctuary in the Duan's house.

1st February. George Mandeville, 8 Esq. arrived here the

30th ult.*******
Mr. Russell having delivered over all papers and accounts

to George Mandeville Esq. whom the Honble Presdt. and Coun-
cil have appointed chief of this Factory * * will leave

this place tomorrow.
4th February. Jessmutrah 4 the Duan of Dacca having

it in his power to be greatly serviceable or disserviceable to

us as he is pleased or displeased, we are of opinion that the

Chief ought to cultivate a Friendship with him and that now he

has just taken charge of the Chiefship he should make him a

voluntary Present.

12th February. Taking into consideration what Military

are necessary to be kept at this Factory, it appears that it is

necessary to have centinalls 6 at the doors of the treasure go-

down and other warehouses of the Factory, 6 as well as at the

gates and that some of the adjacent petty Chowkeys T stopping

boats that are bringing the Honble Company's goods, a party

of soldiers are often necessary to be sent to clear such goods.

Agreed therefore that we keep one Ensign, one Serjeant, 1 cor-

poral, one Drummer and 17 Centinalls and that we send the

remainder of the Military to Calcutta.

1 Kashi Nath.
« Raffugar, i.e., a darner. These men could withdraw a broken

thread from the finest muslin and replace it without the change being

noticed.
3 He was junior at Kassimbazar in March 1718. He was Zemindar

or Collector of Calcutta before coming to Dacca.
+ Jaswant Ray.
6 Sentinels or guards.
* See Introduction to this Part.
7 Probably customs stations; in 1808 Enayatganj and Alaraganj

were described as Custom House Chowki
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Four soldiers being European Portuguese of the number
drafted out to return to Fort William this day diserted us
Agreed that the Vacqueel go to Jesmunt ray and desire that if

they are within the district of the Dacca Government they may
be delivered up to us.

20th March * * * "a great fire which burnt
great part of this city." ***** * *

Jesmut 'rae having a grandson born it is thought for our
Master's interest that the Vacqueel do go and congratulate him
and carry a present as usuall on such occasions which will

amount to about 100 Rupees.
8th April 1737. Messers Mandeville & Freame visitted

Goolab Bullub Caun, s the Nabob of Dacca, and were received
with great civility and fair promises.

29th April. There having been a general table kept ever
since the arrival of Mr. Mandeville and the Company allowing
700 Rupees per year for Factory provisions. Agreed that three
months allowance for the time Mr. Mandeville has been here be
paid out of the Honble Company's cash.

1th May The Nabob having sent to the Factory for some
copper and having been told the Company had none took it
very amiss and said how could we expect his friendship when
we denied him such a trifle. Agreed we buy and send him what
he wants, being about 3| maunds, looking upon it our Honble
Masters interest not to have him disobliged for such a small
matter.

5th June 1737. There having been in some of the preceding
months given to Serasdee Mahmud * the Tautconna * and Mulbus
coss^ Droga* presents of sundry goods out of Honble Com-
pany s warehouse which were in the following sortment and
estimated to him at the following prices

:

Broad cloth, fine yellow .

.

. . 120
>9 >> Aurora .

.

. . 224
„ ordinary .. ..180

Velvett gg
Stiff damask crimson 82/8

• •

yellow 63/12 .. .. 146/4

726/4/-

1 Jaswant Ray.
2 Ghalib Ali Khan.
8 Serajuddin Muhammad.

s \?\u
hlU
Sl

8on
?
ething to do with the weavers.6 Malbua Rhus i.A or. ,™„„„+ j. c ~ ..

furnlahedfrom TW™ f«7Vu-» T "7"™»« 01 nne muslins formerly furnished

178?M HnltJ
he Ro^J wardrobe at Delhi. (Wilson's glossary.) In

6 IW»a
n
n
pVeP°rfce

t

d
*5at the office had »ong been extinct

" JJaroga or Superintendent.
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He has since frequently sent to us and acquainted us that the

above goods are of no use to him and that as the persons who
were his predecessors in the 2 posts he enjoys used to have
2000 rupees per year between them he insists on our taking

back these goods and give him ready money in the room thereof

and we therefore considering that as all the Delolls l Pioars, '

Washermen & Ruffagurs are all under his command and dare

not come to our factory without his leave we think it our

Honble Masters interest to preserve his frienship tho' at

some expense. Agreed that we take back the above mentioned

goods from him and pay him in ready money D.M. * Rs 726/4/-

24th June. The 9th inst. we returned the Honble Com-
pany's Pinnace with 1 Serjeant, 1 Drummer and 7 European

soldiers

.

9th July. One Mirza Sammee and one Seebdas both per-

sons who have posts 3 themselves and great influence with

Jesmut ray having for some time complained that they have

not lately* reed, any acknowledgements from us and therefore

have from time to time thrown Barrs in our way and caused

our business to be impeeded, our Vacqueel informs us that

about 300 Rupees will make them both our friends. Agreed

therefore that the Chief do present them with about that sum.

29th July. Sally Mahmud, 4 Deputy to the Mulbus cas>

and Tantconna Droga, expecting a present from us and it

laying in his way to forward or molest our Business as he is

pleased or displeased, Agreed he be presented with about 150

Rupees.
August 1737. In April last arrived here from Muxadavad

one Sciad 6 Radge Caun who is contracted to be married to a

favorite daughter of Saffrage Caun : he has the posts of Toap-

conna and Nurwarra Droga, Phousdar of Tipperary and severall

other posts in this Government, he is made independent of our

Nabob Gullubullub Caun with whom he has quarrelled and

abused and on their mutual complaints going to Muxadavad

Sciadrage Caun has got the better: tins man acta here in the

most Tyrannicall manner, not onlj "

^own

in those appertaining to the Nabob's Government, whipping

and killing whosoever refuse to give him any sums of money

lie demands, and this tyranny he exercises without controul

and it is thought here that Gullubullub Caun will be recalled

and he made Nabob. This man has sent frequent demand>

to the Chief to come and vissit him and make him the sam<

present as he did the Nabob, threatening on refusal! to

impede all our businesse, which the Chief has hitherto evaded

' See First Instalment of these Diaries.

* Das Masha. « I can not trace them.

* Saleh Mahammad or perhaps Saleh Ahmed.
& Syed Reza Khan. (See Introduction to this Part.)
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complying with and since he has come down something in his

demand and saj7s he will be contented with a visit without

jiving a surpace and talks of the presents being Rs. 2000 and

our Vacqueel tells us some of his under officers say they believe

Rs. 1500 will do. The Chief yesterday offered a vissit and
500 Rs. which he refused with disdain.

10th August. Sciadradge Oaun having come down in his

demands and offering to receive a vissit to be attended with

the charge of a present of 900 Rs. to him and 200 Rs. among
his officers

*******
and he having been very Importunate and Troublesome even
to the impeding some of our Business we think it our Honble
Masters Interest to satisfy him.

18th August. Agreed that we send away immediately on
a Budjerow that is at our gate 1 to be hired * * *

under the guard of Serjeant Everatt Cooke and 3 soldiers.

.4 letter from Jugdea mentions Aga Bakar % as Faujdar
there at this time.

'21th August. The 24th instant, the Nabob sent Sally

Mahmud to us with a copy of a Purwanna he said was come
from Muxadavad ordering him to enquire into an accusation
exhibited against Munseram our head sorter for that he had
some years since found on digging in his compound 2 Jars of

gold Moores s which he had kept to his own use instead of pay-
ing it unto the King's Treasury and the Nabob demanded that
we should immediately deliver up Munseram. On taking this

affair into consideration we on enquiry found that Munseram
had been accused 2 years agoe of the same thing which had
been enquired into at that time by Jesmutrae Duan who then
acquitted him and he being at this time extreamely useful to
us in sorting the cloth as it is brought in by the Delolls as also
considering the ill consequences of delivering up the servants
of the Factory on every false and Mallicious information against
^em * * * we sent t jie Nakob for answer
that the Munseram was ready to appear. * * *

The Facqueer* that had lived for many yeares on our wharf
and which some months since we gott turned away by our
Nabob's order having been at Muxadavad to complain had
obtained a Purwanna directed to the Cozzee here to enquire
into the affaire and if he found the Facqueer had a right to

1 It is not quite clear where this was, but probably it was at the
wharf (see below).

2 He was Naib at Jugdea in 1752 (see Long). Scrafton says he was
Governor of Chittagong later. He was killed in Dacca as a result of the
assassination of the Nawab Hossainuddin in 1754 by his son Aga Sadak
(see Stewart Riaz and Sairul Mutaqerin).

8 Gold mohars.
* Cf. the incident of the Sufi in the first instalment.
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the ground and that a Mussulman's bones were buried there

that then he should reestablish him in his right and permitt

him to build a place of worship on the ground, and the Cozzee

having offered in consideration of 250 Rupees to give a sunnud
setting forth the Facqueer's complaint to be groundless and

False and liberty for us to occupy the ground and build on it.

and we considering the great inconveniency of having a Moore's

place of Worship in the midst of our ground especially if our

Honble Masters should think proper to have a factory house 1

built there. Agreed we do pay the Cozzee 250 Rupees and

receive from him a sunnud accordingly.

October 1737. The 30th ult and 1st inst. happened a

storm here and in the adjacent country the most violent * that

has been known in the memory of men * *

The storm destroyed every boat and vessel that was on the

river, and ashore blew down vast numbers of buildings and

among the rest all the Honble Company's bungalows that were

for the use of the Washermen etc, workmen at Taezgaun 8 and

on the wharf.

3rd December 1737. Sally Mahmud Deputy Droga of the

Mulbuscoss and Tautcouna ha veing taken Mutehulkaes* from

the Ruffagurs Nurdees 6 and Washermen etc not to serve as

without leave and from the Delolls and Picars not to come to

our Factory or deal with us. the Vacqueel was sent to him to

know the reason of this proceeding and brot us for answer that

Sally Mahmud had received orders from his master Serasdee

Mahmud Droga to stop all our business till we should pay

10,000 Rs under pretence of 3 years arrears due for 2000 Rs

per annum formerly paid to Chuttee naut and 1000 Rs- p. an-

num as a present to Serasdee Mahmud, that Sallee Mahmud

said him he was sorry he was obliged to do this being afraid

to disobey ye order of Serasdee Mahmud, but that he would

wink at ve washermen etc working for us privately till his

1 Apparently no building was ever constructed on the riverside.

2 AU great 'storms seem to be thus described, cf. the storm men-

tioned in the first instalment. -

8 The writer was apparently neither at Tezgaon nor at the whan.

* Muchalka, i.e. bonds. T A
6 Not finding this word in any dictionary or glossary, I made en-

quiries in Dacca and found that one or two Nurdiyas still live in the town.

I went to see one of them at work : but I have since found a note in the

Maida diary which describes them better than I should, viz *°°™aiis

arrange the threads of cloths that happen to be displaced during bleach-

ing. They work in the manner shown in the figure The
,

c oth wound

upon a roller (nurd) is placed between two posts on the bleaching ground

and is unrolled and carefully examined. The damaged portion it is

then stretched out and being wetted with water an mstrument hke a

comb formed of spines of the Nagphunee plant ("*«;<"*™1™
tnTm

lightly along the surface of the displaced threads in order _to b™g theni

into their proper places." See Taylor: Cotton Manufacture of Dacca.

The man I saw had the cloth held tight by boys.
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master should arrive from Muxadavad which will be in a few
days and then we may make up the affair with him ourselves.

Agreed therefore that we employ the Ruffagurs Washermen
etc in as private a manner as possible till Serasdee Mahmud
arrives here.

The Nabob's haveing sent to borrow a Budgerow of us to

send to Hughly and we having but one and that so damaged
by ye great storm that it has not been yett enough repaired to

be fit for use we sent him that for answer but he was incensed
at it as only a pretence and put peons on our Vacqueel. Agreed
therefore that we hire one of an Armenian for 90 Rs and lend
him.

9th December 1737. The Ruffagars and Washermen have-
ing entered into Mutchulkaes not to work for us, but few of

them could be prevailed on to assist us, notwithstanding Sally
Mahmud had agreed to wink at their doing it, by reason of
which our business has gone on so very slow that we seeing no
likelyhood of getting any quantity of bales ready time enough
for this year's shipping unless we can gett speedy relief, we
therefore sent to Sally Mahmud and informed him we must be
obliged to complain publickly to our Nabob and even to Mux-
adavad for justice if he did not immediately withdraw the
Mutchulkaes, but Sally Mahmud beg'd of us to have a little

more patience till his master Seerasdee Mahmud should arrive
from Muxadavad which he expected daily.

\§th Deer. Mr. John Coleman. 1 our late Surgeon having
died intestate etc.

\§th Deer. Our business still continuing impeeded and
Serasdee Mahmud not being yet arrived we cant think of
making any beginning for the next years Investment. Agreed
therefore that we suspend that till affairs are on a more settled
tooting.

29ft Deer. 1737. Seerasdee Mahmud haveing arrived from
Muxadavad the 22nd instant we sent our Vacqueel to him
to demand ye reasons of our bu.sitiess being impeeded who
answered that he saw no reason he should receive less from us
than his predecessor Chutteenant used to have, that the Nabob
Suffrage Caun had obliged him to agree to pav more into the
iving a Treasury than he used to do and i hat he haveing been
at great expence to gett himself reinstated in his post he must
reimburse himself and therefore he would not recede from the
ctemand Sally Mahmud had by his order made on us and that
ne would not suffer our business to go on till we complved and
accordingly the head Ruffagurs. Nurdeas, Washermen Coon-

o„ *£S£X£i2z£*x' buripd in Dacca oemetery the 8,ab
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i leegurs l etc were taken up and whip'd and putt in irons for

haveing presumed to work for us after they had signed Mut-
chalkaes not to do so and the Delolls and Picars were obliged

to sign fresh obligations not to come near Our Factory nor do
any business with us without his leave : in short, all our busi-

ness was entirely stop'd. This our Vacqueel complained of to

the Nabob as a great injustice and demanded him to do us

justice, which he said he would do, but as yett we have been

able to obtain no relief. Nor we are likely to have any for

some time haveing reed, news that a purwanna is arrived from

Muxdavad ordering the Nabob Gullub bullub to quitt hia

government and return thither and it is said that Sciadradge

caun is to be our Nabob and Serasdee Mahmud his deputy.

Yesterday Serasdee Mahmud sent for our Vacqueel and

told him that in consideration of his regard for the English he

will consent to clear our business provided we pay down in

hand 3000 Rs for the arrears and give an obligation to pay

2000 Rs yearly to the Mulbuscoss and Tantcouna, the first

payment of 2000 Rs to be made on the 1st of February and

declared he would not recede from this nor shall our business

go on till we comply.
We being now met to take into consideration the un-

happy situation of our affairs. These demands appear to us

so exorbitant and Tyrannicall that we dare not venture to

comply with them especially as our Nabob is recalled almost

all the officers of the Government will be new and if we

comply with this extravagant demand of Serasdee Mahmud,
the new Nabob and all the new officers of the Government

will expect their usuall presents to be enhanced in like pro-

portion which will make the charges Durbar amount to an

extravagant sum not to be borne either by ye CompanyV

trade or the private trade. Moreover, as we have been im-

peeded this whole month our business is thrown greatly back

and what cloth we have wants a great deal of work to be

done to it and we seeing no likelihood of Serasdee Mahmud

falling in his demands very shortly we believe it will be im-

possible to gett the cloth readv in time enough for our Honble

Masters ships which we imagine to be now near their Dispatches.

We therefore think it for our Honble Masters Interest and

to prevent as much as possible such impositions in future to

make a stand. Agreed therefore that we send Serasdee Mahmud

word that we have fullv resolved not to pay him one Rupee

Account his pretended claim of arrears and also a letter in

nature of a protest for all damages the Honble Company may

~
1 » Workman who beetle cloth. Muslins are beaten with small chank

shells (valuta gravis) and cloths of a stout texture with a mallet
;

upon

a block of tamarind wood, rice water being spnnkled over them during

the operation." Taylor : Cotton Manufacture of Dacca.

A Coondegur is practically a calenderer.
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sustain by his thus unjustly impeeding and stopping our
business : that we send an Auredgedas? to the Nabob Gullub
bullub Caun and another to Sciadradge Caun setting forth
the case in the most aggrevateing terms and demanding
justice against Serasdee Mahmud, that the Chief send a letter

to Jestmut rae Duan desireing his friendship and assistance in

our behalf and that the Vacqueel and our late Broker's nephew
Monichund do carry these Auredgedasses and letters and that
they attend the Durbar daily to demand justice in the most
clamorous and importuning manner they possibly can.

January 1738. Corporal Jacob Merrier died of a Flux the
31st ult.

6th January 1738. This morning we had the pleasure
to be informed that Seerasdee Mahmud had cleared all our
business and promised not to molest us till we had dispatched
the remainder of this years Investment.

21th January. Chuckoo Seal, Mr. Cookes Banian, havin
been kept in confinement in the Factory ever since Mr. Russell
arrived 1 here in hopes of fixing some Frauds on him and in
order to give us light into Mr. Cooke's private concerns here
and at the adjacent aurungs we have frequently endeavoured
by examining him to find out any frauds he mav have com-
mitted but his papers and books of accounts having been
conveyed out of the way and he not confessing anything
our endeavours have all proved fruitless and he being* of no
further use for the gathering in of Mr. Cooke's effects but the
keeping of him here being an expence of Peons to guard him
and we being frequently troubled with complaints at the Dur-
bar Agreed we write to the Honble the Board of Fort William
to desire their orders for sending him to Calcutta to them.

January 1738 The cash account for this month in-
cludes :

—

By charges Durbar: Eade Sallamv 4 to the
Nabob Gullub bullub Caun and Durbar
officers

By ditto given Gullub bullub Caun at his

L71-O-0

going away in sundry spices .

.

7->-4-<>
By charges Durbar. Sallamv s to new Nabob

Seiad radge Caun* ,, 36-8-0

22nd February. Our Vacqueel being returned from the
Uurhar informed us that the Nabob Sciadradgee Caun had

finerae^t.
Vember 1?36

'

8° th&t he had been m°r <> than 14 months in con-

l

Salami (offering) on the occasion of the Id.• Offering, i.e. of welcome.
* It is evident that the change of Nawabs took place this month,
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expressed great displeasure at the chief not having visited him
that he said he would let us know we should pay him the

same respect as his predecessors had reed, from us and that

unless he was immediately visited by us and gave him the

presents usual on such occasions he should stop all our busi-

ness * * * * Agreed we send him word that it is contrary

to the Honble Company's order that two visits should be paid

and the expence thereof incurred twice in one year and as the

Chief visited Gullub bullub Caun in April last we hope he

will stay till next May when the chief will certainly visit him
as usual : and this we agreed to because Sciadradgee Caun is not

yet confirmed from Muxadavad, it is possible he may be

recalled and a new Nabob appointed who will also insist on

a visit.

26th February. Yesterday came advices that the Pin-

nace Ave dispatched with 3 chests of Treasure to Jugdea the

22nd inst was stop'd by order of the Nabob at a place

called Rhumebeage Surray l the Chief sent the Vacqueel to the

Durbar to know the reason thereof and to desire an order for

her being cleared immediately, the Vacqueel informs us that

he went to the Durbar and complained to the Nabob who
gave him for answer that till he was visited by the Chief and

the same presents given him as Gullub bullub Caun reed, last-

year he would not clear the Pinnace nor let us do any business

This morning the Chief received a visit from Serasdee

Mohmud acquainting him that he had received orders from the

Nabob to forbid the Delolls, Picars, Rutfogurs and washer-

men to do any business for us. Agreed the Chief do send

an auredgedass to the Nabob demanding justice and a currency

of our business.

2nd March. The Duan Jesmut rae insisting on a present

to be made him as usuall yearly and it laying in his power to

serve or disserve us greatly Agreed he be paid five hundred

(500) Rupees which is the least he will take to promote and

help forward our business for the ensuing season.

[Complaint was made to Muxadavad ahout the stoppi g of

the Pinnace and it was released in April.]

dth March. Our Vacqueel also informs us that he ha

not been wanting to demand justice of the Nabob for as that

Jesmut rae has both interceded in our behalf but to no pur-

pose for on the contrary the Nabob publickly declare- that

he will impeede our business and do us all the prejudice he can

till we comply with his demands. Our broker and ^ acqueel

have the Government peons on them and the other black

banian servants are afraid of stirring out of the Factory there

l Not traced.
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being peons laying in wait to seize and carry them prisoners

10 the Durbar ***** * *

Serasdee Mahmud also demands of us three thousand
rupees for the currency of our business and says that he will

not give perwannahs to the Delolls, Picars, Washermen, etc.

fill we pay him that sum.
Agreed to write to Cossimbazar.
20th March. The Durbar officers having heard that we

have made a complaint to Muxadavad of the ill usage and
impediments we meet with here has had a very good effect,

for the peons are taken off from our broker and Vacqueel
and Serasdee Mahmud yesterday sent for our broker and told
him that he was very desirous of being our friend and that
he would permit the Pelalls Picars Washermen etc. to do
business with and for us and give us a due currency of our
business for the year provided we would agree to pay him
one thousand rupees, half in hand and the other half some
time hence when we should be convinced of his sincerity but
that the Nabob still continuing very angry with us we must
do our business as privately as possible.

Considering the season "is so far advanced and it is high time
to begin our work, Agreed that we acquiesce to his proposal.

19$ April. Nawab Shuja Khan's > parwana :—
Mr. Braddyll the English Chief at Cossimbazar has com-

plained to me that Seerasdee Mahmud and you (Sciadradgee
Caun) have distressed and done injustice to the English at
Dacca, (the copy of which complaint I now send you) and as
the English have complained of you so has many others: my
son Nuftrage Caun 2 has wrote you a great deal concerning

•!fu nT bufc you have not 'regarded him and have not
withheld from doing ill, therefore I write vou expressly and
order you to satisfy this and all the complaints against vou :

it you dont it will not be well for vou for I will turn' you

o/r'i
ernploy an(I

•
vou wil1 suffer disgrace :

loth April. Information received that Mr. Thomas Joshua
JlOOre 6 VMS riT.nnlnio.i m,Z„l „..„ I/.. ^, nj, j .,,

Mandeville

Buxi

Wi Mai,. Mr. Moore takes charge. The posts at the
~ry then were

; Chief Accountant. Exj>ort Warehouse keeper,

17 th May. Information received that Mr. James Black-
ford was appointed to he. asxistnnf

I ?a
e
pf«^,V

h
TCl

NaWa
!l
NaZ

l
,

?

1
?
£ Benga1

'
whose dePuty governed Dacca.

ab£l '
n Nalb Nazim °f Dacca f he resided at Mur-shidabad

emh« ?¥£< ¥%£* ,

C°°ke on l5th APril 1723 and died on 29th

toT£indlrf JEll A " ".£"** Annals, Vol. HI). He was Collec-tor (Zeramda
) ^Calcutta m 1737 (see Wilson's Old Port William).

tion, imvh^tLt t
any *"? °f

,

him exoeP* an entry » Long's elec-tions snow mur that he was m Ju^lea in 1748.
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23rd May 1738. Mr. Moore advises that he has received

a message from Seerasdee Mahmud informing him that unless

he consents to the making the Nabob a visit positive orders

will be given to him, Seerasdee Mahmud, to take away all our

Ruffagurs, Washermen etc. He therefore advises us by all

means to agree to this visit which we have seriously considered

and find it indeed impossible to avoid as well in consideration

that the present Nabob Sciadradgee Caun has not been visited

by any chief since he has been in his Government as that Mr.

Mandeville promised him he should be visited this month.

Accounts for May include Rs. 80 - for two months salary to-

1/r. Holwell} Surgeon.

26th June. Messers. Moore & Feake visited the Nawab :

11) e charges included

:

To Nawab Bs. 1015/- To NawaVs servants Rs. 150/- Liquors

to Durbar officers 8.

Nawab Rs. 122/8.

July. The accounts f

i

i

September. Last night about 12 o'clock we reed, a letter

from the Honble Presdt & Council at Calcutta communi-

cating the Honble Companvs orders for Mr. John Freame

to be Chief of this Factory. Agreeable to these orders Mr.

Moore has this morning delivered over the cash * *

Books of the Factory, Merchant's contracts and every thing

in his charge to Mr. John Freame and as he had done

this he acquainted us that he could not accept of any new

charge as second or otherwise but would set out for Calcutta

tomorrow and that he should do himself the honour to address

the Honble the President and Council separately on this

occasion.
, 7 i .< »;

October. The accounts for this month include the following

salaries

:

—
John Freame Sr. Merchant for 6 months 160 -

do. do. 60 -

Thos Feakc, Factor
do. do. fiO

'-

Bernard Bouket -

Jas . Blackford . Writ i r do. do. *>/-

John Canty s Surgeon for 3 months i -"

l In a despatch to the Court of Director dated 13th J»un-
read "In obedience to your commands of March 1 42 we appoint

ed Mr. John Zephaniah Holwell, one of your Surgeons m Mna

Establishment, in the room of Dr. Wilham Lmdsay who departed rtns

life of a fever on the 29th of that month.» (See Long) HolweU was

evidently a surgeon on the establishment before '^^J famous
the man named in the diary was probably the same. If so, the famous

V» I *-i4 ^ — • « --» -^ m <~wm *-..*-». i-n In^i^Qhistorian was once in Dacca.
* See Introduction to this Part

8 Not traced.
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November. Gave Rajabullub Duan ' a silver snuff box-
double gilt 60-

l'Mh January 1739.—The Nabob has for some time been
very urgent to have a visit made him and having peremptori-
ly declared that he will put off no longer and will entirely stop
our business unless we immediately consent to it, we think
attempting to evade it must tend greatly to our Honble
Masters' prejudice as it will prevent our sending hence the
remainder of the investment which we are of opinion will be
much more to their disadvantage than the expense of a visit
and have therefore resolved upon making it in 2 or 3 days.

February. Accounts show Rs. 17 - paid to Abdul Futtoo'2

Caun, Naib Sutah, and his servants.

April. Account include. (i sallamv to the new Nabob. 8

a gold mohur 14/- and Rupees and also Rs 5 -" given to Golab
Roy* the Duan

.

23rd May. The 17th instant received a letter from the
Honble the President and Council dated the 9th in answer to
our of the 23rd ult. wherein they say that as affairs at
Uilly are still fluctuating and no settlement in the Empire
yet made (at least that they have anv certain account of) it
is highly probable that there may be another change shortlv
ot our buba" especially on a revolution, in which' case the
Honble Company may be put to a double expence. therefore
would have us defer making a visit so long as we possibh
can with safety to their affairs but when we shall find the
making a visit absolutely necessary for preventing worse con-
sequence by obstruction in their business, then they permit
us to do it on the cheapest Terms we can.

™ *?Tng
-

duIy considered the purport of the above letterwe think visiting the Nabob impossible to be avoided with-
out hazarding an entire stoppage of our business till a change
in the Subahship, etc. etc.

June. Visit paid on 20th~on which occasion the Xawab

:2e7Tmff
RS

-
U31/4/

- in C"*h and «*« He to the

2<M July The Honble Company's business ha now
»een stopt by the Durbar for some days and we find our utmost

. of Gll25

a]

Roy!
labh 6vidently only officiated as Divvan, pending the arrival

he be th?«mf«
K
am (

,ft,
Intro^tion). I can not trace him unless

! g™den% Abdul Fath Khan.
'*

unfit for \Ts
ay

fath?r'«
een

fe S0
1°f DiWan BhuPat Rai

« **° ™» found

S£!«!ULuSSa^&^r000' of hi * youth in the

« SfarTSli M
6VT1

?
f Nadir Shah'in Delhi (see Stewart),meters to the Nawab Nazim of Beng.il
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endeavours to obtain a clearance of no effect, considering

that we have given no manner of provocation for any such

proceedings and that there is no possibility of getting any
redress here without submitting to terms directly contrarv

to our Honble Masters Interest Agreed therefore that we re-

quest the Honble President etc Council to direct the gentle-

men at Cassimbazar to apply to their Durbar for a Perwannah

for the currency of our business.

Is* September 1740. The 27th ulto. arrived here Wil-

liam Bucknall Esq. with a letter from the Honble the President

& Council to Messers Feake and Boukett dated lit li inst

importing that they had appointed him to succeed the deceased

Mr. Freame. 1

Our affairs with the Government still continue on the

same bad terms as has been represented by Messers Feake

and Boukett and as we have but little hopes of a change

therein but from the present Nabob's leaving this place which

it is expected he will do in a few days agreed that we defer

coming to any Resolution for a few days.

6ft September. The Nabob having this morning left

the place without giving the order for the clearance of our

business and we believing that his Naib will not dare to dis-

pute any orders from Muxadavad in our favour though he

himself did. Agreed that we write to the gentlemen of Cos-

simbazar.
22nd September. The 19th received a letter from the

Govr. & Council dated the 12th inst in answer to our of

6th inst the most material part of which is that they would

have us get a clearance of our Business by a proper Applica-

tion to the Nabob but not to exceed the usual present in a

public way: though a small matter in private they shall es-

teem well spent, as our Nabob is a very hot rash young man.

2nd January 1741. Having received certain advice that

Hossein Cooly Caun * is coming here Nabob and expecting

that he will on his arrival demand a visit and stop our busi-

ness till we comply, we are of opinion that if there is no
overnmenprobability ... - a „

it will be absolutely for the Company's advantage to agree to

it without any delay. . .

29th January. Notwithstanding we have desired the

Nabob to appoint a day for the visit and have made him

1 Mr. Freame's tomb is not to be found now in Dacca.

2 On Ali Verdi Khan becoming Nawab Nazim of Bengal in 1,40 he

appointed h.s nephew and son-in-law, Nauazish Khan, to be Na.h ^sazim

ofDacca. The latter preferring to live in Mursh.dabad put m_Hossain

Kuli Khan as his deputy. This man acquired great favour with and in-

fluence through GhaW Begum, wife of Nawazish but ^assassnated
. . , .

&
, . .1 ° i.:_^ « a TTns=airmrlHni Khan was assassinated

n Dacca.
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several considerable presents, he has thought proper to stop
our business and though we have sent Vacqueel to him several

times to know the reason of it he will not so much as give
him an answer.

March. Our business still continues stopt.

morn in

>!:

The 25th ultimo Mr. Gumley i arrived
ordering him to be Chief of

\lth March.
business etc.

1st September 1741.

here with letters *

the Factory.

12th September. The Nabob demands a visit.

11th October. The Nawab demands a present in all r* ipects

the same as given last year.

February 1742. Mr. Feake appointed Chief of Jugdea.
28th April. The state of affairs at present seem to

threaten great troubles all over this Government by the
Morrattaes,* it being confidently reported that they" have
taken Muxadavad and this place seems to be in great confusion
by the number of people who resort here daily from Muxada-
vad with their families and effects which makes them appre-
hend that a party of Morrattoes will come here to plunder, we
have upon this occasion thought it necessary to take into our
service an additional number of 50 gun men and lay in pro-
visions for the whole garrison.

Mr. John Smith 3 joined as Third of the Factory.
2nd May 1743. This morning Mr. Moore delivered us a

letter from the Honble the Prest. & Council of Calcutta where-
in they are pleased to order the charge of this Factory to
be delivered over to him.

May. Provisions* laden by order of Thos Jos Moore, Esq
Chief & Council at Dacca on account of the Troubles

:

Oil—35 Mds. .

.

Gue—lOMds. .,

Pease— 15 Mds.
Gram—73-15 Mds.
Doll—20 Mds. ..

Coarse gram—38 Mds.
Water jars

Fine Rice—443-15 Mds. = 394-1-9
Ordinary

?* )3 152-11

168- 7-0

85
9- 3-3

83-14-0

20
16- 3-3

104-15-3

546-13-:!

1034- 8-<i

1 Not traced.
* See Introduction to this Part.
3 Not traced.

1744) wWeh
n
™™?r

r

,?
e
i

e,

r
wh6re

' " a fire happened on 17th (i.e. April

Mair^ tsxs&Sm.?* provi3ions ,aid in an -~mt °f ?he
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23rd June 1743. Mr. Bernard Bonkett * dying last night etc.

August. Samuel Rooper * joined as 3rd of Council.

15th August. Yesterday Adolph Johnson a Private man 8

departed his life.

25th August 1743. As the waters are now so far up
as boats can go near Toezgong * and as the Honble the Pre •

sident and Council at Calcutta have directed godowns to

be built there for security of the Honble Company's cloth

from fire, Agreed that the Buxey take this opportunity of

sending bricks Chunam etc.

March 1744. Mr. Edward Bourchier b joined as Assistant.

Acctt. Salary due to the Honble Company's servants for six

months from 25th September ultimo viz :

Thomas Jos. Moore Esq. @ 40 p annum 160

Mr. John Smith, Jr. Merct @ 30 p „ 120
Mr. Samuel Roper Factor @ 15 p „ 60

Mr. Jas. Blackford @ 15 p „ 60

Mr. Edw. Bourchier, Writer @ 5 p „ 20

Mr. Thomas Man 6 @ 5 p „ 20

Mr. John Canty Surgeon @ 40 p.m. 240

Account of the trade 7 of the Dacca Factory and the Chgs.

to which the said trade pays consulage from 30th April ult.

Trade

:

The Honble Company .

.

.

.

507791- 3-0

Thos. Jos. Moore Esq. .

.

.

.

101515- 0-3

Mr. John Smith .. .. 10015-130

Mr. Sam Rooper .

.

. • 16157-7-3

Mr. Jas Blackford .. .. 66116-8-0

Mr. Thos. Man .

.

. . 13017-12-3

774613 11-0

Charges to which the above trade pays consulage :

Charges general .

.

- • 2866- 0-9

Servants wages .

.

. • 1440- 0-0

Charges Durbar.

.

.. 17180-15-9

21486- 0-6

1 There is no trace of his grave in Dacca.
* I do not find him mentioned elsewhere.

8 This means a private soldier. ..-••« -n j
This must be bv the Beel north of the end of Mug Bazar Road.

6 Richard Bourchier was Export Warehouse keeper m Calcutta in

1730. He may have been father or brother of Edward. (See Wilsons

Old Fort William).

1 In June 1 744 we find it recorded that the Council at Dacca were

urging the difficultv in getting mulroula on account of the demand by

Patans, Moguls and" Armenians. (Consultations 1/17).
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Proportions :

The Hon Company
Thos Jos. Moore Esq
Mr. John Smith
Mr. Sam Rooper
Mr. Jas Blackford
Mr. Thos Man

• •

15749-14-0
2815-15-9

277-13-0

448- 3-3

1834- 0-9

361- 1-9

21486-0-6

12th July 1744. Last night about 10 o'clock a number
of Buxeries 1 belonging to the Government surrounded our
Factory without our having the least dispute with them or
any previous know ledge of this design to beset us we immediate-
ly sent a Vacuqeel to enquire into the reason of this treatment
who returned about 2 this morning and told us ye Durbar
had no other reason for what they had done than orders they
last night received from Muxadavad to put peons on our Fac-
tory and an entire stop to the business through the whole
Government of Mahmd Jung.5 This morning early we sent
our Vacqueel again to the Durbar who returned with the same
answer but brot a perwanna to the head officer of ye peons not
to molest any of us as we went and came to the Factory nor
prevent any provisions etc., coming to us but to suffer nothing
to go out. They likewise gave us a Perwanna that what cloth
of ours was at Taezgong wet should be drved and permitted
to be brought to the Factory.

3rd August. Yesterday morning we received a Ire. from,
ye honble the President & Council of Calcutta d/ ye 26th Julv
icknowledging the receipt of ours dated the 12th advising
our business was stopt. They are pleased to inform us the like
lias been done at Cassimbazar, Maulda and other places on
acct. of a very extraordinary demand made by the Nabob on
them which they were treating about but were then uncertain
what the success would be. They permit us as ye stoppage of
our business is of the utmost ill consequence to try if bv anv
means we can prevail with our Government to permit us to pro-
ceed in washing and dressing our cloth tho' it should be atten-
ded with an expence which would be a great piece of service to
our HonbJe Masters and monev well laid out

i

,°
n

i!il
rTipt

L
of this le"er we sent our Vackeel to trv

hill\"°aa
d
°H

e but recd
"
for answer that the Durbar officers

™ M T n
°i
hmg m

?
his affair but what was directly ordered

horn Muxadavad, so without permission from thence they could
not consent to any such request.

^J Baksaris, i.e. men from Buxar-a kind of peon, Watchman or Police-

2 AH Verdi Khan.
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30ih September. The 25th inst. reed, a Ire. from Jno Foster

Esq Chief & Council at Cassimbazar enclosing Nawagis Mahmud
Oaun's [ Perwanna to our Nabob for the clearance of our busi-

ness, which we sent to the Durbar that day but our Vacqueels

could not have admittance till the 27th when they were told

our Nabob expected a present before he complied therewith,

this we used our endeavour to prevent but found it impossible

to avoid complying therewith without running the greatest

hazard of entirely oversetting our investment, therefore agreed

to pay to him and his officers viz.

To Nawagis Mahmud Caun
Hossein Cooly Caun
Duan Bunderabund *

Hadjee Hosain

The Durbar officers

• •

Sicca Rs.

2000
1000
1000

410
360

Uh December. This morning reed, a genl. Ire, from the

Honble the President and Council of Calcutta dated the 28th

Novr. in answer to ours of the 21st and 22nd» They observe

the importunity of our new Nabob s in regard to paying him

the usual visit. They have taken this affair into consideration

and should be glad to have it deferred for a time but if it can

not be done without great detriment to ye Company's invest-

ment they permit us to visit on the best and easiest terms we

can.

12th December 1744. Having reed, advice from Serjeant

Peter Cooper under whose care we had sont to Mr. Bellamy at

Jugdea the 7th inst. Thirty three thousand Arcot Rupees that

there was a great number of Muggs * in the way he was obliged

to pass which he thought too hazardous to attempt with the

pavtv he had with him. Agreed we dispatch to him all

the European soldiers we have at the Factory and twenty

Buxerries with orders to make ye best of his way to Jugdea

on the arrival of the party we now send him unless he has

certain advices that the number of Muggs is so great as to ren-

der it impracticable for him to pass.

1 He was the Naib Nazim of Dacca but lived in Munh^b-^^
sain Kuli Khan was his Deputy at Dacca. Nawaz.sh « as the husband of

Ghasita Bibi daughter of Ali Verdi Khan.

. gSS^'uSSi-to^*. Khan had already con» « Depu.y

of Hos^ain Kuli Kahn. . , . firn _. ne entrv in
. Tha Mugh ph.*. gave grea. «*h -

r
"1l^de. o'f No7J

Longs Selectxons especially the extract <»«*«» *
h

. request
ber 16th 1752 : « That as the^.me, of

Jie M«gJ*^£^ £^
us to order the Pinnace to be with^them y ^ & Ianthorn
safe conveyance of their cloth and a cnesc oi b««« l

or two
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9th March 1745. This dav arrived Mr. Nicholas Clerem-
bault i * * * and to >k his seat as youngest of Council.

April 1745. Mr. Tho* Feake replaced Mr. Moore as Chief.

2nd July 1745. Having advice that one Brass Peter * a
Portuguese had settled several Factorys (as he terms them)
and had hoisted the English colours without any authority
given him for so doing and stopt not only country boats passing
by but likewise a boat belonging to this Factory and apprehend-
ing that by these proceedings of his the Honble Company's affairs

at this place may shortly be embroiled the Governor having
no notice of them. Agreed that we send to bring the aforesaid
Brass Peter to us in order to send him to the President &
Council to answer for these transactions of his,

21th July. Durbar very pressing for a visit.

September 1745. A list of Banyans, Gomastahs &c in the
Honble Company's service at Dacca viz :

Monnick Chund Overseer & head sorter p.m. . . 100
Moneseram do 20
Guzzy bulhlah do 20

Accomptants

Bullub toary

Dumoo
•

• •

• ff

• *

17

15

Writers

Gurribax
Goojarmull

• •

10

10

30$ December 1745. The Government here being in very-
great consternation on arrival of some advices concerning the
Murratoes and the Chief now laying before us the copy of a letter
to our Nabob from Hossein Cooly Caun at Muxadavad 8 had
been sent to him last night by the duan of this place wherein
our Nabob is advised of the Morratoes having entered Muxada-
vad and making two several attacks even on the Kelleh it-
self which however they had not been able to enter at the des-
patch of that letter tho' thev had burnt and destroyed every-
thing round about that city and it being stronglv reported here
that a body of the Murrataoes under the command of Aga Sephy *

have^ crossed the great river and are come as far as Bugwan Gola
on their way hither and having great reason from the°eonfusion
our Durbar is m at present and the preparations our Nabob is

" He became chief of Dacca later and died there in 1755. His tomb-
stone is still to be seen in Dacca Cemetery.

2 Un traced.

J.his makes it clear that Hossainuddin was now Nawab at Dacca.

x na \l. r \^\^hei\'S °alled Mir Serif in the Sair-ul-Mutaqarin.Aga Sherafe undoubtedly refers to him and so nroh*hlv A™ s„nhv
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making to apprehend this city will shortly be involved in

troubles. Agreed we acquaint tne Honble President and Council

of the same and desire them to send us an ensign with a strong

re-inforcement of men that we may be able to secure our

Honble Masters effects at this Factory and as the prices of pro-

visions are already rising a proper stock to be laid in for the use

of this garrison in case of any troubles happening here and appre-

hending that our Peons will not be so serviceable to us in these

times as Buxerrys ,1 Agreed we dismiss what peons we have in

our service and entertain Buxerrys in their Room etc. etc.

3rd January 1746. Tt being the general report here that

Aga Sherafi Mir Habib's brother is coming with a party of

Marattoes to plunder this city and our Factory being badly

secured in several places Agreed that a parapet

wall in form of battlements be run round the same.

18th February. Agreed we send in our effects as soon as

possible and to be ourselves in readiness to retire thither (i.e. to

the factory) upon the least notice of the near approach of the

Marattos.*

Military at Dacca.

Deer. 1745 March 1746

Lieutenant
Ensign
Serjeants

Corporels
Drummers
European Private

Portugueze
Quarter Gunners
Armourer
Lascars

Sickly gurs *

Herrv 6

men 8

1

5
6

5

47
4
1

1

3
1

1

1

7

8

4

71

42
4

3

4
7

1

Uth April 1746. As we apprehend we need no longer

be affraid of the Morattoes coming this way. Agreed we dis-

miss the Portugueze entertained in our service on that account

as soon as this month is out.

21th April 1747.

Mr. Feake is still Chief.

Mr. Smith died.

1 Mir Habib's brother is called Mir Serif in the Sair-ul-Mi.tagan. Aga

Sherafe undoubtedly refers to him and so probably Aga bephy.

* From this it would appear that they lived outside the Factory,

probably at Tezgaon.
3 Private soldiers.
* Saiqal gar, i.e. cleaner of arms.
6 A clan of Rajputs from Muradabad. (See W dson s Glossary).
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1

Mr. Clerembault is Second.

Mr. Paul Richard PearJees joins as third.
*

June 1747. Edward Eyre joins us ±ih. %

12th February 1748. As we apprehend from the certain ad-
vices received from the Durbar that troubles will shortlv arise

in this city. Agreed we entertain till the troubles are over 10
Portuguese and 100 Buxerrys for the security of the Honble
Company's Factory and effects.

25th June 1748. The Naib having offered the Honble
Company a very great affront by ordering the Vacqueel to be
driven from his presence in a shameful manner and forbidding
their admittance into any of the Cutcherrys on account of our
doctors refusing to visit the Nabob's blacksmith but desiring
the fellow might be sent him.

Agreed that we send a complaint to Hossein Cooly Caun
Nabob of this place at Muxadavad.

12th September. Enas Mahmud our Vacqueel who was sent
with a complaint * * * * having returned with an
order to give satisfaction for the affront offered the Company
in the person of their Vacqueel by giving the Vacqueel a Seer-
paw in the open durbar, the same was accordingly given the
4th inst with asurances that the like insult should never be
offered for the future.

He was Buxi or Paymaster in Calcutta in 1754 and Export Ware-
house keeper in 1755 during the Black Hole tragedy he remained at his
post until the capture of the Fort and escaped in the confusion. Hewaved his seniority in favour of Holwell. (See Wilson's old Fort
William).lain I,

2 He was brother of a Dean of Wells and of Robert Eyre Chief of

!^ e Per,shed m the Black Hole, Calcutta. (See Wilson's old Fort
Patna.
William).



II, The Automatic Control of the Separation of a Liquid

into Fractions limited by Specified Densities*

By Horace Barratt Dunnicliff.

Published with the permission of the Indian Munitions Board.

The special application of the apparatus to be described

to the work at the Cordite Factory, Aravankadu. S. India, is

in the running off of the strong and weak waste acids from the

dipping pans used in the displacement process for the manu-
facture of guncotton.

The acid, which is recoverable after the cotton is nitrated

in the pans, is run off in two separate portions called strong

waste acid (S.W.A.) and weak waste acid (W.W.A-). With

the assistance of the appliance to be described, it is possible,

without supervision, to run off the S.W.A., the W.W.A. and

the unrecoverable residues into their proper receptacles, pro-

vided that it is known at what specific gravity (S.G.), the acid

ceases to be S.W.A. and at what S.G. it is desired to stop

the W.W.A. and to pass the rest of the runnings (unrecover-

able) to waste down the drain.

The principle is a general one and capable of utilisation in

connexion with other similar

processes. It depends upon
the fact that a bodv will sink

in a liquid immediately its

weight is ever so little greater

than the S.G. of the liquid

multiplied by the volume of

the body.
Thus: that asuppose

liquid of S.G. 13 is running

from a vessel, A, Fig. 1, and

that its S.G. is constantly

falling. Suppose that it is

desired to stop the flow of

the liquid through the pipe,

B, when the S G. of the liquid

has fallen to 1*2. A body,

E, which can stop up the

hole at C is constructed of

S.G., 12. The body will

float in the liquid until the

S.G. of the liquid is 12

Fio. 1.

and immediately the S.G. falls
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below that value, the body, E, will sink, block up the hole
at C, and the liquid will cease to flow down the pipe B. If

liquid continues to flow from A, the cup D, will fill up and
the excess liquid will run over the sides or from a pipe such
as F placed higher up on the wall of the cup.

In the particular case under consideration it was necessary
to work with strong, corrosive acids, and the material of which
the apparatus might be constructed was restricted. The
floating body was made of glass. The models were made of
lead, and it was early apparent that the floating body, hereafter

Platinum wire Loop
Lift Float From

Seating

Float Ground
To Fit Seating

Mercury

Seating

Fig. 2.

called the -float", must be of such a shape that it would fit
exactly into the opening C, Fig. 1. The apparatus made of

arid anT T T^t? °n the 8Urface b7 the acti°n of theadd and a seating for the float, originally liquid tight vervqmckly became a bad fit (owing to the formatL of lead sub

dass l^L °Wed th
J

Hquid to sliP Past - For this reason,

floats tKT6 US
!
d
u°

accomm°date the ends of the glass

liau din noh ^ bV° constr^ted that it floats in theliquid in such a position that its shaped end will always find
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accurately the seating provided for it. Glass floats of the de-

sired S.G. were specially constructed by the author from old

stoppers of the shape shown in Fig. 2. The shaded portion

of the stopper and its seating were ground to fit exactly.

The end A of the stopper was opened and, by calculation

and weighing, sufficient mercury was introduced to make
the weight of the stopper, plus the weight of the mercury

introduced, equal to the volume of the float multiplied by

the S.G. of the liquid it was desired to control. The end of

the bulb, A, was then sealed off hermetically. If desired, a

loop of platinum wire (which must be allowed for in the

weighing) may be sealed in at A to facilitate the removal of

Apparatus, Automatic, Acid Control

Class Seating

In Position

Shoulder To
Receive Seating

Float

Glass Seating

Run Off Pipe Burnt On

A B

Fig. 3.

A shows the lead cup with the commencing portion of the run-off pipe

shaped internally with a shoulder to receive the glass seating

for the float.

B shows the same with the glass seating in position.

C shows the run- off pipe welded on with the float in the position it

occupies just before it sinks into the seating.

the float by means of an hook. The float, being of this

shape, always remains with the mercury in the base and with

the bulb vertically upwards and, with the models constructed

on this principle, the float has never failed to find and close its

seating immediately. Floats of different patterns were con-

structed and tried but none was so successful as the design des-

cribed above. The cup into which the liquid flows and which

contains the float, should be so constructed that its walls taper

towards the seating for the float in the manner shown in the

diagrams of Fig. 3. The float, in sinking, will then always

run straight into the seating, there being a slight suction

owing to the flow of the liquid in addition to the directing

action of the walls of the cup. The glass seating was fatted
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without fracture into a lead structure in the manner illustrated

in Fig. 3 :
the tube being made in two portions and then burnt

together. If the whole apparatus were made of glass or

pottery the seating would be ground directly in the taper-

ing end of the cup C, in Fig. 1.

In order that the float should remain floating, it is essen-

tial that a certain amount of liquid should remain in the cup.

This is provided for by bending the run-off pipe upwards so

that the point D on the curve, Fig. 3 (C), is at a height suffi-

cient to allow liquid to pass between float and seating when

From Dipping Pans

Glass Tuet
*

To Strong Waste Acid To Weak Waste Acid

Fig. 4 (diagrammatic).

Figure 4 (diagrammatic). The first cup controls the run-off of strong
waste acid, the second controls the run off of weak waste acid and
the pipe D allows the unrecoverable residues to flow down the
drain.

the float is just immersed, i.e., just as it is about to descend
to its cut off position. In order that this tube may not act as
a syphon (in which event the flow is intermittent and the float
bobs up and down), an air hole is made in the top of the upper
side of the run-off pipe and is fitted with a small tube which is
attached to the top of the cup to give the apparatus additional
strength. The diameter of the run-off pipe should be suffi-
ciently large to permit the run-off of liquid coming from the
supply at its maximum rate otherwise there is the chance
that the rate of feed will be greater than the rate at which the
liquid can get away and the excess liquid will flow over the
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edges of the cup. As soon as the float sinks and blocks up

the exit, the cup fills up and the float is pressed home by a

slight head of liquid. The excess liquid flows across the pas-

sage provided, (Fig. 4, A) into a second cup provided with a

cut-off control of lower S.G. and working on exactly the same

principle as that first described. When the second float has

descended, the excess liquid could be made to flow to another

cup and so on in descending order of specific gravities, the

principle being multiplied as much as desired for the process

under investigation.

Completely successful experiments have been performed

with this apparatus, one of which was in use for several months

R
L£#D COAfAt£CT/OAf

B€//iA/r O/V TO Aft/At-OF/?

Fia. 5.

controlling the run-off of weak waste acid^«^fi5
According to present practice, weak waste acid «

^Jj?
1 ~ ^+w i v K v«. Q r F*rpnt to demonstrate its efficiency,

the lower limit by S.G. Except « present,
the appliance has not been use If°' S^ J 'potions
the amount of S.W.A. to be taken is controlieaoy

depending on a time factor««^^fl^S«S
of the Acid Section. For use with strong acias, w

the

of the Acid Section. -

would be made most suitably of glass ^..^
Its introduction mto this **? t

1

or
i " .,.„ [f i„ pre-

necessity for the use of tall-boys and *£*£-*«%.,£.
at

P
tllP

sent practice, the Wi* --J,! the drain at
nroner timp or the VV.VV.A. \%tuo
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the proper S. G\. the S.W.A. would be returned to the Acid
Section weaker than is demanded and increased cost of recovery-

would result.

The application of the principle of this simple apparatus
is general for all liquids, the run-off of which is controlled
byS.G.

In The Chemical Trade Journal and Chemical Engineer
of May the 3rd, 1919. Colin Sutton describes an apparatus for

the control of the run-off of the waste acids from guncotton
dipping pans. At Aravankadu. the exit pipes from the pans
are made of lead. By trial, the diameter of this run-off pipe
could be made of such a size that, when the cock is full open,
the acid from one set of pans would get away in three hours.
Owing to corrosion, the diameter of the tube would change.
but, by fixing a glass tube of the requisite diameter in the end
of the run-off pipe, the variation in the How due to corrosion
would be avoided. To obviate the risk of the glass tube
dropping out, one end of it is slightly opened out and is then
fixed into a short piece of lead pipe shaped to receive it.

This lead pipe is then burnt on at A, Fig. 5, to the lead run-off
pipe from the pan in the manner shown in Fig. :>.

The models were designed in collaboration with Mr. L. W.
Pryor, Foreman of the Guncotton Section in this Factory. I
wish to express my appreciation of the courtesy of Mr. J. C.
Bain, Chief Foreman Plumber, and his staff who skilfully con-
structed models of the various forms of the apparatus for
experiment and demonstration.

Cordite Factory,

Aravankadu,
8. India.

\->



12. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXXIV.

Note.—The numeration of the articles below is continued
from p. 90 of the "Journal and Proceedings"
for 1920.

210. Abul Fazl's Inventory of Akbar's Mints.

There is not probably, in the entire range of the histori-

cal literature relating to the Indian Mughals, a passage which
has been more frequently quoted or referred to by the students

of their coins than the list of Akbarl mints in the Ain. l

The statement itself is neither lengthy nor complicated, nor
is there anything extraordinarily difficult in its style or con-

struction. And vet it can be hardly said that the author's

meaning has been correctly apprehended. Some authorities

have found fault with it in general terms, as ( imperfect' or
1

inaccurate,' or ' incomplete.' Others have expressed their

disappointment at the omission of this or that mint, of which

coins of any year have been found, or their dissatisfaction

on account of the inclusion of towns of which no issues are

known.*
As a writer, Abul Fazl has his faults. His pompous plati-

tudes, perpetual and, to us, fulsome adulation of his master

and his habit of enveloping simple matters in a cloud of difficult

or obscure words often excite our dislike and sometimes our

disgust. But it has not been denied even by the most un-

friendly critics, that he had exceptionally authentic and exact

sources of information. There was not an important document
or official record which wras not open to his inspection, or

which he could not have requisitioned at his pleasure. His

appetite for knowledge of all kinds was prodigious. His avi-

dity for ' dry facts and figures' literally knew no bounds.

Nor was he a mere glutton or indiscriminate devourer of facts.

Every page of the Ain bears witness to his capacity of digesting

and assimilating enormous masses of them, and his powers of

analysis and the lucid presentation of his materials have ex-

l Prinsep (Useful Tables, ed. 1834, p. 18), Thomas (Chronicles, ed.

1871, pp. 427-8) and Lane Poole (British Museum Catalogue, Introd., p.

liii) have all transcribed the list with or without comment.

Benares)

are not mentioned by Abul Fazl in his list of Mints given in the Am.
(J.A.S.B., 1886, p. 4.) See also I.M.C. III. Introd. xxxv (Bhakkar),

xlvii. (Gobindpur) ; P.M.C. Introd. lviii. (Bhakkar) ;
Num

.
j&«P- -J/

•

322 (Hisar Rupees of 966 A.H.) ; Ibid. 324 (Gadraula Rupee of 967 A.H.)

lor similar remarks.
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torted admiration even from those to whom " his style is

intolerable." l

It may therefore be permissible to enter into a critical

examination of this locus classicus, in order to remove existing

errors of interpretation, elucidate the author's real meaning,

and reassess its value as a numismatic document.

Let me begin by allowing Abill Fazl to speak in his own
words :

—

Ct^t */| (j-bl aJl OoU ^^V; t^
1* jU* Jf» »•> j* J tf'* ;

lt^ tt>V
«ft *•

k* _j
o.—*j jfl IjAJ (j^x ^ g S;G ^lilx ,^Ajl .}(>&< jiXj (^^^ «*»>>

j&i ;r Jir ^ ;̂>? ;
Ui/ ^ y^i

;
u^ f,^ a^uu

ijjjy*

!?»-». ABan, Bibl. Ind. Text, I. 27, 11 9-15.

This has been thus rendered by Blochmann.

" In the beginning of this reign, gold was coined to the glory
of his Majesty in many parts of the empire ; now gold coins
are struck at four places only, viz. at the seat of the govern-
ment, in Bengal, Ahmadabad (Gujrat) , and Kabul. Silver and
copper are likewise coined in these four places, and besides in

the following ten places —Ilahabas, Agrah, Ujain, Surat, Dihli

Patana, Kashmir, Labor, Multan, Tandah. In twenty-eight
towns copper coins only are struck, viz. AJmir, Audh, Atak,
Alwar, Badaon, Banaras, Bhakkar, Bahirah. Patan. Jaunpur.

1 u Abulfazl's high official position gave him access to any document
he wished to consult, and his long career and training in various depart-
ments of the state, and his marvellous powers of expression fitted him
eminently for the composition of a work like the Akbarnflmah and the Sin.
His love of truth and his correctness of information are apparent on
every page of the book." Blochmann, Aln. Trans. Pref. v-vi.

"It [the Am] will deservedly go down to posterity as a unique
compilation of the systems of administration and control throughout the
various departments of government in a great Empire, faithfully and
minutely recorded in their smallest detail, with such an array of facts
*** as the abundant material supplied from official sources could
furnish.'* (Jarrett, Aln, Trans. II. Preface, vii.)

• /u
His °ne mer,t"~and it; is one which he specially claims for himself—it

his labonousness. *** His work has also the imperishable merit of being
a record by a contemporary, and by one who had access to information
at first hand. ' H. Beveridge, Akbarnama. Trans. I. Preface.

+<
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Jalandhar, Hardwar, Hisar Firuzah, Kalpl, Gwaliar, Gorak'hpur,
Kalanwar. Lak'hnau, Mandu, Nagor, Sarhind, Slyalkot, Saronj,

— _ V
Saharanpur, Sarangpiir, Sambal, Qanauj, Rantanbhur.

It will be seen that Blochmann has punctuated this passage.

It is common knowledge that there are no stops in Oriental

writing. The real sense of the author is consequently liable to

be altered, and an erroneous impression conveyed of its signifi-

cance by careless or incorrect pointing in the translation.

For my part, I cannot understand why a semicolon has been

placed at
c empire/ and a full-stop at 'Kabul ' and ' Tandah.'

It is at £ empire ' that there is the first real pause in the

sense,and a new sentence begins at t Now/ which is continued,

in fact, to the end.

Then, again, the phrase used for the first of the four

gold-mints is rendered ' Seat of the government/ and has been

naturally understood to denote either Agra or Fathpur (Thomas,

Chronicles, 427; Lane Poole, B.M.C. lntrod., p. lhi; Oliver,

J.A.S.B., 1886, p. 4). This is misleading. The original words are

JLm| ji^M lit.
•* Camping-ground of Good Fortune/ It seems to

me that Abul Fazl is using an expression having exactly the same

significance as &>ji Jtio (,?jAjl. Urdu is a word of Turkish origin,

Mu'askar of Arabic, y^p ' army/ is generally believed to be an

arabicised form of the Persian^&J
,
(Hobson-Jobson, ed. Crooke.

pp. 507-8), and J~**> means 'Place of encampment, camp

(Steingass, Persian-English Dictionary, s.v.) . Persian writers are

notoriously fond of employing periphrastic expressions and of

ringing the changes on identical ideas in different verbal forms.

Several other locutions having the same import, e.g.

Cfr^' , <s* ^ <S)>J > jhh^ LS&* > ^UA fc*^

are found in Sharfuddm « All Yazdl, Mirkhwand, Klnvandamlr,

Badaonl. Nizamu-ddin Ahmad, Abul Fazl, Mu'ataniad

' Abdul Hamid Lahorl and other historical writers.

With these other phrases we are not at present concerned,

but it is incumbent upon any one who challenges the

meaning assigned to an expression by an orientalist like

Blochmann to give sufficient reasons for his contention. In such

cases, an author is generally his own best commentator, and
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I will therefore take at random some passages from the Akbar-

nama in which the phrase under discussion occurs. The Persian

scholar will be able to judge for himself. Those unacquainted

with that language will have the satisfaction of having the

real sense, if not the literal meaning, in the words of

Mr. Beveridge, a disinterested scholar who is indisputably the

highest living authority on the Akbarl period.

I will first cite the following :

Op.cit. II. 60,11. 21-24.

" And [scil the Emperor] issued an order that no one of

his retinue should be in attendance on him. He [scil. Akbar]

sent away his grooms and such-like persons, that the solitude

of his retirement might not be contaminated by the crowd of

this class of men, and went out unattended and alone from the

Gamp of fortune" Beveridge, Akbarnama, Trans. II. 92.

The context shows that the order was issued during the

return-journey from Mankot to Lahor, and the JUSf!^—** must

have been somewhere between those two places {ibid. 91-94,

passim). The synonymous expression i&*j*j*& ls3*J IS used

for it very soon afterwards (ib. 94 ; Text, 62, 1. 1).

Again we read

:

B»6Z. In*. Text. II. 329, 11. 15-16.

81 In fine, after enjoying the hunting, H. M. sent off his
^

Camp [^1*** UD 1^ ] which had been pitched near Alwar, while he

himself went by way of Narnol, and there joined the Camp-

[ JUst /~*x ].» Beveridge, II. 484.

Once more, we have the phrase in the following sentence

:

*~Myi ^j*y ^fyt &*\3 j\ ^ lAjuti^ d,bi; sy£ 31 **./i
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Text, III. 11, 11. 21-23.

"Though he could not maintain himself in that fort

{scil. Broach) against the world-conquering standards, yet

the wine of presumption in his brain was making him pass by
"

"Jit Kos from the Camp of fortune in order

that he might cause a disturbance in the country."
Beveridge, III. 16.

The 'Camp of fortune ' was at the time [A.H. 980] some-

where near Baroda, and the subject of the next chapter is

" the rapid march of the Shahinshah against Ibrahim Husain

Mirza, the battle and the defeat of the enemy" [at Sarnal

near Thasra], p. 17.

In the chronicle of the year 987 A. H., the account of

the death of a man called Bhupat Chohan is thus introduced

:

cst*f ttrfl j» *0* i^V* ^-Vj l/V "^ 3'>* ****** J
J\i+* y *ltf c-c^ f

; y ^ J Jp e
lJaif &i ** *&

* j^iaAil »Uu i^ji^i *^tj j J*y>j3 Mj j **f J^Sf /""* >v

Text. III. 279, 11. 4-6

"That turbulent-brained one would not choose to accom-

pany them and an order was given that the landholders there

ri.e. of Etawa] should arrest him, but out of terror he came
>

to
L . _ . .

J
• ii i. 4-;^r. (mm Rnl.n. Tnrl.ir

>/ fortune

Mai and Raja Blrbar." Beveridge, III. 407.

The meufe is said to have taken place when •• H.M. wfe

inThtrah" (or Bhera or Mathra), on the return-journey from

Aimer to Fathpilr by way of Mewat.

One more passage only need be quoted »» extenso .

• *)J>) ^DJ^fi cJj J _/"*•* CT

Text. III. 346, 11. 19-20.

"On the 24th [Isfandarmaz, XXV R-Y.] the army

encamped at Sarhind,and H.M. rested in the delightful gar-

dens of that city." Beveridge, III. 509
ft<w.inBt

The Emperor was at the time [989 A.H.] "£«*»* »£!*
his brother, Muhammad Hakim, who had invaded the Panjab

It will suffice to give references only to he other places

which the phrase occurs. They are ,
Akbama^ Te^

IS (Trans. I. 135). I. 46 (Trans. I. 136), II. 56 (Trans.
I. 45 (Trans. I. 135),
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IT. 86), II. 199 (Trans. II. 310), II. 284 (Trans. II. 420), II. 318

(Trans. II. 469), III. 97 (Trans. III. 136), III. 243 (Trans. III.

348), III. 370 (Trans. III. 543).

The autobiography of the Emperor Jahangir is a much
smaller work than the A kbarmma, and still I have noted at least

nine instances of the use of the expression in Sayyad Ahmad
Khan's edition of the Tuzuk. They arrest attention on pp. 207,

250, 317, 323, 355, 356, 359, 360, and 376. English readers will

find the corresponding passages at I. 418, II. 48, 180, 191, 250,

252, 258, 259, and 287 of Mr. Rogers' version, and have little

or no difficulty in discovering that it is always rendered by
some such word orphrase as ' Camp ', ' encamping place ', ' Camp
of .the army of prosperity ', ' abode of good fortune ' or by some
verbal clause having a similar signification. One of these

passages I beg permission to quote, as the author himself
leaves no room for doubt as to its meaning by employing

cH y j*& <*s)*)\ and JUSi ^C~*/e as absolutely s3Tnonymous or

interchangeable expressions.

Text, 356, 11 12-15.

Mr. Rogers' translation runs as follows :

" In fine, when I was near Delhi, Sayyid Bahwa Bukharl,
Kadr Kfhan] and Raja Kishan Das came out of Hie city, and
had the good fortune to kiss my stirrup. Baqir K[han],
faujdar of Oudh, also on this day came to the victorious camp.
On the 25th of the month, passing bv Delhi, I pitched my
camp on the bank of the Jumna." II. 252.

The locution is not unknown to later writers and occurs
thrice in the Iqbalnama -i-Jahangiri of Mu'atamad Khan (Bibl.
Ind. edition, 71, 170 and 203). The author of the Badishah-
nama would appear to have been as fond of it as Abul Fazl
himself, as will be seen from the following references to the

Sfes
T
on

.

which {t is found
- Bibl. Ind. Text, I. i. 327, 411, 521,

III '' 1\*> 17
'
2°' 71

'
73

' 117 ' 121 !
IL 22

>
HI, 143, 190, 257.

320, and 413.

These instances suffice to show that the mint name at the
head ot the list does not stand for Agra or Fathpur but is to be
" 'erstood in the same sense as &/> ji&uu^ l

. No issues of

^,Ja "f
gra is ™Iod °ut > .?

s it is separately mentioned below among thetowns licensed to coin silver only and not gold. The glory of Fathpur
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the latter mint were known when Blochmann wrote., and this

probably accounts for his failure to grasp the real meaning.

The Mughal Emperors were accompanied on their progresses

and expeditions by all the Imperial KarJchanas or Establish-

ments, the Treasury for precious stones, the Farrash Khana,

the Ablar Khana, the Kitchen, Wardrobe, Library Arsenal,

Stables for elephants, horses, camels, cows, etc. {Vide Ber-

ber's Travels, Ed. V. A. Smith (1914), pp. 258-9). The ******

or Mint also was one of them. Its workmen and ofhcia s fol-

lowed the Padishah wherever he went and had to be always

in attendance. 1
« This was the &f >* iS9** or J** 1

f~**
Mint,' and it appears to have been also called >*«* yr* !/*••

Abul Fazl writes:
: As regards gold coins, the custom fol-

lowed in the Imperial mint is to coin La'l-i-JaMis, Dfans ana

Mans, each coin for the space of a month. The other gold

coins are never stamped without special orders. .™™-
mann, Ain, Trans. I. 30. Here the words in the original are

\^ lit,
' the Huzur's [i.e. Emperor *] house foi strik-

ing coins.' Text, T. 26, 1. 8.
, ,

This material error corrected, let me give a literal render-

ing of the passage, making only such alterations or addit on

in Blochmann's wording as are absolutely necessary, and nm-

cating them by italic type. The punctuation also has been set

rightf and the names of the towns about which there is no

dispute omitted.

*£.£>. W«T*£>r°*> vj-

had departed lon2 since. Akbar quitted it BnaUy m the tl rt.eth year

of his reipn (993 AH. 1585 A.C.) and returned tc
>
Asra after thirteen

years' absence only in 1599 A.C. He never hvcd **^P"JJf™ f^f,.
for a few days in May 1601 A C (V. A. Smith, Akbai, \^ ™«^
W. Finch describes it in ICdO as «' all ruinate, ly^S »'ke » *^*«£" wast
very dangerous to passe through in the.night, the build ngs >

m

without inhabitant,.- Purchas, His Pilgnmes, MacLehoae Kep

(1905), TV. 42.

¥he
IV
dr

4

ead of an Uzbeg invasion compelled ^he ^eror to teke

post near the frontier, and his headquarter, we™ ^"J *
tly be

durin* this period. But the MWaskar-^qbalw^*°* SSrTta the
identified with LShor as the name of the battel town occur,

catalogue of silver-mints. e , oamnai^n against
1 Nizamuddin Ahmad in his account of the ^^^..j

HSjipur and Patna says, "The boats earned all hi. [sou.

- oJJiU ^s^h* ]• armour '
drum3 '

equipments and estaonsnmeni.s l
— « l ' - . . . E j| 10t

treasure, carpets, kitchen utensils, stud etc." jT<*"l*»" ^ KariftS-
and Dowson, V. 374). There are elaborate accounts of al these w_ 7 — ^ 7

and Dowson, V. 374).

8-9). in the First Book of thefVT^S^tJtK M?^S*
only because it was one of the K«r&"!^XfrmSn. Am, Trans. 16fl .

Household '-the subject of that Book. Vide Blochmann, s.
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" In the beginning of this incomparable reign, gold was
coined to the glory of his Majesty's name in many places of

the empire. At this time [
»yc\

], gold coins are not struck at

more than_ four places ; the Gamp of Good Fortune, Bangala,
Ahmadabad and Kabul; silver and copper are likewise
exalted by being coined in these four places and besides [the
following] ten places

;
[Names] ; in twenty-eight towns, copper

coins only are struck
;
[Names]."

It will perhaps appear strange but it is nevertheless
true that the most important word in this passage isjv^ lit. this

day, to-day, at this time, or as Blochmann renders it ' tvvw .

There can be no doubt that this particle governs every one
of the three members of the sentence of which it is the
leading word, and not the clause relating to gold only, as
Elochmann's pointing would lead one and has actually led
many to suppose. It applies to silver and to copper just as
much as to gold, and it was clearly the intention of the author
to say that the statement (the whole and not any particular
part of it) was true only of the time at which he was tvriting.

The question which then arises is, when was the passage
written

\ To such an inquiry concerning a few lines in so
voluminous a work it is obviously not easy to give an exact

^W^ rf6 ap
i
>ear t0 be S00d reasons for contending

that the list was first drawn up in the 40th year, but thereare at least equally good grounds for holding that it was revised

t EV1™ bef?Vhe md 0f the 42nd
- The list is found at

ajL ThFT*°Vh
!

text
, rd * the ver^ Fiist Book of t°e

4mnJLl W
C
h?*f

r
°i

that Book is on the sub
J
ect of the

staTnen
H
?<

U
f?

f

h
h

°Id
';
and we **d there the following explicit

recei e^tir- « ,

Ugh T"y Servants of the Household

for he wL n
16S

°l
th

f
Hst 0f the arm^> there was Pa*d

the sum nflSS ?«f4«
e

\

hiHyninth V™ °f the Divine Era,

12? Tnw
°

f

3 '' dams " (Blochmann, Trans. Ain, I

very firs ehat" H ^ ^^ him
'
when he comPosed the

comnleted hi
?

A-
^ figUreS f°r the 39th year > ^ « he

us fn the ]2nH
g,°U

^l^k
*
aS he him8e,f Awards tells

have incited ft *?I' * 1S P** clear ^at he could not

before or m n I n STi* bef°re us eith^ many months
before or many months after the commencement of the 40th

' Divm
h
e

a

Era
e

'

a
L 5,ffPT*!?

indi™ted in the account of the

timeZmLZ of J\

S
\?

h^ °Hhe™rd Book: " In this

its aid ^manv vvi ?
10

?'
DlVme Pro™lence has vouchsafed

cons ructions ',^1? * J^T"1 consid^ah] e renown in these

parfhus fiiEg^ffl^f' f
ri1UdB" and HiP"

year of the Divine Era 1 So
whose

.

timo
,

to <*e F^«(, Ms 40th
I Kuivine Ihra, 1,769 years have elapsed." (Jarrett, 4*»,
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Trans. II. 3). Similarly, we are informed in other places, that

1,652 years of the VikramaEra (ib. 15), 1,517 of the Shaka Era

(p. 16), 1,002 of the Hijrl Era (p. 28) and 963 years by the

Yazdajardl reckoning had elapsed at the time of writing (p. j-8).

Now the 40th vear Ilahl began on 9 Rajab, 1003 A.H. (Akbar-

nama, Text, III. 667) = 10th March 1595 A.CV (Old Style) The

first day of Vikrama 1653 was 23rd October 1595 A.O., ot

1518 Shaka, 18th March 1596 A.C. and of 964 Yazdajardi.

19th October 1595 A.C. Old Style (S. Pillai, Indian Chronology,

Cowasji Patell, Chronology) . The basis of three other synchron-

isms occurring elsewhere in the same volume is again the

40th year. 'Towards the close of the Dwapar Yug, 135 years

before the beginning of the Kali Yug, and 4,831 years anterior

to this the 40th of the Divine Era, this event [the War ot tne

MahSbharat] arose into fame, and was left to posterity as a

record of portentous warning" (Jarrett, II. 283) We are also

informed that an ascetic named Mahabah flourished m Malwa

2,355 years 5 months and 27 days " prior to this the 40th year of the

Divine Era" (p. 214), and that the Raja Ugnand {no) ot

Kashmir lived 4,044 years before "this the 40th year of the

Divine Era (p. 381).

Once more we are expressly told, at thecommencement

of the invaluable statistical " Account of the Twelve Subahs

which occupies more than three-fourths of the second volume

of Colonel Jarrett's translation, that "*» the 40th year of the

Divine Era, His Majesty's dominions consisted of one hun-

dred and five sarkars (divisions of a Subah) subdivided into

two thousand seven hundred and thirty-seven townships.

Jarrett, II. 115. > , ,

Lastlv, we find the author thus lamenting the death ot

his brother in what may be truly called the Epilogue to his

great prose-poem. < ; Scarce half of the first book fe*-±J j»* J ***

been written, when destiny worked its spell and that free,epint

in the fulness of its knowledge, took.its last jouiney and

afflicted my heart with an exceeding grief. ^^^"^IT^
That free spirit' was Abul Faiz Faizi, • the fi»t write^ h

age, the laureate among accomplished poets, who* dea h i

elsewhere recorded to have takert place,on 21st Mihr 40 KA

lOthSafar 1004 A.H. (15th October 1595 AC). Akbarnama.

Text, III. 673, 1. 4; Lowe, Badaoni, 11. 4-U.
„„„„„

It will be seen that in every one of these ten passage

the year of writing is invariably identified with^^ >*£

Ilah,, and it would be open to any one to argUe that ^the

inventory must be supposed to have reference to my
no other. But there is a statement in ^J^^°^^
must have been inserted in the 42nd Hitherto

,

the ~. t

of these articles," Abu-l Fazl writes had ^en umioim >

computed and fixed by contract with the camel-drivers.
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•/
1

it was„ 4 _ L — — —
_ |

j
—

brought to the notice of His Majesty, that these people were,
to a certain extent losers, this regulation was abolished."
(Blochmann, Am, Trans. I. 146). And in the Epilogue or
Conclusion which I have just mentioned, the author informs us
that after the death of his brother, he "methodised his
materials anew" (Jarrett's Trans. III. 414). He afterwards
speaks of renewing his task 'for the fourth time,' and of
finally undertaking 'a fifth revision' and 'going over the
work from the beginning ' (ibid. 415). Lastly, he tell_s us that
the entire work, i.e. the Akbarnama of which the Ain is the
last or concluding section (daftar) was completed in the 42nd
year. " Within the space of seven years, *** a compendious
survey covering a period from Adam down to the sacred
person of the prince regnant, has been concluded, and from
the birth of His Imperial Majesty to this day[j,^<\, Text, II.
256, 1. 24] which is the 42nd of the Divine Era, and according to
the lunar computation, 1006, the occurrences of fifty-five years
of that nursling of Grace have been felicitously recorded, and
my mind has been lightened in some degree of its stupendous
burden." (ibid. 416.) * *

It may be perhaps worth while pointing out that there are
some indications in the list itself of revision or subsequent

I The 42nd year began on 2nd Sha'aban 1005 A.H. (1 Ith March, 1597)and ended on 12th Sha'aban 1006 A.H. (10th March. 1598 A C. Old Style.
it should be borne in mind that the Ain is not a separatework but part and parcel of the Akbarnama. '• The Ain-i-Akbari, » saystHochmann, is the third volume of the Akbarnamah by Shaikh • Abulfazl

f,.«;i *•*
v°lume of tllIS gigantic work contains the history of Timur'sT "

and *he
,
re'gns of Babar, the Sur Kings, and Humayun,

winlst the second volume is devoted to the detailed history of nearly

vowf *P
a
T-

° f
}}*? reign °f the Greafc Emperor. The concluding

rpiln ,U •
i

A
.

lni-Akba". contains that information regarding Akbar's

underst«nHt ?J? ^ "l?*
1! hist°rical, » yet essential to a correctunderstanding of the times. " Trans. Preface, iii.Abul Fazl repeatedly refers to its contents as belonging to the last

or final volume {jiid ^f ) of tho AkbarnSma . (Beveridge. Trans, II.

rZ nil
th

f.

sarae 8t
;
ain

.
Lo«e, Trans. II. 388, 406.

have, referen%
Va

tl,

0n
Vn

!
E P*logue a»^t the corrections and revisions

Portion or ?im;w?re
', *u^ *n 'ire WOrk and "ot *° th« concluding

Indeed th» S^ »

Wl
"f

h EuroPean writers specifically call the Ain.

aocouis or even^ f^ '!" tr°ub,e taken to *ecure reliab,e

Akba? re nTn '
attention bestowed on fixing the chronology of

relreneetTthe" n ^\^ Era (Jarrett, HI. 4 U), the explicit

and the « introdu^
Urren

f

Ce8
,°

f flfty'fivG *ears of that «°"^8 of g™ce "

accord with th

™

S '* »
Stan7aS which should be in harmonious

hi^cJ^^s^hJIS.tiPrrr a
,
pplicab,e to the

wily called" the AkbarZZ than to the
^^^ What " nOW ***

A C ] He" Therefor".
^ ^"f*'™* Ra

Jab '. 949 A.H. [15th October, 1542

Safer, 1006 AH
coraPl«ted fifty-five Ilahi years in October 1597-
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addition. It will be observed that the first twenty names in the

the catalogue of copper-mints are arranged in alphabetical order.

Eight new names are then added, seven of which are again

marshalled on the same principle and then, lastly another

name is inserted out of the proper order as if to make up for

some inadvertent omission. It may be also noticed that six

of these eight names begin with a Shi. It would seem as if

thev had been all missed or accidentally left out in the first

draft.

Well then, if we are to understand by jy9 ' (at the present

time), the 42nd year Ilahi, it follows that the list is not and

was never intended to be anything like the exhaustive enumera-

tion of the Akbarl mints, which it has been supposed by many

of our authorities to be. The mints of an Antecedent or Earlier

Period are expressly excluded, and we have no right whatever

to expect any recognition of them. It is also self-evident that

all those mints which could not, for historical reasons, have

been in existence before the 42nd year must be ruled out.

But what do we mean by the Mints of the Antecedent or

Earlier Period ? Now, the outstanding feature in the Numis-

matic historv of the reign is the introduction of the llahi

Era, and the"consequent remodelling of the coinage after the

29th year. It seems to me that we have here a clear dividing

line, a parting of the ways between the old period and the new,

which is fairlv well marked, a bifurcation easy to make as

well as to discern. The writer was evidently thinking of the

Numismatic revolution which had taken place in his day, which

he himself had borne no small part in engineering, and to

which he frequentlv refers with pride and exultation m bw

pages. He was taking into account only those mints—which

were at work when he wrote, and deliberately excluding all

those which had been closed since the Reorganization ot the

Coinage and the Imperial Mints about the 30th year.

Briefly, my point is that all the criticisms based on the

supposition or expectation of finding in his pages a complete

list of Akbar's mints are radically erroneous and unfair to the

writer. The first thing we have to do before he is put upon

his trial is to eliminate all the mints which though open dur-

ing the Antecedent or Early Period, can not be shown to have

been at work during the (Middle) Period of which he W**

writing. Next, we must also draw a line at the 42nd[year

and shut out all those which were demonstrably established fo<

the first time after that date.
,

,
r

.

I now submit a chronological synopsis of Akhart Mint

which has been prepared mainly with a view^to making these

two lines of demarcation clear. The places at which coins m
any metal were struck during the Earlier Period (

IR^*""*
onlv have been marked with a star, those which were opened

at some time after the 42nd year with an obelus or dagger.
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The names of those ateliers which were presumably open during
what I have called the Middle Period have been italicised.

Akb. Mints

Atak Bernards
Ajmer

Ujain or TJjain

Gold. Silver.

• *

• •

Ujainpur
Ahmadabad

tAhmadnagar .

.

*Udaypur
*Urdu
Urdu-Zafar qarln

tAsir
*Akbarpur

*Akbarpur Tancla
Akbarnagar
Agra

*Alwar •

Ilahabad or Ilahabaa

*Amirkot(?)
*Awadh
fElichpur *

fBalapur
t-Bandhu
Badaon

Birar(?)

fBurhanpur
Bangala .

.

*Bahraicli

*Bhakkar

Blrat

9 9

• 9

• •
* Pattan
Patna

Tatta

"Jalalpur
*Jalalnagar
*Jaunpur
*Chunar(?)
Chttor
41Chltor-Jaunp ur ( ?

)

Hisar
Himr-Firuzah .

.

*Khairabad

980-988 A.H

968; 987-1001 A.H.

;

37-43R(?) ;

42-46 R.

980-1000 A.H.

;

37-50 R.
46 R.

Copper.

37-43 R; 48 R
970 A.H.

;

979-1005 AE
986-1000 A.H.

45 R.
980-995 A.H.;

38-50 R.

984 A.H.
987 A.H.
984 A.H.

;

Alf. (1000).

45 R.

Square, 987 A.H.
Alf. ( 1000) ; Undated Alf. ; 35-50 R ;

Undated.

Undated IlahL
971-984 A.H.

;

42 or 44 R-50 R

971; 973-4 A.H.
Ilahi ; 50 R.
963-988 A.H. ;

42-50 R.
Early.

40 R et seq. ; Un-
dated.

981, 982 (K),

984 A.H.
97 x A.H.

994 A.H. (?)K.

965-988; 40 Ret seq.

965(?), 967-8:
971-3 A.H.

31, 32, 42 R.

Undated (N.S. xi).

48 R (N.S. xi).

Undated (after 42 R)

979, 989 A.H.
D66-97 x A.H.

45 R et seq.

42 or 43 R-49 R.
45-50 R.

39 R; 1006-101 i A.H.

42 R ? (Valentine)

;

38 R.(HNW).

4x : 47 R.

984-986 A.H.

984 A.H.
983-987 A.H

967, 970-2; 975-

978 A.H. (Yost).

98 x A.H. :

994 A.H. (?), (Rod)

42or43R-49R(?)97l ; 977: 979-982

42 R et seq.

984 A.H.
983-988 A.H.
42 R et seq.

38 R et seq.

972-988 (N.S.V.). 966-989 A.H.
97xA.H.

976 A.H.
963 A.H. ; Early.
963-967 A.H. ;

991 A.H. (K).

Khairpur (?)

• •

984-5 A.H
987 A.H. : 37 R

(K 3G14).

974 A.H. (Vost).

985 A.H. (HNW).
980-980 A.H.

967 A.H.
999-1008 A.H.

37 R-38 R.
963-7; 974 A.H.

;

996 A.H. (Rod).

069 ; R.B.W.
097A.IT. :

46.47R-
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Akb. Mints Gold. Silver.

• •Dogaon

Dehll

Dewal Bandar

Copper.

974, 976; 979-1005;

1011-13 A.H.; 44 R.

971 or 972-979 A.H
982 A.H.

964-986 A.H. ; 30 or 963-988 A.H. ; 37 R
35 R et seq.

Undated; 42 (?) R
(Dai).

.et seq.

• •Sironj
Sarhind
Srlnagar

fSalimabad
*Sal!mabad-Ajmir
Sambal

50 R (D.C.)?
40-1 R; 45-50 R.

4xR.

Surat
Saharanpiir
fSitpur(?)
*Shahgarh Qanauj
*Sherpur
*Shergarh
*Fathpur
Kabul

38 R.

47-49 R.

38 R. (N.S.V.)

987 A.H. ; 37 41 R.

37, 38,40,42,43,
47 R.

1007 A.H.
982 A.H.

31 R (K 3610) : Un-
dated

-J
Tanka ; 44

R. (Oliver)

37-41 R.

968-9 A.H.
98 x and 983 A.H.

*Katak
Kashmir

• *

• •

• •

986-988 or 989 A.H
Tangas, 971-2 A.H

(?)

Square.
999 (?) A.H.

964; 966-7 A.H.
985-989 A.H.

Half-Dirhams (?) ;

44-50 R.
Square, 987.

Local type,

994-5 A.H.

979; 982-989 A.H.
32-50 R

.

Kalanur .

.

KSlpI .

.

*Kora Karra (?)

*Kiratpur (?)

*Gadraula
*Gobindp fir

Gorakpur
Gwaliar .

.

Lcihor

Lakhnau .

.

Lahrl Bandar
*Malpur(?)
*\lanakpur
*Manghar
*Madankot

Multan .

.

*Mirta or Mirat .

.

Narnol l
.

.

964-9 A.H.

967 A.H.

971-988 A.H. ;

40-50 R.

984 A.H.

963-989 A.H.
;

36-50 R.
968 A.H.

42 R(?); 47R(K).
98 x A.H.

• •

* 9

37 R-42 R.

Early ; 971 A.H.

99 x A.H. (Rod).

37 R (Rod);3xR
(K).

963-9; 971-3 A.H
37R ? HNW.
K. (No. 3606).

44-48 R.
980-986 A.H. ; -50 R
967-8 ; 987 A.H. ;

38 R.
976-98-9 A.H.

;

36-50 R.
963-989 A.H.

;

1000 A.H. (K).

983-5 A.H.
98 x ; 987 A.H
968 A.H.

985 A.H. (K.

No. 3588).

37-41 R; 4xR.
987-989 A.H.
963-1006 A.H. ;

49-50 R.

. I have taken the 42nd year as.the est[™ »•Jf^^^S
the Am is expressly said in the EIpilogueto r>

»

^ go
last day of that year (Jarrett. Am,J^8 the t̂h

'

year, that it would
often states that the *« time of writing *" *** *"T l^' A dassifica-
be open to any one else to adopt that year^t^e &£ ^^
fon,lite syno^utSt resuKui not he materially altered
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Let me now note the principal points :

In Gold, Abul Fazl has four mints :

Mu'askar-i-Iqbal (Camp of Fortune), Bangala, Ahmadabad
and Kabul.

We possess the issues of Urdu Zafarqarln, Akbarnagar,
Agra, Kashmir and Lahor.

I have shown that Mu'askar-i-Iqbal and Urdu Zafarqarln
are really one and the same. I have also discussed in another
note the question of the Bangala mint and given some reasons
for thinking that it was really situated at Akbarnagar. It is

true that the two Ilahl Muhrs we possess do not exhibit any
date "beyond the Persian month," but that is no reason for
supposing that they were not struck when the mint was first

opened about the 39th year, to which the earliest rupee of
Bangala belongs.

The Kashmir coin in the Panjab Museum is a solitarv
specimen of which the date (999 A.H.) is admittedly doubt-
ful, if not conjectural altogether. The coin is besides of the
earlier or Kalima type. It seems to me that, like the similar
Muhrs of Asir and Udaypur, it is, to all intents and purposes,
not a true coin at all, but a " commemorative medal," as
Mr. Lane Poole has justly described the former (B.M.C. Introd.
lni). Indeed it is a question whether we are justified in
assuming, on the strength of a casual issue of this sort, that
there was a regular gold mint anvwhere in Kashmir. That
there was no such mint at Asir we mav be fairly certain, as
there are no other issues of Asir at all, knd Burhanpur where
there was such a mint is only a few miles off from Asir. No
government would think of maintaining two first-class mints
within a dozen miles of each other, and it is paying no undue
compliment, perhaps, to that of Akbar to suppose that it was not
guilty of such an extravagance.

As for Agra, the earliest gold coins are of the 42nd vear.
IneMuhr in the Indian Museum (No. 75) is of Shahrtvar, the
sixth month of the Ilahl Calendar. The quarter-piece in the
British Museum (No. 164) is of Bahman-the eleventh. Can
it be that the mint was licensed to coin gold after Abul Fazl
had revised his list ?

'

evenL wwLfc ! Y ??* l^™*™ m three Placea incidental references to

!% 22 T^H ^r? 2 the 43rd and 45th years (
Jarrett

» *». Trans - n -

i,W ^Z h l th6re Can be ,itt,e doubt thafc *hey represent mar-ginal additions or mmmantc ™ n A~ „!,.- iU. * i
J K .. ...

work.

itself ifrvobf1
W6 Sh°^ld ?0t lose siSht of the fa<* that the Am by

is a Crri Paction, of which the Bibliotheca Indica edition

wh.ch oT„o;!= ° £earlL a thou8and pages. The lengthy epilogue

^ havrZn fi^°H^
than

.u
fift

,
y pages in Jarrett '

8 translation is state-

1

of the wnrU- woe ™+ • T r """«« wnicn occurs almost at tJhe outseto^tlie work wag not reviaed fQr the j^ ^^^ ^^rai ^^ ^^ ^
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In reference to Lahor, Mr. Nelson Wright says that the

Ilahi gold coins, " which are scarce, seem to have been issued

first in the fortieth year, both the full muhr and its quarter

being known" (I.M.C. III. lxi). 1 The muhrs have not been

published, and it is perhaps permissible to invite attention to

the possibility of error on account of the confusion between the

symbol for zero and ' 5 '. Mr. Nelson Wright has read the date

on certain Ilahi Rupees of Dehll as 30 R. Mr. Whitehead

is sure that it is 35 R (P.M.C. lxxv). Dr. Taylor also confesses

to have erroneouslv read ' 40 ' for ' 45 ' on some Ahmadabad

Tankas (N.S. IV. p. 103).'2

Abul Fazl tells us that gold coins were struck also at

Ahmadabad and Kabul. 8 We have not yet found any.

But does it therefore follow that he was saying what was not ?

By no means. They may turn up any day. Kabul and Ahmad-

abad were both towns of the first importance in Akbar's

dominions. Kabul was the capital of the northern cpiarter,* as

Ahmadabad was of the western, Bangala of the eastern, and

Mulaskar-i-Iqbal, the place where the Emperor happened to be.

constituted the centre of the empire. Ahmadabad was at

this time perhaps the wealthiest city in the country. The

Mughal system was, as I have shown elsewhere, a system of

Free Coinage in all the metals. " Any private individual had

the right of bringing bullion to the mint and having it coined

on defraying the actual cost of coinage at certain specified

rates and paying a seigniorage of about five per cent " (Num.

1 The quarter-muhr was in the White-King collection :
Catalogue,

Part III, No. 3497. . .. . ,

2 Mr Nelson Wright himself calls attention to another example of

this error in his note on Gobindpur. "In the Lahor Museum Catalogue

he writes, '« are given four coins of the fortieth year but it seems prob

able that forty-five has been mistaken for forty. I.M.C. Ill, lntrod.

X
1 B.M.C. Nos. 26-29 are gold ' tangas ' of Akbar of the Central Asian

type. Three of these weigh eighteen grama each, and the fourth (a hal -

piece) draws nine grains. No. 26 is of the year 97 H., No. 29 was struck

in 972, and Nos. 27-8 have no date. The name o the mint ,8 not given,

but it may be fairly conjectured that they _are_ all Kabu
_

issues of the

Great Emperor. Similar gold pieces of Humayun also are known^(B_ M(

Nos. 8-10a ; I.M C. Nos. 13-14). Dr. White King had an exactly similar

tanga' bearing the name of Sulaiman of Badakhshan (Num. Chro .

18967 Part II, pi. *i, No. 1 ; White King Catalogue, P«t III., No. 34-.).

He had two gold ' tangas' of Humayun also (Ibtd. Nos 3454 o^
* Kabul was, morever, a great entrepot of commerce.

J
h« ^pero

Babur writes : "Kabul is an excellent trading centre
;
if

J™^*"™*
to Khita or to Rum, they might make no higherP^-^J"^^^

-~ n q ™. innnn VinrQftg and up to it, trom Jimausran, come
every year come 7, 8 °?.\^ ™%°*

(
T?. "ds-of-1 ouses, bringing slaves,

every year caravans of 10, 15 or 200W neaas oi ''°"^' „.,-* ftn(i

{tarda), white cloth, sugar-candy, refined ^d common
g

sugars, and

aromatic roots, Many a trader is not content with a profit^of TO or
^

«

on 10. In Kabul, can be had the products *™?^']*uf'&^£L
l

Chin (China); while it is Hindustan's own f^I^' s 1VanslaTion 137
Memoirs of Babur, Trans, p. 202: Leyden and Er.kine s Translation, IWl.
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Sup. XXVIII, pp. 64-5). This was of course subject to the con-

dition that the mint was licensed to coin gold. But it is scarcely

likely, considering the commercial demand for gold, that the

privilege should have been withheld from the most opulent

city in the empire. The case of Kabul is similar, and there

would be nothing surprising in the future discovery of the gold

coins of both those mints. It may be also worth recalling that

we have Ahmadabad muhrs of every one of the three imme-

diate successors of Akbar, and Kabul gold pieces of Shah

Jahan as well as Aurangzeb. 1

Let us now see how the account stands with regard to

silver. According to our author, that metal had the honour of

being stamped with the Imperial name in 14 places

:

MvJ-askar-i-Iqbal, Bangala, Ahmadabad, Kabul, Ilahabas.

Agra, Ujjain, Burst, Dehll, Patna, Kashmir, Lahor, Multan and
Tanda.

Our list of the Middle Period contains the following names.

Ujjain, Ahmadabad, Urdu Zafarqarin, Agra, Uahabad,
Bangala, Birat, Patna, Tatta, Dehll, Srlnagar, Surat, Lahor,

Multan.

It will be seen that we can show silver coins of only

twelve mints out of the fourteen, and possess no issues still,

of Tanda and Kabul. At the same time we have Rupees of

two mints, Tatta and Birat (or Birar) of which the writer does
not appear to have known the existence.

I have shown elsewhere that the confusion between Patna
and Tatta is unhappily only too common in Persian writing,

and it is just possible that Abul Fazl really wrote Tatta here,

and not Patna.*

As for Kabul, the discrepancy may, for aught we know, be
more apparent than real. We possess copper coins struck
at Kabul in the 32nd and subsequent years, but the earliest

Rupees known are of the 44th. At the same time, there are
in existence some half-Shahrukhls or c Dirhams of the Central
Asian type' bearing Akbar'sname. Unfortunately, they exhibit
neither the name of the mint-town, nor the date. Mr. White-

1 Mr. Whitehead informs me (February 1919) that there i8 an Ilahi
gold coin of Ahmadabad mint dated Mihr, 42 R, in the collection of Sir
John Stanley.

2 Mr. Beveridge has pointed out an instance in the text of the
Akbarnama itself. At III. 91, 1. 17, the Bibliotheca Tndica text has
1 Patna,' but •« Blochmann [4m, Trans. I. 421] and the Lucknow edi-
tion have Tatta instead of Patna." Akbarnama, Trans. III. 129 note,

The earliest Patna rupees are of the 42nd year. One of them only
exhibits the month Shahnvar (B.M.C. No. 209). The reading is probably
correct, but Mr. Burn was " not quite satisfied " with it, "as the name is

written differently from the ordinary way." He added that he had a coin
of Aurangzeb in which the same difference was noticeable, but could not
suggest a satisfactory reading. Mints of the Mu-hal Emperors. J.A.S.B.
1904, p. 79.

*~ F
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head has no doubt that they are " Kabul issues of the first years

of this emperor " (P.M.C. Introd. xciii), but they may, for aught

we know, belong to a later period. Kabul had been left by
Humayun to his second son, Mirza Muhammad Hakim, who
died in 993 A.H. (XXXR). It was then'only that'that part of

his ancestral dominions came directly and completely under

Akbar's rule. The earliest half-dams are of the thirty-second

year. They are of the Ilahl pattern, but the issues in silver

may have been, for obvious reasons, permitted to wear ' the

old familiar faces' for some time after the regular or complete

annexation of the Province.

Kabul and Tanda were two of the most important cities

in the Empire. Both of them had been for long the capital

towns of great kingdoms, and the unaccountable thing is not

that AbillFazl has included them among the silver-mints of his

time, but that they should be still unrepresented in our public

and private collections. It may also be permissible to state,

for what it is worth, that Tanda is one of those Mughal mints

which are recognised by Dr. Codrington in his ' Manual.' It is

true that no coins of Tanda have been published, and it is not

vouched for either by Mr. Burn or by Mr. Whitehead, but it

would be scarcely fair to Dr. Codrington to assume that he had

no grounds whatever for registering this mint.

The reading of the name as well as of the date (42) on the

rupees of Birat (or Birar) is not quite certain. Supposing

the date is reallv ' Bahman 42 ' (the units figure is far from

clear on I.M.C. No. 169, PI. Ill), it still remains to say that

the mint may have been first opened some time after the final

revision of the list in that year.

There are in existence a very few coins of two other mints

in reference to which there is the same uncertainty, viz.,

Dewal Bandar and Lahrl Bandar. There was a rupee of the

former in the White King cabinet, but it exhibited only the

month (Khurdad). and there was no sign of the year. (Num.

Chron. 1896, Pt. h, p. 160.) There are two specimens in the

Panjab Museum, but all that Mr. Whitehead can say of them

is that the dates are Ardibihisht and Dai 4X, probably, 42

(P.M.C. Nos. 346-7).
known. I can see

no trace of a date on P.M.C. 483 (PL III), though the month

(Azar) is clear. Mr. Whitehead reads » 42 (?) and leaves it

admittedly doubtful 1
. May we not give Abul tazl in tnese

three cases the benefit of the doubt ?

' Mr. Whitehead informs me
Bandar

~

Dai—the tenth in the Ilahi series. f .. .„ , ih

In all those cases in which the earliest issues are of the 42nd year ^
may not be unnecessary to recall attention to the fact that we do not
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It may be perhaps necessary to add that I myself see no

difficulty in identifying Abul Fazl's Kashmir with our Sri-

nagar, and beg permission to refer for the reasons to N. S.

XXVIII, art. 177.

I also venture to think that the existence of a Mughal

mint at Surat during the Middle period is no longer open to

doubt. Even supposing P.M.C. No. 355 to be a forgery (which

I submit it is not), Mr. Panna Lai's undoubtedly genuine Rupee
of the 38th year (Num. Sup. XXVI, art. 161) settles the matter,

and there are besides the so-called 'Coins of Gujarat fabric'

Mr. Master's admirable paper on the subject is convincing so

far as it goes, but it must not be supposed to go any further.

He has proved conclusively that the Koris of Jamnagar were

called Mahmudls in the 17th century, but it does not therefore

follow that the same name was not borne simultaneouslv by
other coins of very different types as to legends and lettering,

but resembling them in weight and size. How many diverse

kinds of silver money were all called, for similar reasons.

Rupees even within the last hundred years ? Besides, it is

not easy to conceive how those Mahmudls which are said, by
so many European travellers, to have been the most familiar

medium of exchange in Surat and its neighbourhood, and which
are not infrequently mentioned also by the Persian historians
of the period, could have been no other than the issues of the
remote and by no means wealthy or powerful chief referred to.

The c Coins of Gujarat fabric ' are obviously half-rupees modell-
ed on the local currency of the Gujarat Sultans, and I am not
aware of any grounds for positively asserting that they have
no connection with the Mughal mint of Surat.

We now come to copper, and this part of Abul Fazl's list

contains no less than 42 names in the aggregate, viz.

Mu'askar-i-Iqbal, Bangala, Ahmadabad, Kabul, Ilahabas,
Agra, Ujjain, Surat, Dehll, Patna, Kashmir, Labor, Multan,
Tanda, Ajmer, Audh, Atak, Alwar, Badaon, Banaras, Bhakkar,
Bhlrah, Pattan, Jaunpur, Jalandhar, Hardwar. Hisar Firuza.
Kalpl, Gwallar, Gorakhpur

;
Kalanur. Lakhnau, Mandu. Xagor,

Sarhind, Siyalkot, Sironj, Saharanpur, Sarangpiir, San
Qanauj, Rantanbhur.

Sambal,

We can put together specimens of not more than twenty-
three or twenty-four of them.

Urdu Zafarqarln, Akbarnagar (?)>, Ahmadabad, Kabul.

know in what month of that year the list was for the last time revised.
VV e might also do well to bear in mind that if the line of demarcation is
drawn at the 40th year, all these mints—Patna, Birat, Dewal Bandar,
Lahri Bandar—would not have to be brought into the reckoning.

t> 1 \„ Akbarnagar fulus was in the White King Collection (Catalogue,
Part HI, No 3670). The date 994 A. H. lays it open to suspicion.
Akbarnagar was founded several years afterwards (1002-3 A. H ). There
must be an error somewhere. If the date has been correctly read, the
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llahabas, Agra, Ujjain, Dehll, Patna, Srmagar, Lahor, Multan,
Ajmer, Atak, Badaon, Hisar, Gwallar, Gorakhpur, Kalaniir,

Lakhnau, Sarhind, Sironj, Saharanpur, Sambal.
We have besides the issues of five mints of which Abu I

Fazl takes no cognisance, viz.

Birat, Chitor, Khairpur, Dogaon, and Narnol.

There is no denying that the discrepancies, in this instance,

are numerous and disconcerting. Out of a total of 42, we have
nothing at all to show for nineteen. But does that prove that

the list is 'incomplete' or imperfect' ? The boot is, if I may
be excused for saying so, just on the other leg. It only means
that it is a great deal too full, too complete. If it errs, it

does SO; not so much by defect as by surplusage. Far from

proving that Abul Fazl is ' inaccurate,' it implies that we have

attained but indifferent success in unearthing the Akbari

issues in copper. It is common knowledge that the serious

search for Mughal dams and fillus began only about forty

years ago. A few coins found in a small district (Kangra)

enabled Mr. Oliver in 1886 to add several new mints at a bound.

Even in 1892. Mr. Lane Poole complained that the " rarest of

sh Ten vears afterwards,

Mr. Dames stated that no less than twenty-nine new mints of

Alcbar alone had been since (1892) brought to light (Num.

Ohrom, 1902, p. 277), about half of which were exclusively

copper -ateliers. Several others have become known within the

last fifteen years, and a glance at the two most recent

Catalogues must suffice to convince any one that there are in

each several pieces which are altogether mintless, or on which

it is now impossible to decipher the name of the place of issue.

A few words about the five other places apparently

ignored by Abul Fazl may not be out of place.

And first, about Birat ( if^ ). Abul Fazl has the name

l^Blhrah. We have no coins of Blhrah, but we have several

of Birat—a place of which he himself says elsewhere that it

'
' had a copper mine so profitable that from a man weight of ore,

they obtain :io sers of metal" (Jarrett, II, 181 : Text, I, 442).

May it not be that xJtv is a miswriting or misreading of S^g l

mint-name must be wrong. If the latter has been rightly deciphered, the

date will be found to require revision.

[There is nothing surprising in the scarcity of Bengal copper com,.

Not more than two billion coins of the Bengal Sultans are known and

no copper has been found bearing the name of any of the feuri mints m
that Province. Ed.] . . . , . , ^_.„j-*- „f

1 This name would appear to have puzzled not only the copv ists ot

the Avn, but its translators. It is written *j& at p. 27 of the Bibliotheca

I>idica Text. At p. 31 of Blochmanns translation, it

f
8'^^™!

we are asked to read ' Bahfrah ' in the Table of Errata. The name of
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There is very high authority for deciphering the name
on several darns dated 999-1008 A.H. as Chitor, but the

reading is not so clear as might be wished. Mr. Oliver was in

favour of Qanauj (J. A. S. B., vol. lv, 1886, pi. II, fig. 23).

Rodgers thought the " coins ought to be of the Jaipur mint

{)#?>) as the word is without dots, but Jaipur was not in

existence in the time of Akbar." (Indian Antiquary, 1890.

p. 222 ) Col. Richard Carnac Temple gave it as his opinion

that it was neitherjy^ nor j;*** but;y^ or gjis (Ibid., note).

It may be perhaps necessary to recall the fact that Chitor is

not, and that Qanauj is, one of Abul FazPs copper mints of

the Middle period.

The Indian Museum has Ha hi pieces of a mint called

Khairpur, but they are of the 45th and 47th years. Mr.

Whitehead has read the name on a coin of very different

type dated 997 A.H. as Khairpur. I have discussed the point

elsewhere at some length, and here must content myself with
the suggestion that the reading stands in need of revision, and
that all these coins are probably of ZJjaiwpur.

The peculiar thing about Dogaon is that though the name
is conspicuous by its absence in jbhe list before us, Abul Fazl

himself notes elsewhere in the Ahi, that " in the vicinity of

the town [scil. Bahraich] there is a village called Dokon which

for a long time possessed a mint for copper coinage." &*\ ^^
u-J^f $&$*j&$ - r

U *&*J* ^^ ^*S° jt* (Jarrett, II, 172,

Bibl hid. Text, I, 433). l It is clear that the author was not

i Bir&t
' is written ei>ljj at p. 357 of the Ain and ^'>i-? and *&)jt are

noted as variants at p. 358. At p. 442, it is written Wji£. jn Jarrett's

translation, we have Parat at II. 96 and Perath at II. 181. Gladwin has
Beerat, Tieffenthaler Berath. Description DeVInde, Ed. J. Bernoulli,

1786, I. 212-3.

1 The town of Dugaon ( \£)jfjd ) is mentioned once in the Akbar-

nama also in connection with the death of 'Arab Bahadur who had
chosen 4i a residence in the hill country of Bahraich to the north of
Dugaon and near a black mountain." Beveridge. Akbarnama, Trans.

Ill, 745, Text III, 492. f Dukam' pfjd is also one of the hundred and
odd towns and cities of Hindustan which are set out in Abul Fazl's
Tables of Latitudes and Longitudes. Jarrett, Ain, Trans. III. 59—Bibl.
Ind. Text, II. 33. Col. 1,1. 11.

The case of Narnol is very similar to that of Dugaon. In his account
Smghana

other
-Mahals, Babai and Kotputli are also said to possess copper mines. Jar-
rett, Am, II. 194. And yet the name of Narnol is conspicuous by its

absence from the list. Can it be that j J\j is a miswritine or misreading
of JjJjli ?
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ignorant of the existence of the mint, but then why has he
omitted it ? It may have been due to some oversight or
inadvertence, but another explanation is just possible. The
earliest Dogaon coin is of 974 A.H. We have issues also of 980,

986, 988 after which last there are " Dams of most vears up to

1003 A.H." (I.M.C. xliv). Mr. Whitehead has one of 1005

A.H. None of these issues are of the Ilahl type. Then there

is a break and Ave have half-tankas of the 44th vear, and then

again Dams of 1011 and 1013 A.H. Can it be that the

mint was temporarily suspended when Abul Fazl wrote, for

some reason unknown ? It had been perhaps too prolific.

Here again, I may be allowed to invite attention to the

fact, quant, vol., that Jalandhar, and Slyalkot are included in

Dr. Codrington's list of Mughal mints. 1

It is due to a friendly critic to notice his "simple

explanation" of the embarrassing surplus of names in this

part of the list. It is that Abul Fazl has carelessly jumbled

together the ateliers of the Middle period of which alone he

was professedly writing, with those of the Early or Antecedent

one. Now, Abul Fazl's laborious accuracy and "conscientious

collection of facts " have not been denied even by those who
have no great admiration for his stvle or character, and he is

scarcely likely to have committed such a blunder or so

soon forgotten the limitations he had set upon himself.

Besides, there is no trace whatever of any such muddle in

the sections relating to gold and silver ; then why here ? Apart

from this, there are other reasons for rejecting this hypothesis.

An examination of this catalogue of forty-two copper-mints

shows that there are in it not more than six or seven places

of which we possess issues of the First or Early Period, and

not of the Middle or Second. They are Awadh. Alwar, Bhak-

kar, Pattan, Jaunpur, KalpI and Qanauj (?) On the other hand,

it is to be noted that there are no less than fourteen names

which are quite new, and of which no coins whatever ofthe

Earlv Period have been discovered, viz., Atak, Badaou,

Banaras, Jalandhar Hardwar, Kalanur, Maudu, Nagor, Siyal-

kot, Sironj, Saharanpur, Sarangpur, Sambal and Rantanbhur

And what is still more worthy of attention is that six, if not

seven, of these new names are actually represented in our

collections, viz., Atak, Badaon, Jalandhar (?), Kalanur, Sironj,

Saharanpur, and Sambal. Of the remaining seven or eight

towns we can show no copper coins of ihe Second Period, but

then they [viz., Banaras, Jalandhar (?), Hard war, Mandu,

Nagor, Siyalkot, Sarangpur and Rantanbhur] do not appear to

have struck any dams or fuhl* in the First or Karly 1 enocl

either.

J Mr. Whitehead informs me (February 1919) that he possesses an

Uahi dam which he is "morally certain is of Jalandhar mint, xne

year is 4x.
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It is clear then that this ' simple
5

theory cannot be ac-

cepted, and some other way of accounting for the presence of

these seven names of the Early Period has to be sought. I

venture to offer, for what it is worth, a suggestion which has

occurred to me.

When the Imperial mint-system was reorganized and the

currency of the realm remodelled, the number of places

licensed to coin the two precious metals was considerably

reduced, probably with a view to secure more efficient super-

vision and a greater uniformity of standard. The privilege of

issuing muhrs and their fractions was withdrawn from all but

four places, and that of striking silver pieces was conferred on
only fourteen towns in the Empire. It was not thought
advisable or necessary to be so strict in regard to copper. 1

All the ordinary exchanges of the common people were
conducted in that medium, and the demand for Dams was
enormous everywhere. The number of copper mints (which
in the earlier period had been about 39) was therefore not only
not reduced, but slightly augmented, it is probable that this

was clone with a view to ease the situation, not unlikely to be
created, by the closing of so many mints to the coinage of gold
and silver. At the same time, the 42 mints were rearranged
and their geographical distribution made much more equal.

In this readjustment, all the places of any importance, his-

torical, political or commercial, which had formerly enjoyed the
privilege of striking copper, viz., Awadh, Alwar, Bhakkar, Pat-
tan. Jaunpur, KalpI and Qanauj were, for the nonce, not de-
prived of it. Others, how ever, were, much more severely dealt
with.

^ Akbarpur, Amlrkot, Bahraich, Jalalpur, Jalalnagar,
Khairabad, Sherpur. I athpur, Katak, Kora, Kiratpur, Malpur,
Manakpur, Manghar, Madankot and Merta (?) were all disfran-
chised. The reasons for this differential treatment are not
difficult to understand. Most of them were third or fourth

-

rate towns which were not rising in the world but declining or
decaying, and several of them have since sunk into such
obscurity that it is now no easy task to determine their exact
situation. The name of Bahraich was removed probably
because Dogaon which had taken its place was much more

In this connection, the following observations of Thomas will bear
quotation << The practice of striking coin m subordinate cities also
appears to have been an innovation introduced bv the Maghats, who drew
a wise distinction between the importance of the local currency of copper and
money fabricated from the more costly gold or silver. The absence of the
button s name likewise indicates a departure from Indian practice, under
which we have uniformly seen the designation of the supreme authority
impressed upon the copper money equally with the coins of higher value."
^nromcles, 384. With all his fondness for innovation, Akbar appears to
nave lollowed the traditional policy and allowed the copper currency
to remain on a lower footing.
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advantageously located. The recently founded Ilahabad had

supplanted Kora (Karra ?). Fathpur had lost its short-lived

importance since the Emperor had ceased to reside there, and

Merta (?) was deprived of its licence, perhaps because Raj-

putana possessed, even without it, more than its fair share of

copper mints.

There is another point also which it is necessary to bear

in mind. Copper had been coined so profusely within the

preceding fifty years by the Sims, and likewise by Akbar, that

in some places no great necessity of striking Dams in any

quantity was likely to be felt. The privilege of issuing them

was, nevertheless, not withdrawn from the more important

towns which had possessed it under the old regime They

were to exercise the right and avail themselves of the permis-

sion if there was need ; they would remain inactive, if

the local supply was not insufficient for the demand. This

probablv accounts for the fact of our having not yet discovered

the Ilahl or Middle-period issues of some of the older mints

(Alwar, Awadh, Bhakkar, Pattan, Jaunpur, KalpI and Qanauj),

and the extreme paucitv of the mintages of some towns on

which the privilege was conferred for the -first time under

the new system (Badaon, Kalanur, Sarhind, Saronj, Sambal,

Saharanpiir). Their names are in Abul Fazl's list, they were

permitted to coin, and we have indubitable evidence of their

having availed themselves of the permission, but the existing

supply of Dams was really so large that the necessity for

doing so would appear to have arisen but casually and mter-

mittentlv. The mints were in theory open, but they appear

to have "been for the most part in a state of "suspended

animation." Brieflv, it would seem as if Akbar s advisers had,

in their an*ietv to provide some compensating machinery tor

neutralising the contingent disadvantages of the restrictions on

the minting of gold and silver, been over-liberal in regard to

copper. They had made the pendulum swing too much both

ways. The number of places permitted to coin the precious

metals was, in fact, too small, that of those licensed to com

copper really too large. The fact did not eventuallv fail o

make itself evident, and we find a great change with tlle

accession of Jahanglr. for whose reign we have 14 gold
I

m nts

27 silver mints, and only 9 copper mints. The corresponding

numbers for the reign of Shah Jahan are 23 35 and 15 (t.^

Taylor, Norn. Sup. XXII. 181-2). These figures speak for

themselves. , ^ * i._ fy> a <-

The net result of this enquiry seems to me to be that

Abul-Fazl's inventory for the part or period of Akbai s rei n

about which he was writing is, on the whole ™^™» f£
more exhaustive than our own lists. Altogether he has

to his credit more than twenty-two mints for yhchue

have nothing yet to show. It is true that there are, on the othei
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side of the account, eight or nine ateliers which are apparently
ignored in the Am. But, then, the readings of names and dates
on which the question of the inclusion of most of them in the

Middle Period of Akbar's reign depends, are themselves not
free from doubt and uncertainty. My submission, therefore,

is that in view of our own inadequate equipment and information,
we are searcely justified in assuming an attitude of superiority
and delivering judgment against him. Far from having out-
stripped him, we are still lagging very much behind, and our
own knowledge of the Akbari mints is neither so exact nor so

complete as to entitle us to brand him with ignorance of the
facts of his own daj^.

This does not mean that the Am list is absolutely perfect.
lam no believer in the infallibility of Abul-Fazl or of any other
author, living or dead. I have no doubt myself, that when
we are much better qualified (as I trust we shall be in the not
distant future) to pronounce a really weighty opinion, some
errors here and there_ will be found. " It is to be remembered
that the text of the Ain has filtered through, perhaps, a score
of muddy and corrupt transcripts before descending to us. It
is not at all unlikely that two or three of these forty names
have been mis written by the copyists. It is also not impossible
that one or two were read or transcribed incorrectlv by Abill
Fazl himself. I know from my own study of his'Suraunarv
Accounts of Todar Mai's Kent-roll that he was occasionally-
unable to decipher the place-names properly, and made mis-
takes in transferring them to his pages.

When all these allowances—allowances for the defects in-
herent in the Persian script, for the illegibility of the written
records on which he had to relv. and also for human error, are
made, and when that terra incognita which still disfigures the
numismatic chart of the Akbari region has been thoroughlv
explored, it will probably be found that this much-abused in-
ventory is not so hopelessly ' imperfect ' or < inaccurate as it
lias been thought.

Junagadh, 10th Jan. 1918.
S. H. HODIVALA.

POSTCRIPT.

The preparation of an absolutely complete list* of all the
coins of any ruler, who has issued monev of all denominations
so profusely as Akbar, for nearly half a century, must be an
almost impossible achievement. It would be, therefore, pre-
sumptuous to imagine that no errors or omissions will be
aetectea m the Chronological Synopsis contained in this article.

L™ iTy - ?u
St that ]t wiU not be found very inaccurate or

Cp 1 ?
m w Pr<> °ut State of knowledge.

'
I should nothave ventured to say so, if the list had Sot been carefully
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scrutinised by Mr. H. Nelson Wright, Mr. R. B. Whitehead and
Mr. W. E. M. Campbell. To all of them I have to make ac-

knowledgments for bringing to my notice some points which

stood in need of reconsideration, and furnishing the dates of

several unpublished coins in their own collections and the Lakh-

nau Museum.
In regard to the Lahor gold-pieces of the 40th Year Ilahl.

it is due to Mr. Nelson Wright to state his own view of the

case, and transcribe the following observations from a letter

of his dated 25th April, 1920 :
" Regarding the remarks about

the Lahor gold coins on p. 15," he writes, " the Muhar and \
are my own and you may take it there is no possibility of

error. Both are clearly 40 ( >*• ) and could not be read 45.

The is just a dot. I send you a bad rubbing of the date on

the Muhar. It has struck me whether ' Mu'askar-i-iqbal' in

Abul FazPs gold list might mean that wherever Akbar happened

to be that place had the privilege of striking gold (and other)

coin—in its own name, if it had facilities— quite apart from the

1 Urdu Zafar qarin ' issues. This might explain the gold coins

of Lahor of 40 I. for Akbar, was, 1 think, at Labor in 40 I."

The suggestion is not unworthy of consideration, though,

of course, there are difficulties in the way of its acceptance. I

have myself described the Mu'askar-i-Iqbal as "the place

where the Emperor happened to be," and represented it a

constituting "for the time being, the centre of the Empire
.

(p. 15 supra). It is clear that when Akbar's headquarters

were in Lahor Fort, two different mints would be simultane-

ously at work within the limits of the city, the town s own

mint and the Camp-mint attached to the personal establish-

ment of the Emperor. It is not unlikely that some confusion

occasionally arose in consequence. It should be remembeied

that Lahor was. to all intents and purposes, the real capital

of the Empire during the fourth decade of the reign and about

three years of the fifth, and Abul Fazl repeatedly speaks ot

it as the ^Uy.v (Akb. Nam. Text. 111. 733 1. 24). and K^
(Ibid., 111. 747, 1, 15 and Am, Text, I. 76, I. 10, Trans I. 68).

It is not at all unlikely that the actual name of the 'place ot

striking ' mav have been sometimes inscribed by the mint-

masters and engravers on the issues of the Emperor s private

mint, instead of the indefinite and nondescript delation,

'Camp associated with Victorv.' It may be noticed that tne

name Urdu Zafarqarin does not appear at all on the gold ami

silver coins of Akbar after the Alf—or thousandth year ot tne

Hijra, and that, during the last sixteen years of the UiWtt

Emperor's reign, its exhibition is permitted only on tne

humbler issues in copper. Akbar was perpetually innovating

in small things, and it is a question if we may not see in thi

departure the beginning of the end-the first step towards t h

abolition of this migratory atelier. The all but completed*-
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appearance of this curiously-named mint in the reigns of

Akbar's successors (the three known exceptions only prove the
rule), lends some support to this conjecture. We know from
Roe, Bernier and Manucci that the emperors continued to be
accompanied in their progresses by all the Imperial karkhanas.
We may be sure that the Mint was one of them, and that coins
were freely struck and the j>A* uy** \j*» or ' His Majesty's
Own Mint/ set to work whenever there was any necesstity of

doing
#
so. But the old practice of stamping the words, j^j\

&jij& was, for reasons not at all difficult to understand, dis-

continued, and the name of the nearest town or city inscribed
in its stead. Jahanglr's issues of Ajmer. Ujain, Kambayat
and Mandu which are practically restricted to the years on
which that Emperor is known have had his camp in those
towns, may. perhaps, be cited as early examples or illustra-
tions of the new type of Camp-i>sues. The same remarks
may probably be made of Shah Jahan's very rare rupees of
Ajmer and Fathpur, and some of the coins issued from two or
three obscure places in the Dekkan during the years in which
Aurangzeb personally directed the campaigns against his
irrepressible foes, the Marathas.

g H Hodiv1lL
The College,

Junagadh, 1st May, 1920.

211. NOTES AND QUERIES REGARDING MUGHAL
MINT-TOWNS.

Itawah and Itawa.

In the Notes on ' KanjI ' and < Manghar ' (N.S., XXXI), I
Dave laid some stress on the fact that the Mughal spoiling of
Indian place-names is neither so capricious nor so arbitrary
as is sometimes supposed, that all those toponyms which are,
or deserve to be well known, are written in a fairly uniform
manner by the better authors, and that when there are alterna-
tive or double forms, it is often possible to account for them,
i Deg to invite attention to-day to the raison d'etre of the
form |jGj which is familiar to numismatists.

The earliest known coin of this mint is a Nisar of 1097 A.H.,
the earliest com published a rupee of 1098 AH. The latter im the Indian Museum, which possesses "a fine series of the
rupees of Aurangzeb < Alamgir. - In 1109-forty-second vear,
the mint which hitherto had been written s^G| is spelt (.Ui* and
this spelling ,s retained to the end." (H. N. Wright, I.M.O.,
lit. Jntrod., xlv.)

The question is, why was the orthographv altered ? To this
the contemporary historian Klmfl Khan furnishes an answer
ubich is quoted and translated below :
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*4+~ .<+> , *** o5r- j^ia **f^ *** j c/^y / > *V* J*Jl >

>J***I ^^ ^i*** y^)j

t
j»j o a*k jy ** *ty* ^ »>* J a)| ^ «* ^>c m£Jij^ )

&L+ a &W \\ Ui *j1 ^ 3U.1 *& ^f j^ >^ ; **»1 L5* -rfj
63

i

yfeu vJ>. y^c j a**^^^ ^ * ^'^ "

^ ^ *uf> ^*^ Oil
g
/**J ^-jy ** ^' ^^ '->

"f J

^j «* JL- «^ »UU, *i^ y^- *-! ^ **S^ ^ *****

*

Bibl. Ind. Text. IT 399. «^ «HA«

« In former tirr.es, the names oi several ^^oiti^
fortresses which are known by their HmduJ^^°l^
(lit which are celebrated in the languages of *£*™>»™
in the pronunciation of which an «h«

(
/w

)
"ier^^ written

inclining to) an 'a' (alt/) has to be sounded « ere written

[aJ«V], Baglanah [«i^»] Parnalah

[*JU ,,]. Mir Hadl. entitled Fazail Khan, who was now placed

in charge of the Secretory'* department. Bnbmittod.**•
distinct' ha' W is never found at the «nd °f »"> ^° ^
l>roper name in th

although it is true that an < aiit W '^7 /L 1 1 i v etters
[as such] at the end of an Indian word Of the thirty letters

[of the Arabic alphabet |,
thirteen letters, vtz.- AM, Ha,
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Kha,' <Tha,' <Zal,' 'Za,' 'Sad,' 'Zad,' 'Ta,' 'Za,' <Ain,'

Oaf words and
Indian speech, are never used in writing or pronunciation, and
are not reckoned as letters at all. In place of the £

alif,' the
' ain ' and the ' hamza ' they have a letter [^j] which is written
[in that form] and sounded [as such] only at the beginning of a
word, but never in its middle or end. But of the ten or
twelve vowel signs which are employed (lit. fixed) for (i.e. in

writing) Hindu words and which are indispensable for combin-
ing (i.e. vocalising) their letters, one is called the Kana
[the sign of the long vowel in m\] and this alone is used (lit.

fixed) at the end of a word. It is written like an ' alif ' [i.e.

it is an upright stroke just like the 'alif'] and sounded {lit.

ejected, expressed) also just as if it was an ' alif.' For this
sign which is really an ' alif,' the Persian munshls have, since
the beginning of Islam in Hindustan, erroneously substituted
a ' ha.' It should [correctly] be [represented] in transliteration
(hi. writing) by an ' alif.' His suggestion (lit. request) met
with the approval of the critical Emperor, and orders were
issued in this year [XXXVI R. Y. 1103-4 A. H.] that in future,
an 'alif should be written instead of the <ha\ e.g. Bangala
0*»), Malwa (><U), Baglana (W&). Whosoever
with the Hindi alphabet must profoundly appreciate (lit. medi-
tate upon) the propriety (lit. beauty, elegance) [of this dis-
tinction]. '

In a word, the contention of Fazail Khan I was that the
letter ^ was the true equivalent of the Arabic ' alif,' that the
Kana or upright stroke which took its place in the middle or
at the end of a word in the Indian vernaculars possessed the
same phonetic value, and that the Persian munshis who had
been employing a ' ha '

( » ) to represent it, were in error. He
was therefore of opinion that we should write VKu, f^U
UJtfjfcUl, U

J|; t; ii^
t (;^ ^r efco The argument aiM)earg t0 haVe

found favour not only with Aurangzeb, but with his successors,
ana the numismatic evidence indicates that a lasting change
was effected m the official system of transliteration.

We possess no coins of Malwa or Baglana and none of

A<*™™ £1?^ ?
a?ai1 T^ian was a favourite of the Prince Muhammad

curred Anil "S °?6 °,
f the most learned men of his ****• Having in"

forTress n

n

Sf
^s .^pleasure, he was disgraced and imprisoned in the

released id ^f ad m
,

the 25th year of the rei§*- He was afterwards

took him «
P 8eVeral years in retirem«it at Agra. Aurangzeb then

ImDeriarT?hr!r-
m°re

T
m,

fu
faVOUr

'
and he wa^ ^PPoTnted Mir MunshT nnd

b^meN^hT^H- l
n
-^ 44th year

'
he was raade Diwan-i-Bayutat and

MT^CSZaTlll^n^Xr afterwards
- He died in 1114 A.H.

the Afaa^V'X^J -i
4
«.L ,

T
x
ere are ^W"1 references to him inU aa*ir- Alamgtri also. Bibl. Ind. Text, 352, 361 432, 457 and 471.
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Bangala after some Rupees of Akbar, but we have the issues of

Itawa, Owsa (Ausa), Satara, Karpa, and Kora.

The name of the first of these five towns , is invariably

spelt with a final 'ha ' by all the earlier writers. (Abul FazI,

Aln, Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 443; Akbarnama, ibid,, II, 100,

115,187, 270, 298; III, 19, 88, 278, 309, 415, 426; Badishah-

nama, ibid. I, 191 ; 'Alamyirnama , ib., 127, 237, 440, 475,

604, 765, 874, 885).

On the coins also, it is »jUj before 1109 A.H ; afterwards, it

is always l/>|. Mr. Whitehead says (P.M.C. Introd. xxviii)

that the only exception known to him is a rupee of Ahmad
Shah in the Panjab Museum (No. 2642).

•

Again, Ausa (Owsa of I. G. XIX, 294) is spelt A-jl in Abul

Fazl's Akbarnama, III, 800 ; Badishahnama I, i, 356 ; I, h, 136.

140, 151, 154, 158; II, 221, 709; 'llamgirnama, 1007, 1014

and other works written before the year in which the order was

issued (1103 A.H.). But on the coins of Bahadur Shah Shah

'Alam I, Farrukhsiyar, Muhammad Shah, and 'Alamglr II, it is

alwavsl«*y.a

So also, li~

liw

On the coins 'CuddSpah' is written U> exactly in accord-

ance with the rule laid down by Aurangzeb, though the earliest

are of the XXXVIIth year—the year next succeeding the one

in which the order was (according to AJian

time issued. - _ _ , ,,

Lastly, Muhammad Kazim of the 'Alamgirnamajuid others

who wrote before 1103 A.H. affect the spelling 8>/*but on the

1 Attention may, however, be invited to B.M.C., 829 and 831 which

are dated 1114 and 1115 A.H., and yet have %>W Mr. Whitehead in-

forms me (February 1919) that the name is written in the old way on a

rupee of Muhammad Shah also which is in his own cabinet.

a In the Maasiru-l-Umara which was commenced about 1155 A.H.

and completed in 1193 AH., the name is thrice written Uy. Bibl. Ind.

Text, II, 837 ; I. 196, 206.

3 Both forms occur in the Maasiru'Alamglrl. We have »jU~ on

pp. 336, 413, 42) and 421 ;
!>«- on pp. 401, 412, 425, 444. The Maasiru-

MW-ahas*;^ at I, 328 and II, 351, 503, 876 and \)^ at II, 512 and

111,42. _

* We have »;/ in Akbarnama, Text, III, 426, »»/ in Am. Text. I,

349, 430 and t)j in MaaSiri->
Alamglrl , 12 as well as 'Alamgirnama, 241,

271, 286.
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coins of all the regular emperors from Rafl'u-d-darajat to Shah
' Alam II, the terminal letter is an c

alif.'

Junagadh, 20Ih December, 1917.

S. H. Hodivala.

Islamabad

The difficulty of fixing the site of the Islamabad mint has
been felt by all serious students of Mughal Numismatics.
Chakna, Chittagong, Rairl and Mathura are all said (by Mr.
Whitehead) to have borne that name in the days of Aurangzeb
But this does not exhaust the list of towns called Islamabad
whose pretensions it is not easy to determine.

i
There is an Islamabad in Kashmir also. We are told

that it " was once a large and prosperous place/' and that the
well-known spring called the Anant-nag flows from its foot.

(Imp. Gaz. XIII, 371). We learn from the Badishahnama that
it was Shah Jahan who ordered the pargana or township of

Incha («fi>l or Afojf), the ' Anyech ' of Stein (Geography of

Kashmir. J.A.S.B., 1899, p 178), to be called Islamabad.
(Bibl. Ind. text, I, n 49-50.) The town is referred to under
one or other of these names in several other places also. (Ibid.

II. 209, 428, 433^ Tuziik-i-Jahangiri, Rogers and Beveridge,

Trans., II, 174; -Alamgirnama, Bibl. Ind. text, 835 ; Thornton,
Gazetteer. New Edition, p. 430).

The same emperor appears to have given the very same
name to another town called Chhatra (s,^) in Bundelkhand
(Badixhahnama, I, ii, 122 ; see also Madsiru-l-Umara. I, 427).
This is probably identical with Jatara, now the largest Tahsll in
the feudatory state of Orchha. (Imp. Gaz. XIX, 246).

»

Supposing that any claims which the last two competitors
may appear to have are rejected on the ground of obscurity or
remoteness from the highways of politics and commerce, those
of the other four still remain to be discussed.

In regard to them, I beg to invite attention to some points
of interest, which have escaped notice. The first is that the
real Mughal name of Rairl was not lafomahad. hnt Ida maadh.

'Thornton (Gazetteer. New Edition, p. 430) mentions an Islamabad
or Islamnagar or IslSmghar, five miles north of Bhopal (Lut. 23° 20'.
Long. ,7 2d'). It is however quite modern. " It was originally called
Jugdispur, and received its present name from Dost Muhammad Khan,
the founder of the State of Bhopal, who took it by surprise, from a Hindu
zemindar, its previous holder." Tieffenthaler calls it ' Esslamnagar

'

(Description de 1 indo, I, 355) and that appears to be the real name. Ac-
oo ding to the Imperial Gazetteer, Dost Muhammad founded the towns

ri? -
m
-??ar^"d BhoP 51 about 1720 A. C.'(Ed. 1908, VIII. 128). An

117J .' ? is menti°ned by Firishta in his account of the inde-

1008 IV
r

H7
r

8
Pr°Vinfe

"
Br!gg8 ' Tran*lation

.
Calcutta Reprint.
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The statement made by Mr. Whitehead (P.M.C. Introd., p. xl)

on the authority of Mr. Sarkar's ' India of Aurangzeb ' is based

on the admittedly corrupt single transcript of the Chihar Qui-

shan on which the translator had, for want of a duplicate, to

rely. It is clear from a much better authority, the Maasir-i
' Alamgiri that the true reading is ' Islamgadh \ The author of

that excellent contemporary chronicle informs us that in the

41st year of the reign of Aurangzeb (1108-9 A.H.) " Ism 4

all

Khan Mukha was appointed Faujdar of Islamgadh urf-i-Rahirl"

(Bibl. Ind. text, 387, 1. 13). l There is a very similar state-

ment in the article on Baigarh (i.e. Rahirl, vide Grant Duff.

Bombay Preprint, p. 85) in the Imperial Gazetteer. The writer

says that Raigarh was, on the final conquest of the Ahmad

-

nagar Kingdom by Shahjahan, made over by the Mughals to

the Sultans of Bijapur, and given by the latter to the Sldl of

Janjira " under the name of Islamgarh" (XXI, 47). This

should put Rairl or Rahirl definitely out of court. 2

Let us now consider the claims of Mathura. Mr. White-

head saj'S (P.M.C, p. xl) that there is an Islamabad coin of

1079 A.H. in the British Museum. He now (February 1919)

informs me that he " knows of coins in both gold and silver of

the year 1074 A.H/' My point is that the existence of Islam-

abad issues of 1074 and 1079 A.H. is a most significant fact

According to the historians, Mathura was not called Islamabad

before Ramazan 1080 A.H. There seems to be in the Maasiri-

1Alamgirl an explicit statement to that effect.

LS-j&j! iJUi*lj )̂vj
jUaii l**|g )l^ *>*fj\r &)>+* *

& yy*jifi)l*~t £$»-* ^5>* 1*)** **;*u tjt)s*& h^jtr*"

1 In the corresponding passage in the Maasiru-l-Vmara also, the

. • lA i. iJ.* *lt*^\ Bibl. Ind. text, I, 292, 1. 7. Tie-
name i% given as <sji*V °^ *J r

Senthaler has » Eslfimghar communement Rapari" (Description de

Vlnde, Ed., Bernoulli, 1786, Tom. I, p. 459). Rapari ( yg »J )
is evident-

1 y a misreading of <SjiP
}

J >
, _ . , 1A14 .

* Mr Longworth Dames says (Journal, Royal Asiatic Society
,
W14)

that Jalna alio was called Islamabad, and quotes as h,s ^th^
the Chihar Gulshan (Sarkiir, Loo cit. lx«u and lb3). lh« «•te

mentis absolutely unsupported •^ ta^^d^
one of the many errors of a defective text, a careiess 01 iS

misreading o« *tf*
. Tieffenthaler has Eslamabad TschSkla

'

*1» -

for [ Atfl- 1 ]. (Description de V Inde, I 479) Th»
^ff

?*}"" "J^J^
ed practically certain by the fact that the author of the Chihar <uishan

elsewhere speaks of JSlna and Islamabad as quite diet net.
J

1

he third of

the eleven Sarkars of Suba AurangSbad was ' Jalna, the fourth Islam

SI.Sd Konkan '
[ i.e. ChSkna ]. Sarkar, op. cit. 161.
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B«&. /«<?. Text, 95-6.

" And in this same blessed month [Ramazan, XIII R.Y.,

1080 A.H.] peremptory commands (lit. commands sent like

those of Fate or Destiny) were issued for the destruction of

the idol-temple known as the Dehra of Keshavrai in Mathura,

from the portico of the God-knowing Emperor's love of justice

and hatred (lit. desire to overthrow) of oppression. The sub-

version and extirpation of that strong edifice of Error was
carried out in a short time by the efforts of a large number of

workmen, and a mosque of noble proportions (lit. foundations)

was erected in its place and cost a large (lit. heavy) sum
All the idols and images, small and large, and adorned with
precious gems which had been placed in that shrine of polytheists

and gathering-spot of infidels were brought to Akbarabad and
buried under the steps of the mosque of the Nawab-i-Qudsiya
Begam Saheb, so that they might be trodden under people's
feet till eternity. And the name of Mathura was written in

official records and uttered by the tongues and lips (lit. mouths)
of men as Islamabad."

It is clear that if the order for the destruction of the tem-
ple was issued only in Ramazan 10^0, it must have taken
some time to execute it and to build the great mosque which
still stands in its place. (Keene, Guide to Agra, Ed. 1888, p.
>5).

/
it is difficult to see how the coins of 1074 and 1079 can be
attributed to Mathura at all. And if they cannot, it is a
question whether the other issues of Aurangzeb and his success-
ors may not be supposed to belong to some other place, as u no
distinct break in style is noticeable." (P.M.C Introd., xl.)

Mathura eliminated, it remains to discuss the pretensions
of Chakna and Chittagong. Mr. Nelson Wright's suggestion
that there must have been " more need for a mint at Chitta^
gong than either at Mathura or Chakna " is not without weight.
It seems to me, however, that the argument against Chakna is

much more substantially reinforced by the fact that we have
Islamabad gold muhrs of all the regular Emperors from Aurang-
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zeb to Shah 'Alain II with only four not unaccountable excep-
tions (Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam I

;
Jahandar and the two

faineants Raffu-d-Darajat and Rafru-d-Daulah).
An examination of the Mughal mint-list shows that gold

was rarely or never struck for long in any town which did not
possess considerable historical, political or commercial import-
ance. Now we possess Islamabad coins of no less than six

reigns out of ten. The total duration of those six reigns is

about 141 years; while the aggregate of the other four of which
no gold pieces have been found is less than seven. Judging by
this standard. Islamabad must have been a place of, at the
least, second rate importance—a fact which may be predicated
of Chittagong and Mathura but not of Chakna.

Any claims which Chittagong might appear to possess are,

however, negatived by the fact that it was renamed Islamabad
only in 1076 A.H. The recently discovered coins are of 1074
A.H. and cannot, for that reason, belong to that place. Thus
Chakna only is left in possession of the field. It was taken by
Shayasta Khan on the 18th of Zll-hajja 1070 A.H., and named
Islamabad by the Emperor's orders soon afterwards. ('Alam-
girnama, 587-9.) But then, Chakna is not, as I have already
pointed out. a place of any great pretensions, and it may also
be remembered that the successors of Aurangzeb had scarcely
any authority in the district in which Chakna is situated.

The result of this discussion is, that of the four claimants
mentioned by Mr. Whitehead, Rairi has no case at all. The
Islamabad coins of 1074 A.H. are destructive of the preten-
sions of Mathura as well as Chittagong, though not of Chakna.
At the same time, it is not easy to conceive how gold coins

should have been struck during so many reigns in an obscure
place like Chakna, and in a part of the country which had long
since ceased to belong to the Mughals. This does not of course
preclude the possibility of attributing some of the earlier coins

to Chakna, and the later ones to Mathura or Chittagong.
But the difficulty is that we do not know where to draw the
line between Chakna and its rivals, and are at the same time
not in possession of the evidence which would enable us to pro-

nounce an opinion for or against either of the latter.

S. H. HODIVALA.

AmIrkot.

The mint-name on two dams in the Indian Museum dated
979 and 989 A.H. (Nos. 371-2) has been deciphered as AmIr-
kot, and the place supposed to be " Amarkot in Sind, Akbar's

birth place/
5

l (I.M.C. Ill, Introd. xxx.) In the notes on

1 Dr. Codrington's suggestion was probably based on the forms

Amercot, Amerkot and Amerkote which occur in Dow, History of
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Manghar and Kanji, I have ventured to draw attention to the

necessity and importance of studying the orthographic tradi-

tion in regard to Mughal mint-names. I beg permission to

point out to-day that the name of the place where Akbar was
u :~ —-»*- «*^i4- a m?i.lra+ \xri-f.Vi an . - Tf. i« fllwavs writtenTt is always written

every one of the

>elow. (Badaonl.

°yy°' or &jO*' Amarkot or Amarkot, by

Mughal chroniclers whose works are cited

Muntakhabu4'Tawanlch, Bibl. Ind. Text. I, p. 440, 1. 9 ; p.

442, 1. 2 ; Tabaqat-i-Akbari. Lakhnau Lithograph, p. 206, 1.

11
;
p. 207,"11. 8, 13 ; Abul Fazl, Am. Bibl. Ind. Text, I, p. 508,

1. 2
; p. 557, 1. 10 ; p. 558 ; Col. 2, 1. 3 ; II, p. 32 ; Col. 2, 1. 7 ;

Akbarnama, Ibid. I, p. 18, 1. 19
; p. 23, 1. 6; p. 45, L 16 ; p.

182, 1. 3 ; p. 184, 1. 25 ; III, p. 602, 1. 9 ; p. 605, 1. 22 ;_p. 608,

1. 15; Iqbalnama, 274, 1. 13; 'Abdul Hamld Lahorl, Bddishah-

Kh
Maasint 467, 1 6

; p.

711,1. 14; p. 829,1. 4; II
; p. 387,1. 7; III. p. 312,1.5.)

The local pronunciation appears to be 'Umarkot or Amar-
kot (J.A.S.B., 1886, Pt. i, 83-84). "The town of Umarkot,"
writes the compiler of the Imperial Gazetteer, "is said to

have been founded by one Umar, a chief of the Sumra tribe.

but at what date is not known" 1 (XXIV, 118). The name
of the eponymous founder is always spelt by the Musalman
author of a provincial history called the TartJch-i-Tahiri

with an 'ain {_>+* ), and in allusion to his supposed namesake

the Khalifa 'Umar, he is repeatedly spoken of as " this chief-

tain unworthy of his sacred name," or as " that tyrant mis-

named c Umar." (E.D.I. , 260, 263 and notes). For the same
reason and under the influence of the popular etymology, the

name of the town is written ei>y j+* by him and by the anony-

mous author of the Beglarnama 2 (Ibid. 260, 292, 296, 297,

299).

Hindostan (Ed. 1812), II, 137, Hamilton, East India Gazetteer (1815),

p. 27, Stewart, Memoirs of Humayun (1832), 38, 42, 44, 45 and Erskine.
History of Baber and Humayun (1854), II, 254, 255. But Anglo-Indian
transliteration was in those days most lawless and erratic. Briggs
(Translation of Firishta, Reprint, II, 95) has Amurkote, Malet (History
of Sind, 1855, p. 118), Omurkote, Forbes (Ras Mala, 1856), Oomurkot
(Reprint 1878, p. 227), and Thornton (Gazetteer, New Edition, pp.
720, 728), Omercote, or Oomerkote.

1 The statement occurs in almost the same words in A. W. Hughes,
Gazetteer of the Province of Sindh (1874), p. 843.

Captain Macmurdo writes that " Amercote was built by a Soomra
upon the ruins of a Sodha independency, and repossessed by the same
tribe." Account of the Province of Cutch, etc., in Transactions of the
Literary Society of Bombay (Reprint 1876), Vol. II, 251.

2 The author of the Tartkh-i^ahiri makes 'Umar Sumra a contem-
porary of 'Alauddln Khilji who is said to have conquered his country
and taken him prisoner, Elliot and Dowson, I, 265-6. Akbar's aunt, the

%
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On the other hand, Hamilton (Description of Hindus-
tan, ed. 1820, I, 554) says that the name signifies " Fort of the

Immortals.' ' (Sanskrit ^Imara-deathless, immortal). Amara
(or Amar) is a by no means uncommon element in the Hindu
names of persons and places, e.g. Amarsinh, Amarchand, Ama-
rapura, Amaravati, Amarpattan, Amarkantak, Amargarh,
Amarnath, etc.

Whatever may be thought of either of these derivations,

it is certain that Amlrkot has no authority in its favour. I

venture to suggest that the identification and, perhaps the

reading also, stand in need of reconsideration. One of the two
specimens in the Indian Museum is figured on PL IV. (I.M.C.

No. 371). I must confess my inability to discern the ' alif
'

anywhere on the obverse, and Mr. C. J. Brown informs me
that the letter is not visible on the specimen in his possession.

Perhaps we may have to go back to the old reading Sherkot. 1

In his Summary of the Imperial Rent-Roll . Abul Fazl mentions

Sherkot as the chief town of a mahal or pargana in the Sarkar

of Sambhal. Its Revenue was 4.921,051 dams. (Jarrett,

Aln, Trans. II, 105, 290, Bibl. Ind. Text, I. 370, 523). Sherkot
is now in the Dhampur talisll of Bijnor district, United Pro-

vinces. Lat 29° 20' N., Long. 78° 35' E. (Imperial Gazetteer,

s. n.).

S. H. HODIVALA.
IUngala.

The mint-name Bangala was first read by Mr. Rodgers on

some couplet-rupees dated 1009 and 1010 A.H. (L.M.C.. p. 245).

The suggestion was not at first universally accepted, and Mr.

Nelson Wright relegated it to a footnote in the I.M.C. (III. p.

35.) The publication by Major Vost of several other 'speci-

mens in Num. Sup. XI determined the reading, but the situa-

tion of the mint is still far from certain. Major Vost identi-

fied it with Gaur on the ground that " in the Memoirs of

Bayazld Biyat we have an account of Muivim Khan^s removing

the headquarters from Tanda to Gaur (which Bayazld also

calls Bangala) and of the pestilence which broke out there.

(See Mr. Beveridge's article, J.A.S.B. 1898, p. 315)." N.S.

XI
' P- 32°-
I am afraid the matter is not so easily disposed of. The

princess Qulbadan, also writes the name o,f f* in her Humayun-Nama

,

Ed. A. S. Beveridge, Text, p. 58, 1. 9 ; p. 59, 11. 1, 18.

l "Under date February 1905, Mr. Bleazby writes me of his

having acquired coins from two mints not yet registered, a muhr from

and a dam from Sherkot ±J j*A . Both theseHajipur
( ;^> u^ ),

coins were issued in the reign of Akbar I." Dr. Taylor in Journal of

the Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, Centenary Memorial Volume,

42f
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work of Bayazld has not been published, and it is impossible to

say how the statement about Gaur being ' also called Bangala '

is worded in Persian. But supposing that the rendering quoted

from Mr. Beveridge's abstract or paraphrase is faithful to the

original, the identity of the mint-town Bangala with Gaur does

not necessarily follow.

It is common knowledge that LakhnautI or Gaur had

been the capital of Bengal during the supremacy of the Dehll

Sultans, and it is not improbable that it was, on that account,

called Bangala in those times, though historical evidence on

the subject is wanting. It may even be that it was spoken of

as c Bangala ' (or
l Gaur-Bangala ') when Muirim Khan removed

the headquarters from Tanda to Gaur, i.e. when it once more
became, for a time, the seat of government. But it is certain

that Gaur had fallen from its high estate long before, and that

it did not occupy any such position during the period to which
the known Rupees of Bangala belong (XXXIX R-1011 A.H.)-

This fact would, in itself, be a fairly good reason for reserving
judgment, even if there were no other grounds for doing so.

The subject evidently calls for further inquiry. It may be
therefore permissible to set out and discuss the historical and
geographical evidence so far as it is known to me.

The conjoint name Al&j )£ occurs four times in the Prin

cess Gulbadan's account of her brother Humayun's disastrous
campaign in Bengal.

" His Majesty was considering this, when the King of

Gaur Bangala came wounded and a fugitive. For this reason
he gave no attention (to Shir Khan), but marched toward Gaur
Bangala. Shir Khan knew that His Majesty had gone there

[aJKuj^fc in the original], and Merit himself also with a large

detachment of horse [ *J) )yL in the text], and joined his son

Khan.
Kh Go and fortify Garhl.

Humayun Nama, Tr. A. S. Beveridge, p. 133.
" He [Humayiln] marched forward, and when he came

near Garhl, Shir Khan and Khawas Khan fled by night, and he
entered Garhl next day. Thence he went to Gaur-Bangala
and took it [ tiiij

|j yf in the text]. He was nine months in

the far away country of Gaur, and named it Jannatabad. He
was comfortably and safely in Gaur when news came that
>ome of the Amirs had deserted and joined Mlrza Hindal."
Ibid. 134-

" He [Humayun] took notice of this insignificant one [i.e.

herself], and was kindly pleased to say : 'I did not know you
at first, because when I led the army (whose footprints are vic-
torious) to Gaur-Bangala, you wore the high cap (tag), and
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now when 1 saw the muslin coif 1 did not recognise you."
Ibid, p. 138. 1

It will be observed that Gaur is spoken of here as if it

were a country (^wifj),* and also as a city, and it is besides not

at all easy to say whether *J8ii )J> or jJ&j jj£ (with the izafat)

signifies ' Gaur (the country or city) which is also called

Bangala ' or ' Gaur (the city) which is [situated] in Bangala '.

Double names of this type are of frequent occurrence in

the Persian historians, but their true import is often far from
clear, and they are likely to mislead the unwary. The first

name is often only an eponymous equivalent or alias of the
second ; some times the second name stands merely for the
larger tract or country in which the first is included ; in other
instances again, it is the designation of some place in its

vicinity which is coupled with it in order to distinguish it

from other homonymous localities.

Fathpilr-Sikrl; Fathabad-Dharur, Pattan-Nahrwala, Mu'az-
zamabad-Gorakpur, 'Azlmabad-Patna belong to the first class

;

1 ' Gaur Bangala ' and « Gaur ' are so mixed up in the first two pas-
sages that it might be as well to cite the very words of the authoress.

C^ij^J IzJ y\ify %±jjs± +& &j&» Jodui *J«jj y^j jjU^Ij i$ i£**St&

i

Text, pp. 39-40.

^/ l;>c! ar &x**j*L if *>*}*}/)* ^VJ

j
l

-
**ijF (& iM &*±

# ,>)*£ J*J* Jt**A I»^f

Text, p. 40.

2 Gaur was the name of the town as well as of the province. 6i The

name is a form of the ancient Gauda, meaning, it is believed, < the country

of sugar,' a name applied to a large part of Bengal, and specifically to the

portion where the remains [of Gaur] lie." Yule and Burnell, Hobson-

Jobson, ed. Crooke, p. 390. So, Lakhnauti was the name of the town, but

Musalman writers frequently speak of it also as cjV*^ *W*J i
the Coun-

try of Lakhnanti. Ibid., 85. See also Thomas, Chronicles, 107-8, note.
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but Fathabad-Dakan ('Alamgirnama , 565, 1. 9), Pattan-Gujrat

(Beveridge, Akbarnama, Tr. TIL, 231, 267), Mu'azzamabad-

Awadh (Maasir-i-'Alamgiri, 470), Qandahar-Dakan {'Alamgir-

nama, 566), Dewal-Sind (E.D.I. , 375, Hobson-Jobson, 320),

Rajmahal-Bangala (Khafi Khan, I. 468), Balapur-Birar (Khafl

Khan, L 282) are examples of the second ; and lastly, Fathpur-

Hanswa (A. S. Beveridge, Memoirs of Babur, 651 w), Firozpur-

Jhirka {Ibid. 580 n), Hajlpur-Patna (Khafl Khan, I. 183), Kar-

rah-Manikpur (A. S. Beveridge, Mem. of Babur, 544), Gujarat-

Lahor (Khafl Khan, I. 252), and Pattan-Ahmadabad {Ibid., I.,

176) belong to the third.

In these circumstances, a superficial inquirer or casual

visitor from foreign parts is exceedingly liable, on hearing the

compound name, to carry away erroneous notions as to the

real significance of the duplication, and we have ourselves to

exercise some caution in accepting statements emanating from
such a source. The conjoint name ' Gaur-Bangala ' does
appear at first sight to mean Gaur which is identical with
Bangala/ but then Abul Fazl gives the latitude and longitude

of *JKij fj5^, and Jarrett understands him to refer, no doubt,

correctly, to ' Pandua in Bengal \ ! {Am. Tr. III., 59). Simi-
larly, Khafl Khan speaks in one place of ' Rajmahal-Bangala

'

(T. 468). It is obvious that Gaur as well as Pandua and Raj-
mahal could not all have been denominated ' Bangala,' and it is

clear that ' Gaur-Bangala ' implied, at times, nothing more than
that Gaur was situated in the country or province of Bengal.

-

The matter is the more perplexing owing to the fact that
several European travellers of the 16th and 17th centuries
speak of a < City of Bengala '. 8 Duarte Barbosa (e. 1516 A.C.)
tells us that at the head of the Gulf of Bengala was situated

1 In the very next line, the Bibliotheca Tndica text has ^ixi
L/^%^,

(II. 33, col. a, 1. 2). Jarrett {A in. Trans. III. 59) points out that <^£,xJ is a

misreading of ^£u and translates, ' Lakhnauti in Bengal/ 1 need scarce-

ly add that ^y^J is the same as *£ and ±J.x* is synonymous with *JL&)

Thus \\3 have Aj&j \j$x* * Pandua Bangala ' in one line, and J&j ^V^«?
' Lakhnauti Bang,' i e. ' Lakhnauti Bangala ' (otherwise ' Gaur-Ban-
gala') in the next. The only consistent interpretation would seem to be,
not that Pandua and Lakhnauti (otherwise Gaur) were both called Ban-
gala, but that the author was speaking of the towns so called which were
in Bangala.

2 So Blochmann writes: "In official documents, Bengal is often
mentioned under the title of Jannat-ul-Bilad, or the Paradise of countries ;

and Lak'hnauti was called Jannatabad-i-Bangalah or Paradise town, in op-
position to Jalnapur in the Dak'hin, which was called Jannatabad-i-Datf •

hin" Notes on Places of Historical Interest in the District of Hugli,
Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1870, p. 110 and note.

3 I was at one time not a little puzzled by Mr. Lane Poole's state-
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" a very great city inhabited by Moors," which was called

« Bengala ' and had a verv good harbour. (Hakluyt Society's

Edition, 178). Ludovico Varthema (1503-1508 A.C) informs

us that this ' Bengala ' was seven hundred miles distant from

Tarnassari [Tenasserim], It was one of the best cities he had

seen, and its Sultan was a Moor who maintained ' two hundred

thousand men for battle on foot and on horse,' who were all

Muhammadans. (Ed. Badger, Hakl. Soc, 210-1). A < city of

Bengala' is also mentioned by Purehas who writes
:

" The King-

dom of Bengala is very large, and hath of coast one hundred

and twentie leagues, and as much within land.. Gauro

the seat royall and Bengala are fair cities. Of this the CtaKe,

sometimes called Gangeticus, now beareth name Golfo d%

Bengala. Chatigam is also reckoned amongst these cities.

(Voyages, V. 508). There is a reference to the city in

Mandelslo also, though he himself was never in those parts

himself. " En tirant vers le septentrional on trouve le

rovaume de Bengala. qui donne le nom au golfe que les

anciens appellent Sinus Gangeticus On trouve plusieurs

belles villes dans ce royaume, comme sont celles de Gouro a

Ougeley, de Chatigan, de Bengala, de Tanda, de Daca, de

Patana, de Banares, d' Elabas, et de Raj mehala. Voyages,

p. 290. apud Badger, loc. cit., 211 note).' Fryer (1672-1681),

ment that Dhakka was 'originally' called « Bengalah '
(B.M.C. Introd.

liv). On turning for light to the authority cited (Arch, buryey, av.

127), I found that it was grounded on nothing more than Cunninghams

endorsement of Taylor's conjectural identification of this City oi Ben-

gala.' As Mr. Lane Poole's authority is deservedly high, and the Arch.

Surv. Reports are not always accessible, Cunningham s own words are

given below: » He [J. Taylor] thinks, apparently with good reason

that it [Dhakka] may be the city of Bengala' ™enV ŵ̂
E"~

d̂
travellers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centur.es. What tend, to

confirm this opinion of the identity of Dhakka and Bengala is he says.the

circumstance that ' only one of them is mentioned by the same traveller

Methold in enumerating the principal cities of Bengal, for instance, men

tions Rajmahal and Bengalla which he designates fair cjtaj. *
Herbert and Mandelslo who travelled about the same penod spec

>

Dhakka and Rajmahal, but make no mention of Bengala. Topography

and Statistics of Dacca, p.
92.''

Wicouefort's much-doctored
Badger's quotation u

,
from A. de ^EnglUh translation of

version. The passage is differently woraeaiuwio ./
t

-
:

it

John Davie. (Lcond Edition. 1669) and t^e i, no "^-njnjt
of the city or town of Bengala. AU that l can mm
• Next to Orixa, winding towards*. North, yes the Kingdom ot Ben

gala, which gives name to the <-utPn, o
h& numbered

Gangeticus The Provmce of bengala ™ay no ^ ^
amongst the most powerful of a11

. ^^^f bfTour several channels,
Gulf, into which the Ganges disembogues ^^3 i<>

or mouths. Its principal cities are Raymehel Kaka or Dacca, r p

and Satigam." Voyages and Travels, 2nd Edition (.1669), pp^ 94 and in.

Mr. Vincent Smith has recently shown tha >
M«ndeW° s work

^

J
HM

book which has for long enjoyed an estimation wholly undeserved.

J.R.A.S.. 1915, pp. 245-254.
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again, informs us in his account of the Madras factory, that
the English East India Company's agent there was '•' Superin-
tendent over all the Factories on the Coast of Coromandel,
as far as the Bay of Bengala, and up Huygly River (which is

one of the Falls of Ganges), viz. Fort St. George alias Maderas,
Pettipolee, Mechlapatan. Gundore, Medapollon, Balisore, Ben-
gala, Huygly, Castle Buzzar, Pattanaw." (A New Account
of East India and Persia, Ed. 1698, p. 38.) Ovington too
mentions ' a city of Bengala ' though he does not vouch for it;

existence himself :
" Arracan is bounded on the North-West b

the Kingdom of Bengala, some Authors making Ghatigam to
be its Frontier-City ; but Teixeira, and generally the Portu-
guese writers, reckon that as a City of Bengala ; and not
only so, but place the City of Bengala itself .... more South
than Chatigam. Tho' I confess a late French Geographer has
put Bengala into his Catalogue of imaginary Cities." (A Voyage
to Suratt in the year 1689, Ed. 1696, p. 554).

This -is not all. A 'City of Bengala' is marked 'in
most of the early Maps of Asia and of India," and Dr Badger
gives in the Introduction to his Translation of Varthema's
Travels, a list of no less than sixteen maps in which ' Bengala '

and Chatigam (Chittagong) are both marked. The earliest of
these examples of European cartography—the Map of Gastaldi
—is dated 1561 A.C. The latest bears the name of Ottens and
was published at Amsterdam in 1740 A.C. In all except one of
these old charts, Bengala is located " either on the north-east,
due east, or south-east of Chatigam." In Gastaldi's Map—the
exception—the two places are transposecland Chatigam is on the
south-east of Bengala. The discrepancy adds to the difficulty
of precisely fixing the real situation of the city. It is, how ever,
more relevant to note that in this map of Gastaldi's. Gaur and
Bengala are both shown, and are quite distinct. (Badger, loc.
at. Introd. cxiv-cxxi.) Similarly, in the Map of India Orientalis
attached to Patavino's Geography (1597 A.C ). Bengala is marked
as a town situated at the head of the Gulf on the right bank

of the eastern bank of the Ganges" (Ibhl.. cxix), and is
«' des-

cribed as distinct from either Gour or Chittagong, or Satgomz
"

(Ibid.lxxx). Mr H. Beveridge also has called attentions the
tact that m one of the three maps of India made by Ignazio
Danti to illustrate Ptolemy\s Geography in 1575,. « Gour. Bengala.
Khotasgarh, Satgaon ' are all marked. (Journal, Roval Asiatic
Society, 1903, p. 577.) • It will be observed that Purchas and

o
1

„It .

is Fot in old European maps or charts only that a citv called

ev"
g
ttutht o7io *?

iS/°"nd a
'f

ln a^rter Where no oneVol hive
ThnWnv,

g
L ^?

kln
-g f?r lK An '^rolabe ™ade in Labor by Hamidibn Muhammad Muqim ibn «Isa ibn AUal.dSd in 1087 A H f 1677 AC 1

EnaS"
6 T/ a

V!ft
,lbad f<>r the Mu8e,,m of ^e AriaS Society of

fm «• On thlint W S ^% Dr
-
H°ernle h itS P-.oee,„ng"Sr AprilI8W. On the Interior face of the mam piece were engraved two sets of
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Mandelslo also speak of both Gouro and Bengala, and distinctly

imply that they were not identical. All this is not very illumi-

nating, and it is not easy to say where this ' alleged city of

Bengala' was, but it is fairly clear, if any reliance is to be

placed on these statements, that it was not Gaur.

I may say at once that I do not lay much stress on the

point myself, but it is not impossible that others may be in-

clined to take a different view. The old European maps are not

very accurate or reliable, and the European travellers of those

days often betray gross ignorance of the facts of Indian geo-

graphy. It may be, therefore
;
worthwhile to adduce another

piece of evidence which bears in the same direction without

being open to the same objections.

There is in a vaulted chamber, originally built by the

orders of Babur on a rock near Qandahar, a long Persian in-

scription containing a description of the boundaries of Akbar's

Empire, and a list of the cities and towns comprised in it. It

was composed and written out by the poet and historian, Mir

Muhammad M'asum, and carved and executed under his own

eve in 1007 A.H. 1 The entire record was edited and translated

three concentric circles. The middlemost circle of each set was inscribed

with the names of the best known towns of India, Persia, and Arabia:

the outer and inner circles of each set gave the longitudes and latitudes

of each town. The series of names of the outer set commenced with

Mecca, Medinah, Taif. Jadah, etc., and concluded with Lahawar, Dehli,

Agra, Benares. The series of the inner set contained only Indian names,

commencing with Daulatabad, Ahmadnagar, and ending with Sonargaon,

Bangalah, Panipath {sic)." Proceedings, A.S.B., 1890, pp. 148-0.

It is not easy to say where this ' City of Bensala '
really was, or it it

existed at all. Badger, after abandoning the identification with Gaur.

came to the conclusion that it " occupied a position between the Hattia

and Sundeep islands, situated at the present mouth of theBra'nnap-itra

(Loc. cit. cxxi). Yule was sure it was OhStigSm or Chittagong. (Hobson-

Jobson. ed. Crooke, 85.) Rennell believed that it had been "carried

away by the river" (Memoir, ed. 1788, p. 57). Blodimann was inclined

to think that " no such town ever existed." J.A.b.B., 187J, p. ***•

More recently, the Rev. H. Hosten has pronounced thai the term

[scil. City of Ben-alaj has been used for a variety of places :
Sonargaon,

Satgffon', ChittSeong, and even such places as Hugli
r

a
J

ld^
ha

.

,lde^ i^;
that, in fact, it applied to the chief port at the time" The Twelve Bhuiya,

of Bengal . in J. A.SB. . 1913, p. 444. He scouts the idea of the city hax mg
been carried away by the river or of its having never existed.

I M'asum himself thus refers to it in the chapter on the Wonder*

of Kandahar.' -Another curiosity is, that by the ord*r^
f^fX

Badshah, at a hill called Seepoozah, the rock was cut. and a reeessn ade

which he called Peshtag In the inscription in this recess are written

the names of Mahomed Babur Badshah, Meerza Ka.nraii, *leerza

Uskuree, Meerza Hundal But Hoomayoonl Badshah not being
_

of

the kings there, his name was not written When I went the£peeing

that the names of Hoomayoon and Ukbar Shah and their countries, xvere

not mentioned,.... it came into my heart to write the ,
w.nes.of their

countries and cities. For this purpose, I called from Bukkur good v nteis

and stone-cutters, who wrote the names of Hoomayoon Badshah and

Huzrut Shahun Shah Ukbar, and also of their countries and cities, from
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with an interesting commentary by James Darmesteter in the

Journal Asiatique for Fevrisr-Mars, 1890 (pp. 195-230), and
some of its obscurities and difficulties were further elucidated

by Mr. Beames in his article on the ' Geography of the Qan-
dahar Inscription' in J.R.A.S., 1898 (pp. 795-802). l In this

contemporary epigraph, we have,—if the eye-copy made for

Darmesteter by Mirza Muhammad TaqI can be relied on

aJ&j jj^? as if they were separate places.

We read :

•»

* *4»ia/ j»-^ »-»ij
»•_}

aJu» *$*& vjy *^ y^ ^ w^i **/«• is .*•«*$ ^

Journal Asiatique, 1890, p. 205.

M. Darmesteter's translation of this is as follows :

"Mais la fortune et la prosperity cle l'Empereur reduisi-

rent la plupart des pays forraant le quart habite de la terre

but une longueur qui s'etend des limites de Serandip, Adisa,
[recL Udisa, i.e. Orissa]_ et Bandakura, Kat, [red. Bandar-i-
Goragat], Gor et Bengala jusqu'a Tatta, Bandar Lahari et
Hormuz, distance qui est a peu pres de deux annees de marche

;

et sur un largeur qui va de Kabul et Kashmir jusqu'a l'extre-
mite du Dekan et de Berar

;
ce qui fait a peu pros une demi-

annee de marche." (Ibid., 219-220.)

Lakhuauti or Gaur had been the capital of Bengal in
Hindu times as well as during the period in which it was ruled
by Viceroys of the Dehll SulfcSns. Shamsu-ud-din Iliyas Shah
removed the headquarters to Firuzabad or Pandua, 20 miles
distant, about 1353 A.C. Jalal-ud-dln Muhammad Shah revert-
ed to Gaur about seventy years later. " After the conquest of
Bengal by Sher Shah in 1539, the seat of government was again
removed to Taura or Tanda, a few miles south-west of Gaur

»
and shortly afterwards, Gaur was depopulated by

pestilence, when Munim Khan after defeating Daud Shah
proceeded here with his army during the rainy season of 1575

Bengal to Luhree Bunder (Tatta) and from Kabool and Ghuznee to the
south. In four years this was finished , and it certainly was well executed

,

and many went to see it." A History of Sind. Trans. G. G. Malet, p. 89.
I lie passage is also translated in Elliot and Dovrson 1,238-9. The
original text will be found in Darmesteter, loc. cit. 226-7 note.

™ u
T

r
er

,1
i3 &? °lder tran»cript and translation of the inscription in

Mohan Lais" Journal of a Tour through the Paniab, Afghanistan,
Turkistau, Khorasan and part of Persia," printed at Calcutta in 1834.
It is full of errors and ' fantaisies de la lecture,' but is not unuseful.
1 here is also a brief notice of the record in Bellew's " Journal of a Poli-
tical Mission to Afghanistan in 1857." p. 233.
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. The few people that survived left the city ; Gaur was never

again populated to any extent, although various additions were

made to its buildings from time to time, such as the Lukachun

or eastern gate of the fort, which was erected by Sultan Shuja

in 1650." (Imp. Gaz., XII, 186-7.) Elsewhere, we are told

that "according to Stewart, (History of Bengal, ed. 1847,

p. 95), Sulaiman Shah Kararani removed the seat of gov-

ernment to Tanda in 1564, eleven years before the final de-

population of Gaur." (Ibid., XXIII, 221.)
'

We also read that " after his return from the conquest of

Orissa in 1592, Man Singh, Akbar's Rajput general, selected

Raimahal. formerly Agmahal, as the capital of Bengal, on

account of its central position with respect to that province

and to Bihar; and because it commanded the Ganges and the

pass of Teliagarhi." (Ibid., XXI, 78.)

Turning to the Maasiru-l-Umara , we find its author

saying that Man Singh invaded the kingdom of Orissa in the

thirty-seventh year of the reign, and besieged Saranggadh (a

stronghold near Katak) to which the Raja had retired, ine

Raja submitted and the province was annexed to the emiwre

in A H. 1000. The author then goes on to say that in the S9to

year. 1002 A.H., Man Singh was sent to govern Bengal and

Bengal even when MmV im Khan first took charge of the Pro^"ce. Ab"!

Fazl says that - • he made habitable the city of Gaur which oxmedy

was the capital," for this reason "that the army night be near

Ghoraghat which was a fountain of sedition and might, ent.rely

put down commotion there, and also that he nnght ««*~?^
delightful nlace which had a noble fort and magnificent buildings.

Std notttL that che atmosphere of^^^t^
ous qualities in convene,.tftheJ^*]fttt*£*&
of buildings, especially at trie time 01 wm e««

*M*n9ma ,.« th a r << the
Akbarnama, Trans. Ill, 226. N*Smuddm A .mad informs us tha, the

air of Gaur was extremely unhealthy, and inf^J^'^J^SSa^
eases which distressed its inhabitants induced the^^SoUSi
place, and raise the town of Tanda." BUiot and Dtowson, V, 395. bee aj t

V> i- - m t „ .,« tt 99n A local historian, bayyaa nam d.ikumh
Badaom, Trans. Lowe, II, 2/u. a mcai » ,

jj
( became

IngrezibMI. says that after the plague of 983 A.H the city bees

i

deferted, and became a jungle in the space of a
>
?•»• H

« %*' g

Summary of the KhurshU-i-Jahan-numa in J.A .8 •»• 18J5 p. -i
;

•

It may be also noted that after
V»»

" finaL P̂°Pl

a^^incidental v
A.C., Gaur is not at all mentioned in the

j**f™™' *^aaSSSSa
referred to but once in the histories of Hi|*™**™*%£fJJSJ ML
Lithograph, 345; Elliot and Dowson, V, 415) and Badaom, (mo,.

Text. II, 280; Lowe II, 289). . *_«„„-„ occurrence in the
Similarly, the name of Tenda which is of f^^^'^"^'^^

of .

third and fourth decades of_Akbart «.gn, » not «fto«a^is^e

The latest reference^ManOmm^^^*^ authorities for the
40th year. I have not come across it in an\ oi">«

reigns
7

of Jahanglr and Shah Jahan, and .crops up^n^andI

only for a time, in the account of Mr J™»JV X476 483 553 ;

Aurangzeb's brother. Shah Shuja'a. X*f£**J*Sf•£?'
557 ; Maawr-i'Alamglri, 26, 29 ; Khafi khan, II, 98, JJ).
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made Ataliq (Guardian or Protector) of his nephew, Prince
Khusru.

- ±~0jji+f j±, A%£ wAA^f &f bjbXmj ^U. ;Jxl/o ^jf z£} j
v

**fy*S ^Ul ttrtfc *£L> S^Ij . ty KjS jfyL \

} Ju ^j| y£ »l

5tM. /»d. Text, II, 166, 11. 11-13.
'' And having selected a spot near Agmahal which was

free from the inroads (lit. dangers) of ships {i.e., pirates) and
which Sher Shah also had been pleased with [i*f Jiy*.

pleasant, agreeable, Steingass], he founded there a Capital (lit'

a city which was the seat of the governor) and named it
Akbarnagar. It is also called Rajmahal."

The sources of the Maasir are always excellent and these
lines are, as a matter of fact, copied textuallv with the omis-
sion of a few redundant words and phrases from Abul Fazl's
Akbarnama (Bib. Ind. Text, III. 697, 11. 7-11) l

1 Abul Fazl writes in his account of the 40th year

:

UjU./^ 6U ttij *«.Xj ^U »*j>? J».* _$f ^ j^ ^y

#
Text. Ill, G97.

_ .
About this time (lit. in these days) Akbarnagar was founded. When*a

i\ ,

M «n3ingh went to Bangala, he had the foresight to think of
[establishing] a capital which would be free from the inroads (lit. dangers)

„JT v^^e pirates) and with great wisdom secured an excellent site

t£ fn ?
b*° Shirkhan also had chosen (or been pleased with).

filS, f'°7?rre ,aldman ^"spieious hour and in a short time, a

name '^ ( "** pe°pled
'
^habited) and acquired glory from that

who «"I" e
lk

»nePoole »yMB.M.C. Introd., liv) that it was Jahaneir

Wl, h *i rTu <RaJmahall) after his father," and Mr. Vincent
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It is worthy of consideration whether we have not in the

Mint-name Bangala an example of the custom of calling the

town which happened to be the capital at the time, by the name
of the country, and whether the rupees under discussion were

not struck, in the newly-founded capital of Akbarnagar, instead

of the deserted and depopulated Gaur. 1

It may be perhaps necessary to say that the chief city or

capital of a province or country was, even in comparatively

recent times, loosely designated by the same name as the

latter, though the real or specific name of the city was differ-

ent.

Thus Abul Fazl speaks of ' Gujarat ' when he means, as

Mr. Beveridge points out, ' Ahmadabad, the capital.' (Akbar-

nama, Tr. Til, 66 ; Text, III, 47, 1. 3.) The Emperor Jahangir

also writes that " trustworthy men divided " a large sum of

money which he had set apart for distribution to the poor and

necessitous for the repose of the soul of his father, " among the

twelve chief cities, such as Agra, Delhi, Lahor, Gujarat, etc."

There can be no doubt that ' Gujarat ' here means Ahmadabad
[Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri. ed. Sayvad Ahmad Khan, 1864, p. 61, 1. 9 ;

Rogers and Beveridge, Tr! I, 128.) Elsewhere, he_ informs us

that a eunuch named Wafadar " entered Ahmadabad and took
*-» J>

possession of the city of Gujarat.

{Tuzuk
: Text, 362, 11. 10-11 : Trans., II, 262). The author

of the ' Alamgirnama twice speaks of ' Gujarat ' as if it were a

city. (Text, 411. 11. 8-9 and 775, 11. 2-5.) TiefTenthaler also

describes the village of Sarkhej near Ahmadabad, and its

tomb of Shaikh Ahmad Khattii in the following words:

"A3 milles de Guzaratc se trouve Sarkes, village ou est le

mausolee construit a grands frais par Gans {sic) Ahmad Rol du

Guzarate." (Description de L' Inde, I, 377.) Manucci, too,

has < city of Gujarat ' (Irvine, Tr. Storia, IV, 271.). It is scarcely

necessary to do more than refer to the parallel case of Srinagai-,

which is." throughout the Mughal period, more frequently spoken

as ' city of Kashmir ' or ' Kashmir ' only than by its true desig-

nation.2

1 I may also note, for what it is worth, the fact that the double name

i.
s^ixi jLi jiS\ occurs once in the Maasiru-l-Umara I, 664, 1. 2.

2 Abul Fazl writes in one place of Sistan as if it were a city, and

Bayazid Bivat leaves no doubt as to his meaning by speaking, as Air.

Beveridge points out in a note, of the Qasba-i-Sistan ,
' the town of

Sistan.' Akbarnama, Trans. I, 415, and note. Rayerty explains that

"Zaranj was the capital citv of the territory called Sijistan by the

Arabs,. . . .and the name of • city of SistSn » or ' Sijistan, applied to that

city , is after the same fashion as styling Urganj , Khwanzm. J,
abaqat-v

Nartri, Trans., 1123, note.
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The geographical expression Bangala occurs about a

hundred and sixty times in the works of Abul Fazl, and as a

rule, it is used only for the province. But in two passages, at

least, it is clearly meant, not for an extensive tract of country,
?*

but some particular city. " In the beginning of this reign,

writes the historian in the Ain, " gold was coined to the glory

of his Majesty in many parts of the empire ; now gold coins are

struck at four places only, viz. at the seat of the government.

in Bengal [aJI&j], Ahmadabad (Gujarat), and Kabul." (Bloch-

mann's Translation, I, 31.) The second passage occurs in the

Akbamama record of the events of the 22nd year. * c The mints
of the imperial dominions," he says, " which had been under
the charge of Chaudharis were divided. The directorship of

this weighty business was assigned to Khwaja 'Abdu-s-Samad
Shlnnqalam in Fathpur, the capital of the empire. The mint
at Lahore was assigned to Mozaffar K[han], that in Bengal to

Rajah Todar Mai, that in Jaunpur to Khwaja Shah Mansfir,

and that in Gujarat to Khwaja 'Imadu-d-dln Husain, that in

Patna to Asaf K[han]." (Beveridge's Trans., Ill, 321.)
Mr. Beveridge notes that "here and at B[lochmann] 31,
the word Bengal (Bengala) is used as if it was the name
of a city. Perhaps Gaur is meant, for Tanda is separately
mentioned at B[lochmann] 31." (Ibid., note.)"

I beg to say that this is not beyond dispute. It is not
impossible that Tanda may be meant and not Gaur. The former
is repeatedly spoken of by Abul Fazl himself during this period
XIX R.Y. to XXXIX R.Y.) as ' the capital of the country',

M cjT >JU\ j* (Akbarnama, Text, III, 182, Trans., Ill, 255),

or as the c

centre of Bengala' (sMsj jfy>)
9
Ibid., Text, 109;

Trans., Ill, 153, or as ' Tanda the capital/ *^U *JiJ\ jd, Text,

III, 109, 291, 299, 420, 439, 440, 460; Trans., Ill, 153. 428,
442, 625, 660, 695). It is undeniable that, in the 22nd year,
Tanda was the « capital ' or c

centre of Bengal ' and not Gaur,

Ludovico Varthema (1503-1508 A.C.) writes, " In the said city of
Decan there reigns a king who is a Mohammedan.' * Here the term
applies, as Dr. Badger points out, to the city of Bijapur. Travels,
Uakluyt Society's Edition, 117 and note. See also Yule and Burnell,
Hobson-Jobson, ed. CVooke, p. 301.

Tavernier informs us that " Siam, the capital town of the kingdom,
and the ordinary residence of the king, is surrounded by walls, and is

more than three of our leagues (in circuit." It is obvious that he means
Yuthia or Ayuthia, the old capital of the country." Travels, ed. Ball,
II, 28S. Elsewhere he speaks of ' the town of Nepal.' Ibid., II, 263.

" Some old documents in Valentijn speak of the old city of Coroma ri-

del. It is not absolutely clear what city was so called (probably by the
Arabs in their fashion of calling a chief town by the name of the country),
but the indications point almost certainly to Negapatam." Hobson-
Jobson, Ibid., 257. See al*o Varthema , loc. cit. 9 186 and note.
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and the fact that Tanda is separately mentioned in the Ain-i-

Akbari in or about or the 42nd year, may be, not unreasonably,

said to have nothing to do with the matter. The separate

mention is, moreover, easily accounted for. The Am passage

was written, as I have shown elsewhere, after the foundation of

the new capital of Akbarnagar in 1002-3 AH. Tanda had then

ceased to be the ' seat of royalty or government ' (<~£U\ _>b), and

Akbarnagar had taken its place. The mint at Tanda appears

to have been retained for the coinage of silver, but it had lost

its pre-eminence and with that, its right to the designation

' Bangala.' That appellation seems, in accordance with the old

custom in such matters, to have been transferred to the new

town which had now become the ' first city ' in the province,

and acquired the right of coining gold also.

Briefly, there would appear to be fairly good grounds for

thinking that Bangala was not the real or fixed name of any

town or city, but an alternative or honorific designation by

which the capital of the province at the time being was known.

Thus the Bangala of Mun'iin Khan's time might have been Gaur,

and it is not impossible that during the subsequent twenty

years the name was sometimes applied to Tanda. The

Bangala of the coins of the 39th and following years of AkbarV

reign would, by parity of reasoning, be Akbarnagar.

Abul Fazl tells us that Bangala was one of the four places

in the Empire in which alone all the three metals were coined,

at the time when he drew up the famous list of Akbarl mints

in the Ain (Blochmann, Trans., I, 31), i.e. about the forty-

second vear. Now we actually possess coins of Akbarnagar in

all the "three metals. At least, two Muhrs of the Ilahi type

are known. Thev are unluckilv " peculiar in exhibiting no

date beyond the Persian month." One or two very rare

rupees of the Ilahi type have also been found. (P.M.C., xliii.)

One of these is in the Lakhnau Museum, to the Curator ot

which (Mr. K. N. Dikshit) my acknowledgments are due for

the favour of an excellent plaster-cast, which shows that it is ot

the 50th year (Tir) . The date of the copper coin in the \\ nita

King collection (994 A.H.) lays it open to suspicion, and it is not

easy to say whether it is the year or the mint-name that has

been incorrectly deciphered. But it may be asked, if -Akbar-

nagar is no other than Bangala, why have we coins of Akbar-

nagar and of Bangala also ? I can only reply that the mint-

masters of Akbar's day appear to have seen nothing absurd or

incongruous in the practice. Here we have rupees of Bangala

the latest of which, be it noted, is of 1011 A.H. and undated

gold coins, silver pieces of the 50th year and a doubtful copper

coin of Akbarnagar. So we have a gold muhr of Kashmir and

silver as well as copper coins of Srinagar. The parallel case ot
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the rupees of Elichpur and Birar might be also just mentioned
with the reservation that the reading ' Birar ' has not been
satisfactorily established.

Junagadh, 15th January, 1918. S. H. Hodivala.

Tatta or Patna ? '

The mint-name on the unique Shahrukhl of Babur in the

White King cabinet was read as Tatta ' by that exceedingly

lucky and industrious collector, and the decipherment has met
with acceptance from Mr Whitehead and others. It is now
nearly fifty years since Bloehmann first called attention to the

fact that Tatta and Patna were very liable to confusion in

Persian writing. (Ain, Tr. I
5
378, note.) About twenty years

later, Mr. Lane Poole expressly warned numismatists against

the pitfall in the Introduction to the British Museum Cata-
logue. c: The mint Tattah has frequently been confused with
Patnah. The distinction is explained in a footnote to p. 37 "

(p. liv). In the footnote we are informed that " this mint
closely resembles Patnah, but has an upright stroke less

;

Tattah is *aj and Patna &«#." More recently, Mr. Beveridge has
detected at least four instances of the error in Savyad Ahmad
Khan's edition of the Tuzuk-i-Jahangirl, and directed his

readers' attention to them. (Rogers and Beveridge, Trs I, 229
(450), 242

; 267 and II, 81.). Lastly, there is the authority of
Mr. Nelson Wright for saying that even the extraordinary
knowledge and experience of Rodgers could not save him from
being deceived by the resemblance. Old I.M.G., No. 7464,
(new I.M.C., 1070), he tells us, is really of Tatta, but " the
mint has been mistaken for Patna " (I M.O., III, 124, note). 1

In these circumstances, I crave permission to suggest that
the attribution ot the Shahrukhl to a mint of which there is

not another issue for more than sixty years stands in need of

reconsideration. Fortunately, the coin is illustrated by the
excellent autotype plate accompanying Dr. White King's
article (Num. Chron., 1896, Pt II, 158, PI. XI, fig. 3), and the
opportunity of forming an opinion of our own is not denied to
us. Judging from the plate, it seems to me that the ascription
to Tatta is not so certain that it cannot be challenged. An

Rodgers himself was by no means oblivious of the pitfall. •« There
is a possibility," he write*, " that this mint [Tatta] may be Patna. The
coins are however, so rough that they do not in any way resemble some
remarkably fine coins I have struck undoubtedly at Patna." Rupees

n lx°^r
°f the fl*hi Years of Akbar

>
J-A SB., 1883, p. 104, note.

^ mu'Fl
18rf 1S said to be of Tatta and the vear has been read as 36.

Mr. Whitehead has suggested that P.M.C. No. 880 is also of Tatta mint,
the date is 981 in words. As Tatta was surrendered by Mirza Jani Beg
i wiSBwi, the last independent ruler of the province, only in the 37th year,
both these decipherments would seem to stand in need of revision.
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additional " upright stroke " does seem to be there, and the

least that can be said is that if the odds are not decisively in

favour of Patna, they are also not against it.'

However that may be, there is another aspect of the

matter which should not., in such doubtful cases, be overlooked ;

I mean, the historical. The fact is that there is not to be

found in any of the original histories of the Mughal Emperors

anything to show that Tatta or Lower Sindh was, at any time,

an integral part of Babur's dominions. Neither BadaonI nor

Nizamuddin Ahmad nor the habitually panegyrical Abul Fazl

nor any other historian of the dynasty says that Babur ever

invaded that part of the country, or possessed any authority

there. The truth is that like Gujarat, Malwa, Jaunpur, etc.,

Sindh became altogether independent of the Dehli Sulfcans on

the fall of the Tugljlaqs.
' : The Samma Kings," says the

Imperial Gazetteer. " gradually extended their authority over

the whole of Sind,'the zenith' of their fame being reached in

the time of Jam Nizamuddin, better known as Jam Nanda, who
died in 1509 after a reign of forty-six years. The line ended

with Jam Firoz who was conquered by Shah Beg Arghun in

1520 Shah Beg afterwards conquered the fort of Bukkur

and rebuilt the fortifications with bricks taken from the

ancient stronghold of Aror." Shah Beg died in 1522. " His

son and successor, Mirza Stiah Hasan, finally drove Jam Firoz

from Tatta to Cutch and at length to Gujarat where he died. .

.

Shah Hasan died childless in 1554 after a reign of twenty-two

{sic) years, and with him ended the Arghun dynasty." (XXII

396-7.) The Arghuns were succeeded by the Tarkhans and it

was only after Mlrza JanI Beg Tarkhan surrendered Tatta to

the Klian-i-Khanan 'Abdur Rahlm in 1592 A.C. that Lower

Sindh was reunited to the Empire of Dehli after an interval of

more than two hundred years.

On the other hand, it is quite clear that the hosts of

Babur overran Bihar more than once during his short reign,

and that he was, at his death, master of a considerable part at

least of the province. BadaonI roundly tells us that "the

Prince [Humavun] having taken the country of Harand [a mis-

reading of Kharid] and Bihar from Naslr Khan Luhani, and

having appointed Khwaja Amir, Shah Hasan and Amir Junaid

Birlas to the government of Jaunpur, proceeded by way ot

1 Tatta is written •, with or without all the dots, on I.M.C., 256,

*08, and B.M.C., 643, 701, or
/

._^-onB.M.C., 199 and 468, and I.M.C..

Patna is written ^ on B.M.C., 209,525 and 728, or

B.M.C., 131, 467, 608 and I.M.C., 99, 248 and 764.

The name on the Shahrukhi is thus written

on
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Kalpi " and rejoined his father some time before the battle with

Rana Sanga in 1527 A.C. (Ranking's Trans., I, 445-6.) Abul

Fazl's account is a little more circumstantial but similar
W _

(Beveridge, Akbarnama,!, 256-7.)
Mughal

invading Bihar.
" On 3rd Jumada'l awwal [935 AH., 25th January, 1529],

news came that Mahmud, the son of Iskandar, had taken Bihar

and was raising the 'head of rebellion. His Majesty returned

from hunting to Agra and it was settled that he should proceed

in person to the eastern districts On Thursday, the 17th of

the said month, he crossed the Jamna, and went towards the

eastern districts. In these days the ambassador of Nusrat

Shah, the ruler of Bengal, brought valuable presents and did

homage. . .

'.

. Near Karra news came of the defeat of Mahmud
Khan, son of Sultan Sikandar. Having advanced near the

borders of Ghazlpur, he stopped at Bhojpur and Bihiya. _In

that place Bihar was bestowed on Mirza Muhammad Zaman
On Monday, 5th Ramazan, being set at ease with regard to

Bengal and Bihar, he proceeded to Sirwar to put down Biban
and Bayazld. The enemy engaged with the victorious army
and was defeated. After visiting Kharld, and Sikandarpur and
being satisfied with the state of things there, he rode post

towards Agra which he reached in a short space of time."

Ibid.,1, 270-1.

Firishta is equally explicit.
f

' Towards the close of the year, the King received advices

that the Prince Mahmood, son of the late King Sikundur Lody,
had obtained possession of the province of Behar The
King marched in person towards Behar. On reaching Kurra,
Julal-ood-Deen Noosrut Shah Shurky, the ex-king of Joonpoor,
prepared a royal entertainment. Mahomed Zaman Mirza was
detached from Kurra to Behar from wrhence he expelled the
Prince Mahmood Lody, but in a few months after, the Afghans
of Behar, collecting troops, advanced again towards the Ganges.
The King, on this occasion, detached Askurry Mirza with
a division to oppose them at the Budry ford, and himself
followed next day with the rest of the army. On reaching the
banks of the river, he was preparing boats to cross when Cheen
Teimoor Sooltan, who had already gained the opposite bank
with only eighty horse, attacked without hesitation. Askurry
Mirza, who had crossed at another place, also appearing
fortunately in the enemy's rear, threw them into confusion and
they fled. Noosrut Shah now joined the King, and promised
to aid in the expulsion of the Afghans ; and Babur having
given orders to Sooltan Jooneid Birlass to prosecute the war in

conjunction with Noosrut Shah returned to Agra." (Briggs,
Rise of the Mahomedan Power, Calcutta Reprint, II, 62-3.)

This is from the translation of Briggs which was made
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from an imperfect text. In the better and fuller recension
which he himself afterwards edited, and of which the Lakhnau
Lithograph is an inexpensive reproduction, we are expressly
told that Babur visited the tomb of Shaikh Yahya, the father
of Shaikh Sharf , which is at Maner, and gave away great sums
in alms there.

• &y°ji c^ljy jy** ^*ij& *J^ tip*
;

l*~J &b&j **/ *|V)

Lakhnau Lithograph, I, 211, 1. 4.

Now, Maner is only 10 miles distant from Dinapore Can-
tonment (Imp. Gaz., XVII, 175), which is itself so close to Patna
city that Dinapore, Bankipore and Patna are e< regarded
as one continuous narrow city hemmed in between the Ganges
and the railway." (Ibid., XI, 355.) It would appear then
that the Imperial armies not only overran and seized Bihar,
Imt that Bftbur himself was for a time in the immediate
neighbourhood of Patna, if not in Patna itself.

Two other relevant facts may be also mentioned. There
is in the Babumama or Waqiat-Baburi (Memoirs of Babur), a
detailed statement of the revenues of " the countries from
Bhera to Bihar " which had " submitted in a short time to his
victorious standards." About twenty-five provinces are enu-
merated, but there is no reference whatever to Sindh, Upper or
Lower. At the same time, the income from Bihar is given as
4,05,60,000 Tankas (E.D.. IV, 262; Thomas, Chronicles.,
390-1

; A. S. Beveridge, Memoirs of Babur, 521-2; Erskine,
History of Baber and Humayun. I, 540-543).

Secondly, there is, in the Fatknama or ' Letter of Victory '

which was issued in the Emperor's own name after the battle
with Rana Sanga, the explicit statement that the " Divine

j

favour had caused our standards to be upreared in the terri-

tories of Dihll, Agra, Jun-pur. Kharld. Bihar, etc." (A. S.

Beveridge, op. cit.. 561 or Leyden and Erskine, Memoirs of

Baber, ed. 1826, p. 360.)
Briefly, we have the conqueror's own word for the fact

1 I have contented myself with citing the summaries of Abul Fazl
and Firishta. Babur's own account of the second Eastern campaign
occupies between forty and fifty pages in Mrs. Beveridge's Translation of
bis Memoirs, and is too long to quote in integrity. The references to the
settlement of Bihar will be found at pp. 661, 662, 676 and 679. The visit
to the tomb of Shaikh Yahya of Maner is mentioned on p. 666. This
Bengal campaign is also described in Mr. Lane Poole's monograph,
190-192, and Elphinstone's History of India, ed. Cowell, 435-6.

KharId is now a pargana in Ballia district, United Provinces, and
lay formerly on both banks of the Ghogra. A. S. Beveridge Op. cit., 664
note. Bihiya is a town in the Arrah Subdivision of Shahabad district,
bengal. Imp. Gaz. , VI, 5 and VIII, 173. Sikandarpur is in BSnsdih tahsil,
BaUia district. {Ibid., XXII, 362.)

»
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that he had overrun and settled Bihar. His own silence about

Sindh is also most significant. The absence of any allusion in

the histories of the Mughal dynasty to Babur's conquest of or

suzerainty over Lower Sindh also militates with some force

against the Tatta reading.

It is therefore all the more necessary to quote a statement

to the contrary which occurs in the Tarikh-i-M'asumi
L
a

History of the Province written by Mir Muhammad M'asum

in 1009 A.H. This author asserts that " when Shah Hoosain

[Arghun] ascended the throne of his father at Nusurpoor, the

Syuds, Kazees and the chiefs represented to him that it was

right to have his name read in the sermon. Shah Hoosain said

it was not proper for him to do so as long as any of the descen-

dants of Sahib Kiran were remaining, and the name of Babur

Badshah was read." ' (A History of Sind, Trans. G. G. Malet,

Bombay, 1855, p. 95).

It should be observed that Mir M'asum speaks of Shah

Husain having ordered the Khutba to be read in Babur's

name contrary to the wishes of his chiefs and Amirs} He does

not make any explicit statement in regard to coins, and we are

left to draw our own inference on that head. But the Khutba

and the Sikka generally, if not always, went together, 8 and his

expressions might plausibly be construed to mean that Shah

Husain resigned that regal privilege also and permitted

Babur's titles and not his own to be displayed on the local

money. The bearing of this inference on the matter in issue

is obvious. The question we have to decide is, ' Is the state-

ment itself true ' ?

Unfortunately, this hearsay report of some local or family

tradition receives no corroboration from any other source, and

is opposed to some well-known facts and authorities. It is flag-

rantly contradicted and belied by Shah Husain's (or Hasan's)

subsequent conduct towards Babur's son and successor.

1 A similar statement occurs also in the Tarkhan-Nama (Elliot and
Dowson, I, 312), but it is really taken at second-hand from the History of

M'asum (see the remarks in E.D. L, 301), and has consequently no in-

dependent value.
* This seems to me to clearly imply that Husain's father, Shah Beg

Arghun, had had the Khutba read in his own name and not Babur's. The
" Chiefs and Amirs'* were evidently, in favour of the practice being con-

tinued.
3 Thus we are told that Hindal had the Khutba read in his own

name during Humayun's absence in Bengal, but he is not said to have
gone to the length of striking coins. (Beveridge, AJcbarnama, Trans. I,

338,339; Ranking, Badaoni, Trans. I, 459, Tabaqat-i-Ahbarl in Elliot

and Dowson, V, 202.) So again, Mun'im Khan was once obliged by Mirza
Sulaiman's sudden invasion of Kabul to consent to the recitation of the
Khutba in the invader's name, but there is no allusion whatever to coins.
(Beveridge, Akbarnama, Trans. II, 43; Lowe, Badaoni, Trans. II, 5;
Tab. Akb. inE.D., V, 249.)
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It is also in conflict with the utterances of Jauhar and Firishta

equally good authorities.

According to Mir M'asum, Shah Husain's loya% and

devotion to the House of Timur was so fervent and unselfish,

that he would not have his own name inserted in the Khutba

as long as am' of the descendants of Sahib Kiran [Timur]

were remaining/' M'asum's work is not without merit, but

it is to be remembered that he wrote about eighty years

after Shah Husain's accession. On the other hand, Jauhar

a personal attendant who was with Humayun throughout

his wanderings in Sindh—assures us that "Shah Hussyn

Sultan, Ruler of Tatta, had assumed the title of Majesty, being

lineallv descended from the Emperor Timur." (Tezkereh Al

Vakmi or Private Memoirs of the Moghul Emperor Humayun,

Trans. C. Stewart, 1832, p. 29). The same eye-witness informs

us that the Emperor sent Munim Beg to remonstrate with

Shah Husain and request him " not to pursue his vengeance any

further. But Hussyn refused to see the messenger, and wrote

an uncivil letter asking ' What benefits the King had ever con-

ferred on him that he should now have any consideration tor

his distress %
' " (Ibid., p. 32).

The duplicity and perfidious cruelty of the ruer of Tatta

are described in the most bitter terms by the historians o

Humavun's flight. There was never much ove lost between
s - - • • ~ - deprived and driven out Shah

»«* h1C i^ti^x u, .*.— QandahSr. Indeed, Shah Beg

is said to have turned his eyes towards Sibi and thought of

establishing his power in Sindh, only when he was convinced hy

Babur's repeated invasions from Kabul that he « would not

rest contented until he had conquered and^^^Vfet™
under his own rule." (Tarkhan-Nama in Elliot and Do* son,

*'
^We' have seen Jauhar expressly stating that '•Shah

Hussyn had assumed the title of Majesty." Firishta £»*"»
about 1018 A.H.-only nine years after M'aeum-^clares of

his father. Shah Beg that he " marched in he sane^ ear

1027 A.H. towards Tatta and possessing himseM of it, had hi,

gh

/
t*

country.

&<. < *>kL |*£ ,J t
*L« fjf . *4U **£ ***+* J 1

^ a>iaa>. $<±^ ,j.^* ryi y

\uA &L Jij >U*M# a^toy ^
Lakhnau Lithograph, II, 321.

. This is again taken from M'asum whc>
wntes : - Shah Bg - o

Seebee,. . . .tolling his nobles that Babur ^^^tgain raise on high
see the road to Kandahar ;

^.-probable that hewtf ^ tumed m *
ut

the banner of march against it next year .
ior w

Trflnq Afalet 77
of my place he will not find repose." History of Sind, Trans. Malet. ,7.
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He leaves us to infer that Shah Husain did the same when
" following in the path of his father,"" he " reduced those towns
which had not yet been subdued by his predecessor." (Brings
Rise of the Mahomedan Power, IV,_435.) Once more in his
account of Husain's successor, Mirza 'Isa Tarkhan, he writes :

^-i* \)j& jf*>)i ^*»^> ^ItU ^iy ^^ jU e^tjl **j

«^ , **fci JUifL r
lfl< , Uj,^ ^ ^>iy» ^h ^ )A ^Uj

Lakhnau Lithograph, II, 322, 1. 12.

• nu f

,

fter the death of Shah Husain Arghiin, Sultan Mahmud
111 Bhakkar and Mirza 'Isa Tarkhan in Thattah each proclaimedms own supremacy and in his own place and residence, had the
Khutba recited and coins struck in his own name."

Briefly if we are to believe Firishta, not only Shah Beg
Argjnut, but Sultan Mahmud of Bhakkar and Mirza 'Isa
1 arkhan of Tatta had all declared their independence, and in

\^Tl *i iT
01

'-

St
F
Uck coins in tht)ir own names which were

inserted likewise in the Khutba.

i,^^T
h
i
S

n
eCeiVeS P^rfcial corroboration from a fact mentioned

tS«-M
a
te/

n
-
anot

J
1?' Provincial History of some credit-the

T?W \r 1

hm~]vhloh was composed in 1030 A.H. by Mir

Khan r^a™m
:\
d

i ,

(ED
-
T

'
255

-) In bh account of the

^^"¥lana
D
n ^-r-Rahlm's invasion of Sindh, he writes :

thll t'l
BeS Sujtan made this agreement with his soldiers

shnnMrl''
°ne

2Lthe? Wh° should brinS an enemy's head

Mto? oJn Te
S^J"*""' every one of the™ worth twelve

wentVn
" "!

th
,

6 ^IrZa
'

S thne Vostanls, of which seventy-two

o2t J-
e tafa

- (E,Iiot and Dowson, I, 287.) These

unknnun T^ '^V were apparentl v coin-denominations

X™ f

n
T

elsewhere and it would seem as if the independent

own n,niTf^
Sl
?^ had n0t onl^ sfcamPed monev in their

oUfeown Pr°ViUCe had a coinage-nomenclature

ion"* ™C n0W Pe
,
rmitted to sum up the results of this dis-

kfWil * 2?-
me °f mint-town on the Shahrukhl (or Baburl)

cushion.

in the WhifT t?
mmt-town on the Shahrukhl (or Baburl)

tdoe'not pv,^
ng C°1Ie

l

C
,

tion is written m such a way that

n^St!^L^^,e
.

ei*«: <*

*

e <™ forms in whfch the

Emnemr^ f™m ai r"" ,"'7««w on trie coins ot the Mughal

seh-es are ZZ V ,
***"»»* Shah. The names them-

The histoid gY l

;

aWe t0 be COnfused in Persian writinS-

that bS n
a
?
Umen

? 5
ga
o
inSt the a"«butiou to Tatta are

SMdh tna?h?Z
,nv

«!
d
?
d Tjtta itself or any part of Lower

of the ttl„i
eS

«

n
!
m

?,
lude Sindh in the **»»* Statement

drawn un i"
'

°u
^^ Provinces of Hindustan which was

mS Lll^f ?*, A -H
- (Beve"dg^ Memoirs, 520,2Z»), that he himself puts forward no claim to be the suzerain
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of Shah Husain ' and that no historian of the Mughal dynasty

asserts that his authority or sovereignty had been formally

acknowledged by the independent rulers of the province.
_
It

is true that in a Provincial History called the Tarikh-i-M'asumi

there is a statement to the effect that Shah Husain Arghun had

the Khufcba read in Babur's name but this assertion is so far

unsupported. It is, moreover, in conflict with the utterances

of Jauhar and Firishta, and scarcely consistent with the

subsequent behaviour of Shah Husain towards Humayun. 2

On the other hand, it may be urged in favour of the ascrip-

tion to Patna, that Babur expressly includes Bihar among

the provinces overrun by his armies soon after the battle

of Panlpat, that the revenues of Bihar are expressly men-

tioned in the Imperial Rent-Roll, that there is a detailed

account of his second Bengal campaign and his settlement of

Bihar itself in the ' Memoirs,' and that his visit to the shrine of

Shaikh Yahya at Maner, which is only 10 miles from Patna, is

recorded in his invaluable Autobiography.

None of these statements, pro and contra, is without force,

but there is also nothing absolutely conclusive about any or

even all of them, and there is. consequently nothing to pre-

clude the possibility of this unique coin having been struck at

either of the two places in dispute. We
assertion that Shah Beg Arghun had the Khufcba read and

coins struck in his own name, but he does not categorically

declare that Shah Hasan did so. We may admit that Sultan

Afahmud of Bhakkar and Mirza 'Isa Tarkhan of Tatta issued

1 In his • Summary of the Life of Meerza Shah Hoosain, M asum

himself says :
» Inhis youth he went from Kandahar to Babur Badshah at

Kabool, remaining with him two years. Babur always spoke m pra«eof

him, saying : Shah Hoosain Beg has not come to me for service, but he

has come to learn the customs of Kings.- History of Smd. Mateta

Translation, 128-9. There is a similar statement in the Tartan N'ama
• In this same year, Shah Hasan Mirza having quarrelled with lus father

left him and went to the court of the Emperor Babur... . -
The Emperor

observed that hia visit was not from any amotion entertained towards

himself by ShSh Hasan, but in order that he might learn the art of

governing rightly, and at the same time perfect h.mselt in the ceremonies

of the Court." Elliot and Dowson. I, 308.
nnan i„ a^a

Shah Hnsain's father, Shah Beg, appears to have openly defied

Babur and" repudiated his claim to be the superior of th* Arghun^

Indeed, Babur complains that ShSh Beg had, m writing to him, been
^

rude as to » imprest the seal on the back of theater in the place m
which one Amir writes to another, nay, where an Amir of some rank set

his seal in writing to an inftrior Amir." Leyden and Erskine, Memoirs

of Baber, 225-226.ot Kaber, 225-22o. _ , , „i„„„: Q „ffon
2 Mrs. Beveridge has pointed out that M'asum a chronology w often

manifestly erroneous (Memoirs of Babur, 366), and that his accent

of the siege of Qandahar is contradicted by the contemporary narrative

of Khwandmir in the important matters of date and mode of surrender

«' Khwandmir's dates," she writes, « agree with the few fixed one, of the

perTod and with the course of events ; several of M'asum s on the con-

trary, are teriatim five (lunar) years earlier." Ibid., 4.Jo.
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money in their own names, but that would not prove that their

predecessor Shah Hasan had never struck coins in the name of

Babur. We may acknowledge that Jauhar may be correct in

saying that he had "assumed the title of Majesty", but then

there is nothing to show that this was done during Babur's life-

time, and the Aftabchl's words may be perhaps, construed to

mean that the event took place at some time after Humayun's
accession, if not after the latter's defeat and flight from Agra.

Shah Husain had gone to Kabul after a quarrel with his

father, and been hospitably received and kindly treated by
Babur. He had then made his peace with his parent, and

fought on the latter's side during Babur's last siege of Qanda-

har. He was, throughout life, an opportunist and time-server,

a politician accustomed to trim his sails to the prevailing wrind.

He had seen his father repeatedly trying conclusions with

Babur and known him repeatedly worsted. He knew that he

held Sindh by an exceedingly uncertain tenure and that he

himself was no match for the Emperor. It is. therefore, just

possible that he tried to disarm Babur's hostility and curry
favour with him by conceding the empty honour of the Khutba
and even striking a few coins in token of submission. The
yoke would sit very lightly on such a man, and he would not
scruple to throw it off at the first opportunity. We know that

it was thrown off when the proper time arrived, and there can
be no difficulty in understanding his conduct in the days of

Humayun's adversity.

In setting out the historical arguments for and against
the two rival readings, I must not be deemed to prejudge
the point in dispute. The question is an exceedingly difficult

one and my present object is merely to clarify ideas and assist

in obtaining the well-considered judgments of others who are
entitled to speak on the subject. The same remarks apply
to most of the notes in this article, which are intended to

elucidate opinion and not to forestall it.

Junagadh, January, 1918. S. H. Hodtvala.

Chunar or Hisar ?

In his note Whitehead sa\ p

s— ' " * wit i m*m V) - • * i • r T AX A VX/ AlV^ «-*< *-*. www t -^ -

" The coin in this collection in the only piece in copper published
from this mint. The mint-name is situated on it in such a way
that it might be read as the latter part of the word Hisar,
but I think Mr. Rodgers' attribution to Chunar is correct,
because all the Hisar fulus which resemble the piece under
discussion, are of the ilahi type." (P.M.C., Tntrod., Ixx.)

Luckily, the coin is dated and the year oJ»* , c*o« } ^t
i (967)

is clearly given in words on the reverse. It seems to me that
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the difficulty is not so easily solved, for apart from the admit-

tedly ambiguous and fragmentary character of the name on

the obverse^ there is a historical objection wkhm^
answered before the Chunar reading can be accepted That

'objection is that Chunar appears to have been surrendered to

Attar at the earliest in 969 (perhaps 970 AJL), and that it did

not belong to the Mughals at all in 967 AH.

In his chronicle of the sixth year of the reign (Z4

Jumada II, 968-5 Rajab, 969) Abul Fazl says "£•£«£
ennobling events in the Shahinshah's fortune which in tni.

^applied c

e

ollyrium to the eyes of the^™*£™*»™?
e

after Suspiciousness was that Chunar, which is an impregnable

fortress, came into the possession of the -p^"™**
'

son
tv, wf nononnt of this event is that when Adili s son
The brief account oi tms evein, « —;- --

-

rhunar
became a vagrant in the wilderness of rum the fort of Chunar

which had been his abode came into th hands *«£»«»
Khel). He regarded this

who belonged to nis cian ^»?« rr '\A f
"

*trpn ffthen it

inaccessible fort as his refuge and laboured to ^engtoen it

When the standards of fortune returned ^m the ***«
Karra and were set down at Agra [this was on Friday 17th

^

hajja, .968, 29th August, 156 see p . 230] g^^JS
Vlajld Asaf Khau was appointed to take tneio *

.

d
had some proper feelings and some good sense he peice

e

that the day of the Afghans' defeat had armed, and so.sen a

number of people to express his submission. (J^encige,

Akbarnama, Trans., II, 231 ) jtmOnx exceot that
Nizamuddin Ahmad's account is very sim Ur except tn

he puts the event into the ninth Jf'^ ^slavfof

^rf^ i 2S* ' He'n^vrot Jl^^gt tur-

r^rre

T?e
a
Emper^r

eS ShaikhU *--
Asaf Khan to receive the surrender of the or

• W^
Akbari in Elliot and Dowson, V^87£ ~

thig difference ,

circumstances almost in the same woiiw,
/Ramaza n).

that he reckons it among the events of 9.0 A.H. (Kamazan)

(L°U

Now putting the matter on the **+*%&^JZ
posing the"^SLff^Si in't SS^e of'o
correct one, it is difficult to believe in

_
f fc

Mughal mint at Chunar m 967 A.H. The aigum^ fc

£*?

is not without interest, and has its uses onocc«bt rt

apt to lead to very uncertain '^^^^ShTo^
li?tle of the principles which «««£ ^^""SS were
variations of type. We can hard > be sure t ^
any fixed principles m the matter at alL ln a^tements of the
argument can scarce y bear down the xpn^
contemporary historians. I ^fj?^°chnnar insteadof
of the evidence, so far as it goes, is against; uim

being in its favour.
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Mr. Whitehead informs us that u one or two early Rupees
of Akbar were struck " at Chunar, and he has made room for
Chunar in the list of that Emperor's silver mints. Of the two
Rupees, one was in the cabinet of Mr. Bleazby, and is now in
the British Museum. The other is in this country and is in
the Government collection at Lakhnau. This coin Mr.
C. J. Brown has kindly examined very carefully at my request,
and his opinion is quoted below :

fcC The coin was called
Chunar by Ellis whose collection the Museum bought. There
is no trace of a mint-name on the coin. He might have seen
another similar specimen with a mint name, but I should think
it unlikely. The date is 970 or 975 ; the unit is blurred."

Thus far, the evidence appears to go against the inclusion
of Chunar among the copper mints of Akbar, and also against
its being reckoned among that Emperor's silver mints. But
the latter point cannot be decided so long as Mr. Bleazby's
coin remains unpublished.

28th December, 1917. S. H. Hodivala.

Khairpur or Ujainpur ?
i

<: The mint of Khairpur, a town in Sindh, is onlv found,"
writes Mr. Whitehead, " on a few copper coins of Akbar.
Coin No. 656, [correctly No. 655] dated A.H. 997, is of an un-
published type. Ilahi pieces of the forty-fifth and forty-
seventh years are known, and are exemplified in the Indian
Museum. I.M. Cat., No. 462." (P.M.C., lxxiii.) The place
meant is, no doubt, the capital of the feudatory state of that
name (Lat. 27° 31', Long. 68° 48') in Upper Sindh. 17 miles
south of Rohrt (Bhakkar).

There is a difficulty in the way of this identification to
which I must beg permission to invite attention. No town of
the name of Khairpur is mentioned in Abul Fazl's lengthv
account of the province. (Jarrett, II, 333-"47.) 'We should

^F
e
l\l°

fil

V
d ]t among the Mah5ls of the Sarkar of Bhakkar

(lb .{.{3 4), but there is no trace of it there. Nor is such a place
spoken of in any one of the eight Histories of Sindh of which
there are translations or abstracts in the first volume of Elliot
and Dowson s invaluable work. Nor is there a single reference
to it in any of the Chronicles of Mughal domination in India,
indeed, there are fairly good grounds for believing that the town
is "together modern, and that it did not exist at all in the
aays ot Akbar. The writer of the article on Khairpur in the
imperial Gazetteer says :

« On the present site of the town,
which owes its ri.se to Mir Sohrab Khan Talpur, there stood

££L f *v! 5?*,
1 787

' the vi,iaSe of Boi™ and the Zemindari
estate ot the Phulpotras. It was selected as the residence ofthe chief M.rs of Northern Sin 1, and for some time during
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Talpur rule, a British resident was stationed here in terms of

the treaty of April 20, 1838, concluded between the British

Government and the Mirs of Sind." (Ed. 1908, XV, 216.)

If this is correct, and it appears to be based on reliable

local information or official reports, 1 the identification with the

capital of the Mir must be abandoned.

There is a Khairpur in Bahawalpur State, Panjab,38 miles

North-East of Bahawalpur town."2 There is another town of

the same name in the 'Alipur Tahsll of Muzaffargarh district,

Panjab, but the latter is said to have been founded only in

the 19th Century by a Bukharl Sayyad of the name of Khair

Shah (Imp. Gaz. s. n.).

Rodgers was the first to publish a Julus of the type

represented by I.M.C., No. 462. The legend on the obverse is

far from being perfectly clear <rp-

^U j*\ *£«,, but said at the same time that he did not

know where Khairpur was. (Indian Antiquary, 1890, p. 223,

PI. II, fig. 25.) Mr. Nelson Wright does not see any trace of

the w^-i or of the *<- on the obverse. (I.M.C., III, No. 462.)

The specimen in the Panjab Museum dated 997 A.H. is of

a verv different type. It is peculiar in having a dotted belt

across the centre*both on the obverse and reverse—an ' orna-

ment ' which is found only on some coins of Ahmadabad

and a rare issue of Agra.8 Khairpur in Persian writing ( »* jt

bears no small resemblance to Ujjainpur;^} ^^t Of. P.M.C.,

No. 575. I venture to suggest that the reading is erroneous

and that the Ilahl coins of 4.5 and 47 R., at least, may be

issues of Ujainp&r or Chainpur.

Junagadh. S. H. HODIVALA.

Deogarh.

The identification of the mint-town Deogarh is not free

from difficulty- Two types of coins are known, which are very

different from each other, though both purport to have issued

from Deogarh in the reign of Shah 'Alam II. Several speci-

mens of the first tvpe uere published by Dr. Hoernle in

J.A.S.B., 1897, with the following remarks :—

" Nos. 40-44. Said to be coins of Jaora, a native state

and town in Western Malva, Central Tndia Agency, about 40

miles S.E. of Pratapgarh on the railway line. They were all

1 I find the same statement made in d^os* jdentical words in

A. W. Hughes' Gazetteer of the Province of Sindh ()*'*)•? **£ „ , .

2 According to Shahamat 'All's •< History of Bahawalpur this

Khairpur was founded "by Balawal Khan, and named after Kheir

Mohammed, his cousin." about the middle of the 1 8th Century (p. 40).

8 Information received from Mr. Whitehead (February 1919).
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procured from Jaora. In Webb's Currencies of Rajputana,

p. 23, however, coins of this kind are ascribed to the Pratap-

garh State. No. 43 is a rupee, Nos. 40 a and 40 b are eight annas.

No. 41 is a four-anna, No. 44 is a two-anna, and Nos. 42 a and
42 b are paisas. The dates of the coins are inconsistent

The rupee (No. 43) has 1199 H. and 29 julus of Shah 'Alam ;

while the julus should be 26. . . ... The mint on the reverse of

No. 43 seems to read clearly %)y*b devarah or deora, which
has also been noticed on other specimens. The only Deora
I know of is a small town on, the Son river, in Baghelkhand.
in the Reva state, a few miles beyond the borders of the

British district of Mirzapur. It certainly cannot be read
•jjjl* Javarah or Jaora. On No. 40 a there are distinct traces,

reading *Jjs evag, which would make Devagarh or Deogarh.
This is a small town in Gwaliyar, and is probably the name
intended on all these coins." [hoc. c%L

% pp. 268-9.)

The coins are figured and it is clear from the Plate
(No. XXXII) that the second suggestion gives the correct

reading of the name which is not %jyj* but ljy>z. But Dr.

Hoernle was not equally happy in his attempt to determine
the locality. Exactly similar coins are described and illustra-

ted, as he himself admits, in Webb's Currencies of the Hindu
States of Rajputana. and are there ascribed to Pratapgarh (or

Partabgarh). It is common knowledge that these Partabgarh
issues had at one time extensive circulation in those parts,

under the name of Sallmshahi rupees. An examination of the
Sallmshahi rupee ' current in Malwa and coined by the Raja of

Pertabgurh 5

of which there is a drawing on PL II in Prinsep's
Useful Tables, leaves no room for doubt as to its identity with
Dr. Hoernle's No. 43 and Webb's No. 9, PL III, the only
difference being that the mint-name is partially visible on
Dr. Hoernle's coin, but entirely absent from the others.

But if these coins are specimens of the Sallmshahi issues

of Partabgarh, why do they happen to exhibit the mint-name
Deogarh ? The answer is that Deolia or Deogarh is the name
of the old capital of the State of Partabgarh.

The compiler of the article on ' Partabgarh ' in the
Imperial Gazetteer writes :

" The founder of the State was
one Bika, a descendant of Rana Mokal of Mewar, who left his

estates of Sadrl and Dariawad in 1553, proceeded south, and
subdued the aboriginal tribes. In 1561, he founded the town
of Deolia or Deogarh, naming it after a female chieftain named
Devi Mini, and subsequently he overpowered the Rajput-
living further to the south and east Hari Singh's son,
Pratap Singh, who succeeded in 1674 founded the town of

Partabgarh in 1698, and from it the State takes its name,
though some of the people still use the older name of Kanthal.
or uniting the names of the former and the present capitals, call
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the State Deolia-Partabgarh. As recently as 1869, the chief

was described in an extradition treaty then ratified as the

' Rajah of Dowleah and Partabgarh '" Op. at., ed. 1908, XX,

y-io
Elsewhere in the same work, we recad :

" Deolia (or Deogarh)

—The old capital of the State of Partabgarh, Rajputana,

situated in 24° 2' N. and 74° 40' E. about 1h miles due west

of Partabgarh town." {Ibid ., XI, 247.)
a a u-

Turning to the " Central India" of. Malcolm, we find him

speaking of " Dewla named also Pertaubgurh-Dewla, ' as a

fortified town in the province of Ajmeer, the residence of the

" Raja of Pertaubgurh." (Op. tit., II, 398.)

Elsewhere he says that "Dewla is eight miles west of

Pertaubgurh " (II, 417), and at p. 284 of the same volume, he

informs his readers that Dewla or Deogarh is m Lat. J4 I 9

and Long. 74° 43' 40". It is clear then that Deola or Deogarh

was the old capital, and even in Malcolm's time, it was the

chief residence of the Raja. (lb., I. 15.)
, , ,

In a word, the Deogarh of these coins is not to be tooked

for in GwSliar.but is Deola or Deogarh, the old capital of

Partabgarh. The execution of these Sallmshahi corns is ex-

eeedinglv crude and imperfect, but they are "easily distnv

gnished bv the peculiar conformation of the Pers an totters

which are unlike those on any other coins in Jajpntana-

(Webb, 25.) Another distinguishing feature would seem to be

that on these issues, the year is always either 1199-25 or

1199-29 (26 *) or 1236-*i- 45 (Webb, 24-o).

Semi collision is created by the e^mnatence that

Deogarh rupees and hjlf-ropeej
,

ol£<%*^*£^
apparently having little n comma

i
wit

cimens
mint-name are also in existence, u ere «"

/PMC
with the date 1193-20 in the Panjab Museum (

IJIC

Xos. 3008-9.) Mr. Nelson Wright informs us that he hasone

of 1190-17, and Mr. W. S. Talbot possesse ^ s»m a omrf

1198 AH. (N.S., XIII, 241.) It* dimeult t>^* ™£
coins to the Deogarh of Partabgarh, and the probabilities seem

to be in favour of their belonging to some otheTfdier.

Unfortunately, Deogarh is a place-name of er^co!nmon

occurrence in this country, and the tocation of the ™£*not

easy. No less than nine J^^^fJ)S^Q^^-
are noticed in the second edition ot tne imIjy

h t

There is this to be said, however, that most of them urn out

on examination to be more or less obscure towns or vg^
which no historical or political importance can be corned dnr

ing the period to which the coins are ^^f^^'
one of them are absolutely ignored in theM^^^ds

In the first place, Deogarh is given as the-ancient Hmdn

name of Deoglr or Daulatabad, but that obsolete form » hardly

likelv to have been resuscitated on coins m the last quarter
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the 18th Century. The Deogarh in the Santal Parganas, and
in the Bamra Feudatory State, Bengal, may, perhaps, be dis-
missed as mere backwaters of civilization. There is a Deogarh
in the State of Udaypur, Rajputana, but it is not enumerated
among the Udaypur mints in Webb's fairly exhaustive treatise
on the Rajputana Currencies (pp. 8, 16-19). The Deogarh in
Lalitpur Tahsil, JhansI district, appears to be indebted for its
fame, such as it is, to its ancient remains of the later Gupta
and Chandel periods, and its real consequence appears to
have terminated many centuries before the accession of Shah
'Alam II. Deogarh-Bariya, the chief town of a petty state
in Rewa Kantha Agency, Bombay, would seem to have equallv
small claims to consideration, and there is nothing to show-
that this chief was ever permitted to exercise the right of
coining money. Devgarh in Ratnaglrl district, Bombay, and
Devgarh (or Hareshwar) in the State of Janjlra are only small
villages. Attention may be also recalled to the fact that
none of these localities is referred to by the historians.

a* i

T1
?

e™ nly place of that name which is mentioned in the
Mughal Chronicles and other historical writings, is the Deogarh
in Chhindwara district, Central Provinces, and it is mentioned
not once or twice, but a dozen times. Passing by the earlier
references in the 'Badishahnama' of 'Abdul Hamid Lahorl (Bibl.
Ind .text I, Pt. ii, pp. 110-111 and 230-2)," where it is asso-
ciated with Chauragarh and Nagpur, we come across the name
several times in the Maasir-i-'Alamgiri, and almost always in
association with Chanda. For instance, we are told that in

a 1 I ?aer Sb5n invaded the district of Chanda
and extorted from its Zamlndar, Manji Malar [Ballar ?]a present of five lacs of rupees for himself, a kror of rupees
as indemnity and fine for remissness in the payment of
arrears and the promise of an annual contribution of two lacs.
(Bibl. Ind. text., 59; See also 'Alamgirna'ma, Ibid., 1022-5.)
Irom Chanda, Daler Khan proceeded to tjt^, and squeezed

l
r

fTf/
tS

,

Ulei
* °r

'
marzban >' K°ka Singh, the handsome sum

of fifteen acs as arrears and the promise of an annual peshkash

W9il\
0f
T
rUPees - Waasir-i-Alamgin, 59-60

;

<Alamglrnama

,

Ihii \ T"°/*av* later
>
we hear that Daler Khan restored

i 111 ?7 ?
6
?
gadh t0 its Ra

^a with authority to governIffS " £
ef
r,- u

(fad§ir
>
102

') We ar* next informed

til1
-
A\Ba.kbt-buland was installed as zamlndar of

UbT27^^ \*tr?
th

t
twentyn^h year-1907 A.H.

bv Diwi^ S^U
.

a
J
S° notices the Evasion of Deogadh

frLuer w™J ° /7 AH
-
and exPre8s1^ states *hat itstrontiers were conterminous or marched with those of Chanda.

We
agam in his account of the events of the 43rd year of
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the reign of Aurangzeb (1110 A.H.) that "the zamindar of

Deogarh, in consequence of disturbances in his country, and

the superior force of those who disputed the inheritance, had

fled to the Court of Aurangzeb, and had received the title of

Buland-bakht (sic) upon his becoming a Musulman. Upon
hearing of the death of his competitor, he hastened back to

Deogarh without leave, and opposed the officers who were

appointed to collect the tribute. He now joined Ram Raja

in plundering the country." {Muntahhabu-l-Lubab in Elliot and

Dowson, VII, 364 ; Bibl. Ind. text, II, 461.)

If we now turn for light to the ' Imperial Gazetteer,' we

read that Chanda is " the southernmost district of the Central

Provinces in the Nagpur division From the time of Akbar

until the days of the Marathas, the Chanda princes seem to

have been tolerably independent and powerful, for in their own

annals and in those of the Deogarh line, we find them recorded

as gaining an important victory over the latter rising Gond

power in the middle of the seventeenth century In 1751

.

the Gonds were ousted, and the district passed under the con-

trol of the Marathas, forming from this period, a portion of

the Nagpur Kingdom." (Ed. 1908, Vol. X, pp. 148 and 150-L)

In another place we are informed that " Deogarh, thehead-

quarters of the old Gond dynasty of Chhindwara and Nagpur,

is a village about 24 miles south west of Chhindwara, pictures-

quely situated on a crest of the hills. For a short period

towards the end of its existence, the Deogarh Kin
_g
doin

became of such importance as to overshadow Mandla and

Chanda, and ft> take first place among Gond States Toward.^

the end of the seventeenth century, Bakht-buland went to

Delhi and entered the service of Aurangzeb. He is supposed

to have gained by his military achievements, the favour ot the

Emperor, by whom he was persuaded to become a Muhammaclan

He was acknowledged as Raja of Deogarh.. .
and established

manv new towns and villages, also founding the city ot

Nagpur The subsequent fall of the Gond dynasty and

acquisition of the Deogarh Kingdom by Raghuji Bhonsla belong

to the history of Nagpur." {Ibid., X, 206.)

The compiler of the article on Nagpur declares that there

is no historical record of Nagpur prior to the commencement of

the eighteenth century,when it formed part of the Gone! Kingdom

of Deogarh in Chhindwara. Bakht Buland, the reigning prince

of Deogarh, proceeded to Delhi, and appreciating the advantages

of the civilization which he there witnessed, determined to set

about the development of his own territories. To this end he

invited Hindu artificers and husbandmen to settle in the plain

country, and founded the city of Nagpur His successor

Chand Sultan, continued the work of civilization, and removed

the capital to Nagpur. On Chand Sultan's death in 1739, there

were disputes as to the succession, and his widow invoked the
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aid of Raghuji Bhonsla who was governing Berar on behalf of

the Peshwa Raghuji on being called in by the contending

factions replaced the two sons of Chand Sultan on the throne

from which they had been ousted by a usurper, and retired to

Berar with a suitable reward for his assistance. Dissensions,

however, broke out between the brothers, and in 1743, Raghuji

again intervened at the request of the elder brother, and drove

out his rival. But he had not the heart to give back a second

time the country he held within his grasp. Burhan Shah, the

Gond Raja, though allowed to retain the outward insignia of

royalty, practically became a state-pensioner, and all real

power' passed to the Marathas Chanda, Chhatisgarh and

Sambalpur were added to his dominions between 1745 and

1755, the year of his death." {Ibid., XVIII, 306.)

This string of passages is somewhat long, but it is in-

dispensable for forming a correct notion of the importance of

the Kingdom of Deogarh, which appears to have extended over

em
tions of SeonI, Bhandara and Balaghat. [Ibid., X, 13.) The

apital was at Deogarh which is about 24 miles south-west of

Chhindwara town. :i Though now containing only 50 or 60

houses, the traces of foundations in the surrounding jungle and

the numerous remains of wells and tanks show that the former

city must have covered a large area. Deogarh contains several

temples and on a high peak outside the village stands a ruined

stone fort. All the buildings are constructed of the finest

limestone." (Imp. Gaz.
s
ed. 1885, IV, 202-3.)

Deogarh does not appear to have entirely lost its import-

ance even after the conquest of the kingdom by the Marathas.

The Gond Raja of Deogarh always conferred the tika on the

Bhonslas on their accession and he had also " the right of

putting his seal to certain revenue papers." (Imp. Gaz., 1908,

X, 15.) It is not at all improbable that there was a mint at

Deogarh. The rupees which were struck at the capital of the

old sister-kingdom of Chanda by the Bhonslay Rajas and were
" current in Nagpoor and the Nerbudda " are enumerated in

Prinsep's List of Silver Coins. (Useful Tables, ed. 1834, p. 43.)

S. H. Hodivala.

SURAT AND S0RAT.

The Panjab Museum possesses a very rare Rupee of which

Mr. Whitehead writes :
" Coin No. 355, a square Ilahl Rupee

of the year 38, is the only known piece of Akbar bearing the

name of this mint [Surat], but as both thejnint-name and the

name of the month, probably intended for Aban, are incorrectly

spelt, the attribution to Surat cannot be called quite certain.

The Rupee is undoubtedly genuine." (P. M. C. Introd.,
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p. lxxxiii.) ' Mr. Nelson Wright also is not sure that the

ascription to Surat is " free from doubt." (I.M.C. Introd.,

lxxvii.)* Dr. Taylor goes a little further, and is of opinion

that if it is Surat at all, it is not the well-known town on the

TaptI that can be meant. (B. B. R. A. S. Journal, 1907, p. 249,

s
T
ote.)

What then are we to think ? I beg to point out that

&)yo is not so inadmissible or incorrect a way of writing the

name as has been taken for granted. There are in all

languages some words which it is permissible to write in any

one of two or even three ways. There are long lists of such

double forms in many English dictionaries and the same thing

is true of the names of persons and places. There are several

Indian toponvms which equally respectable and competent

writers spell in different ways, and at times, the same writer

would appear to have seen nothing objectionable in the use of

both forms.

An examination of the editions of the writings of the

-Musalman chroniclers in the Bibliotheca Indica leaves the

impression that Surat was one of them. Thus the name

is written *;r« afc least once in the second volume of

Badaonl's Muntakhabu-t-Tawarikh (p. 249, 1. 3). The same

form occurs once in the 'Alamgimama of Muhammad Kazim

(p. 134, 1. 21) and four times in the Muntahhabu-l-Lubab of

Khail Khan (II, 248, 1. 13 ; 251, 1. 18; 444, I. 18 and 938 L

21)

In the Lakhnau Lithograph of the Tabaqat-i-Akbarl, we

have on the same page ey*-» &tf in one line (p. 197, 1. 13),

eyj- j«lj in two others (11. 12 and 10), ana o»- oniy in i. «*.

oj^ Ui again occurs at p. 298, 1. 20',and *>)r» *& * the very

next line. At p. 299, we find o;^ &»b" in 1. 14, but oJr* <x*A>

in the line following and »jy», only in 11. 17 and 20. In the

twelfth line of the following page we have oJr* US again (300

1. 12). The commoner form •;*- arrests attention at p. 304, 1.

20, but then «»>*• recurs close upon its heels, 1. 21

I may also say that the name of the city is «>met.me»

written with an initial ^ in old Pars! stings on religious

objects. I mvself possess a manuscript Persian Kevayet

written in 1022 A.Y. (1653 A.C.) by Hirbad MM
Kaiqubad Mahyar Rana of Navsarl (18 miles from burnt) m

1 Mr. Whitehead informs me (February 1919) that a second speci-

men of this rupee on which the name of the mint is written ^)j-

in his own cabinet.
, ( .* Q aomA Vftar tw R\

8 Mr. Panna Lai has described another rupee of the same >ear (6 K>

on which the name of the town is written in the usual way with a^
The month is Aban. Num Sup., XXVI, Art. lol.
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which the form e*j>* occurs more than once (folio 135 a, 1. 7 ;

178 6,1. II). 1

It is of course possible to dismiss these variations as the

vagaries of copyists or the errors of printers. But it is also to

be remembered that oriental scribes are notorious for slavishly

following in every little detail the originals before their eyes,

and the occurrence of the form &)j* in so many different

places may be plausibly explained by the supposition that the

authors themselves were not sure that it was incorrect and

were disposed to regard it as admissible.

The upshot of the matter seems to be that these variant

readings are not undeserving of attention, but they can be

hardly said to decide the matter in issue. Let us then see if

any further evidence is available.

I have shown that the * in ^jf^j+e is accounted for by the

supposed connection of the town with (Umar Sumra. It is not

unlikely that the <j« in e^* is due to the same propensity to

etymologise the names of persons and places. The origin of

the name of the town is obscure. According to one local

tradition, it was first called Surajpur or Suryapur and was
afterwards renamed Surat by a pious Sultan of Gujarat

(Muzaffar II), to make it agree with t)jm
7
the Arabic word for

a chapter of the Quran. " Another story tells that a lady
named Surata, deserting the seraglio of the Emperor of
Constantinople, was befriended by a great merchant of that
city. Escaping together to Gujarat, the merchant was struck
with the site of a fishing village near Rander. Here he settled.
and succeeding in trade, raised the village into a town, and
called it by his lady's name." (Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. II,

Surat, p. 71.) Now ojt^* means ' image, form, figure, picture,

portrait/ and Jpyy* has the sense of handsome.' (Steingass
?

Persian-English Dictionary, s.v.). Surata would, in the usual

process of meaning-making, be supposed to be an^*-* U W, 'a

name expressive of its qualities,' signifying r Beautiful as a
picture.' The Persian poets habitually compare a lovely

woman to an ' idol ' ( c*> ) or ' picture '

(J&). The name of

1 The scribe was the high-priest of the Parsis of Navsari, and a
grandson of the famous Dastur Mahlar or Mihrji Rana, for whom see
Mr. Vincent Smith's Akbar, 163 and 478. The name of the town is

written with ao6 in other old copies also of the theological compilation
known as the Revayat of Darab HormazdySr.'

The Mulla Firuz Library (Bombay) possesses a
Tahir Vahid's Tdrikh^Shah <AbbaS-i-$ani. In this &_ „„,
town is twice written *>)ye in the section relating to th
Hindustan. Rehatsek's Catalogue Raisonn6, IV, 27, p. 88.
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the runaway mistress of the Ottoman would thus be written

*•*»>*, and her city would, of course, be e»jj.-».2

I may also notice, without laying any undue stress upon

them, two other facts, which are neither uninteresting nor

irrelevant.

The English translation of an old ' Account of Shahaji and

his son
;
Shivaji,' which was among the records preserved in the

fort of Raigadh is printed in the first volume of [Sir] G. W.
Forrest's : Selections from the Letters, Despatches and other

State Papers preserved in the Bombay Secretariat (Maratha

Series).' This document contains a curious passage which is

not without bearing on the matter before us :

" Shivaji himself went and plundered Surat where a great

deal of property fell into his hands. Shivaji then wrote a letter

to the King [soil Aurangzeb] to the following effect
:

' That he

had chastised his maternal uncle, Shahiste Khan, that he

had plundered his city of Surat (Surat ra be Surat fern*), that he

had no right to Hindustan, which belonged to the Hindus, and

that he had no right to the Deccan, which belonged to the

Nizamshahi government, of which, he, Shivaji, was the vazir

(Op. tit., 1, 18).
, ,

Now there would be no point in the phrase e>;r^ \j *>)>«>

C&jf,
' I made Surat bisurat ' {i.e. ugly, featureless, deformed),

unless the name of the town was written with a o*, and the

fact that Shivaji or rather his Munshi permitted himself to

indulge in this verbal conceit indicates that the spelling *,jj~

was looked upon as fairly consonant with orthographic usage.

But this is not the only instance of the pun on Surat and

*>)j~. There is, in the' Tabaqat-i-Akbarl of Nizamu-d-dln

Ahmad, a passage which shows that the jeu tie mot is as old as

the days of Akbar and that, on one occasion the Emperor

himself " probed a question of policy with a play upon tne

words." After describing at some length the fort ot burat

and the siege operations of 980 A.H., the historian says :

"The wretched disloyal Hamzaban and all the people in

the fort sent out MaulanS Nizamu-d-dln Lan . . .
.
to sue tor

quarter. The MaulanS was conducted to the royal tent, and

made his plea for mercv through the amirs and othcials ine

chief amirs reminded His Majesty that the batteries had been

advanced verv forward, and when they saw that he jw as

inclined to mercy, they remarked that the garrison had resisted

and fought with all their might so long as they had any power,

1 Bishop Heber writes: "Surat, or as the natives pronounce it

Soorut (beauty), is a very large and ugly city, with narrow winding

streets." Narrative of a Journey through the Upper Provinces of India,

Ed. 1849, Vol. IT. 122.
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and now that they saw that the fall of the place was imminent

;

they were ready to beg for mercy. His Majesty in his gentle-

ness and humanity granted the petition." Thus far I have

abstracted from Dowson's version. (Elliot and Dowson, V,

349.) In the original, the Emperor is said to have repeated,

while rejecting the advice of his nobles and complying with the

request of the besieged, the following lines which have been

left out by the translator :

Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Lakhnau Lithograph, p. 298, 11. 9-10.

" To return evil for evil is wisdom in the eyes of those who

see only the outsides of things ( o;^ cUf). Those who pene-

trate their inner meaning have, however, done good after wit-

nessing evil."

This is the literal and original sense of the verses, but it is

clear that there is a double entendre in the first couplet which
is susceptible of another interpretation also :

" To return evil

for evil to the people of Sural ( &)ye lU| ) would be want of

wisdom ( ls&S*^ »•£. (S*j^¥- )• Those who penetrate the inner

meaning of things have done good after witnessing (i.e., ex-

periencing) evil."

It will be seen that the felicity of the quotation and its

" topical application " depend on the resemblance in sound

between Surat and &)j*, and the double meaning of the phrase

All this is interesting and not devoid of significance, but
it does not provide the sort of evidence which we should like

to possess. What is required is the occurrence of the form

£$?* in a contemporary document or record of which the

authenticity and the date cannot be impugned. Such a thing
is not easily found, and it must be therefore matter for congra-
tulation that a record satisfying these conditions is actually in

existence. This is no other than the ' Grande Inscription de
Qandahar ' to which I have already referred in the note on
Bangala. The epigraph is, as I have said, in two parts. In
the first, there is a rough description of the boundaries of

Akbar's empire ; in the second, a long catalogue of the towns,
cities and famous fortresses of Hindustan. There are in this

list about one hundred and six names beginning with ' Udisa

and Jaganat " in the east, and ending with 'Umarkot (&jp j** )

and Tatta ( «I3 ) in the west. The principal towns in Gujarat
are there enumerated as follows :

)yc
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* ^ij^ eft yH\ *M **^' J&* f?

Journal Asiatique, 1890, pp. 206, 221 and 230. See also

Beames, J.R.A.S., 1898, p. 801. l

Here then we have something tangible which proves that

is a form having fairly good traditional support. Mir

M'asum who composed and wrote out the inscription was not

only a man of culture and learning, but was personally ac-

quainted with Gujarat. He was himself one of the most

famous calligraphers of his time, and had in his service a

number of skilful engravers capable of transferring his elegant

penmanship to stone. Such a man was hardly likely to write

cj;^j on a monumental record with which he had taken such

pains and which took, as he himself tells us. no less than four

years to complete, if the spelling was held in his day to be

inadmissible by those who were competent to form a judgment

in such matters.a
.

There is another point connected with this com about

which a few remarks may be permissible. This is the name of

the Ilahl month on the reverse. Mr. Whitehead has pro-

nounced the opinion that it also isj' incorrectly spelt, and

that it is " probably intended for Aban." (Panjab Museum

Catalogue, Introd. lxxxiii.) .

I submit that the suggestion will hardly bear examination,

l When Mirza Muhammad Taqi made his copy in 1889, the first

three letters of ;Au had been obliterated and the terminal; only was

visible. The whole word could be read clearly when Mohan Lai made

his transcript in 1834 and has been restored from it. Journal AsiaHque,

l89VM j

2

r

3

°M«asum belonged to a family of Tirmizi Sayyads settled in

Bhakkar and was well known as a poet and historian. Poverty com-

pelled him to leave for Gujrat" where he was mtroduced to Nizamu-dd n

Ahmad, then Diwan of the province. " Nizam was just engaged in writ-

ing his historical work, entitled Tabaqat-i-Akbari, and soon became the

friend of Mir M'asum, who was likewise'

^ell-versed ,n history......

In the 40th year, he was a Commander of 250. Akbar became very fond

of him, and sent him in 1012 as ambassadar to Tran, where he
,

*as

received with distinction by Shah 'Abbas From the
'

Akba£

namah (III, 416, 423, 546), and Bird's History of Gujrat (p. 426),_we see

that Mir M'asuin served in 992 (end of the 28th year) ,n Gujrat.was

present in the fight of Maisanah, and in the ^\f^ a ^^Tr
Muzaffar in Kacch Mir M'asum was also skilled as

«;
composer

and tracer of inscriptions, and the Riyazush-shu'ara "says that on his

travels he was always accompanied by sculptors. From India to Isfahan

and Tabriz, there are numerous mosques and public buildings

which he adorned with metrical inscriptions. Thus the 'nsenptions over

the gate of the Fort of Agrah, on the JSro'i Mosque of Fathpur Sikn in

Fort Mandu are all by him." Blochmann.Am., Trans., I, 5U*.

See also Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1874. pp. 174-o and J>9.
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as the &1+ is unmistakably clear on the plate (P.M.C., PI. XVIII,
No. 355). I venture to say that what the die-cutter wrote or

meant to write was uM>j?°, an alternative or indifferent

form ofx* which finds mention in the Akbarnama, and is re-

cognised also by the Persian lexicographers. In his ' Account
of the Establishment of the New and Divine Era/ Abul Fazl
gives the names of the thirty days of the Ilahi month, and
states that the name of the 16th day (which was also that of

the 7th month) was Mihrgan or Mihr. (Akbarnama. Tr. Bever-
idge, II, 16, Text, II, 10.)

Now c>U> jf* is only the Arabicised form of w^jc* as there

is no *J in the Arabic alphabet. gjl*j\* is, therefore, in reality

identical withjr^ , i.e. the seventh month. Witness the de-

finition in the Burhan-i-Qat'i.

JfjIC* * # * CU^^ V;M tfUj^* ^foy^ ij ofajt*

J**i J j c-if yjn- * ^ ^u ^o
c
jM

§
. . ^M ^ Ljr* u^j Kvjyji cr*;

# c^**f ^t^A. J^ai

Mihrjan with /m
:
of the same measure as Mihrban, is

the Arabicised form of Mihrgan Mihrgan with the Persian
Kaf (i.e. Gaf\ of the same measure and having the same

, ,
- - *> which is its Arabicised form. It means

love and ' the attachment of friendship/ [It is also] the name

Mihrja

1
-/

world-illuminating sun in the constellation of the Balance and
the commencement of the season of autumn."

iyasu-l.Lucjhat say

v«*f el*** **• e>T j wl>i»U A: ^.tfjfr, ^Jl, V
r t$~T' o«j j-wij vx^x

* «ttU** ^ j*

Jfjt* ^j**
t>

ia* iu^c ^i
; , liju ^uo^^tx>

''Mihrgan with #«.*/ (or zer), name of the autumnal month,
and that is the period during which the sun remains in the
constellation of the Balance.

JfOf^ni with JtaA (or zabar), and the « ra ' also with JVrtA
(or zabar), Arabicised form of Mihrgan."

We may take the net result of this discussion to he that
the com is genuine, and that the doubts which have been
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entertained on account of the spelling of the name of the town

are not well founded. It is true that the prevailing form is

M
>jr*

more correct form, but the rule is not without exceptions, and

u°

inadmissible. The rupee was probably struck in the seventh

month (Mihr) of the 38th .year, and would seem to be a proof -

pattern or trial-piece which, for obvious reasons, did not meet

with approval. It is eertainly curious that Mr. Panna Lai s

coin is not only square, and bears exactly the same legends,

but is_of the same year and of the month immediately follow-

ing (Aban).

The College, Junagadh. S. H. Hodivala.

Sahrind and Sarhind.

I have said that *»* is another or alternative form of

*>Jr* which is admissible, but is generally held to be less

correct. Similarly, we >fC

The name of the town would seem to be written in fo^ways in

the manuscripts of the works of BadaonI and Abul Fazl and

other historians on which the Bibliotheca Indica editions were

based. » The same diversity is observed on the coins. Un tue

ar the spelling is always **»,-. On the

rupees of Aurangzeb and ' :

all the succeeding Emperors as far
Muhrs

*- Khafl Khan

informs us that it was Shah Jahan who first set the seal of

official sanction on the latter form and at the ™*°j£,
enables us to realise the idea at the back of the Emperor s

mind

.

V ^ *iV #u h *jt" * *M* t*^ ******

*ji i£?y* &^su ^y&i >i m n& ^ia- j* **r u eV1 *>)

A ii? ^ ij fi **v Hv^JL* ^Ijj ^ty *r ***> *-» u* * _

>r

We have <>j t^->* we nave ^ifo m .a.*™, •**«"•

„3»a. »., II, 3.,'3r66,7o, Kill, 1* '*> I '"• *»;M5'.
346

'
'

*»

'

' ' . -T- ^ ~A» coo ««^ Ahhnrnama. III. 501'
JsXA

528 and Akbarnama, III, 501

nfs Muntabhab has 4o*{«» on

I. 248, 286, 288, 290, 309, 332, 375, 38o, m, ou* ,*-,- --. ---

459, 460 and II, 14, 42, 91, 165, 187, 210, 266, 293, 312, 323, 381 and 38,.
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Muntakhabu 10-16.

"May it be evident to critical and discerning persons that

in former times Sahrind [ ±*jy» ] was written Sarhind [ r*d

and, as a matter of fact, the empire of the Ghaznavides ex-

tended only as far as Sahrind, and so much only was in their

possession. Therefore the name Sarhind [lit end or head or

frontier of Hind] was an appropriate designation {lit.
c

a name
expressive of its qualities, Steingass). Afterwards, when the

rulers of all the territories comprised (lit. guarded, protected)

in Hindustan set the foreheads of submissiveness and obedience
on the Celestial Court [of the Mughal Emperors], nay, when
the name and fame of no other sovereign remained, and Kabul
and even Qandahar in the north (lit. in that direction, or on
the other^side of Sarhind) were included in the eternal Empire
of Hindustan, Hazrat-i-A'ala (i.e. Shah Jahan) issud order-

OJufc

ritcen ^anrina
[_ °^t** J*

-> means in Persian ' head, end or

frontier of Hind,' and so long as the dominions of the DehlJ
Sultans did not extend much further, the name was not
inappropriate. But when, as in the days of Akhar and Jaha ngir,
the Empire of Debli stretched so far beyond that city as to
include not only the districts now constituting the North-West
Frontier Province, but even Afghanistan, Sar-hind became a
palpable misnomer, and the Emperor issued instructions for
spelling the name in such a way that any such ' striving after
meaning' would become impossible. 1

No coins of Shah Jahan from this mint have been yet found

.

and we have no means of verifying Khafl KMn's statement so
far as his reign is concerned. 2 But the coins of Aurangzeb. etc.,

1 "The name Sarhind, or 'frontier of Hind' is popularly said," write-
Cunningham, " to have been given to the citv when it was the
boundary town between the Hindus and the later Muhammadan Kingdom
of Ghazni and Lahor. But the name is probably much older, as the
astronomer, Varaha Mihira, mentions the Sairindhas The
bainndhas or people of Sirindha must have occupied the very
tract of country m which the present Sarhind is situated and there can
tie no doubt that the two names are the same." Ancient Geography of
India 145-6. The ' Sairindha ' countrv is also mentioned in Alberunl's
India bachau's Translation, I, 303. According to the Imperial Gazet-
teer «• Sahrind is said to mean the 'lion forest,' but one tradition assigns
its inundation to Sihir Rao, a ruler of Lahore, 166th in descent from
ivnsftna, and Finshtaimplies that it was the eastern limit of the Kina-
donyjf Jaipal, the Brahman King of Ohind." Ed. 1808, XXTII, 20.

_ Air- H. A. Rose has published some letters addressed bv Jahan
aib. Kegam, Shah Jahans favourite daughter, to Budh Prakash, the
«»ja of bumur. In one of these date.l 21st Rabi IT, 18th .Tulus,
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prove that the orthographic innovation which he had introduced

did not fail to appeal to the understanding of his descendants.

I ma}' add that the name of the town is written in the

new wav onlv by the authors of the Badishahnama {Bill. Ind.,

Text. Li, 215, 216, 230, 409 ; I, ij, 8, 9, 71 ;
II, 115, 116, 121,

134, 206, 236, 247, 319, 412). 'Alamgirnama {Ibid., \i*;t*f>

166, 219, 220, 759, 765, 848), and the Maasir-i-"Alamgin {Ibid.,

42, 86, 132 and 209). . (

It is perhaps necessary to add a word of warning, fejjan

Khan's words do not mean that the form *>**. was first intro-

duced or invented in the reign of Shah Jahan All that he

really says is that he was the first to set the seal of Imperial

sanction on that mode of spelling, and that he ordered the

name to be so written in the State Records.
* As a matter of fact, *>• occurs occasionally in manu-

scripts of undoubted antiquity, e.g. Colonel Hamilton s MB. of

the Ain-i-Akbari (see Bibl. Ind. Text. I 27, footnote 8) of

which the exact date is not known, but which, m Blochm^
opinion, was " written in the reign of Akbar or that of Jahan-

gir" ( {Ibid., Preface, p. 1). , , . . .

We ma v take it for certain that the form is as old^a t feast

as the reign of Akbar. The following extract from a
.

manu-

script of the Haft Iqlim of Amin Ahmad Razi, who visited to*

country during that Emperor's reign, and finished his u>rk in

1002 A.H. (1592 AD.) is absolutely decisive on the point.

Jfe
i "A ^a1 t »«VAJU^

"Sarhind, which has been alterec also to ^ f ™
formerly included in the Saraana L*~«£

1J^fl
S£

Shah separated it [from Samana] and instituted it_ a 5« ,ka

by itself, and built there a fortress ^J^™-^
tnese days (lit. to-day)»«^W«— *2-fij
on account of its beauty, purity [of the air I ana it

gardens." (Third Iqlim). _ .

r - ^ r mift S. H. Hodivala.
Junagadh, January, 11) is,

Shergarh.

Two earlv rupese of Akbar from a mint named Shergarh

are known. They are dated^MwdJ^^Jher^
'^awar Khan, the Fauj daT^^nF^^ed (*£™^J£
Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1911, P- 453), and the name ciea

vV . , . . * til-7 j-ni i<t This coe ome wa\ towards
**jr* in the original. Ibid., p. 4o0, 1. i^- *« buw

corroborating Khafi Khan's statement.
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occurs frequently, in several cases as an alternative name on
the coins of the Sur dynasty, and fortresses built by Sher Shah
near Dehll, Bhakkar, Rhotas in Bengal and Qanauj were all

given the name of Shergarh.

It is not easy to say where the Shergarh of these issues of

964 and 906 A.H. \*as situated. Bhakkar may, with good
reason, be put out of court on the ground that it was taken by
Akbar only in 981 A.H. Dehll also may be eliminated as we
have rupees of Hazrat-i-Dehll of 964 A.H. (I.M.C., HI, No. 180)
and Dams of Dehll alone with the date 966 (Ibid., No. 391).

Mr. Whitehead has suggested that " the Shergarh of Akbar's
coins was probably in Bengal " (P.M.C. Introd., lxxxviii). I beg
permission to point out that this is extremely unlikely, as the
Eastern Provinces were then in the hands of the Afghans and
were not incorporated in the Mughal Empire before 981-2 A.H.

We have then to consider Qanauj. The following passages
from the Tabaqat-i-Akbari and Badaoni 9

s Muntakhab have a
clear bearing on the matter, but have not, so far as I know,
been quoted or referred to by any previous writer.

" Upon arriving at Agra, the Emperor was informed that
Khan Zaman was besieging the fort of Shergarh , four koss dis-

tant from Kanauj, in which fort Mirza Yiisuf Khan was shut
up ... . When he [scil. the Emperor] reached the par.gana of
Saket, ' All Kull Khan [i.e. Khan Zaman] decamped from before
Shergarh, and fled to his brother, Bahadur Khan, who was in
Manikpur." (E.D.V., 319; Tab. Akb. Lakhnau Lithograph,
279, 11. 14-17). Lowe's translation of the corresponding passage
in Badaoni is as follows :

—

"When the Emperor arrived at Agra news came that
Khan Zaman was besieging Mirza Yusuf Khan MashhadI who
had shut himself up in Shergarh which is generally known by the
name of Qannouj .... And when the town of Sakit had become
the camping-place of the imperial army, news came in that
Khan Zaman had raised the siege [of Shergarh], and fled
towards Manikpur, where was his brother, Bahadur Khan."
Op. tit, II, 96; Bibl. hid. Text, 94, 11 2-13.

Once more Badaoni tells us that "in the month of
Jamada'l-akhir, while the camp was at Shergarh [otherwise
called Qannouj), a book called Singhasan Baltisi, which is a
series of thirty-two tales about Rajah Bikramajlt, King of
Malwa, and resembles the Tutinamah, was placed in my hands;
and I received his Majesty's instructions to make a translation
of it in prose and verse." Ibid., 186 ; Text, 183, 11. 17-21.

Tlle siege of Shergarh-Qanauj is put by both writers into
B74 A.H. and the Translation of the Thirty-two Tales about
Vikrama was entrusted to Badaoni in 982 A.H. It follows
that Qanauj was popularly known as Shergarh down at least
to the year 982 Hijtl, and we may see in the fact grounds for

•
ssigning these rupees to the Qanauj mint. On the other
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hand, it appears from I.M.C., Nos. 514-6 that the Akbarl alias

of the town was Shahgarh and notShergarh in 908, 969 A.H.

But to this it may be replied that the transition from Shergarh

to Shahgarh may have taken place after 966 A.H., and that

Nizam-ud-din Ahmad and Badaoni may have been ignorant ot

it "or may have 'taken no cognizance of it on account ot the

older name being still in greater vogue. Besides, there are

some instances of the reappearance of the old name on coins

even after a new name had been introduced. [It is very pro-

bable that the change to Shahgarh occurred m 9o7, but that

after the defeat of Muhammad 'Adil the old name was resumed.

ought perhaps to add that there are several other places

called Shergarh in India. Abul Fazl mentions four mahas of

that name in the Ahi. Two of them were in the Suba ot

Bengal (Jarrett, Trans., II, 141, 144) and may, for the
_

leason

mentioned, be rejected at once. The third was in the Beth

(or Bist) Jalandhar Buab of the Suba of Lahor, but it could

not have been a place of any importance as.its revenue was

only 194294 Dams, or less than five thousand Rupees ine

fourth was embraced in that portion of the same Dnab uhich

was, for fiscal purposes, included in the Suba of Molten. This

place has been identified with << a viUage about five mfies

north of Mailsl, founded in the time of the Emperor SI ei Shah,

and still showing ruins of its former prosperity (E.
f

•
AU(

™§
J?'

Abul Fazl's Account of the Multan Sarkar, in JJLB R-^™n>

Pt. I, p. 3.) This appears to have been a place of much greater

consequence, as its revenue was 5,741,200 Dams (J.«^***

I

consequence
but
pect.

Q

P
Shergadha." a dependency of Jahiil," » > J^anjab »

thrice alluded to by Badaoni as the residence ot Sha^Dg
Qadiri JahnlwSl, the greatest Pole Star, the «^»*fi$£
of Sainthood.'' (Lowe. II, 159, 160.) But it doe, not other

wise appear to have been a place of any note.
disstrict

Thornton mentions a ' Sheregurh in the Bi it ,1 dis^r ct

of Bareillv. on the route from Bareilly tc
>
AImora. -0 mUer

north of the former. Lat. 28° 40' N ,Long
;
79 27 .EL Anofchee

place of the same name is said to be << in the **]P*^£
Jeypoor. 74 miles S.E. by S. from Jeypoor and 121 ^»J^g
S. from Aimeer, Lat. 26° 2' N., Long. 76° 35 E, (Gazetteer,

j
-

7

New Edition, 885.) , _ ... • ninrkPfl

There is a Shergurh in Jodhpur ^"^SfJJ^.
Constable's Hand AtkTs (PI. 27 A b) as well a

s
k«t ^

stone's Atlas of India (PI. 5E,f). See also ^Jrg™^
ed. 1908. XIV, 188, 191). Another.homonymous

^aht> ? in

" theChhatatahsil of Mathnra distric'^f^^f^J^-
Long. 77° 39' E.. on the right bank of; the Jamna ^8 mdes^noitn

east of Chhata town. The town derives its name from a large
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fort now in ruins, built by the Emperor Sher Shah." (Imp.
Gaz., ed. of 1887, XII, 380.) This place was visited by Peter
Mundy in 1631. He calls it ' Shawgurr,' and says it was 8

course [Koss] from Cole [Koil, i.e. 'Allghar]. It seems to have
been a depot for Saltpetre, and he purchased there 400 fardles

[about 2,000 maunds] of " the best Saltpetre that is transported
out of India to Christendome." (Travels of Peter Mundv. ed.

Sir R. C. Temple, Hakluyt Society Edition, II, 76.)
Tieffenthaler notices a : Scherghar,' three miles south-

west of Narvar and says it was " entoure de bonnes fortifica-

tions (firma arce)." Description de l'lnde, I, 182. This place
was held in jagir by the Bhopal Bourbons, and they are said
to have fled to it from Dehli on the sack of that city by Nadir
Shah. 25°35' N, 77°58' E. (Imp. Gaz., ed. 1908, XIII, 324).

Lastly, there is the " ruined fort of that name in the
Sasaram Subdivision of Shahabad District, Bengal, situated
in 24° 50' N., 83° 44' E., 20 miles south-west of Sasaram town.
Che spot was selected by Sher Shah as the site of a fortress
soon after he had begun strengthening Rohtasgarh, which he
abandoned on discovering the superior advantages of Shergarh."
(Imp. Gaz., Ed. 1908, XXII, 272.) But this Shergarh as well
as Rohtasgarh came into Akbar's possession only in 984 A.H.
(Beveridge, Akbarnama, Trans., Ill, 265-6; BadaonI, Trans.,
Lowe, II, 185), and it is not likely that anv coins could have
been struck there in 964 or 966 A.H.

The other places of the same name are not so easily dis-
missed, though there is this to be said against the Shergarh in
Jaipur and Jodhpur that Akbar's authority or suzerainty had
been hardly acknowledged at that early period in that part of
Hindustan. Shergarh near Chhata town in Mathura district
and Shergarh near Narwar may have been places of consider-
able portance in the latter half of the 16th Century, but we
unfortunately know little or nothing about them.

In these circumstances, anything like an absolutely con-
clusive or satisfactory identification is not to be expected.
The most that can be said is not that anv particular identifica-
tion is certain, but that it is more probable than, as probable
as, or less improbable than, some other. After looking at the
matter from all points of view, it seems to me that the claims
of Qanauj are at least as good as, and not inferior to those of
any of the other places mentioned in this note. At the same
time, they are not so incomparably superior to those of its

competitors as to entitle us to give a definitive verdict in its

favour.

Ju nagadh

Zafarnagar.
S. H. HODIVALA

Mughal
India is that of Zafarnagar. " I am not aware," says Mr. Nelson
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Wright, " of the exact locality of this mint-town. Dr. Codring-

toninhis ' Musalman_Numismatics' identifies it with Fathabad

in the province of Agra. 1 The references tothe place, how-

ever, in the chronicles of Jahangir's, Shahjahan's and Aurang-

zeb's reign (see E.D. :
VII, pp. 37 and 315 ; also Blochmann's

Aint p. 503) seem to leave no doubt that the Zafarnagar of

the coins is the town of that name in South India, south of

Ahmadnagar." (I.M.C., III, Introd., lxxxii.) The reason given

for ruling out Fathabad is good, if not absolutely conclusive,

but Mr. Nelson Wright's own suggestion is not very helpful

nor unassailable. In the first place, it is not possible to find

in any modem Indian Atlas (neither Constable's nor Keith

Johnston's, nor that accompanying the New Imperial Gazet-

teer), a "town of that name in South India" marked at all.

In the second, it will be seen on examining the three passages

relied upon, that there is nothing whatever in them to warrant

the statement that Zafarnagar was situated to the south of

Ahmadnagar.
Where then are we to look for this town which the

earliest coin is an undated Rupee of the reign of Jahangir ?

(P.M.C., No. 1034.) An examination of the original Persian

authorities shows that there is no lack of references in them to

a town of that name in the Dekkan, but there is, in by tar

the greatest number of them, little or nothing that is useful in

determining its exact situation. The earliest direct mention

with which I am acquainted is- in the Tuzuk-i-Jahangm, but

all that can be learnt from it is that Zafarnagar was some-

where in the Balaghat. (Sayyad Ahmad Khan s Edit. p. 381

1. 24 : Rogers and Beveridge's Trans., II, 296 ;
XIX R Y., li)66

A.H.) There is a similar passage in the Iqbalnama-i-Jahangm,

but it adds nothing to our knowledge (p. 217 1 8). 1 he name

occurs no less than eight times in the Badishahimma of Abdul

Hamid Lahorl (Bibl. Ind. Text, I, i, 501, 50o 517 532
; 1, n,

35, 36, 68, 278). but all that can be gathered from these pass-

ages is that the place was somewhere near Daulatabaa ji, l,

501 and 505), as well as Rohankhera (I, 1, 517) and Ahmad-

nagar (I, ii, 36), and that when the prince Shuja a resolved

can
A fathabad is a very common yw " " \ » « ™v,;»h Sir H Elliot

doubt that the town meant is the « Fattihabad 'of which Su H
[.
MUot

says that it was "known also by the name of Z*J*™&*>
Q

™
£ha
™

included in the Haveli of Agra and formed part of the
.

Tappa of Shama
difficultbad." He further states, and it would be »' WJ^^ in

authority on such a question, that it was '
< founded by Aurangzeb^ n

1067 A.H. in commemoration of the victory obta ^̂"^.w^rn
brother, Dara Shikoh." (Memoirs of the Kaces of the ^orth Western

Provinces of India, Ed. Beames, II, 87). , , Shah .Tahan
The coins are of the reigns of Jahangir («»da^> a

?l! 8Uuok at
(3 R, 5 R, and 1043 A.H.), and could not possibly have been struck

the Zafarnagar or Fathabad • founded by AurangzeD.
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at Zafarnagar, Jalnapur, Shahgadh and Bhlr for protecting

the convoy of grain and fodder from Burhanpur to Parenda.

(I, ii, 35.)/ KhafI Khan also twice mentions Zafarnagar (BibL

Ind. Text, I, 489 ; II, 293) but tells us realiy nothing more
than that Ramglr was a tfaluqa in the King of Gulkanda's

Suba of Zafarnagar. (E.D., VII, 315-6.). The solitary reference

in the 'Alamgirnama is scarcely more illuminating. It gives

us only the name of the person (Wazir Beg, Iradat Khan) who
was appointed Qil'adar of Zafarnagar in the third year of

Aurangzeb's reign (BibL Ind. Text, 567). A careful scrutiny

of the MaasirU'l-Umara discovers no less than fifteen passages

in which Zafarnagar is alluded to. Twelve of these can be
traced to the Badishahnama or some of the other authorities

alreadv cited and teach us nothing new. {BibL Ind. Text, I,

186. 718, 743 ; II, 64, 261, 794 ; III, 6, 385, 401, 403, 443, 739.)

But there are three others which are exceedingly helpful and
deserve to be quoted in the original. In the first of them, we
are informed that in 1030 A.H., Raja Bikramajit razed to the
ground the new town built by Malik 'Ainbar at Kharkl (near
Daulatabad), and that 'Ambar was obliged to make a humi-

liating peace with the Mughals SSxzJbyJj

**lj *j£ <*AfjL© bjjjJ o^l** ^j+i &x*dk> Jim* £*+*> U a^f *

<Jj^J )}*%** *>l-i.3j>; $& j* )^K ***** JUai^c ^^2* *£*J|

^mU#| L-^A| ^ ^\^j
J(

&*.13 ^^3R.I^o( CajU^ |i>jqj«»j <JWs *** ^j?J

* <±iS\jtf ^K* ^fo jKAyj al£tL» fj~*yo jli j*kj i/f > ^
Maaslru-l-Umara. II, 191-2.
" And it was settled that the Raja should

return to the Qasbah of Tamarni with the entire army and
stay there. The Raja in accordance with the Shah's [i.e. Prince

Shah Jahan's] commands, selected a spot in the vicinity of the

abovementioned Qasbah on the bank of a river known as the
Gharak-Purna, and laid the foundations of an exceedingly
strong fortress of stone and mortar. He gave it the name of

Zafarnagar, and spent the rainy season in that place."
In the second passage, we are again informed that ' : this

ijj+* *&**
) Qasba of Tamarni is at present spoken of as

Zafarnagar;' eu**l & ^U £> J& JUJl (III, 437, 1. 20). Lastly,

we are told in the biographical account of Mustafa Khan
Khwafi that " in the thirtieth year [of the reign of Shah
Jahan] he was distinguished by being appointed to the
governorship of the fortress of Zafarnagar, which is included
in (lit. related to) the Balaghat of Berar, and is situated at a
distance of tewnty-eight kosa from Auranqabad"
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>
o*** X }

\ji &l£fro^j& j*& **ljl *-^*u fji-J^ ;•>

(Ill, 516, 11. 16-19.) «aA| ^-ai^! •*—I e?'j ^^' </V

The gist of all this is that a fortress was erected in A.H.

1030 by the Raja Bikramajlt at TamarnI, a qasba or township

situated at a distance of 28 koss from Aurangabad on the

banks of the Gharak-purna, and called Zafarnagar.

This is so far satisfactory, but then it may be argued that

the Maasiru-l-Umara is not' a contemporary authority, but a

modern compilation. I am therefore happy to say that it has

been possible to trace the statement to its source. _
This is the

'Amal-i-Salih or Shahjahannama of Muhammad Salih Kambu,

a voluminous but most valuable chronicle in which not less

than 210 pages are occupied by an account of Shah Jahan s

life from his birth to his accession. At p. 159 we read :

;
su u >ji

_, t
a ^um* *u.u g^ >\y° &<* ;i> 1^ ***** y eAv >

î M Jbli tf Ui *t£ J(b ji~- c^- >
***** Jf* &* /Ux

J^y ^t ;)> i^Vv .*»->* ^ juf
;. u»u ***- ^

•

e*- >i *r c»*^^ />^ *-* iLLU^'—

iter j y u»i/ ^ cM e*.r> <*-*"*' *** J^ *^-^

(Bibl. Ind. Text, 159, 11. 7-20.)
RTalikl

«• When the Imperial officers (lit. servants) found [Mai kj

'Ambar disposed to be as dutiful and submissive as the.heartj

of all loyalists could desire, their minds were made easj on all
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scores, and they hastened towards TamarnI with all the forces,

accompanied by {lit. riding side by side with) victory and

triumph. And as the district of Balaghat possessed no strong-

hold fit to be the headquarters of a governor, the camp of an

army or for the establishment of a thana, and as the fortress of

Ahmadnagar was situated on the very outskirts of the

district and at a great distance from its centre, the Im-

perial officers laid the foundations of a substantial fortress

nf orrpfl.t, lipmht and strenerth in a chosen spot on this side of

'/ The fortifica-

tion was completed in a short time, and it was named Zafar-

nagar fittingly with the time and place. Then the great nobles

spent [the rainy season] in the following places with their

forces in accordance with the exalted commands : Darab Khan
and Raja Bikramajlt with 8,000 horse in Zafarnagar, 'Abdulla

Khan in the locality of Arrah which is six koss on this side

of Zafarnagar, Khwaja Abul Hasan in Palpli, two koss from

Arrah, and Sardar Khan, brother of the said Khan in Deulgam
near Rohanikher."

It is clear that Zafarnagar is to be looked for in the close

proximity of TamarnI and the river Gharak-purna. Now I

find in the Official Gazetteer of Aurangabad District the state-

Temburni
Jat with a strong wall

?>

(p. 848). As for this Jafarabad, we are told that it is the

chief town in the Jagir of that name in the Bhokardan T'aluq

of Aurangabad District. It is "situated at the confluence of

the Purna andKailna rivers in lat. 20° 11' 35" North and long.

76° 3' 35" East. It is a large and populous town, surrounded by
a fortified stone wall, now in a very dilapidated state, but

a small stone gaddi (fort) inside is in fair order There

are seven masjids and temples in the town, and the principal

mosque has a Persian inscription recording its construction

under the orders of Aurangzeb, by Rizazath (sic) Khan l in

1076 Hijri (A.D. 1664).* A large handsome cistern within the

fortification has also an inscription which states that it was

erected under the orders of Shah Jahan by Mustafa Khan Tur-

koman in 1040 (A.D. 1630)." Ibid., p. 847.

place.

Thornton has to say about the

' ; Jafferabad in Hvderabad or Territory of the Nizam, a

1 Rizazath Khan is an impossible name. I have no doubt that

ojlj; is a misreading of e^ljt. We know that Wazir Beg, Iradat Khan,

who had been implicated in the rebellion of Prince Muhammad Sultan
and had been in disgrace in consequence, was pardoned and restored to
favour on the Jashn of Aurangzeb's 44th birthday, and appointed
Qil'adar of Zafarnagar with the mansab of 1000, 400 horse,' vice Mirza

'All <Arab=l7 Ziqa'ad 1070 A.H. 'Alamgirnama, 566-7.
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town near the north-west frontier towards the British District

of Ahmednugger. It is situated on the river Gurk-poornah, a

tributary of the Godavery, and here a large stream. The
town is of considerable size Distance from Hyderabad,

N.W.. 260 miles : from Aurangabad, N.E., 45 miles ; from Bom-
bay, N.E., 220 miles. Lat. 20° 14', Long. 76° 5'." (Thornton,

Gazetteer of the Territories under the Government of the East

India Company, New Edition, p. 432.)

This settles the matter. According to the 'Amal-i-Salih

Maas
Purna

and about 28 koss distant from Aurangabad. According to

the two Gazetteers, Jafarabad is situated on the 'Gurk-

Poornah ' at a distance of only 5 miles from « Temburni,' and

45 miles from Aurangabad. There is besides the evidence of

the inscriptions in the mosque and cistern still existing in

' Jafarabad.' They are said to have been built under Imperial

orders in 1040 A.H.. and 1076 A.H. by the local Governors,

Mustafa Khan Turkman ' and Iradat Khan respectively. We
know from the contemporary historians that the former was

Thanadar of Zafarnagar in the sixth year of Shah Jahan

(1042 A.H.), and that the latter was first appointed Qil'adar

of Zafarnagar on the 17th of Ziqa'ad 1070 A.H. There would

then seem to be no reasonable doubt that the Jafarabad of

the Gazetteers and Atlases is the same as the Zafarnagar of

the historians.

But it may be still asked " Why then is the place now

called Jafarabad "
? Of this difficulty also, I have found the

solution in a verv rare work, ' Gladwin's History of Hindostan

during the Reign of Jahangir, etc' We there read that in

1030 A.H. "Shah Jehan left a garrison at Kehrkee and then

marched to the relief of Ahmednagur. Amber, alarmed at

the rapid progress of the Imperial arms, sent a message

to him with a promise to remove immediately from Anmea-

nagur, abandon all his conquests and make the most ample sub-

missions to the Emperor. Shah Jehan insisted that Nizamul

Mulk should resign to the Emperor that part of his country

which remained unconquered at the conclusion of the ast u ar,

and that Adil Khan, Nizam-ul-Mulk and Koteb-ul-Mulk should

together pay a peishkush of fifty lacs of rupees. Amber

readily acceded to these terms ; he immediately raised the

siege of Ahmednagur, and his troops joined^Shah Jehan at

,
"^Musjafa Beg had^Z^^^^ *££ £ Z

days of his princehood, and was ennobled as lormw
accession of his patron to the throne. ^^1"^

'f the reign of
mentioned as Thanadar of Zafarnagar ^ the «xth year o^f the re.gnot

that Emperor. Ibid I i 505-6, H
s XeZsll ^nt StiJln

A.H.) is also recorded. Ibid., I, H, 298. mere is nu »

in the Maasiru-l-Umara also (III, 384-5).
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Terminee. In consideration of this victory, Shah Jahan ordered a

stone fort to be built to which he gave the name of Zufferabad.

He stationed garrisons throughout the Dekkan and during the

rains cantoned his army at Zufferabad." (Op. cit., Calcutta,

1788, p. 53.)

It is clear that this stone fort built at Terminee and

called' Zufferabad' is no other than the 'Zafarnagar
7

of the

"Amal-i-Salih and the Maasiru-hUmara, and the question is

< Where did Gladwin get that form of the name ' ? Sir Henry

Elliot has shown that his work is made up of translations from

the first part of the Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (the authentic recension

of the Emperor's Memoirs), and the Maasiri Jahangiri or

Jahangir-nama of Khwa ja Kamgar Husainy, who is also called

Ghairat [or <Izzat] Khan (Elliot and Dowson, VI, 277-8 ;
see

also 252 and 439). Now there is no record of the construction

of the fortress in the Tuzuk itself, and it is doubtful if Gladwrin

had actually seen that portion of the g Memoirs ' in which the

events of 1030 A.H. are set down. (Ibid., VI, 279). It

follows that Gladwin must have derived his information from
the Maasir-i-Jahangiri. He is known to have abstracted copi-

ously from that work, of which the author himself informs us

that he was " induced to undertake its composition at the

instigation of the Emperor Shah Jahan in the third year of his

reign, A.H. 1040 " (Ibid., VI. 439.) It would thus appear that

the new foundation was even then known by both names. Per-

haps Zafarnagar was the strictly official designation ; Zafarabad,

the popular name.
It is of course not impossible to argue that the author of

the Maasir-i-Jahangiri has made some mistake or that Glad-

win has misread *kf iov j&. But any such supposition is nega-

tived by the fact that the place is called ' Zafravad [
in the

Voyages of Monsieur de Thevenot. In the account of his

journey from Bagnagar [Bhagnagar or Haidarabad] to Surat,

he says that his companion, M. Bazon[Bazou], parted from him
at Patry, as the former had business at Aurangabad and he
himself at Burhanpiir. c< For my part I took my
way by the Towns of Patou, Ner, Chendequer, Zafravad,
Rouquera, and Melcapour, all of which six are not so good as one
of our ordinary cities." A more detailed itinerary of the route

from Patry to Brampour [Burhanpiir] is also given and is as

follows :

—

" The way from Patry to Brampour. To Gahelgaon, 9

coss. Doudna, a river. Patou, a town, 6 coss. Ner, a town,
6 coss. Seonny, 8 coss. Chendequer, a town, 2 coss. Ourna, a
river. Zafravad, a town, 10 coss, Piply, 10 coss. Deoulgan,
6 coss. Rouquera, a town, 6 coss. Melcapour, a town, 2 coss.

Nervar, a river. Purna River. Japour, 12 coss. Tapty
River. Brampour, a town, 2 coss. The whole 39 leagues and a
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half." l Travels into the Levant, etc., English Trans., 1686.

Part III, p. 107.
, _ ,

It will be observed that Palply [Piply], Deulgaon. and

Rohankhera where garrisons are said to have been stationed

by Raja Bikramajit are all clearly located by Thevenot in the

neighbourhood of his Zafravad. The author of the '4*MU-*-

Salih says that Palply (Piply) was two koss from Arrah which

was "six' koss from Zafarnagar. The .Frenchman informs us

that Piply was 10 koss from Zafravad. Any one who will

take the trouble to find these places on a good map or atlas

will have no difficulty in convincing himself that Zafarnagar

and Zafaravad are absolutely identical.2

The fact is that the synonymous suffixes -abad, -nagar,

sometimes

entiated in the case of newly-founded towns, or the many

capricious and temporary aliases or ' Urfs devised by succes-

sive Emperors for old towns. Names like Fathpur, Fathabad

Fathnagar and Fathgarh, Zafarpur, Zafarabad and Zafarnagar

Islampifr, Islamabad, Isl'amgarh and Islamnagar were so

common, and so often bestowed simultaneously on all sorts oi

1 Patry (Pathri) in Parbhani district, Haidarabad State, Imp. Gaz.,

ed. 1908, XX, 30-31 ; Constable's Hand Atlas of India, PI. 51, u. o.

Doudna (Dudna), River in Parbhani. I.G., XIX 4iu.

Patou (Partur), I.G., XX, 31 ; Constable, 31, 1^ «>-

r
Seouny (Sheoni) in Aurangabad district, Haidarabad State, Con

1„ OI TV U _ _stable, 31 D b.

unenaequer ^cunaKnea, m »iraia»' ~ *.*~^, —
I.G., XXII, 433; Constable, SI, Db. -.*._» Wo^arShSd State

Zafravad (Jafarabad) in Aurangabad dutnot. Haidarabad State,

^tuigan^Seulgaon-Raja) in Chikhli faluq, BuldSna district,

^^^d^S^'SSlSt V** Buld5na district, Berar,

LG"S^r (Malkapur) in BuldSna district, Berar, I.G., XVII, 91

;

Constable, 31 , D a.

Pourna(Purna),I.G.,XXi
412.

P„_ tra i Provinces: Constable,
Japour (Shahpur ?), Nimar district, Central rrovince

31

thevenot landed at Surat on the Itti of Jamiar*-1666^ He left

Bha-gnagar or Haidarabad on the 13th of J-ovemb«;^^^ l$

Burhanpur on the 9th of December of that year ira
> > Taurig

1 70. He « died at Miana, a little place about thirty leagues^t

[Tabriz], on the twenty-eighth of November.1667 ^^ g .

2 The strategical importance of the thana ot *»
| A

L

is

bad] is clearly shown by the fact .^^.^J^jafSsbSd. * The
situated only six or seven miles to the no™"^ ?hia riv al, Mubariz
battle which established, by the defeat and death.of hi, r v

, ^
Khan, the independence of the first Nt»a™ of Haidawbaa *,

1724 at Shakarkhelda or Fathkhelda-a village^tuated "o ^^ E
to the north-ca^ of Jafarabad. Assayeis m.LatuW _io - p Q0

Fathkhelda in 20° 13' N. and 76° 27' B.Jala abad u,20 U£ ^
3'E. Grant Duff mentions ' Jaffeirabad m ms aesc P

battle of Assaye. Bombay Reprint, 1873, p. &'*
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places that sometimes one, sometimes another of the suffixes

caught the popular fancy and acquired vogue to the exclusion

of the original termination.

Thus, Abu! Fazl tells us that when Akbar founded the great

city at Sikri near Agra, " H.M. gave it the name of Fatha&ad

and this by common use was made into Fathpw" Akbar-

nama
5
Trans., II, 531. c*& )

[^\ );**& oUJU tsfyj*. (Text, II,

365.) Manuccialso speaks of the town as • Fatea&ad.' (Storia,

T, 132.) The Venetian is not always accurate or reliable, and

the statement may be due to some inadvertence or a lapse of

the memory, but it is not impossible that he may have picked

it up from some person much more correctly informed than

himself about Akbar's doings.

Elsewhere, Abul Fazl informs us that the Emperor laid

the foundations of a fortress on the site of an old city near

Amber, and called it Manaharnagrar (
Akbarndma, Trans., Ill, 311,

see also i&., 362). The place is 28 miles N.N.E. of Jaipur and
is now called ManoharpHr. It is the Monoarpur of Tieffen-

thaler who says it is 15 leagues north of Jaipur, and adds that

it was a well-known town and possessed a fort. (Description de

Vlnde, I, 323 ; see also Imp. Gaz., XVII, 200 ).
1

There is the exactly similar case of Jaipur itself. It is

common knowledge that it was at one time called J&inagar,

and that form of the name occurs in several Hindu as well as

Muhammadan writers. [Harnam Singh, Sa'adat-i-Jaimd (c.

1810) in Elliot and Dowson, VIII, 344; Harsukh RSi, Maj-
m'au-l'AJchbar (c. 1800 A.C.), Ibid., 365,367 ; Maasirii-l-Umara

(1779 A.C.), II, 83 ; Allahyar Bilgrami, Hadiqatu-l-Aqalim,
(c. 1776 A.C.), Lakhnau Lithograph, p. 170, 1. 7.] It is now
known only as Jaipur and the - 1 nagar ' has. in this case also,

been cast out in favour of -pur. It is also fairly well known that

Qhazlabad in Mlrat district was formerly called Ghaziu-d-dm-
nagar (Imp. Gaz., XII, 221), and that the original name of

Anupshahr was Anuynagar. (E.D., VIII, 147, 170 ; Num. Sup.,

XIX, 410.) There is also the analogous case of M&nkot and
MangrarA (N.S., XXXI, 362-365).*

1 The name of the town is given as Manoharpwr by Badaoni. Bibl.
Ind. Text, 252; Lowe's Trans. II, 259. It is Manohargadh in the
Lakhnau Lithograph of the Tabaqat-i-Akbarl (p. 339, 1. 3), but Manohar-
nagar, in Dowson's version. Elliot and Dowson, V, 407. We learn from
the Maasir-i-'Alarngiri that one of the wives of Kambakhsh was a sister
of Jagat Singh, ZamTndar of Manoharpwr, Bibl. Ind. Text, 211, 1. 2.

8 There are other instances also. Jafarabad, the chief town of
Babriawad, "derives its name from Sultan Muzaffar of Gujarat, who
built the fortifications; hence the town was called Muzaffarabad, by
contraction Zafarabad and Jafarabad as it is now invariably called."
Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. VIII (Kathiawar), p. 452.

This place is frequently mentioned by the early European travellers.
Thomas Best calls it * Madafeldebar.' (Journal in Purchas, His Pilgrimes,
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This does not mean that we are permitted to " regard -pur,

-nagar, -garh, -pattern and -abod as always interchangeable.

Far from it. We should thereby only create inextricable con-

fusion and make it almost impossible to identify Indian place-

names which are, even without any such gratuitous assump
tion, difficult enough to fix. All that is implied and the utmost

that can be conceded is that in a few—probably a very few—
cases, some such confusion does appear to have occurred. But
those cases form the exception and not the rule, and the excep-

tions should be recognised only when, as in this instance, satis-

factory contemporary evidence is forthcoming.

Junagadh, 2nd January, 1918. S. H. Hodivala.

MacLehose's Reprint, IV, 130.) It is also mentioned in the Voyages of

Sir James Lancaster, p. 239. Sir Thomas Roe speaks of it as ' Ma Ida-

far" (Embassy, Ed. Foster, 94) and ''atone time favoured the idea ot

obtaining the cession of the town from the Mogul with a view to fortify-

ing it and making it the headquarters of the English." Foster, The Eng-

lish Factories in India (1618-1621), 180 n.
. , „ , ,„

Similarly, the name of a famous hunting-seat of the Mughal Em-

perors near Agra is usually written SamugarA (tj ^*-») Badishahnama,

II, 355, 381, 362 ;
'Alamgirnama , 111,112 ;

Maasir-i-'Alamgirl, 7, but the

Emperor JahSngTr always speaks of it as Samunagw (
jtij+m) Tuzuk-i

JahSngiri, Text, 98, 99, 121, 274, 326, 327 ; Rogers and Beveridge, Trans. I,

202, 203, 248 ; II, 95, 198, 200. Khafi

Mvntakhabu-l-Lubab, Text, I, 598 ; II, 22, 31, 587, 700, 718.
_

Sir Henry Elliot informs us that Abul Fazl's Sikandarpur (Atreji) in

Sarkar Qanauj " is now known as Sikandar565d." Memoirs of the Races

of the North-Western Provinces of India, ed. Beames, Vol. U.M.
Elsewhere, the same authority tells us that IsZampur Bahru in Sarkar

Sambhal is now " more usually known as Salimpur Bahru. /*»«••"•! *T
So Blochmann assures us that SutaimanRbSd was early chang,ed

,

by

the people to the shorter form Salim»bad, by which name it is still

known at the present day." Notes on Places of Histomal Interest m the

District of Hugli. l>roc. A.S.B., 187»'.p. 112. n
So again, the MSaikdrug of Abul Fazl (Am, Text, I, 483

I
,
J««". "•

236 and the 'Alamgirnama (Text, 1025) is now shown as anikja'Ain our

maps and atlases. Imp. Gaz. Atlas, PI. 39, B 3 ;
Constable s Hand Atlas

of India, PL 32, A b.
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13- A Progress Report on the Work done during the

year 1918 in connection with the Bardic and
Historical Survey of Rajputana.

By Dr. L. P. Tessitori.

[With Plates XIV-XV.]

General Remarks.

The year under report was a satisfactory one in many
respects. The principal ground for satisfaction was that at the

end of March the Bikaner Darbar decided to apply to the

Government of India for a further extension by one year of the

term of my employment under them—which was to have ended

on September 1918—and thereby relieved me of all the

anxiety arising from shortness of time in comparison with the

magnitude of my task. The Government of India first sanct-

ioned this extension in May, and then, to make up for the dis-

location which the retention of my services by the Bikaner

Darbar two and a half years longer than was anticipated had

caused in my programme of work for a Summary Survey of the

Bardic and Historical Literature of Rajputana, sanctioned, in

special grant towards the cost of my employ-
* In futur<

September, a
ment during these two and a half additional years.

however, the Government of India will not be prepared to

-auction further supplementary grants in order to meet

mergencies arising from extensions of the term of my employ-

ment under the different Darbars. but Darbars wishing to

retain my services for a longer term than is provided for m the

©heme for the Summary Survey, will have to meet the con-

equent financial obligations themselves.

Another ground for profound satisfaction was the Bikaner

Dar! Kir's decision to start a small archaeological museum in the

liikaner Fort, for the preservation of the few antiquities—chiefly

Buddhist brick- and terracottas, Jain sculptures, and Rajput

levalis—which I have been able to collect in the course of my
archaeological tours. This will be a local museum, and if owing

to the peculiar conditions prevalent in this part of the desert,

the museum will probably never be a very rich one, it will

none the less be interesting as a small mirror m which the tew

• estiges of antiquity scattered over an area nearly two hundred

'

miles in diameter, are reflected and concentrated.

In May, Sir John Marshall, Director-General of Archeology

in India, approached the Bikaner Darbar with a request that 1

might be placed at his disposal for the period of one month in
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order to enable him to examine the results of the archaeological

exploration so far carried out by me in Bikaner territory.

Accordingly, I was given leave to proceed to Simla, and re-

mained absent from Bikaner from May 21st to June 2:2nd. in

consequence. Among the arrangements made by the Director-

General of Archaeology for the purpose of giving me more
facilities for the exploration of the Bikaner territory and the

preparation of a descriptive list of the antiquarian remains
found therein, was the creation of a post of draftsman-photo-
grapher for my office at the expense of the Archaeological

Survey. The post, however, could not be filled during the

year as the Government's sanction of it was not known until

late in December.
A difficulty under which I continued to labour throughout

the year, was the old one : the want of a competent assistant.

A Gujarati pandit was recruited and tried for one month in

January, but as he was found unable to familiarize himself
quickly with Marwari manuscripts, his employment could not
be continued. Early in July, the Bikaner Darbar asked, at
my request, the Jodhpur Darbar to lend us the services of

Baratha Kisora Dana temporarily for two or three months, but
when a reply at last came towards the end of September, this

reply was a flat refusal.

I was a little more fortunate with my explorers. At the
beginning of the year I had three of them," all Caranas : my old
explorer Vlthu Slta Rama, and my two new recruits Sadu Jora
Dana and Baratha Deva Karana. But by the end of March
none of the three was left as Slta Rama was caught at fault
and had to be peremptorily dismissed and punished, and the
two others had by the same time proceeded on unlimited leave.
These resumed their service again in July, but Jora Dana asked
for another unlimited leave in August, and Deva Karana was
disabled by illness in September. Seeing that for one reason
or another Caranas, and particularly Bikaneri Caranas could
not be depended upon for regular service, I resolved to recruit
people from other classes and by the beginning of October

ded in securing the services" of two men from Jodhpur :

Babu Hlra Lala and Babu Panna Lala ; to whom towards the
middle of November I added a third man, also from the same
quarter, Sevaga Visva Natha of Varalu. The reason why Cara -

na's had been preferred before, is* that a Carana is the best
qualified man for the search of bardic manuscripts, but in
the case of the Bikaner district where bardic manuscripts are
almost as rare as waterfalls, this qualification is not one of
much importance.

The rotographical apparatus which, as mentioned in the
ias^year^report, 1

I had arranged to acquire for the photo-

1 Journ. As. Soc. of Be., vol. XV (N.S.), 1919, p. <•-
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graphing of manuscripts could not, owing to war conditions, be
received in time to allow of any photographs being taken
before the end of the year.

Editorial Work.

The two works which principally engaged my attention

during the year, were the edition of the Clianda rau Jeta Si ro

by Vithu Sujo, and the compilation of the History of Bikaner.

The former work was completed and sent to Press in October.

The edition of this poem was a task of special difficulty owing

to the fact that it had to be based on only two manuscripts,

\\ hereof one was good, but the other was of very little philo-

logical value. But the poem was so important that no pains

bestowed on it seemed to me too great, and I think I can say

without undue self-confidence that the edition produced is as

correct as could possibly be expected from the condition of the

manuscripts, and perhaps more. My principal help in solving

the numerous difficulties of the text, was the other homonym-
ous poem—the adespotic Jeta Si ro Chanda—which being co-

eval and very similar in style and language, gives much scope for

illuminating comparisons with the poem edited. But this help

could not be utilized without a very careful study of the

adespotic poem as well, so that at the end I found that the

edition of one of the two poems had cost me so much labour

that hardly more labour would have been involved in the

edition of both of them.

By the end of the year, or more accurately by the time

I resumed my winter tour in the beginning of December, I

had progressed with the composition of the History of Bikaner

as far as the accession of rau Luna Karana, the son of rau

Vlko. This will not seem much to those who know that the

history of Bikaner begins from rau Vlko, but 1 have not begun

from hence. It seemed to me that since my history is to be,

ultimately, a history of the ruling family, I could not begin

ex abrupto with one" particular member of this family for the

mere reason that he was the first ruler of Bikaner, and ignore

ail the names of those who came before him and filled with

their glorious exploits many pages in the great book of the

historv of Rajputana. I have therefore begun from the exordia

of the^Rathora power in Marwar, so far asthese exordia are

known, and have outlined a history of the Rathora family from

the times of Slho (twelfth century A.D.) to those of rau

Jodho, the father of rau Vlko (fifteenth century A.D.) as a sort

of introduction to the history of Bikaner proper. The compi-

lation of this introduction has been to me a source of special

satisfaction not only because it afforded scope for the solution

of many knotty points, but also because it enabled me to utilize
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much material which T had collected when I wm in Jodhpur
in 1915 and was preparing myself to write a history of this

State. Needless to say, the history of the Rathoras from tht

times of Siho to those of ran Jodho—the father of rau Viko

—

is as much history of Bikaner as it is of Jodhpur.

Publishing.

Three publications were issued during the year, to wit :

(1) The Vacanika Ratana Singhaji ri Mahesadasota ri, Part
i : Dingala Text with Notes and Glossary

; (2) fasciculus i

of Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and Historical Manuscripts,

Section i : Prose Chronicles, Part ii : Bikaner State ; and (3)

fasciculus i of ditto, Section ii : Bardic Poetry, Part i : Bikaner
State ; and one new work was sent to Press, to wit : the Chanda
rau Jeta SI ro mentioned above. The c

' Progress Report " for

1917, containing two lengthy appendices and meant for insertion

in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, as usual, was
submitted to the Society in April, but the Society having
decided to apply to the Government of Bengal for a special

grant towards the cost of its publication, the manuscript was
withheld from the Press until late in September, and consequent-
ly the Report could not be published during the year.

Exploration.

The exploration of the Bikaner territory in search of anti-

quarian remains, was continued according to plan, every new
village being first visited by one of my explorers and places
which from the explorers' report or from other sources were
suspected to be of interest, being personally visited by myself.
My tours, with short pauses at headquarters, lasted altogether
about three months, and were made in two periods : from Janu-
ary 18th to March 18th, and from December 5th to December
31st. The tours made during the latter period were especially
undertaken with the object of procuring materials for the pro-
posed Museum, and as this necessitated a certain amount of
excavation, the ground covered in these tours was very small.
The following is a list of the places of interest personal!;
explored by myself during the Near: (1) Uderamasara (Jan.
18th)

; (2) Kilacil (Jan. 21st)
; (3) (Udasara (Jan. 30th)

; (4) Ga-
janera (Febr. 3rd). Kotarl. Kolavata, Madha (Febr. 4th), Vltha-
noka (Febr. 5th), Mandala (Febr. 6th),' Jhajjhfi (Febr. 7th)

:

\asl-\arasingha^ra (Febr. 8th): (5) Suratagadha (Febr.
loth), Sardargadha (Febr. 17th), Sahivana (Febr. 18th-21st)
Kanagharavall Theri (Febr. 23rd), Manakasara, Ramapuravali
Therl (Febr. 25th) : (6) Rajagadha (Dadarevo) (March 9th),
Rinl, Cangol (March 10th), Vaya (March 11th). Bhadara (March
1 2th) Pat uo, Rama-adhiya, Nagala, Smipuro, Ninana, Bbaru-
ano, Gogffnd, GogSmert (March 13th), Karott, Sothl, Nohara
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(March 14th), Virakali (March 15th), Ravatasara, Namgaja
(March 16th). Manikatherl, Dotherl, Bhavarivo Thera (March

.17th); (7) Ransa 'Mahal (Dec. 5th-10th)
; (8) Dotherl (Dec.

llth-15th. 19th-22nd); (9) Kali Vanga (Dec. 23rd-24th)
; (10)

Pill Vanga (Dec. 29th), Kali Vanga (Dec. 29th-31st) Baha-
loliyo (Dec. 31st).

The results of the exploration were remunerative. A large

number of thefts, or ancient mounds, were located along the

dry bed of the Ghagghar in the northern part of the State, and
trial pits were sunk into those of them which appeared to be

of particular importance. These small excavations, combined

with superficial search, yielded an amount of inner antiquities

such as coins, beads, figurines, pieces of pottery, etc.—which,

though not exceedingly rich, was deemed to possess such

interest as amply to reward the labour and cost involved in the

excavations. But as thi> is not the place for dealing with finis

of a purely archaeological character, I am obliged to content

myself with this cursory allusion to this subject, and pass on

to other finds which come within the sphere of the Bardic an.

I

Historical Survey.
The number of inscriptions copied and examined during

the year, exceeds five hundred, thus surpassing all previous

records, but unfortunately the great majority of these are un-

important devaK epitaphs and very few possess an int. -rest of

one kind or another In point of age. the inscriptions found

range from the Samvat-century 1000 to the Samvat-century

1900, but the most numerous are the inscriptions dated in

the Samvat-century 1700. and out of these last hardly two or

three are really noteworthy. The inscriptions dated in the

Samvat-centurv 1000 are only four and they have been found

engraved not on (hval'i-slabs, but on r/omrtf/mwa-pillars, and

not in devanauaii. hut in northern character^ One of these

four inscriptions was discovered at Bhasino (Samvat L039),

another at Mildharo (Samvat 1071), and the remaining two,

very short effaced 'and illegible, at Uderamasara. The oldest

</ew/t--inscriptions were obtained from theSujangadh tahsil. the

ancient Mohilavati. and, as was to be expected, the greatest

part, if not the totality, of them were found to be Mohila The

dates of these inscriptions range from the year Samvat U86
(Ganero) to the year Samvat 1388 (Choti Ghantigala) but as

regards their contents verv little is utilizable to-day, because

owing to the poor quality of the stone and the secular action

of the weather, the writing is so effaced that in many cases

nothing more than the date and a few letters here and there

can be read with certainty. A very large number of derail-

inscriptions referring to Pallivala brahmins, with dates rang

ing from the Samvat-century 1500 to the Samvat-century

1800, were discovered in the Pallivala villages, west of Gaja-

nera, chiefly at Kolavata and Jhajjhu, but being of no niston-
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cal importance, the}7 were neither copied nor taken into consi-

deration. All the other inscriptions found, with a very few
exceptions, are Rajput.

The new information which these Rajput inscriptions

supply in connection with the history and pre-history of Bikaner,

is interesting. The Mohila inscriptions mentioned above, es-

tablish beyond doubt the fact that the Mohilas' settlement

in the tract afterwards known as Mohilavatl. was alreadv

accomplished in the beginning of the Samvat-century 1200,

and seem to indicate that in those early days their principal

seat was not Chapara, but Caralu, a place eleven miles away
from the former. Devalis discovered at Caralu supply us with
at least four new names of the Mohila chiefs, to wit : Visnu
Datta > Devasara ( ?) > An illegible name > Ahara > Ambaraka,
and at least three dates, to wit : Samvat 1200, being the year
of the death of Devasara ; Samvat 1234, being apparently the
year of the death of Devasara 's son whose name I have been
unable to decipher ; and Samvat 1241, being the year of the
death of both Ahara and Ambaraka, who, as the inscription
tells, were both killed " in the battle of Nagapura (Nagora).
Now Ahara is one of the names in Muhanota Nena Si's pedigree
of the Mohila ranas, and Ahara's great grandfather Visnu
Datta is possibly one and the same person with the Hara Datta
or Hari Datta mentioned by Nena Si. That Nena Si does not
mention Devasara, but gives two other names (Vera Si, Vala-
hara) in his stead, need cause no difficulty, because the inaccu-
racy of Nena Si's pedigree of the Mohila ranas has already
been established by the devalis found at Chapara. The oldest
Mohila record, dated Samvat 118.

.
, was found at Sarangasara,

four miles westwards of Caralu, and is in the form of an epitaph,
unfortunately almost entirely illegible, engraved on a govar-
dhana.

Inscriptions ^throwing additional light on the history of

theSakhalas of Jagalu, were discovered at Anakhisara (21 miles
E.S.E. of Jagaju), and at Vasl-Varaslnghasara (9 miles N. of

Jagalu). In the former place four devalis were found all dated

>>

in Samvat 1340, three of these referring to Asala, the son of
Anakha Slha and his two wives, RohinI and Puma, and the re-

maining one referring to a Rana Mala, probably a relative of
Asala who must have died, or rather have been killed, on the
same occasion as the latter Though the inscriptions do not
specify the tribe to which Asala and his father Anakha Sl(ha)
belonged, there can be no doubt that these were Sakhalas, and
that Anakha Si is none else but the son and successor of rand
Raya Si, and incidentally the eponymous founder of Anakhi-
sara. The inscription discovered atVasI-Varasinghasara is still

more interesting. It is not an epitaph, but a Brtistambha-
lnscription of some length (35 lines), composed for the largest
part in Sanskrit verses, .and recording that Dulaha Devi,
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daughter of Kumara Simha of the Sankhukula, ruler of the

country of Jangalakupa, and wife of Kama Deya, ruler of

Jesalamera, caused a certain tank to be excavated in the year

Samvat 1381. The importance of the record lies in the men-

tion of Kumara Simha who is, of course, nobody else but rand

Kavara Si of Jagaju, and in the date given in connection with

his daughter. As the inscription mentions also Kumara Sim-

ha's father Ksema Siinha—the Khiva Si of the chronicles,

we have in this record the most positive document of

the historicity of the names Khiva Si and Kavara Si, which

form the subject of more than one legend of some celebrity in

the desert. Combined together, the two separate records of

Anakhlsara and Vasl-Yarasmghasara tend to prove the accuracy

of'the pedigree of the Sakhala ranas given by Nena Si, who m this

case obviously derived his information from a better source

than that utilized by him for his chapter on the Mohilas.

Next to the above-mentioned finds in importance and

perhaps even more interesting is the discovery made at Dada-

revo of an inscription which proves that in the later halt of

the Samvat-centurv 1200 this place was the seat of a Cahavana

chief who bore the t i tie of rana, and thus indirectly confirms the

truth of the Rikaneri tradition concerning Goga De pir. Ac-

cording to this tradition, Goga De was born at Dadarevo ot a

Cahavana chief who was ruling over the place, and one manus-

cript examined by me in Jodhpur goes further and says that

this chief, father of Goga De, was called Jevara (sic) and bore

the title of rana. 1 Now the inscription mentioned above,

which incidentallv records the digging of a well, contains the

name of a rana Javata Siha. the son of mandaleSvara Go Fala,

and gives for him the date Sain vat 1270. It is therefore true

that a Cahavana rand was ruling over Dadarevo m ancient

davs, and in the light of the truth of this particular it is rea-

soiiahle to conclude that the Bikaneri tradition concerning the

birth of Goga De at Dadarevo is accurate and that the rano

Javata Siha mentioned in the inscription is probabl v one of Goga

'

Inscriptions referring to Rathora chiefs of note were this

year less numerous than last year. The oldest record of this

kind discovered i^ a Brtiatambha which Kasamlra He. one ot

the wives of rau Jeta Si. erected in the village of Kisamidesara

founded bv her, to record the digging of a well inbanwat ioju.

Next to this, in point of time, conies the devali of bamsara

Cauda, a son of ran Vldo. which was discovered at Panyaro,

and is dated Samvat 1596. A devali which probably com-

memorates the demise of Hara Raja, the son of ran \ iko s

'at

1 mi* €&k fin ft *im «*nr «fr ji* *<ti Kim^t^t *ft, Descr.

. of Bard, and Hiatl. MSS., sect i, pt. i, No. 8, p. 19-
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uncle Lakho Rinamalota, in Samvat 1603. was discovered at
Lakhasara, the village which according to the tradition, Hara
Raja founded and named so after his father. Near it was
foond the detail, of Hara Raja's grandson Sura Sana, dated
Sarnvat 1650. More important, from the dynastic' point of
view, are two derail* which were found at Jan j lieu and at
RinI and which are dated Sarnvat 1622 and Sarnvat 1805.
respectively. The former records the death of Singha. a son
of ran Jeta Si, and the latter the death of maharaja Ananda
Singha, the father of maharaja Gaja Singha. Lastly, at
Mongol was found the deva/j. of VanamSll Dasa. that son of
raja Karana Singha who caused so much internal trouble in
Bikaner and contested the succession of his brother Anupa
Singha, until he was murdered by the latter, and this is dated
Sarnvat 1724.

• \

Only four or five manuscripts, and even then of compa-
ratively little value, were found in the villages explored during
the year. No manuscripts were copied, and no manuscripts
were received, but five fragmentary manuscripts which had
been received during the previous year, were examined and
included in the collection. These, together with five manus-
cripts purchased, are incorporated in the list given below.

Manuscripts Received.'

R. 22: $n JTfw^cT *[ £*i W (incomplete).

Vn
l

/V\ P
?u

Vl
°,"\Us? fe " Pr°gre3S Reports" for 1015. 1916 and 1917.

dere.f* /'J n i u
6 ";anuscriPts received in 1915 is to be conei-

ll?n r *
a° t

-

h6 d.°n°r '
Sil>^5yaca Ude Raja, shortlv after

KZ£dft afte^Sr^
b°rrOWed

^ Under ROme pietext a " 1

'

1 uever
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jrcTiwt w%o^r *r ^rf^rr,

«^

Size 11" x 8i". No. of leaves 188, numbered 106-152, 154-

185,202.214-248,250-263, 265-328. 552-564, plus two leaves

Avithout number. Loose. Fragmentary.
Written in Samvat 1713, mostly bv Vyasa Jasa at Jodh-

pur.

Presented bv Baratha Kisora Dana of Jodhpur in April

1917.

B. 23 : TJWf ^PrT^rTfaf*ft ^t "ft^TWt •

Size 10" x 7". Xo. of leaves 23. Uncovered and frag-

nientarv.

About 50-70 vears old.
«

1917.

Presented by' Baratha Kisora Dana of Jodhpur in April

B. 24 : ^iZ*GK ^faxl .

Size lir'xSr. No. of leaves 51. Uncovered and frag-

mentary.
About 80-100 vears old.

Presented bv Baratha Kisora Dana of Jodhpur in April

19 i 7.

after

Size ll£"x8". No of leaves 42. all loose, unnumbered

and fragmentary.
About 50-70 vears old.

.

Presented bv Baratha Kisora Dana of Jodhpur in April

1917- &
B. 26: *T*T*T^ TH^Tf?*! JTOT^T*r TT ^ffl^T (frag-

mentary),

^^wro^f^^ 3^ ^^ ^ *fvft (fragmentary),

^Tf^TKT fKTWfpT tt *TeT (fragmentary), WTO.

Size 6" x 10". No. of leaves 226, of which most detached

and out of order. Uncovered. Fragmentary.

Written in Samvat 1788 and afterwards.
*

Presented bv Baratha Kisora Dana of Jodhpur in April

1917.

Manuscripts Purchased.

P. 37 : TOT? *tWTfaT*t *T **** ^ ^^^^
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Size 11" x 7J". No. of leaves 186. Leather-bound.

Written during and before Samvat 1904 (see p. 182a).

Purchased in July 1918.

<l<ft« KTT WRTTTW^fj" *ft*n% *J "5Wt ^ ^rf^ri

tit HJTTrsr^T^^ *j ^ffcr ^fa=fT wrzs ^rrw *r

Size 8£" x 61". No. of leaves 133, of which one (leaf 118)
torn off and lost. Cloth-bound.

Written between Samvat 17.~>H and 1772 at *..-.

Purchased in July 1918.

1-1 — *

*H3TS ^T^r ^ffcTi^ «ff<trr% TT VJlft ^rt wf^m 3TT5T

^TNt *T a^ ^3 JTZT TJ ^f^TT,
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*I th«sUUl ^EJT^T f**MT *J <*fTS«ii,
«\

giS^T iffcT ^»^tt .

Size 6£*x7£*-8"\ No. of leaves 288 (numbered 89-377,

minus leaves 234-5 which are missing). Cloth-bound.

Written between Samvat 1768 and 1774, probably at

Bilaro like the preceding manuscript.

Purchased in July 1918.

P. 40 : ffaf *T STf* fftftnf^t ^ * &H l*ft ^T^T WT-

3iftr^

s*

*rfTn5TT ^^xr^i^t ^t ^nfr *n^r wt^ot rr

14" x 94/'. No. of leaves 166 Cloth-bound.

121«).Written about Samvat 19U1 (see p.

Purchased in July 1918.

P. 41 : f*n^T«rfaf HT*^farffa sffan
-

^T^F TPC3 ^T% ft ^fW^t

Size 6f
* x 8£". No. of leaves 46. Loose.

Written in Samvat 1925.

Purchased in Julv 1918.
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APPENDIX.

The Bikaner prasasti or raja Raya Singha
(Sa^ivat 1650).

In an appendix to the last Report of the Survey ' I had
incidentally mentioned, as a sign of the interest for historical
matters which the Rajput Princes were evincing at the time
of Akbar, the long prasasti-inscription cause! toi be engraved
by Raya Singha. the contemporary Raja of Bikaner, in the
new fort which he built in his capital. This inscription is still

in situ on a jamb of the Suraja Pola, the oldest and most
beautiful of the three successive gates leading into the interior
of the Bikaner fort, and i- an object of admiration to many
visitors who suddenlv catch a glimpse of it as they pa-
under the gate. It is, in fact even externally a noteworthy
inscription, both for its unusual length and for the neatness
and beauty of its characters, which an designed calligraphi-
cally and even to this day stand out very boldly thanks to the
great depth to which they are incised

' The inscription num-
bers 92 lines and covers a space of about <>' !)" x 2' 3".

As the last three lines expressly tell, this inscription was
set up by Raya Singha to commemorate the completion of the
'• durga-pratoll "—obviously the same Suraja Pola gate—on the

lS? -S
°f the bright fortnight of MSgha of the year Samvat

IboO. But even the most super6cial examination of the 'con-
tents of the inscription suffices to -how that this ostensible reason
justifies only the last eleven lines of the text at the most, while
the greatest bulk of the text containing a panegyric of the
Kathoras. a genealogical list of the ancestors of Rava Singha.
and lastly an account of his exploits, is. to say tic- least, super-
fluous and unnecessary from the point of view of the object
avowed. Evidently, the real object of the inscription was to
record not the construction of the gate, but the glorv of Rava
Singha and the nam. s f the illustrious personages from whom
he traced Ins descent. It is, like all prahuti -inscriptions, a
document of human vanity, a boast transposed into stone and
crystallized to last for centuries and dazzle the generations to
come with the fulgent halo of one name : Raya Sinirha, the Ra-
thora Raja of Bikaner.

But it is also something more. It is. if I interpret it correct-
ly, an attempt to document a claim, an extravagant claim whicl
*ne Katnoras of Rajputana had begun to put forward in that tour
ot time, that they are the offspring of raja Je Cauda of Kanauj

v'uTr

u

remotely
'

of RSma Oandra himself. The reason>wmch led the Rathora- to put forth this claim are easv enough
to understand, and that they should have put it forward at thi

1 Journ. As. Soc. of Be., vol. xv (N.S.), 1919, p. 31
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particular time, is a fact which is easily accounted for by the
stimulus which the Rathoras in particular and the Rajputs in

general received from the Court of Akbar. That Akbar was
himself a believer in genealatry—and in what was he not a

believer !— is conspicuously demonstrated by Abul Fazl him-
self, who, in the first chapters of his " Nama," has wasted much
ink to trace the descent of this monarch to that common father
of mankind. Adam _ Similarly, in our prasarti Raya Singha tra-

ces his descent to Adi Narayana. the primordial Being accord-
ing to his Hindu antology. The coincidence is striking. Of
course examples of genealogical or historical accounts going back
to the origins of the world are not uncommon in the earlier Hin-
du literature, but in the period of Akbar we are faced with a

form of genealatry which is, as it were, contagious and affect-

both Hindus and Muhammadans alike, ft is, undoubtedly, the
manifestation of a tendency of the period, and the contact of the

Muhammadan and Hindu civilizations which the Mughal Emper-
or brought about so genially, must have greatly favoured it-

spread. Thus while on one side the Emperor boasted before

the Rajput Princes his descent from Babar and Ohingiz Khan
and proclaimed, or caused to be proclaimed, the tale of hie

miraculous conception b}r a Celestial Light or the Sun in the

chaste womb of Alanguwa centuries before, the Rajput Prince-

on the other side asserted that they too were the offsprings

of the Sun or of the Moon, and armed themselves with genea-

logies linking the names of their ancestros with those of the

most illustrious figures in Indian history and mythology, such

aa Je Canda of Kanauj, Rama Candra, Krsna, and so forth.

The prasosti of Raya Singha contains one of these genealogies.

md as this was in great part a novelty at the time, no pre-

vious bard of the Rathoras having been aware of the connection

>f this family with the Gahiravalas of Kanauj, Raya Singha

thought of giving to this novelty the solemn sanction of a

lapidary document and set it up on the jamb of the newly
completed gate as a conspicuous record for all the present and
future generations.

The inscription is in Sanskrit and consist- of five^ parts,

ell distinct from one another, to wit: (1) a mahgalacarana

(11. 1-3). (2) a preamble (11. 3-14), (3) a genealogy of the Ratho-

ras from Adi Naravana to raja Raya Singha (11. 14-67). (4) 8

panegyric of Rftya SiAgha (11; 67-81), and lastly (5) a record of

the dates connected with the salient stages in the construction

>f the new fort, from the surveying of the site to the comple-

tion of the gate on which the inscription is walled (11. 82-92).

Differences of style, incongruities, and repetitions show that

the inscription far from being an organic and homogeneous

composition, is a mosaic of different pieces welded together

without skill. It is obvious that the document was not

written in one pie( , nor perhaps by one and the same author,
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but was made up of different parts fetched from different

directions. One of the components is the genealogy of the

Rathoras with its bombastic preamble ; the ^fir ^farofw

^^TJpPTO'nj at the end of this part shows very crudely

its separate individuality. Another component is the panegyric

of Raya Singha, which repeats in part statements that had

already been made in the last verses of the genealogy

and which is itself composed of two. if not three, separate

parts as indicated not only by intrinsic evidence, but also by a

separate enumeration of the verses. A third component is the

record of the dates with which the inscription closes, and it is

noteworthy that even this part contains two verses which,

though placed together, are incongruous with one another.

Finally, a fourth component is the mangalacarana at the begin-

ning of the inscription, which is but a trite commonplace
borrowed from traditional usage and prefixed to the whole.

It is a noteworthy and fortunate circumstance that sepa-

rate records have been preserved, both on stone and on paper,

of the different components of the inscription. Two inscribed

slabs walled inside the porch of the same Suraja Pola gate, on
the right and left, have preserved to us in two identical copies

the original from which the record of the dates at the end of

the text (11. 82-92) and the first three verses in the panegyric of

Raya Singha (11 67-71) have been taken. These twin slabs

contain the original inscription set up by Raya Singha to com-
memorate the completion of the gate in Sainvat 1650, and it is

noteworthy that in the text of this inscription the panegyrical
portion just mentioned comes after the first and before the
second of the two verses given at the beginning of the record

of the dates in the prasasti-inscription (11. 82-83, 11. 84-85). and
that by this arrangement, which is evidently the right one, the
incongruity noted above is eliminated. Though both the
twin inscription and the prasastis-inscription bear the same date
and are designed and probably also incised by the same hands, a
significant verbal alteration in the text of the latter inscription l

shows that it is posterior to the twin inscription by a not
inconsiderable interval of time.* A very interesting particular
in the twin inscription is the mention of its author at the end,

1 This is the substitution of wfa>f: Sieft (1. 69 of praiasti-mscvip-
tion) for RTf?reT%: JT: (1. 5, and 1. 4 of the twin inscriptions), which
unmistakably denotes a change in the relations between Raya Singha and
the Emperor Akbar.

2 AJihird inscription, substantially identical with the twin inscription
but with slight alterations in the wording in the latter portion of the text
is walled on one of fchA iamKa r^f « m ;MAM — *.* i-z1j j :~ ,is walled on on© of the jambs of a minor gate, now closed up and in part
buried under debris, which originally gave access from the interior of the
iort to the penphencal path running between the moat and the main
rii.mnA.rr.rampart
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this author a Jain, muni Jayata, the pupil of va(caka) Ksama-
ratna of the Brhadgaccha. 1 This is probably the same man
who composed or shaped together the prasasti-inscription, and
in this respect it is significant that though his name has been

omitted in this inscription, the Jain symbol ||£*|| at the

beginning has not been discarded.

The paper record to which I have alluded above, is an old

gutikd preserved in the Darbar Library in the Fort of Bikaner,

and described in my Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and Histori-

cal Manuscripts, sect, ii, pt. i, pp. 70-3. It is a contemporary
record, for it was written from Samvat 1640 to Sam vat 1656.

and almost entirely by Vldavata Savala Dasa Saga\ ata, one

of the nobles in the service of raja Raya Singha. Pages 226* -

232* of this gutikd give the full text of the Bayasimhapurva

jagunavarnanam -corresponding toll. 1-07 in the ^ra&/ ^/-inscrip-

tion—as an independent work and with several different readings,

and pages 223"-225° give the text of the rest of the prasasti-

inscription also as a work by itself and with different readings,

and besides with some alterations in the order and number of

the verses. One of these alterations in the order of the verses

and some of these different readings agree with the text of the

twin inscription, wherefrom it is clear that the copy in the gutikd

is not a slavish derivation from the praias^-inscription, but is

to some extent based on the twin inscription, and perhaps also

on some manuscript copy which has remained unknown to us.

Reverting now to the examination of the contents of

the prasasti-inscription, not many words need be wasted on

the contents of the first sixty lines. The mangalacarana which,

is preceded by a salutation/to Krsna, the istadeva of the Raj-

puts, consists of two verses, one in honour of Visnu and the other

in honour of Ganesa. The lengthy preamble which follows, is

one single monstrous sentence in prose whereof the grammatical

subject is a substantive connected with no less than twenty-

three genitives, mostly prolix qualitative compounds, and the

predicate is a passive form placed at the end of the sentence.

In spite of the deluge of epithets with which the sentence

is flooded, this does not supply a single historical information

nor does it contain a single statement that is of any value, on

the contrary it is so generical that it does not even mention

the Rathoras explicitly but implies them in the epithet " Kings

born iii the race of 'the Sun." Of no greater value, on the

whole, is the genealogical composition in slokas which follows,

and which ultimately is but a long list of bare names put

in doggerel verses and worded in a very low and monotonous

I SWefftreT ^WTWfa (sic) *nf*ra*T ftrwf .
The same phrase

with the variant :
cf^m qf**nR1 *m 9

is found at the end of the in-

• ription mentioned in the preceding note.
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form. As already remarked above, this genealogy links the

name* of the earliest known ancestors of the Rathoras of

Marwar with those of the Gahiravala kings of Kanauj, and hence,

through a long list of Pauranika names, goes back to Rama
Candra. and ultimately to Adi Narayana himself. The list

from Adi Narayana to Ja\a Candra (Je Canda) of Kanauj

comprises no less than 133 names, a long list no doubt,

but hardly so much so when one considers the enormous

length of time involved, and the fact that other genealogies

of the Rathoras include within the same limits a more than

double number of pedigrees. * The names in the list are the

following : 1. Narayana > 2. Brahma > 3. Marlci > 4. Kasyapa

> 5 Surya > (). Mann > Sraddhadeva or Vaivasata > 7. Iksvaku >
8:Vikuksi>9. Puranjaya> 10. Anena > 11. Visvagandhi> 12.

Indra > 13. Yuvanasva > 14. Savasti> 15. Brhadasva> 16.

Kuvalayasvaka* Dhudhamara > 17. Drdhasva > 18. Harya-

»va>19. Krsasva>20. Senajit>21. Yuvanasva > 22. Mandhata
>2:>. Purukutsa>24. Trasadasva> 25. Anaranya>26. Harya
sva>27. Pravana>28. Tribandhana> 29. Satyavata Trisanku

> 30. Hariscandra > 31 . Rohita > 32. Harita > 83. Campa > 34.

Sudeva>35. Vijava>36. Bharuka> 37 Vrka > 38. Bahuka>
39. Sagara>40. Asamanjas> 41. Amsuman>42. Dillpa>43.
Bhagiratha > 44. Si uta > 45. Nabha > 46. Sindhudvlpa > 47.

Ayutayu>48. Rtuparnaka>49. Sarvakama> 50. Sudama>51
Asmaka>52. Mulaka>53. Dasaratha>54. Ailavila>55. Visva-

saha>56. Khatvanga> 57. Dlrghabahu> 58. Raghu> 59.

Aja>60. Dasaratha > 6 1 . Raniacandra> 62. Ku.^a>63. Atithi

>64. Nisadha>65. Nala>66. Pundarlka> 67. Ksetradhanva
> 68. Devanika > 69 Ahina > 70. Pariyatra > 71 Balasthala > 72

.

Arka > 73. Vajranatha > 74. Sagana > 75. Vidhrti > 76. Hiranya-
natha>77. Puspa>78. Dhruvasandhi > 79. Bhava>80. Sudar-

iana > 81. Agnivarna > 82. Slghra > 83. Mam > 84. Prasruyuta

( c)>85. Sangha 2 >86. Amarsana>87. Sahasvan>88. Visva-

sakta > 89. Prasenajit > 90. Taksaka > 91 . Brhadbala > 92. Brhad-
rana > 93. Gurukrh a > 94. Vatsavrddha > 95. Prltivyoma > 96.

Btianu>97. ViSvaka>98. Yahinlpati> 99. Sahadeva> 100. Vira

> 101. Brhadasva> 102. BhanumarO 103. Pratlkasa> 104. Su-

pratlka > 105. Marndeva > 106. Sunaksatra > 107. Puskara > 108.

Antariksaka> 100. Sutapa>110. Amitra jit > 1 1 1 . Brhadbhanu
> 112. BarhJ>llB. KrtanJaya> 1 14. Rananjaya>115. San-

jaya>116. Srava>117! Suddhoda> 118. Langula>119. Prase-

najit > 120. Ksudraka > 121. Runaka > 122. Suratha > 123.

Sumitra > 124.
' Padaitha > 1 25. Jn'annpati > 126, Tunganatha

> 127. Bharata>128. Punjaraja> 129. Vambha>130. Ajeya-
candra > 131 . Abhadayasva > 132. Vijayacandra > 133. Java-

1 For instance the poetical vamsavall in MS. No. 15 (c) of Descr
(7af, of Bard, and Histl. MSS.

t
i, i, contains about 280 pedigrees.

2 Sic, a mistake for Sandbi.
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candra. Then follow the names of the Rathoras of Marwar
from Varadayi Sena, who is represented as a son of King
Jayacandra, to Vikrama, i.e. rau Viko, the founder of Bikaner.
These name s_ are : 134. Varadaylsena > 135. Sitarama> 136.
Slha>137. Asathama<138. Dh5hara>139. Ravapala> 140.
Kanha>141. Jalhana>142. Chada>143. Tlda>144. Salakha

• •

> 145. Vlrama> 146. Camundarava> 147. Ranamalla > 148.

Yodharaya > and 149. Vikrama. With Vikrama begins the
Bikaner line of the Rathoras, to which belong the following
names: 150. Lunakarna> 151. Jaitrasimha>and 152. Kalva-
nam alia, the last-mentioned one being the father of Rayasimha
(Raya Singha), the protagonist of the inscription.

Front this point (1. 60) the inscription possesses the value
of a contemporary document and for the authentic information
which it supplies on the life and military career of this great

ruler of Bikaner, Raya Singha, deserves to be translated in full

as far as 1. 82, where another subject begins with a record of

the dates.

The panegyric of Raya Simha.

Part i

:

1. 60. . . ."[and J his son l [was Raya Simha], the raja [who now]
shines [on the gaddi] as a protector of the faith of religion.

[Raya Simha] who with his splendid feats has decorated

1. 61. the earth surrounded by the oceans, [Raya Simha].

whom out of great fear the womenfolk of his frightened

enemies praise day and night. With the thoughts of his

mind ever turned to the Vedas and the Smrtis, like a

Kalpa-tree on the face of the earth, like a fronted gem
among all the rajas, this king Raya Simha is victorious.

[He] who by the strength of his arm'2 defeated the

1. 63. great Gaurjara army 8
, and who through piety released

the lord of Arbuda 4 and captured the difficult moun-
tain [of Arbuda], and overthrew the city that [is called]

1 i.e. rau Kalyana Mala's son.
2 Or, according' to the reading in the gutikd " before [the eyes of]

Akabbara SShi " (*fa^W9I%*ir f^f^TWT f%).

3 An allusion to the engagement between the forces of Akbar and
those of Muhammad Husain Mfrza, near Ahmadabad (1573 A.D.), to

which Raya Singha participated (Muntakhab, Lowe, ii, pp. 109-172) and

distinguished himself for his bravery (Akbamama, Beveridge, in, pp. 81-2).

See note to 11. 68 9, below. . T
* Rau Suratana, whom Raya Singha made a prisoner at Abu and

brought to Court in 1576 A.D. {Akbarnama, in, pp. 278-9). The phrase

^^K^TfiT^!: seems to confirm the Bikaneri tradition according to

which RByaSiiurha, after capturing Suratana, interfered on his behalf

before the Emperor or was otherwise instrumental m having him released.
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V

I. 64. by the name of Sivayana, 1 and with force bound the

Balocas.*

[He] who marching in haste from Jodhpur and reaching

1. 65. the village of Ya.yila, s with the force of his artyi smote
the sons of Uluka,4 [and then] by order of the Emperor 6

defeated the lord of the Kabilas,6 which mortal knows
the far shore of the ocean of his deeds ?

1. 66. [He] who bestowed on the most eminent brahmins
tulapurusa 7 and other great gifts, be that king [Raya]
Simha [ever] victorious.

1. 67. Here ends the panegyric of the ancestors of Raya
Simha.

*

Part ii:

[He] who first shook the mount Arbuda [and then] after

1. 68. vanquishing in battle with great bravery Vijo and the
others, induced the rulers thereof to worship his feet, 8

1 i.e. Sivano, the stronghold of Candra Sena, the son of r5u Mala De
of Jodhpur. According to Abul Fazl, Raya Sihgha commanded against

Candra Sena in 1574 A.D., in conjunction with Shah Quli Khan Mahram
(Akbarnama, iii, p. 113), but was unable to take Sivano, wherefore Akbar
recalled him in 1576 A.D., and gave the command to Shahbaz Khan who
took the fort in the same year (Op. cit., pp. 237-8). Some Rajasthani

Chronicles, however, associate the name of Raya Singha with that of

Shahbaz Khan in the capture of Sivano, and thereby corroborate the

8uggestion~that Raya Singha was present at the capture of the place.
2 Abul Fazl tells that in the year 1585 A.D. (or 1586 ?) Raya Singha

and Ism'ail Quli KhSn were sent to chastise the Balucis, who had gone the

way of disobedience (Op. cit.) iii, pp. 716-7; Muntakhab, ii, p. 360), and
that they came back on the 28th March, 1586 A.D., bringing the Baluci

leaders with them to Court (Akbarnama, iii, p. 739; Muntakhab, ii, p. 364).

3 The Jael of the Map, a village 27 miles eastward of Nagur, as the

crow flies. Abul Fazal gives the name of the village near which the en-

gagement in question took place as Kahntonl (Akbarnama, iii, p. 50) which
is evidently the same as Al Badaoni's Khatouli (Mvntakhab, ii, p. 153)

and may be identified with Katoti, a small village situated only 7 miles

eastwards of Jael
* The sons of Uluka, i.e. Ulugk Mirza, were Sikandar MirzS (alias

Ulugh Mirza) and Mahmud Sultan MirzS (alias Shah Mirza, vide Bloch-

mann, Ami Akbari, i, pp. 461-2), but the phrases "sons of Uluka" is

here inaccurately used to indicate chiefly Ibrahim Husain Mirza, who
was not a son, but a brother of Ulugh.

* Thus according to the original reading ^Tf?19lf%fa^W«r, preserved
§

in the gutiko. The reading ^^Jpftf^^iMr * * crest-gem of [all the] kings
"

mot with in the inscription, is undoubtedly a later alteration introduced
not without intention.

6 Mirza Muhammad Hakim. See notes to 11. 73-75 below.
1 A gift of gold equal to the donor's bodily weight.
8 Devaro Vijo Hararajota, the ambitious man who had usurped the

reins of power from rau Suratana of Sirohi. Raya Sihgha drove him
away from Sirohi and re-established Suratana on the gaddi after the latter

had consented—according to the Rajasthani chronicles—to cede half of

the Sirohi territory to the Emperor. This half portion of Sirohi was
subsequently given in fief to Sisodiyo Jaga Mala, when Suratana rebelled
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and who in battle slew the son of Uluka, the devastator
of the Gurjara country, after binding [him] and bringing

1. 69. [him away] from his large forces, even into the presence
of the Emperor :

l [he] who speedily annihilated in battle
[the forces of] Virahima, the brother of the above-men-
tioned [Uluka], the incontrollable [rebel who] shaking
the earth [had] come [as far as] Ahipura,* blocking the
road 8

;

1. 70. [he] who after vanquishing the powerful sovereigns of

the river Sindhu, [the one] called Chatta, [the one called)

1. 71. Gajl and the rest,* made his own fame resound as far a

the moon through their [very] mouths.

Part iii

:

And the sovereign called Ibhrama, 5 having been de-

prived 6 with force of his position by [the sovereign]

and killed the latter together with his auxiliary rau Raya Sihgha Candra-
senota (Samvat 1G40 == A.D. 1583. Cir. Akbarnama, iii, p. 614).

1 Here too I have translated according to the original readin:

'

3^iTTTf?!^l%; 3T: preserved in the twin inscription, and have disregarded

the later alteration ^ffanrfi^: BHft in the text of the pratesti.

The phrase ^^TSFTflT^T, which apparently refers to Muhammad Husain

Mirza is again used inaccurately, as in 1. 65, for he was not a son, but a

brother of Ulurii. Another inaccuracy is the phrase ^TSfl t^T^T^TiT

" slew in battle M which is worded so as to convey the impression that

Raya Sihgha overpowered: and killed Muhammad Husain in a fair right.

From the Muhammad historians (Akbarnama, iii, pp. 85-6: Muntakhab,
ii, pp. 171-2) we know that after his capture by the Imperials in the

battle near Ahmadabad, .Muhammad Husain was made over to R5ya
Singha who shortly afterwards had him executed. A third inaccuracy

is the statement that Raya Singha captured and bound Muhammad
Husain ; from Abul Fazal we know that the capturers were Gada
'All, one of the royal servants, and a servant of the Khan Kilan, whose
name is not recorded (Akbarnama, iii, p. 84).

2 Ahipura M the city of the snakes" is but a poetical synonym of

Xagor (<Nagapura). The reading ^f%3^' is found only in the twin in-

scription, the prasasti and the gutikd substituting for it rf 3*fT .

3 When in September 1572 Akbar went to fight the Mirzas in Guja-

rat, Raya Sihgha was posted at Jodhpur to protect the rear (Akbarnama,
ii, p. 540; Muntakhab. ii, p. 144). He stuck to his duty well, and when
the next year Ibrahim MIrzg, routed at Sarnal, escaped to Nagor, Raya
Sihgha marched after him from Jodhpur and drove him away with loss

(Akbarnama, iii, pp. 49-50).
* Another reference to the Baluchistan campaign, which has already

been recorded in 1. 64. Among the Baluel leaders, whom Raya Sihgha

and Ism* ail Qui! Khan persuaded to submit and brought to Court, were

Ghazi Khan and Chita (Akbarnama, iii, p. 739), and these are evidently

the persons meant by the Gajl and Chatta of the text.

5 i.e. Ibrahim Mirza, the H Virahima" of 1. 69.

6 Literally "having abandoned."
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1. 72. called Raya Simha with bold intention came stronger

in battle and at Kathi, l oh ! the lustre of the Saka

family % was defeated by the most distinguished Raja-of-

rSjas, [and thus he who had] ever [been] honourable

1. 73. among the Sakas, had his hopes shattered and, having

lost his manliness, [became] agitated in [his] heart.

[And when Haklma 8 and the leaders of the Yavanas*

1. 74. with their power subjugated with their forces Labha-

purl 6 like [a city which has] lost all power of resistance,

the Indra-among-the-kings making haste [came and]

rescued [it].

And that banner of the Saka family
3
named Farldama *

1. 75. after creating a disturbance in the Kabila country, was

defeated with force by king Raya Simha, [and though he

was a] staunch hero, he lost [all his] fighting spirit.

1. 76. And thereafter the principal feudatories like Candra-

sena 7 and others, and king Satobhara 8
, and several other

lords of the earth, and the egregious sovereigns of the

1 Probably the Katoli of the Map, for which see note to 1. 64 above.
2 i.e. the house of Timur, to which the MlrzSs and also Akbar him-

self belonged. The term Saka is used again in this sense in 1. 73 and 1. 74.

3 Mirza Muhammad Hakim, who in 1581 A.D. crossed the Indus and
laid siege to Labor (Akbarnama, iii, p. 508; Muntakhab, ii, p. 300). The
siege was not pursued, because Akbar in person came to oppose his

brother—for such Hakim was—and the latter fled back across the Indus
into his province of Kabul. Before starting himself on the expedition,

Akbar had sent R-aya Sihgha to the Panjab in advance (Akbarnama, iii,

p. 494), and as the Muhammadan historians £*ive elearly to understand
that when the Emperor reached Lahor, Hakim was already in flight, it is

probably that the claim made by Raya Sihgha in our inscription to the

effect that he rescued Lahor, is founded on truth.
4 i.e. Kabulis.
& i.e. Lahor.
6 Faridun Khan, the maternal uncle of Mirza Muhammad IJakim,

and his chief instigator according to Al Badaoni (Muntakhab, ii, 299).

After reaching Lahor, as related above, Akbar proceeded to Katak Bana-
ras, on the Indus, and thence despatched an army at the command of

Sultan Murad to pursue Hakim. In this army Raya Sihgha was included

(op. cit., ii, p. 301 ; Akbarnama, iii, pp. 518-9). On the 30th July 1581,

a detachment of this army was engaged by Hakim and at the same time

attacked by Faridun Khan in the rear (Akbarnama, iii, pp. 533-4; Mun-
takhab, ii, p. 303), and the rebels obtained some success, but two days
afterwards both Hakim and Faridun were decisively beaten at Khurd
Kabul.

T The son of rau Mala De of Jodhpur, against whom Raya Singha
fought from 1574 to If 76, as related above. See note to 1. 64.

8 This can hardly be anybody else but Satra Sala, the Jama of Juna-
gadha in Soratha, but exactly when Raya Sihgha defeated him the Mu-
hammadan historians do not say. Satra Sala was defeated several times

by the Imperial generals ; once in 1584 A.D. by the Khan Khanan (Akbar-
nama, iii, pp. 683-4; Muntakhab, ii, p. 371), another time in 1589 A.D.
by A'zim Khan (Akbarnama, iii, pp. 902-6; Muntakhab, ii, pp. 384-5),

and a third time, also by A'zim Khan, in 1 ."» 92 A.D., when Junagadha
was taken (Akbarnama, iii, pp. 948-9 ; Muntakhab, ii, p. 392). But in the

last-mentioned action Raya Sihgha could not be present, for he had been
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1. 77. Kaccha country l
, were defeated by king Raya Simha

and reduced to worshipping his feet.

And after giving him a daughter of theirs according

to [his] desire, the other kings pay [to Raya Simha even]

an annual tribute, and thus [in return] for being free from
1. 78. fear, they always pay [to him] a tribute [in the form

of] in valuable ornaments of gold.

[And he] day after day has indeed made benefactions of

1. 79. different kinds of wealth, elephants, horses, carts, etc.,

[and also] emeralds, corals, gold, spotless pearls, silver,

kine, etc.

1. 80. And the rajnl of Raya Simha, Saubhagyadevi by name,

[is] the daughter of ravala HariRaja, the ruler of Jesala-

meru, and a [very] clever [woman] she [is indeed]. Simi-

1. 81. lar in greatness to LaksmI, Ganga, Girija and Savitrl [is

this] daughter of Hari' Raja, a Ganga, [in human form

as it were], similar to the Ganga in virtues."

The record of dates with which the inscription closes,

consists of a part in verses (two stanzas only) and a part in prose,

but the latter is with slight modiacations and enlargements

only a repetition of the former. As for the part in verses.

I have already pointed out above that the second of the two

stanzas whereof it consists is out of face where it is, and

I have also quoted the authority of the twin inscription to

show that this stanza formed part, in origin, of the panegyric

of Raya Singha and came after the third stanza in this pane-

gyric The substance of the information supplied by the

record of dates may be briefly summarized as follows :—

(a) In the year Samvat 1645, corresponding to the year

Saka 1510, the ninth day of the dark fortnight of Phalguna,

which was Thursday, the measurements of the site were taken.

(6) The next day, the tenth, which was Friday, the

foundations were dug out.

(c) The twelfth day of the bright fortnight of the same

month of Phalguna, which was Monday, the first stone was laid.

(d) And lastly in the vear Sam vat 1650, the sixth day ot

sent, a few months before, to help the Khan Khanan^vho was fighting a

difficult campaign against Jam Beg of Thattah (Akbarnama, in,
,

p..9-J

;

Muntak£ab, loc cit.). In 1593 A.D. Akbar gave Soratha in fief to Raya

Singha (Muntakhab, ii, p. 400). Now, it is just possible that the subjuga-

tion of the Jama bv RSya Singha, alluded to in the text of the inscrip-

tion, refers to the period when the latter was governor of Soratha

Otherwise, we should have to suppose that Raya Singha fought against

Satra Sala either in 1584 A.D. under the Khan_
Khanan

i
or in 158J A.D.

under Azim Khan, but against such a supposition is the circumstance

that Abul Fazlfl, while mentioning several amtrs who took part in the

two campaigns just mentioned, is silent about Raya Singna.

> Probably the KhengSr of the Muhammadan historians, who was a

confederate of*Satra Sala. Cfr. Akbarnama, in, p. 90:2.
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the bright fortnight of Magha. which was Thursday, with

the completion of this gate, the new fort caused to be built by
maharajadhirajamaharaja Raya Simha, was completed.

I now proceed to give below the full text of the prasasti

inscription.

s. * •

l. n t° ii ^fl*«!!N
l ^t ;

ii ^w^r^nc f*ra} ^fffarwr ^3^

m

£

3. fo£ sn-grsrfer fwzm n ^ n ^s^fspnsaRt *r^t <rw-

^iiRTfar^r^iTJTftraf-

10. sft^cimci^ltf Tld
J<(*|4H

1ETO^rn^'^TflTr srfenjjfcTsffar-

11. 7TWT^^(d(^Me|<unt 2T^\fa*<w^f^?twr^RT*TT-

13. ^TTOT^jYjTafcnrffiRt
+

anrrf^'TT^iTT^Rfcrrfcen^rRt

1 **r«, 2 *(i), s «f»., * ^.
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14. ^ZRT ||

l

|| 3JT^ ITCTWt %=T ^rf^TOt^TJTrqfcT: | *WT-
• .

H^T^Iir Wt TK3T iTJT^TT-sni
| ^ro-

19. iOf^ |?Jfft =?T eRfiin(l) fW |
cT^ ^TS^T^fj' W$U-

TTfr cTSTT ^tfci f^fTT^ ^T^^^ S
I
^TT ^T~

Cs v»

22. fcT^rfpr i
t^ct insert . sunTf^n^f *^t *m: i wrffl

23. WS WTcTT f%ff^W^^TT: | f^W^ 5 ¥&T* jfa

" n

25. Weft SWT I *n*TC3"V* f*Tf^TcfT %T l^t TOreffHifT I ^T

*TTO^T sawn f^nrp^fn I
*r^ T*?

l3_

26. TTIT^ ^^Id ^fgiTTcprTcr I
fSFSHsTWcft ^'* T*

1 A blank, 2 '1°. 3 'W,

«

The pitted reads SJafW ,
6 The^«? »<3 reads f^TTW S*f«*m,

io .„,
'

ii .ws n .tf,
18 ^-. '*
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27. ^7 toft^.' I ^^j ^pprpsft M*!^ v<* v i t^^f :
I g^T

38

39

*T^ HT^TcTT

29. TOT* I srarew^r ^4 fisiWfftfer ^sp
I eT^w^rt ffr-

31. ?tt i ^^inrTOi fasnrer^r ^m*r> i cr^ft wrp iftuffr

34. *;^ ^^ ^ct TsrftflpsrcT:
i c?^t *ijw- ^cft strt: ftfg-

S» s.

,+35. fgWk: I *r^T^ eTciR:
s g<l*HsUg ^tJT^T: I

cTcft SWi

^cft T$ cf^T^TT *PWt [s]*TW I

6
o^TflFT-

37. cTt
| r^^f^TT(^TT^f*T cT«7T5T: SPH^Rcr

I cr^W^t 3TTITT-

40. TOt wtthw^ [i] *nnrreiajcft ^T(>Y] fsrgfererajcft
S» *- -* si

c ^°, The gutikn reads SPIT* .
3 o^o, 4 °ins& 5

rHJJrJT .
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41. w s^w® wp w* i s^fa^i wz^tf*rew$Tm*\ i
[i]

T-

^T^I ^c{*fTcT 3JT*T H?Rfaqf I
cT^t-

efeft TO^ M^TfW^ 5
I
**^1*T ^TTrrercTT

45. *rnra [i] gfag snr^ft [^^m^^W^ *& I ^*™ct

.6 ,1

afafcWfT^ ¥^T 1W *Tm' [l] srf^PnT.<g

47. ^g%T sT^T^^Tr*^ I
cR?T ^l[ :

] S*T 1TCJT cT^ ^= fi?T-

w- i sicNrw cTT^t TOT8 Tfr ^ :
i
^mr^t *fa^

48. [sy^m ^srraWt [»^ i gstesro ^^ *rt?jwap

50. ?efcr f^Tcrt imtfTWTTO i
t&J$*9 ^ WT^T ^T

l t5fl ., 2 ^ The^uffW reads ^', which is evidently the

correct reading, s sir, * °w> b ***> *

l

t
f

i

7 „ f

• o*j:, 9 >fW,
10 «*•,
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62

57. cq<l^^l^l| ^ mm tfftr?r f^cft | ct^w m^W-

s»

*I5T% *r> [^j ^^rf^^jTfwfr^K ^<iq-fcnft ^ :
II

fr^n^^r irfcft ftfr'^cTT %*r
II

The
s*re*jgwww*i

4

10

WTg'Tff *>, b Ht^Trf

f For the words in brackets the gu\ik&

-$\*fZ*M[r u «1ZS
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65. ^ctt ^wMt: p(*rrt> jftftf^)
3 * i ft «u tfrrct f*rcn

67-. Tft ^^f^T^^^N ll \ II ^ ^Tfsrfr|^%T [s]4-

^W^Y^^fftn 1 i^iW *fafa 7

69. ^ cTgqri^ft^>(^ *fcnrfcrr- wat)
u

II * I ^^^ **-

"
faS)

l**rf*jr *fcT wt f*H*PT
13 "TO W*w-

» For the passage in brackets the futftt substitutes :
«rftl«Tflf«frm

6 firvtfirifNf

1 ' For the part in brackets the twin inscription substitutes :

fNl%[:] 3*
sfaS* fa

13

For <fa*t, but the metre will not allow such a correction,
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74. ^t *ST%% I %ftcTT T^TOsfRRf t SRSfT fTcTrft

^W II ^ II HRfcflTff:W2^^-

4

9

77. TfhrT%jftcTT ^r rnrf*r% n g n ^T
* -^ ^^ =KT*ng^

78. ^ *r«^T ^r^wf^w^Tsr^faiTwrR 6 ^S^nqrR' 11 V II

^i^jmT^^Tfcfrrjfrc^t-

79. Tfr fcnpr^trftp
I frjp^^^^f^^ ^

^w^ofi: w* 11 i 11 §r*n?r%-

ttw ^brrofcft tt
11 \ [11]

<*-

wag^nr pffon 11 ^ [11]

82. W$ W^^^f^Tc^T^ W[% cWJg fnftf tp^ ^;

«rem85. fsrraft ^TTwnHfsr a*rr ^ftit ^ srcj 33ft ^tj

^frew ^fcnrfart \_s]vm\'. 11 ^ 11

©** 2 ^ 3
»

'

6 Gutikd- •Tinfff', 4
°i*T,

^*T, • ft^, 7 .,, 8

*Jt, ln Twin inscription : Jpft:, ' ' ^f o. ia
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87. ^rfafsr wmpi jtw man^rS t^w f^ft ^^^rfcrrt ^rg-

rrsnw^ ^jTwnftJt -^^i^r

89. ^rfc ^^r ^Tct^ wv n*ro wf \<8«^ =nf qrr5£«r*gfe

90. w ^itwnfsr *ffrit ^w fit^T^T^rt Ikt- II *ro *facr

91. wrt6 ^ t^ffa^" *Tra7TTfa *ffr5t *TTf
8*J^TfVOT-

i

L. P. Tessitori

Bihaner, l&h March, 1919.

6 Gutikd: ^Pl«W ,

7 Gutiko: ^tTT°'

/-> ^»
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Proceedings of the Ordinary Genera!

Meetings, 1920.

JANUARY, 1920.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 7th January 1P20, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A.,

F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Manen, Dr. H. W
W. A. K. Christie, Mr. Johan van

m. Maior R. B. Sevmour Sewell,

I.M.S., Pandit Amulya Charan Ghosh, Vidyabhusana.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-one presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Dr. L. P.

Tessitori.

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected as

ordinary members

:

Mr. Hassan Suhrawardy, M.D., L.M ,
F.R C.S.I., District

Medical Officer, Lillooah, E.I.R., proposed by the Hon Justice

Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., seconded by Dr. P. J. Brunl

;

Mr. S. Parameshara Aiyar, Under Secretary to the Govern-

ment of Travancore and Private Secretary to the Dewan,

Trivandram, Travancore, proposed by Mahamahopadhyaya

Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by Dr. W. A. K. Christie.

The following gentlemen were proposed, on behalf of the

Council, as Honorary Fellows

:

Sir Charles Eliot, K.C.M.G., C.B M.A., LLD D.C.L.

Prof. T. W. Rhvs Davids, LL.D., Ph.D., L\Sc
. ;

Prof. Sylvam

Levi ; Sir Mare Aurel Stein, K.C.I.E., Ph.D. DXitt., D.Sc; Prof.

A. Foucher. D.Litt. ; Arthur Keith, Esq., M.D.,F.R.C.S., LL.D

F.R.S.; R. D. Oldham, Esq., FR,S. FG.S F^R.G.S. ;
Sir

David Prain. Kt., C.M.G., CLE., M.A., M.B LL.D F_R.S.L.,

F.L.S., F.R.S., F.Z.S., M.R.I.A., I.M.S.; Sir^oapph I*n*w,

Kt., M.P., MA., D.Sc, LL.D., D.C.L, F.R S F.R.A S^ Sir

James Frazer, Kt., D.C.L., LL.D., D.Litt. ;
Prof. J. Takakusu.

Sir Charles Norton Edgecumbe Eliot.

Sir Charles Norton Edgecumbe Eliot, K.C.M.G., C.B..

M.A., LL.D., D.C.L., is a distinguished student of zoology,
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philology and international politics. In zoology he is recog-

nized as one of the chief living authorities on the Nudibranch

molluscs, while in philology he has published a grammar of

the Finnish language and given evidence of an extraordinarily

wide acquaintance with languages of the Far East in various

books of studies. In the course of his career he has held

the posts of British High Commissioner of Samoa, His Majesty's

Commissioner and Commander-in-Chief for the British East

Africa Protectorate, Vice-Chancellor of the University of

Sheffield and the first Principal of the University of Hongkong.

He is now British Ambassador in Japan.

Thomas William Rhys Davids.

Thomas William Rhys Davids, son of Rev. T. W. Rhys
Davids, was born at Colchester on the 12th of May, 1843. He
was educated at Brighton and subsequently graduated from

the University of Breslau ; in 1866, he passed the Civil Service

examination and was gazetted to Ceylon
;
where he won much

fame and popularity as an able and conscientious officer.

It was in Cevlon that he felt attracted to the studv of Pali

and Buddhist Literature which he afterwards made it his

life-work to investigate and popularise. During his stay in

the East he lost no opportunity of gathering as much first-

hand information on these subjects as he possibly could. His

thoughtful and diligent researches were from time to time
published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society and
other important papers and helped to create a taste for the

study of Buddhism and the Pali language. He returned to

London and became a Barrister of the Middle Temple in

1877. In 1882 he founded the Pali Text Society and in 1895

the Oriental Translation Fund. In 1887 he was appointed

Secretary and Librarian of the Royal Asiatic Society but
resigned in 1905, when he accepted the Chair of Comparative
Religion at Manchester. In 1894 he married Caroline Augusta,

a highly gifted, intellectual lady with tastes similar to his

own. She is the author of " Buddhist Psvchological Ethics,"

'Psalms of the Early Buddhists," "Buddhism," etc. She
also collaborated with her husband in the composition of

some of his most valuable works. The following is a list of

his most important and best known works :

—

" Buddhism," containing a sketch of the life of Gautama
Buddha, published in 1878 for the London Society for the

Promotion of Christian Knowledge.
" Buddhist Birth Stories, Vol. I " (1880), a collection of 40

Jatakas or Birth-Stories consisting of fairy tales, parables,

fables, riddles and comic and moral stories, some bearing a
striking resemblance to similar ones current in the west.

€< Buddhist Suttas from the Pali " (1881).
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" Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon " (1S77).
" Hibbert Lectures " (1881). Six in number, of which the

first and most important considers the proper place of Bud-
dhism in the development of religious thought, and the third

gives a sound and erudite exposition of the theory of Karma.
"Sacred Books of the East," Buddhist Sottas.
;

< Dialogues of the Buddha " (1899 and 1910).

-Buddhist India" (1902).

"Early Buddhism " (1908), etc.

Few writers have contributed so much to the knowledge
of Buddhism as he. The writer of this monograph had the

honour of coming in personal touch with him when he came
to India in 1904 to pursue his investigations and researches at

Kapilavastu.

Prof. Sylvain Levi.

Prof.Sylvain Levi, a distinguished oriental scholar, was an
inhabitant of Alsace. His family came to Paris after the occu-

pation of that country by the Germans. The Professor

early distinguished himself by his exhaustive work entitled

"Theatre Indien," which was an improvement on H.

W His work on " La doctrine du
sacrifice dans les Brahamanas " laid the foundation of the study

of the Vedic sacrifices in Europe. In 1897 he came to India

and visited Nepal where he collected some of the rarest

Buddhist and Hindu manuscripts, and wrote his history of

Nepal. Of the manuscripts collected, he has edited and tran-

slated the Mahayana Sutralankara, a work on the Yogacara

system of Philosophy of the Buddhist by Asanga, the brother

of Vasubyandu, in the 5th Century A.D. He is now engaged

in deciphering the vast mass of manuscripts and other mater-

ials unearthed in the deserts of Yaklamakan and Gobi in

Central Asia. His Chinese studies have resulted in throwing

light on many obscure points of the history of India and her

literature.

Sir Marc Aurel Stein.

India.

1892. Rajatarangini, ed. of Sanskrit text.

1900. Rajatarangini, annotated transl., 2 Vols.

1905. Archaeological Survey Progress Report,

Central Asia

First Expedition.

1S03. Sand-buried Ruins of Khotan, 1 Vol.

1907. Ancient Khotan, 2 Vols.

1908. Mountain Panoramas (Royal Geogr. Soc).

*
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Second Expedition.

1912. Ruins of Desert Cathay, 2 Vols.

In preparation, Serindia, the scientific account of the

second expedition.

Third Expedition.

1917. A third Journey of Exploration, etc., in Ind.

Ant., Vol. xlvi (1917), June—November inclusive

(reprinted from Journ. Roy* Geogr. Soc).

A. Foucber.

Professor A. Foucher of the University of Paris is one of

the foremost living authorities on Indian Art and Archaeo-

logy. Amongst his numerous contributions may be mentioned

in particular his comprehensive treatise on the Graeco-Bud-

rlhist Art of Gandhara (2 Vols.., 1905 and 1918). His other

works treat of Buddhist Iconography in India (2 Vols., 1901

and 1905), and the Indo-Afghan Frontier (1900). His notes

on the Ancient Geography of Gandhara puplished in 1901 have

been translated into English by Mr. Hargreaves. A series

of papers published by him between 1908 and 1912 on Bud-

dhist Art in India and Java have been translated into English

by Mr. L. A. Thomas and Mr. F. W. Thomas and were published

in a handsome illustrated volume in 1917.

Arthur Keith.

Fellow of the Royal Society, Conservator of the Museum

and Hunterian Professor, Royal College of Surgeons of England.

Secretary, Anatomical Society of Great Britain, 1899-1902.

President. Royal Anthropological Institute, 1912-14.

Member de la Societe d'Anthropologie de Paris, 1913.

Publications—various articles in Scientific Journals.

Introduction to the Study of the Anthropoid Apes, 1896.

Human Embrvology and Morphology, 1901.

Assistant Editor, Treves' Surgical and Applied Anatomy.

Ancient Types of Man, 1911.

The Human Body, 1912.

Antiquity of Man, 1914.

Eiehard Dixon Oldham.

Richard Dixon Oldham,' F.R.S., son of the late Dr. T. Old-

ham, first Director, joined the Geological Survey of India

in the year 1879 and retired in 1903. During his offi-

cial career he published many papers dealing with geology

and covering a wide field of subjects. Students of Indian

geology owe him a debt of gratitude for a " Bibliography of
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Indian Geology" and the second edition of the "Manual of

the Geology of India." The study of seismological questions

seems to have attracted him at an early date and his publica-

tions culminating in a recent speculation on the ' Constitution

of the Earth as revealed by Earthquakes " have placed him in

the fore-front of living seismologists. Since his retirement he

has always taken a great interest in the problems of Indian

geology and he has recently summarised from the geological and

geodetic standpoints the origin of the Himalaya mountains

and the Gangetic trough.

Mr. Oldham was a member of the Asiatic Society while

he was in India, and served on the Council from 1897-99 and

w Vice-President in 1902 and 1903.

Sir David Prain.

Sir David Prain was Curator of the Herbarium of the

Roval- Botanic Gardens, Sibpur, from 1887 to 1898 and

Superintendent of the Gardens from 1898 to 1905. From
1905 he has been Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens of

Kew
He has published monographs and papers on :

The species of Perticularis of the Indian Empire, the

species of Dalbergia, the genus Croyaphora, the genus Gompho-

stemma, the vegetation of the Coco Group, the botany of the

Laccadives, and numerous other papers on botanical subjects

of svstematic and economical importance.

Sir Joseph Larmor.

Sir Joseph Larmor was born in 1857. and graduated as

Senior Wrangler and first Smith's Prizeman in 1880, Sir Joseph

John Thomson being second Wrangler and second bmitns

Prizeman. For five years after graduation, he held the t.nair

of Natural Philosophy in Queen's College, Gal way, and m
Queen's University, Ireland. He next became Lecturer in

Mathematics at Cambridge from 1885 to 1903 when, upon the

death of Sir George Stokes, he was appointed Lucasian Pro-

fessor of Mathematics. He has published numerous original

papers on Mathematics and Physics and a remarkable work on

Aether and Matter which was awarded the Adams Prize u,

1899. In recognition of the high merit of his contribution

to Mathematics and Mathematical Physics, the Cambridge

Philosophical Society awarded him the Hopkins Prize in 189/,

the London Mathematical Society the DeMorgan Medal in

1914, the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society the

Wilde Medal in 1914, and the Royal Society a Royal Medal m
1915. He is an Honorary Member of numerous scientific

Societies and Academies.
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Sir James George Frazer.

Sir James George Frazer was born in 1854 ;
he stands in

the front rank of Anthropologists of the present generation.

He began life as a Barrister, but since 1907 he has been

Professor of Social Anthropology at Liverpool. His great work,

known as the " Golden Bough," was first published in 1890.

A second edition, greatly enlarged, was brought out ml9U0.

Since then the work has been completely recast and published

in twelve volumes. His other works are on the Early History

of the Kingship, Psvche's Task, Totemism and Exogamy

(in 4 Vols.), and Folk-lore in the Old Testament (in 3 Vols.).

In 1911 he delivered the Gifford Lectures on the Belief in

Immortality and the Worship of the Lead. Besides his work

in Anthropology, he has been a devoted student of Greek and

has published a monumental work on Pausanias in 6 Vols.,

which includes a translation and a commentary. The variety

of his literary Interests is indicated by his well-known volume

of annotated selections from Sallust, Pausanius, the Bible, the

letters of Cowper and the essays of Addison. He is a Fellow

of the British Academy, an Honorary Fellow of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh and a corresponding member of the Royal

Prussian Academy of Science.

Prof. J. Takakusu.

Prof. Takakusu of Japan is a distinguished Oriental

scholar. He made his mark by the publication of the transla-

tion of the Amitayur-dhyana-Sutra in the Sacred Books of the

East Series. He received his education in England and is

well known for his translation with critical notes of It-sing s

Record of the Buddhist religion as practised in India and the

Malay Archipelago. It is a record of the Buddhist practices

in accordance with Arya-Mula-Sawastivadanikaya with its

three sub-divisions Dharmagupta, Mahisasaka and Kasyapiya,

prevailing in Udyana, Kharachara and Kustuna. This is a

most interesting book on Buddhist Vinaya as prevailing in the

7th century A.D. Prof. Takakusu's articles in the J.R.A.S.

are most illuminating ; that on Paramartha's life of Vasu-

bandhu written in the 5th century describes the palmiest days

of Indian philosophic thought both Hindu and Buddhist.

The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhapadhyaya communi-
cated an obituary notice of Lord Rayleigh, an Honorary Fel-

low of the Society.

John William Strutt, Baron Rayleigh, was born in 1842.

He graduated as Senior Wrangler and first Smith's Prizeman
in the University of Cambridge in 1865 and was elected to a

Fellowship in Trinity College the very next year. On the

death of Professor James Clerk Maxwell he was appointed
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Cavendish Professor of Experimental Physics at Cambridge
in 1879. The strain however proved too great and he resigned

the Professorship in 1884, when he was succeeded by Mr. (now
Sir) Joseph John Thomson. He subsequently became Pro-

fessor of Natural Philosophy at the Royal Institution in 1887,

but retired in 1905. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society,

and finally became its President. He was also a medallist of

the Royal Society (Copley, Royal and Rumford) and a Nobel

Laureate in Physics (1904). Lord Rayleigh attained a world-

wide reputation as a Mathematician and Physicist of the

highest order, and learned Societies delighted to include his

name in the list of their Honorary Fellows and Corresponding

Members. The scientific papers published by him exceed four

hundred in number. The collection published under his

supervision by the Cambridge University Press occupies five

substantial volumes. They contain 349 papers, of which the

first was published in 1869 and the last in 1910. It is

estimated that the papers published subsequently will cover

at least one additional volume. There is no department of

Physics which has not been enriched by Lord Rayleigh. But

a very considerable proportion relate to what may be called the

Theory of Vibrations in Solids, Liquids and Gases. How wide

his activities were may be judged from the epoch-making

memoir on Argon composed in collaboration with the late

Professor Ramsay. Indeed his hand is visible when we study

the history of the development of Modern Physics in the

domains of Electricity and Magnetism, Optics, Acoustics,

Thermo-Dynarnics. Dynamical Theory of Gases, Constitution

of Matter, Hydro-Dynamics, Capillarity, Elasticity and the

Foundations of Mechanics. His great treatise on the Theory

of Sound has played a very important part in the unification

and development of our knowledge of that subject
;
and like

everything else produced by him bears testimony to a rare

combination of mathematical acumen and experimental skill.

Lord Ravleigh was appointed to the Order of Merit and was a

Privv Councillor and the French Government created him an

Officer of the Legion of Honour. Upon the death of the Duke

of Cavendish, he was elected Chancellor of the University of

Cambridge.

FEBRUARY, 1920.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the"4th February, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Forty-one presentations of books, etc., were announced.
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The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected

as ordinary members

:

Mr. 11. Brian C. Hill, Tea Planter, Assam, late attached

30th Lancers, Chabua P.O., Upper Assam, proposed by

Dr. W. A. K. Christie, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale ;
Mr. W. I.

Keir. Assistant Architect to the Government of Bengal, Sibpur

Engineering College, proposed by Dr. H. G. Carter, seconded

by Dr. N. Annandale ; Mr. Brij Narayan, Assistant, Q.M.G.'s

Office, Army Headquarters, Alice Villa
;

Simla, proposed by

Mr. L. F. Rushbrook William, seconded by Mr. Ram Prasad

Tripathi.

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected as

Honorary Fellows :

Sir Charles Eliot, K.C.M.G., C.B., M.A., LL.D., D.C.L.

;

Prof, T. W. Rhvs Davids, LL.D., Ph.D., D.Sc. ; Prof. Sylvain

Levi; Sir Marc Aurel Stein. K.C.T.E., Ph.D., D.Litt., D.Sc. ;

Prof. A. Foucher, D.Litt., ; Arthur Keith, Esq., M.D.,F.R.C S.,

LL.D., F.R.S. ; Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S.

;

Sir David Prain, Kt , C.M.G., CLE., M.A., M.B., LLD.,
F.R.S.E., F.L.S.. F.R.S., F.Z.S., M.R.I.A., I.MS.; Sir Joseph

Larmor, Kt., M.P., M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.,F.R.A.S.

;

Sir James Frazer, Kt., D C.L., LL.D., D.Litt. ; Prof. J. Taka

kusu.

The President drew attention to the following exhibi-

tions :

1. A copy of Rennell's Atlas of 1781.—J. G. Cumming,

Esq.

2. An engraved stone-statue of Ganesa with inscriptions

in Bengali and Telegu.—Ganapati Sircar, Esq.

3. A collection of sacrificial utensils, and ancient surgical

instruments ; a Burmese Golden Book and a Silver

Book ; Tibetan-Italian Dictionary, 1720-40 ;
Italian-

Tibetan Payma Karpo ; a translation of the Sad-

dharma Pandarika in Tibetan.—The President.

4. (1) A picture of Kesar from China.

(2) A Chaitya from Ceylon.

(3) Tibetan manuscripts mounted in gold.—Mahamaho-
padhvaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

5. Six Albums, with mounted photographs illustrating

Indian archaeologv. The subjects are (a) (1) Aivalli,

(2) Pattadakal, (3) Bijapur, (4) Mahintale, etc., (5)

Sanchi, etc., (6) Ellora, etc., (b) A plate-work on

Pompeii (by Niccolin), (c) A three-volume plate-

work on Arabic Art, d'Avennes.—J. van Manen, Esq

6. Quranic Manuscript.—A. H. Harley. Esq.
7. Coloured representations of Indian birds.—S. C Law,

Esq.
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8. Photographs illustrating the vegetation of Barkuda,
an Island in the Chilka Lake.—Dr. N. Annandale.

.9. A series of drawings from interesting and attractive

cercariae with a photograph of the locality where
the Schistosome cercaria was first discovered in the

neighbourhood of Calcutta.—Major R. B. S. SewelL
10. A Tigari, a peculiar type of a coracle-like structure

made of clay used as a boat.—Baini Prashad, Esq.

11. (1) Some Titanosaur remains from Jubbulpore, collect-

ed by Dr. Matley.

(2) The Adhiket meteorite.

(3) Bilaspur limestone, suitable for lithographic pur-

poses ; and a slab of Solenhofen stone for compari-

son.

(4) A series of Indian wolfram, tin and lead-zinc

minerals, with foreign specimens for comparison.

The Geological Survey of India.

12. Diagram illustrating th^ relationship and the geologi-

cal distribution of the genera, subgenera and sections

of the Cyprseidae, and their probable genealogical

connection. Specimens of the various classifica-

tory divisions also exhibited.— E. Vredenburg, Esq.

13. (1) Inscribed Prehistoric Pottery (from Bhita, Allaha-

bad).

(2) Free-hand drawing on paper of Gupta period (from

C. Asia).

(3) New type of Kalachuri gold coin of 11th century

A.D., bearing the king's name " Udayadeva/'

(4) New
name
A.D.

type of Nepal silver coin bearing the King's

" balamardanasahadeva," Samvat 1888= 1831

Q
name Rajendra Lakshml Devi, Samvat 1691 A.D.

(6) Rare gold coins of Sallakshanapa, Ajayapala and

Mahipala of the Tomara dynasty of Ajmir and

Delhi of about 978-1003 A.D.—D. R, Bhandarkar,

Esq.

MARCH. 1920.

The Monthlv General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the^rd March, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Habaprasad Shastri, C.I.E., M.A.,

F.A.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. W. A. K. Christie, The Hon.

Mr. J. G. Gumming, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. J. van Manen,
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Dr. H. W. B. Moreno, Dr. K. S. Ray, Babu Sasadhar Roy,

Major R. B. Seymour Sewell, Dr. Beni Prashad.

Visitors :—Mr. S. N.Roy Chowdhury, Mrs. Sewell.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-nine presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. Ram Avatar

Pande (retd. Judge) of Mirzapore, an ordinary member, had

expressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The President announced that Rai Bahadur Charu Ch.

Chaudhuri and Babu Dharani Dhur Dutta being largely in

arrears with their subscriptions had been declared defaulters

and that their names would be posted in accordance with

Rule 38.

The General Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who had been appointed to serve on the various

committees during 1920.

Finance Committee.
President

Treasurer \ ex-officio.

Secretarv
Dr. N. Annandale.
Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.
The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt

Library Committee.

President,
^

Treasurer.

Secretary.

Anthropological Secretary.

Biological Secretary. )>Ex-officio

Physical Science Secretary.

The two Philological Secretaries.

Medical Secretarv.

Hon. Librarian. J

J. van Manen, Esq.
Hon. Mr. W. C. Wordsworth.

Philological Committee

President

Treasurer \ ex-officio.

Secretary
Dr. Satis Chandra Vidvabhusana.

.

The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.
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Babu Nilmani Chakravarti.

A. H. Harley, Esq., M.A.

Aga Muhamad Kazim Shirazi.

The Hon. Dr. A Suhrawardy, M.A.

H. G. Carter, Esq., M.B.

%

W

Hon. Numismatist.

Lt.-Col. H. Nevill, I.C.S.

Hon. Joint Secretaries, Science Congress.

Dr. J. L. Simonsen.

Prof. P. S. Macmahon.

President

Building Committee

Treasurer } ex-offi

Secretary

The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.

Dr. H. H. Hayden.
H A. Crouch, Esq.

W. W. K. Page, Esq.

Publication Committee.

President 1

Treasurer
Secretary
Anthropological Secretary

Biological Secretary \
ex-offi

Physical Science Secretary

The two Philological Secretaries

Medical Secretary

Honorary Librarian J

The following gentlemen were balloted for as ordinary

members :

—

(1) The Rt. Hon'ble Lawrence John Lumley Dunda Earl

of Ronaldshav, G.C.I.E., Governor of Bengal, P™posec by

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shasta, C.I.E ^conded b

Dr.W. A.K. Christie; (2) Narendra NaihBoye, Esq *™*£
Bhagalpur College, Bhagalpur, proposed by Mahamahc pa-

dhvaW Harapralad Shastri, seconded by Babu Pancha cm

Mukhopadhyaya; (3) Professor P. C. Mahaanobis Ind lan

Educational Service, 210.Cornwallis Street, Calcutta, proposed

bv Dr. N. Annandale, seconded by Major R. B^ Sraoor

Sewell; (4) Jagadindranath Lahiri, Esq., M.So. Chennst to

i.L- bJJ.iai.3Li Q „ri Piiarmfliimitical Works, Ld., Calcutta,
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proposed by Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Dr. R. L. Datta

;

(5) B. Sjindara Baj
9

Esq., Assistant to the Director of

Fisheries. Madras Fisheries Bureau, Cathedral P. 0., Madras,
proposed by Dr. N. Annandale, seconded bj^ Dr. B. L. Chau-
dhuri

; (6) P. Bosworth Smith, Esq., Mining Engineer, Oorgaum
P. 0., South India, proposed by Dr. H. H. Hayden, seconded
by Dr. W. A. K. Christie; (7) J. H. de Caynoth- Ballardie,

Esq., City Architect, Calcutta, proposed b}^ Dr. W. A. K.
Christie, seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri

;

(8) Qapt. P. Qanguli, I.M.S., 11/1 Ghose's Lane, Calcutta,
proposed by Dr. Upendranath Brahmachari, seconded by
the Hon'ble Justice Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee, Kt., and (9) S. A.
Khuda Baksh, Esq., M.A., B.C.L., Calcutta, proposed by Mr.
A. H Harley, seconded by the Hon'ble Justice Sir Ashutosh
Mookerjee, Kt.

The following papers were read :

1. The Automatic Control of the Separation of a Liquid into
Fractions limited by Specified Densities.—By H. B. Dunnicliff.

2. A Discussion on the Value of Bodily Measurements in
Distinguishing Human Races.—By N. Annandale.

3. The Tigari—a primitive type of boat used in Eastern
Bengal.—By B. Prashad.

4. Further Notes on the Genus Camptoceras {Mollusca
Pulmonata).—By N. Annandale and B. Prashad.

All these papers have been published in the Journal.

O

APRIL, 1920.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 7th April. 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprashad Shastri, CLE.,
M.A., F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. W. A. K. Christie, Mr. Hem
Chandra Das-Gupta, Mr. Johan van Manen, Mr. Panchanan
Mitra, and Dr. Beni Prashad.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Seventy-six presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Lieut. -Col.
John Manners-Smith, C.V.O. and Mr. Tukaram Krishna Laddu,
ordinary members of the Society.
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The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected

as ordinary members

:

Kumar Krishna Bulla, B.L., Esq. Attorney-at-Law and

Zemindar, 10, Hastings Street, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. B. L.

Chaudhuri, seconded bv Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad

Shastri, CLE. : Hariprasad Pradhan, Esq., 31. A., Pradhans

Cottage, Darjeeling, proposed by Mr. J. van Manen, seconded

by Dr. W. A. K. Christie.

The following papers were read :

(a) The Results of a recent Tour in Search of Pre-historic

Antiquities.—By Panchanan Mitea

This paper will not be published in the Journal.

(b) The word " Taghar explained"—By Mattlvt Abdul

Walt.

This paper has been published in the Journal.

o

MAY, 1920

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the*5th May, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprashad Shastri, CLE., Iff. A.,

F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulvi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale Dr. t*. L. unauaoun,

Dr. W. A. K. Christie, Dr. L. L Fermor Mr Ga^pati Sircar,

Mr T P Ghosh, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. Hem Chundei Da*-

Gupta, Mr JoharV van Manen, Dr. H. W. B. Moreno, Major R.

B. S. Sewell. and Mr. E. Vredenburg.

Visitor.— Babu Xritya Gopal Sarkar.

The minutes of theHast meeting were read and confirmed.

Nineteen presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Mahama-

hopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, an ordinary

member of the Society.

The President announced that the Council at its last

n eeting passed the following Resolution :—

« The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal[records ,ta

deep sorrow at the death of Mahamahopadhyaya I r^Sas

Chandra Vidvabhusana and its sense of loss not only to the
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Council and to the Society which he has ungrudgingly served
for 13 years, but also to Oriental learning generally. It offers

to his widow its sincere condolence on her bereavement." -

The General Secretary reported that Mr. J. MacKenna,
I.C.S., Lieut. -Col. B. H. Deare, I.M.S., ordinary members, had
expressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The President announced that in accordance with Rule
41, the Council had decided to propose to the Society the
removal from the member list of the name of Dr. A. Fi'ihrer,
an associate member of the Society, this proposition to be
submitted to ballot at the next meeting of the Society.

The President announced that the following four members
being largely in arrears with their subscriptions have been
declared defaulters and that their names would be posted in
accordance with Rule 38 :

—

Babu Jamini Kanta Biswas of Cuttack,
Lama Kazi Dausamdup of Gangtok,
Babu Akhoy Kumar Maitra of Rajshahi,
Moulvi Abdul Majid of Lucknow.

The President announced that Mr. A. H. Harley hail
been appointed Honorary General Secretary in the place of
Dr. W. A. K. Christie when he would go on leave, and that
Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar had been appointed Joint Philological
Secretary in the place of Mahamahopadhvaya Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, deceased.

The Anthropological Secretary laid on the table a letter
and report from the Ecole d'Arithropologie, Paris, on the
proposed organization of an International i Institute of Anthro-
pology.

The proposal of the Council for the ejection of a new
building for the Society of which intimation had been given by
letter to all Resident members in accordance with Rule G4A
was brought up for discussion

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected
as ordinary members :

(1) Major E. S. Harcourt, M.C., Offg. Secretarv, Board of
Examiners, proposed by the Hon. Dr. A. Suhrawardv, sec-
onded by Aga Muhammad Kazim Shirazi

; (2) S. N. Ghose, Esq.,
B.Sc. (Glasgow), M. R. San. (Lond.) Asst. Sanitary Engineer,
Bengal, 67, Dharamtola Street, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. B.
L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Kumar Harit Krishna Deb.

Dr. Annandale on behalf of Mr. Sundar Lai Hora
exhibited a collection of ethnographical specimens from
Manipur. \
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The following papers were read :

L Introduction to the Biology of an Island in the Chilka
Lake {with lantern slides).—By N. Astnandale.

M
2. '/

Cyrtona McClelland.—By Hem Chandra Das-Gupta.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

<>

JUNE, 1920.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the*2nd June, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Maitamahopadhyaya Harapbasad Shastpj, CLE., M.A..

F.A S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar, Babu N. G. Majumdar, Dr. R,

C. Majumdar, Mr. J. van Manen, Mr. Panchanan Mitra, Babu

Sasadhar Roy, Major R. B Seymour Sewell, I M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretarv reported the death of Maharaja

Sir Girija Nath Ray, Bahadur, K.C.I.E., an ordinary member

of the Societv.

The President announced that Mr. W. B. Gourlay and

Dr. Ramesh Chandra Majumdar had been appointed members

of the Council.

The President called the attention of the meeting to the

announcement made at the May General Meeting to the effect

that the Council had decided on and proposed to the Society

the removal from the member list of the name of Dr. A. 1 uhrer,

an associate member of the Society. The proposition was

submitted to ballot in accordance with Rule 41.

For—3

.

Against—2. .

Not carried.

The President announced that the following four members

being largely in arrears with their subscriptions had been

posted as defaulting members since the last meeting and that

their names had been removed from the member list
:

-
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Babu Jamini Kanta Biswas of Cuttack,

Lama Kazi Dausamdup of Gangtok,

Babu Akhoy Kumar Maitra of Rajshahi.

Moulavi Abdul Majid of Lucknow.

In accordance with Rule 48 (d) the General Secretary

reported that the Council had sanctioned to the widow of the

late Babu Nani Lai Manna, despatcher of the Society in con-

sideration of his services to the Society since 1892, a gratuity

of Rs. 210, representing six months' pay.

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected

as ordinary members :

(1) S. A. Skinner, Esq., Engineer and Director, Messrs.

Jessop & Co., Ld., 93, Clive Street, Calcutta, proposed by

Mr. W. K. Dods, seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad

Shastri; (2) N. G. Majumdar, Esq., M.A., Student, Calcutta

University, 70, Russa Road, Bhowanipur, Calcutta ,
proposed by

Mr. D. R, Bhandarkar, seconded by Dr. Ramesh Chandra
Majumdar.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri exhibited a

Nepalese manuscript of the 12th century and read a note

on it.

The following paper was read :

—

1. Historical data from the colophons of manuscripts.

By Ramesh Chandra Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D.

This paper will be published in a subsquent number ot

the Journal, —o—
JULY, 1920.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the7th July, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E.,M.A. ;

F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulvi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. U. N. Brahma-
chari, Dr. J. J. Campos, Mr. Hem Chunder Das-Gupta, Mr.

D. McLean, Mr. Johan van Manen, Dr. G. E. Pilgrim, Major

R. B. S. Sewell, Mr. Vredenburg
:
Mr. A. H. Harley.

Visitor :
—-Dr. P. Cunha.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Sixteen presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Mr. E. J.
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Woodhouse and Lieut.-Col. W. D. Sutherland, CLE., M.D.,

F.A. S.B., I. M.S., ordinary members of the Society.

The President announced that the Council at its last meet-

ing passed the following Resolution :—

" The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal records its

deep sorrow at the death of Lieut.-Col. William Dunbar

Sutherland, CLE., M.D., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., and its sense of loss

not only to the Council and to the Society of which he was a

Vioe-President but also to medical science generally. It offers

to his widow its sincere condolence on her bereavement."

The General Secretary read an obituary notice of Lieut.-

Col. Sutherland prepared by Major G. Berkeley-Hill, I. M.S.

William Dunbar Sutherland was born on the 13th Septem-

ber, 1866, at Lucknow. He was the 8t u of Robert Sutherland,

an officer in the Armv Medical Service, a Scottish Highlander.

How narrowly he survived his birth is evidenced by the fact

that he was instantlv christened by a Roman Catholic priest

who happened to be near at hand and was hailed into the house

by the distracted midwife, an Irish woman and a staunch

daughter of the Church. Although occasionally prone to allude

to this episode as his first and last connection with the Church

of Rome/Sutherland always appeared to cherish a tender inter-

est in Roman Catholicism, so that it is not improbable that

this interest derived its emotional value for him from the

circumstances in which he made his entry upon life
!

Of bis

early life Sutherland rarely spoke except to extol his beloved

Alma Mater, the University of Edinburgh. Like so many

medical students of his day, as well as many who came after

him, Sutherland was greatly impressed with the lectures of the

late Sir Henry Littlejohn, so that it may be assumed that his

interest in that branch of medicine which was eventually to

become the absorbing study of his life, as well as that which

he was destined to advance and uplift in India, oives much of

its origin and growth to the genius and personality of that

great exponent of Medical Jurisprudence
MfcA™*,

In addition to the lectures of Littlejohn at Edmbuigh

Sutherland attended those of the famous irenoh medico- gal

jurist, Brouardel, in Paris, and, to quote ^?™™^a
**n-

ved much profit from them." It was during th, course o

study in Paris that Sutherland laid the foundation, o 1 at

knowledge of the French language of which h«>*emri>
became so complete a master. He took his M.B^dC^. in

1888, and shortlv afterwards sat twice lor the exan ma ion or

a commission as Surgeon in the Royal Navy and each
*™****f

to secure a vacancy by three places. As ^a. ™^n
for him to obtain a competency soon, for the res ™S«sta

domi " was acutely felt by him, and as he Mas not attracted

to the life of a country doctor, he went up for the examination
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for commissions in the Indian Medical Service and secured the

seventh place of seventeen that were vacant. In due course

he went to Netley and there, as he always maintained, he

learnt little elsQ that was of any use to him besides c: stretcher

drill "
! In the leaving examination at Netley he dropped four

places, coming out eleventh. He was wont to attribute this

disaster to having devoted too much of his time while at Netley

to playing billiards, a game in which very few who knew him
in later years can ever have seen him take a hand ! This drop

in his position on the list resulted in his having to take service

in the Madras Presidency. On his arrival in Madras he was
posted to the Station Hospital for British troops, and to quote

his well-remembered words, M I soon learned that A. R., I., Vol.

VI, was the Law and the Prophets. " Although the son of an

officer of the Army Medical Service, Sutherland throughout his

whole career in the Indian Medical Service could never quite

conceal his opinion that the sister service was immeasurably
inferior to his own. Again it is not unlikely that as first

impressions are usually the most potent in the matter of arous-

ing feeling, his first contact with the Army Medical Service at

the British Station Hospital in Madras, which was then heavily

swathed in the reddest of red tape, was responsible for so much
of the harmless fun he often permitted himself to poke at the

service which is now the Royal Army Medical Corps. His great

talent for languages enabled him to pass the examination in

Hindustani in two months. He soon tired of Madras and
prompted by a desire to see active service, he applied to be
transferred to Burma and was given medical charge of the

19th Madras Infantry at Mandalay. He was subsequently
detailed for duty with a column that was to operate in the

Nwengal country in the Chin Hills. Sutherland spent an
arduous and exciting time with the column, so that he was
wont to express some regret at not receiving a medal, but
in those days no medals or " batta" were given to those who
took part in operations of this sort unless the Government of

India called the expedition one on Field Service, so there was
always as little talk in official circles about Field Service as

possible—it was so thoroughly economical. He left the Chin
Hills in August, 1892, and shortly after was transferred into

civil employment in the Central Provinces where he remained
on and off in various stations for nearly twenty years. He
had long been impressed with the importance of discovering
a reliable test for the origin of blood-stains, so that it was
with great delight that he read of the serological test^ for the

origin of blood in stains, and he forthwith determined to study
the subject and in 1906 went to England for this purpose.
At that time Sir Thomas Stevenson was Home Office expert,

but he was too senile to accept the new test, hence it was not
being tried Consequently Sutherland had to go to Germany
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whore the test was being tried and elaborated !>v a host of

workers. He first went to Hamburg to attend a course of

lectures on Tropical Diseases at the Institute there. Tn Ham-
burg he met such authorities as Nocht, luelleborn and Ciemsa,
all of whom were only too pleased to make his visit to the

Free and Hanseatic town a success. The Institute placed all

its resources at his disposal. He started work on the agglutina

tion-test for the origin of blood in stains and had photographs

taken of his preparations. Had he been working in the London
School of Tropical Medicine, which, as its advertisement sets

ern

to pay so much for the use of microscopes, so much for every slide

required by him, in addition to a fee for instruction of twelve

guineas. At Hamburg he paid five pounds and got everything

that he wanted ! From Hamburg he returned to London and

spent four months in study at the British Museum. He had

made up his mind to write a book on blood-stains as there was

not then a good up-to-date monograph on the subject in any

of the usual European languages. He found the historical

part of the study very arduous, but after finishing it he came
to the beginning of modern medical jurisprudence in which he

took the keenest delight. The long hours in the dusty atmo-

sphere of the Reading Room led to his catching influenza which

left him a legacy of inflammation of the accessory sinuses of the

nose. This did' not prevent him from finishing his study and

on its completion he went to Frankfort-am-Main in the hope of

getting a place in Ehrlich's Institute In this hope he was

disappointed, but not to be deterred, he arranged with Profes-

sor Albrecht of the Senkenbergtanun, to work in his labora-

tory until a place was vacant in the laboratory of Profe -or

Ehrlich. While at Frankfort-am-Main he placed himself under

the treatment of Professor Spiess for his nasal affection and

underwent in all seven operations. Eventually he got a place

in Ehrlich's laboratory and carried out experiments with every

reagent that had ever been recommended for the test for blood

in stains, while at the same time watching the technique which

had been elaborated by Sachs and Neisser for their test for th«

origin of the blood. After completing his studies in Ehrheh s

laboratory he returned to London to write his book, the first

few chapters of which had already been presented as his thesis

for the degree of M.D. of Edinburgh University and had been

" commended '
' bv the Faculty. The book appeared in Septem-

ber, 1907. and was very well reviewed. By those whose

speciality ' in medical jurisprudence gave them a right to

pronounce an opinion upon it, the book was regarded as a

work of singular merit.

In November 1907, he returned to India and went back

to Saugor where he staved till September, 1908, when he was

asked whether he would "go to Calcutta to find out the possibi-
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lity or otherwise of utilising the bio-chemical tests for the

origin of blood-stains in medicolegal work in India. He came

to Calcutta and worked here for a year reporting at the end of

that time that the tests could be carried out there at all seasons

of the year. In 191 1 he went again to Europe on three months'

leave and visited Vienna where he made the acquintance of

Professor Sigmund Freud and of Dr. Friedrich S.Krauss, the

editor of ' 4 Anthropophyteia." In 1912 Sutherland was for a

short time Civil Surgeon at Jubbulpore and then he left to take

up the post in Calcutta created for him by the Government of

India, m which he remained continuously, except for a short

visit to England in 1918, until his death. Of his work as

Imperial Serologist to the Government of India many will

testify that it was of the highest value, not only to medical

jurisprudence in this country but to Serology as a science.

Among the various tokens of recognition that he received, his

election to a fellowship of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in

1917, followed by his appointment to the post of Vice-President

in 1919, brought him perhaps the most satisfaction, more

possibly, than the bestowal upon him of the Companionship of

the Indian Empire by which the Government of India was

pleased to signify its appreciation of his great services to

medical jurisprudence in India. Later still he experienced the

keenest pleasure in exercising his literary abilities in the edito-

rial chair of the Indian Medical Gazette.

He was a remarkable linguist and spoke and wrote admir-

ably both French and German." He could make an excellent

impromptu speech in high-class Urdu, and of Burmese, Italian

and Spanish he knew not a little. His knowledge of the classic

al languages was limited to Latin which he would often quote

with meticulous accuracy and singular relevance. Of his own
language he was a complete master. He spoke and wrote

English with a precision and delicacy that few men attain to

even after years of study. On a great variety of subjects he

was a mine of accurate information, yet he rarely indulged in

what maybe termed ' intellectual exhibitionism" as so many
persons gifted with a very retentive memory are so apt to do.

Many of his more intimate friends must have discovered that

after years of association with him they were always liable to

strike a new and utterly unexpected vein in his mine of know-

ledge. His appreciation of his friends, especially his profes-

sional friends, was always wholehearted and utterly without

any sort of reservation. He was absolutely incapable ot

jealousy as well as of any feeling of hostility towards the risin

generation which is such a direful characteristic in many men
who have passed their intellectual climacteric.

Although he took a great delight in the society of women

,

he was essentially a man's man, and as a host he had few

equals. Few men manage to get through their lives without

(J
r
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at some time or another permitting their personal sorrows and

anxieties to obtrude themselves into the lives of others, and in

this respect Sutherland was a notable exception. Whatever

might have been troubling him, he always appeared bright and

cheery in public, so that those who only knew him slightly

may have sometimes been led to envy him for a man to

whom trouble never came. It was on such men as W. I).

Sutherland that the thoughts of Metatasio dwelt when he wrote :

" Se a ciascun, Tinterno affano
" Si leggesse in fronto scritto

" Quanti mai che invidia fanno
•' Ci farebbero pieta

The proposal of the Council for the erection of a new

building for the Society of which intimation had already been

given by circular to all members was brought up for final

disposal. -

, ,

The votes of the members were laid on the table and the

President requested any member who had not expressed his

opinion to take the present opportunity of filling in voting

papers. ^
The President appointed Mr. J. van Manen and Mr. &.

Vredenburg to be scrutineers.

The scrutineers reported as follow

;

For 86
Against 1

Carried.

The President announced that in accordance with Rule 41

the Council had decided to propose to the Society the remova

from the member list of the name of Rajvaid Sri Bamandasji

Kaviraj. an ordinary member of the Society. The proposition

would be submitted to ballot at the next meeting of the

Society.

The President announced that at a meeting of the Fe^
of the Society held on Monday, the 28th June, 1920 the ques-

tion of the alteration of certain dates in the regulations for

election of Fellows were brought up for consideration., and it

was resolved as follows :

—

,
. - a.-

(1) The suggestion of Dr. Annandale to change 1st Octo-

ber into 1st August be accepted.
aK«„u

(2) The Secretary's suggestions that 1st November should

be altered to 1st October in Rule 2, and in Role 3 for the

end of November " should be substituted "15th November.

In rule 5 the following should be added after the word fellow

so as to reach the Society by 31st December.

J>

a

The Council had approved of the alterations.

The President announced that Dr. N. Annandale had been

appointed Vice-President in the place of Liout.-i^i. w. u.
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Sutherland, deceased ; that Mr W. W. K. Page had been appoint-

ed Treasurer and that the Hon. Sir R. N. Mukherjee, K.C.I.E.

and Dr. G. C. Filgrim had been appointed members of Council.

Announcement by the President of the presentation by
Mr. T. P. Ghose of an enlargement of a photograph of an old

ruined Temple called Dumrail in the sub-division of Satkhiria,

Khulna district.

Appointment on probation of Babu Probodh Chandra Deb
as despatcher in place of Babu Nani Lai Manna, deceased.

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected as

ordinary members :

(1) MajarL A. Gourlay. DS.C, M.A., M.D., I.M.S. , Super-

intendent, Campbell Medical School, Medical Officers' Quarters,

Presidency General Hospital, Calcutta, proposed by Dr.

Upendranath Brahmachari, seconded by Major R. B. S. Seymour
Sewell, I.M.S.; (2) Major R. Knowles, I. M.S., Secretary to

the School of Tropical Medicine, No. 51, Chowringhee, Calcutta,
proposed by Major R. B. Seymour Sewell, I.M.S., seconded
by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri

; (3) Hem Chandra
Ray Chaudhury

, Esq., University Lecturer in the Department
of Ancient Indian History and Culture, Calcutta University
No. 43 3, Amherst Street, proposed by Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar
seconded by Dr. Ramesh Chandra Majumdar

; (4) Sites Chandra
Kar, Esq., M.A., University Lecturer, University College of

Science, 93, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta, proposed by the
Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., seconded by
Dr. Ramesh Chandra Majumdar.

The following papers were read :

1. 1
Tanaidaceaandlsopoda—ByW.M. Tattersall D.Sc.
municated by Du. Annandale.

2. Note on the common Viwpara of Lake Biwa, Japan.
By N. Annandale, D.Sc.

These papers will be published in the Memoirs.

3. Preparation of Urea-Antimonyl tartrate, a new com
pound.—By U. N. Brahmachari. M.A.. M.D., Ph.D., and Pari-
mal Sen, M.Sc.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the
Journal. —-0

—

AUGUST, 1920.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th August, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C. I.E., M.A.,
F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.
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The following members were present :

—

Wal r. p.

Ghose, Mr. N. G. Majumdar, Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Mr, Johan

van Manen, Mr. Panchanan Mitra, Major R. B. S. Sewell, Mr.

A. H. Harley.

Visitor :—Babu Abinas Ch. Majumdar.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-four presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The President announced that the following member being

largely in arrears with his subscriptions had been declared

defaulter and that his name would be posted in accordance

with Rule 88

Joseph Orlando Ferrer, Esq., Calcutta

The President called the attention of the meeting to the

announcement made at the July General Meeting to the effect

that the Council had decided and proposed to the Society the

removal from the membership list of the name of Rajyaid

Sri Bamandasji Kaviraj, an ordinary member of the Society.

The proposition was submitted to ballot in accordance with

Rule 41.

For the proposal—9.

Against the proposal—2.

Carried

.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as ordinary

members :
—

(1) Harold Martin, Esq., Merchant, 6 Hastings Park Road

Alipore, proposed by Sir R. N, Mookerjee K.CXE seconded.

bvMr W K Dods (2) Oswald Martin, Esq., Civil Engineer

ejo Messrs. Martin & Co., 6, Clive Street, Calcutta, Proposed

by Sir R. N. Mookerjee, K.C.I.E., seconded by Mr. W. K. Dods

(3) K. N. Dikshit, Esq., Offg. Superintendent, Archaeological

Survey, 93, Russa Road.. North, Calcutta, proposed by Mr.

D. R, Bhandarkar, seconded by Dr. Rameah Chandra Majum-

dar; (4) Satyendra Nath Sarkar, Esq., Merchant, 9/3 U ye

Street, proposed bv Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
I

Shasta-i,

seconded by Mr. A. H. Harley; (5) N. Padmanabha Pernor

Esq., B.A., F.L.S., Inspector of Fisheries Travancore, proposed

by Dr. Bani Prashad, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale.

The following papers were read :

1. Notes on some Edicts of Asoka.-By Harit Krishna

au„« Stone Inscription of the reign of Tajnam 85ta-
Deb.

2.

k«rni.—J;>) N. Q. Maii'mdak.
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3. Prehistoric Writing in India and Europe.—By Pan-

CHANAN MlTRA.

All these papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal.

O

SEPTEMBER, 1920,

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st September, 1920. at 9-15 p m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A.,

F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulvie AbdulWali, Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar,Dr. B.L Chau-
dhuri, Mr. Harit Krishna Deb, Mr. T. P. Ghose, Mr. W.
R. Gourlay, Mr. A. H. Harley, Major R. Knowles, Dr. R. C
Majumdar, Mr. Johan van Manen, Hon. Mr. F. J. Monahan,
Mr. H. C Roy-Chaudhuri, Mr. S. C Sinha-Sharma.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-two presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Lieut. -Col. A. R. S.

Anderson, IMS., Major 0. St. John Moses, I.M.S., and Dr.

W. W. Kennedy, ordinary members, had expressed a desire

to withdraw from the Society.

, The President announced that the name of the following

member being largely in arrears with his subscriptions had
been posted as a defaulting member since the last meeting and
that his name had now been removed from the member list.

Joseph Orlando Ferrer, Esq., Calcutta

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected
ordinary members

:

(1) Haran Chandra Chakladar, Esq., University Lecturer,

25, Sahanagar Road, Kalighat, Calcutta, proposed by Mr.
Ordhendra Coomar Gangoly, seconded by Dr. R. C. Majum-
dar

; (2) Capt. F. J. Brandon, Indian Army, 52nd Sikhs, F.
F. Jullundur, proposed by Major E. S. Harcourt, seconded by
Mr. A. H. Harley

; (3) liamaprasad Clmnda, Esq., University
Lecturer, 37(A), Police Hospital Road, Calcutta, proposed by
Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar, seconded by Dr. R. C. Majumdar ; (4)
Nirmal Chandra Chatterjee, Esq.,' Lecturer in Historv and
Polities, Calcutta luiversity, 52, Hat is Mukerjee Road, Bhowa-

\
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nipur, Calcutta, proposed by the Hon. Dr. A. Suhrawardy.

seconded by Dr. R. C. Majumdar.

The following papers were read :

1. Note on Persistent Oviducts and Abnormal Testes in a

male Rana tigrina.—By D. R. Bhattacharya.

2. The Later Mauryas and the Decline of their Power.—By

Hbmchandra Ray-Chaudhuri.

3. The Gupta Empire in the Sixth and Seventh Centuries

A.D.—By Hemchandra Roy-Chaudhurt.

4. The Svastika and the O-mkara.—By Harit Krishna

Deb.

All these papers will be published in a subsequent number

of the Journal.

OCTOBER, 1920.
1

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the"6th October, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Major R. Knowles, I.M S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Mr. Johan van Manen, Mr. Panchanan Mitra, Dr. Beni

Prashad, Prof. Sites Chandra Kar, Mahamahopadhyaya Haia

Prasad Shastri, Mr. A. H. Harley.

Visitors :-Mr. S. L. Hora, Mr. Wm. Eppler.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Ninety-four presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The foliowing papers were read :—

1 Meine Losung des Fermatschen P^^fg^
John Radakovits. Communicated by the Physical science

This paper will not be published in the Journal.

Memoirs.-By H. Beveridoe.

formation by the

2.

3. Preliminary observations on uocoon-,u "~—
J v

\

common Lahore Leech, Limnatis (Poecilobdella) Granulosa {Sav.,

By George Matthai.

Law.
4. On the Licchavis in Ancient India.-By

Bimala Charan
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All these papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the
Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the
13th October, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhya Harafrasad Shastri, M.A., CLE.,
F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. U. N. Brahamachari, Dr. J. J. Campos, Major R.
Knowles, Dr. H. Suhrawardy.

Visitors :—Dr. P. de Cunha, Dr. P. E. Lee, Dr. W. 0.
Walker.

The minutes of the meeting held on l?th March, 1919,
were read and confirmed.

The following papers were read :
—

1. Louis Pasteur, 1822 to 1895.—% Major R. Knowles,
B.A., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., I.M.S.

the minimum curative doses of

fever by the intravenousquinine

method.—By Dr. U. N. Beahamachart, M.A., M.D.

3. Some observations on blood pressure during intravenous
injections of quinine in the treatment of malarial fever.—By Dr.
U, N. Brahmachari.

—O

—

NOVEMBER, 1920.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 3rd November, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Shastri, M.A., CLE.,
F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Mr. Harit Krishna
Deb, Mr.K. N. Dikshit, Dr. L. L. Fermor. Mr. Ganapati Sirkar,
Major R. Knowles, Mr. F. A. Larmour, Prof. P. 0. Mahalanobis,
Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Mr. Johan van Manen. Hon. Mr. F. J.
Monahan, Dr. Beni Prashad, Mr. E. Vredenburg Mr. N. C.
Chatter] ee, Mr. A. H. Harley.

Visitors :—Babu Nritya Gopal Sarkar and another.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
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Twenty-five presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. H. St J. B.
Philby, I.C.S., and Mr. David McLean, ordinary members, had
expressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The following papers were read

:

1. The Stature of the Anglo-Indian Male.—By P. C-

Mahalanobis

This paper will not be published in the Journal.

2. Some of the Agaricaceae of Bengal.—By S. R. Bose^
Communicated by Dr. H. C. Carter.

3. On an inscription dated the Wth year of Vira Narasimha
Deca of Orissa obtained from Bhuranesiata.—By Ganapati
Sirkar.

4. The Chronology of the Sena Kings.—By R. C Majum-
DAR.

5. The Chronology of the Pala Ki?igs.—By R. 0. Ma.itjm-

dar.

All these papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Booms on Wednesday, tlie-

10th November, 1920, at 9-30 p.m.

Dr. U. N. Brahmachari, M.D., M.A., Ph.D., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. J. J. Campos, Major R. Knowles, Mahamahopadyaya

Haraprasad Shastri, CLE.

Visitors :—Dr. P deCunha, Mr. S. Ghosh, Major H. Lloyd,

Mr. J. A. Scrimgeour and others.

The minutes of the meeting held on 13th October, 1920

were read and confirmed.

Major R. Knowles, I.M.S., read a paper on "The Mechan-

ism and Treatment of Snake-Bite/' illustrated bv Lantern

Slides.

O

&

DECEMBER, 1920

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held o»

Wednesday, the 1st December, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.
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Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastrt, M.A., C.I.E.,

F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar, Mr. K. N. Dikshit, Mr. F. Doxey,

Major R. Knowles, Mr. N. G. Majumdar, Mr. Johan van

Manen,Mr. Fanchanan, Mitra, Mr. Nirmal Chandra Chatterjee,

Kumar Sarat Kumar Roy, Hon. Mr. F. J. Monahan, Prof.

Ramaprasad Chanda, Mr. A. H. Harley.

Visitor :—Mr. S. P. Agharkar.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-one presentations of books, etc., were announced.

The President announced that Dr. S. W. Kemp had been

appointed Biological Secretary and until next election to carry

on the duties of Anthropological Secretary in the place of Dr.

N. Annandale.

The following gentlemen were proposed as associate

members

:

Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Vindhyesvari Prasad Dube,
Gobardhan Serai, Benares City, and Professor Shahay Ram
Bose, Carmichael College, Calcutta.

Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Vindhyesvari Prasad
Dcbe.

He is a retired Librarian of the Benares Sanskrit College

and is a remarkable man. He does not know English, yet his

knowledge of the chronology of Sanskrit Literature is quite of

a European standard. It is both accurate and systematic. He
knows more about Sanskrit manuscripts than any man living.

He is a great help to any scholar desirous of editing Sanskrit

works. Many of the Sanskrit libraries in Europe and India

have got manuscripts through him.

Command of manuscripts has made him an excellent

editor and he has edited for various Sanskrit series, such as

the Bibliotheca Indica, the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Serie s, the

Benares Sanskrit Series, and so on. Though his command of

Sanskrit manuscripts covers the whole field of that literature,

yet he prefers works on Nyaya and his prefaces to these are

ahvays helpful in determining their age and position in litera-

ture. His preface to the Nyaya-Varttika is a valuable history

of the development of the Nyaya system, both ancient and
modern.

Professor Shahay Ram Bose.

Papers already published.

(1) Fungi of Bengal (Agaricaceae and Polyporaceae), Pro-

ceedings of Indian Association for Cultivation of

Science, Vol. IV, Part IV, p, 109.
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(2) Artificial culture of spore of Panaeolus cyanescens.

Abstracts of papers. Section of Botany. 7th

Indian Science Congress (Nagpur, 1920), p. XXVIL
(3) Polyporaceae of Bengal. Bulletin No. I of the Car-

michael Medical College, Belgachia, Calcutta.

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected

as ordinary members :

(}) Bt. Lieut. -Col, F. P. Connor, I.M.8., Professor of Clini-

cal and Operative Surgery, Medical College Hospital, 2, Upper

Wood Street, Calcutta, proposed by Major R. Knowles, I.M S.,

seconded by Mr. A. H. Harley; (2) Major Mohamed Akbar

Hoti, 1st Brahmans, Chief of Hoti, N.W.F.P., proposed by Dr.

B. Prashad, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale; (3) B. C. Mazurn-

dar, Esq., Lecturer, Calcutta University, 33/1/C, Lansdowne

Road, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar, seconded

by Dr. Ramesh Chandra Majumdar ; (4), W. Ivanow, Esq., Late

Librarian of the Asiatic Museum of the Russian Academy of

•Sciences, 12, Waterloo Street, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. A. H.

Harley, seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

The following paper was read :

—

Manihhadra.—By Ramaprasad Chanda.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

o

The adjourned meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, tha

sth December, 1920, at 9-15 p.m.

Major R. Knowles, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following member was present

:

Dr. U. N. Brahmachari.

Visitors:—Major F. P. Mackie, I.M.S., Dr. L. E. Napier.

Dr. Tarak Nath Sur, Mr. H. Le Viense.

The minutes of the meeting held on 10th November, 1920.

were read and confirmed.

The following papers were read :

On some Antimonial compounds and their use in the treat-

ment of Kala-azar, with a preliminary note on the toxicity of

certain antimonial compounds.—By Dr. U. N. Brahmachari.

On the resistance of newly formed red blood corpuscles t

hcemolysis under the influence of distilled water.—Bv Dr. I

N. Brahmachari.

*





14 Further notes on Gypsies in Persia

By W. Ivanow. 1

Information regarding gypsies in Persia and their langu-
age so far is still very deficient ; therefore my few occasional
notes on these matters, made on the spot, may be of some use
to those who make this tribe an object of their special study.
My notes consist of two vocabularies collected in Nishapur
(1918) and Sabzawar (1919), and several remarks on gypsy
life in these two districts as well as the district of Meshed
which I had a chance to explore thoroughly (1919-20).* It
will suffice to give here a summary account only because the
conditions of gypsy life are the same throughout North-Eastern
Persia, and their language in the two eastern districts mentioned
hero is practically the same. In Meshed district nearly all

representatives of this tribe I met with came from southern
districts, such as Gunabad, Qain and Birjand. 3 In connection
with these I already published some materials in mv paper
On the language of"the Gypsies of Qainat " (J.A.S.B., Vol. X

;

Xos. 10 and 11, 1914, pp. 439-455).* The grammatical outlines
given there hold good, with small modifications, for the Nisha-
pur and Sabzawar gypsy. Unfortunately this paper was pub-
lished after I left India, and the war cut my communications
with this country. Therefore it swarms with misprints and
also requires some amendments, which I take the opportunity
of offering here.

I.

In Northern Persia, as probably all over the country,

gypsies are taking a conspicuous part in the economics of

village-life. The Persian peasant, who by no means can be

1 I am much obliged to Col. G. Ranking, I.M.S., for his kind emenda-
tions in my English, as well as for several suggestions regarding the

etymology of several gypsy words.
2 My materials on gypsies in Bukhara and Shiraz are not available

to me at present.
3 I am not quite sure if there are any gypsy families whose migra

tions are confined to Meshed district only. It seems very unlikely as

gypsies are very scarce there.
* I regret now the amateurish spirit displayed by me in that paper

written some 7 years ago in the part dealing with hints on the history of

gypsy migrations. For them I received a well-deserved reprimand from
the late Prof. C. Salemann (of the Russian Academy of Sciences). The
parts however dealing with the present conditions of life and language of

gypsies are still reliable as T had the chance to find on my second visit

to the Province of Birjand quite recently.
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called very energetic and enterprising, is quite helpless in all

sorts of craftmanship. He comes to cities to buy the most

necessary tools, and when they are broken or out of order he

walks again many miles to have them repaired in the bazars

of the same town. On this peculiar defect of Persian villagers

depends the whole welfare of gypsies. They appear with their

black tents in the remotest villages, and at very cheap rates

shoe donkeys, sharpen knives, repair shovels, chains, and

reaping hooks, make weaving implements, combs, wooden pipes

for
" qalvan " etc. Their women make sieves, so important in

the domestic life of a Persian peasant, and fashion quite a

number of small but necessary things. Gypsy work is always

honest and reliable, and, having regard to the primitive

instruments they use, it occasionally shows remarkable skill

and finish. . ,.

Living in great povertv and even at the best ot times

" from hand to mouth"
;
they depend entirely on the demand

for their labour, and occasionally on faoilities for grazing the few

donkeys or sheep they possess. These considerations govern

all their migrations, the choice of locality, and sometimes long

. wanderings to distant corners of Persia. They appear when-

ever there is work for them, never in large numbers, one

family or two, and it is very complimentary to their spirit of

peacefulness that quarrels for staying in certain localities are

extremely rare amongst them. In winter and spring, their

hardest time, they come to more inhabited places and towns,

where they work for merchants, usually making wooden parts

of pipes, combs, etc.

It is noteworthy that in Eastern Persia the classical

gypsv-professions appear to be non-existent, i.e. horse-deal-

ing; 'fortune-telling, and singing. The first is impossible on

account of their poverty and from the fact that there are very

few horses in a Persian village. The second is out of the

question, because there are always swarms of Mullas, Dervishes,

and professional fortune-tellers, who perform their work with

deep knowledge and scholarship, with the whole apparatus of

Arabic books, quotations from the Quran, etc., etc., about

which the poor and ignorant gypsy woman never can dream.

The art of music is occasionally practised by young boys,

but the demand for music is very small in such a poor country

as Persia. In the cities there are two very powerful competi-

tors, the reciters of the stories about Shi' a martyrs (so-called

ruza-khwan) and that most unpleasant gift of civilization—the

gramophone.
In Nishapur and Sabzawar an interesting old custom is

observed. Gypsies have their own quarter (mahalla) in the

central parts at the bazars of these two cities. 1 Some of them

1 I have not seen thia in other Persian towns I visited.
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reside there permanently; and the others come occasionally,

chiefly to spend the winter. I failed to find out from the

local inhabitants how old this custom is. Usually gypsies are

not regarded as good neighbours, and in Bukhara the ancient
restriction upon this tribe prohibits them remaining or entering

inside city-walls after sunset. 1

In Nishapur and Sabzawar they are in fact recognised as

one of the trade-corporations of the bazar, and if they do not

enjoy complete equality of rights with other craftsmen, the

cause may be only their great poverty and illiteracy. They
have no shops, and work in their houses or simply in the streets,

sitting on the ground. They have usually a headman, some-
times hereditary, who is as primitive and illiterate as his tribes-

men. Therefore he can hardly protect them sufficiently against

extortion and all sorts of injustice, etc., on the part of the

corrupt Persian officials.

In my previous paper I dealt to some extent with the family

life of gypsies. At present I have nothing to add, and I will

mention only the point which seems to be essential. The
more I saw of gypsies the more I was impressed by the low

state of their mentality, which is probably on a par with that

of savage peoples. It is especially remarkable when they are

met with amongst Persians who, in spite of all their defects,

are a very clever race. G}Tpsies are far superior to them in

morality, but appear quite incapable of any progress ; they

are not even fit to endure any increase in the hardships of life.

Persians feel towards them something like race-prejudice, and

keep them quite isolated from their intimate life. Cases of the

engagement of a gypsy as a servant are very rare, and I know

only one instance where a boy of this tribe was employed as

a muleteer by a Persian.

It may be added that the recent great famine in Persia

(1916-17) reduced the number of gypsies very considerably,

as well as of other nomadic tribes who after having lost nearly

all their flocks were starving and afterwards fell a prey to

typhus and other epidemic diseases.

II.

If asked, gypsies will invariably maintain that their

language is absolutely the same all over Persia, Afghanistan

and other countries of the East. This statement is very doubt-

fid however. In reality, as far as I could see in Persia and

1 Occasionally gypsies are called in Bukhara by the name of Mvghat,

which Bukharians explain as derived from Mugh which means a Magus, a

fire-worshipper. Being unbelievers they could not settle inside this holy

ciby. All this is as doubtful as the etymology of this name. Hindus

are greater unbelievers than fire-worshippers in Mohammadan opinion,

but notwithstanding this they stay in the city in large numbers.
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Bukhara, what is called 'gypsy
5 language is merely a jargon,

a gypsified form of local idiom. It is always synthetic and

can be dismembered into several parts as follows :—

a. A number of words of distinctly Indian origin, which

may or may not be the remnants of the original gypsy language,

on the assumption that it was of Indian stock.

6. The chief bulk of the jargon is based on the grammar

and vocabulary of the language spoken by the people amongst

whom thev live, Persian, Turkish, Kurdish, etc., as the case

mav be. ^It is usually taken in its most vulgar form, and

more or less gypsified. For this reason its original grammar

and phonetic rules are curtailed, and separate words rearranged

in different ways, e.g. intercalations of new sounds or syllables,

syncope, reversion of sonant or consonant groups, etc., occur.

And lastly, special suffixes are added such as ok, nok, chok
7
tok,

i. chi, che, Jmz9
dew, ugo, kom, kirn, torn, turn, ley, qis, ghis, etc.

With few exceptions they are used indifferently, and I think

their real signification is forgotten* They are the chief means

of producing various generic names of whch gypsies are very

fond (these will be discussed later on). It seems quite likely

that more stable combinations can undergo a secondary gypsi-

fication in one of these ways, and it may be the case with a

considerable number of words which do not bear any ety-

mological analysis.

c. The words of spurious origin just mentioned above,

d. Stray words picked up from different languages.

e. Words of artificial, conventional origin mostly borrowed

from Persian or Arabic. It is impossible to state now with

any degree of certainty whether the gypsies took them from the

secret code of dervishes, beggars and thieves, or the last-

mentioned worthies were benefited from the lexical treasure

of that tribe. Anyhow there are many similar conventional

codes in use of several trade-corporations, and the best known
of them are Zargari used by goldsmiths, and Yezdi which

serves the same purpose for cloth-merchants. Such are words

like terigho, unmistakably the Arabic tariq ; talkhaki, from

the Persian talkh, bitter, etc.

For examples of all these classes I may refer the reader to

the vocabulary published here, where every word is marked
by the above letters a, 6, c, rf, e.

From the point of linguistic psychology these gypsy jargons

can be very quaint occasionally. The tribe is by no means
backward in acquiring the languages of the people they meet
in every day -life. Gypsies in this part of Persia are quite at

ease with Persian, Turkish and Kurdish, the chief languages

used here. They speak quite correctly and, as appears to a

stranger, far better than they speak their own language, which,

as I have pointed out in my previous paper, they reserve

exclusively for occasions when they want not to be under-
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s

stood by any body except themselves, mainly therefore in

business transactions. In a conversation of this kind the

object of discussion is quite well known to both sides, and only

a few allusions are sufficient to settle the details. This is

probably why they are fond of generalising names which

convey often a large number of ideas joined under a secondary

unessential " differentia specifica " as e.g. shakhki, undoubtedly

from the Persian shakh, a branch of a tree. It means every

thing of wood, such as door, box, stick, etc. Turushnok from

the Persian turush, sour, is everything sour—pomegranates,

sour milk, vinegar, etc. For me it is difficult to realise the

reasons which lead them to prefer these shapeless expressions

and forget the old words. At the same time their thought is

very concrete, and they do not like any abstract names. Such

primitive abstractions as " price, value " they invariably

render by " money," etc.

No less peculiar are the phonetic rules which govern the

adopted vocabulary. In pronunciation there is always some-

thing by which a gypsy can be easily recognised. But it is not

forme, nor is it possible in the present state of the knowledge of

Oriental gypsies, to sketch the outlines of their innate phonetic

predispositions. Therefore I will adduce here some examples

without attempting to explain them.

1. After a final i or, more rarely, other vowels, there is

always a slight sound variably approximating that of a quite

clearV andZ, e.g. agi sounds often agir, agil; cketi—cheti (r-l);

masi (r-Z) ; rarely goro (r), etc. It is not the Persian suffix of the

objective case ra, and this phonetic rule has no parallel in

local Persian, Turkish and Kurdish.

n is often very guttural, similar to ng but used quite

differently from those occasionally observed in Turkish dialects

and in Kurdish.
3. I whenever it occurs in the middle of a dissyllabic

word comes in front, as in lumbo = mullo, lopun- polun, labund

= buland, lawe = bale
}

etc. It is difficult to decide in what

degree this may be intentional.
. .

4. Frequent use of aspirates something like the spintus

asper with the initial vowel, and after consonants as well,

especially with labials (bhot, bhutok, bhukar, etc.). This is quite

uncommon in local Persian.

In morphology nothing essential can be added to what

was stated in my previous paper. The difference appears only

when the grammar of local Persian slightly changes the rules

common in Qaini. Verbs are the same in Nishapur and

Sabzawar.
.

Alone calling for mention are the numerals., which in

their syncopated form appear at first to be different from the

Persian numerals. But they are in reality quite the same, and

the apparent peculiarity is'caused by the addition of a suffix

A.
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hot l having the same signification as Persian ta used in popular

language. So the numerals run as follows

:

1 Yakot, 2 duyot, 3 sot (se + hot), 4 chorot, 5 panot, 6 shi-

shot, 7 hafot, 8 hashot, 9 nuot, 10 da'OJ, e/c.

III.

In order to avoid any change of incorrect identification of

gypsy words with the idioms in other languages, I will give

here an etymological analysis only in the cases where no doubt

can exist. It is necessary to remember that the present voca-

bulary is based on occasional notes, and there may still be many
words which might vitiate these conclusions.

The abbreviations here are as follows :

N. found in Nishapur district.

S. „ ,, Sabzawar

Q. „ ., Qain and Birjand districts, as in my previous

paper (for reference only).

Ai\ Arabic word.

P. Persian ,.

H. Hindustani or Hindi word.

a, b, c, d, e—classes as above, regarding the origin of words.

agi, ogi, agir, N.S. (a) fire, lamp, hearth, light, etc., H. ag.

ajik, hojik, S. (b) Tajik, so the Persians call themselves when
opposed to Turks and Kurds.

(be)-aju, ajo,* N.S.Q. (c) verb, trans., to make, do.

angil, X. (c or a) charcoal. (The same, as agi? )

akul, akol. N.S.Q. (o) a walnut. (Maybe from Hindustani akh-

rot through many changes akhorot, akoro, akolo, akol ?),

askol, S. (b) charcoal. P. zughal, changed into azg-hol, asqol.

ati, S.N. (a) flour. H. ata.

bagal, N (S.) (a) sheep, goat. H. bakra.

barnogi, N.Q. (e) nose, (bar P. cheek and nak, dial. P. nose =

face ? )

.

bartewi, N.Q. (c) coat, a qaba in Persian.

bobtin, N. (b) grandfather, P. baba, the father.

bohong, N. (c) father.

bohot, N\Q. (a; great, plenty, much, many, etc. H. bahut

bokor, N. (b ) P. bazar, shop.

botok, bhootok, N.Q. (c) garden (from P. bagh and Gypsy suff

tok?).

1 This 6 is a phonetical reproduction of Persian a in allthe dialects

of Northern and Eastern Persia. It is equivalent to a in " all.'
5

2 All the verbs here are shown in the imperative mood, singular

number.
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(bu)-budan?, N. (c) verb, trans., to cut. (Very doubtful.)

bukar, bhukar, S.Q. (c) man, servant (from P. nukar r ).

chamori, chemuri, N.Q. (c) bird, fowl, cock, egg, etc.

chango, N. (c) hand, finger, nail, arm, etc. (from P. chang

claw),

(be) ehubush, N. (c) verb, trans., to tell, say, talk, etc. (very

strange).

chura, S. ehurza, N. (a?) young, child, boy, son, etc. (may

be from the same root as choro in Engl, gypsy).

Q
etc.

daram, doram, S. (c) water-pipe (qalyan).

darika, dorika, dorikak, N.S. (e) daughter, girl, bride, etc.

dehon, N. (c) wheat. (H. gehtin?).

elchi, ilchi, alchi, archi, N. (Q.) (c) village.

genew, N. (c) thief, brigand.

gera, giro, N.S.Q. ia) donkey, mule. H. gadha.

gomo, gomoii, N.S. (c) money, silver.

goro, N.S.Q. (a) horse, pony. H. ghora.

goshon, N. (c) eye, eyebrow, eyelid, etc.

guri, N.S.Q. (c) cow, bull, calf.

harsit, harsid, arsi, kharsit, N.S. (c) bread.

(be) horon, N. (c) verb, trans., to sell (may be from P.

kharanldan, used very rarely, " to make one to buy

Gj-psies are very fond of causative form),

jewl, jewit, jewld. N.S.Q. (c) woman, wife. N. mother,

jil, zil, S. (e) barley. (Probably corrupted form of the more

common zabul q.v.)

(be)-jil, N.S. (a) verb, trans., to light up. burn. H. jalna.

kalir, N.Q. (d or e) little, small. Ar. qalil.

(be)-kelow, N. ( c) verb, trans., to draw, pull.

(be)-keri, N.Q. (b) verb, trans., to buy. P. kharldan.

kharsid, v. harsid.

khatak, N.S.Q. (c) melon, cucumber, pumpkin, etc.

( be)-khoy, N. (a) verb, trans., to eat. (H. khana ).

khurduk, S. ( e) wheat. Apparently from P. khurd, little,

khushpak, N.S Q. (c or e) wood, stick, peg, firewood, etc.

(from Ar. khashab wood ?).

(be)-kimi, N.S.Q (c) verb, intrans., to go.

K be) kimon, N. (c) verb, trans., to take or carry away (causa-

tive of kimi).

kuri, kur, N.Q. (o) house, tent, roof, wall, etc. (fr. H. gharr)
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,

kuski, N. (to) bowl, cup, basin. (P. kasak, dim. for

kasa ? \ .

kutan, kudan, N. (a ?) where ? where to ?

labund, N. (b) high, tall. P. fouland.

lamir, N. (b) paste. P. khamir.

lopun, N.G. (b) pack saddle: P. palan.

luha, S.Q. (a) iron. H. loha.

makh, mah, N. (c) lost. (Cf. Q. verb mahanj(idan) in my
previous paper).

Q. (a) meat. Hindi mans.

Q
modengi, N. (b) mare. P. madian.

Q
(Q

(H. manush).

Q. (a) verb, trans, to cook, roast, boil. H. pakna.

paley, N. (b) leg, foot, ankle, etc. P. and H. pa.

partun, N. (c) worn out, torn, old (fr. P. para ?).

(Q

Q. (a) water. H. pani.

punowi, N.S. (a) wet, fresh, bath, ablution, juicy.

pur

Q. (b) blanket. P. pushak.
raj, N.S. (c) bedding.

rasey, N. (e or d) head, face, cheek, neck, etc. (Ar. ra's).

razum, S. (a ?) rice. (? P. ruzz).

r iski, N.Q. (a) thread, cord, rope, etc.

rosia (?), S. (c) a sheet, cover. (1 H. razal).

H. rasi, P. risman.

fruit ?).

Q i*

Q. (c) dog. (cf. Skt. qvan = dog).

serigho, S. (c) dry grapes.

setan, setun, S.Q. (o) trousers.

shakhki, N.S. (b) wood, wooden, door window, box, stick, peg,

etc. P. shakh (1) branch of a tree
; (2) hard, rough,

shengerd, N. (c) city.

sheytumi, N.S. (e or d) something. (Ar. shay and Gypsy suff.

tum-i).

shift, N.Q. (c) milk. (Dial. Persian shift, shit).

sobut, N. (c) old (man),

sunguro, N. (c) stone, sand,

suto, N.Q. (c) black.
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talkhaki, tarkhaki, tarkhkim, S. (e) tobacco (fr. P. talkh

bitter)

.

tashtik (?), N, (c) low, below, under.

til, S.Q. (a) oil, butter. H. tel.

(be)-tubur, S.Q. (c) verb, trans., to beat, strike.

< be) tup, tub, N.S. (c) verb, intrs., to sit, lie down, war-tup,

to rise, to get up.

turushnok, turusno, S. (b) sour, pomegranate, sour milk, vine-

gar, etc. (fr. P. turush, sour and suffix nok).

unde, N.Q. (o) chief, headman, mulla, judge.

uruk (?), S. (c) steel.

(bu)-wars, wurs, N.S.Q. (c) verb, intrans., to come, arrive.

zabul, zaul, N. (c) barley.

zi], v. jil.

TV.

Corrections and amendments to my paper " On the Lan-

guage of the gypsies of Qainat (in Eastern Persia). J.A.S.B.

Vol. X, Nos. 10 & 11, 1914, pp. 439-455.

Page 441, line 6 to be a continuation of line 5.

„ 8, after stop the following sentence to be in-

serted : "It is one more tribe which gyp-

sies could meet in their migrations." The
We know

on new line.

33

17, 30, 41 & 45, inst. of Zori read Lorl.

„ 31, „ „ Zopi » L°PL

442, „ 1 & 7, „ » Zori „ Lorl

;>

33

53

IS

6, inst. of Zuli and Zuri read Lull and Luri.

9, „ „ Zuristan „ Luristan.

33

39

443, „ 12, „ „ them ^ „ Persians.

.. 33, erase "of course."'

444, „ 33, inst. of Zirutt ,,
Jlruft.

„ 43, „ „ Zori „ Lorl.

33 M,, 445, ., 2, ,, ,, ,3
,,

18 erase " the direct heirs of Zend.
33

I

J

33

33

25, inst. of g, read q.
f

27, after the word " sign " insert .

36, „ p insert " and f."

3J

3f

446, „ 6, inst. of diz, read dir.

„ 29 & 30, to be erased completely.

447, ., 4, inst. of na, read ha.

11, „ „T. „ P.
33

s;

33

3 3

22, „ „an;u„ an and u.

25, inst. of us, read we.

45, ,, „ doru-nlm, read dorunlm.

3 1 448, .,, 1, erase P. burj.
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Page 448, line 2, erase Ar. qal'a.

5, „ Eg., per.
5>

55

53

55

33

v-

53

14, ,, H. baithna.

15, ,, H. bhukha.

18, ,, H. bujhana.

27, ,, H. and inst. of buktok, read buhtok.

In the end add " +G. suff. tok.

31, erase H. chiria. P. murgh, Eg. cherik.

40, „ H. dokhi.

43, inst. of Kamadan, read Hamadan.
.*? 450, „ 1, erase H. daurna.

> ?

33

3;

33

35

; ?

55

55

33

35

J)

3, inst. of Zorl read Lorl.

7, erase Q. da khew, P. dar khab (khwab)

9, ,, P. awaz.

14, ,, H. larkl
?
Eg. rakii.

15, ,. Punjabi udhia,

19, „ P. khar.

21, ,, Eg. gooshum.

24, ,, H. ghatana.

26, inst. of qawn, read qawm.
35, erase P. gerdlclan.

40, ,, P. pare, Eg kotor.

43 & 44, erase from Skt till . . . .zen.

55 451, „ 6, erase H. ji.

?3

35

33

33

33

*

!5

55

J»

10, inst. of kalil, read qalll. Erase Eg. koosi.

13, erase P keshiden.

20, ,, (H jhapatna orgaya ?).

21. „ P. kaghiz, H. kagut.

24; „ (?).

31, , (H.putr?)
37-38, erase from Q. kelut. . . . till, .kumbo.
40

;
inst. of B. kur, read P. kur.

42, erase P. kuja.

45, inst. of rukh, read lakri.

j» 452,
?j 2, erase P. panlr.

5, „ P. rik, rig.»'

53

I

J

33

7, „ Punjabi lela (lamb).

8, „ P. shutur.

16, „ (All in brackets).

17, M from Eg to the end.33 * • 3 53

JJ

;>

23, ,, P. meges, T. mohia.
25, n P. nan.

26, ,, from T till .... meli... *-v^,
,,

53

33

35

>3

*J

3 5

27, ., „ Eg till. .. .mania.
29, ,, H. samajhna?
31, ,, manushya (Skt.).

38, inst. of muhur read nuhur, erase H. ankb
40, insert H. ag.

42, erase P. zardalil.
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Page 453, line 1, inst. of okyol(iden), read okhol(iden).

,. 10, erase P. pirahan.

5) 454,

33 455,

33

33

33

33

}•

31

3 3

33

3 3

3 3

35

33

33)

i»

33

99

33

11,

13,

18,

33

33

31

P. parcha.

H. mama.
P. pambe.

30

,

inst. of thamar, read thamar.

31, erase P. sabz.

33,

37,

H. samajhna.
P. shahvar.

41, inst. of bread, read beard.

8, erase H. sulgana.

21

31-32,,

P. khurma.
from P till final bracket.

5 and 7, erase commas at the end of the lines.

6, after " ajuden."

>>

8, the inverted commas to follow " ajonlm."^

10i erase commas after " hati " and " mejoye."

12, instead of si read si- (it is a part of the

next rdew.)

14, inst. Yumush read yumush. Erase comma

after this word and after " ane."

16, erase commas after (
' hote " and " beynl.





IS- Note on Persistent Oviducts and Abnormal Testes

in a male Rana tigrina.

By D. R. Bhattacharya, M.Sc. ; and B. K. Das, M.Sc,
The Muir Central College, Allahabad, India.

(One text-figure.)

While
month of September 1919, we came across a male frog {Rana

tigrina) which showed several abnormalities in the reproduc-

tive organs. Externally the animal possessed the character-

istic features of a male, viz. paired vocal sacs and the thick-

ened thumb. Internally, however, there were a pair of persist-

ent oviducts, but no trace of ovaries. There were a pair of

testes of abnormally unequal size. The ureters, kidneys and

other structures more or less resemble the normal type.

The disposition and character of the oviducts.

A pair of convoluted tubes, certainly homologous with the

oviducts of the female, is present.

The right oviduct opens by a wide mouth or ostium near

the base of the right lung (text-fig. 1). The mouth (D.R.O.)

is followed by a narrow and straight tube about 1 mm. in

length. The anterior and middle portions of the tube are thin-

walled and less convoluted than the posterior portion, which

is greatly convoluted and the walls of which are thicker ami

highly glandular. At the posterior end the^oviduct becomes

enlarged into a thin-walled sac or uterus (R.U.)

The left oviduct is less developed and looks like a vestigial

structure. Anteriorly it arises as a solid cord of degenerate

cells about 4 mm. in length, there being no mouth present.

This is followed by a thin-walled tubular portion which leads

back to a slightly wider and coiled portion, ending blindly

behind at a distance of about 1*7 cm. from the anterior end

of the left kidney. The interruption in the oviduct has a length

of about 4 mm. The duct recommences as a blind bulb-like

swelling (text-fig. I, L.O.) followed by a short slightly con-

voluted and thin-walled tube which becomes enlarged post-

eriorly to form the uterus—the two uteri opening close to-

gether on the dorsal wall of the cloaca.

The disposition, relative size and minute structure of the

right and left testes.

The right testis (i.e. the one on the side having a well

developed oviduct) is verymuch smaller than the left one and
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Text-Figure 1. ( x2)

Semi-diagrammatic ventral view of the reproductive organs, the right
testis being displaced forwards to show its blood supply.

a, spermatic artery; Ad, adrenal body; cl, cloaca; C.R.O., coiled
mass of the right oviduct ; D.R.O., mouth or ostium ; L.K., left kidney ;

L.O., left oviduct ; L.O., left oviduct just reappearing ; L.U., left uterus ;

L. Ur., left ureter ; L.T., left testis ; L.V., left vesicula seminalis ; P. V.C.,
posterior Vena Cava; R.K., right kidney; R.T., right testis; R. rectum;
R.U., right uterus; R.Ur., right ureter"; R.V., right vesicula seminalis;
S.L.O., degenerate anterior end of left oviduct ; X., vas efferens.
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is situated about 6 mm. behind the anterior end of the right

kidney on its ventral side. It is 6 mm. in length and 35 mm.
in breadth. It is more or less oval in shape and is about

19-5 times lighter in weight than the left testis. Germ
cells are scattered throughout the substance of the gonad.

Though sections about 6 M. thick have been cut and examined,

there seems to be no sign of distinct lobule formation in any of

the sections. The germ cells in various early stages of develop-

ment may be seen to be segregated into groups, but curiously

enough definite crypts and their lumina are conspicuous by

their absence. The spermatozoa, though fairly well developed,

are not yet, probably, quite mature. The primitive germ cells

and early dividing stages of spermatogonia are relatively much

greater in number than those in the left testis. Another

peculiar feature is that there are no vasa efferentia in connec-

tion with this testis. A single branch brings blood to it from

the first renal artery of the right side, and a single vein

carries the blood away and joins the fiist renal vein of its

The left testis is of an elongate shape and occupies the

greater part of the ventral surface of the middle region of the

left kidney. It is 17 mm. in length and 45 mm. in breadth.

It shows a distinctly lobular structure. No distinct lumen,

however, could be found such as may be seen in the testis of a

normal frog taken at about the same season of the year. The

germ cells show various stages of development from the

spermatogonia down to mature spermatozoa. There are two

vasa efferentia arising from this testis and entering the inner

edge of the left kidney. The blood supply is very Pecuh\
ar -

From the first right renal artery a branch is given off which

subdivides into two and both branches curve over to the lett

side and enter the left testis. Four other spermatic arteries are

given off as branches from the second left renal artery, lnere

are thus five renal arteries in all arising from the dorsal aorta.

The kidneys and urinogenital ducts are normal in type.

sid e

.

Conclusion.

Summarising the above, it may be said (1) that both the

oviducts—the left one specially, are smaller in length anc

much less convoluted than the oviducts found in a normal

frog; (2) the right testis is much smaller and the left testis

much bigger than the testes of a normal frog of about the

same size and taken at about the same period of the yean

The minute structure of the right testis, its meagre blood

supply, and the absence of the vasa efferentia would seem to

suggest that the testis after reaching a certain stage of

development has been arrested in its growth and is now
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tending to become degenerate and non-functional. It is an
interesting fact that the oviduct of the right side, on which

the testis is so small and rather undeveloped, should be so

well developed, whereas the oviduct of the left side, on which
the testis is abnormally developed, should be so small and
degenerate and not even continuous throughout its whole

length.



i6> A short note on the cretaceous echinoid Cyrtoma,

M'clelland.

By H. C. Das-Gupta, M.A., F.G.S.

I

In the year 1917 I had an opportunity of visiting the

Khasi hills in charge of a party of students from the Presidency

College, Calcutta.. My collections from these hills include

some cretaceous fossils, amongst which the following echinoids

have been determined besides one biserial (?) diadematoid cast,

the generic determination of which is not possible

:

1. Hemiaster Sp.

2. Discoidea Sp. aff. infera, Desor.

3. Pyrina ataxensis, Cott. var. pe?itagonalis, Noetl.

4. Pyrina ataxensis, Cott. var. tumida, Noetl.

5. Cyrtoma HerscheUiana, J. M.

The genus Cyrtoma was established by the late

Mr. J. M. M'clelland, one of the pioneer workers in the

field of Indian geology.' The fossils were all obtained from

the Khasi hills and though M'clelland did not mention the exact

locality from which the specimens were obtained, it appears from

his descriptions that they were all obtained from the neigh-

bourhood of Cherrapunji.* M'clelland supposed that the

echinoid-bearing beds were, in probability, equivalent to the

new Red Sandstone. As was subsequently remarked by the

late Dr. Oldham, this supposition was due to the erroneou-

idea of the time that good coal was confined to rocks of some

particular age. 8 There is an exposure of cretaceous rocks at

Mamlu, near Cherrapunji, and, according to Medlicottv they

contain a Conoclypeus, not unlike C. ovatus, d'Orb.* The

echinoids that I obtained from this Mamlu exposure are quite

unlike C. ovatus, d'Orb.. b but a comparison of the specimens

obtained by me with the figures of Cyrtoma published by

M'clelland leaves no room to doubt the identity of these two

suites of fossils. M'clelland described a number of species of

Cyrtoma, but it is quite clear that they are all individual

variations and should all be united under one specific name,

Cyrtoma HerschelUana , J. M., the name adopted by me in the

foregoing list, None of the specimens collected by me shows

1 Cal. Joura Nat. Hist., Vol. I. pp. 155-187 with plates (1840).

2 Op. cit., p. 184.
. . 4 , ]00ftv

s Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. I, pp. 164-105, footnote (1869).

+ Mem. Geol. Surv. Iod., Vol. VII, p. 182 (1871).

6 Pal. Ff. Echin. terr-cret., VI, pp 345-347, pis. 945, 946.
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the oral surface, while the specimens of M'clelland have

oral surface as casts. In a short note dealing with the upper

cretaceous rocks of Assam 1 Dr. Spengler mentioned the

occurrence of Stigmatopygus elatus
9
Forbes in them, and there is

no doubt that under this name Dr. Spengler refers to the

forms determined as Cyrtoma Herschelliana, J. M., by me.

Stigmatopygus elatus, Forbes was originally described as

Nucleotides {Cassidulus) elatus} The genus Stigmatopygus

was established by d'Orbigny in 1885 3 withS. galeatus as the

type species andiV. elatus was transferred to this genus, an

arrangement that was also followed by Stoliczka.* It

appears, however, that this arrangement is not advocated by

Pomel who treats Cyrtoma as a distinct echinoid genus and

mentions the existence of Cyrtoma elatus and also expresses

the opinion that Pygorhynchus planatus and P. testudo should

be referred to the same genus. 6 As far as can be judged

by the materials available to me it appears that the Khasi hill

genus may be compared with Stigmatopygus, d'Orb. In the

latter the mouth is a little excentric, " placee au milieu d'une

surface plane et entouree de cinq tubercles buccaux et de cinq

rosettes de pores tres-prononcees, sans sillons ni ondulations

autour,6 " but in Cyrtoma the flat inferior surface is provided
1 with five clavate ambulacra prolonged to margin.

5 7 It

appears, however, from the note published by Dr. Spengler

that he had better materials to deal with and the lower surface

of the Khasi hill specimens shows the five buccal tubercles

and rosettes.

In his work dealing with the revision of the echinoid genus

the late Prof. Duncan put Cyrtoma as synonym of Pygor-

hynchus, Agassiz
;

8 but my study of the nature of Cyrtoma

has led me to hold an opinion quite different from this and

that for reasons given below.

Pygorhynchus was originally described as a distinct genus

by Agassiz, but a sub-generic value was assigned to it by

Duncan who put it under the genus Cassidulus, Lam.

1 Centralbl. f. Min. Geol. u. Pal. 1915, pp. 621-623. This paper,

being published during the war, was not previously available in Calcutta.

Only very recently a reprint of the paper arrived here and Prof. Vre-

denburg very kindly drew my attention to it for which I am thankful

to him.
2 Trans. Geol. Soc, Vol. VII, p. 162.
3 Pal. Fr. terr cret., Vol. VI, p. 331.
* Pal. Ind. Ser., VIII, Vol. IV, p. 98 (1873).
6 Pomel : Echinodermes. p. 65.
6 Pal. Fr. terr-cret., Vol. VI, p. 331. 7 M'clelland op. cit., p. 185

8 Journ. Linn. Soc. (Zoology), Vol. XXIII, p. 182 (1891).
9 Op. cit., p. 182. Forbes considered Pygorhynchus to be a sub-

genus of Nucleolites (Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond. 2nd Ser., Vol. VII, p. 161).

Stoliczka pointed out that there was very little difference between
Cassidulus and Pygorhynchus (Pal, Ind. Ser. VIII, Vol. IV, p. 99, 1873).
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Agassiz described two species under this generic name/1 but
the characters of the species differed, to such an extent, from
those which were attributed to the genus, that d'Orbigny had
to create a new genus (Botriopygus) for the reception of these

species and a few more,* but the generic name of Agassiz

was retained and a list was given of the species belonging to

this genus. 3 This list was modified by Desor* and there

have been subsequent additions to the list since then. 6 In

1898 Lambert created a new geniu, Plagiopygus, to include

the so-called (soi-disant) tertiary species of Pygorynchus^ but

it has been argued by Fourtau that the genus Pygorhynchus

is very well defined and no case for the establishment of a

separate genus has been made out. 7

According to Desor Pygorhynchus has a periprocte supra-

marginal et transversal' with 'peristome excentrique,' while

the figures and descriptions of the species I have been able to

lay my hands on all agree in these two characters. 8 Cassidulus,

of which Pygorhynchus is a sub-genus, according to Duncan,

has a peristome excentric in front. Thus it is clear that if

Cyrtoma and Pygorhynchus are identical, the former should

have a periproct which is supra-marginal and transverse. As

has been explained above, for finding out the characters of

Cyrtoma I have to rely on M'clelland's description with the

figures and the few specimens collected by me. From an

examination of these it is quite clear that the periproct is

supra- marginal and longitudinal, while the peristome is central w

and accordingly we may safely conclude that Cyrtoma and

Pygorhynchus are not identical.

Stigmtopygus galeatus, the type species on which Stigma-

topygus, d'Orb., was established has a 'periprocte en forme de

bouteille surmonte d'un bourrelet assez notable.' »° 8. elatus

has an anal opening quite different from this. In his synopsis

1 Agassiz: Echinodermea fossiles de la Suisse, Vol. I, pp. 53-o<

(1839).
a Pal. Fr. terr-cret., Vol. VI, pp. 334-342.
3 Op. cit., p. 321.
* Desor : Synopsis des chinides fossiles, p. 297.

6 e.g. P. Tripolitanus, Krumm (Palaeontograpluca. L.111, p. W

6 Bull. Soc. beige de Geol. et de Pal Tome XI M , p. 162

1 Fourtau: Catalogue des invertebres fossiles de 1 Egypt, terr-

tert. 1st pt., pp. 25-28. There seems to be some confusion regarding the

type of Pygorhynchus. It is usual to look upon P. obovatuaes Agassiz s

type for this genus But it has been shown by Fourtau that ce type

est le P. grignonensis dont M. Lambert a fait le type de ses Plagiopygus.

* An exception has been noted in the case of P aubcyhndncus ,

Agas. According to Desor * par la position de son periprocte infra-

marginal, cette esp6cee forme en quelque sorte le passage des Pygorhynchus

aux Vchinolampas/ The peristome of this is central (op. cit., p. -W).

9 M'clelland: op. cit., p. 185.
10 Desor: op. cit., p. 288.
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Desor has removed S. Galeatus to Rhynchopygus (p. 288) and

has appended the following note to his description of Stigma-

topygus :

—

.

1 La forme du periprocte sur laquelle M. d'Orbigny s est

fonde pour creer ee genre est sans doute tres caracteristique,

mais nous ne pensons pas qu'elle soit a elle seule suffisante

pour justifier une coupe generique. Aussi aurions nous hesite

a separer ce type du genre Echinanthus, si cette forme parti

-

culiere du periprocte n'etait ici combinee avec une surface

inferieure plane, tandis que le dessous des Echinanthus est au

contraire tres concave
5

(p. 296). Desor has evidently taken

S. elatus as the type of the genus.

From these considerations it appears that Cyrtoma should

be regarded as a distinct genus with a supra-marginal and

longitudinal periproct, a flat lower surface with a central and

actinal peristome provided with a floscelle and that the name

Stigmatopygus, d'Orb., should be rejected from the generic names

of the echinoids or if it is thought advisable to retain the name
with S. galeatus as the type, the Indian forms cannot be refer-

red to that genus.

In conclusion it may be pointed out that after a prelimi-

nary study of the Khasi hill cretaceous fossils I had just fin-

ished the detailed study of the echinoids when my attention to

Dr. Spengler's paper was drawn. I have accordingly thought

it advisable to postpone a further study of the materials and

await the publication of Dr. Spengler's paper. It is, however,

interesting to observe that the two European species with

which the Khasi hill echinoids agree are of Senonian age and

this is in conformity with Dr. Spengler's observations, which

are quoted below

:

k Meine Untersuchungen haben ergeben, dass nicht die

geringsten Anhaltspunkte fur ein cenomanes Alter eines Teiles

der Assamkreide vorhanden sind, sondern dass die ganze bisher

bekannte Oberkreide von Assam dem Obersenon angehort

(p. 622).



17. The Colophons of Four Ancient Sanskrit Manu-
scripts.

By R. C. Ma.tumdar.

In an article in Indian Antiquary, 1918, pp. 109 ff. Mr.

R. D. Banerji has repeated the statement, originally made in the

Palas of Bengal, 1 that Vigrahapala II ruled for 26 years. ^ The

statement rests upon the colophon of a MS. of the Paficha-

raksa, which runs as follows :

—

' ParameSvara-ParamabhaMraka-Paramasaiigata-Maharaja-
dhiraja-Srlmad-Vigrahapaladevasya pravardhanmna-vijayarajye

(about 15 indistinct aksaras) Samvat 26 Asadha dina 24.

Mr. Bendall who first published this colophon comments

on it as follows :
—" There were three sovereigns called Vi-

grahapala in Bengal between A.D. 910 and 1090. From the

great similarity, however, between the writing of this MS. and

that of the Cambridge MSS. written during the reigns of the

two kings intervening between Vigrahapala II and III it is

safest to assign this manuscript to one of these reigns, which

brings the writing of the MS. to either A.D. 1015 or 1100." *

In a footnote to the above he remarks :

—

"Cunningham (A. S. Ind. XV., 154) suggests 30 years as

the probable collective duration of the reigns of Nayapala and

Vigrahapala III. But Nayapala, as we now know from the

Cambridge MS. above cited, reigned at least 14 years ;
conse-

quently, if, as Cunningham supposes, Mahipala died about

1060, the present MS. must be at least as late as 1100 and

possibly somewhat later. On the whole, therefore, the date

A.D. 1015 (Vigrahapala II) seems rather more probable."

The argument contained in the above passage may b<

analvsed as follows:— (i) That the colophon by itself doe>

not help us to determine whether the king Vigrahapala referred

to therein was the first, second or third of that name. (11)

That it is only the similarity it bears to other MSS. written

during the period between the reign of the second and third

kings of the name that makes it likely that it should be

assigned to one of them, (iii) That as by assigning it to

Vigrahapala III it has to be brought down to so late a period

as 1100 A.D. or even somewhat later, the identification of

Vigrahapala of the colophon with the second king of the same

name is more probable.

1 Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. V, No. 3, p. 66.

* Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the British Museum.

p. 232.
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Now, nobody, I believe, would question the soundness of

the first two points above. The third, I am afraid, is unten-

able, for it rests upon false premises. There is hardly any

ground for the assumption either that Mahlpala lived till 1060

A.D. or that Vigrahapala ruled in the eleventh century. The
reasons which led Cunningham to propound such a view are

laid down as follows :

—

" Veracha^a, a Raja of Orissa, is said to have been tribut-

ary to him (Mahipala) ; but there is no such name in the list

of kings given by Dr. Hunter, which is :

A.D. 999 Nritya Kesari.

;?
1013 Narsinh Kesari.

,, 1024 Kurma Kesari.

1034 Matsva Kesari.

., 1050 Varaha Kesari.

Amongst these the only name at all like Veracharya is

that of Varaha Kesari but, as his reign did not begin until A.D.

1050. the identification would show that the reign of Mahipal

must have extended to A.D. 1055 or 1060."

These arguments might have been excused in Cunning-

ham's time, but they cannot claim to be seriously considered

in the present state of our knowledge. As a matter of fact, as

Mr. R. D. Banerji has himself maintained, the probability is

that Vigrahapala II and Mahlpala I ceased to rule before 980

and 1026 A.D. respectively. It thus follows that the colophon

in question should be assigned to either Vigrahapala II or

Vigrahapala III, and there is no ground to hold that any one

of these suppositions is more probable than the other.

So far as regards Mr. Bendall's position. Now let us turn

to Mr. R. D. Banerji's statement to the effect that the MS. in

question was written in the 26th year of Vigrahapaladeva II.

This is not supported even by what Mr. Bendall says. For he

at best held it as more probable that the MS. should be

referred to the reign of Vigrahapala II, whereas Mr. Banerji

looks upon this as a certain fact But in view of what has

been said above it cannot be held to be even probable, and of

course far less a certain conclusion.

Again Mr. Banerji has fallen into a similar error with

regard to his assumption that the colophon of the copy of

Astasahasrika prajnaparamita collected by M.M. Haraprasad
Sastri for the Asiatic Society of Bengal ! refers to the sixth

year of Mahlpala I.
2 For there is nothing in the colophon

itself to show that the king Mahlpala referred to therein is

Mahlpala I and not Mahlpala II. Indeed this is clearly pointed

out by Dr. Theodor Bloch who noticed the colophon.

There is another instance of a similar error on the part of

1 Proc. A.S.B, 1899, p. 69. 2 Palaa of Bengal, p. 75.
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Mr. Banerji, although it is shared to some extent by Dr.

Barnett. The colophon of a MS. of the Astasdhasrikd prajna-

paramita in the British Museum runs thus :—y Parame&vara

-

paramabhaUdraka-paramasaugata3Iahardjadhhaja-Snmad • Go-

paladeva - pravarddhammm - kalyana - vijaya - rajye - tyadi samvat

15 ASvine dine 4 S'rimad-Vikramaiild-deva-vihare likhit-eyam

bhagavati. " Dr. Barnett remarks on this MS :—" Now this

volume very closely resembles the MS. Or. 3346, especially in

its colophon. The' latter was written in the reign of Vigraha-

pala, whom Mr. Bendall with great probability identifies with

the second king of that name. Accordingly we may conclude

that the king mentioned in the MS. Or. 6902 is Vigrahapala's

immediate predecessor, Gopala II." • Mr. Banerji proceeds a

step further and definitely assigns the MS. in question to the

15th vear of Gopala II.* It has been pointed out above that

Mr. Bendall's provisional identification of Vigrahapala referred

to in the colophon of MS. Or. 3346 with king Vigrahapala II

rests upon hypotheses which are no longer tenable. This

considerably weakens the assumption of Dr. Barnett and

altogether upsets the confident assertion of Mr. Banerji.

A fourth instance of similar error is furnished by the

ascription to Mahlpala I of a MS. or Ashtasahasrika Prajfiapa-

ramita in the University Library, Cambridge, referred to by

Mr. Bendall in his catalogue, p. 101. 8 Its colophon runs thus :

— " Parameivara-paramabhaUdral'a-paramasaugata-AIahdrdjd-

dhirdja-Srimdn-MaUpdladeva'qyravarddhaynana-vijayardpje sam-

vat 5 Aivine krsne" "There is thus nothing to show whether

the king Mahlpala referred to above is the first or the

second king of that name. It is true that Mr. Bendall referred

it to Mahlpala I, but he wrote in 1883 when the existence of

Mahlpala II was not known to the learned world, and he was

therefore perfectlv justified in assigning the work to the only

Pala king of that name known to him. But today, when a

second Mahlpala is known to us, an author can hardly be

excused if he blindly copies the remarks of Mr. Bendall in

188*}

The above discussion will show that Mr. Banerji's method f

deducing historical information from the colophons ol MS. is

not verv scientific, and is calculated to lead some scholars

astray.
*

I have come across a paper on Pala chronology where

the elaborate and painstaking calculations of the author have

been rendered quite valueless by his tacit acceptance of the

data of colophons as interpreted by Mr. Banerji.

1 J.RA.S. 1910, pp. 150-151.
2 Palas of Bengal, p. 65. 8 lout.

, p. 7*
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i8. The Later Mauryas and the Decline of their Power,

By Hemchandra Raychaudhuri, M.A.

During the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. the Mdhajana-

padas of ancient India were gradually merged in the Magadha

Empire which under Asoka extended from the foot of the

Hindukush to the borders of Tamilakam. But the withdrawal
m • • 1 f* 1

of the strong arm of Pivadasi was perhaps the signal for the

disintegration of this mighty monarchy. " His sceptre was the

bow of Ulysses which could not be drawn by any weaker hand.

The provinces fell off one by one. Foreign barbarians began

to pour across the north-western gates of the empire and a time

came when the proud monarchs of Pataliputra and Rajagriha

had to bend their knees before the despised provincials ot

Andhra and Kalinga.

Unfortunately no Kautilya or Megasthenes has left any

account of the later Mauryas. It is impossible to reconstruct

a detailed history of Asoka's successors from the scanty data

furnished by one or two inscriptions and a few Brahmanical,

Jain and Buddhist works. ,.

Asoka had many children. In Pillar Edict vn he pays

attention to the distribution of alms made by all his child-

ren who live, some near him and others in the provinces,

and in particular to those made by the " princes sons ot the

queens." It is to this last category that belonged the

Kumaras who represented the imperial authority at laxiia,

Ujjayini and Tosali. Tivara, the only son named m the

inscriptions, does not appear to have mounted the throne.

Three other sons, namely, Kunala, Mahendra and Jalauka are

mentioned in literature.' It is, however, uncertain whether

Mahendra was a son of Asoka or his brother.

The Vayu Purana says that after Asoka s death his son,

Kunala, reigned for eight years. Kunala's son and successor

was Bandhupalita, and Bandhupalita's e%arf« was 1 ndra palita

.

After Indrapalita came Devavarman, Satadhanus and Brihad-

ratha.

Matsya
of Asoka's

6

successors :—Dasaratha, Samprati, Satadhanvan and tfrihaa-

rfttn*i

The Vishnu Purana furnishes the followings names :

Suyasas, Dasaratha, Sahgata, Salisuka, Somasarman ;

dhanvan and Brihadratha. 00 . ,

The Divyavadana (Cowell and Neil's edition, p. 433) baa

the following names :- Sampadi, Vrihaspati, Vrishasena,

Pushvadharman, an<l Pushyamitrn

.
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It is not an easy task to reconcile the divergent versions

of the different authorities. The realitv of the existence of

Kunala is established by the combined testimony of the

Puranic and Buddhist works as well as the evidence of the

Pdtaliputra kalpa of Jinaprabhasuri. the well-known Jain

Achatya and writer. The name Suyasas found in the Vishnu

and the Bhdgavata Puranas was probably a biruda or epithet of

this prince. Tradition, as we have already seen, is not
unanimous regarding the accession of Kunala to the imperial

throne. He is reputed to have been blind. His position was,

therefore, probably like that of Dhritarashtra of the Great Epic
and though nominally regarded as the sovereign, he was
physically unfit to carry on the work of government which
was presumably entrusted to his favourite son, Samprati, who
is described by the Jain and Buddhist authorities as the

immediate successor of Asoka.
Kunala's son was Bandhupalita according to the Vayu

Purana, and Samprati (Sampadi) according to the Divyavadana
and the Pdtaliputrakalpa. Either these princes were identical

or they were brothers. If the latter view be correct then
Bandhupalita must be identified with Dasaratha whose reality

is established by the brief dedicatory inscriptions on the walls

of cave-dwellings at the Nagarjuni Hills which he bestowed
upon the Ajivikas. Dasaratha who receives the epithet
c devanampiya ' in the inscriptions was a grandson of Asoka
according to the Matsya and Vishnu Pliranas, and the
predecessor of Samprati {Variant Sangata) according to the
same authorities.

Indrapalita must be identified with Samprati or Salisuka
according as we identify Bandhupalita with Dasaratha or
Samprati. In the matter of the propagation of the Jain faith,

Jain records speak as highly of Samprati as Buddhist records
do of Asoka. Jinaprabhasuri says, 4

' in Pataliputra flourished
the great king Samprati, son of Kunala, lord of Bharata, with
its three continents, the great Arhanta who established viharas
for Sramanas even in non-Aryan countries." Dr. Smith shows
good grounds for believing that the dominions of Samprati
included Avanti and Western India.

The existence of Salisuka is proved not only by the
testimony of the Vishnu Purana but also by that of the "Gargi
Samhita and the e Vayu manuscript referred to by Mr. Pargiter.
Is he identical with Vrihaspati, son of Samprati, according to
the Divyavadana ?

Devavarman and Somasarman are variant readings of the
same name. The same is the case with Satadhanus and
Satadhanvan. It is not easy to identify Vrishasena and
Pushyadharma. Possibly they are merely birud'as of Devavar-
man and Satadhanvan.

The last Maurya, Brihadratha, is mentioned not only in
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the Puranas but also in Eana's Harshacharita. He was

assassinated by his general Pushyamitra Sunga who is wrong-

ly described by the Divyavadana as of Maurya descent.

There can be no doubt that during the rule of the later

Maurvas the Magadha Empire experienced a gradual decay.

Asoka died in or about the year 232 or 231 B C. Within

twenty-five years of his death a Greek army crossed the Hindu-

kush which was the Maurya frontier in the days of Chandra-

gupta and his grandson. The Yuga Purana section of the

Gargi Samhita bears testimony to the decline of the Mauryan

power in the Madhyadesa after the reign of Salisuka
L

According to Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastn (J.A.

S.B. 1910, p. 259) the dismemberment of the Maurya Empire

was due to a reaction promoted by the Brahmanas.

Among the causes of the alienation of the Brahmanas the

foremost place is given to Asoka's edict against animal

sacrifices. The edict, in Pandit Sastri's opinion, was certain y

directed against the Brahmanas as a class ,and was specially

offensive because it was promulgated by a Sudra ruler As to

the first point we should remember that prohibition of animal

sacrifices did not necessarilv imply hostility towards Brah-

manas. Long before Asoka Brahmaim sages whose teaching

have found a place in the Holy Srvii, the most sacred literature

of the Brahmanas, declared themselves in no uncertain terms

against sacrifices, and in favour of Akhnsa. In the MwtOatca

Upanishad we have the following passage :—

a
*(Tr ipr set?^t *ps&^tt

" Frail, in truth are those boats, the sacrifices the eighteen

in which this lower ceremonial has been told. *ools wno

praise this as the highest good, are subject,
again and again to

old age and death." In the Chhandogya LyamsJuul (m. 1 <
.
4)

Ghora Ahgirasa lavs great stress on Ahimsa.

As to the second statement we should remember that

tradition is not unanimous in representing the *»£•»•
Sudras. The Puranas never call them Sudras They assert

no doubt, that after Mahapadma there will be kings of Sudra

origin. But this statement cannot be taken to mean that all

the Post-Mahapadman kings were Sudras. as in that oase tfte

Sungas and the Kanvas also will have to be classed as feudras

The Mahavamta (Geiger'a translation p. 27) refers to the

Morivas as a noble clan. In the Malm-VanuMana-,ulta^
the

Moriyas are represented as belonging to the Kshatnya caste.
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In the Divydvadana Asoka is styled as a Kshatriya who con-

siders it derogatory to take onions.

Having referred to the prohibition of animal sacrifices

Pandit Sastri says: " This was followed by another edict in

which Asoka boasted that those who were regarded as gods on
earth have been reduced by him into false gods. If it means
anything it means that the Brahmanas who were regarded as

Bhudevas or gods on earth had been shown up by him."
The orginal passage referred to above runs thus :

—

Y (i)-imaya kdldya Jambudipasi amisa devd husu te ddni

m (i)s- katd.

M.M. Sastri followed the interpretation of Senart. But
Professor Sylvain Levi has shown that the word amisa cannot
stand for Sanskrit amrishd, for in the Bhabru edict we find

musa and not misa for Sanskrit mrisha. The recentlv dis-

covered Maski version reads misibhuta for misam-katd showing
that the original form was misribhutd. It will be grammatically
incorrect to form misibhuta from Sanskrit mrisha. The word
misra means mixed. And misribhutd means M made to mix."
There is thus no question of " showing up " any body. The
true import of the passage has been pointed out by . Prof.

Bhandarkar, in Ind. Ant., 1912, p. 170.
M.M. Sastri adds that the appointment by Asoka of Dharma

mahamatras, i.e. of superintendents of morals, was a direct

invasion of the rights and privileges of the Brahmanas. It is

hardly correct to represent the Dharma mahamatras as super-
intendents of morals when their duties consisted in the
establishment of piety (which included liberality to Brahmanas)
the promotion of the welfare of the Yavanas, Kambojas,
Gandharas, Brahmanas and others, the prevention of wrongful
imprisonment or chastisement, the deliverance of men smitten
by calamity, the supervision of the female establishments of
the king's brothers and other relatives, and the administration
of alms-giving. These duties certainly were not a direct
invasion of the rights and privileges of the Brahmanas.
Moreover, there is nothing to show that the Dharmamahd
mdtras were wholly recruited from the non-Brahmanas.

M.M. Sastri next refers to the passage where Asoka
insists upon his officers strictly observing the principles of

Daridasamatd and Vyavahdrasamatd. He takes the expressions
to mean equality of punishment and equality in law suits

irrespective of caste, colour and creed, and adds that this order
was very offensive to the Brahmanas who claimed many
privileges including immunity from capital punishment.

The passage containing the words Dandasamatd and
Vyavaharasamata should not be divorced from "its context and
interpreted as if it were an isolated ukase. We quote the
passage with the context below

:

My Rdjukas have been granted independence in the award
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of honours and penalties. But as it is desirable that there

should be uniformity in judicial procedure (Vyavahara), and

uniformity in penalties (Danda), from this time forward my
rule is this

—" To condemned men lying in prison under sentence

of death a respite of three days is granted by me."

It is clear from the extract quoted above that the order

regarding Vyavaharasamata and Daiidasamata is to be under-

stood in connection with the general policy of decentralisation

which the emperor introduced. Asoka granted independence

to the Rajukas in the award of penalties, but he did not like

that the Danda and Vyavahara prevalent within the jurisdic-

tion of one' Rajuka should be entirely different from those

prevailing within the jurisdiction of others. 1 He wanted to

maintain some uniformity (Samata) both in Danda (penalties)

as well as in Vyavahara (procedure). As an instance he refers

to the rule about the granting of respite of three days to

condemned men. The Samata which he enforced involved a

curtailment of the autonomy of the Rajukas and did not

necessarily infringe on the alleged immunity of the Brahmanas

from capital punishment.

But were the Brahmanas really immune from capital

punishment in ancient India ? The immunity was certainly

not known to the Kurupanchala Brahmanas who thronged to

the Court of Janaka, In the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (in 9.

26) we have a reference to a Brahmana disputant who faded

to answer a question of Yajnavalkya and lost his head. We
learn from the Panchavim&a Brahmana (Vedic Index II, p. 84)

that a purohita might be punished with death for treachery to

his master. The life of a Brahmana was not so sacrosanct in

ancient as in mediaeval and modem India. We learn from

the Aitareya Brahmana that king Harischandra of the lksn-

vaku family did not 'scruple to offer a Brahmana boy as -

victim in a sacrifice. ,& -> i

Against the surmises regarding the anti-Krahmanical

policy of Asoka we have the positive evidence of some ot his

inscriptions which proves the emperor's solicitude for the wel-

fare of the Brahmanas. Thus in Rock Edict III he inculcates

liberality to Brahmanas. In Edict IV he reprobates unseemly

behaviour towards Brahmanas. In Edict V he refers to the

employment of Dharmamahamatras to promote the welfare and

happiness of the Brahmanas.

M.M. Sastri says further that as soon as the strong hand

of Asoka was removed the Brahmanas seemed to have stood

against his successors. We have no evidence of any such

conflict between the children of Asoka and the Brahmana^

On the other hand, if the Brahmana historian of Kasmir is to

l I am indebted for this suggestion to my colleague, Mr. S. X.

Majumd&r.

a
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be believed the relations between Jalauka, one of the sons and

successors of Asoka and the Brahmanical Hindus, were entirely

friendly.

In conclusion Pandit Sastri refers to the assassination of

the last Maurya by Pushyamitra Sunga and says, " We clearly

see the hands of the Brahmanas in the great revolution."

But the Buddhist remains at Bharhut erected c; during the

supremacy of the Sungas" do not bear out the theory which

represents Pushyamitra and his descendants as the leaders of a

militant Brahmanism. Are inferences deduced from un-

corroborated writings of late authors, like Taranath, to be

preferred to the clear testimony of contemporary monuments ?

Even admitting that Pushyamitra was a militant Brahmanist,
we fail to see how the dismemberment of the Maurya empire

can be attributed to him or his Brahmanist followers. The
empire was a shrivelled and attenuated body long before the

Sunga coup d'etat of 185 B.C. We learn from the Rajatarangini
that immediately after the death of Asoka one of his own sons,

Jalauka, made himself independent in Kasmir and conquered
the plains as far as Kanauj . The loss of the northern provinces
is confirmed bv Greek evidence. We learn from Polvbius
that about 206 B.C. there ruled over them a king named
Subhagasena. Subhagasena was a king and not a petty chief

of the Kabul valley as Dr.Vincent Smith would have us believe.

He is called " king of the Indians," a title which was applied
by the classical writers only to great kings, like Chandragupta
and Demetrius. He enjoyed the friendship of Antiochus, the
great king of Syria. There is nothing in the account of

Polybius which shows that he was vanquished by the Syrian
king in war or was regarded by the latter .as a subordinate
ruler. On the contrary, the statement that Antiochus " renewed
his friendship with Sophagasenus, king of the Indians," proves
that the two monarchs met on equal terms and that the rela-

tions between them were of a friendly kind. The renewal of

friendship on the part of the Greek king and the surrender of

elephants on the part of his Indian brother only remind us of

the relations subsisting between Chandragupta and Seleucus.
Further the expression " renewal of friendship " seems to
suggest that Subhagasena had had previous dealings with
Antiochus. Consequently he must have come to the throne
some time before 206 B.C. The existence of an independent
kingdom in the North-West before 206 B.C. shows that the
Maurya empire must have begun to break up nearly a quarter
of a century before the usurpation of Pushyamitra.

We have seen that the tneory which ascribes the dismem-
berment of the Maurya empire to a Brahmanical revolution
led by Pushyamitra Sunga does not bear scrutiny. Was the
Maurya disruption due primarily to the Greek invasions? The
earliest Greek invasion after Asoka, that of Antiochus, took
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place about 206 B.C. and we have seen that the combined
testimony of Kalhana and Polybius leaves no room for doubt

that the dissolution of the empire began long before the raid of

the Hellenistic monarch.
What the disintegration

of the mighty empire ? There are good grounds for believiiu

that the government of the outlying provinces by the Impe
rial officials was oppressive. Already in the time of Bindusara

ministerial oppression had goaded the people of Taxila to

open rebellion. The Divyavadana says (p. 371)
" atha rajno Vindusdrasya TakshaAila ndma nagaram virud-

dham. Tatrardjnd Vindusdrend&oko visarj itah . . yayat kumaraA

chaturangena balakdyena TakshaHldm gatah, irutvd TakshaMla

nivasinah paurdh pratyudjgamya cha kathayanti na vayam

kumdrasya viruddhdh ndpi rajno Viwlumrasya api tu dushtd-

matya asmakam paribhavam kurvanti.

Now Taxila, a city of Bindusara's, revolted. The king

despatched Asoka there while the prince was nearing Taxila

with the fourfold army, the resident panras of Taxila, on hear-

ing of it came out to meet him and said :—" We are not

opposed to the prince nor even to king Bindusara. But these

wicked ministers insult us."

The Divyavadana is no doubt a late work, but the reality

of ministerial oppression to which it refers is affirmed by

Asoka himself in the Kalinga Edicts. Addressing the high

officers in charge of Tosali he says : "All men are my children

and just as I desire for my children that they enjoy every

kind of prosperitv and happiness in both this world and the

next, so also I desire the same for all men. You, however,

do not grasp this truth to its full extent. Some individual,

perchance, pays heed, but to a part only, not the whole, bee

then to this, for the principle is well established. Again it

happens that some individual incurs imprisonment or other

ill-usage, and when he ends in imprisonment without due

cause, many other people are deeply grieved."

From the concluding words of the Kalinga Provincials

Edict it appears that official maladministration was not con-

fined to the province of Kalinga. The state of affairs at Uj

j

and Taxila was similar. It is thus clear that the loyalty ot

the provincials was being slowly undermined by ministerial

oppression long before the Sunga revolution of 185 J5.U and

the Greek invasion of 206 B.C. Asoka no doubt did his best

to check the evil, but he was ill served by his officers. It is

significant that the provincials of the North-West-the very

people who complained of the oppression oi the Dushtamatyas

as early as the reign of Bindusara were the first to break away

from the Maurva empire. The Magadhan successors of Asoka

had neither the strength nor perhaps the will to arrest the

process of disintegration. The martial ardour of imperial
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Magadha had vanished with the last cries of agony uttered in

the battle-fields of Kalinga. Asoka had given up the aggres-

sive militarism of his forefathers and had evolved a policy

of Dhammavijaya which must have seriously impaired the

military efficiency of his empire. He had called upon his sons

and grandsons to eschew new conquests, avoid the shedding

of blood and take pleasure in patience and gentleness. It is,

therefore, not at all surprising that the faineants

succeeded to the imperial throne of Pataliputra proved unequal

to the task of maintaining the integrity of the mighty fabric

reared by the genius of Chandragupta and Chanakya.
The disintegration which set in before 206 B.C. was acce-

lerated by the invasions led by the Yavanas referred to in the

Gargi Samhita and Mahabhashy The final

coup de grace was given by Pushyamitra Sunga.

^x r - "' V '
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19. The Gupta Empire in the Sixth and Seventh

Centuries AD.

By Hemchandra Raychaudhuri , M.A.

Thanks to eminent scholars like Sir R. G Bhandarkar,

Fleet, Smith, Allan and others the general outlines of the

history of the Gupta dynasty from the time of Chandra Gupta I

to that of Skanda Gupta Vikramaditya are no longer open to

doubt, and trustworthy accounts of the Gupta empire from

A.D. 320 to A.D. 467 are by no means a rarity. But the later

Guptas have hardly received the attention they deserve.

It is now admitted by all scholars that the reign of Skanda

Gupta ended about A.D". 467.' When he passed away the

empire did not wholly perish. We have epigraphic as well as

literary evidence of the continuance of the Gupta empire in

the sixth and seventh centuries A.D. The Betul plates of

the Parivrajaka Maharaja Samkshobha dated in the year 199

G.E. (Srimaii pra-varddhamana-vijaya rajye samvatsaraiate

navanavatyuttare Gupta-nripa-rajya-bhuktau) i.e. 518 A.D. testi-

fy to the fact that the Gupta sway at this period was acknow-

ledged in Dabhala, which included the Tripuri Vishaya (Jabbal-

pur region ),* and the eighteen forest kingdoms 8 (probably

the eastern districts of the present Central Provinces). An-

other inscription of Samkshobha found in the valley near the

village of Khoh in the Nagaudh state in Baghelkhand dated

in the vear 209, i.e. A.D. 528, proves that the Gupta empire

included the Central Provinces even in A.D. 528. 8 Five

years later the grant of a village in the Kotivarsha Vishaya of

Pundravardhana bhukti " during the reign of Paramadawata

Paramabhattaraka Maharajadhiraja Sri Gupta * shows

that the Gupta empire at this period included the eastern as

well as the central provinces. Towards the close of the

sixth century a Gupta king, a contemporary of Prabhakara-

vardhana of' the Pushpabhuti family of Srikantha (Thanesar),

was ruling in Malwa. Two sons of this king Kumara

Gupta and Madhava Gupta were appointed to wait upon

the princes Rajyavardhana and Harsha of Thanesar. 5 *rom

l Smith, The Oxford History of India, ' Additions and Corrections,'

p. 171, end.
a Epigraphia Indica, Vol. VIII, pp. 284-87.

a Fleet, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. Hi, pp. ii.wo.

* Damodarpur plates, edited by Prof. Radhagovmda Basak. Ep.

Ind., XV, p. 113.
6 Cowell and Thomas, Harm-Carita, p. U9.
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the Aphsad inscription of Adityasena we learn that the fame

of the father of Madhava Gupta (the associate of Harsha Deva)

marked with honour of victory in war over Susthitavarman,

king of Kamarupa was constantly sung on the banks of the

river Lohitva (Brahmaputra ).
1 This indicates that even in

A.D. 600 (the time of Prabhakaravardhana) the sway of the

Gupta dynasty extended from Malwa to the Brahmaputra.

In the first half of the seventh century the Gupta power

was no doubt overshadowed by that of Harsha. But after the

death of the great Kanauj monarch, the Gupta empire was

revived by Adityasena, son of Madhava Gupta who " ruled the

whole earth up to the shores of the Oceans", performed the

Asvamedha and other great sacrifices,
2 and assumed the titles

Maha
We

Gupta monarchs. The immediate successor of Skanda Gupta

Vikramaditya seems to have been his brother Pura Gupta.

The existence of this king was unknown till the discovery of

the Bhitarl Seal of Kumara Gupta II in 1889, and its publica-

tion by Smith and Hoernle. 8 This seal describes Pura Gupta

as the son of Kumara Gupta I by the queen Ananta Devi, and

does not mention Skanda Gupta. The mention of Pura_Gupta

immediately after Kumara Gupta with the prefix Tatpadanu-

dhyata does not necessarily prove that Pura Gupta was the

immediate successor of his father, and a contemporary and rival

of his brother Skanda Gupta. In the Manahali grant Mada-

napala is described as " Sri Ramapala Deva PadanudhyataJ' *

although he was preceded by his elder brother Kumarapala .

Dr. Smith has proved that Skanda Gupta ruled over the whole

empire including the eastern and the central as well as the wee-

tern provinces. 6 There is no room for a rival Maharajadhiraja

in Northern India during his reign. He was a man of mature

years 6 at the time of his accession and must have been an old

man at the time of his death c. A.D. 467. His brother and

successor Pura Gupta, too, must have been an old man at that

time. It is, therefore, not at all surprising that he had a very

short reign and died some time before A.D. 473 when his grand-

son, Kumara Gupta II, was ruling. 1 Pura Gupta^s queen was

Sri Vatsadevi, the mother of Narasimha Gupta Baladitya.

The coins of Pura Gupta have the reverse legend Sri

Vikramah. s Allan identifies him with king Vikramaditya of

1 Fleet, C.I.I, pp. 206-07.
2 Op. cit., pp. 212-13.

3 J.A.S.B., 1889, pp. 84-105.
* A.K. Maitreya, Gauda lekhamala, p. 153.
*> The Early History ofIndia, 1914, pp. 309-10. 6 Op. cit., p. 309.

1 Dr. R. C. Majumdar, The Revised Chronology of the last Gupta

Emperors, Indian Antiquary, 1918, p. 161 et seq.
8 Allan, Catalogue of the coins of the Gupta Dynasties, p. 134.
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Ayodhya, father of Baladitya, who was a patron of Buddhism
through the influence of Vasubandhu. 1 The importance of

this identification lies in the fact that it proves that the suc-

cessors of Skanda Gupta ruled at Ayodhya probably till the

rise of the Maukharis.
Pura Gupta was succeeded by his son, Narasimha Gupta

Baladitya. This king has been identified with king Baladitya
who is represented by Hiuen Tsang as having overthrown the

tyrant Mihirakula.* It has been overlooked that Hiuen
Tsang's Baladitya was the immediate successor of Tathagata
Gupta who was himself the immediate successor of Budha
Gupta, 8 whereas Narasimha Gupta Baladitya was the son and
successor of Pura Gupta who in his turn was the son of Kumara
Gupta I and the successor of Skanda Gupta. The son and suc-

cessor of Hiuen Tsang's Baladitya was Vajra,* while the

son and successor of Narasimha was Kumara Gupta II. It is

obvious that the conqueror of Mihirakula was not the son of

Pura Gupta but an altogether different individual. The

existence of at least two kings of the Madhyadesa having

the biruda Baladitya is proved by the Sarnath inscription of

Prakataditya. 5

Narasimha Gupta must have died in or about the year 473.

He was succeeded by his son Kumara Gupta II, Kramaditya

by queen Mahalakshmi Devi.

Kumara Gupta II has been identified with the king of

that name mentioned in the Sarnath Buddhist Image Inscrip-

tion of the year 154 G.E. (A.D. 473-74). Hi? reign must have

terminated in or about the year 157 (A.D. 476-77), the first

known date of Budha Gupta.6 The reigns of Pura Gupta,

Narasimha Gupta and Kumara Gupta II appear to be abnor-

mally short, amounting together to only ten years (A.D.467-

477). This is by no means a unique case. In Vengi three East-

ern Ohalukva Monarchs, viz. Vijayaditya IV, his son Ammaraja

I, and Ammaraja's son, another Vijayaditya, ruled only for

seven veara and six and a half months. 7

For Budha Gupta, the successor of Kumara Gupta 11,

Kramaditya, we have a number of dated inscriptions and coins

1 Op. cit., pp Hi.
2 Smith, E.H.L.pp. 318, 320.

3 Fo-to-kio-to. Beal (Si-yu-ki, II, p. 168), Fleet (C.I.I. Introduction,

46n ) and Watters (On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India II, p. Ib4) render

the term by << Buddha Gupta" a name unknown to Indianl Epigraphy.

The synchronism of his grandson Baladitya with Mihirakula (Beal, Life

of Hiuen Tsiang, » p 111; Si-yu-ki, I, p. 168) proves that -Budha

Gupta " i3 meant.
* Watters, Yuan Chwang, II, p. 165.

& Fleet, C.I.I. , p. 285. „ T ,

6 Majumdar, The Revised Chronology of the Last Gupta Emperors, Ind.

Ant., 1918, p. 161 et seq.
7 Hultzsch, South Indian Inscriptions, Vol. 1, p. *0.
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which prove that he ruled for about twenty years (A.D. 477,

496) . We learn from Hiuen Tsang that he was a son of

Sakraditya. The only predecessor of Budha Gupta who had

that title was Kumara Gupta I Mahendraditya (Mahendra=
Sakra ). It seems probable that Budha Gupta was the young-

est son of the emperor Kumara Gupta I, and consequently

a brother or half-brother of Skanda Gupta and Pura Gupta.

Two copper plate inscriptions l discovered in the village

of Damodarpur in the district of Dinajpur testify to the fact

that Budha Gupta's empire included Pundravardhanabhukti

(northern and part of eastern Bengal) which was governed by

the viceroys (Uparika Maharaja) Brahmadatta and Jayadatta.

The Sarnath Buddhist Image Inscription of the Gupta year 157

(A.D. 476-77) proves his possession of the Kasi country.

Eight years later (A.D. 484-85) the erection of a Dhvaja stambha

by the Maharaja Matrivishnu, ruler of the Arikina Vishaya

( Eran in the Sagar District), and his brother Dhanyavishnu
while Budha Gupta was reigning and Surasmichandra was go-

verning the land between the Kalindi and the Narmada,* indi-

cates that Budha Gupta's dominions included Central India as

well as Kasi and Bengal.

The coins of this emperor are dated in the year 175 = A.D.

495-6.3 They continue the types of the Gupta silver coinage ;

their legend is the claim to be lord of the earth and to have

won heaven, found on the coins of Kumara Gupta I and Skanda
Gupta.

According to Hiuen Tsang Budha Gupta was succeeded by
Tathagata Gupta, after whom Baladitya succeeded to the

empire.*

At this period the supremacy of the Guptas in Central

India was challenged bv the Hun king Toramana. We
have seen that in A.D. 484-485 a Maharaja named Matrivi-

shnu ruled in the Arikina Vishaya as a vassal of the emperor
Budha Gupta, but after his death his younger brother Dhanya-
vishnu acknowledged the supremacy of Toramana. 5

The success of the Huns in Central India was, however,

short lived. In the year 191, i.e. A.D. 510-11, we find a general

named Goparaja fighting by the side of a Gupta king at Arikiria
6

and king Hastin of the neighbouring province of Dabhala
acknowledging the sovereignty of the Guptas.7 In 199 (A.D.

518) the suzeraintv of the Guptas is acknowledged in the

Tripurivishaya.* In the year 209 ( A.D. 528-29 ) the Gupta

1 Edited by Prof. Radhagovinda Basak.
* Fleet, C. I.I.,p. 90.
3 Allan, Catalogue of the Coins of the Gupta DynasU
* Beal, Si-yu-ki, II, p. 168 ; the Life, p. 111.
* Fleet, C.I.I.

, pp 159-161.
« Op. cit., p. 92. T Op. cit., p. 107.
8 Ephigraphia 1ndica, Vol. VIII, pp. 284-287.
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sway was still acknowledged by the Parivrajaka Maharaja of
Dabhala. 1 The Parivrajakas Hastin and Samkshobha seem
to have been the bulwarks of the Gupta empire in the Central
Provinces. The Harsha Charita of Bana recognises the posses-
sion of Malwa by the Guptas as late as the time of Prabhakara-
vardhana(A.D. 600) .

2 There can be no doubt that the expulsion
of the Huns from Central India was final. The recovery of
the Central Provinces was probably effected by Baladitya who
is represented by Hiuen Tsang as having overthrown Mihira-
kula (the son and successor of Toramana) and left him the
ruler of a " small kingdom in the north". 8 It is not altoge-

ther improbable that Baladitya was a biruda of " the glorious

Bhanu Gupta, the bravest man on the earth, a mighty king,

equal to Partha," along with whom Goparaja went to Arikina
and having fought a " verv famous battle" died shortlv before

A.D. 510-11.*

Mihirakula was finally subjugated by the Janendra Yaso-
dharman of Mandasor shortly before A.D. 533. 6 Line 6 of

the Mandasor stone pillar inscription 6 leaves the impression

that in the time of Yasodharman Mihirakula was the king of a

Himalayan country ("small kingdom in the north"), i.e.

Kasmir and that neighbourhood, who was compelled Cl to pay
respect to the two feet " of the victorious Janendra probably
when the latter carried his arms to " the mountain of snow
the table lands of which are embraced by the Ganga."

Yasodharman claims to have extended his sway as far as

the Lauhitya (Brahmaputra) in the east. 7 It is not improb-

able that he defeated and killed Vajra, the son and successor of

Baladitya, and extinguished the viceregal family of the Dattas

of Pundravardhana. Hiuen Tsang mentions a king of Central

India as the successor of Vajra. 8 The Dattas who governed

Pundravardhanabhukti from the time of Kumara Gupta I to

that of Budha Gupta, disappear about this time. But Yaso-

dharman 's success must have been short lived, because in the

Gupta year 214 (A.D. 533-34), the very year of the Mandasor

inscription of Vishnuvardhana which mentions the Janendra

Yasodharman as victorious, the son and viceroy of a Gupta

Paramabhattaraka Maharajadhiraja prithivipah and not any

official of the Central Indian Janendra was governing the Pupd-

ravardhana bhukti, a province which lay between the Indian

interior and the Lauhitya.

1 Fleet, C.I.I. , p. 114.
2 Cowell and Thomas, Harsacarita, p. 119.
3 Beal, Si-yu-Jci

f
I, p. 171.

4 Fleet, C.I.I. , p. 93.

* Op. cit.,pp. 147,153.
« Op. cit., pp. 146 147. Cf. Jayaswal, The Historical Position of Kalki,

p. 9.

7 Op. cit., p. 146. 8 Beal, Si-yu-ki, II, p. 170.
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The name of the Gupta Emperor in the Damodarpur

plate of A.D. 533-34 is unfortunately lost.

The Aphsad inscription of Aditya Sena however discloses

the names of a number of Gupta kings, the fourth of whom,

Kumara Gupta III, was a contemporary of Lanavarman

Maukhari who is known from the Haraha inscription to have

been ruling in A.D. 554 (V.S. 611). The three predecessors of

Kumara Gupta III, namely, Krisna Gupta, Harsha Gupta and

Jivita Gupta should probably be placed in the period between

A.D. 510 (the date of Bhanu Gupta) and A.D. 554 (the

approximate date of Kumara Gupta III). It is probable that

one of these kings is identical with the Gupta emperor men-

tioned in the Damodarpur plate of A.D. 533-34. The absence

of high-sounding titles like Maharajadhiraja or Paramabhatta-

raka in the slokas of the Aphsad inscription does not

necessarily prove that the kings mentioned there were petty

chiefs. No such titles are attached to the name of Kumara
Gupta in the Mandasor inscription of A.D. 473-74, or to the

name of Budha Gupta in the Eran inscription of A.D. 484-85.

On the other hand even the queen of Madhava Gupta, the

subordinate ally of Harsha,2
is called Paramabhattarika and

Mahadevi in the Deo Baranark inscription of Jivita Gupta II.
8

Regarding Krishna Gupta we know very little. The
Aphsad inscription describes him as a hero whose arm played

the part of a lion, in bruising the foreheads of the array of

the rutting elephants of (his) haughty enemy (and) in being

victorious by (its) prowess over countless foes.* The
" driptarati M (haughty enemy) against whom he had to fight

may have been Yasodharman.
The next king, Harsha Gupta, had to engage in " terrible

contests " with those who were %: averse to the abode of the

goddess of fortune being with (him, her) own lord." 5 There

were " wounds from many weapons" on his chest. The names

of the enemies who tried to deprive him of his rightful posses-

sions are not given.

Harsha's son, Jivita Gupta I, probably succeeded in re-

establishing the power of his family. He is described as the

crest jewel of kings (Kshitisa-Chudamani). " The very terrible

scorching fever (of fear) left not (his) haughty foes, even

though they stood on seaside shores that were cool with the

flowing and ebbing currents of water, (and) were covered with

the branches of plantain-trees severed by the trunks of

elephants roaming through the lofty groves of palmyra palms ;

(or) even though they stood on (that) mountain (Himalaya)

1 Hirananda Sastri, Haraha Inscription of ISanavarman , Ep. Ind.,

xiv, p. 110 et seq.
* Fleet, C.I. I., p. 204. 3 Op. cit., p. 215.
* Op. cit., p. 202. 5 Op. cit., p. 205.
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which is cold with the water of the rushing and waving
torrents full of snow." l The " haughty foes " on sea side

shores wTere undoubtedly the Gaudas who were already

launched on a career of conquest about this time and who are

described as living on the seashore (samudraSraya) in the

Haraha inscription of A.D. 554.

The Rext king, Kumara Gupta III, had to encounter a sea

of troubles The Gaudas 2, were issuing from their " proper

realm " which was Western Bengal (as it bordered on the sea

and included Karnasuvarna s and Radhapuri 4
).

The lord of the Andhras who had thousands of three-fold

rutting elephants. 5 and the Sulikas 6 who had an army of

countless galloping horses, were powers to be reckoned with.

A new power was rising in the Upper Ganges valley which was

destined to engage in a death grapple with the Guptas for the

mastery of Northern India. This was the Maukhari power.

The Maukharis claimed descent from the hundred sons

whom king Asvapati got from Vaivasvata 7 (Yama, 8 and

not Manu). The family consisted of two distinct groups

The stone inscriptions of one group have been discovered in

the Jaunpur and Bara Bankl districts of the United Provinces,

while the stone inscriptions of the other group have been

discovered in the Gaya district of Bihar. 9 The Maukharis of

Gaya (Yajnavarman, Sardulavarman and Anantavarman) were

admittedly a feudatory family. Prince Sardula is called

Samanta-chudamani in the Barabar Hill Cave Inscription of

his son Anantavarman. 10

The Maukharis of the United Provinces were also probably

feudatories at first. The earliest princes of this family.

i Op. cit.. p. 205.
* ' Gauda' is possibly a Dravidian term meaning a farmer. Of. tt»ce.

Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. 165. The Gauda upheaval of

this period reminds us of the Kaivarta outbreak of the time of the later

Pfila kings.
i M. Chakravarti, J.A.S.B., 1908, p. 274.

* Prabodhachandrodaya, Act ii. _
6 Haraha Inscription. The Andhra king here mentioned was

probably MSdhavavarman II of the Vishrmkundin family who •• crossed

the river Godavari with the desire to conquer the eastern region. bee

Jouveau-Dubreuil, Ancient History of the Deccan, p. 92.
.

6 Probably the Chalukyas. In the Mahakuta pillar- inscription of

Mangalesa of A.D. 602 the name appears as « Chahkya (Bomb.Gaz.
,
Vol

I, part II, p. 336). In the GujarSt records we find the forms SoJaki and

Solahki, op! cit. ,
part I, p. 156. Sulika may be another dialectic variant.

The Mahakuta pillar inscription tells us that Ivirtivarman I of the

Chalikya dynasty gained victories over the kings of \ anga, Anga. Maga-

dha. Madraka, etc. (op. cit., part II, p. 345).

^ Haraha Inscription.
8 Mahabharata, hi, 296. 39-41. . ..... 1

» Epigraphia Indica, xiv, P . 110; Corpus 1nscriplionum Indtearum

iii, pp. 221-228.
10 Fleet, C.I. I., p. 223.
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namely Harivarm an, Adityavarman and Isvaraman were simply

Maharajas. 1 Adityavarman's wife was Harsha Gupta, 1 prob-

ably a sister of king Harsha Gupta. The wife of his son and

successor Isvaravarman was also a Gupta princess named Upa
Gupta. 1 Isanavarman, son of Isvaravarman and Upa
Gupta, claims victories over the Andhras, the Sulikas and the

Gaudas and is the first to assume the imperial title of

Mabarajadhiraja. It was this which probably brought him
into conflict with king Kumara Gupta III. Thus began a

duel between the Maukharis and the Guptas which ended only

when the latter with the help of the Gaudas wiped out the

Maukhari power in the time of Grahavarman, brother-in-law

of Harsha.
We have seen that Isanavarman's mother and grand-

mother were Gupta princesses. The mother of Prabhakara-

vardhana the other empire builder of the second half of the

sixth century was also a Gupta princess.*2 It seems that the

Gupta marriages in this period were as efficacious in stimulat-

ing imperial ambition as the Lichchhavi marriages of more
ancient times.

Kumara Gupta III claims to have " churned that for-

midable milk-ocean, the cause of the attainment of fortune,

which was the army of the glorious Isanavarman, a very moon
among kings." 3 This was not an empty boast, for the

Maukhari records do not claim any victory over the Guptas.
Kumara Gupta Ill's funeral rites took place at Prayaga
(Allahabad) which must have formed a part of his dominions. 8

The son and successor of this king was Damodara Gupta.
He continued the struggle with the Maukharis and fell fighting

against them. " Breaking up the proudly stepping array of

mighty elephants, belonging to the Maukhari, which had
thrown aloft in battle the troops of the Hunas (in order to

trample them to death), he became unconscious (and expired
in the fight)." 4

Damodara Gupta was succeeded by his son Mahasena
Gupta. He is the king of Malwa mentioned in the Harsha-
charita whose sons, Kumara Gupta and Madhava Gupta :

were
appointed to wait upon Rajyavardhana and Harshavardhana
by their father, king Prabhakaravardhana of the Pushpabhuti
family of Srikantha (the district round Thanesar). The
intimate relations between the family of Mahasena Gupta and
that of Prabhakaravardhana is proved by the Madhuban
grant and the Sonpat Copper Seal Inscription 5 of Harsha
which represent Mahasena Gupta, Devi as the mother of

l Op. cit., p. 220. 2 Op. cit., p. 232. 3 Op. cit., p. 206.
* Epigraphia Indica. I, p. 67 etseq.
* Fleet, <?././., p. 232.
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Prabhakara, and the Aphsad, inscription of Adityasena which
alludes to the desire of Madhava Gupta, son of Mahasena
Gupta, to " associate himself with the glorious Harshadeva," l

The Pushpabhuti alliance of Mahasena Gupta was
probably due to his fear of the rising power of the Maukharis.

The policy was eminently successful, and during his reign we
do not hear of any struggle with that family. But a new
danger threatened from the east. A strong monarchy was at

this time established in Kamarupa by a line of princes who
claimed descent from Bhagadatta. King Susthitavarman * of

this family came into conflict with Mahasena Gupta and was

defeated. "The mighty fame of Mahasena Gupta," says the

Aphsad inscription, " marked with honour of victory in war

over the illustrious Susthitavarman, (and) (white) as a full-

blown jasmine-flower or water-lily, or as a pure necklace of

pearls pounded into little bits (?) is still constantly sung on

the banks of (the river) Lohitya." 3

Between Mahasena Gupta, the contemporary of Prabha-

karavardhana, and his youngest son Madhava Gupta, the

contemporary of Harsha, we have to place a king named Deva

Gupta II 4 who is mentioned by name in the Madhuban and

Banskhera 5 inscriptions of Harsha as the most prominent

among the kings " who resembled wicked horses" who were

all subdued by Raj}^avardhana. As the Gupta princes are

uniformly connected with Malwa in the Harshacharita there

can be no doubt that the " wicked " Deva Gupta is identical

with the " wicked lord of Malwa " who cut off Grahavarman

Maukhari, and who was himself defeated " with ridiculous

ease" by Rajyavardhana. 8 It is difficult to determine with

absolute precision the position of Deva Gupta II in the

dynastic list of the Guptas. He may have been the eldest son

of Mahasena Gupta. His name is omitted in the Aphsad list,

just as the name of Skanda Gupta is omitted in the Bhitari

Shortly before his death king Prabhakaravardhana had

given his daughtei Raj yasri in marriage to Grahavarman, the

eldest son of the Maukhari king Avantivarman. The alliance

of the Pushpabhutis with the sworn enemies of his family

must have alienated Deva Gupta who formed a counter-alliance

with the Gaudas whose hostility towards the Maukharis dated

from the reign of Isanavarman. The Gupta king and the

list. 7

a Op. cit.,p. 207.
2 Nidhnnn/nur nlaies. Ev. Ifid
3 Fleet, C.I.L, p. 206.
* The Emperor Chandra Gupta Vikramaditya was Deva C*upta i.

* Epigraphia Indica, iv, p.208 et seq.

* Cowell and Thomas, Harsa Carita, pp. 173-78.

7 He was probably the eldest son of Mahasena Gupta, and an elder

brother of Kumara Gupta and Madhava Gupta.
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Gauda king (Sasanka) made a joint attack on the Maukhari
kingdom. " Grahavarman was by the wicked lord of Malwa
cut off from the living along with his noble deeds. Rajyasri
also, the princess, was confined like a brigand's wife with a
pair of iron fetters kissing her feet and cast into prison at
Kanyakubja." " The villain, deeming the army leaderless,

purposes to invade and seize this country as well." Rajya-
vardhana, though he routed the Malwa army " with ridiculous
ease," was " allured to confidence by false civilities on the part
of the king of Gauda, and then weaponless, confiding and alone
despatched in his own quarters.'"' ]

To meet the formidable league between the Guptas and
the Gaudas, Harsha, the successor of Rajyavardhana, concluded
an alliance with Bhaskaravarman, king of Kamarupa, whose
father Susthitavarman had fought against the predecessor of

Deva Gupta. This alliance was disastrous for the Gaudas as
we know from the Nidhanapur plate of Bhaskara.* The
Gauda people, however, did not tamely acquiesce in the loss of
their independence. They became a thorn in the side of

Kanauj and Kamarupa and their hostility towards those two
powers was inherited by the Pala and Sena successors of

Sasanka.
During the long reign of Harsha Madhava Gupta, the

successor of Deva Gupta, remained a subordinate ally of
Kanauj. After Harsha's death the Gupta empire was revived
by Adityasena, a prince of remarkable vigour and ability
who found his opportunity in the commotion which followed
the usurpation of Harsha's throne by Arjuna. For this
king we have a number of inscriptions which prove that he
ruled over a wide territory extending to the shores of the
oceans. The Aphsad, Shahpur, and Mandar inscriptions 3

recognise his undisputed possession of south and east Bihar.
Another inscription 4 describes him as the ruler of the whole
earth up to the shores of the oceans, and the performer of the
Asvamedha and the other great sacrifices. The titles of

Paramabhattaraka and Maharajadhiraja applied to him in the
Mandara inscription indicate that he had raised himself to the
position of a paramount sovereign. We learn from the
Shahpur Stone Image inscription that he was ruling in the
year A.D. 672-73. It is not improbable that he or his son
and successor Deva Gupta III is the Sakalottarapathesvara
who was defeated by the Ohalukva kings Vinayaditva (A.D.
680 to A.D. 696) 5 and Vijavaditya.

1 Cowell and Thomas, Har?a carita, pp. 173-78.
2 At the time of the issuing of the plates Bhaskaravarman was in

possession of Karnasuvarna, the capital of the Gauda king 6a6ahka.
3 Fleet, C.I.l. pp. 202-12. 4 Op. cit., p. 213 n.
* Kendvr plates of Kirtivarman II, Ep. Ind., ix, p. 202. Bomb. Gaz.,

Vol. I, part II, pp. 189. 368, 371.
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We learn from the Deo-Baranark inscription ' that

Adityasena was succeeded by his son Deva Gupta (III) who in

his turn was succeeded by his son Vishnu Gupta who is probably

identical with Vishnu * Gupta Chandraditya a of the coins.

The last king was Jivita Gupta II. All these kings continued

to assume imperial titles. That these titles were not empty

forms appears from the records of the Western Chalukyas of

Vatapi which testify to the existence of a Pan-North Indian

empire in the last "quarter of the seventh century A.D. The

only North-Indian sovereigns who laid claim to the imperial

dignity during this period were Adityasena and his successors.

The Gupta empire was probably finally destroyed by the

Gaudas who could never forgive Madhava Gupta's desertion of

their cause. In the time of Yasovarman of Kanauj ,
i.e. in the

first half of the eighth century A.D., a Gauda king occupied

the throne of Magadha. 8

Petty Gupta dynasties, apparently connected with the

imperial line, ruled in the Kanarese districts during the twelfth

and the thirteenth centuries, and are frequently mentioned in

inscriptions.* Evidence of an earlier connection of the Guptas

with the Kanarese country is furnished by the Talagund

inscription 6 which savs that Kakusthavarman of the Kadamba

dynasty gave his daughters in marriage to the Guptas ana

other kings. In the sixth century A.D. the Vakataka king

Harishena, a descendant of Chandra Gupta II through his

daughter Prabhavati Gupta is said to have effected conquests

in Kuntala6
. Curiously enough the Gutta or Gupta chiefs of

the Kanarese country claimed descent from Chandra Gupta

Vikramadit/a,1
' lord of UjjayamV

1 Fleet, CM./., pp. 215-16.

2 Allan, Catalogue of the cc , — - ~m

8 Qaudavaho by Vakpatiraja.

* Bomb. Gaz., Vol. I, part II, pp. 578-84.

nasties

6 Epigraphia Indica, viii, p. 24 etseq.

6 Jouveau-Dubreuil, Ancient Htstory
°JJ
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A.D.

320. Chandra Gupta I ace ; epoch of the Gupta era.

c. 350. Samudra Gupta.

401-13. Chandra Gupta IT, (Deva Gupta I, Vikramadit-
yal).

415-55. Kumara Gupta I, Mahendraditya (Sakraditya ?)

455-67. Skanda Gupta, Vikramaditya II, Kramaditva I.

Pura Gupta, Vikramaditya III, king of Ayodhva.
Narasiriiha Gupta, Baladitya I.

473. Kumara Gupta II, Kramaditya II.

473-74. Restoration of the Solar Temple at Mandasor by
a guild of silk weavers.

475-510. Hastin, Maharaja of Dabhala, a feudatory of the

Guptas.
477-96. Budha Gupta,

Toramana and Mihirakula in Central India.

510. Bhanu Gupta and Goparaja fought a battle at

Eran.
Expulsion of Mihirakula from Central India by

Baladitya II, grandson of Budha Gupta.
518-28. Samkshobha, Maharaja of Dabhala (including

Tripuri), a feudatory of the Guptas.

c. 533-34. Yasodharman reduces Mihirakula to the posi-

tion of a vassal.

533-34. A Gupta Emperor (Krishna, or Harsha or Jivita

Gupta I ?) recognized as overlord by the prin-

cely viceroy of Pundravardhana bhukti and

the vishayapati of Kotivarsha.

The rise of the Gaudas.

554. Rise of Isanavarman, his
,
victories over the

Gaudas. ^ndhras and the 8ulikas( = Chalikyas

or Chalukyas or Solankis ?)._

Kumara Gupta Ill's and Damodara Gupta's

struggles with the Maukharis.

600. Mahasena Gupta, king of Malwa, and Magadha,

conqueror of Susthitavarman, king of Kama-
rupa

605. Deva Gupta II, the antagonist of Rajyavar-

dhana.
Madhava Gupta, an ally of the emperor Harsha

_ (606-47).

673 Adityasena revives the Gupta empire,

c. 690. Invasion of Northen India by the Chalukya

king Vinayaditya

Deva Gupta III.

Vishnu Gupta (Chandraditya ?)
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731.

Jivita Gupta II.

Gauda conquest of Magadha.
Yasovarman, emperor of Kanauj, conqueror of

the Gauda king of Magadha.



20. Cinna Inscription of the reign of SrI-Yajna

Satakarni

By N. G. Majumdar, M.A., Calcutta University.

With Plate XVI.

The stone which bears this inscription was found some
thirty years ago in a village called Cinna in the Kistna District

of the Madras Presidency. It is now deposited in the Madras
Museum. The inscription has already been edited by the late

Professor Biihler in the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. I, pp. 95-96,

and entered as No. 1340 in Professor Liiders' List of Brahml

Inscriptions, Ibid., Vol. X, Appendix. 1 I now re-edit it from

three excellent ink-impressions, one furnished by Mr. Rama-
prasad Chanda of the Calcutta University, and the other two

received from Mr. G. Venkoba Rao, Assistant Archaeological

Superintendent for Epigraphy, through Professor D. R. Bhan-

darkar. The accompanying facsimile is published here for the

first time.

The inscription is on a fragment of a stone pillar, and

measures about 1'9V x l'6g". It consists of 6 lines of unequal
2 " A "8

length, and they are, as Biihler observes, all "mutilated, the

lower ones more than the upper ones." The size of the letters

is between 4" and §". The characters represent the type

called by Biihler « the precursor of the Southern alphabet,' *

and are akin to those in the Banavasi inscription of Vinhukada

Cutukulanamda.8 With regard to the individual form of letters,

we' may note the following : the downward flourish is to be

found in the letters a, k, n, r, the medial u when added to

letters which are without an opening at the bottom (e.g. in

Gotamiputasa, 11. 1-2, and puvaya, 1. 4), and also in the

numerical symbol for 7, 1. 3 ; the medial i is ornamental and

written in at least four ways (e.g. in sidham, 1. 1, sin, 1. 1,

and Satakani, 1. 2) ; the medial u is denoted by a curve turned

to the right when the letter is opened at the bottom (in

catutham, 1. 3); the letter e almost resembles a v of this

inscription; th has a line connecting the centre with the

circumference (in catutham, 1. 3) ; n has a curved base (e.g.

in yajina, 1. 5) as in Kusana inscriptions ;
and the y as well as

all other letters have their verticals equalized. The char-

acters include the numerical symbols for 4, 5, 7 and -0.

The language is a form of Prakrit, the same as in the Cave

_____^ ^_^

|

_-

MBI^ —-T~~"-~-'^-~-^^-^~~^~~^~~^~~"~~

1 See also Prof. Rapson, Catalogue of the Coins of the Andhra

Dynasty , etc. , Intro., p. LII, No. 20. „ ,

2 Ind. Pal. (trans.), p. 41. » Ind. Ant., Vol. XIV, p. 332 & pi.
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inscriptions and calls for no special remarks. In respect of

orthography, the only point to be noted is the substitution of

other nasals by the anusvara, in Hemamta, 1. 3, and also in

mahadam [danayaka*], 1. 5, provided my restoration is correct.

The inscription refers itself to reign of the rajan, araka,

Gautamiputra S'ri-Yajiia Satakarni of the Satavahana
dynasty and is dated (in words as well as figures) in his 27th

regnal year, the 4th fortnight of the winter and the 5th day.

The object of the epigraph was apparently to record some meri-

torious work performed by the mahattaraka of the king, and
the mahadamdanayaka, whose names are unfortunately lost.

The record, as it is now read, supplies the earliest epigra-

phic testimony of the prevalence of the Vasudeva cult in the

Madras Presidencv. No doubt can be entertained that bv the

2nd century of the Christian era the cult had spread as far

south as the Kistna District.

Text.

1 Sidhaiii [i*] Na[mo] Bhagavato Va[sude]va[sa] 1 [i*]

Raiio Gotami-
2 putasa araka-Siriyana-Satakanisa vasasataya

samvachara-sata [vi].

3 sam 2 20 7 Hemamtanam
'

6 pakham catutham 4 di—
mam 4 5 etiya b

4 puvaya araka-mahatarakena maha[s*]e6
. .

5 yajina mahadam 7

6 dhayas

Remarks.

1 This word was left unread bv Buhler. But the above
reading is certain. The triangular shape of the first letter

indicates that it can only be av; the third letter is apparently
de, and those that follow, as Buhler also has stated, are to be
read as vasa. Under these circumstances, vasudevasa would,
in my opinion, be the only reading possible. * Buhler reads
samvachara sata{vi) mam 20 7. Apparently, he would restore

it as samvachara sata[vi][sa*]mam 20 7. But the letter before
the numeral sign for 20 is clearly sam. Therefore, the lost

letter can only be se. I may further note by the way that the
letter after sata may be restored also as vi instead of vi on
the analogy of, for instance, ekunavise which occurs in the Nasik
cave inscription No. 2, Ep. Ind., Vol. VIII, p. 60. The letter

ta is damaged. 8 Buhler reads Hematanam. 4 Restore with
Buhler di[vasam pamcamam]. 5 Buhler reads etiya, but the
superscript i seems to be clear. 6 Probably maha [senapatina*]
has to be restored. How many letters are lost after maha is

not certain. ? Probably mahadam[danayakena*] has to be
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restored. Here too how many letters are lost after mahadam
is not certain. g The portion after dhaya is completely broken
away and lost.

Translation.

Success! Adoration to the bhagavat Vasudeva! On the
fifth—5th—day of the fourth—4th—fortnight of winter, in
the twenty-seventh— 27th—year, during the existence of the
dynasty of the king, the lord Siriyana-Satakani, son of
Gotami—on this (day), by the lord's chamberlain, the great

the sacrificer and the great general

Notes.

Biihler writes, " If the syllables dhaya at the beginning of

I. are the remnant of Budhaya it may have been the record

of some Buddhistic donation or dedication."

—

Ep. Ind., Vol.

I, p. 9(>. But the invocation with which the inscription open

proves beyond all doubt that it is a Yaishnavite and not a

Buddhistic record.

I cannot agree with Biihler l and Luders* in taking araka

which is a title of the king as an equivalent of aryaka, i.e.

' lord/ though I admit that here it serves the same purpose

and connotes the same sense as the word svamin by which he

is qualified in his Nasik cave inscription. 5 In the first place,

it is extremely doubtful whether araka could be derived from

aryaka, as Professor Bhandarkar has also perceived. v In the

Kanheri cave inscriptions, which are not far removed in date

from the present inscription, we have the form ayyaka b and

I he other derivatives of the word arya familiar to us from early

epigraphs 6 are aim, aira. aya
t
ayikd and aya. And secondly,

even if the derivation were possible the addition of the suffix

ka to arya could not be explained. The origin of the word araka

is therefore uncertain. But it is just possible that it is some

Dravidian title having a sense similar to that of the word

svamin. In this connection I may note that the grouping

Gotamiputasa araka-Siriyana-Salakanisa was altered into

Gotarniputa-saaraka, etc., by Professor Bhandarkar. 7 Over and

above his objection, thataraJfea as a Prakrit equivalent of aryaka

was not possible, to which reference has already been made, he

further contended that saaraka was the same as kmhara, which

according to him was to be read on a Besnagar coin of Srl-

Vajna Satakaini, and fea-a-rtt, which he proposed to read on a

Sopftra coin of "the same king, against kn-a-ni of Pandit Bhag-

i Ep. Ind.. Vol. I. p. 96, n. 8.

2 List of Brahml Insets., p. 100, No. 1340.

Ep. 2nd., Vol. VIII, p. 67.

* Annual Rep., Arch. Sun; Ind., 1913-14, pp. 213-14.

& List of Brahml Insert*, Xos. 1001-2.

B Ibid., p. 2J4. 1 Loc. rit.
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wanlal Indraji and Sa-Hiru of Professor Rapson. But the read-

ing araka in line 2 of our record cannot in any way be avoided.

For it occurs once more in line 4 where at any rate a different

grouping like the one proposed is not possible. 1 have there-

fore no hesitation in looking upon Biihler's grouping of the

letters as more reasonable.

The lTiost perplexing word of the inscription is vasasataya

which has been differently interpreted by Bhagwanlal, 1

Buhler 2 and Fleet. 3 In epigraphic literature it occurs only

once again in the Banavasi inscription of Vinhukada

Cutukullnamda ; but this in no way helps us in ascertaining its

true meaning. According to Bhagwanlal, vasasataya is an

equivalent of varsahatyam, meaning « in the century of years.'

The date would be in his opinion in accordance with the

calculation of an era with hundreds omitted. But Buhler has

shown that the change of varsa&aiyam to vasasataya is not philo-

logically possible, and moreover the assumption of an era of

omitted hundreds has no value. What he himself proposes is

that vasasataya should be taken as corresponding to vakisatta-

yah which means ' during the existence of the power (of).'

Fleet, on the other hand, in his note on the Banavasi inscrip-

tion, contends that " the word vasasataya evidently represents,

not vakattayah as has been supposed, but varsha-satlayah. It

means ' of the year—existence ' that is
! of the continuance for

one year more.' And the record thus marks the specified day

of the act registered in it. the first day of the seventh fortnight

of the season Hemanta, as the accession-clav or the coronation-

day of Haritiputa-SiHakanni.'' i: Similarly by the same expres-

sion," he contends, "the inscription from China in the Kistna

District, Madras (EI, I, 96), marks the fifth day of the fourth

fortnight of Hemanta as either the accession-day or the corona-

tion-day of Siri-Yana-Satakani." (J.R.A.S., 1905, pp. 304-5).

But this interpretation again can hardly be regarded as satisfac-

tory That the given date is the ' accession ' or ' coronation
'

day of the king and that the two records are dated on the 12th

and 27th coronation days respectively, do not as a matter of

fact follow from the passage in question, and is therefore open

to objection. Biihler's interpretation is less unnatural, though

I am afraid the u*e of vava in the sense of
c sovereign power

'

will not be easily accepted by scholars. In view of these ditli-

c ul ties I propose to take vasasataya as corresponding to vamha-
satlayam which means ' during the existence, (i.e. the rule^of

the family or dynasty,' and Siriyaria-Satakanisa vasasataya

may therefore signify 4 during the rule of the family of Sri-

Yajna-Satakarni.' This new interpretation I offer with some
hesitation, but none better suggests itself to me.

I Jn«cr. Cave-temp, of W. Ind. 9 p. 100.

« hoc. cit. 8 J.R.A.S., 1905, pp. 304-
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21, Notes on some Edicts of Asoka

By Harit Krishna Deb.

Rock Edict VI.

As is well known, the purport of this inscription is to em-
phasise Asoka's readiness to do work conducive to the people's

welfare almost at any time and place It quotes the king's

order directing the Reporters to report to him on such work even
when he is eating or taking a stroll in his garden or lounging
in his inner apartments, etc. The concluding portion of the
order runs as follows at Girnar

:

ya ca kimci mukhato anapayami svayam ddpakam va sravapakam
va yet va puna mahamatre.su acayikam aropitam bhavati taya

athdya vivado nijhati va samto parisdyam dnamtaram palivedeta-

vyam me sarvatra sarve kale.

Now. how should we understand ddpakam and sravapakam \

It might seem reasonable at first sight to take these express-

ions as agreeing with ya(m), and the construction seems to fit

in with the idea that a dapaka order is to be distinguished from a

svamukhdjnd ; the latter standing for the king's order received

directly from his own mouth, the former involving the employ-
ment of an intermediary called dutaka in later inscriptions.

And a parallel explanation for sravapaka could be framed in

view of the statement eta ca sarva sravita occurring at the close

of one of Ushavadata's Nasik grants (1. 4 of Inscr. No. 12, Epig.

Ind. VIII, p. 82). But it is preferable to hold that dapaka and

sravapaka (or sravaka) were designations of officers entrusted

by Asoka with the task, respectively, of collecting contribut-

ions and of preaching sermons. In his Pillar Edict VII we are

told that many superior officers (bahuka mulha) were engaged

in persuading princes and princesses to make ' gifts and donat-

ions
5

(r/ana and visarga) towards the furtherance of the cause

of dharma. These could properly be called dapakas} In the

same Pillar Edict we read that the king caused ''religious
? '

sermons to be preached (dhamnmsaranani savapitani). The

officers employed for this purpose would be best described

as srdvapakas or sravakas} The general sense of the passage,

1 The word dapaka occurs in the ArthaSastra of Kautilya in the sense

of a person causing payment. See the text of the 1919 ed. of the

Arthaiastra, p. 64.
2 One wonders if sravaka is used here in the special sense attached

to the term in Buddhist literature.
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according to this interpretation, would be: "AldlifJ«|
of whatever oral order 1 may personally issue to a

ff
a™ ov

to a sravapaka or, again, of whatever urgent work may been,

trusted to the mahamatras . ,
whenever to^

the parisad a dispute (vivado) or a profound deliberation

(nijhati) , report should forthwith be made to me at all times

and in all places." Texts of oral orders in general were as

the commentary on the Kautillya Arthasastra informs us

« peculiarly liable to misrepresentation owing to misunder-

standing, carelessness, and want of intelligence ot the messeng-

ers
" Hence a vivado or dispute might arise in the parisad in

connexion»« with Asoka's oral orders to dapakas and srava-

kas. Nijhatl a word found again in P.E. VII, has been rightly

connected with root dhyai, and may be explained as protound

deliberation." Urgent work necessarily required to be per-

formed with despatch, and Asoka did not like much profound

deliberation to be wasted on such work by the parisad
.

it

should be noted that Asoka promises to listen, at all times and

in all places (sarvatra sarve kale), to reports concerning orders

issued to the dapaka and to the sravaka as well as to those ,

regarding urgent work entrusted to mahamatras, whereas he

defines limitations to easy access on less important business.

This was obviously a practical necessity : he could not agree

to be readv, always and everywhere, to receive reports relating

to trivial concerns. I may add that the proposed interpreta-

tions of the terms dapaka and sravaka or sravapaka give to

this particular Edict a technical religious import such as is

perceptible throughout the entire series and is indeed expressly

acknowledged towards the close of that Edict itself in the

word ' dhammalipi.' _ .

It is probable also that by the term maliamatra used in

this Edict we are to understand dharma-mahamatras. For.

in the first place, as I have pointed out elsewhere,* " a close

examination of the 14 Rock Edicts makes it clear that the en-

tire inscription constitutes a single, coherent pronouncement m
which sequence of sense is more perceptible than sequence of

time "
; so that the mahamatras mentioned in R.E. VI could well

be identical with that special class of mahamatras, called dharma-

mahamatras, who are described in the preceding Edict. Second-

ly, as indicated in that Edict, one of the duties of the dharma-

mahamatras coincided with the duty of the dapakas, namely,

that of attracting gifts. It would be natural, therefore, on the

part of Asoka to speak, in the order quoted in R.E. VI, of both

classes of officers together. Thirdly, if the functions of the dapa-

kas and the sravakas related to dharma. the mahamatras men-

1 Transl. Shamafiastry, p. 80.
2 A6oka?8 Dhammalipis (Calcutta, May, 1919), p. 4
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tioned along with them ma}^ justly be regarded to have performed

cognate functions. Fourthly, the present Edict recalls the

concluding portion of Kautilya's chapter on the Royal Routine

(^TWRftrf^r ) wherein ! the value of effort {utthana) in relation

to work (artha) is emphasized in a manner very similar to the

manner adopted in the Asokan Edict. The Edict begins with

an allusion to the comparative inaccessibility of former mon-

archs. Kautilya also had, in the chapter under consideration,

deprecated inaccessibility on the part of the monarch with refer-

ence to work done at the upasthana or * Sanctuary/ observing

that the king should attend in turn to work connected with gods,

sacred places the aged, the infirm, etc., either according to the

heaviness of each of the items or according to emergency. All

urgent work (atyayikam karyam), Kautilya [atyayika-vasena)

adds, should be attended to without procrastination. It will

be observed that these remarks are applied by Kautilya to

work of a specially sacred character attended to by the king

in the upasthana. There being a close parallelism, in idea as

well as in phraseology, between these Kautilyan utterances

and Asoka's Rock Edict VI, we may reasonably infer that the

urgent (acayika) work referred to in the Edict is of the same

variety as the urgent (dtyayika) work of a sacred character,

which Kautilya recommended to the immediate and earnest

attention of his king. It follows that the mahamatras referred

to by Asoka as being engaged in that kind of urgent work were

not ordinary mahamatras but dharmamahamatras. It is true

that Asoka,' in his proclamations, characteristically distinguish

es between lipi and dhammalipi, anumihi and dhammanu-

sathi, dana and dhammadana, mamgala and dhammamamgala

.

vijaya and dhammavijaya ; so that he might be presumed to

have observed a similar distinction between ordinary mahama-

tras and dharmamahamatras. The fact, therefore, that the

word in the present Edict is not dharmamahamatra but simply

mahamatra would seem to controvert that distinction. But

in P.E. VII A3oka, after telling us something about his

dharmahamatras, says :

—

pativisitham pativisitham tesu tesu te te mahntmft.

Clearly, therefore, the dharmamahaniatras could be referred

to simplv as mahamatras if, in the context, they had

received their fuller designation. Now R.E. V describes these

officers, giving them their full designation, dharmamahamatra

In R.E. VI, therefore, they could, without violence to the

Asokan custom, be spoken of simply as mahamatras. It is

i As was remarked by Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar in course of his Uni-

versity lectures on Asoka's Rock Edicts.
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worth noting also that some duties of Asoka's dharmamahama-

tras, as detailed in his R.E.V., correspond to items of work

looked after by the king in the upasthana in the days of

Chanakya, as referred to above.

'How, then, does RE. VI represent Asoka to have

inaugurated an advance on the religious constitution as

portrayed by Kautilya? Kautilya saw, probably from ex-

perience, that in attending to work of a sacred aspect, the king

must not make himself difficult of access ; for inaccessibility

implies dependence on officers whose errors in judging between

right and wrong must inevitably be imported into the judg-

ment pronounced by the king who thus renders himself liable to

be misunderstood. Kautilya's solution is that the king should

personally look after these concerns, sometimes in consultation

with experts, at a particular hour of the day and in a particular

place called the upasthana. Asoka proclaimed that he was

almost ideally accessible, but not, it seems, directly to the people

(which was impracticable). He permitted pativedakas or Re-

porters to submit their reports to him even when he was in his

inner apartments, thus endeavouring to relax the limitations of

time and place contemplated by Kautilya. But he departed

from the centralizing policy of Kautilya by delegating to

the dharmamahdmatras the function of attending, in the first

instance, to some affairs having a religious complexion, reserv-

ing to himself the right to pronounce the final verdict under
special circumstances. This arrangement was probably necess-

itated by his undertaking an active religious propaganda
which could not be carried on by himself alone. The way in

which the mahamatras are alluded to as iC being entrusted with

urgent work" suggests the possibility that they did not, like

the dapakas and the Sravakas, receive oral orders directly from
the King and may have normally enjoyed a certain amount of

freedom in the discharge of their functions. Nevertheless, the

parisad deliberated upon urgent work assigned to them and
even discussed the King's own oral orders to dapakas and
&ravakas.

This leads us to consider the constitution of the parisad
itself. According to one view, the constitution was the same
as that of the mantri-parisad mentioned by Kautilya. Just as

Kautilya lays down the rule that in atyayika matters the King
should summon the mantriparisad, so we find Asoka speaking
of the parisad in connexion with atyayika work entrusted to the
mahamatras. The analogy is tempting, but insufficient. In a
dhammalipi Asoka could hardly, as assumed in the proposed
identification, quote orders relating to purely administrative
work, entirely unconnected with dhamma, such as could be
made the subject of discussion by the mantri-parisad. The
real nature of the work before the parisad as alluded to in

F.E. VI being now known, the parisad must be deemed to
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have had definitely religious associations. This was also the

case with the parisad spoken of in R.E. II. Therein Asoka
says: "The parisad also will issue orders to yuktas in the

matter of consideration (gananayam or gananasi) according

to the letter as well as according to the spirit [of the dhamma-
nusathi]." Asoka, in the 13th year of his reign, ordered his

yuktas, rajjukas and pradeSikas to go out on tour every five

years for the purpose of preaching a dhammanusathi in addi-

tion to performing their usual duties. To make this order

really effective a certain amount of discretion had to be

exercised ; it would not do to preach the same dhammanusathi

without variations, in every localit}7
, day after day, or year

after year, without any consideration for varying circum-

stances. In the case of the yuktas or ordinary officers the

exercise of this discretion or consideration was left to the

parisad since, apparently, if it were granted to the officers

themselves, they might take advantage of their privilege and

neglect their work. The rajjukas and the pradehikas, however,

who were high-grade officers, were not thus subordinated to

the parisad in this work of preaching, presumably because they

were men of proved capacity. Now, here also, we find the

parisad mentioned in connexion with matters of dhamma,

as in R E. VI ; and nowhere else does Asoka allude to the

parisad. It does not appear probable, therefore, that his

parisad was of the same kind as the mantri-parisad of Kau-

tilya : it seems to have had closer affinities with the parisad

described in Brahmanical Dharmasastras, e.g. Manu, XII,

110-12 l .Literary evidence condones this inference. "Parisad,"

write Messrs. Macdonnell and Keith,* " (lit. ' sitting around')

denotes in the Upanisads an ' assemblage ' of advisers in ques-

tions of philosophy .'

. . . In the later literature the word

denotes a body of advisers on religious topics, but also the

assessors of a judge, or the council of ministers of a prince.

The evolution of meaning from c an assemblage of advisers in

questions of philosophy ' to ' the council of ministers of a

prince' must have been through the meaning 'a body of

advisers on religious topics '
; and this intermediate connota-

tion suits alike the period of Asoka and the context of his

Edicts with the reference to the word parisad. The very fact

that Kautilya uses the term mantri-parisad, and not the simpler

term parisad, to denote ' the council of ministers' indicates

that in his time the word parisad, by itself, had not yet come

to mean c the council of ministers of a prince.' Asoka, there-

fore, would almost certainly have used the term mantri-parisad

instead of the term parisad if it were his intention to allude to

that administrative bodv. Finally, we must bear in mind that

,

* Cf. Liiders, Sitz Preus Ak Wis 1914. pp. 834-6.

2 Vedic Index, S.V. ' Parisad.'
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in interpreting a dhammalipi, the application which the word

parisad has in the Dharmasastras is to be preferred to the

application it may have in the Arthasastras.

Pillar Edict V.

This Edict amplifies the statement made in Pillar Edict

II, namely, dupadacatupadesu pakhibalicalesu vividhe me anuga-

he kate dpdnadakhindye. A list is given here of the various

animals accorded various kinds of protection when Piyadasi

was anointed 26 years. The closing sentence of the Edict is :

—

ydva saduvisativasdbhisitena me etaye amtalikdye pain-

navisatibamdhanamokhdni katdni.

It does not appear to have been pointed out as yet in

this connexion that there is a couplet in the Arthasastra of

Kautilya enumerating the occasions upon which the king

should effect bandhanmoksas :

[sfifr^H MniHslW, p. 147 of the 1919 edition]
t

This vidhdna, however does not seem fully to account for

the 25 bandhanamoksas which Asoka claims to his credit in his

26th or 27th regnal year. In fact, if he had merely conformed
to the Kautilyan vidhana, he would hardly have spoken of such
conformity in illustration of his anugrahas. His exceedingly
humanitarian tendency probably led him to find out many
more opportunities of bandhanamoksa than those mentioned
in his grandfather's Code. He is evidently emphasizing the
comparatively large number of releases by which he had
signalized his reign. The point of his pride is to be seen in the
expression etaye amtalikdye, i.e. " in this short interval.

"

l

Elsewhere, when referring to a considerable interval, his Edicts
are found to use the word amtala or amtara, so that the word
amtalikd must have been deliberately employed here to denote
a small period of time.

Pillar Edict VI.

This Edict, which is the last of the series engraved in the
year 26 (current or elapsed) of Piyadasi's reign, begins with
the statement that he had caused dhammalipis to be engraved
when he had been anointed 12 years. It then proceeds to say.

se tarn apahata tarn tain dhammavadhi pdpova hevam lokasa
hitasukheti pativekhdmi.

plained
ent to Skt. prdpnuyat. But this is phonetically inadmissible.
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The nw which ' comes ' to conjugated forms oi\/{pr)ap is never

elided in Pali, and such elision is never met with in Asokan

records ; in the second " Separate Edict "at Dhauli and Jaugada

we actually get papuneyu and papunevu for Skt. prapnuyvh.

The proper Sanskrit restoration for papova would seem to be

prapuryat, a benedictive form of kryadiV'
^

The variant reading pipova, explained away by Biihler as

+ a.

an

engraver's error for papova, should likewise be restored to Skt.

pipuryat, a potential form of juhotyadis/ Root V in both

classes has the same meanings, purana and palana, and the

benedictive is but a modification of the potential ;
so that the

root, in either class and in either tense, might be used to denote

the idea Asoka sought to express here.

1 The point was brought home to my mind by my friend Kumar

Sudhindra Chandra Sinhasarma.
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22. Preparation of Urea-antimonyl tartrate, a new Com-
pound. -

By U. N. Brahmachabi. M.A., M.D., Ph.D.

When excess of solid urea is added to a very concentrated

aqueous solution of hyper-acid-antimonyl tartrate and the

mixture concentrated by heating on the water bath and then

alcohol added to the mixture, crops of crystals are obtained

which are prismatic in structure. These crystals are soluble

in water and only very sparingly soluble in alcohol. They
are best purified by being repeatedly washed with absolute

alcohol.
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A solution of the salt gives a faintly acid reaction to litmu

paper.

On analysis, the proportions of C,H,N and Sb present in

the salt with the water of crystallization are as follows :—
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C= 15-20%, H = 3-27%, N = 4-65% and Sb = 33-80%

Water of crystallization = 12-25%

Calculated for CO (NHjV (C4 H6
-Sb006 )2

-5 H
2

which is

assumed to be the chemical formula of the compound obtained

:

(C >/o, H
Water of crystallization

%, N
V/C
% and Sb /c

So far as I am aware, there is no reference to this

compound in the literature on compounds of urea and
antimony.

This salt is being used by me in the treatment of kala-

azar. Its toxicity to lower animals seems to be rather low

and experiments are in progress to determine its toxic and
curative doses.

The solubility curve of the compound in water is shown
in the accompanying chart.

I am indebted to Mr. Parimal Sen, M.Sc, for helping me
in the preparation of this compound, and in working out its

solubility curve.



23. Prelimtnary observations on Cocoon-formation by the

common Lahore Leech, Limnatis (rtecUobdella), gran-

ulosa (Sav*)*
i

By G. Matthai.

[With plate XVIL]

(Read before the Indian Science Congress at Nagpore, January, 1919.)

Thirty-four specimens of normal adult size were kept

under observation from May 23 to June 23. Each specimen

Text-fig. 1.—Specimen No. 15 in pot with newly laid cocoon.

was placed amongst moist lumps of clayey earth in a separate

earthen pot which in its turn was set in a bowl of water (text-

I I am indebted to the authorities of the Indian Museum, Calcutta,

for referring mv specimens to this species. After I had made the above

observations Dr. Baini Prasliad kindly drew my attention to some notes

by M. Mohsin Khan on the rearing of leeches in Mawai Bara Bank

District, United Provinces (Rec. Ind. Mus., VII p. 20 ,. 1912) in which

the breeding season is said to commence in April or May just before the

beginning of the rains.
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fig. 1) thus obviating any risk of dryness. A piece of wide-

meshed muslin was tied round the mouth of the pot, and the

water in the bowl was renewed every day. The number of

cocoons laid by a single leech during the period varied from one to

four, viz.. one cocoon bv ten specimens (Nos. 4, 10, 13, 15, 17,

23, 24, 25, 26, 31), two by ten (Nos. 1, 5, 7, 14, 16, 18, 22, 27,

29, 30), three bv two (Nos 8, 12), and four by one specimen

(No. 19).

In a previous lot of six specimens kept under observation

from May 7, two freshly laid cocoons were found on May 13,

another on May 15, two more on May 26—making a total of

six cocoons in about 20 days.

In all, forty cocoons were laid by twenty-two specimens,

five leeches (Nos. 6, 21, 28, 32, 33) having died without laying

cocoons, another (No. 18) after laying two cocoons, whilst six

leeches (Nos. 2, 3, 9, 11, 20, 34) did not form cocoons.

The cocoon during its formation appears as a white frothy

girdle round the middle of the body (fig. 1). The animal slowly

withdraws its head through the girdle by rhythmic contrac-

tions of the body. The right and left sides of the anterior

region are alternately raised up and every time the body is bent
dorsoventrally. The body of the leech behind the region of the

cocoon-formation remains considerably contracted during the

process. When the head is completely withdrawn an opening
is left at the anterior and posterior ends, which soon close up.

Cocoon-laying is a comparatively slow process lasting for at

least six hours (figs. 2 and 3).

In the freshly laid condition the posterior part of the

cocoon (fig, 3) is broader than the anterior and notched in the

middle. In a dav or two the cocoon hardens, when it assumes
an oval shape (fig. 4) measuring 18-20 mm. in length and 11-

13 mm. in breadth. The cocoon-wall consists of an inner

membranous layer, loosely adherent to which is an outer

spongy layer about 2 mm. in thickness enclosing air-bubbles.

Each end of the cocoon appears to be closed by a yellowish

plug. When placed in water the cocoon floats, but if the

spongy outer layer is scraped off it sinks.

On May 25 the water in the pots was not renewed, and
as a result much of the water in the pots had evaporated
by the following daj7

, the earth in some having become almost
dry. On examination on the 26th May, a newly laid cocoon
was found in the pots containing leeches Nos. 5, 7, 12, 16, 18,

19, 22, 25, 26, and 29, whilst the leeches Nos. 6, 21, 28, and 32
were found dead, owing perhaps to dryness. The temperature of

room on that day was 32°G\ whilst that of the moist earth in-

side the pots was 24°C. Fresh water was then poured into
both pots and bowls, and when examined on May 27 no fresh

cocoons were found, owing perhaps to the return of favourable
conditions such as sufficiency of water, coolness, etc.
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On May 30 one freshlv laid cocoon was found in each of the

pots containing leeches Nos. 1 and 14. The immediate cause

of this appears to be the scarcity of moisture since these pots

were nearly dry when they were examined. Similarly on June
4, a freshly laid cocoon was found in the pot containing leech

Xo. 15, which when examined was found to be almost dry since

no water was poured into the pot or dish on the previous day.

On June 6, cocoons were found for the first time in the pots con-

taining leeches Nos. 13, 23. 24, 30 and 31 and a second cocoon

in No. 19. The pots containing these leeches were emptied of

water on the previous day.

It would appear from these observations that cocoon -lay-

ing is induced by tendency to dryness and rise of temperature,

i.e., by adverse conditions. This suggestion is supported by

the behaviour of the control-specimens. A fresh supply of

one dozen leeches was obtained from the same dealer on May
28 ; of these eleven were kept in a glass jar containing water,

the remaining one in an earthen pot (No. 1) with two lumps of

moist earth and sufficient water to keep the lumps submerged.

The water in both the jar and the pot was renewed every day.

On June 5 one of the specimens from the glass jar was put

into an earthen pot (No. 2) in water but without any earth

inside, the pot being placed in an earthen bowl of water.

None of these control specimens lay cocoons, although those in

the glass jar were kept alive till the end of August.

The contents of the cocoon form a dark-grey jelly. Dev-

elopment takes place when cocoons are kept on damp earth, but

they should not lie immersed in water nor should the coooona

be covered over with mud. Young ones hatch out in about a

fortnight through an opening on one end of the cocoon. It is

possible that in summer development may be accelerated by

the heat. From a cocoon three or four to fourteen young ones

hatch out varying in size to a slight extent. They are^about

20 mm. long and 3 mm. broad, when extended about 25 mm.

long, whitish in colour and swim vigorously in normal salt

solution (0-9%) bv wriggling movements of the body, attach-

ing themselves to* the sides of the vessel by their posterior

sucker. These have the general shape of the adult leech but

are thinner, the alimentary canal with the lateral poucns be-

ing visible through the more or less transparent skin. In a few

days the characteristic colour-pattern appears. Two broods-

one of ten, (from the second cocoon of leech No 8) and another

of thirteen (from the second cocoon of leech No. 18)—were

kept alive in water from June to the end of August 1 he dark-

grey contents of the cocoons are almost completely used up

when the voung ones are hatched out.

The large size, spongy outer layer and dark-grey contents

distinguish the cocoon of the leech from that of the earth-

worm
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LIST OF SPECIMENS KEPT
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= Cocoon found.

On May 25 the pots were not examined nor filled with water .

1 Cocoon opened on June 20, no embryos visible in contents.
2 Cocoon opened on June 20 : 3 dead embryos found.
3 Ten young hatched out on June 15, kept alive till Aug. 30.
* Five young hatched out on June 19.

6 Cocoon opened June 21 : 13 young found, 12 with dorsal colour pattern dev-
eloped; kept alive till Aug. 30.

6 Cocoon laid on May 26 missing.
7 One more cocoon seen on a later date.
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UNDER OBSERVATION.
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+ Leech found dead.

8 Cocoon opened June 23: 3 young found with dorsal colour pattern well

developed.
y Cocoon opened June 16 : 10 young ready for hatching.

»0 Cocoon opened June 21 : 10 young found with dorsal colour pattern developed.

U Cocoon opened June 18: 11 young found, of which 10 were fully formed.

12 Cocoon opened June 17 : 3 partially formed embryos found, 3-10 mm. long.

13 Cocoon opened June 20 : 5 white spots visible in contents, perhaps early

tagea in development.
1+ Two cocoons found.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII.

Fig. 1.—2nd cocoon of specimen No. 27 in the process of

formation—Nat. Size.

Fig. 2.—3rd cocoon of specimen No. 8 at a later stage of

formation than in fig. 2.—Nat. Size.

Fig. 3.—2nd cocoon of specimen No. 8 newly laid—Nat.

Size.

Fig. 4.—Hardened cocoon of No. 10.—Nat. Size.
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24* Records of Agaricaceae from Bengal.

By S. R. Bose, M.A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany, Carmichael

Medical College, Calcutta.

(With Plate XVIII).

The following Agarics collected in Calcutta and the neigh-

bouring districts were taken by me to Peradeniya Hotanical

Gardens Herbarium, Ceylon, in March 1919. There T identi-

fied them with the kind 'assistance of Mr. T. Petch, the distin-

guished Mycologist in charge of the Mycological Herbarium,

and compared my specimens with those in the rich collection

of tropical fungi. The species mentioned here are for the first

time reported from Bengal. Some of the Bengal Agarics^ have

already been recorded in the Proceedings of the Indian Associa-

tion for Cultivation of Science, Volume IV, Part IV and in the

Science Convention of that Association for the year 1918.

Familv AGARICACEAE.

Subfamily Leucosporae.

With white spores.

1. Lentinus connatus, Berk.

(Plate XVIII, fig. 1).

Distribution and Habitat.—-On rotten wood in the Philip-

pine Islands, common on logs at Peradeniya, Ceylon ;
now

reported from the interior of the Howrah district, Bengal,

August 1918, growing on dead pieces of wood, usually in

Pi 11 ^f'f*!**?

Piieus.—Stalked, infundibuliform, very thin, smooth, some-

times minutely scaly, white when fresh, turning blackish in

course of time, soft, diameter about 1\ cm.

Stalk.—White, turning blackish at the base m course ot

time; central, minutely tomentose, tolerably rigid, 2 5-7o cm.

long, hollow. . .

Gills.— Decurrent, very narrow (breadth about \ mm),

crowded, of the same colour as the cap.

gills.

Margin.—Finely divided by the endings of the numerous

Spores.—White turning brownish in course of time, oval,

6x 4/i.

Gystidia.—None.
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2. Lentinus subnudus, Berk. = L. cretaceous.

(Plate XVIII, fig. 2).

Distribution and Habitat.—Khandala, Bombay, on fallen

trunks at Point De Galle in Ceylon, and near Adelaide, Australia;

now reported from all parts of Bengal from June to December,

growing on pieces of log in timber yards in clusters usually, on

dead branches of trees as well, very common.

Pileus.—Stalked, deeply infundibuliform, colour white

when fresh, turning brownish in course. of time, upper surface

distinctly scaly, brownish scales arranged in regular concentric

rings, hence it appears spotted, soft when young, stiffenin

I

Stalk.—White
ing lengths about 2\ to 5 cm., in some species thin, in others

thick, similarly coated all over with dense scales, sometimes

almost smooth, becoming hard in drying up.

GUIs.—Decurrent, narrow, in bigger specimens broad,

crowded, unicolourous.

Margin.—Involute.

Spores.—White with a brown outline, oval, 6x4//.

Cystidia

.

—N one

.

3. Lentinus sajor-caju, Fr.

(Plate XVIII, fig. 3).

Distribution and Habitat.— Found in the Moluccas and the

Nicobars on earth, on a decaying erect tree trunk at Pera-

deniya, Ceylon
; now reported from the interior of Hooghh

district, Bengal, in September 1918. not common, growing on
dead pieces of wood.

Pileus.—with short stalks, irregular, slightly infundubli-

forin, depressed at the centre, gray, turning yellowish in course
of time, surface generally smooth, soft, thin, diameter about
10 cm.

Short and rigid, about 1 cm. long, thick, solid,

excentric, of the same colour as the cap, base blackish, with
remnants of a broad ring, making the stem somewhat scaly.

Gills.— Decurrent. narrow, crowded, at first white, then
grayish- yellow, on their faces a number of globose, short

processes.

Margin.—Delicately wavy with short concavities and
convexities.

Spores.—Oval, white turning pale-brown in course of time,

6 x 4 f*.

Cystidia.—None.
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5 5

4. Collybia albuminosa (Berk), Petch.

(Plate XVIII, fig. 4).

Distribution and Habitat.—Found on termite nests at Pera-

deniya, Ceylon ; now for the first time reported from the

interior of Jessore district in July 1918 and from Hooghly
district in July 1920, growing directly and suddenly from damp
ground in rainy season. Edible variety, eaten by villagers,

called by local people " Patal Konr.

Pileus.—With a long stalk, in the shape of open umbrella,

with a viscid cuticle and distinct umbo at the centre, grayish-

white, surface soft and smooth, diameter about 5 cm.

Stalk.—Of the same colour as the cap, hollow, central,

smooth, base broader, apex tapering, not very delicate, about

12| cm. long.

Gills.—Free, crowded, narrow, gray coloured, basal ends

of gills obtuse.

Margin.—Almost entire.

Spores,—Oval, pink, 9x6 fi, some almost hyaline, oval,

8x5 M

Cystidia.—Presen t.

5 Pleurotus flabellatus, B. and Br.

(Plate XVIII, figs. 5 and 5a).

Distribution and Habitat— Found on dead wood at Pera-

deniva, Ceylon, Venezuela, Central America, and South Africa
;

nowreported from Hooghly district, Bengal, in rainy season in

July and August, growing several together in an imbricate man-

ner" on dead branches of trees, on dead logs, some arising

directly from the ground. Having no stalks or very short

ones, they seem to originate direct from the stem.

Pileus.—Almost dimidiate, in the form of m arc, about

1\ to 5 cm. across, some even bigger, upper surface quite

smooth, very delicate, dead white, some being a little grayish,

plants dissolving into a slimy mass and soon disappearing.

Stalk.—Either absent or a very short lateral one, with a

black base which is tougher than the cap.

Gills.—Narrow, crowded, of the same colour as the cap,

looking much crumpled.

Margin.—Entire.

Spores.—White, oval, 6x4-5 /•, some round, diameter

5 M

Cystidia.—None.
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6. Lepiota cepaestipes, Sow.

For figure see Cooke t. 5.

Distribution and Habitat.—Pound in Brazil, Italy, and
different parts of Europe ; now for the first time reported from

Jessore in June 1918, and from Calcutta in August 1919, grow-

ing in clusters usually on logs (rotten rafters in room). My
specimens are identical with the British species described in

Massee's book.
Pileus.—Stalked, conical at first, soon becoming campanu-

late and umbonate, distinctly sulphur-yellow, upper surface

covered with delicate separating minute yellow scales, sub-

stance very soft and delicate, flesh thin somewhat membranous,
diameter nearly 5 cm. in expanded form.

Stalk -<-Ba>se bulbous, tapering upwards, of the same
colour (sulphur-yellow), covered with minute yellow powdery
scales which can be rubbed off, central, hollow, delicate,

length 1\ to 10 cm., ring on the upper part of the stalk free,

yellow and fugacious.

Gills.—Free, pale-yellow, narrow, crowded, basal end acute.

Margin.—Membranous, or semi-transparent as Massee
calls it.

Spores.—White, oval, 10-12 x 7-8 ;;, some round, diameter
7 ju.

Cystidia.—None.
N.B.—Beautiful yellow plants, the minute scales on the

pileus are the remains of the delicate universal veil.

Subfamily— Rhodosporae.
i

With pink spores,

7. Volvaria diplasia, B. and Br.

(Plate XVII, fig. 7).

Distribution and Habitat.—Found on dead wood and spec-
ially on ground among dried roots at Peradeniya, Ceylon ;

now reported from the interior of Hoogly district,' Bengal, in
June, July, August and sometimes in September, 1919 and
1920, growing amongst heaps of rotten straw. This is edible,
eaten by the villagers.

Pileus.—Stalked, conico-campanulate, dark-gray, shining,
covered with fine elongated silky hairs, which can be rubbed
off; flesh thick, soft and white, diameter 7£ to 10 cm.

Stalk —About 10 cm. long, tapering towards the apex,
solid, central, white, not very delicate, base thick and rounded,
with a volva.

Gills.—White, readily changing into pink colour, free,
broad, and crowded, ends round.
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Volva—Thin and papery, very loose, usually splitting into

three or four parts and hanging down at the base, internally

whitish, externally smooth with numerous small black dots.

Spores—Elliptic, pinkish, 7-8 x 4 /«. some round, diameter

Gystidia.—None.
This species differs from Volvaria terastia in its thin papery

volva, in other respects it closely resembles V. terastia.

Subfamilv—Ochrosporae.

With ochraceous spores.

8. Flammula dilepis, B. and Br.

(Plate XVIII, figs. 8 and 8a.).

Distribution and Habitat.—-Found on dead wood at Pera-

deniva, Cevlon ; now reported from Khulna, Hoogly, Calcutta

from June" to September, growing profusely in cavities of dead

trunks of palms and dead stumps of bamboos and other big

trees, very common.
Pileus.—Stalked, more or less circular, upper surface

brownish-yellow, all' over coated with minute black scales,

soft, of varying forms, diameter of bigger ones about 5-7$ cm.,

smaller ones about 1-2J cm. '
.

Stalk.—Dark-brown, almost naked, hollow, central, toler-

ably rigid, of varying lengths from 1-5 cm.

Gills.- Adnate, broad, crowded, colour deeper brown than

on the upper surface, with acute basal ends, in older ones two

side walls of gills much torn and divided.

Margin.—In older ones revolute.

Spores.—Reddish-yellow, surface minutely warted, elliptic,

6x4//, few round diameter 4 i>.

Gystidia.—Few, present.

0. Galera zeylanica, Petch.

(Plate XVIII, figs. 9 and 9a.).

Distribution and Habitat.—Found on ground at Peradeniya ,

Ceylon ; now reported from Hooghly, Bengal, in beptemner.

1918, growing on ground amongst grass.
B\xanoA

Pileus.-With long stalk, distinctly «^brella
;

S

o
h
w
aP^

conico-convex, red-brown at the centre, d^y-brown tojarfs

the margin, surface smooth, very thin and delicate, diameter

1 Q

1

"
\S*.-White, hollow, broader at the base tapering at

the apex, usually smooth, delicate, central, about.U c^on
|'

&«.-Pale-brown, somewhat broad
:

crowded, adnate,

with acute basal ends.
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Margin.—Striate.

Spores.—Oval, yellow-brown, 10 x 6-7 /x, some brown,
round, diameter 6 /*.

Gystidia.—None.

Subfamily

—

Melanosporae.

With black spores.

10. Panseolus cyanascens, B. and Br.

(Plate XVIII, fig. 10.).

Distribution and Habitat.—-Found on dung at Peradeniya,
Ceylon ; now reported from Belgachia, Calcutta, in August
1919, growing on cow-dung, horse-dung, etc.

Pileus.—Stalked, umbrella shaped, diameter about 3| cm.,

colour ashy-white, the umbo at the centre reddish-yellow

smooth, soft.

Stalk.—White, turns deep blue when lightly bruised
central, smooth, covered with shining particles, tolerably rigid,

about 6-10 cm. long, hollow.

Gills.—Adnate, rather broad and crowded, black-coloured
with bluish tinge, with accuminate basal ends.

Margin.—Entire with a bluish tinge.

Any part of the plant when bruised, turns deep blue.

Spores.—Black, oval, apiculate at both ends, 10-13 x

7-8 m, some round, blackish, diameter 10 /x.

Cystidia.—Very prominent, with white tops at surface.

11. Coprinus fimbriatus, B. and Br.

' (Plate XVIII, fig. 11.).

Distribution and Habitat.—Found on dung at Peradeniya,
Ceylon

; now reported from Howrah and Hooghly districts* in

August 1918, growing on dung usually.

Pileus.—^talked, umbrella-shaped with a circular margin,
upper surface smooth, grayish-black with a white umbo,
delicate, diameter about lcm., pileus becoming divided along
the length of the gills.

Stalk.—Rooting at the base, white, hollow, central, very
delicate, usually smooth, about 4 cm. long.

Gills —Adnate, broad, crowded, black.
Margin.—White and much divided, hence called fimbriatus.
Spores.—Black and oval, 9-10 x 6 v, some round, diameter

6 /A.

Gystidia.—None.
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12. Panaeolus campanulatus, Cooke.

For figure see Cooke, t. 629.

My specimens agree with the British species described

in Massee's book.

Distribution and Habitat —Found on earth, on dung, fre-

quently in Europe, on earth at Peradeniya, Ceylon, on manured

lands at Cincinnati, United States and in South Africa, on

earth at Rochefort, Saintes, Pessines (France) ; now reported

from the interior of Hooghly district. Bengal, in August 1918,

growing on dung and manured places.

Pifeus.—Stalked, somewhat campanulate, fleshy, smooth,

brownish-black, diameter about 2\ cm.

Stalk.— Rooting at the base, central, straight, brownish

with very minute black dots, tolerably rigid, about 6 cm. long,

hollow.

Gilte.—Adnata, ascending, crowded black, narrow.

Margin.—Entire.

Spores.—Deep brown, oval, with a thick wall, 10 x 6 /*, some

round, diameter 8 p.

Cystidia.— None.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE NO. XVHI

Fig. 1.

—

Lentinus connatus, Berk
Fig. 2.

—

Lentinus subnudu*. Berk.

Fig. 3.

—

Lentinus sajor-caju, Fr.

Fig. 4.

—

Collybia albuminosa (Berk), Fetch.

Fig. 5.

—

Pleurotus flabell&tus, B. & Br Upper surface.

Fig. 5a.

—

Pleurotus flabellatus, B. & Br. Hymenial sur-

face.

Fig. 7.— Volvaria diplasia, B. & Br.

Fig. 8.

—

Flammula dilepis, B. & Br. Upper surface.

Fig. 8a.

—

Flammula dilepis B. & Br. Hymenial surface.

Fig. 9. — Galera zeylanica, Petch. Upper surface.

Fig. 9a.

—

Galera zeylanica, Petch. Hymenial surface.

Fig 10.

—

Panceolus cyanascens, B. & Br.

Fig. 11.

—

Coprinus fimbriatus, B. & Br.
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